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To

SHOGHI EFFENDI
1897–1957
Guardian of the Bahá’í Faith
1921–1957

this volume is dedicated in love and homage, in pride and sorrow. For thirty-six years of unceasing toil he devoted himself to the establishment of the institutions, the consolidation of the foundations and the translation of the sacred writings and literature of the Bahá’í Faith. He spread its message to 219 new sovereign states, dependencies and major islands. He unified the scattered Bahá’í communities of east and west in one firmly-knit, actively cooperating, dynamic whole. He planted the Banner of Bahá’u’lláh in the farthest reaches of every continent and in the midst of every sea. He subscribed himself, and proved to be, the ‘true brother’ of every Bahá’í.
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INTRODUCTION

This volume of The Bahá’í World, the thirteenth to be published in thirty-seven years, must be regarded as the memorial volume to the Guardian of the Bahá’í Faith, who passed away on November 4, 1957. Inaugurated, supervised and edited by Shoghi Effendi himself, The Bahá’í World is a true reflection of that ordered and brilliant mind which brought the far-flung Bahá’í world community to the state of cohesion and achievement it now enjoys and laid the foundation upon which future generations of Bahá’ís may, for centuries to come, build with assurance and enthusiasm.

Volume XIII, in its illustrations as well as in its text, ranges over the entire planet, recording events and activities during a period of nine years dedicated to a crusade “unsurpassed in its potentialities in the spiritual annals of mankind.” The record of this great Ten Year Crusade (the first year being dealt with in the previous volume) is a befitting testimony to the inspired leadership and truly herculean labours of the beloved Guardian of the Bahá’í Faith during the thirty-six years of his ministry. Like all previous volumes it contains those “historic facts and fundamental principles that constitute the distinguishing features of the Message of Bahá’u’lláh to this age.”

The existence of so many evidences of a newly revealed Faith and Gospel for a humanity arrived at a turning point in its spiritual and social evolution has profound significance for the non-Bahá’í, and the book is a basic document for the student or scholar who desires to investigate the world religion founded by the Báb and Bahá’u’lláh. For in these pages the reader encounters both the revealed Word in its spiritual power, and the response which that utterance has evoked during the first one-hundred-and-twenty years of the Bahá’í era. He will find — what is unparalleled in religious history — the unbroken continuity of a divine Faith from the Manifestation onward through four generations of human experience; he will be able to apprehend how impregnable are the foundations of the Bahá’í World Order, which are none other than the life and teachings of the Báb and Bahá’u’lláh, the life and interpretation of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, and its divinely ordained Administrative Order, the development of which has been the supreme task of Shoghi Effendi’s ministry.

It is the avowed faith of Bahá’ís that this Revelation has established upon earth the spiritual impulse and the definite principles necessary for social regeneration and the attainment of one true religion and social order throughout the world. In The Bahá’í World, therefore, those who seek a higher will and wisdom than man possesses may learn how, amid the trials and tribulations of a decadent society, a new age, propelled by divine purpose? has begun to emerge from the world of the spirit into the realm of human action and belief.
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PART ONE
THE BAHÁ'Í WORLD

I
AIMS AND PURPOSES OF THE
BAHÁ'Í FAITH

By Horace Holley

upon the spiritual foundation established by Bahá’u’lláh during the forty year period of His Mission (1853-1892), there stands to-day an independent religion represented by over twelve thousand local communities of believers. These communities geographically are spread throughout all five continents. In point of race, class, nationality and religious origin, the followers of Bahá’u’lláh exemplify well-nigh the whole diversity of the modern world. They may be characterized as a true cross section of humanity, a microcosm which, for all its relative littleness, carries within it individual men and women typifying the macrocosm of mankind.

None of the historic causes of association served to create this world-wide spiritual community. Neither a common language, a common blood, a common civil government, a common tradition nor a mutual grievance acted upon Bahá’ís to supply a fixed center of interest or a goal of material advantage. On the contrary, membership in the Bahá’í community in the land of its birth and to this day has been a severe disability, and outside of Persia the motive animating believers has been in direct opposition to the most inveterate prejudices of their environment. The Cause of Bahá’u’lláh has moved forward without the reinforcement of wealth, social prestige or other means of public influence.

Every local Bahá’í community exists by the voluntary association of individuals who consciously overcome the fundamental sanctions evolved throughout the centuries to justify the separations and antagonisms of human society. In America, this association means that white believers accept the spiritual equality of their Negro fellows. In Europe, it means the reconciliation of Protestant and Catholic upon the basis of a new and larger faith. In the Orient, Christian, Jewish and Muhammadan believers must stand apart from the rigid exclusiveness into which each was born.

The central fact to be noted concerning the nature of the Bahá’í Faith is that it contains a power, fulfilled in the realm of conscience, which can reverse the principal momentum of modern civilization—the drive toward division and strife—and initiate its own momentum moving steadily in the direction of unity and accord. It is in this power, and not in any criterion upheld by the world, that the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh has special significance.

The forms of traditional opposition vested in nationality, race, class and creed are not the only social clausms which the Faith has bridged. There are even more implacable, if less visible differences between types and temperaments, such as flow inevitably from the contact of rational and emotional individuals, of active and passive dispositions, undermining capacity for co-operation in every organized society, which attain mutual understanding and harmony in the Bahá’í community. For personal congeniality, the selective principle elsewhere continually op-
In stating that the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh is an independent religion, two essential facts are implied.

The first fact is that the Bahá'í Cause historically was not an offshoot of any prior social principle or community. The teachings of Bahá'u'lláh are no artificial synthesis assembled from the modern library of international truth, which might be duplicated from the same sources. Bahá'u'lláh created a reality in the world of the soul which never before existed and could not exist apart from Him.

The second fact is that the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh is a religion, standing in the line of true religions: Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Judaism, and other prophetic Faiths. Its existence, like that of early Christianity, marks the return of faith as a direct and personal experience of the will of God. Because the divine will itself has been revealed in terms of human reality, the followers of Bahá'u'lláh are confident that their personal limitations can be transformed by an inflow of spiritual reinforcement from the higher world. It is
VIEW OF BAHJI AT BEGINNING OF SHOGHI EFFENDI’S MINISTRY

Photograph shows Bahji in the 1920's. Left to right: House occupied by the Covenant-breakers, Balcony of the Mansion, Entrance to Bahá'u'lláh's Tomb, Pilgrim House.

The same view thirty years later showing transformation made by Shoghi Effendi.
SHRINE OF BAHÁ'UL'LÁH IN BÁHJÍ

The entrance to the Holy Tomb as it appeared after the passing of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.

The same view some years later, showing transformation made by the Guardian. Other embellishments were added later.
for the privilege of access to the source of reality that they forego reliance upon the
darkened self within and the unbelieving society without.

The religious education of Bahá’ís revolutionizes their inherited attitude toward their
own as well as other traditional religions.

To Bahá’ís, religion is the life and teachings of the prophet. By identifying religion with
its founder, they exclude from its spiritual reality all those accretions of human definition,
ceremony and ritualistic practice emanating from followers required from time to time to
make compromise with an unbelieving world. Furthermore, in limiting religion to the
prophet they are able to perceive the oneness of God in the spiritual oneness of all
the prophets. The Bahá’í born into Christianity can wholeheartedly enter into fellowship with
the Bahá’í born into Mahommedanism because both have come to understand that
Christ and Muhammad reflected the light of the one God into the darkness of the world.
If certain teachings of Christ differ from certain teachings of Moses or Mahommed,
the Bahá’í know that all prophetic teachings are divided into two parts: one, consisting of
the essential and unalterable principles of love, peace, unity and cooperation, renewed as
divine commands in every cycle; the other, consisting of external practices (such as diet,
marriage and similar ordinances) conforming to the requirements of one time and place.

This Bahá’í teaching leads to a profounder analysis of the process of history. The followers of Bahá’u’lláh derive mental integrity from the realization made so clear and vivid by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá that true insight into history discloses the uninterrupted and irresistible working of a Providence not denied nor made vain by any measure of human ignorance and unfaith.

According to this insight, a cycle begins with the appearance of a prophet or manifestation of God, through whom the spirits of men are revivified and reborn. The rise of faith in God produces a religious community, whose power of enthusiasm and devotion releases the creative elements of a new and higher civilization. This civilization comes to its fruitful autumn in culture and mental achievement, to give way eventually to a barren winter of atheism, when strife and discord bring the civilization to an end. Under the burden of immorality, dishonor and cruelty marking this phase of the cycle, humanity lies helpless until the spiritual leader, the prophet, once more returns in the power of the Holy Spirit.

Such is the Bahá’í reading of the book of the past. Its reading of the present interprets
these world troubles, this general chaos and confusion, as the hour when the renewal of
religion is no longer a racial experience, a rebirth of one limited area of human society,
but the destined unification of humanity itself in one faith and one order. It is by the miracle
of the vineyard that Bahá’ís of the Christian West behold their tradition and their present
spiritual reality at last inseparably joined, their faith and their social outlook identified,
their reverence for the power of God merged with intelligent grasp of their material
environment. A human society which has substituted creeds for religion and armies for
truth, even as all ancient prophets foretold, must needs come to abandon its instruments of
violence and undergo purification until conscious, humble faith can be reborn.

THE BASIS OF UNITY

"The best beloved of all things in My sight is Justice; turn not away therefore if thou
destress Me, and neglect it not that I may confide in thee."

—BAHÁ’U’LLÁH

Faith alone, no matter how wholehearted and sincere, affords no basis on which the
organic unity of a religious fellowship can endure. The faith of the early Christians
was complete, but its degree of inner conviction when projected outward upon the
field of action soon disclosed a fatal lack of social principle. Whether the outer expression
of love implied a democratic or an aristocratic order, a communal or individualistic society,
raised fundamental questions after the crucifixion of the prophet which none had
authority to solve.

The Bahá’í teaching has this vital distinction, that it extends from the realm of conscience
and faith to the realm of social action. It confirms the substance of faith not merely as
a source of individual development but as a definitely ordered relationship to the
community. Those who inspect the Bahá’í Cause
PURIFICATION OF THE ḤARAM-I-AQDAS IN BAHJÍ
Appearance of the gardens adjacent to the Tomb of Bahá'u'lláh at the time of Shoghi Effendi's passing in November 1957. Beyond the screen of tall trees on the left is the house occupied by enemies of the Faith since 1832.

View after demolition of the house and the completion of the same garden to the wall surrounding the Mansion of Bahá'u'lláh. On the right is the Holy Tomb. This picture was taken in the spring of 1958.
DESTRUCTION OF THE HOUSE OF THE COVENANT-BREAKERS

On the right is the roof of the Tomb of Bahá'u'lláh, the Holiest Spot in the Bahá'í world. The upper story of the Mansion where He passed away is seen on the left.

This building was demolished under the supervision of the Hands of the Cause in December 1957. Shoghi Effendi had planned to supervise this long-anticipated work personally.
PURIFICATION OF THE HARAM-I-AQDAS

Along these two walls of the Mansion of Bahá'u'lláh at Bahji were situated buildings formerly occupied by enemies of the Faith.

Above: Star design in garden created by Shoghi Effendi.

Below: Extension of the garden to meet northern wall of Mansion.
superficially may deny its claim to be a religion for the reason that it lacks most of the visible marks by which religions are recognized. But in place of ritual or other formal worship it contains a social principle linking people to a community, the loyal observance of which makes spiritual faith co-terminous with life itself. The Bahá'ís, having no professional clergy, forbidden ever to have a clergy, understand that religion, in this age, consists in an "attitude toward God reflected in life." They are therefore conscious of no division between religious and secular actions.

The inherent nature of the community created by Bahá'u'lláh has great significance at this time, when the relative values of democracy, of constitutional monarchy, of aristocracy and of communism are everywhere in dispute.

Of the Bahá'í community it may be declared definitely that its character does not reflect the communist theory. The rights of the individual are fully safeguarded and the fundamental distinctions of personal endowment natural among all people are fully preserved. Individual rights, however, are interpreted in the light of the supreme law of brotherhood and not made a sanction for selfishness, oppression and indifference.

On the other hand, the Bahá'í order is not a democracy in the sense that it proceeds from the complete sovereignty of the people, whose representatives are limited to carrying out the popular will. Sovereignty, in the Bahá'í community, is attributed to the Divine Prophet, and the elected representatives of the believers in their administrative function look to the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh for their guidance, having faith that the application of His universal principles is the source of order throughout the community. Every Bahá'í administrative body feels itself a trustee, and in this capacity stands above the plane of dissension and is free of that pressure exerted by factional groups.

The local community on April 21 of each year elects by universal adult suffrage an administrative body of nine members called the Spiritual Assembly. This body, with reference to all Bahá'í matters, has sole power of decision. It represents the collective conscience of the community with respect to Bahá'í activities. Its capacity and power are supreme within certain definite limitations. The various states and provinces unite, through delegates elected annually according to the principle of proportionate representation, in the formation of a National Spiritual Assembly for their country or natural geographical area. This National Spiritual Assembly, likewise composed of nine members, administers all national Bahá'í affairs and may assume jurisdiction of any local matter that be of more than local importance. Spiritual Assemblies, local and national, combine an executive, a legislative and a judicial function, all within the limits set by the Bahá'í teachings. They have no resemblance to religious bodies which can adopt articles of faith and regulate the processes of belief and worship. They are primarily responsible for the maintenance of unity within the Bahá'í community and for the release of its collective power in service to the Cause. Membership in the Bahá'í community is granted, on personal declaration of faith.

Since the passing of 'Abdu'l-Bahá in 1921 fifty-six National Spiritual Assemblies have come into being, the members of which will elect, in 1963, the Universal House of Justice, a consummation which will perfect the administrative order of the Faith and create, for the first time in history, an elected international authority representing a world-wide community united in a single Faith.

Bahá'ís maintain their contact with the source of inspiration and knowledge in the sacred writings of the Faith by continuous prayer, study and discussion. No believer can ever have a finished, static faith any more than he can arrive at the end of his capacity for being. The community has but one meeting ordained in the teachings—the general meeting held every nineteen days given in the new calendar established by the Bahá'ís.

This Nineteen Day Feast is conducted simply and informally under a program divided into three parts. The first part consists in reading of passages from writings of Bahá'u'lláh, the Báb and 'Abdu'l-Bahá—a devotional meeting. Next follows general discussion of Bahá'í activities—the business meeting of the local community. After the consultation, the community breaks bread together and enjoys fellowship.

The experience which Bahá'ís receive through participation in their spiritual world order is unique and cannot be paralleled in
any other society. Their status of perfect equality as voting members of a constitutional body called upon to deal with matters which reflect, even though in miniature, the whole gamut of human problems and activities; their intense realization of kinship with believers representing so wide a diversity of races, classes and creeds; their assurance that this unity is based upon the highest spiritual sanction and contributes a necessary ethical quality to the world in this age—all these opportunities for deeper and broader experience confer a privilege that is felt to be the fulfillment of life.

The Spirit of the New Day

"If man is left in his natural state, he will become lower than the animal and continue to grow more ignorant and imperfect. The savage tribes of Central Africa are evidence of this. Left in their natural condition, they have sunk to the lowest depths and degrees of barbarism, dimly groping in a world of mental and moral obscenity.... God has purposed that the darkness of the world of nature shall be dispelled and the imperfect attributes of the natal self be effaced in the effulgent reflection of the Sun of Truth."

—`ABDU’L-BAHÁ

The complete text of the Bahá’í sacred writings has not yet been translated into English, but the present generation of believers has the supreme privilege of possessing the fundamental teachings of Bahá’u’lláh, together with the interpretation and lucid commentary of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, and more recently the exposition made by Shoghi Effendi of the teachings concerning the world order which Bahá’u’lláh came to establish. Of special significance to Bahá’ís of Europe and America is the fact that, unlike Christianity, the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh rests upon the Prophet’s own words and not upon a necessarily incomplete rendering of oral tradition. Furthermore, the commentary and explanation of the Bahá’í gospel made by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá preserves the spiritual integrity and essential aim of the revealed text, without the inevitable alloy of human personality which historically served to corrupt the gospel of Jesus and Muhammad. The Bahá’í, moreover, has this distinctive advantage, that his approach to the teachings is personal and direct, without the veils interposed by any human intermediary.

The works which supply the Bahá’í teachings to English-reading believers are The Kitáb-i-Áqdas (Book of Certitude), in which Bahá’u’lláh revealed the oneness of the Prophets and the identical foundation of all true religions, the law of cycles according to which the Prophet returns at intervals of approximately one thousand years, and the nature of faith; Hidden Words, the essence of truths revealed by Prophets in the past; prayers to quicken the soul’s life and draw individuals and groups nearer to God; Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh (Tarzát, Tablet of the World, Kalimát, Tajalliyát, Baháráát, Lahráqát), which establish social and spiritual principles for the new era; Three Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh (Tablet of the Branch, Kitáb-i-Áhd, Lawḥ-i-Áqdas), the appointment of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá as the Interpreter of Bahá’u’lláh’s teachings, the Testament of Bahá’u’lláh, and His message to the Christians; Epistle to the Son of the Wolf, addressed to the son of a prominent Persian who had been a most ruthless oppressor of the believers, a Tablet which recapitulates many teachings Bahá’u’lláh had revealed in earlier works. The significant Tablets addressed to rulers of Europe and the Orient, as well as to the heads of American Republics, about the year 1870, summoning them to undertake measures for the establishment of Universal Peace have been, in selected excerpts, incorporated by Shoghi Effendi in his book, The Promised Day Is Come. The largest and most authentic body of Bahá’u’lláh’s Writings in the English language consists of the excerpts chosen and translated by Shoghi Effendi, and published under the title of Gleanings from the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh.

In Prayers and Meditations by Bahá’u’lláh, Shoghi Effendi has similarly given to the Bahá’í Community in recent years a wider selection and a superb rendering of devotional passages revealed by Bahá’u’lláh. The published writings of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá are: Some Answered Questions, dealing with the lives of the Prophets, the interpretation of Bible prophecies, the nature of man, the true principle of evolution and other philosophic subjects; Mysterious Forces of Civilization, a work addressed to the people of Persia about fifty years ago to show them the way to
VIEW FROM THE BALCONY OF THE MANSION OF BAHÁ'U'LLÁH, BAHJÍ

Photograph shows completion of Shoghi Effendi's plan, carried out after his passing — upper right hand path is third terrace.

Extension of the original garden in area occupied by house of enemies which was demolished.
GATES LEADING TO THE TERRACES AT BAHÁ'Í

The two gates at the beginning of the long path which runs from north to south.
The three gates and stairs mounting up to the third terrace completed after Shoghi Effendi's passing.
sound progress and true civilization; *Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Bahá*, three volumes of excerpts from letters written to individual believers and Bahá’í communities, which illuminate a vast range of subjects; *Promulgation of Universal Peace*, from stenographic records of the public addresses delivered by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá to audiences in Canada and the United States during the year 1912; *The Wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Bahá*, a similar record of His addresses in Paris; *'Abdu'l-Bahá in London*; and reprints of a number of individual Tablets, especially that sent to the Committee for a Durable Peace, The Hague, Holland, in 1914, and the Tablet addressed to the late Dr. Forel of Switzerland. The Will and Testament left by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá has special significance in that it provided for the future development of Bahá’í administrative institutions and the Guardianship.

The most comprehensive selection of the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá now available in the English language is *Bahá’í World Faith*.

To these writings has now been added the book entitled *Bahá’í Administration*, consisting of the general letters written by Shoghi Effendi as Guardian of the Faith since the Master’s death in 1921, which explain the details of the administrative order of the Faith, and his letters on World Order, which make clear the social principles imbedded in Bahá’u’lláh’s Revelation.

These latter letters were in 1938 published in a volume entitled *The World Order of Bahá’u’lláh*. Here the Guardian defines the relation of the Faith to the current social crisis, and sums up the fundamental tenets of the Bahá’í Faith. It is a work which gives to each believer access to a clear insight into the significance of the present era, and the outcome of its international perturbations, incomparably more revealing and at the same time more assuring than the works of students and statesmen in our times.

After laying the basis of the administrative order, and explaining the relations between the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh and the current movement and events which transform the world, the Guardian has written books of more general Bahá’í import. In *The Advent of Divine Justice*, Shoghi Effendi expounded the significance of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s teaching plan for North America against a background of ethical and social regeneration required for Bahá’í service today. *The Promised Day Is Come* examines the history of the Faith in its early days when the world repudiated the Báb and Bahá’u’lláh and inflicted supreme suffering upon them and their followers, and develops the thesis that war and revolution came as penalty for rejection of the Manifestation of God.

In 1944, the centenary year of the Faith, the Guardian produced in *God Passes By* the authentic historical survey of the evolution of the Faith from its origin.

The literature has also been enriched by Shoghi Effendi’s translation of *The Dawn-Breakers*, Nabil’s Narrative of the Early Days of the Bahá’í Revelation, a vivid eyewitness account of the episodes which resulted from the announcement of the Báb on Way 23, 1844.

When it is borne in mind that the term “religious literature” has come to represent a wide diversity of subject matter, ranging from cosmic philosophy to the psychology of personal experience, from efforts to understand the universe plumbed by telescope and microscope to efforts to discipline the passions and desires of disordered human hearts, it is clear that an attempt to summarize the Bahá’í teachings would indicate the limitations of the person making the summary rather than offer possession of a body of sacred literature touching the needs of man and society at every point. The study of Bahá’í writing does not lead to any simplified program either for the solution of social problems or for the development of human personality. Rather should it be likened to a clear light which illumines whatever is brought under its rays, or to spiritual nourishment which gives life to the spirit. The believer at first simply notes the passages which seem to confirm his own personal beliefs or treat of subjects close to his own previous training. This natural but nevertheless unjustifiable oversimplification of the nature of the Faith must gradually subside and give way to a deeper realization that the teachings of Bahá’u’lláh are as an ocean, and all personal capacity is but the vessel that must be refilled again and again. The sum and substance of the Faith of Bahá’ís is not a doctrine, nor an organization, but their acceptance of Bahá’u’lláh as Manifestation of God. In this acceptance lies the
mystery of a unity that is general, not particular, inclusive, not exclusive, and limited in its gradual extension by no boundaries drawn in the social world nor arbitrary limitations accepted by habits formed during generations lacking a true spiritual culture.

What the believer learns reverently to be grateful for is a source of wisdom to which he may turn for continuous mental and moral development—a source of truth revealing a universe in which man’s life has valid purpose and assured realization. Human history begins to reflect the working of a beneficient Providence; the sharp outlines of material sciences gradually fade out in the light of one fundamental science of life: a profound sociology, connected with the inner life, little by little displaces the superficial economic and political beliefs which like waves dash high an instant only to subside into the moveless volume of the sea.

"The divine reality," ‘Abdu’l-Bahá has said, "is unthinkable, limitless, eternal, immortal and invisible. The world of creation is bound by natural law, finite and mortal. The infinite reality cannot be said to ascend or descend. It is beyond the understanding of man, and cannot be described in terms which apply to the phenomenal sphere of the created world. Man, then, is in extreme need of the only power by which he is able to receive help from the divine reality, that power alone bringing him into contact with the source of all life."

"An intermediary is needed to bring two extremes into relation with each other. Riches and poverty, plenty and need: without an intermediary there could be no relation between these pairs of opposites. So we can say that there must be a Mediator between God and man, and this is none other than the Holy Spirit, which brings the created earth into relation with the "Unthinkable One," the divine reality. The divine reality may be likened to the sun and the Holy Spirit to the rays of the sun. As the rays of the sun bring the light and warmth of the sun to the earth, giving life to all created things, so do the Manifestations bring the power of the Holy Spirit from the divine Sun of Reality to give light and life to the souls of men."

In expounding the teachings of Bahá’u’lláh to public audiences in the West, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá frequently encountered the attitude that, while the liberal religious might well welcome and endorse such tenets, the Bahá’í teachings after all bring nothing new, since the principles of Christianity contain all the essentials of spiritual truth. The believer whose heart has been touched by the Faith so perfectly exemplified by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá feels no desire for controversy, but must needs point out the vital difference between a living faith and a passive formula or doctrine. What religion in its renewal brings is first of all an energy to translate belief into life. This impulse, received into the profoundest depths of consciousness, requires no startling "newness" of concept or theory to be appreciated as a gift from the divine world. It carries its own assurance as a renewal of life itself; it is as a candle that has been lighted, and in comparison with the miracle of light the discussion of religion as a form of belief becomes secondary in importance. Were the Bahá’í Faith, no more than a true revitalization of the revealed truths of former religions, it would by that quickening quality of inner life, that returning to God, still assert itself as the supreme fact of human experience in this age.

For religion returns to earth in order to re-establish a standard of spiritual reality. It restores the quality of human existence, its active powers, when that reality has become overlaid with sterile rites and dogmas which substitute empty shadow for substance. In the person of the Manifestation it destroys all those imitations of religion gradually developed through the centuries and summons humanity to the path of sacrifice and devotion.

Revelation, moreover, is progressive as well as periodic. Christianity in its original essence not only relighted the candle of faith which, in the years since Moses, had become extinguished—it amplified the teachings of Moses with a new dimension which history has seen exemplified in spread of faith from tribe to nations and peoples. Bahá’u’lláh has given religion its world dimension, fulfilling the fundamental purpose of every previous Revelation. His Faith stands as the reality within Christianity, within Islám, within the religion of Moses, the spirit of each, but expressed in teachings which relate to all mankind.

The Bahá’í Faith, viewed from within, is religion extended from the individual to embrace humanity. It is religion universalized;
TWO VIEWS OF THE LONG PATH IN BAHÁ’Í

Above: From the new terrace, near the Shrine of Bahá'u'lláh, looking south.

Below: The gate at the other end of the same path, looking north.
ENTRANCE TO THE HOLIEST BAHÁ'Í SHRINE IN THE WORLD

Shoghi Effendi greatly beautified the surroundings of the Tomb of Bahá'u'lláh in Bahji, near 'Akká, during the last years of his life.

The new door of oak, with carved gilded rosettes, was made in Italy.
its teaching far the individual, spiritually identical with the teaching of Christ, supplies the individual with an ethics, a sociology, an ideal of social order, for which humanity in its earlier stages of development was not prepared. Individual fulfillment has been given an objective social standard of reality, balancing the subjective ideal derived from religion in the past. Bahá'u'lláh has removed the false distinctions between the “spiritual” and “material” aspects of life, due to which religion has become separate from science, and materialism has been divorced from social activities. The whole arena of human affairs has been brought within the realm of spiritual truth, in the light of the teaching that materialism is not a tiling but a motive within the human heart.

The Bahá’í learns to perceive the universe as a divine creation in which man has his destiny to fulfill under a beneficent Providence whose aims for humanity are made known through Prophets who stand between man and the Creator. He learns his true relation to the degrees and orders of the visible universe; his true relation to God, to himself, to his fellow man, to mankind. The more he studies the Bahá’í teachings, the more he becomes imbued with the spirit of unity, the more vividly he perceives the law of unity working in the world today, indirectly manifest in the failure which has overtaken all efforts to organize the principle of separation and competition, directly manifest in the power which has brought together the followers of Bahá'u'lláh in East and West. He has the assurance that the world’s turmoil conceals from worldly minds the blessings long foretold, now forgotten, in the sayings which prophesied the coming of the Kingdom of God on earth.

The Sacred Literature of the Bahá’í Faith conveys enlightenment. It inspires life. It frees the mind. It disciplines the heart. For believers, the Word is not a philosophy to be learned, but the sustenance of being throughout the span of mortal existence.

"The Bahá’í Faith," Shoghi Effendi stated in a recent letter addressed to a public official, "recognizes the unity of God and of His Prophets, upholds the principle of an unlettered search after truth, condemns all forms of superstition and prejudice, teaches that the fundamental purpose of religion is to promote concord and harmony, that it must go hand-in-hand with science, and that it constitutes the sole and ultimate basis of a peaceful, an ordered and progressive society. It inculcates the principle of equal opportunity, rights and privileges for both sexes, advocates compulsory education, abolishes extremes of poverty and wealth, recommends the adoption of an auxiliary international language, and provides the necessary agencies for the establishment and safeguarding of a permanent and universal peace."

Those who, even courteously, would dismiss a Faith so firmly based, will have to admit that, whether or not by their test the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh are "new", the world's present plight is unprecedented, came without warning save in the utterances of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Rahim, and day by day discloses dangers which strike terror to the responsible student of current affairs. Humanity itself now seems to share the prison and exile which an unbelieving generation inflicted upon the Glory of God many years ago.

A BACKGROUND OF HEROIC SACRIFICE

"O My beloved friends! You are the bearers of the Name of God in this Day. You have been chosen as the repositories of His mystery. It behooves each one of you to manifest the attributes of God, and to exemplify by your deeds and words the signs of His righteousness, His power and glory... Ponder the words of Jesus addressed to His disciples, as He sent them forth to propagate the Cause of God."

—THE BÁB

The words of Bahá'u'lláh differ in the minds of believers from the words of philosophers because they have been given substance in the experience of life itself. The history of the Faith stands ever as a guide and commentary upon the meaning and influence of the written text.

This history, unfolded contemporaneously with the rise of science and technology in the West, reasserts the providential element of human existence as it was reasserted by the spiritual consecration and personal suffering of the prophets and disciples of former times.
The world of Islam one hundred years ago lay in a darkness corresponding to the most degraded epoch of Europe's feudal age. Between the upper and nether millstones of an absolutist state and a materialistic church, the people of Persia were ground to a condition of extreme poverty and ignorance. The pomp of the civil and religious courts glittered above the general ruin like fireglamp on a rotten log.

In that world, however, a few devoted souls stood firm in their conviction that the religion of Muhammad was to be purified by the rise of a spiritual hero whose coming was assured in their interpretation of His gospel. This remnant of the faithful one by one became conscious that in 'Ali-Muhammad, since known to history as the Báb (the "Gate"), their hopes had been realized, and under the Báb's inspiration scattered themselves as His apostles to arouse the people and prepare them for the restoration of Islam to its original integrity. Against the Báb and His followers the whole force of church and state combined to extinguish a fiery zeal which soon threatened to bring their structure of power to the ground.

The ministry of the Báb covered only the six years between 1844 and His martyrdom by a military firing squad in the public square at Tabriz on July 9, 1850. In the Báb's own written message He interpreted His mission to be the fulfillment of past religions and the heralding of a world educator and unifier, one who was to come to establish a new cycle. Most of the Báb's chosen disciples, and many thousands of followers, were publicly martyred in towns and villages throughout the country in those years. The seed, however, had been buried too deep in hearts to be extirpated by any physical instrument of oppression.

After the Báb's martyrdom, the weight of official wrath fell upon Husayn-'Ali, around whom the Babís centered their hopes. Husayn-'Ali was imprisoned in Tbrán, exiled to
Baghdad, from Baghdad sent to Constantinople under the jurisdiction of the Sultan, exiled by the Turkish government to Adrianople, and at length imprisoned in the desolate barracks at 'Akkâ. In 1863, while delayed outside of Baghdad for the preparation of the caravan to be dispatched to Constantinople, Husayn-Áli established His Cause among the Bábís who insisted upon sharing His exile. His declaration was the origin of the Bahá'í Faith in which the Báb's Cause was fulfilled. The Bábís who accepted Husayn-Áli as Bahá'u'lláh (the Glory of God) were fully conscious that His mission was not a development of the Bábí movement but a new Cause for which the Báb had sacrificed His life as the first of those who recognized the Manifestation or Prophet of the new age.

During forty years of exile and imprisonment, Bahá'u'lláh expounded a gospel which interpreted the spiritual meaning of ancient scriptures, renewed the reality of faith in God and established as the foundation of human society the principle of the oneness of mankind. This gospel came into being in the form of letters addressed to individual believers and to groups in response to questions, in books of religious laws and principles, and in communications transmitted to the kings and rulers calling upon them to establish universal peace.

This sacred literature has an authoritative commentary and interpretation in the text of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's writings during the years between Bahá'u'lláh's ascension in 1892 and 'Abdu'l-Bahá's departure in 1921. Bahá'u'lláh having left a testament naming 'Abdu'l-Bahá (His eldest son) as the Interpreter of His Book and Center of His Covenant.

The imprisonment of the Bahá'í community at 'Akká ended at last in 1908, when the Young Turks party overthrew the existing political régime.

For three years prior to the First World War, 'Abdu'l-Bahá, then nearly seventy years of age, journeyed throughout Europe and America, and broadcast in public addresses and innumerable intimate gatherings the new spirit of brotherhood and world unity penetrating His very being as the consecrated Servant of Bahá. The significance of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's commentary and explanation is that it makes mental and moral connection with the thoughts and social conditions of both East and West. Dealing with matters of religious, philosophical, ethical and sociological nature, 'Abdu'l-Bahá expounded all questions in the light of His conviction of the oneness of God and the providential character of human life in this age.

The international Bahá'í community, grief-stricken and appalled by its loss of the wise and loving "Master" in 1921, learned with profound gratitude that 'Abdu'l-Bahá in a will and testament had provided for the continuance and future development of the Faith. This testament made clear the nature of the Spiritual Assemblies established in the text of Bahá'u'lláh and inaugurated a new center for the widespread community of believers in the appointment of His grandson, Shoghi Effendi, as Guardian of the Bahá'í Faith.

During the years of general confusion since 1921, the Bahá'í community has carried forward the increasing work of internal consolidation and administrative order and has become conscious of its collective responsibility for the promotion of the gospel of Bahá'u'lláh. In addition to the task of establishing the structure of local and national Spiritual Assemblies, the believers have translated Bahá'í literature into many languages, have sent teachers to all parts of the world, and have completed Bahá'í Houses of Worship in Wilmette, Kampala, Sydney and Frankfurt.

In the general letters issued to the Bahá'í community by Shoghi Effendi in order to execute the provisions of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's testament, believers have been given what they are confident is the most profound and accurate analysis of the prevailing social disorder and its true remedy in the World Order of Bahá'u'lláh.
EXCERPTS FROM THE
BAHÁ’Í SACRED WRITINGS

1. WORDS OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH
From THE KITÁB-I-ÍQÁN

These are the melodies, sung by Jesus, Son of Mary, in accents of majestic power in the Ridván of the Gospel, revealing those signs that must needs herald the advent of the Manifestation after Him. In the first Gospel according to Matthew it is recorded: And when they asked Jesus concerning the signs of His coming, He said unto them: "Immediately after the oppression of those days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the earth shall be shaken; and then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. And he shall send his angel with a great sound of a trumpet." Rendered into the Persian tongue, the purport of these words is as follows: When the oppression and afflictions that are to befall mankind will have come to pass, then shall the sun be witheld from shinning, the moon from giving light, the stars of heaven shall fall upon the earth, and the pillars of the earth shall quake. At that time, the signs of the Son of man shall appear in heaven, that is, the promised Beauty and Substance of life shall, when these signs have appeared, step forth out of the realm of the invisible into the visible world. And He saith: at that time, all the peoples and kindreds that dwell on earth shall bewail and lament, and they shall see that divine Beauty coming from heaven, riding upon the clouds with power, grandeur, and magnificence, sending His angels with a great sound of a trumpet. Similarly, in the three other Gospels, according to Luke, Mark, and John, the same statements are recorded. . . .

Inasmuch as the Christian divines have failed to apprehend the meaning of these words, and did not recognize their object and purpose, and have clung to the literal interpretation of the words of Jesus, they therefore became deprived of the streaming grace of the Muhammadan Revelation and its showering bounties. The ignorant among the Christian community, following the example of the leaders of their faith, were likewise prevented from beholding the beauty of the King of glory, inasmuch as those signs which were to accompany the dawn of the sun of the Muhammadan Dispensation did not actually come to pass. Thus, ages have passed and centuries rolled away, and that most pure and holy Spirit hath repaired unto the retreats of its ancient sovereignty. Once more hath the eternal Spirit breathed into the mystic net of these signs, and caused the dead to spread out of their sepulchres of heedlessness and error unto the realm of guidance and grace. And yet, that expectant community still crieth out: When shall these things be? When shall the promised One, the object of our expectation, be made manifest, that we may arise for the triumph of His Cause, that we may sacrifice our substance for His sake, that we may offer up our lives in His path? In like manner, have such false imaginings caused other communities to stray from the path of the infinite mercy of Providence, and to be busied with their own idle thoughts.

Besides this passage, there is yet another
verse in the Gospel wherein He saith: “Heaven and earth shall pass away; but My words shall not pass away.” Thus it is that the adherents of Jesus maintained that the law of the Gospel shall never be annulled, and that whenever the promised Beauty is made manifest and all the signs are revealed, He must needs re-affirm and establish the law proclaimed in the Gospel, so that there may remain in the world no faith but His faith. This is their fundamental belief. And their conviction is such that were a person to be made manifest with all the promised signs and to promulgate that which is contrary to the letter of the law of the Gospel, they must assuredly renounce him, refuse to submit to his law, declare him an infidel, and laugh him to scorn. This is proved by that which came to pass when the sun of the Muhammadan Revelation was revealed. Had they sought with a humble mind from the Manifestations of God in every Dispensation the true meaning of these words revealed in the sacred books—words the misapprehension of which hath caused man to be deprived of the recognition of the Sadratu’l-Muntahá, the ultimate Purpose—they surely would have been guided to the light of the Sun of Truth, and would have discovered the mysteries of divine knowledge and wisdom.

This servant will now share with thee a dewdrop out of the fathomless ocean of the truths treasured in these holy words, that happily discerning hearts may comprehend all the allusions and the implications of the utterances of the Manifestations of Holiness, so that the overpowering majesty of the Word of God may not prevent them from attaining unto the ocean of His names and attributes, nor deprive them of recognizing the Lamp of God which is the seat of the revelation of His glorified Essence.

As to the words—“Immediately after the oppression of those days”—they refer to the time when men shall become oppressed and afflicted, the time when the lingering traces of the Sun of Truth and the fruit of the Tree of knowledge and wisdom will have vanished from the midst of men, when the reins of mankind will have fallen into the grasp of the foolish and ignorant, when the portals of divine unity and understanding—the essential and highest purpose in creation—will have been closed, when certain knowledge will have given way to idle fancy, and corruption will have usurped the station of righteousness. Such a condition as this is witnessed in this day when the reins of every community have fallen into the grasp of foolish leaders, who lead after their own whims and desire. On their tongue the mention of God hath become an empty name; in their midst His holy Word a dead letter. Such is the way of their desires, that the lamp of conscience and reason hath been quenched in their hearts, and this although the fingers of divine power have unlocked the portals of the knowledge of God, and the light of divine knowledge and heavenly grace hath illumined and inspired the essence of all created things, in such wise that in each and every thing a door of knowledge hath been opened, and within every atom traces of the sun hath been made manifest. And yet, in spite of all these manifold revelations of divine knowledge, which have encompassed the world, they still vainly imagine the door of knowledge to be closed, and the showers of mercy to be stilled. Clinging unto idle fancy, they have strayed far from the ‘Urvatú’l-Vuhqá of divine knowledge. Their hearts seem not to be inclined to knowledge and the door thereof, neither think they of its manifestations, inasmuch as in idle fancy they have found the door that leadeth unto earthly riches, whereas in the manifestation of the Revealor of knowledge they find naught but the call to self-sacrifice. They therefore naturally hold fast unto the former, and flee from the latter. Though they recognize in their hearts the Law of God to be one and the same, yet from every direction they issue a new command, and in every season proclaim a fresh decree. No two are found to agree on one and the same law, for they seek no God but their own desire, and tread no path but the path of error. In leadership they have recognized the ultimate object of their endeavor, and account pride and haughtiness as the highest attainments of their hearts’ desire. They have placed their sordid machinations above the divine decree, have renounced resignation unto the will of God, busied themselves with selfish calculation, and walked in the way of the hypocrite. With all their power and strength they strive to secure themselves in their petty pursuits, fearful
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lest the least discredit undermine their authority or blemish the display of their magnificence. Were the eye to be anointed and illuminated with the collyrium of the knowledge of God, it would surely discover that a number of voracious beasts have gathered and preyed upon the carriion of the souls of men.

What "oppression" is greater than that which hath been recounted? What "oppression" is more grievous than that a soul seeking the truth, and wishing to attain unto the knowledge of God, should know not where to go for it and from whom to seek it? For opinions have sorely differed, and the ways unto the attainment of God have multiplied. This "oppression" is the essential feature of every Revelation. Unless it cometh to pass, the Sun of Truth will not be made manifest. For the break of the morn of divine guidance must needs follow the darkness of the night of error. For this reason, in all traditions reference hath been made unto these things, namely that iniquity shall cover the surface of the earth and darkness shall envelop mankind, As the traditions referred to are well known, and as the purpose of this servant is to be brief, He will refrain from quoting the text of these traditions.

Were this "oppression" (which literally meaneth pressure) to be interpreted that the earth is to become contracted, or were men's idle fancy to conceive similar calamities to befall mankind, it is clear and manifest that no such happenings can ever come to pass. They will assuredly protest that this prerequisite of divine revelation hath not been made manifest. Such hath been and still is their contention. Whereas, by "oppression" is meant the want of capacity to acquire spiritual knowledge and apprehend the Word of God. By it is meant that when the Day-star of Truth hath set, and the mirrors that reflect His light have departed, mankind will become afflicted with "oppression" and hardship, knowing not whither to turn for guidance. Thus We instruct thee in the interpretation of the traditions, and reveal unto thee the mysteries of divine wisdom, that haply thou mayest comprehend the meaning thereof, and be of them that have quaffed the cup of divine knowledge and understanding.

And now, concerning His words—"The sun shall be darkened, and the moon shall not give light, and the stars shall fall from heaven." By the terms "sun" and "moon", mentioned in the writings of the Prophets of God, is not meant solely the sun and moon of the visible universe. Nay rather, manifold are the meanings they have intended for these terms. In every instance they have attached to them a particular significance. Thus, by the "sun" in one sense is meant those Suns of Truth Who rise from the dayspring of ancient glory, and fill the world with a liberal effusion of grace from on high. These Suns of Truth are the universal Manifestations of God in the worlds of His attributes and names, even as the visible sun that assisteth, as decreed by God, the true One, the Adored, in the development of all earthly things, such as the trees, the fruits, and colours thereof, the minerals of the earth, and all that may be witnessed in the world of creation, so do the divine Luminaries, by their loving care and educative influence, cause the trees of divine unity, the fruits of His Oneness, the Leaves of detachment, the blossoms of knowledge and certitude, and the myrtles of wisdom and utterance, to exist and be made manifest. Thus it is that through the rise of these Luminaries of God the world is made new, the waters of everlasting life stream forth, the billows of loving-kindness surge, the clouds of grace are gathered, and the breeze of bounty bloweth upon all created thing.

It is the warmth that these Luminaries of God generate, and the undying fires they kindle, which cause the light of the love of God to burn fiercely in the heart of humanity. It is through the abundant grace of these Symbols of Detachment that the Spirit of life everlasting is breathed into the bodies of the dead. Assuredly the visible sun is but a sign of the splendour of that Day-star of Truth, that Sun Which can never have a peer, a likeness, or rival. Through Him all things live, move, and have their being. Through His grace they are made manifest, and unto Him they all return. From Him all things have sprung, and unto the treasuries of His revelation they all have repaired. From Him all created things did proceed, and to the depositories of His law they did revert.

... Even as Jesus said: "Ye must be born again." Again He saith: "Except a man be  

5 John 3:3
born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the Kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit. 9 The purpose of these words is that whosoever, in every dispensation is born of the Spirit and is quickened by the breath of the Manifestation of Holiness, he verily is of those that have attained unto "life" and "resurrection" and have entered into the "paradise" of the love of God. And whosoever is cut of them, is condemned to "death" and "deprivation," to the "fire" of unbelief, and to the "wrath" of God. In all the scriptures, the books and chronicles, the sentence of death, of Fire, of blindness, of want of understanding and hearing, hath been pronounced against those whose lips have tasted not the ethereal cup of true knowledge, and whose hearts have been deprived of the grace of the holy Spirit in their day. . . .

In every age and century, the purpose of the Prophets of God and their chosen ones hath been no other but to affirm the spiritual significance of the terms "life," "resurrection," and "judgment." If one will ponder but for a while this utterance of 'Ali in his heart, one will surely discover all mysteries hidden in the terms "grave," "tomb," "strait," "paradise" and "hell." But oh! how strange and pitiful! Behold, all the people are imprisoned within the tomb of self, and lie buried beneath the nethermost depths of worldly desire! Wert thou to attain to but a dewdrop of the crystal waters of divine knowledge, thou wouldst readily realize that true life is not the life of the flesh but the life of the spirit. For the life of the Aesh is common to both men and animals, whereas the life of the spirit is possessed only by the pure in heart who have quaffed from the ocean of faith and partaken of the fruit of certitude. This life knoweth no death, and this existence is crowned by immortality. Even as it hath been said: "He who is a true believer liveth both in this world and in the world to come." If by "life" be meant this earthly life, it is evident that death must needs overtake it.

From GLEANINGS FROM THE WRITINGS OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH

CX

The Great Being saith: O ye children of men! The fundamental purpose animating the Faith of God and His Religion is to safeguard the interests and promote the unity of the human race, and to foster the spirit of love and fellowship amongst men. Suffer it not to become a source of dissension and discord, of hate and enmity. This is the straight Path, the fixed and immovable foundation. Whatsoever is raised on this foundation, the changes and chances of the world can never impair its strength, nor will the revolution of countless centuries undermine its structure. Our hope is that the world's religious leaders and the rulers thereof will unitedly arise for the reformation of this age and the rehabilitation of its fortunes. Let them, after meditating on its needs, take counsel together and, through anxious and full deliberation, administer to a diseased and sorely-afflicted world the remedy it requires. . . . It is incumbent upon them who are in authority to exercise moderation in all things. Whatsoever passeth beyond the limits of moderation will cease to exert a beneficial influence. Consider for instance such things as liberty, civilization and the like. However much men of understanding may favorably regard them, they will, if carried to excess, exercise a pernicious influence upon men. . . . Please God, the peoples of the world may be led, as the result of the high endeavors exerted by their rulers and the wise and learned amongst men, to recognize their best interests. How long will humanity persist in its waywardness? How long will injustice continue? How long is chaos and confusion to reign amongst men? How long will discord agitate the face of society? The winds of despair are, alas, blowing from every direction, and the strife that divideth and afflicteth the human race is daily increasing. The signs of impending convulsions and chaos can now be discerned, inasmuch as the prevailing order appeareth

6 John III 5-6
to be lamentably defective. I beseech God, exalted be His glory, that He may graciously awaken the peoples of the earth, may grant that the end of their conduct may be profitable unto them, and aid them to accomplish that which beseecheth their station.

CXII

Behold the disturbances which, for many a long year, have afflicted the earth, and the perturbation that hath seized its peoples. It hath either been ravaged by war, or tormented by sudden and unforeseen calamities. Though the world is encompassed with misery and distress, yet no man hath paused to reflect what the cause or source of that may be. Whenever the True Counsellor uttered a word of admonishment, lo, they all denounced Him as a mover of mischief and rejected His claim. How bewildering, how confusing is such behavior! No two men can be found who may be said to be outwardly and inwardly united. The evidences of discord and malice are apparent everywhere, though all were made for harmony and union. The Great Being saith: O well-beloved ones! The tabernacle of unity hath been raised; regard ye not one another as strangers. Ye are the fruits of one tree, and the leaves of one branch. We cherish the hope that the light of justice may shine upon the world and sanctify it from tyranny.

CLXIII

Whoso cleaveth to justice, can, under no circumstances, transgress the limits of moderation. He discerneth the truth in all things, through the guidance of Him Who is the All-Seeing. The civilization, so often vaunted by the learned exponents of arts and sciences, will, if allowed to overleap the bounds of moderation, bring great evil upon men. Thus warneth ye He Who is the All-Knowing. If carried to excess, civilization will prove as prolific a source of evil as it had been of goodness when kept within the restraints of moderation. Meditate on this, O people, and be not of them that wander distraught in the wilderness of error. The day is approaching when its flame will devour the cities, when the Tongue of Grandeur will proclaim: "The Kingdom is God's, the Almighty, the All-Praised!"

LXI

The world is in travail, and its agitation waxeth day by day. Its face is turned towards waywardness and unbelief. Such shall be its plight, that to disclose it now would not be meet and seemly. Its perversity will long continue. And when the appointed hour is come, there shall suddenly appear that which shall cause the limbs of mankind to quake. Then, and only then, will the Divine Standard be unfurled, and the Nightingale of Paradise warble its melody.

LXXI

The peoples of the world are fast asleep. Were they to wake from their slumber, they would hasten with eagerness unto God, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise. They would cast away everything they posses, be it all the treasures of the earth, that their Lord may remember them to the extent of addressing to them but one word. Such is the instruction given you by Him Who holdeth the knowledge of things hidden, in a Tablet in which the eye of creation hath not been seen, and which is revealed to none except His own Self, the omnipotent protector of all worlds. So bewildered are they in the drunkenness of their evil desires, that they are powerless to recognize the Lord of all being. Whose voice calleth aloud from every direction: "There is none other God but Me, the Mighty, the 41-Wise."

Say: Rejoice not in the things ye possess; tonight they are yours, tomorrow others will possess them. Thus warneth ye He Who is the All-Knowing, the All-Informed. Say: Can ye claim that what ye own is lasting or secure? Nay! By Myself, the All-Merciful. The days of your life flee away as a breath of wind, and all your pomp and glory shall be folded up as were the pomp and glory of those gone before you. Reflect, O people! What hath become of your bygone days, your Lost centuries! Happy the days that have been consecrated to the remembrance of God, and blessed the hours which have been spent in praise of Him Who is the All-Wise. By My life! Neither the pomp of the mighty, nor the wealth of the rich, nor even the ascendancy of the ungodly will endure. All will perish, at a word from Him. He, verily, is the All-Powerful, the All-Compelling, the Almighty. What advantage is there in the earthly things which men possess? That which shall profit
THIS CIRCLE OF CYPRUS TREES EXISTED IN THE DAYS OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH
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them, they have utterly neglected. Erelong, they will awake from their slumber, and find themselves unable to obtain that which hath escaped them in the days of their Lord, the Almighty, the All-Praised. Did they but know it, they would renounce all that their names may be mentioned before His throne. They, verily, are accounted among the dead.

LXX

The world's equilibrium hath been upset through the vibrating influence of this most great, this new World Order. Mankind's ordered life hath been revolutionized through the agency of this unique, this wondrous System—the like of which mortal eyes have never witnessed.

Immerse yourselves in the ocean of My words, that ye may unravel its secrets, and discover all the pearls of wisdom that lie hid in its depths. Take heed that ye do not vacillate in your determination to embrace the truth of this Cause—a Cause through which the potentialities of the might of God have been revealed, and His sovereignty established. With faces beaming with joy, hasten ye unto Him. This is the changeless Faith of God, eternal in the past, eternal in the future. Let him that seeketh, attain it; and as to him that hath refused to seek it—verily, God is Self-Sufficient, above any need of His creatures.

Say: This is the infallible Balance which the Hand of God is holding, in which all who are in the heavens and all who are on the earth are weighed, and their fate determined, if ye be of them that believe and recognize this truth. Say: Through it the poor have been enriched, the learned enlightened, and the seekers enabled to ascend unto the presence of God. Beware, lest ye make it a cause of dissension amongst you. Be ye as firmly settled as the immovable mountain in the Cause of your Lord, the Mighty, the Loving.

CLV

They whom God hath endued with insight will readily recognize that the precepts laid down by God constitute the highest means for the maintenance of order in the world and the security of its peoples,...

O ye peoples of the world! Know assuredly that My commandments are the lamps of My loving providence among My servants, and the keys of My mercy for My creatures. Thus hath it been sent down from the heaven of the Will of your Lord, the Lord of Revelation. Were any man to taste the sweetness of the words which the lips of the All-Merciful have willed to utter, he would, though the treasures of the earth be in his possession, renounce them one and all, that he might vindicate the truth of even one of His commandments, shining above the day spring of His bountiful care and loving-kindness....

Think not that We have revealed unto you a mere code of laws. Nay, rather, We have unsealed the choice Wine with the fingers of might and power. To this beareth witness that which the Pen of Revelation hath revealed. Meditate upon this, O men of insight!...

IV

The purpose underlying the revelation of every heavenly Book, nay, of every divinely-revealed verse, is to endue all men with righteousness and understanding, so that peace and tranquility may be firmly established amongst them. Whosoever instilleth assurance into the hearts of men, whatsoever exalteth their station or promoteth their contentment, is acceptable in the sight of God. How lofty is the station which man, if he but choose to fulfill his high destiny, can attain! To what depths of degradation he can sink, depths which the meanest of creatures have never reached! Seize, O friends, the chance which this Day offereth, and deprive not yourselves of the liberal effusions of His grace. I beseech God that He may graciously enable every one of you to adorn himself, in this blessed Day, with the ornament of pure and holy deeds. He, verily, doeth whatsoever He willeth.

This is the Day in which God's most excellent favors have been poured out upon men, the Day in which His most mighty grace hath been infused into all created things. It is incumbent upon all the peoples of the world to reconcile their differences, and, with perfect unity and peace, abide beneath the shadow of the Tree of His care and loving-kindness. It behoveth them to cleave to whatsoever will, in this Day, be conducive
to the exaltation of their stations, and to the promotion of their best interests. Happy are those whom the all-glorious Pen was moved to remember, and blessed are those men whose names, by virtue of Our inscrutable decree, We have preferred to conceal.

Beseech ye the one true God to grant that all men may be graciously assisted to fulfill that which is acceptable in Our sight. Soon will the present-day order be rolled up, and a new one spread out in its stead. Verily, thy Lord speaketh the truth, and is the Knower of things unseen.

V

This is the Day whereon the Ocean of God's mercy hath been manifested unto men, the Day in which the Day-star of His loving-kindness hath shed its radiance upon them, the Day in which the clouds of His bountiful favor have overshadowed the whole of mankind. Now is the time to cheer and refresh the down-cast through the invigorating breeze of love and fellowship, and the living waters of friendliness and charity.

They who are the beloved of God, in whatever place they gather and whosoever they may meet, must enunciate, in their attitude towards God, and in the manner of their celebration of His praise and glory, such humility and submissiveness that every atom of the dust beneath their feet may attest the depth of their devotion. The conversation carried by these holy souls should be informed with such power that these same atoms of dust will be thrilled by its influence. They should conduct themselves in such manner that the earth upon which they tread may never be allowed to address them such words as these: "I am to be preferred above you. For witness, how patient I am in bearing the burden which the husbandman layeth upon me. I am the instrument that continually imparteth unto all beings the blessings with which He Who is the Source of all grace hath entrusted me. Notwithstanding the honor conferred upon me, and the unnumbered evidences of my wealth—a wealth that supplieth the needs of all creation—behold the measure of my humility, witness with what absolute submissiveness I allow myself to be trodden beneath the feet of men..."

Show forbearance and benevolence and love to one mother. Should any one among you be incapable of grasping a certain truth, or be striving to comprehend it, show forth, when conversing with him, a spirit of extreme kindness and good-will. Help him to see and recognize the truth, without esteeming yourself to be, in the least, superior to him, or to be possessed of greater endowments.

The whole duty of man in this Day is to attain that share of the flood of grace which God poureth forth for him. Let none, therefore, consider the largeness or smallness of the receptacle. The portion of some might lie in the palm of a man's hand, the portion of others might fill a cup, and of others even a gallon-measure.

Every eye, in this Day, should seek what will best promote the Cause of God. He, Who is the Eternal Truth, beareth Me witness! Nothing whatever can, in this Day, inflict a greater harm upon this Cause than dissension and strife, contention, estrangement and apathy, among the loved ones of God. Flee them, through the power of God and His sovereign aid, and strive ye to knit together the hearts of men, in His Name, the Unifier, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise. . .

From EPISTLE TO THE SON OF THE WOLF

Knowst thou that he is truly learned who hath acknowledged My Revelation, and drunk from the Ocean of My knowledge, and soared in the atmosphere of My lore, and cast away all else besides Me, and taken firm hold on that which hath been sent down from the Kingdom of My wondrous utterance. Re, verily, is even as an eye unto mankind, and as the spirit of life unto the body of all creation. Glorified be the All-Merciful Who hath enlightened him, and caused him to arise and serve His great and mighty Cause. Verily, such a man is blessed by the Concourse on high, and by them who dwell within the Tabernacle of Grandeur, who have quaffed My sealed Wine! In My Name, the Omnipotent, the All-Powerful... "O ye friends of God in His cities and His
loved ones in His lands! This Wronged One enjoineth on you honesty and piety. Blessed is the city that shineth by their light. Through them man is exalted, and the door of security is unlocked before the face of all creation. Happy the man that cleaveth fast unto them, and recognizeth their virtue, and woe betide him that denieth their station."

And in another connection these words were revealed: "We enjoin the servants of God and His handmaidenst to be pure and to fear God, that they may shake off the slander of their corrupt desires, and turn toward God, the Maker of the heavens and of the earth. Thus have We commanded the Faithful when the Day-Star of the world shone forth from the horizon of 'Iráq. My imprisonment doeth Me no harm, neither the tribulations I suffer, nor the things that have befallen Me at the hands of My oppressors. That which harmeth Me is the conduct of those who, though they bear My name, yet commit that which maketh My heart and My pen to lament. They that spread disorder in the land, and lay hands on the property of others, and enter a house without leave of its owner, We, verily, are dear of them, unless they repent and return unto God, the Ever-Forgiving, the Most Merciful."

And in another connection: "O peoples of the earth! Haste ye to do the pleasure of God, and war ye valiantly, as it behooveth you to war, for the sake of proclaiming His resistless and immovable Cause. We have decreed that war shall be waged in the path of God with the armies of wisdom and utterance, and of a goodly character and praiseworthy deeds. Thus hath it been decided by Him Who is the All-Powerful, the AE mighty. There is no glory for him that committed disorder on the earth after it hath been made so good. Fear God, O people, and be not of them that act unjustly."

And in another connection: "Revel ye not one another. We, verily, have come to unite and weld together all that dwell on earth. Unto this beareth witness what the ocean of Mine utterance hath revealed amongst men, and yet most of the people have gone astray. If any revile you, or trouble touch you, in the path of God, be patient, and put your trust in Him Who heareth, Who seeth. He, in truth, witnesseth, and perceiveth, and doeth what He pleaseth, through the power of His sovereignty. He, verily, is the Lord of strength, and of might. In the Book of God, the Mighty, the Great, ye have been forbidden to engage in contention and conflict. Lay fast hold on whatever will profit you, and profit the peoples of the world. Thus commandeth you the King of Eternity, Who is manifest in His Most Great Name. He, verily, is the Ordainer, the All-Wise."

And yet again in another connection: "Beware lest ye shed the blood of any one. Unsheathe the sword of your tongue from the scabbard of utterance, for therewith ye can conquer the citadels of men's hearts. We have abolished the law to wage holy war against each other. God's mercy hath, verily, encompassed all created things, if ye do but understand."

And yet again in another connection: "O people! Spread not disorder in the land, and shed not the blood of any one, and consume not the substance of others wrongfully, neither follow every accursed prattler."

And still again in another connection: "The Sun of Divine Utterance can never set, neither can its radiance be extinguished. These sublime words have, in this day, been heard from the Lote-Tree beyond which there is no passing; 'I belong to Him that loveth Me, that holdest fast My commandments, and casteth away the things forbidden him in My Book.'"

And still again in another connection: "This is the day to make mention of God, to celebrate His praise, and to serve Him; deprive not yourselves thereof. Ye are the letters of the words, and the words of the Book. Ye are the saplings which the hand of Loveliness hath planted in the soil of mercy, and which the showers of bounty have made to flourish. He hath protected you from the mighty winds of disbelief, and the tempestuous gales of impiety, and nurtured you with the hands of His loving providence. Now is the time for you to put forth your leaves, and yield your fruit. The fruits of the tree of man have ever been and are goodly deeds and a praiseworthy character. Withhold not these fruits from the heedless. If they are accepted, your end is attained, and the purpose of life achieved. If not, leave them in their pastime of vain disputes. Strive, O people of God, that the hearts of the
In 1909 'Abdu'l-Bahá completed the Shrine of the Báb shown as a low white building in the top picture. The appearance of the mountain was very much the same when He passed away in 1921. During the early years of his ministry Shoghi Effendi built the first terraces in front of the Shrine and by 1953 he had completed its superstructure as well as eight terraces shown in the lower picture.
divers kindreds of the earth may, through the waters of your forbearance and loving-kindness, be cleansed and sanctified from animosity and hatred, and be made worthy and befitting recipients of the splendors of the Sun of Truth."

In the fourth Iṣṭiqāq (splendor) of the Iṣṭiqāq (Tablet of Splendors) We have mentioned: "Every cause needeth a helper. In this Revelation the hosts which can render it victorious are the hosts of praiseworthy deeds and upright character. The leader and commander of these hosts hath ever been the fear of God, a fear that encompasseth all things, and reigneth over all things."

In the third Tajull (effulgence) of the Book of Tajull (Book of Effulgences) We have mentioned: "Aris, crafts and sciences uplift the world of being, and are conducive to its exaltation. Knowledge is as wings to man's life and a ladder for his ascent. Its acquisition is incumbent upon everyone. The knowledge of such sciences, however, should be acquired as can profit the peoples of the earth, and not those which begin with words and end with words. Great indeed is the claim of scientists and craftsmen on the peoples of the world. Unto this beareth witness the Mother Book in this conspicuous station."

In truth, knowledge is a veritable measure for man, and a source of glory, of honor, of joy, of exaltation, of cheer and gladness unto him. Happy the man that cleaveth unto it, and woe betide the heedless.

It is incumbent upon thee to summon the people, under all conditions, to whatever will cause them to show forth spiritual characteristics and goodly deeds, so that all may become aware of that which is the cause of human upliftment, and may, with the utmost endeavor, direct themselves towards the most sublime Station and the Pinnacle of Glory. The fear of God hath ever been the prime factor in the education of His creatures. Well is it with them that have attained thereunto!

The first word which the Abhá Pea hath revealed and inscribed on the first leaf of Paradise is this: "Verily I say: The fear of God hath ever been a sure defence and a safest stronghold for all the peoples of the world. It is the chief cause of the protection of mankind, and the supreme instrument for its preservation. Indeed, there existeth in man a faculty which deterreth Rim from, and guardeth him against, whatever is unworthy and unseemly, and which is known as his sense of shame. This, however, is confined to but a few; all have not possessed, and do not possess, it. It is incumbent upon the kings and the spiritual leaders of the world to lay fast hold on religion, inasmuch as through it the fear of God is instilled in all else but Him."

The second word We have recorded on the second leaf of Paradise is the following: "The Pen of the Divine Exponent exhorteth, at this moment, the manifestations of authority and the sources of power, namely the kings and rulers of the earth—may God assist them—and enjoineth them to uphold the cause of religion, and to cleave unto it. Religion is, verily, the chief instrument for the establishment of order in the world, and of tranquillity amongst its peoples. The weakening of the pillars of religion hath strengthened the foolish, and emboldened them, and made them more arrogant. Verily I say: The greater the decline of religion, the more grievous the waywardness of the ungodly. This cannot but lead in the end to chaos and confusion. Hear Me, O men of insight, and be warned, ye who are ended with discernment!"

It is Our hope that thou wilt hear with attentive ears the things We have mentioned unto thee, that perchance thou mayest turn men away from the things they possess to the things that God possesseth. We entreat God to deliver the light of equity and the sun of justice from the thick clouds of waywardness, and cause them to shine forth upon men. No light can compare with the light of justice. The establishment of order in the world and the tranquillity of the nations depend upon it.

In the Book of Utterance these exalted words have been written down and recorded: "Say, O friends! Strive that haply the tribulations suffered by this Wronged One and by you, in the path of God, may not prove to have been in vain. Cling ye to the hem of virtue, and hold fast to the cord of trustworthiness and piety. Concern yourselves with the things that benefit mankind, and not with your corrupt and selfish desires. O ye followers of this Wronged One! Ye are the shepherds of mankind; liberate ye your Books from the
wolves of evil passions and desires, and adorn them with the ornament of the fear of God. This is the firm commandment which hath, at this moment, flowed out from the Pen of Him Who is the Ancient of Days. By the righteousness of God! The sword of a virtuous character and upright conduct is sharper than blades of steel. The voice of the true Faith calleth aloud, at this moment, and saith: O people! Verily, the Day is come, and My Lord hath made Me to shine forth with a light whose splendor hath eclipsed the suns of utterance. Fear ye the Merciful, and be not of them that have gone astray.”

The third word we have recorded on the third leaf of Paradise is this: “O son of man! If thine eyes be turned towards mercy, forsake the things that profit thee, and cleave unto that which will profit mankind. And if thine eyes be turned towards justice, choose thou for thy neighbor that which thou choosest for thyself. Humility exalteth man to the heaven of glory and power, whilst pride abaseth him to the depths of wretchedness and degradation. Great is the Day, and mighty the Call! In one of Our Tablets We have revealed these exalted words: ‘Were the world of the spirit to be wholly converted into the sense of hearing, it could then claim to be worthy to hearken unto the Voice that calleth from the Supreme Horizon; for otherwise, these ears that are defiled with lying tales have never been, nor are they now, fit to hear it. Well is it with them that hearken; and woe betide the wayward.’”

We pray God—exalted be His glory—and cherish the hope that He may graciously assist the manifestations of affluence and power and the daysprings of sovereignty and glory, the kings of the earth—may God aid them through His strengthening grace—to establish the Lesser Peace. This, indeed, is the greatest means for insuring the tranquillity of the nations. It is incumbent upon the Sovereigns of the world—may God assist them—unitedly to hold fast unto this Peace, which is the chief instrument for the protection of all mankind. It is Our hope that they will arise to achieve what will be conducive to the well-being of man. It is their duty to convene an all-inclusive assembly, which either they themselves or their ministers will attend, and to enforce whatever measures are required to establish unity and concord amongst men. They must put away the weapons of war, and turn to the instruments of universal reconstruction. Should one king rise up against another, all the other kings must arise to deter him. Arms and armaments will, then, be no more needed beyond that which is necessary to insure the internal security of their respective countries. If they attain unto this surpassing blessing, the people of each nation will pursue, with tranquillity and contentment, their own occupations, and the groanings and lamentations of most men would be silenced. We beseech God to aid them to do His will and pleasure. He, verily, is the Lord of the throne on high and of earth below, and the Lord of this world and of the world to come. It would be preferable and more fitting that the highly-honored kings themselves should attend such an assembly, and proclaim their edicts. Any king who will arise and carry out this task, He, verily will, in the sight of God, become the cynosure of all kings. Happy is he, and great is his blessedness!
2. WORDS OF THE BÁB

Compiled by BEATRICE ASHTON

SHOGHI EFFENDI, the Guardian of the Bábí Faith, has mentioned in *God Passes By*, his history of the first hundred years of the Faith, certain Writings of the Báb, in particular, which came to be well known and had a profound effect on the scholars and officials of Persia, not only during the six years of the Báb’s ministry (1844–1850) but in succeeding years as well. In order that “the people of the West” may become better acquainted with some of these Writings of the Báb, excerpts from them are presented here, chronologically, as they have been identified and made available in translations by Shoghi Effendi, together with historical information concerning them given by the Guardian in his books and by Nabil in his narrative, *The Dawn-Breakers*.

Concerning the Writings of the Báb Shoghi Effendi states:

“Alike in the magnitude of the writings emanating from His pen, and in the diversity of the subjects treated in those writings, His Revelation stands wholly unparalleled in the annals of any previous religion. Re himself affirms, while confined in Māhir-Kū, that up to that time His writings, embracing highly diversified subjects, had amounted to more than five hundred thousand verses. ‘The verses which have rained from this Cloud of Divine mercy,’ is Bahá’u’lláh’s testimony in the Kitáb-i-Íqán, ‘have been so abundant that none hath yet been able to estimate their number. A score of volumes are now available. How many still remain beyond our reach! How many have been plundered and have fallen into the hands of the enemy, the fate of which none knoweth!’ No less arresting is the variety of themes presented by these voluminous writings, such as prayers, homilies, orations, Tablets of visitation, scientific treatises, doctrinal dissertations, exhortations, commentaries on the Qur’án and on various traditions, epistles to the highest religious and ecclesiastical dignitaries of the realm, and laws and ordinances for the consolidation of His Faith and the direction of its activities.”

---


THE QAYYÚMU’L-ASMA’

The *Qayyúmu’l-Asmá’* (Commentary on the Qur’án Súrih of Joseph) was revealed in Arabic, in Shíráz. The first chapter was revealed “in its entirety” in the presence of Mullá Husayn on “that memorable night” when the Báb declared His Mission, May 23, 1844. It was characterized by Bahá’u’lláh in His Kitáb-i-Íqán as “the first, the greatest and mightiest of all books” in the Bábí Dispensation.²

Its “fundamental purpose was to forecast what the true Joseph (Bahá’u’lláh) would, in a succeeding Dispensation, endure at the hands of one who was at once His arch-enemy and blood brother. This work, comprising above nine thousand three hundred verses and divided into one hundred and eleven chapters, each chapter a commentary on one verse of the above-mentioned súrih, opens with the Báb’s clarion-call and dire warnings addressed to the ‘concourse of kings and of the sons of kings’; foretells the doom of Muhammad Sháh; commands his Grand Vazír, Hájí Mírzá Áqá, to abdicate his authority; admonishes the entire Muslim ecclesiastical order; cautions more specifically the members of the Shí’í community; extols the virtues, and anticipates the coming of Bahá’u’lláh, the ‘Remnant of God,’ the ‘Most Great Master’; and proclaims, in unequivocal language, the independence and universality of the Bábí Revelation, unveils

---

² *ibid.*, p. 23.
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its import, and affirms the inevitable triumph of its Author. It, moreover, directs the 'people of the West' to 'issue forth from your cities and aid the Cause of God'; warns the peoples of the earth of the 'terrible, the most grievous vengeance of God'; threatens the whole Islamic world with 'the Most Great Fire were they to turn aside from the newly-revealed Law; foreshadows the Author's martyrdom; eulogizes the high station enjoined for the people of the Báb, as the Qur'án of the people of the Bayán; whose first and most challenging chapter was revealed in the presence of Mullá Husayn, on the night of its Author's Declaration; some of whose pages were borne, by that same disciple, to Bahá'u'lláh, as the first fruits of a Revelation which instantly won His enthusiastic allegiance; whose entire text was translated into Persian by the brilliant and gifted Táhirih; whose passages inflamed the hostility of Husayn Kháñ [the governor of the province of Fárs] and precipitated the initial outbreak of persecution in Shiráz; a single page of which had captured the imagination and excited the soul of His follower; and whose contents had set aflame the intrepid defenders of the Fort of Shaykh Tabarsi and the heroes of Nayriz and Zanján.\(^5\) In this book, moreover, the Báb refers to His wife and to His little son.\(^4\)

\(^3\) Ibid., pp. 23-24.
\(^4\) Dawn-Breakers, p. 76, note 3 and 4; p. 81, note 2.

\(^5\) World Order of Bahá'u'lláh, by Shoghi Effendi, p. 125.
\(^6\) Ibid., p. 101.
Baha'i Sacred Writings

has affirmed in the Qayyimul-Asma, for the Mighty, the Wise. And further, O peoples of the earth! I swear by your Lord! Ye shall act as former generations have acted. Warn ye, then, yourselves of the terrible, the most grievous vengeance of God. For God is verily potent over all things. And again: ‘By My glory! I will make the infidels to taste, with the hands of My power, retributions unknown of any one except Me, and will waft over the faithful those musk-scented breaths which I have nursed in the midst of My throne.’

In this same commentary the Baha ‘has issued this stirring call to the kings and princes of the earth:

“O concourse of kings and of the sons of kings! Lay aside, one and all, your dominion which belongeth unto God... Vain indeed is your dominion, for God hath set aside earthly possessions for such as have denied Him... O concourse of kings! Deliver with truth and in all haste the verses sent down by Us to the peoples of Turkey and of India, and beyond them, with power and with truth, to lands in both the East and the West... By God! I will do well, for your own behalf will ye do well, and if ye deny God and His signs, We, in very truth, having God, can well dispense with all creatures and all earthly dominion.'

“And again: ‘Fear ye God, O concourse of kings, fear ye remain afar from Him Who is His Remembrance (the Bab), after the Truth hath come unto you with a Book and signs from God, as spoken through the wondrous tongue of Him Who is His Remembrance. Seek ye grace from God, for God hath ordained for you, after ye have believed in Him, a Garden the vastness of which is as the vastness of the whole of Paradise.'

Addressing Muhammad Shah: “O King of Islam! Aid thou, with the truth, after having aided the Book, Him Who is Our Most Great Remembrance, for God hath, in very truth, destined for thee, as for such as circle round thee, the Day of Judgment, a responsible position in His Path. I swear by God, O Shah! If thou showest enmity unto Him Who is His Remembrance, God will, on the Day of Resurrection, condemn thee, before the kings, unto hell-fire, and thus shalt not, in very truth, find on that Day any helper except God, the Exalted. Purge thou, O Shah, the Sacred Land (Tibrán) from such as have repudiated the Book, ere the day whereby the Remembrance of God cometh, terribly and of a sudden, with His potent Cause, by the leave of God, the Most High. God, verily, hath prescribed to thee to submit unto Him Who is His Remembrance, and unto His Cause, and to subdue, with the truth and by His leave, the countries, for in this world thou hast been mercifully invested with sovereignty, and will, in the next, dwell, nigh unto the Seat of Holiness, with the innumerable of the Paradise of His good-pleasure. Let not thy sovereignty deceive thee, O Shah, for every soul shall taste of death.' And this, in very truth, hath been written down as a decree of God.’

To the Shi‘ith clericals “who, as Baha’ullah declared, had they not intervened, Persia would have been subdued by the power of God in hardly more than two years” the Bab addressed the following words: “O concourse of divines! Fear God from this day onwards in the view ye advance, for He Who is Our Remembrance in your midst, and Who cometh from Us, is, in very truth, the Judge and Witness. Turn away from that which ye lay hold of, and which the Book of God, the True One, hath not sanctioned, for on the Day of Resurrection ye shall, upon the Bridge, be, in very truth, held answerable for the position ye occupied.”

“O concourse of Shi‘is! Fear ye God, and Our Cause, which concerneth Him Who is the Most Great Remembrance of God. For great is its fire, as decreed in the Mother-Book.” “O people of the Qur‘an! Ye are as nothing unless ye submit unto the Remembrance of God and unto this Book. If ye follow the Cause of God. We will forgive you your sins, and if ye turn aside from Our command, We will, in truth, condemn your souls in Our Book, unto the Most Great Fire. We, verily, do not deal unjustly with men, even to the extent of a speck on a date-stone.”

“And finally, in that same Commentary, this startling prophecy is recorded: ‘Erelong We will, in very truth, torment such as waged

7 The Promised Day Is Came, by Shoghi Effendi, p. 2.
8 Ibid., p. 27.
9 Ibid., p. 43.
10 Ibid., p. 35.
war against Husayn (Imám Husayn), in the Land of the Euphrates, with the most afflicting torment, and the most dire and exemplary punishment.' 'Evelang,' He also, referring to that same people, in that same Book, has written, 'will God weak His vengeance upon them, at the time of Our Return, and He hath, in very truth, prepared for them, in the world to come, a severe torment.'”11

THE ŞAHİFIY-I-BAYNU'L-ḤARAMAYN

The “Epistle between the Two Shrines” was “revealed between Mecca and Medina, in answer to questions posed by Mírzá Muḥjī-i-Kirmáni,” a Shaykhí leader, who had presented many questions to the Báb while in Mecca. This Epistle was revealed in January, 1845.12 Shoghi Effendi states that the visit of the Báb to Ḥijáz “was marked by two episodes of particular importance. The first was the declaration of His mission and His open challenge to the haughty Mírzá Muḥjī-i-Kirmáni, one of the most outstanding exponents of the Shaykhí school, who at times went so far as to assert his independence of the leadership of that school assumed after the death of Siyyid Kázim by Hájí Muḥammad Karím Kháń, a redoubtable enemy of the Bábí Faith. The second was the invitation, in the form of an Epistle, conveyed by Quddús, to the Sherif of Mecca, in which the custodian of the House of God was called upon to embrace the truth of the new Revelation.”13

12 God Passes By, p. 24; Dawn-Breakers, pp. 136–137, 140.

13 God Passes By, p. 3

EPISTLE TO THE SHERIF OF MECCA

“No sooner had the Báb performed the last of the observances in connection with His pilgrimage to Mecca than He addressed an epistle to the Sherif of that holy city, wherein He set forth, in clear and unmistakable terms, the distinguishing features of His mission, and called upon him to arise and embrace His Cause. This epistle, together with selections from His other writings, He delivered to Qudūs, and instructed him to present them to the Sherif. The Latter, however, too absorbed in his own material pursuits to incline his ear to the words which had been addressed to him by the Báb, failed to respond to the call of the Divine Message.”14 “Seven years later, when in the course of a conversation with a certain Hājí Niyázi-Baghdádí, this same Sherif was informed of the circumstances attending the mission and martyrdom of the Prophet of Shiráz, he listened attentively to the description of those events and expressed his indignation at the tragic fate that had overtaken Him.”15

14 Dawn-Breakers, p. 133.

15 God Passes By, p. 9.

KITÁBU'R-RÚḤ

This work of the Báb, “comprising seven hundred sûris”,16 was also revealed in the period before His banishment to the fortress prison of Máh-Kú.

16 God Passes By, p. 24.

KHASĂ'IL-I-SAB'IH

The  Khášá'íl-i-Sab'íh (meaning literally “The Seven Qualifications”) “enjoined the alteration of the formula of the ʿadḥán” (the Muslim call to prayer). This was a treatise in which the Báb had “set forth the essential requirements for those who had attained
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la the knowledge of the new Revelation and had recognized its claim.” A copy was entrusted by the Báb to Qodús when he departed from Búsíh to Shíráz. Qodús, soon after arriving in Shíráz, gave it to Mullá Sádiq-i-Khúsírání, and “stressed the necessity of putting into effect immediately all its provisions.” Mullá Sádiq, among the first believers who identified themselves with the Message proclaimed by the Báb, “impelled by the injunction of the Báb in the Khádá’l-i-Sábú’th to alter the sanctified formula of the Sháhán, sounded it in its amended form before a scandalized congregation in Shíráz, and was instantly arrested, reviled, stripped of his garments, and scourged with a thousand lashes.” 16

RISÁLIY-Í-FURÚ’-Í-’ADLÍYYIH

Written originally in Arabic, this work of the Báb was “rendered into Persian by Mullá Muḥammad-Taqíy-i-Harádí” while the Báb was staying at the residence of the Imám-Jum’íh in Isfahán. 15

COMMENTARY ON THE SÚRIH OF KAWTHAR

The Commentary on the Súrih of Kawthar (Qur’án, 108) was revealed by the Báb during the third interview held with Him by Shíyíd Yahyáy-i-Dárábí, named Váhíd, sent by Muḥammad Sháh “to investigate and report to him the true situation” concerning the Báb’s claims. Váhíd was “one of the most erudite, eloquent and influential” of the subjects of the Sháh. “Broad-minded, highly imaginative, zealous by nature, intimately associated with the court, he, in the course of three interviews, was completely won over by the arguments and personality of the Báb. . . .” During the third interview the circumstances attending the revelation of the Báb’s commentary on the súrih of Kawthar, comprising no less than two thousand verses, so overpowered the delegate of the Sháh that be, contenting himself with a mere written report to the Court Chamberlain, arose forthwith to dedicate his entire life and resources to the service of a Faith that was to require him with the crown of martyrdom during the Náyríz upheaval.

The one in whose soul this commentary of the Báb’s “effected such a transformation” was designated by Bahá’u’lláh in His Kitáb-i-Iqán “that unique and peerless figure of his age.” He was “a man of immense erudition and the most pre-eminent figure to enlist under the banner of the new Faith.” To his “talents and saintliness” and “high attainments in the realm of science and philosophy” the Báb testified in His Da’lá’l-i-Sábú’th (“Seven Proofs”). 18

COMMENTARY ON THE SÚRIH OF VA’L-‘ÁSŘ

The Commentary on the Súrih of Va’l-‘Ásř (Qur’án, 103) was revealed by the Báb during the first forty days of His sojourn in Isfahán when he was “the guest of Mírzá Shíyíd Muḥammad, the Súlíánu’l-Ulání, the Imám-Jum’íh, one of the principal ecclesiastical dignitaries of the realm, in accordance with the instructions of the governor of the city, Manúchír Kháh, the Mu’támídú’l-Dawlih, who had received from the Báb a letter requesting him to appoint the place where He should dwell.”

This well-known commentary was revealed “one night, after supper” at the request of the Imám-Jum’íh. The Báb, “writing with astonishing rapidity . . . in a few hours, had devoted to the exposition of the significance of only the first letter of that súrih—a letter which Sháykh Aḥmad-i-Ashá’í had stressed, and which Bahá’u’lláh refers to in the Kitáb-i-

17 Bahá, pp. 24, 10-11; Dawn-Breakers, pp. 143-144.
18 God Passes By, p. 24; Dawn-Breakers, p. 208.
19 God Passes By, pp. 11-12, 24, 50.
Dissertation on the Specific Mission of Muhammad

Written at the request of Manúchehr Khán, the governor of Isfahán, "a Georgian by origin and a Christian by birth," the Dissertation on the Specific Mission of Muhammad was revealed also in the house of the Imám-Tum'íh. "Before a brilliant assemblage of the most accomplished divines" the Mu'tamid requested the Báb to expound and demonstrate the truth of Muhammad's specific mission. To this request, which those present had felt compelled to decline, the Báb readily responded. In less than two hours, and in the space of fifty pages, He had not only revealed a minute, a vigorous and original dissertation on this noble theme, but had also linked it with both the coming of the Qá'im and the return of the Imám Husayn—an exposition that prompted Manúchehr Khán to declare before that gathering his faith in the Prophet of Islám, as well as his recognition of the supernatural gifts with which the Author of so convincing a treatise was endowed." ¹¹

As Shoghi Effendi points out, "The great bulk of the writings emanating from the Báb's prolific mind was, however, reserved for the period of His confinement in Máh-Kú and Cháhríq. To this period must probably belong the unnumbered Epistles which, as attested by no less an authority than Bahá'u'lláh, the Báb specifically addressed to the divines of every city in Persia, as well as to those residing in Najaf and Karbilá, wherein He set forth in detail the errors committed by each one of them. It was during His incarceration in the fortress of Máh-Kú that He, according to the testimony of Sháhízásu Sáhí, who transcribed during those nine months the verses dictated by the Báb to His amanuensis, revealed no less than nine commentaries on the whole of the Qur'án—commentaries whose fate, alas, is unknown, and one of which, at least the Author Himself affirmed, surpassed in some respects a book as deservedly famous as the Qáyyúmu'll-Ásmá'. "²²

¹¹ God Passes By, p. 7-14; Dawn-Breakers, pp. 202-204.
²² God Passes By, p. 24.

The Persian Bayán

"Within the walls of that same fortress [Máh-Kú] the Bayán (Exposition)—that monumental repository of the laws and precepts of the new Dispensation and the treasury enshrining most of the Báb's references and tributes to, as well as His warning regarding, 'Him Whom God will make manifest'—was revealed. Peerless among the doctrinal works of the Founder of the Bábí Dispensation; consisting of nine Váhidís (Unities) of nineteen chapters each, except the last Váhid, comprising only ten chapters; not to be confounded with the smaller and less weighty Arabic Bayán, revealed during the same period; fulfilling the Muhammadan prophecy that 'a Youth from Bani-Áqím ... will reveal a new Book and promulgate a new Law'; wholly safeguarded from the interpolation and corruption which has been the fate of so many of the Báb's lesser works, this Book, of about eight thousand verses, occupying a pivotal position in Bábí literature, should be regarded primarily as an apology of the Promised One rather than a code of laws and ordinances designed to be a permanent guide to future generations. This Book at once abrogated the laws and ceremonies enjoined by the Qur'án regarding prayer, fasting, marriage, divorce and inheritance, and upheld, in its integrity, the belief in the prophetic mission of Muhammad, even as the Prophet of Islám before Rím had annulled the ordinances of the Gospel and yet recognized the Divine origin
of the Faith of Jesus Christ. It moreover interpreted in a masterly fashion the meaning of certain terms frequently occurring in the sacred Books of previous Dispensations, such as Paradise, Hell, Death, Resurrection, the Return, the Balance, the Hour, the Last Judgment, and the like. Designedly severe in the rules and regulations it imposed, revolutionizing in the principles it instilled, calculated to awaken from their age-long torpor the clergy and the people, and to administer a sudden and fatal blow to obsolete and corrupt institutions, it proclaimed, through its drastic provisions, the advent of the anticipated Day, the Day when 'the Summoner shall summon to a stern business,' when He will 'demolish whatever hath been before Him, even as the Apostle of God demolished the ways of those that preceded Him.'

"... Unlike the Prophets gone before Him, Whose Covenants were shrouded in mystery, unlike Bahá'u'lláh, Whose clearly defined Covenant was incorporated in a specially written Testament, and designated by Him as 'the Book of My Covenant,' the Bahá'í chose to intersperse His Book of Laws, the Persian Bayán, with unnumbered passages, some designedly obscure, mostly indubitably clear and conclusive, in which He fixes the date of the promised Revelation, extols its virtues, asserts its pre-eminent character, assigns to it unlimited powers and prerogatives, and tears down every barrier that might be an obstacle to its recognition. 'He, verily,' Bahá'u'lláh, referring to the Bahá'í Kitáb-i-Bahá', has stated, 'hath not fallen short of His duty to exhort the people of the Bayán and to deliver unto them His Message. In no age or dispensation hath any Manifestation made mention, in such detail and in such explicit language, of the Manifestation destined to succeed Him.'"25

"... in the third Váhid of this Book there occurs a passage which, alike in its explicit reference to the name of the Promised One, and in its anticipation of the Order which, in a later age, was to be identified with His Revelation, deserves to rank as one of the most significant statements recorded in any of the Bahá'í writings. Well is it with him, is His prophetic announcement, 'who rejoiced his gaze upon the Order of Bahá'u'lláh, and rendereth thanks unto His Lord. For He will assuredly be made manifest. God hath indeed irrevocably ordained it in the Bayán.'"24

"The germ that holds within itself the potentialities of the Revelation that is to come is endowed with a potency superior to the combined forces of all those who follow me." "Of all the tributes I have paid to Him Who is to come after Me, the greatest is this, My written confession, that no words of Mine can adequately describe Him, nor can any reference to Him in My Book, the Bayán, do justice to His Cause."26 "A thousand perusals of the Bayán cannot equal the perusal of a single verse to be revealed by 'Him Whom God shall make manifest.' ... Today the Bayán is in the stage of seed: at the beginning of the manifestation of 'Him Whom God shall make manifest' its ultimate perfection will become apparent ... The Bayán and such as are believers therein yearn more ardently after Him than the yearning of any lover after his beloved ... The Bayán deriveth all its glory from 'Him Whom God shall make manifest.' All blessing be upon him who believeth in Him and woe betide him that rejecteth His truth."26

"It is clear and evident that the object of all preceding Dispensations hath been to pave the way for the advent of Muhammad, the Apostle of God. These, including the Muhammadan Dispensation, have, in their turn, as their objective the Revelation proclaimed by the Qá'im. The purpose underlying this Revelation, as well as those that preceded it, has, in like manner, been to announce the advent of the Faith of Him Whom God will make manifest. And this Faith—the Faith of Him Whom God will make manifest—in its turn, together with all the Revelations gone before it, have as their object the Manifestation destined to succeed It. And the latter, no less than all the Revelations preceding It, prepare the way for the Revelation which is yet to follow.

23 ibid., pp. 24-25, 26.
24 ibid., p. 25.
25 World Order of Bahá'u'lláh, by Shoghi Effendi, p. 100.
26 ibid., pp. 100-101.
SHOGHI Effendi's Transformation of Mount Carmel

Above: Looking down towards the Báb's Shrine, only the small gardens immediately surrounding it had been completed by 1936.

Below: Twenty years later, the superstructure of the Shrine completed, new International Archives Building erected, and a vast area of barren mountain converted to gardens have made this one of the most attractive beauty spots of the eastern Mediterranean.
The process of the rise and setting of the Sun of Truth will thus indefinitely continue—a process that hath no beginning and will have no end."

"The Bayán," the Báb in that book, referring to the Promised One, affirms, "& from beginning to end, the repository of all of His attributes, and the treasury of both His fire and His light. 'If thou attainest unto His Revelation,' He, in another connection declares, 'and obeyest Him, thou wilt have revealed the fruit of the Bayán; if not, thou art unworthy of mention before God.'"

"O people of the Bayán! He, in that same Book, thus warns the entire company of His followers, 'act not as the people of the Qur’án have acted, for if ye do so, the fruits of your night will come to naught.' 'Suffer not the Bayán,' is His emphatic injunction, 'and nist that hath been revealed therein to withhold you from that Essence of Being and Lord of the visible and invisible.'"

"And finally is this, His moving invocation to God: 'Bear Thou witness that, through this Book, I have covenanted with all created things concerning the mission of Him Whom Thou shalt make manifest, ere the covenant concerning My own mission had been established. Sufficient witness art Thou and they that have believed in Thy signs.'"

"How veiled are ye, O My creatures," He, speaking with the voice of God, has revealed in the Bayán, "... who, without any right, have consigned Him unto a mountain (Máh-Kú), not one of whose inhabitants is worthy of mention. ... With Rím, which is with Me, there is no one except him who is one of the Letters of the Living My Book. In His presence, which is My Presence, there is not at night even a lighted lamp! And yet, in places (of worship) which in varying degrees reach on unto Him, unnumbered lamps are shining! All that is on earth hath been created for Him, and all partake with delight of His benefits, and yet they are so veiled from Him as to refuse Him even a lamp.'"

---

THE ARABIC BAYÁN

The "smaller and less weighty Arabic Bayán" was also revealed during the Báb's confinement in Máh-Kú.

TABLETS TO MUHAMMAD SHÁH

The first Tablet of the Báb to Muhammad Sháh was written following the Commentary on the Súrih of Joseph, and the second Tablet some two years later, after the Báb's Dissertation on the Specific Mission of Muhammad, revealed in Isfahán. In the second Tablet to Muhammad Sháh the Báb wrote "craving an audience ia which to set forth the truths of the new Revelation, and dissipate his doubts.""

"The Báb was still in Máh-Kú when He wrote the most detailed and illuminating of His Tablets to Muhammad Sháh. Prefaced by a laudatory reference to the unity of God, to His Apostles and to the twelve Imams; unequivocal in its assertion of the divinity of its Author and of the supernatural powers with which His Revelation had been invested; precise in the verses and traditions it cites in confirmation of so audacious a claim; severe in its condemnation of some of the officials and representatives of the Sháh's administration, particularly of the 'wicked and accursed' Husayn Kháñ; moving in its description of the humiliation and hardships to which its writer had been subjected, this historic document resembles, in many of its features, the Lábh-i-Súfán, the Tablet addressed, under similar circumstances, from the prison fortress of 'Akká by Bahá'u'lláh to Náṣír'íd-Dín Sháh, and constituting His..."
lengthiest epistle to any single sovereign.\textsuperscript{33}

The Báb was confined in the fortress of Máh-Kú for nine months, about July, 1847, to April, 1848.\textsuperscript{34} From this mountain fortress He thus addressed Muhammad Shíh:

"I am the Primæ Fidæ from which have been generated all created things. I am the Countenance of God. Whose splendor can never be obscured, the Light of God Whose radiance can never fade ... All the keys of heaven God hath chosen to place on My right hand, and all the keys of hell on My left ... I am one of the sustaining pillars of the Primal Word of God. Whosoever hath recognized Me, hath known all that is true mid right, and hath attained all that is good and seeming ... The substance wherewith God hath created Me is not the clay out of which others have been formed. He hath conferred upon Me that which the worldly-wise can never comprehend, nor the faithful discover. ..."

"My life! But for the obligation to acknowledge the Cause of Him Who is the Testimony of God ... I would not have announced this unto thee ... In that same year (year 60) I despatched a messenger and a book unto thee, that thou mightest act towards the Cause of Him Who is the Testimony of God as befitted the station of thy sovereignty. ..."

"I swear by the truth of God! Were he who hath been willing to treat Me in such a manner to know who it is whom he hath so treated, he, verily, would never in his life be happy. Nay—I, verily, acquaint thee with the truth of that matter—it is as if he hath imprisoned all the Prophets, and all the men of truth, and all the chosen ones ... Whereunto art thou, from whose hands flowereth evil, and blessed the man from whose hands floweth good ..."

"I swear by God! I seek no earthly goods from thee, be it as much as a mustard seed ... I swear by the truth of God! Wert thou to know that which I know, thou wouldst forego the sovereignty of the world and of the next, that thou mightest attain My good-pleasure, through thine obedience unto the True One ... Wert thou to refuse, the Lord of the world would raise up one who will exalt His Cause, and the Command of God will, verily, be carried into effect.\textsuperscript{35}

"I swear by God! Shouldst thou know the things which in the space of these four years have befallen Me at the hands of thy people and thine army, thou wouldst hold thy breath from fear of God ... Alas, alas, for the things which have touched Me! I swear by the Most Great Lord! Wert thou to be told in what place I dwell, the first person to have mercy on Me would be Myself. In the heart of a mountain is a fortress (Máh-Kú) ... the inmates of which are confined to two guards and four dogs. Picture, then, My plight ... in this mountain I have remained alone, and have come to such a pass that none of those gone before Me have suffered what I have suffered, nor any transgressor endured what I have endured!"\textsuperscript{36}

\textsuperscript{33}Ibid., p. 26.
\textsuperscript{34}Ibid., pp. 17-19.
\textsuperscript{35}The Fronted Cat is Come, a7, 43-44.
\textsuperscript{36}Ibid., pp. 6-7.

**DALÁ'IL-I-SÁB'IH (SEVEN PROOFS)**\textsuperscript{37}

"The most important of the polemical works of the Báb," the Dalá'il-i-Sáb'ih was also revealed during the Báb's confinement in Máh-Kú. "Remarkably lucid, admirable in its precision, original in conception, unanswerable in its argument, this work, apart from the many and divers proofs of His mission which it adduces, is noteworthy for the blame it assigns to the 'seven powerful sovereigns ruling the world' in His day, as well as for the manner in which it stresses the responsibilities, and censures the conduct, of the Christian divines of a former age who, had they recognized the truth of Muhammad's mission. He contends, would have been followed by the mass of their co-religionists.\textsuperscript{38}

"Gracious God!" writes the Báb with reference to the 'seven powerful sovereigns ruling the world' in His day. "None of them hath been informed of His (the Báb's) Manifestation, and if informed, none hath believed in Him. Who knoweth they may have this world below full of desire, and without having

\textsuperscript{37}For the translation into the French, by A.-L. M. Néel, see Excerpts from this Tablet, in The Báb's World, Vol. VIII, p. 235.
\textsuperscript{38}God Passes By, p. 26.
realized that the thing for which they were waiting had come to pass. This is what happened to the monarchs that held fast into the Gospel. They awaited the coming of the Prophet of God (Muhammad), and when He did appear, they failed to recognize Him. Behold how great are the sins which these sovereigns expend without even the slightest thought of appointing an official charged with the task of acquainting them in their own realms with the Manifestation of God! They would thereby have fulfilled the purpose for which they have been created. All their desires have been and are still fixed upon leaving behind them traces of their names.

"The Báb, moreover, in that same treatise, censuring the failure of the Christian divines to acknowledge the truth of Muhammad's mission, makes this illuminating statement: The blame falleth upon their doctors, for if these had believed, they would have been followed by the mass of their countrymen. Behold, then, that which hath come to pass! The learned men of Christendom are held to be learned by virtue of their safeguarding the teaching of Christ, and yet consider how they themselves have been the cause of men's failure to accept the Faith and attain unto salvation!" 39

39 The Promised Day Is Come, p. 17.

**LAWH-I-ḤURŪFĀT (TABLET OF THE LETTERS)**

"During the Rib's confinement in the fortress of Chihriq, where He spent almost the whole of the two remaining years of His life, the Lawḥ-i-Ḥurūfāt (Tablet of the Letters) was revealed, in honor of Dayyán—a Tablet which, however misconstrued at first as an exposition of the science of divination, was later recognized to have unraveled, on the one hand, the mystery of the Mustaḏgāf, and to have abstrusely alluded, on the other, to the nineteen years which must needs elapse between the Declaration of the Báb and that of Bahá'u'lláh . . .

"To this period of incarceration in the fortresses of Máh-Kú and Chihriq—a period of unsurpassed fecundity, yet bitter in its humiliations and ever-deepening sorrows—belong almost all the written references, whether in the form of warnings, appeals or exhortations, which the Báb, in anticipation of the approaching hour of His supreme affliction, felt it necessary to make to the Author of a Revelation that was soon to supersede His own." 40

This Tablet was revealed for "a prominent official of high literary ability . . . later nicknamed Dayyán by the Báb," 41 on whom "He conferred the title of the third Letter to believe in Him whom God shall make manifest." 42

According to Nabil, "The mystery of the Mustaḏgāf [literally, 'He Who is invoked'] had long baffled the most searching minds among the people of the Bayán and had proved an insurmountable obstacle to their recognition of the promised One. The Báb had Himself in that Tablet unraveled that mystery; no one, however, was able to understand the explanation which He had given. It was left to Bahá'u'lláh to unveil it to the eyes of all men." 43

Bahá'u'lláh, in His Epistle to the Son of the Wolf, cites a passage from the Tablet of the Báb to Dayyán, prefacing it with these words:

"Dayyán, who, according to the words of Him Who is the Point . . . is the repository of the trust of the one true God . . . and the treasury of the pearls of His knowledge, was made by them to suffer so cruel a martyrdom that the Concourse on high wept and lamented. He it is whom He [the Báb] had taught the hidden and preserved knowledge and entrusted him therewith, through His words: 'O thou who art named Dayyán! This is a hidden and preserved Knowledge. We have entrusted it unto thee, and brought it to thee, as a mark of honor from God, inasmuch as the eye of thine heart is pure. Thou wilt appreciate its value, and wilt cherish its . . ." 44

40 God Passes By, p. 27.
41 The Dawn-Breakers, p. 363.
42 God Passes By, p. 28.
43 The Dawn-Breakers, pp. 304–305.
excellence, God, verily; hath designed to bestow upon the Point of the Bayán a hidden and preserved Knowledge, the like of which God hath not sent down prior to this Revelation. More precious is it than any other knowledge in the estimation of God—glorified be He! He, verily, hath made it His testimony, even as He hath made the verses to be His testimony.”\(^{44}\)

DENUNCIATORY TABLET TO ḤÁJI MĪRZÁ ĀQÁŚĪ

“It was during these years—years darkened throughout by the rigors of the Báb’s captivity, by the severe indignities inflicted upon Him, and by the news of the disasters that overtook the heroes of Mázindarán and Nayriz—that We revealed, soon after His return from Tabrız, His denunciatory Tablet to Ḥáji Mírzá Āqáší. Couched in bold and moving language, unspiring in its condemnation, this epistle was forwarded to the intrepid Hujáj who, as corroborated by Bahá’u’lláh, delivered it to that wicked minister* [Grand Vazír of Muḥammad Sháh]. This Tablet was given the name of the Khutúbiy-i-Qahríyih (literally, “Sermon of Wrath”).\(^{46}\)

KITÁB-I-PANJI-SHA’N

“In the Kitáb-i-Panj-Shá’n, one of His last works, Me had alluded to the fact that the sixth Naw-Rúz after the declaration of His mission would be the last He was destined to celebrate on earth.”\(^{47}\) “... to ‘Azím He divulged, in the Kitáb-i-Panj-Shá’n, the name, and announced the approaching advent of Him Who was to consummate His own Revelation... ‘Wait thou,’ is His statement to ‘Azím, ‘until nine will have elapsed from the time of the Bayán. Then exclaim: ‘Blessed, therefore, be God, the most excellent of Makers!’”\(^{48}\)

* God Passes By, p. 27.
46 The Dawn-Breakers, p. 122.

\(^{47}\) God Passes By, p. 51.
48Ibid., pp. 28, 29. Muḥammad Sháh ‘Áli, surnamed ‘Azím (literally, “great”) by the Báb, was one of the outstanding figures among the ecclesiastical leaders of Khurúdán” (Dawn-Breakers, p. 125).

Ornamental peacocks in the Bahá’í Gardens.
Ornamentation in the Bahá'í Gardens.
From the time of the creation of Adam to this day there have been two pathways in the world of humanity: one the natural or materialistic, the other the religious or spiritual. The pathway of nature is the pathway of the animal realm. The animal acts in accordance with the requirements of nature, follows its own instincts and desires. Whatever its impulses and proclivities may be it has the liberty to gratify them; yet it is a captive of nature. It cannot deviate in the least degree from the road nature has established. It is utterly minus spiritual susceptibilities, ignorant of divine religion and without knowledge of the Kingdom of God. The animal possesses no power of ideation or conscious intelligence; it is a captive of the senses and deprived of that which lies beyond them. It is subject to what the eye sees, the ear hears, the nostrils sense, the taste detects and touch reveals. These sensations are acceptable and sufficient for the animal. But that which is beyond the range of the senses, that realm of phenomena through which the conscious pathway to the Kingdom of God lends, the world of spiritual susceptibilities and divine religion—of these the animal is completely unaware, for in its highest station it is a captive of nature.

One of the strangest things witnessed is that the materialists of today are proud of their natural instincts and bandage. They state that nothing is entitled to belief and acceptance except that which is sensible or tangible. By their own statements they are captives of nature, unconscious of the spiritual world, uninformed of the divine kingdom and unaware of heavenly bestowals. If this be a virtue the animal has attained it to a superlative degree, for the animal is absolutely ignorant of the realm of spirit and out of touch with the inner world of conscious realization. The animal would agree with the materialist in denying the existence of that which transcends the senses. If we admit that being limited to the plane of the senses is a virtue, the animal is indeed more virtuous than man, for it is entirely bereft of that which lies beyond, absolutely oblivious of the Kingdom of God and its traces, whereas God has deposited within the human creature an illimitable power by which he can rule the world of nature.

Consider how all other phenomenal existence and beings are captives of nature. The sun, that colossal center of our solar system, the giant stars and planets, the towering mountains, the earth itself and its kingdoms of life lower than the human—all are captives of nature except man. No other created thing can deviate in the slightest degree from obedience to natural law. The sun in its glory and greatness millions of miles away is held prisoner in its orbit of universal revolution, captive of universal natural control. Man is the ruler of nature. According to natural law and limitation he should remain upon the earth, but behold how he violates this command and soars above the mountains in aeroplanes. He sails in ships upon the surface of the ocean and dives into its depths in submarines. Man makes nature his servant, harnesses the mighty energy of electricity for instance and imprisons it in a small lamp for his uses and conveniences. He speaks from the East to the West through a wire. He is able to store and preserve his voice in a phonograph. Though he is a dweller upon earth he penetrates the mysteries of starry worlds inconceivably distant. He discovers latent realities within the bosom of the earth, uncovers treasures, penetrates secrets and mysteries of the phenomenal world and brings to light that which according to nature’s jealous laws should remain hidden, unknown and unfathomable. Through
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an ideal inner power man brings these realities forth from the invisible plane to the visible. This is contrary to nature’s law.

It is evident therefore that man is ruler over nature’s sphere and province. Nature is inert, man is progressive. Nature has no consciousness, man is endowed with it. Nature is without volition and acts perforce whereas man possesses a mighty will. Nature is incapable of discovering mysteries or realities whereas man is especially fitted to do so. Nature is not in touch with the realm of God, man is attuned to its evidences. Nature is uninformed of God, man is conscious of Him. Man acquires divine virtues, nature is denied them. Man can voluntarily discontinue vices, nature has no power to modify the influence of its instincts. Altogether it is evident that man is more noble and superior; that in him there is an ideal power surpassing nature. He has consciousness, volition, memory, intelligent power, divine attributes and virtues of which nature is completely deprived, bereft and minus; therefore man is higher and nobler by reason of the ideal and heavenly force latent and manifest in him.

How strange then it seems that man, notwithstanding his endowment with this ideal power, will descend to a level beneath him and declare himself no greater than that which is manifestly inferior to his real station. God has created such a conscious spirit within him that lies the most wonderful of all contingent beings. In ignoring these virtues he descends to the material plane, considers matter the ruler of existence and denies that which lies beyond. Is this virtue? In its fullest sense this is animalistic, for the animal realizes nothing more. In fact from this standpoint the animal is the greater philosopher because it is completely ignorant of the Kingdom of God, possesses no spiritual susceptibilities and is uninformed of the heavenly world. In brief, this is a view of the pathway of nature.

The second pathway is that of religion, the road of the divine Kingdom. It involves the acquisition of praiseworthy attributes, heavenly illumination and righteous actions in the world of humanity. This pathway is conducive to the progress and uplift of the world. It is the source of human enlightenment, training and ethical improvement; the magnet which attracts the love of God because of the knowledge of God it bestows. This is the road of the holy Manifestations of God for they are in reality the foundation of the divine religion of oneness. There is no change or transformation in this pathway. It is the cause of human betterment, the acquisition of heavenly virtues and the illumination of mankind.

Alas! that humanity is completely submerged in imitations and unrealities notwithstanding the truth of divine religion has ever remained the same. Superstitions have obscured the fundamental reality, the world is darkened and the light of religion is not apparent. This darkness is conducive to differences and dissensions; rites and dogmas are many and various; therefore discord has arisen among the religious systems whereas religion is for the unification of mankind. True religion is the source of love and agreement amongst men, the cause of the development of praiseworthy qualities; but the people are holding to the counterfeit and imitation, negligent of the reality which unifies; so they are bereft and deprived of the radiance of religion. They follow superstitions inherited from their fathers and ancestors. To such an extent has this prevailed that they have taken away the heavenly light of divine truth and sit in the darkness of imitations and imaginations. That which was meant to be conducive to life has become the cause of death; that which should have been an evidence of knowledge is now a proof of ignorance; that which was a factor in the sublimity of human nature has proved to be its degradation. Therefore the realm of the religionist has gradually narrowed and darkened and the sphere of the materialist has widened and advanced; for the religionist has held to imitation and counterfeit, neglecting and discarding holiness and the sacred reality of religion. When the sun sets it is the time for bats to fly. They come forth because they are creatures of the night. When the lights of religion become darkened the materialists appear. They are the bats of night. The decline of religion is their time of activity; they seek the shadows when the world is darkened and clouds have spread over it.

His Holiness Baha’u’llah has risen from the eastern horizon. Like the glory of the sun He has come into the world. He has
Reinterment of the remains of the father of Bahá'u'lláh, September 4, 1959, 'Iraq. Rand of the Cause Tarázu'lláh Samandari is shown third from the left.

The transfer of his remains to a befitting resting place in Shiráz was effected in 1955.
reflected the reality of divine religion, dispelled the darkness of imitations, laid the foundation of new teachings and resuscitated the world... 

**TALK GIVEN IN NEW YORK**  
**JUNE 8, 1912**

The body-politic today is greatly in need of a physician. It is similar to a human body afflicted with severe ailments. A doctor diagnoses the case and prescribes treatment. He does not prescribe, however, until he has made the diagnosis. The disease which afflicts the body-politic is he$$ck$$ of love and absence of altruism. In the hearts of men no real love is found and the condition is such that unless their susceptibilities are quickened by some power so that unity, love and accord may develop within them, there can be no healing, no agreement among mankind. Love and unity are the needs of the body-politic today. Without these there can be no progress or prosperity attained. Therefore the friends of God must adhere to the power which will create this love and unity in the hearts of the sons of men. Science cannot cure the illness of the body-politic. Science cannot create unity and fellowship in human hearts. Neither can patriotism nor racial allegiance effect a remedy. It must be accomplished solely through the divine bounties and spiritual bestowals which have descended from God in this day for that purpose. This is an exigency of the times and the divine remedy has been provided. The spiritual teachings of the religion of God can alone create this love, unity and accord in human hearts.

Therefore hold to these heavenly agencies which God has provided, so that through the love of God this soul bond may be established, this heart attachment realized and the light of the reality of unity be reflected from yon throughout the universe. If we do not hold fast to these divine agencies and means, no result will be possible. Let us pray to God that he will exhilarate our spirits so we may behold the descent of His bounties, illumine our eyes to witness His great guidance and attune our ears to enjoy the celestial melodies of the heavenly Word. This is our greatest hope. This is our ultimate purpose.

**From TALK GIVEN IN BOSTON, MASS.**  
**MAY 25, 1912**

In the estimation of historians this radiant century is equivalent to one hundred centuries of the past. If comparison be made with the sum total of all former human achievements it will be found that the discoveries, scientific advancement and material civilization of this present century have equaled, yea far exceeded the progress and outcome of one hundred former centuries. The production of books and compilations of literature alone bear witness that the output of the human mind in this century has been greater and more enlightening than all the past centuries together. It is evident therefore that this century is of paramount importance. Reflect upon the miracles of accomplishment which have already characterized it, the discoveries in every realm of human research, inventions, scientific knowledge, ethical reforms and regulations established for the welfare of humanity, mysteries of nature explored, invisible forces brought into visibility and subjection, a veritable wonder-world of new phenomena and conditions heretofore unknown to man now open to his uses and further investigation. The East and West can communicate instantly. A human being can soar in the skies or speed in submarine depths. The power of steam has linked the continents. Trains cross the deserts and pierce the barriers of mountains; ships find unerring pathways upon the trackless oceans. Day by day discoveries are increasing. What a wonderful century this is! It is an age of universal re-formation. Laws and statutes of governments, civil and federal, are in process of change and transformation. Sciences and arts are being moulded anew. Thoughts
are metamorphosed. The foundations of human society are changing and strengthening. Today sciences of the past are useless. The polemical system of astronomy, numberless other systems and theories of scientific and philosophical explanation are discarded, known to be false and worthless. Ethical precedents and principles cannot be applied to the needs of the modern world. Thoughts and theories of past ages are fruitless now. Thrones and governments are crumbling and falling. All conditions and requisites of the past unfitted and inadequate for the present time, are undergoing radical reform.

It is evident therefore that counterfeit and spurious religious teaching, antiquated forms of belief and ancestral imitations which are at variance with the foundations of divine reality must also pass away and be re-formed. They must be abandoned and new conditions be recognized. The morsels of humanity must undergo change. New remedy and solution for human problems must be adapted. Human intellects themselves must change and be subject to the universal reformation. Just as the thoughts and hypotheses of past ages are fruitless today, likewise dogmas and codes of human invention are obsolete and barren of product in religion. Nay, it is true that they are the cause of enmity and conducive to strife in the world of humanity; war and bloodshed proceed from them and the oneness of mankind finds no recognition in their observance. Therefore it is our duty in this radiant century to investigate the essentials of divine religion, seek the realities underlying the oneness of the world of humanity and discover the source of fellowship and agreement which will unite mankind in the heavenly bond of love. This unity is the radiance of eternity, the divine spirituality, the effulgence of God and the bounty of the Kingdom. We must investigate the divine source of these heavenly bestowals and adhere unto them steadfastly. For if we remain fettered and restricted by human inventions and dogmas, day by day the world of mankind will be degraded, day by day warfare and strife will increase and satanic forces converge toward the destruction of the human race.

If love and agreement are manifest in a single family, that family will advance, become illumined and spiritual; but if enmity and hatred exist within it destruction and dispersion are inevitable. This is likewise true of a city. If those who dwell within it manifest a spirit of accord and fellowship it will progress steadily and human conditions become brighter, whereas through enmity and strife it will be degraded and its inhabitants scattered. In the same way the people of a nation develop and advance toward civilization and enlightenment through love and accord, and are disintegrated by war and strife. Finally, this is true of humanity itself in the aggregate. When love is realized and the ideal spiritual bonds unite the hearts of men, the whole human race will be uplifted, the world will continually grow more spiritual and radiant and the happiness and tranquility of mankind be immeasurably increased. Warfare and strife will be uprooted, disagreement and dissension pass away and universal peace unite the nations and peoples of the world. All mankind will dwell together as one family, blend as the waves of one sea, shine as stars of one firmament and appear as fruits of the same tree. This is the happiness and felicity of humankind.

From SOME ANSWERED QUESTIONS, Chap. III

...Now reflect that it is education that brings the East and the West under the authority of man; it is education that produces wonderful industries; it is education that spreads glorious sciences and arts; it is education that makes manifest new discoveries and laws. If there were no educator, there would be no such things as comforts, civilization, Facilities, or humanity. If a man be left alone in a wilderness where he sees none of his own kind, he will undoubtedly become a mere brute; it is then clear that an educator is needed.

But education is of three kinds: material, human, and spiritual. Material education is concerned with the progress and development of the body, through gaining its sustenance, its material comfort and ease. This education is common to animals and man.
Human education signifies civilization and progress: that is to say, government, administration, charitable works, trades, arts and handicrafts, sciences, great inventions and discoveries of physical laws, which are the activities essential to man as distinguished from the animal.

Divine education is that of the Kingdom of God: It consists in acquiring divine perfections, and this is true education; for in this estate man becomes the center of divine appearance, the manifestation of the words, “Let us make man in our image and after our likeness.” This is the supreme goal of the world of humanity.

Now we need an educator who will be at the same time a material, human, and spiritual educator, and whose authority will be effective in all conditions. So if any one should say, “I possess perfect comprehension and intelligence, and I have no need of such an educator,” he would be denying that which is clear and evident, as though a child should say, “I have no need of education; I will act according to my reason and intelligence, and so I shall attain the perfections of existence”; or as though the blind should say, “I am in no need of sight, because many other blind people exist without difficulty.”

Then it is plain and evident that man needs an educator, and this educator must be unquestionably and indubitably perfect in all respects, and distinguished above all men. For otherwise he cannot be their educator. More particularly because he must be at the same time their material and human as well as their spiritual educator; that is to say, he will teach men to organize and carry out physical matters, and to regulate the form of society with regard to the establishing of help and assistance in life, so that material affairs may be organized and regulated for any circumstances that may occur. In the same way he will establish human education; that is to say, he must educate intelligence and thought in such a way that they may attain complete development, so that knowledge and science may increase, and the reality of things, the mysteries of beings, and the properties of existence may be discovered; that day by day instructions, inventions, and laws may be improved; and from things perceptible to the senses conclusions as to intellectual things may be deduced.

He must also impart spiritual education; so that intelligence and comprehension may penetrate the metaphysical world, and may receive benefit from the sanctifying breeze of the Holy Spirit, and may enter into relationship with the Supreme Concourse. He must so educate the human reality that it may become the center of the divine appearance, to such a degree that the attributes and the names of God shall be resplendent in the mirror of the reality of man, and the holy verse, “We will make man in Our image and likeness,” shall become true.

It is clear that human power is not able to fill such a great office, and that the reason alone could not undertake the responsibility of so great a mission. How can one solitary person without help and without support lay the foundations of such a noble construction? He must depend on the help of the spiritual and divine power to be able to undertake this mission. One Holy Soul gives life to the world of humanity, changes the aspect of the terrestrial globe, causes intelligence to progress, vivifies souls, lays the foundation of a new existence, establishes the basis of a marvelous creation, organizes the world, brings nations and religions under the shadow of one standard, delivers man from the world of imperfections and vices, and inspires him with the desire and need of natural and acquired perfections. Certainly nothing short of a divine power could accomplish so great a work. We ought to consider this with justice, for this is the office of justice.

A Cause which all the governments and peoples of the world, with all their powers and armies, cannot promulgate and spread, one Holy Soul can promote without help or support! Can this be done by human power? No, in the name of God! For example, Christ, alone and solitary, upraised the standard of spiritual peace and righteousness, a work which all the victorious governments with all their hosts were unable to accomplish. Consider what was the fate of so many and diverse empires and peoples: the Roman Empire, France, Germany, Russia, England, etc.; all were gathered together under the same tent; that is to say, the appearance of Christ brought about a union among these diverse nations; some of whom, under the influence of Christianity, became so united that they sacrificed their lives and property
Religion is the outer expression of the divine reality. Therefore it must be living, vitalized, moving and progressive. If it be without motion and non-progressive it is without the divine life; it is dead. The divine institutes are continuously active and evolutionary; therefore the revelation of them must be progressive and continuous. All things are subject to re-formation. This is a century of Life and renewal. Sciences and arts, industry and invention have been reformed. Law and ethics have been reconstituted, reorganized. The world of thought has been regenerated. Sciences of former ages and philosophies of the past are useless today. Present exigencies demand new methods of solution; world problems are without precedent. Old ideas and modes of thought are fast becoming obsolete. Ancient laws and archaic ethical systems will not meet the requirements of modern conditions, for this is clearly the century of a new Life, the century of the revelation of the reality and therefore the greatest of all centuries. Consider how the scientific developments of fifty years have surpassed and eclipsed the knowledge and achievements of all the former ages combined. Would the announcements and theories of ancient astronomers explain our present knowledge of the sun-worlds and planetary systems? Would the mask of obscurity which beclouded mediaeval centuries meet the demand for clear-eyed vision and understanding which characterizes the world today? Will the despotism of former governments answer the call for freedom which has risen from the heart of humanity in this cycle of illumination? It is evident that no vital results are now forthcoming from the customs, institutions and standpoints of the past. In view of this, shall blind imitations of ancestral forms and theological interpretations continue to guide and control the religious life and spiritual development of humanity today? Shall man gifted with the power of reason unthinkingly follow and adhere to dogma, creeds and hereditary beliefs which will not bear the analysis of reason in this century of effulgent reality? Unquestionably
From the seed of reality, religion has grown into a tree which has put forth leaves and branches, blossoms and fruit. After a time this tree has fallen into a condition of decay. The leaves and blossoms have withered and perished; the tree has become stricken and fruitless. It is not reasonable that man should hold to the old tree, claiming that its life forces are undiminished, its fruit unqualified, its existence eternal. The seed of reality must be sown again in human hearts in order that a new tree may grow therefrom and new divine fruits refresh the world. By this means the nations and peoples now divergent in religion will be brought into unity. Imitations will be forsaken and a universal brotherhood in the reality itself will be established. Warfare and strife will cease among mankind; all will be reconciled as servants of God. For all are sheltered beneath the tree of His providence and mercy. God is kind to all; He is the giver of bounty to all alike, even as His Holiness Jesus Christ has declared that God “senteth rain on the just and on the unjust”; that is to say, the mercy of God is universal. All humanity is under the protection of His love and favor, and unto all He has pointed the way of guidance and progress.

Progress is of two kinds, material and spiritual. The former is attained through observation of the surrounding existence and constitutes the foundation of civilization. Spiritual progress is through the breaths of the Holy Spirit and is the awakening of the conscious soul of man to perceive the reality of divinity. Material progress insures the happiness of the human world. Spiritual progress insures the happiness and eternal continuance of the soul. The prophets of God have founded the laws of divine civilization. They have been the root and fundamental source of all knowledge. They have established the principles of human brotherhood or fraternity which is of various kinds, such as the fraternity of family, of race, of nation and of ethical motives. These forms of fraternity, these bonds of brotherhood are merely temporal and transient in association. They do not insure harmony and are usually productive of disagreement. They do not prevent warfare and strife; on the contrary they are selfish, restricted and fruitful causes of enmity and hatred among mankind. The spiritual brotherhood which is enkindled and
established through the breaths of the Holy Spirit unites nations and removes the cause of warfare and strife. It transforms mankind into one great family and establishes the foundations of the oneness of humanity. It promulgates the spirit of international agreement and insures universal peace. Therefore we must investigate the foundation reality of this heavenly fraternity. We must forsake all imitations and promote the reality of the divine teachings. In accordance with these principles and actions and by the assistance of the Holy Spirit, both material and spiritual happiness shall become realized. Until all nations and peoples become united by the bonds of the Holy Spirit in this real fraternity, until national and international prejudices are effaced in the reality of this spiritual brotherhood, true progress, prosperity and lasting happiness will not be attained by man. This is the century of new and universal nationhood. Sciences have advanced, industries have progressed, politics have been reformed, liberty has been proclaimed, justice is awakening. This is the century of motion, divine stimulus and accomplishment; the century of human solidarity and altruistic service; the century of universal peace and the reality of the divine Kingdom.
The last photograph of Shoghi Effendi taken a few months before he passed away.
III

THE GUARDIAN OF THE BAHÁ'Í FAITH

By AMATU'L-BAHÁ RUḤIYYIH KHÁNUM

Salutation and praise, blessing and glory rest upon that primal branch of the Divine and Sacred Tree, grown out, bless, tender, verdant and flourishing from the Twin Holy Trees; the most wondrous, unique and priceless pearl that doth gleam from out the Twin Surging Seas.

Like a cloud-break in a stormy sky these words, even as a mighty shaft of sunlight, brake through the gloom and tempest of dangerous years and shone from on high upon a small boy, the grandson of a prisoner of the Sultán of Turkey, living in the prison-city of 'Akka in the Turkish province of Syria. The words were written by 'Abdu'l-Bahá in the first part of His Will and Testament and referred to His eldest grandson, Shoghi Effendi.

Although already appointed the hereditary successor of His grandfather, neither the child, nor the ever-swelling host of followers of Bahá'u'lláh throughout the world, were made aware of this fact. In the Orient, where the principle of lineal descent is well understood and accepted as the normal course of events, there was hope no doubt, that even as Bahá'u'lláh Himself had demonstrated the validity of this mysterious and great principle of primogeniture, so would 'Abdu'l-Bahá, His son, end successor, do likewise. Many years before His passing, in answer to a question from some Persian believers as to whether there would be one person to whom all should turn after His death, 'Abdu'l-Bahá had written: “...know verily that this is a well-guarded secret. It is even as a germ concealed within its shell. That it will be revealed is predestined. The time will come when its light will appear, when its evidences will be made manifest, and its secrets unravelled.”

Until the Master passed away in November 1921, and His Will and Testament was found in His safe and opened and read, no one in the Bahá'í world knew that Shoghi Effendi was that “unique pearl”, and just how unique and glorious a pearl it was that 'Abdu'l-Bahá left behind Him no one really understood until in November 1957 it was recalled to the Seas from which it had been born.

On the 27th day of Ramadan, 1314 of the Muslim calendar, Shoghi Effendi was born. This was Sunday, March 1, 1897 of the Gregorian calendar. These dates have been found in one of Shoghi Effendi's notebooks which he kept during his boyhood, written in his own hand. He was the eldest grandchild and first grandson of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, born of His oldest daughter, Díyá'íyyih Khánum, and her husband Mirzá Hádi Khánum, one of the Afmans and a relative of the Báb. He was invariably addressed by his grandfather as “Shoghi Effendi”. Indeed, He gave instructions that he should at all times have the “Effendi” added and even told Shoghi Effendi's own father he must address him thus and not merely as “Shoghi”. The word “Effendi” signifies “sir” or “mister” and is added as a term of respect; for the same reason “ Khánum”, which means “lady” or “madam”, is added to a woman's name.

At the time of Shoghi Effendi's birth 'Abdu'l-Bahá and His family were still prisoners of the Sultán of Turkey, 'Abdu'l Hamíd; it was not until the revolution of the Young Turks, in 1908, and the consequent release of political prisoners, that they were freed from an exile and bondage that, for Him and His sister at least, had lasted for over forty years. In 1897 they were all living in a house known as that of 'Abdu'l-Há Bahá, a stone's throw from the great Turkish military barracks where Bahá'u'lláh, 'Abdu'l-
Baha, and the company of believers who were with them, had been incarcerated when they first landed in ‘Akká in 1868. It was in this home that the first group of pilgrims from the Western World visited the Master in the winter of 1898-99, and many more of the early believers of the West; travelling along the beach in an omnibus drawn by three horses, they would proceed from Haifa to ‘Akká, and in the fortified walls of the prison-city, be welcomed as His guests for a few days in that house. It was from this home that ‘Abdu’l-Baha left to reside in freedom in Haifa, twelve miles away on the other side of the Bay of ‘Akká. Entering through a passage across which the upper story of the building ran, one came upon a small enclosed garden where grew flowers, fruit trees, and a few tall palms, and in one corner of which a long stairway ran up to the upper floor and opened on an inner, unroofed court from which doors led to various rooms and to a long corridor giving access to other chambers.

To catch even a glimpse of what must have transpired in ‘Abdu’l-Baha’s heart when this first grandson was born to Him at the age of fifty-three, one must remember that He had already lost more than one son, the dearest and most perfect of them, Husayn, a beautiful and very dignified little boy, having passed away when only a few years old. Of the four surviving daughters of ‘Abdu’l-Baha three were to bear Him thirteen grandchildren, but it was this eldest one who bore witness to the saying “the child is the secret essence of its sire”. Not to be taken to mean in this case the heritage of his own father, but rather that he was sired by the Prophets of God and inherited the nobility of his grandfather ‘Abdu’l-Baha. The depths of ‘Abdu’l-Baha’s feelings at this time are reflected in His own words in which He clearly states that the name Shoghi — literally “the one who longs” — was conferred by God upon this grandson:

...O God! This is a branch sprung from the tree of Thy mercy. Through Thy grace and bounty enable him to grow and through the showers of Thy generosity cause him to become a verdant, flourishing, blossoming and fruitful branch. Gladden the eyes of his parents. Thou Who giveth to whomsoever Thou wilt, and bestow upon him the name Shoghi so that he may yearn for Thy Kingdom and soar into the realms of the unseen!

By the signs Shoghi Effendi showed from earliest childhood and by his unique nature, he twined himself ever more deeply into the roots of the Master’s heart. Now great must have been the struggle of the grandfather to keep within bounds His love for this child lest the very blaze of that love endanger his life through the hatred and envy of His many enemies, ever seeking an Achilles heel to bring about His downfall. Many times when Shoghi Effendi spoke of the past and of ‘Abdu’l-Baha I felt not only how boundless and consuming had been His own love for the Master, but that He had been aware of the fact that ‘Abdu’l-Baha leashed and veiled the passion of His love for him in order to protect him and to safeguard the Cause of God from its enemies.

Shoghi Effendi was a small, sensitive, intensely active and mischievous child. He was not very strong in his early years and his mother often had cause to worry over his health. However, he grew up to have an iron constitution, which, coupled with the phenomenal force of his nature and will power, enabled him in later years to overcome every obstacle in his path. The first photographs we have of him show a peaky little face, immense eyes and a firm, beautifully shaped chin which in his childhood gave a slightly elongated and heart-shaped appearance to his face. His eyes were of that deceptive hazel colour that sometimes put people who did not have the opportunity to look into them as often as I did to think they were brown or blue. The truth is they were a clear hazel which sometimes changed to a warm and luminous grey. I have never seen such an expressive face and eyes as those of the Guardian; every shade of feeling and thought was mirrored in his visage as light and shadow are reflected on water.

In the days of Shoghi Effendi’s childhood it was the custom to rise about dawn and spend the first hour of the day in the Master’s room, where prayers were said and the family all had breakfast with Him. The children sat on the floor, their legs folded under them, their arms folded across their breasts, in great respect; when asked, they would chant for ‘Abdu’l-Baha; there was
"The priceless pearl", Shoghi Effendi, 'Abdu'l-Bahá's eldest grandson.
no shouting or unseemly conduct. Breakfast consisted of tea, brewed on the bubbling Russian brass samovar and served in little crystal glasses. Very hot and very sweet, pure wheat bread and goats’ milk cheese, Dr. Zia Baghadí, an intimate of the family, in his recollections of these days records that Shoghi Effendi was always the first to get up and be on time — after receiving one good chastisement from no other hand than that of his grandfather!

He also tells us the story of Shoghi Effendi’s first Tablet from ‘Abdu’l-Bahá. Dr. Baghadí states that when Shoghi Effendi was only five years old he was pestering the Master to write something for him, whereupon ‘Abdu’l-Bahá wrote this touching and revealing letter in His own hand:

He is God!

Oh, my Shoghi, I have no time to talk, leave me alone! You said “write” — I have written.

What else should be done? Now is not the time for you to read and write. It is the time for jumping about and chanting “O my God!”, therefore memorize the prayers of the Blessed Beauty and chant them that I may hear them, because there is no time for anything else.

It seems that when this wonderful gift reached the child he set himself to memorize a number of Bahá’u’lláh’s prayers and would chant them so loudly that the entire neighbourhood could hear his voice; when his parents and other members of the Master’s family demonstrated with him, Shoghi Effendi replied, according to Dr. Baghadí, “The Master wrote to me to chant that He may hear me! I am doing my best!” and he kept on chanting at the top of his voice for many hours every day. Finally his parents begged the Master to stop him, but He told them to let Shoghi Effendi alone. This was one aspect of the small boy’s chanting. We are told there was another: he had memorized some touching passages written by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá after the ascension of Bahá’u’lláh and when he chanted these the tears would roll down the earnest little face. From another source we are told that when the Master was requested by a western friend, at that time living in His home, to reveal a prayer for children He did so, and the first to memorize it and chant it was Shoghi Effendi who would also chant it in the meetings of the friends.

In his recollections of those early years one of the Bahá’ís has written that one day Shoghi Effendi entered the Master’s room, took up His pen and tried to write. ‘Abdu’l-Bahá drew him to His side, tapped him gently on the shoulder and said, “Now is not the time to write, now is the time to play, you will write a lot in the future.” Nevertheless the desire of the child to learn led to the formation of classes in the Master’s household for the children, taught by an old Persian believer. I know that at one time in his childhood, most likely while he was still living in ‘Akka, Shoghi Effendi and other grandchildren were taught by an Italian, who acted as governess or teacher; a grey-haired elderly lady, she came to call shortly after I was married.

Although these early years of Shoghi Effendi’s life were spent in the prison-city of ‘Akka, enclosed within its moats and walls, its two gates guarded by sentries, this does not mean he had no occasion to move about. He must have often gone to the homes of the Bahá’ís living inside the city, to the Káán where the pilgrims stayed, to the Garden of Ridván and to Bahji. Many times he was the delighted companion of his grandfather on these excursions. We are told that sometimes he spent the night in Bahji in the house now used as a pilgrim house: ‘Abdu’l-Bahá would Himself come and take him in red remarking, “I need him.”

When ‘Abdu’l-Bahá first moved into the new home in Haifa (which was in use by members of His family in February 1907, if not earlier) the rooms were occupied by all the members of His family; eventually the families of two of His daughters moved to homes of their own near His, but the house was always crowded with relatives, children, servants, pilgrims and guests.

Shoghi Effendi entered the best school in Haifa, the Collège des Frères, conducted by the Jesuits. He told me he had been very unhappy there. Indeed, I gathered from him that he never was really happy in either school or university. In spite of his innately joyous nature, his sensitivity and his background — so different from that of others in every way — could not but set him apart and give rise to many a heart-ache; indeed, he was
one of those people whose open and innocent hearts, keen minds and affectionate natures seem to combine to bring upon them more shocks and suffering in life than is the lot of most men. Because of his unhappiness in this school `Abdu'l-Bahá decided to send him to Beirut where he attended another Catholic school as a boarder, and where he was equally unhappy. Learning of this in Haifa the family sent a trusted Baha'i woman to rent a home for Shoghi Effendi in Beirut and take care of and watch on him. It was not long before she wrote to his father that he was very unhappy at school, would refuse to go to it sometimes for days, and was getting thin and run down. His father showed this letter to `Abdu'l-Bahá Who then had arrangements made for Shoghi Effendi to enter the Syrian Protestant College, which had a school as well as a university, later known as the American College in Beirut, and which the Guardian entered when he finished what was then equivalent to the high school. Shoghi Effendi spent his vacations at home in Haifa, in the presence as often as possible of the grandfather he idolized Whom it was the object of his life to serve. The entire course of Shoghi Effendi's studies was aimed by him at fitting himself to serve the Master, interpret for Him, and translate His letters into English.

It is very difficult to trace the exact course of events in these years. All eyes were fixed on the grandfather and most of people loved and respected the eldest grandson, when the sun shines the lamp is ignored! Some pilgrims' accounts, like that of Thornton Chase, the first American believer who visited the Master in 1907, mention meeting "Shoghi Afnan". Indeed Chase published a photograph showing Shoghi Effendi in what must have been his usual costume in those days, short pants, long dark stockings, a fez on his head, a jacket and a huge sailor's collar covering his shoulders. But there is not enough material available at present to fill in all the gaps. Even those who accompanied `Abdu'l-Bahá on His journeys to the West, and kept careful diaries, did not think to record very much about the comings and goings of a child who was only thirteen when `Abdu'l-Bahá set forth on His historic visits to Europe and America.

No sooner had `Abdu'l-Bahá been freed from His long imprisonment and taken up His permanent residence in Haifa, than He began to contemplate this journey. A report published in America in "Baha'i News", 1910, states: "You have asked for an account of `Abdu'l-Bahá’s departure for the land of Egypt. `Abdu'l-Bahá did not inform anyone that He was going to leave Haifa... within two days He summoned to His presence M.N., Shoghi Effendi and K. and this servant." One of the Bahá'ís recalls that a little before sunset, on that September afternoon when `Abdu'lBahá's ship set sail for Port Said in Egypt, Shoghi Effendi was seated on the steps of the Master's house, disconsolate and forlorn, and remarked: "The Master is now on board the ship. He has left me behind, but certainly there is a wisdom in this!" or words to this effect. Well knowing what was passing in the heart of His grandson the loving Master no doubt sent for the child to soften the blow of this first, serious separation from Him; but more reference than this to that event has not been found. We know the Master stayed about a month in Port Said, later proceeding to Alexandria rather than to Europe, which was His original intention, and that Shoghi Effendi was with Him. As school opened in early October one presumes he returned to Syria. In April 1911, Shoghi Effendi was again with the Master, in Ramleh, a suburb of Alexandria, for a visiting Baha'i from America, Louis Gregory, the first negro Hand of the Cause, mentions meeting, on April 16th, "Shogi", a beautiful boy, a grandson of `Abdu'l-Bahá, and says he showed great affection for the pilgrims.

`Abdu'l-Bahá's thoughts, in spite of the arduous nature of His daily preoccupations during those exhausting months in America and later in Europe, must have often gone to His beloved grandson. We find mention of Shoghi Effendi in three of the letters the Master wrote to His sister, the Greatest Holy Leaf, Bahjíyih Khánum, during His travels, showing His anxiety over Shoghi Effendi and revealing His great love for him: "Write to me at once about Shoghi Effendi's condition, informing me fully and hiding nothing: this is the best way."; "Kiss the light of the eyes of the company of spiritual souls, Shoghi Effendi"; "Kiss the fresh flower of the garden of sweetness, Shoghi Effendi". Such references clearly indicate His anxiety over a child who had not always been well and who. He well knew, missed Him terribly
A little boy who became a spiritual king.
Shoghi Effendi, taken during his early school years.
and suffered. We also have a Tablet of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá addressed to Shoghi Effendi, expressing His concern about his health, but at what period it was written I do not know: 

He is God!

Shoghi Effendi, upon him be the glory of the All-Glorious! Oh thou who art young in years and radiant of countenance, I understand you have been ill and obliged to rest; never mind, from time to time rest is essential, otherwise, like unto ‘Abdu’l-Bahá from excessive toil you will become weak and powerless and unable to work. Therefore rest a few days, it does not matter. I hope that you will be under the care and protection of the Blessed Beauty.

Shoghi Effendi was always active in corresponding with Bahá’í friends through personal letters. We learn from one of these, addressed to “Syed Mustafa Rannie” in Burma, and dated “Caiffa, Syria, July 28, 1914”, in which he says he is much pleased with the “glad tidings of the rapid progress of the Cause in the Far East”. That he shared this letter with the Master and “a Holy tender smile ran over his radiant face and his heart overflowed with joy. I then came to know that the Master is in good health for I recollected his sayings which I quote now. Whenever and wherever I hear the glad tidings of the Cause my physical health is bettered and ameliorated.” I therefore tell you that the Master is feeling very well and is happy. Convey this happy news to the Indian believers. I do hope that this will double their courage, their firmness, and their zeal in spreading the Cause.”

Shoghi Effendi also played a dominant role in the activities of the Bahá’í students studying in Beirut, through which passed so many of the pilgrims from Persia and the Far East on their way to and from Haifa. He writes, in a letter from Beirut dated May 3, 1914: “Going back to our college activities our Bahá’í meetings, which I have spoken to you about, are reorganized and today we are sending letters, enclosing glad tidings of the Holy Land, to the Bahá’í Assemblies in various countries.”

The war years, during most of which Shoghi Effendi was studying to obtain his Bachelor of Arts degree at the American University, must have often cast a deep shadow of anxiety on him. In spite of his naturally buoyant and joyous nature. They were years of ever-increasing danger for his beloved grandfather, years of dire starvation for much of the population, of privations shared by all, including his own family.

It was in 1918 that Shoghi Effendi received his Bachelor of Arts degree. In a letter to a friend in England dated November 19th of that year, he wrote: “I am so glad and privileged to be able to attend to my beloved’s services after completing my course of Arts and Sciences in the American University at Beirut. I am so anxious and expectant to hear from you and of your services to the Cause for by transmitting them to the Beloved I shall make him happy, glad and strong. The past four years have been years of untold calamity, of unprecedented oppression, of indescribable misery, of severe famine and distress, of unparalleled bloodshed and strife, but now that the dove of peace has returned to its nest and abode a golden opportunity has arisen for the promulgation of the Word of God. This will be now promoted and the Message delivered in this liberated region without the least amount of restriction. This is indeed the Era of Service.” Nothing could be more revealing of the character of the future Guardian than these lines, in which his devotion to the work of the Master, his consuming longing to make Him happy and well, his concise summary of where his own life now stands in relation to this service, his analysis of what the war’s end signifies for the immediate future of Bahá’í work are all clearly shown. His nascent rhetorical style, still hampered by an imperfect command of the English language, but already showing the bare bones of its future greatness is reflected in passages such as this: “the friends...are all...large and small, old and young, healthy and sick, at home and abroad, glad of the events that have recently transpired; they are all one soul in different bodies, united, agreed, serving and aiming to serve the oneness of humanity.”

Shoghi Effendi was now twenty-one years old. His personal relationship to ‘Abdu’l-Bahá was made clear in some of these early letters, far the most part written in 1919, in which he refers to “my grandfather, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá” and signs himself “Shoghi Rabbani (grandson of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá)”. One must remember that in the immediate months after the war ended,
when contact was being re-established between
the Master and the believers in so many
countries which had been cut off from Him
during the long years of hostilities, it was
highly desirable that Bahá'ís and non-Bahá'ís
alike should know who this "Shoghi Rabbani"
was who was now acting as the Master's
secretary and right-hand man. The Star of
the West, in its issue of September 27, 1919,
publishes a full length photograph of Shoghi
Effendi, entitled, "Shoghi Rabbani, Grandson
of 'Abdu'l-Bahá" and states he is the trans-
lator of recent Tablets and his Diary Letters
begin in this issue. Personally I believe,
knowing from experience how completely
Shoghi Effendi directed even minutiae at the
World Centre, that it is probable the Master
Himself directed him to make clear their
family relationship.

The work of 'Abdu'l-Bahá increased from
day to day as floods of letters, reports, and
eventually pilgrims poured into Haifa. This
is reflected in Shoghi Effendi's personal letters
to various Bahá'í friends: "... this interrup-
tion of correspondence with you on my part
has been solely due to a great pressure of
work in connection with the dictation and
translation of Tablets... The whole afternoon
has been spent in translating for him only the
contents of a part of the supplications from
London." He ends up by saying, "I enclose,
our of my Bahá'í and particular affection for
you, two photographs..."; "My head is in
a whirl, so busy and so eventful was the day.
No less than a score of callers from prince
and pauper to a simple private soldier have
sought interview with 'Abdu'l-Bahá."; "The
Beloved from morn till eve, even at midnight
is engaged in revealing Tablets, in sending
forth his constructive, dynamic thoughts of
love and principles to a sad and disillusioned
world."; "As I am writing these lines, I am
again moved to present myself in his presence
and rouse him from his own words in response
to the recently arrived supplications." Every
word reflects the boundless energy, devotion and
enthusiasm of this princeling standing at the
side of the old king, serving and supporting
Him with all the vitality of his youth and the
singular eagerness of his nature.

Shoghi Effendi frequently accompanied the
Master to the steadily increasing number of
official functions to which He was invited.
This included visits to the British Military
Governor of Haifa and interviews with the
Camliander-in-Chi, Sir Edmund Allenby, the
General who had led the Allied forces in
Palestine and who later became Lord Allenby
and was largely responsible for 'Abdu'l-Bahá's
receiving a knighthood from the British
Government. Shoghi Effendi wrote: "This was
the second time 'Abdu'l-Bahá had called on
the General and this time the conversation
centered around the Cause and its progress... He
is a very gentle, modest and striking figure,
warm in affection, yet imposing in his
manners." In these circles the grandson of
'Abdu'l-Bahá was now becoming known. An
official letter, from the Military Governor to
'Abdu'l-Bahá, says: "Your Eminence: I have
today received from your grandson the sum of...
..." This was in response to Shoghi
Effendi's having called upon him with a
further contribution from the Master to the
"Haifa Relief Fund". Shoghi Effendi also
spent much time with the pilgrims, not only
in the presence of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, during which
he eagerly obtained detailed information from
them about the progress of Bahá'í activities in
countries.

Wherever 'Abdu'l-Bahá went, as often as
possible the beloved grandson went with Him.
This constant companionship, which lasted
for about two years, must have been a deep
satisfaction to them both and have exerted a
profound and decisive influence on Shoghi
Effendi. During these years, when the star of
'Abdu'l-Bahá's fame was rising locally, as well
as internationally, Shoghi Effendi had the
opportunity of observing how the Master dealt
with high officials and the numerous men of
distinction drawn to one Whom many regarded
as little less than an oriental prophet and the
greatest religious figure in Asia, as well as
how the Master conducted Himself in
the face of the ever-present envy and intrigue
of His enemies and ill-wishers. The lessons
learned were to be reflected in the thirty-six
years of Shoghi Effendi's own ministry to the
Faith of Bahá'ílán.

The decision of Shoghi Effendi to leave
'Abdu'l-Bahá, after less than two years spent
constantly in His service, and at a time when
the Master's vast post-war correspondence
was steadily increasing, was based on a
number of factors: if he intended to pursue
his studies the sooner he did so the better; 'Abdu'l-Bahá now had a number of people
The house of 'Abdu'l-Bahá in Haifa, as it appeared in His days.
acting as His secretaries; Shoghi Effendi’s eldest cousin had finished his studies in Beirut and was now at home; the Master’s own condition and plans were propitious.

Very few of us, least of all when we are twenty-three years old, imagine our loved ones dying. So it is not surprising that Shoghi Effendi should have left ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, some time in the spring of 1920, with a tranquil conscience, fully believing he would return to His side better equipped to serve Him.

Oxford and Cambridge are still words to conjure with; in 1920 they shone in even more splendid academic isolation than they do in these days when universities and university education have become more prevalent. Balliol, to which Shoghi Effendi was admitted, had a very high standing, being one of Oxford’s oldest colleges. I was conducted, years later, by the Guardian, to see the streets he had passed through, the Bodleian Library, the placid river in its greensward surroundings beyond the wrought iron gates, to thousand-year-old Christ Church with its vast kitchen and fairy web of Gothic arches, to Magdalen and its beauties and to the peaceful quad inside the walls of Balliol, which Shoghi Effendi crossed to his studies, to the dining hall where he ate, and to gaze on the narrow entrance that led to the room he had once lived in as a student.

The Guardian’s own idea of why he was at Oxford was quite clear; fortunately we have an expression of this in a letter he wrote to an oriental believer on October 18, 1920: “My dear spiritual friend . . . God be praised, I am in good health and full of hope and trying to do the best of my ability to equip myself for those things I shall require in my future service to the Cause. My hope is that I may speedily acquire the best that this country and this society have to offer and then return to my home and recast the truths of the Faith in a new form, and thus serve the Holy Threshold.”

There is no doubt he was referring to his future translation of the teachings into the perfect English for which he laid the foundation during his sojourn in England.

From his Beirut days until practically the end of his life Shoghi Effendi had the habit of writing vocabularies and typical English phrases in notebooks. Hundreds of words and sentences have been recorded and these clearly indicate the years of careful study he put into mastering a language he loved and revelled in. Far him there was no second to English. He was a great reader of the King James version of the Bible, and of the historians Carlyle and Gibbon, whose styles he greatly admired, particularly that of Gibbon whose *Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire* Shoghi Effendi was so fond of that I never remember his not having a volume of it near him in his room and usually with him when he travelled.

* * *

The address of Major Tudor Pole, in London, was often used as the distributing point for cables and letters to the Bahá’ís. Shoghi Effendi himself, whenever he went up to London, usually called there. On November 29, 1921, at 9:30 in the morning the following cable reached that office:

Cyclometry London


Greatest Holy Leaf

In notes he made of this terrible event and its immediate repercussions Tudor Pole records that he immediately notified the friends by wire, telephone and letter. I believe he must have telephoned Shoghi Effendi, asking him to come at once to his office, but not conveying to him at that distance a piece of news which he well knew might prove too much of a shock. However this may be, at about noon Shoghi Effendi reached London, went to 61 St. James Street (off Piccadilly and not far from Buckingham Palace) and was shown into the private office. Tudor Pole was not in the room at the moment but as Shoghi Effendi stood there his eye was caught by the name of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá on the open cablegram lying on the desk and he read it. When Tudor Pole entered the room a moment later he found Shoghi Effendi in a state of collapse, dazed and bewildered by this catastrophic news. He was taken to the home of Miss Grand, one of the London believers, and put to bed there for a few days.

Owing to passport difficulties Shoghi Effendi cabled Haifa he could not arrive until the end of the month. He sailed from England on December 16th, accompanied by Lady Blomfield and Rouhangezé, and arrived in Haifa by train at 5:20 p.m. on December 29th, from Egypt where his boat from England had
Docked. Many friends went to the station to bring him home; it is reported he was so overcome on his arrival that he had to be assisted up the steps. Awaiting him in the house was the only person who could in any measure assuage his suffering—his beloved great-aunt, the sister of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá. She had already—so frail, so quiet, so modest at all times—shown herself in these past weeks to be a strong rock to which the believers clung in the midst of the tempest that had so suddenly burst upon them. The calibre of her soul, her breeding, her station, fitted her for the role she played in the Cause and in Shoghi Effendi’s life during this extremely difficult and dangerous period.

When ‘Abdu’l-Bahá so unexpectedly and quietly passed away, after no serious illness, the distracted members of His family searched His papers to see if by chance He had left any instructions as to where He should be buried. Finding none they entombed Him in the centre of the three rooms adjacent to the inner Shrine of the Bab. They discovered His Will—consisting of three Wills written at different times and forming one document—addressed to Shoghi Effendi. It now became the painful duty of Shoghi Effendi to hear what was in it; a few days after his arrival they read it to him.

There is no doubt that the Greatest Holy Leaf; and probably a selected few of the Master’s family knew, before Shoghi Effendi reached Haifa, the gist at least of what was in the Will because it had been examined to see if He had made any provisions for His own burial. That this is so is borne out by cables sent to the Persian and to the American believers, by the Greatest Holy Leaf, on December 21, 1921. The one to America read as follows: “Memorial meeting world over January seven. Master left full instructions in His Will and Testament. Translation will be sent. Inform friends.” But the provisions of the Will were not made known until it was first read to Shoghi Effendi and, indeed, until it was officially read on January 3, 1922.

It was believed that the Greatest Holy Leaf, and not Shoghi Effendi himself, should announce to the Bahá’í world the provisions of the Master’s Will. On January 7th she sent two cables to Persia as follows: “Memorial meetings all over the world have been held.

The Lord of all the worlds in His Will and Testament has revealed His instructions. Copy will be sent. Inform believers.” and “Will and Testament forwarded Shoghi Effendi Centre Cause.” On January 16th she cabled: “In Will Shoghi Effendi appointed Guardian of Cause and Head of House of Justice. Inform American friends.” In spite of the fact that from the very beginning Shoghi Effendi exhibited both a tactful and masterful hand in dealing with the problems that continually faced him, he leaned very heavily on the Greatest Holy Leaf, whose character, station, and love for him made her at once his support and his refuge.

Immediately after these events Shoghi Effendi selected eight passages from the Will and circulated them among the Baha’is; only one of these referred to himself, was very brief and was quoted as follows: “O ye the faithful loved ones of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá! It is incumbent upon you to take the greatest care of Shoghi Effendi. . . Far he is, after ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, the guardian of the Cause of God, the Amin, the Hands (pillars) of the Cause and the beloved of the Lord must obey him and turn unto him.” Of all the thundering and tremendous passages in the Will referring to himself, Shoghi Effendi chose the least astounding and provocative to first circulate among the Bahá’ís. Guided and guiding he was from the very beginning.

These early years of his Guardianship must be seen as a continual process of being floored and rising to his feet again, often staggering from the terrible blows he had received, but game to the core. It was his love for ‘Abdu’l-Bahá that always carried him through: “yet I believe,” he cries out, “and firmly believe in His power, His guidance, His ever-living presence.” In a letter written February 12, 1922, to Naysir Amin, nephew of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, the agony of his soul is clearly reflected: “Your letter reached me in the very midst of my sorrows, my cares and afflictions. . . the pain, nay the anguish of His bereavement is so overwhelming. . .”

He goes on to say: “I am enclosing for you personally the copy of the dear Master’s Testament, you will read it and see what He had undergone at the hands of His kindred. . . you will also see what a great responsibility
He has placed on me which nothing short of the creative power of His word can help me to face..." This letter is not only indicative of his feelings but in view of the fact that the one he wrote it to belonged to those who had been the enemies of the Master in the days after Bahá'u'lláh's ascension and were of that breed of kindred He had so strongly denounced in His Will: shows how courageously Shoghi Effendi holds up the mirror of the past and at the same time appeals for his support and loyalty in the new situation which exists.

His earliest letters reveal Shoghi Effendi's characteristic strength, wisdom and dignity. To one of the professors of the American University in Beirut he wrote, on March 19, 1922, clearly and unequivocally stating his own position: "Replying to your question as to whether I have been officially designated to represent the Bahá'í Community: 'Abdu'l-Bahá in his testament has appointed me to be the head of the universal council which is to be duly elected by national councils representative of the followers of Bahá'u'lláh in different countries..." It must not be thought, however, that the act of promulgating the Master's Will solved all problems and ushered in a new era in the Cause with the greatest of ease. Far from it. Before Shoghi Effendi reached Haifa the Greatest Holy Leaf had been obliged to cable America on December 14th: "Now is period of great tests. The friends should be firm and united in defending the Cause. Noblest [Covenant-breakers] starting activities through press other channels all over world. Select committee of wise cool heads to handle press propaganda in America."

One of the oldest and most staunch of the American believers wrote to Shoghi Effendi on January 18, 1922, less than two weeks after the public announcement of the provisions of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's Will: "As you know we are hating great troubles and sorrows with violators in the Cause in America. This poison has penetrated deeply among the friends..." In many reports, in great detail, accusations and facts poured in upon the newly-made Guardian. There was, of course, another aspect. With touching pure-heartedness and trust the Bahá'ís of East and West rallied round their young leader and poured out avowals of their love and loyalty: "We long to assist the Guardian in every way and our hearts are responsive to the burdens upon his young shoulders..."; "Word has reached us here in Washington that our beloved Master has placed the guidance and protection of the Holy Cause in your hands and that He named you as the head of the House of Justice. I write you these few lines responding with all my heart to the sacred instructions of our Beloved Lord and assuring all the support and fidelity of which I am capable..."; "Beloved of our beloved," he was addressed by two pillars of the Faith in America, "how our hearts sing with joy at the news that the Master had not left us comfortless but had made you, His beloved, the centre of the unity of His Cause, so that the hearts of all the friends may find peace and certainty.";

"Our lives have been in utter darkness until the blessed cablegram of the Greatest Holy Leaf arrived with the first ray of light, and that is your appointment by the Merciful Lord as one Guardian and our Head as well as the Guardian of the Cause of God and the Head of the House of Justice."; "Whatever the Guardian of the Cause wishes or advises these servants to do, that is likewise our desire and intention."

On January 16th the Guardian wrote his first letter to the Persian Bahá'ís, encouraging them to remain steadfast and protect the Faith and sharing with them in moving terms his grief at the passing of the beloved Master. On January 22nd Shoghi Effendi cabled the American Bahá'ís: "Holy Leaves comforted by Americans' unswerving loyalty and noble resolve. Day of steadfastness. Accept my loving cooperation." The day before he had written his first letter to them, beginning: "At this early hour when the morning light is just breaking upon the Holy Land, whilst the gloom of the dear Master's bereavement is still hanging thick upon the hearts, I feel as if my soul were in yearning love and full of hope to that great company of His loved ones across the seas..." Already he has placed his hand on the tiller and sees the channels he must navigate clearly before him: "the broad and straight path of teaching", as he phrased it, unity, selflessness, detachment, prudence, caution, earnest endeavour to carry out the Master's wishes, awareness of His presence, stunning of the enemies of the Cause—these must be the goal and..."
Shoghi Effendi in his childhood.
The future Guardian, the grandson 'Abdu'l-Bahá used to call "O My Shoghi!"
ANIMATION of the believers. Four days later he is writing his first letter to the Japanese Baha‘is: "Despondent and sorrowful though I be in these darksome days, yet whenever I call to mind the hopes our departed Master so confidently reposed in the friends in that Far-Eastern land, hope revives within me and drives away the gloom of His bereavement. As His attendant and secretary for well nigh two years after the termination of the Great War, I recall so vividly the radiant joy that transfigured His face whenever I opened before Him your supplications..."

While Shoghi Effendi was thus occupied and was gathering his powers and beginning to write letters such as these to the Baha‘is in different countries, he received the following letter from the High Commissioner for Palestine, Sir Herbert Samuel, dated January 24, 1922:

Dear Mr. Rabbani,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of Jan. 16, and to thank you for the kind expression it contains.

It would be unfortunate if the ever to be lamented death of Sir ‘Abdu’l-Baha were to interfere with the completion of your Oxford career, and I hope that may not be the case,

I am much interested to learn of the measures that have been taken to provide for the stable organization of the Baha’i Movement.

Should you be at any time in Jerusalem it would be a pleasure to me to see you here.

Yours sincerely,

Herbert Samuel

However friendly its tone, it demanded on the part of His Majesty’s Government to be informed of what was going on. And this is not the least surprising in view of the activities of Muhammad ‘Ali. Shortly after ‘Abdu’l-Baha’s ascension, this disgruntled and perfidious half-brother had filed a claim, based on Islamic law (he who pretended he had still a right to be the successor of Baha‘u’llah) for a portion of the estate of ‘Abdu’l-Baha which he now claimed a right to as His brother. He had sent for his son, who had been living in America and agitating his father’s claims there, to join him in this new and direct attack on the Master and His family. Not content with this exhibition of his truenature he applied to the civil authorities to turn over the custodianship of Baha‘u’llah’s Shrine to him on the grounds that he was ‘Abdu’l-Baha’s lawful successor. The British authorities refused on the grounds that it appeared to be a religious issue; he then appealed to the Muslim religious head and asked the Mufti of ‘Akká to take formal charge of Baha‘u’llah’s Shrine: this dignitary, however, said he did not see how he could do this as the Baha’i teachings were not in conformity with Shari‘ah law. All other avenues having failed he sent his younger brother, Baha‘u’llah, with some of their supporters, to visit the Shrine of Baha‘u’llah where, on Tuesday, January 30th, they forcibly seized the keys of the Holy Tomb from the Baha‘i caretaker, thus asserting Muhammad ‘Ali’s right to be the lawful custodian of His Father’s resting-place. This unprincipled act created such a commotion in the Baha’i Community that the Governor of ‘Akká ordered the keys to be handed over to the authorities, posted guards at the Shrine, but went no further, refusing to return the keys to either party.

It does not require much imagination to conceive this was another terrible shock to Shoghi Effendi, the news arriving after dark, by a panting and excited messenger, all the believers aroused and distressed beyond words at the thought that for the first time in decades the Most Sacred Remains had fallen into the hands of the inveterate enemy of the Centre of His Covenant.

The situation in which Shoghi Effendi now found himself was truly crushing. Although the body of the believers was loyal, the Cause was being attacked from all sides by enemies emboldened by and rejoicing over the death of ‘Abdu’l-Baha.

The strain of this was more than he could bear. He appointed a body of nine people to act tentatively as an Assembly and we find that on April 7, 1922, this body enters in its records that a letter has been received from the Greatest Holy Leaf in which he states that “the Guardian of the Cause of God, the chosen Branch, the Leader of the people of Baha, Shoghi Effendi, under the weight of sorrows and boundless grief, has been forced to leave here for a while in order to rest and recuperate, and then return to the Holy Land to render his services and discharge his
responsibilities." She goes on to say that in accordance with his letter, which she encloses, he has appointed her to administer, in consultation with the family of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, and a chosen Assembly, all Bahá’í affairs during his absence. Shoghi Effendi had already left Haifa for Europe, on April 5th, accompanied by his eldest cousin.

On April 8th the Greatest Holy Leaf wrote a general letter to the friends. She first acknowledges the letters of allegiance they have sent and says Shoghi Effendi is counting upon their co-operation in spreading the Message; the Bahá’í world must from now an be linked through the Spiritual Assemblies and local questions must be referred to them. She then goes on to say: "Since the ascension of our Beloved ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Shoghi Effendi has been moved so deeply that he has sought the necessary quiet in which to meditate upon the vast task ahead of him, and it is to accomplish this that he has temporarily left these regions. During his absence he has appointed me as his representative, and while he is occupied in this great endeavour, the family of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá is assured that you will all strive to advance triumphantly the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh..." The typewritten letter in English is signed in Persian "Bahá’íyyih" and sealed with her seal.

It all looked very calm on paper but behind it was a raging storm in the heart and mind of Shoghi Effendi. "He has gone," the Greatest Holy Leaf wrote, "on a trip to various countries." He left with his cousin and went to Germany to consult doctors. I remember he told me they found he had almost no reflexes, which they considered very serious. In the wilderness, however, he found for himself a partial healing, as so many others had found before him. Some years later, in 1926, to Hippolyte Dreyfus, who had known him from childhood and whom he evidently felt he could be open with as an intimate friend, he wrote that his letter had reached him "on my way to the Bernese Oberland which has become my second home. In the fastnesses and recesses of its alluring mountains I shall try to forget the atrocious vexations which have afflicted me for so long... It is a matter which I greatly deplore, that in my present state of health, I feel the least inclined to, and even incapable of, any serious discussion on these vital problems with which I am confronted and with which you are already familiar. The atmosphere in Haifa is intolerable and a radical change is practicable. The transference of my work to any other centre is unthinkable, undesirable and in the opinion of many justly scandalous... I cannot express myself more adequately than I have for my memory has greatly suffered."

In the early years after ‘Abdu’l-Bahá's passing, although Shoghi Effendi often travelled about Europe with the restless interest of not only a young man but a man haunted by the ever-present, towering giants of his work and his responsibility, he returned again and again to those wild, high mountains and their lofty solitude.

In spite of his withdrawal—for that is really what this first absence from the Holy Land amounted to—the forces Shoghi Effendi had set in motion were bearing fruit: One of the returning pilgrims informed the American Bahá’í Convention, held in April 1922, that: "Our visit was at the summons of Shoghi Effendi. At Haifa we met Bahá’ís from Persia, India, Burma, Egypt, Italy, England and France... On arrival the impression that came strongly over me was that God is in His Heaven and all is well with the world... We met Shoghi Effendi, dressed entirely in black, a touching figure. Think of what he stands for today! All the complex problems of the great statesmen of the world are as child's play in comparison with the great problems of this youth, before whom are the problems of the entire world... No one can form any conception of his difficulties, which are overwhelming... the Master is not gone. His Spirit is present with greater intensity and power... In the center of this radiation stands this youth, Shoghi Effendi. The Spirit streams forth from this young man. He is indeed young in face, form and manner, yet his heart is the center of the world today. The character and spirit divine scintillate from him today. He alone can... save the world and make true civilization. So humble, meek, selfless is he that it is touching to see him. His letters are a marvel. It is the great wisdom of God in granting us the countenance of this great central point of guidance to meet difficult problems. These problems, much like ours, come to him from all parts of the world. They are met and solved by him in the most informal way..."
Shoghi Effendi as a young boy.
The great principles laid down by Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá now have their foundation in the external world of God's Kingdom on earth. This foundation is being laid, sure and certain, by Shoghi Effendi in Haifa today."

Being by nature very methodical Shoghi Effendi in these early years kept fairly complete records and copies of letters sent; he lists 67 centres that he wrote to, East and West, during the months he was in the Holy Land in 1922. From December 16, 1922, to February 23, 1923 he records 132 places he wrote to, some more than once. In a letter dated December 16, 1922 he wrote: "... I shall now eagerly await the joyful tidings of the progress of the Cause and the extension of your activities and will spate no effort in sharing with the faithful, here and in other lands, the welcome news of the progressive march of the Cause." The correspondence of this period covers 21 countries and 67 cities, but he does not seem to have written to more than a score of individuals, many of whom were not Bahá'ís. The countries he corresponded with at the very outset of his ministry included Persia, Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, Switzerland, United States, Canada, Australia, Pacific Islands, Japan, India, Burma, Caucasus, Turkistán, Turkey, Syria, Mesopotamia, Palestine and Egypt.

In his first letter to the newly-elected National Assembly of America he writes, on December 23rd, that: "To have been unable, owing to unforeseen and unavoidable circumstances, to correspond with you ever since you entered upon your manifold and arduous duties is to me a cause of deep regret and sad surprise." These are the words of a man coming up from the depths of nightmare and reflect how deep had been the abyss of affliction into which he had fallen during the past year of his life. "I am however", he goes on to say, "assured and sustained by the conviction, never dimmed in my mind, that whatever comes to pass in the Cause of God, however disquieting in its immediate effects, is fraught with infinite Wisdom and tends ultimately to promote its interests in the world."

In these early letters he invites the Assemblies to write to him, and he asks them to inform him of their "needs, wants and desires, their plans and their activities"; so that he may "through my prayers and brotherly assistance contribute, however meagerly, to the success of their glorious mission in this world." He is deeply grateful for the "manner in which my humble suggestions have been carried out, and assures the friends of his "never-failing brotherly assistance."

"I am now," Shoghi Effendi wrote to Tudor Pole in 1923, "fully restored to health and am intensely occupied with my work at present." Correspondence, however, was far from being his only activity; he was also "engaged in the service of the various pilgrims that visit in these days this sacred Spot." It was customary for him, in these early days of his ministry, to hold regular meetings in the home of 'Abdu'l-Bahá. In December 1922, five days after his return, he writes: "I have shared fully your news with those loving pilgrims and resident friends in the Holy Land whom I meet regularly in what was the audience chamber of the Master."

These might be described as the more pleasant phases of his work in the discharge of his high office, though they exacted from him a great deal of time and energy. But what really burdened him beyond all endurance were the activities of the Covenant-breakers. It was, in Shoghi Effendi's own words, "amidst the heat and dust which the attacks launched by a sleepless enemy precipitated" that he had to carry on his work.

The position of the Faith necessitated the cultivation of careful relations with the Mandatory authorities. 'Abdu'l-Bahá had been well-known and highly esteemed, though it is unlikely that anyone in Palestine had the faintest inkling of the vast implications of the Movement. He was so often referred to in the early days, of which they appointed Him as Head. On December 19, 1922 Shoghi Effendi had wired to the High Commissioner for Palestine in Jerusalem: "Pray accept my best wishes and kind regards on my return to Holy Land and resumption of my official duties. As there must have been a considerable buzz of gossip, ardently fed no doubt by the Covenant-breakers, about his eight months' withdrawal, this was a carefully calculated move on Shoghi Effendi's part as well as an act of courtesy.

The matter which concerned Shoghi Effendi most, however, was the Shrine of Bahá'u'lláh at Bahá. The keys of the inner Tomb were still held by the authorities; the right of
access to other parts of the Shrine was accorded Bahá'ís and Covenant-breakers alike; the Bahá'í custodian looked after it as before, and any decision seemed in a state of abeyance. Shoghi Effendi never rested until, through representations he made to the authorities, backed by consistent pressure from Bahá'ís all over the world, he succeeded in getting the custody of the Holy Tomb back into his own hands. On February 7, 1923 he wrote to Tudor Pole: "I have had a long talk with Col. Symes and have fully explained to him the exact state of affairs; the unmistakable and overwhelming voice of all the Bahá'í Community and their unshakeable determination to stand by the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahá. Recently he sent a message to Muhammad 'Ali requiring from him the sum of £108 for the expenses of the policeman, contending that he being the aggressor is liable to this expense. So far he has not complied with this request and I await future developments with deep anxiety."

The following day Shoghi Effendi received this telegram from his cousin, who was in Jerusalem:

His Eminence Shoghi Effendi Rabbani, Haifa.

Letter received immediate steps taken the final decision by the High Commissioner is in our favour the key is yours.

The letter referred to was one the 'Aká Governor, Sir Gilbert Clayton, had written to the High Commissioner, Shoghi Effendi, in another letter to Tudor Pole, informed him that he was on very warm terms with the Governor of Haifa, Col. G. Stewart Symes and had met Sir Gilbert: it was no doubt due to these contacts that the authorities decided in favour of the Guardian and the key was officially returned to the legitimate Bahá'í keeper of the Shrine, from whom it had been wrested by force over a year before.

Though the safety of the Qiblah of the Bahá'í world was now assured once and for all time, the house Bahá'u'lláh had occupied in Baghdad was still in the hands of the Shi'ah enemies of the Faith, and continues to be so until the present day: the battle to get it back into Bahá'í custody was to worry and to exercise Shoghi Effendi for many years.

Every time one goes into the details of any particular period in the Guardian's life one is tempted to say, "this was the worst period", so fraught with strain, problems, unbearable pressures was his entire ministry. But there is a pattern, there are themes, higher and lower points were reached. The pattern of 1922, 1923 and 1924 reveals itself, insofar as his personal life is concerned, as an heroic attempt to come to grips with this leviathan - the Cause of God - he had been commanded to bestride.

With the passing of 1923 one could almost say that the winged Guardian emerged from the chrysalis of youth, a new being: the wings may not yet be fully stretched, but their beat gains steadily in sweep and assurance as the years go by until, in the end, they truly cast a shadow over all mankind. In his early writings one sees this mastery unfolding, in style, in thought, in power. Let us pick certain facts and quotations at random and see how clearly they substantiate this evolution that was taking place. From the very beginning he turned to the believers, with that inimitable trusting and confiding touch that won all hearts, and asked them to pray for him, that he might, in collaboration with them, achieve the "speedy triumph of the Cause of God" in every land. His questions are challenging, his thoughts incisive: "Are we to be carried away by the flood of hollow and conflicting ideas, or are we to stand, unsubdued and unblemished, upon the everlasting rock of God's Divine Instructions?", "... ere we to believe that whatever befalls us is divinely ordained, and in no wise the result of our faint-heartedness and negligence?" Already in 1923 he sees the world and the Cause as two distinct things, not to be mixed up in our minds into one sentimental and haphazard lump. The Will of God he asserts is "at variance with the shadowy views, the impotent doctrines, the crude theories, the idle imagining - the Fashionable conceptions of a transient and troublesome age."

Shoghi Effendi's interest in the Pacific and his awareness of the future development of the Cause in that area is manifested in the first years of his Guardianship. He wrote to the Pacific Islands, in delightfully romantic terms, in January 1923, that "their very names evoke within us so high a sense of hope and admiration that the passing of time and the vicissitudes of life can never weaken or remove", and addressed a letter in January
1924 "To the dearly-beloved ones of 'Abdu'l-Bahá throughout Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania, and the adjoining islands of the Pacific. Friends and heralds of the Kingdom of Bahá'u'lláh! A fresh breeze laden with the perfume of your love and devotion to our beloved Cause was wafted again from your distant Southern shores to the Holy Land and has served to remind us one and all of that unquenchable spirit of service and self-sacrifice which the passing of 'Abdu'l-Bahá has in these days kindled in almost every corner of the world."

The words he wrote to one of the American Assemblies in December 1923 sound almost like a soliloquy: "The inscrutable wisdom of God has so decreed that we, who are the chosen bearers of the world's greatest Message to suffering humanity, should toil and promote our work under the most trying conditions of life, amidst unhelpful surroundings, and in the face of unprecedented trials, and without means, influence or support, achieve, steadily and surely, the conquest and regeneration of human hearts." Many of these early letters to various Spiritual Assemblies have this quality, not of disquisition, but of voicing his own innermost considerations. That same month he wrote: "...True, the progress of our work, when compared to the sensational rise and development of an earthly cause, has been painful and slow, yet we firmly believe and shall never doubt that the great spiritual Revolution which the Almighty is causing to be accomplished, through us, in the hearts of men is destined to achieve, steadily and surely, the complete regeneration of all mankind." "However great our tribulation may be, however unexpected the miseries of life, let us bear in mind, life He [the Master] has led before us, and, inspired and grateful, let us bear our burden with steadfastness and fortitude, that in the world to come, in the divine Presence of our loving Comforter, we may receive His true consolation and reward of our labours." "Whatever may befall us, and however dark the prospect of the future may appear, if we but play our part we may rest confident that the Hand of the Unseen is at work, shaping and moulding the events and circumstances of the world and paving the way for the ultimate realization of our aims and hopes for mankind." "Our primary duty is to create by our words and deeds, our conduct and example, the atmosphere in which the seeds of the words of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá cast so profusely during well-nigh eighty years, may germinate and give forth those fruits that alone can assure peace and prosperity to this distracted world..." "...let us arise to teach His Cause with righteousness, conviction, understanding and vigour... let us make it the dominating passion of our life. Let us scatter to the uttermost corners of the earth, sacrifice our personal interests, comforts, tastes and pleasures, mingle with the divers kindreds and peoples of the world; familiarize ourselves with their manners, customs, traditions, thoughts and customs.... The tone of some of these sounds like his great messages during the prosecution of the Divine Plan, but they were written in the winter of 1923-1924. He had set himself the task of seeing that the Faith emerged into "the broad day-light of universal recognition", a term he used that same year.

Steeped in the Teachings from his infancy, privileged to hear, read and write so many of the Master's words during his youth, Shoghi Effendi firmly guided the friends in East and West along their destined course. Already in March 1922, in one of his first letters to the American believers, he had stated: "the friends of God the world over are strictly forbidden to meddle with political affairs". He is using the term "pioneer", in his earliest letters, and in 1925 is keeping a list of Bahá'í centres throughout the world. In spite of what he described as the "thorny path of my arduous duties", in spite of the "oppressive burden of responsibility and care which it is my lot and privilege to shoulder", he was clear in expressing and brilliant in understanding the needs of the Cause and the tasks facing the believers. He was equally clear in defining what relationship he wished the Bahá'ís to have with him and in what manner they should regard him. On February 6, 1922 he wrote to one of the Persian Bahá'ís: "I wish to be known, to realize myself however far I may proceed in future, as one and only one of the many workers in His Vineyards... whatever may betide I trust in His [Abdu'l-Bahá's] wondrous love for me. May I in no wise by my deeds, thoughts or words, impede the stream of His sustaining Spirit which I sorely need..."
The successor of the Master, a picture taken probably about the period when 'Abdu'l-Bahá began His great journeys to the western world.
in facing the responsibilities Re has placed on my youthful shoulders...” and on March 5th he added the following postscript to a letter to the American friends: “May I also express my heartfelt desire that the friends of God in every land regard me in no other light but that of a true brother, united with them in our common servitude to the Master’s Sacred Threshold, and refer to me in their letters and verbal addresses always as Shoghi Effendi, for I desire to be known by no other name save the one our Beloved Master was wont to utter, a name which of all other designations is the most conducive to my spiritual growth and advancement.” In 1924 he cabled India clearly and succinctly: “My birthday should not be commemorated”. In 1930 his secretary wrote on his behalf: “Concerning Shoghi Effendi’s station: It surely has none except what the Master confers upon him in His Will and that Will also slates what Shoghi Effendi’s station is. If anyone misinterprets one part of the Will he misinterprets all the Will.” When Shoghi Effendi wrote the general letter known as The Dispensation of Bahá’u’lláh he made clear, once-for-all, his own position, dissociating himself categorically from the prerogatives and station Bahá’u’lláh had conferred upon ‘Abdu’l-Bahá: “In the light of this truth to pray to the Guardian of the Faith, to address him as Lord and master, to designate him as his holiness, to seek his benediction, to celebrate his birthday, or to commemorate any event associated with his life would be tantamount to a departure from those established truths that are enshrined within our beloved Faith.” In 1945 his secretary wrote on his behalf: “…he has never gone so far as to forbid the friends to have pictures of himself in their possession; he merely would rather they placed the emphasis on the beloved Master.”

***

It is time to ask ourselves what manner of man this was who wrote such things about himself, what impression did he create, how did he appear to others?

From the diary of one of the American believers whom Shoghi Effendi called to Haifa, in March 1922, we have the following description: “...Shoghi Effendi appeared and greeted me most kindly and affectionately, Shoghi Effendi, the grandchild who was truly the secret essence of his grandfather ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.

I had not seen him for eight years, and of course I was surprised at the change and development in him, far instead of the boy I had known there was now a man very young in years but premature in poise and depth of spirit and thought...” He goes on to describe his impressions of Shoghi Effendi: “As I used to sit at table looking at Shoghi Effendi, I was struck by his resemblance to the Master. In the shape and poise of his head, his shoulders, his walk and his general bearing. Then I felt the terrible weight and responsibility which had been placed upon that young boy. It seemed overwhelming that he, whose life was just starting, so to speak from the human worldly standpoint, should have had this great responsibility thrust upon him, a weight which would so consume him and place him aside by himself as to eliminate from his life the freedom and joy of the human side of life, which, though not eternal, has a certain call for each of us human beings.”

In 1929 an Indian Bahá’í pilgrim wrote of Shoghi Effendi: “We must understand Shoghi Effendi in order to be able to help him accomplish the stupendous task he has entrusted
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...to us. He is so calm and yet so vibrant, so static and yet so dynamic.” This is little short of a brilliant characterization of one aspect of the Guardian. The impression he created on the first American Bahá’í to be called to Haifa after the second World War, in 1947, reveals other aspects of his nature: “My first impression was of his warm, loving smile and handshake, making you feel instantly at ease... In the course of these interviews, I was to become increasingly conscious of his many great qualities—his nobility, dignity, fire and enthusiasm—his ability to run the scale from sparkling humour to deep outrage, but always, always, putting the Bahá’í Faith ahead of everything... In his practical, logical manner, Shoghi Effendi made me feel both a welcome guest and a needed helper, he outlined some of my duties which started the very next day! His advice, given me on that initial visit, was to overshadow all my efforts on his behalf; he said he wanted me to follow his instructions explicitly, if I was unsuccessful, or ran into difficulties, to report to him precisely and he would give me a new plan of action... For the Bahá’ís working at the International Center, during this period at least, there was no special day of rest. It was then that one learned that each moment belonged to the Faith...” She then tells of those evenings when Shoghi Effendi shared with us at the dinner table special plans, cables and messages he was sending out and occasionally precious documents in his possession: “...Sparkling with excitement and new plans, he would produce messages and letters from his pockets, oftentimes pushing his dinner plate away untouched, calling for paper and pencil and thrill us all with his new ideas and hopes for the Bahá’ís to carry out... The beloved Guardian disliked very much to have his picture taken, therefore any photographs extant do not reflect his true 'image'. In the first place, the emotions flowed so rapidly over his features that one would need a series to catch his many moods. It was a delight to see and hear him laugh... he seemed to twinkle like a star when some plan had been successfully brought to a conclusion. His sense of humour was a joy! He was like a high mountain, strong, always there, but never conquered, filled with unexpected heights and depths... he was extremely thorough and taught us all a new sense of perfection and attention to detail... he was in close touch with the expenditure of all funds... He was enthusiastically concerned with Bahá’í statistics... We could never appreciate his grasp of all affairs connected with activities at the 'grass roots' right up to the World Center...”

Professor Alaine Locke of Howard University in Washington, who was one of the Bahá’ís pilgrims to visit Haifa during the first years of Shoghi Effendi’s Guardianship, describes the impressions he received as he walked with Shoghi Effendi in the gardens of the Báb’s Shrine: “Shoghi Effendi is a master of detail as well as of principle, of executive foresight as well as of projective vision. But I have never heard details so redeemed of their natural triviality as when talking to him of the plans for the beautifying and laying out of the terraces and gardens. They were important because they all were meant to dramatize the emotion of the place and quicken the soul even through the senses.”

Shoghi Effendi continually added to these gardens and their fame increased steadily. By the end of his life as many as 90,000 people a year were visiting them and the Shrine of the Báb. What one visitor wrote to him in 1933 expressed in the simplest terms the impression such a visit creates on many people; she had been “deeply impressed by the reticent beauty of the Shrines and by the happiness of the gardens.”

It was his practice each year to enlarge the cultivated area around the Shrines of the Báb and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá. No doubt the very first impulse in this direction came from his ever-conscious desire to follow in every field the wishes of his departed Master. He knew ‘Abdu’l-Bahá had planned a series of terraces from the old German Colony up to the Báb’s Sepulchre; indeed the Master had begun developing the first terrace. Shoghi Effendi set himself, over the years, to finish these and in the course of studying this plan he no doubt evolved a concept of his gardens around the Shrine—for gardens they are, not one garden. To understand and appreciate the extraordinarily beautiful effect Shoghi Effendi has created on Mt. Carmel and in Bahá’í one must know his method.

Shoghi Effendi studied the surrounding barren mountain side and began to develop, piece by piece, year after year, separate
sections. With the exception of the terraces it must be borne in mind that he never had an over-all plan. This is what gives the gardens on Mt. Carmel their unique character. As he walked about Shoghi Effendi would get an idea for a piece of garden that fitted the topography of the land. With no fuss, no advice and no help except the unskilled farmers who did duty as gardeners, he would make his plan for this "piece." If necessary he would have the spot surveyed and curves or long lines laid out, but very often he dispensed with this and did it all himself.

It is hard to understand why most people do things so slowly when Shoghi Effendi did them so fast. Just to twitter faithfully that he was "guided by God" does not seem to me a sufficient explanation. I believe great people see things in great dimensions, little people get tripped up by little details. Shoghi Effendi, being truly great, having clearly in mind what he wanted to do, saw no reason why a lot of puny details—such as that one usually gave instructions to subordinates and let them go their own pace in carrying them out—should prevent him from getting the whole thing done, under his own eyes, in one operation. He organized it perfectly and it was accomplished immediately and perfectly; anything he could do himself was always done this way. The delays and frustrations usually occurred when he had to refer his work to others.

Shoghi Effendi had a faultless sense of proportion. It is the combination of this sense of proportion, and an originality unhampered by tradition or too much information, that made his gardens so unique, so fascinating and beautiful. If he (so he claimed) lacked the power of visualizing a thing completed, he possessed to a strong degree the other creative faculty of the true artist, the capacity to let a thing shape up under his hands, to receive an inspiration in the middle of a plan and pursue the soaring course of that inspiration rather than be tied to the preconceived idea.

Shoghi Effendi—like the Master before him—was a great lover of light. He hated gloomy interiors. This love of bright light was so pronounced that I used to remonstrate with him for working with a powerful desk lamp practically shining in his eyes as I was afraid it was too much for them. His own room was always brilliantly lit, the Shrines were all full of lights, large and small, and one of his first acts as Guardian was to have placed over the door of the Bab's Shrine that faces the terraces and the straight avenue at the foot of the mountain that leads to the sea, a bright light.

Gradually the gardens in both Haifa and Bahji were all illuminated with beautiful four-branched wrought iron lamp posts, ninety-nine of them being erected in Bahji alone. When the night came that these were lighted for the first time, on the occasion of the Ridvan Feast in 1953, and we approached Bahji by car the sky glowed as we were approaching a small city! The Guardian told the Persian pilgrims that it had always been light, but now it was "light upon light." (In the original there is a beautiful play of words alluding to Bah'u'llah as light.) In addition to this the Shrine in Haifa was illuminated at night by flood-lights, as were the resting-piam of the Greatest Holy Leaf, and those of the mother and brother of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, and high-powered reflectors were ordered to illumine the International Archives Building.

Shoghi Effendi came to grips with the harsh fact that he was to all intents and purposes alone and he placed increased reliance on himself. He set himself to do all the work and did it, using as secretaries various members of the Master's family, facing an ever-increasing spirit of disaffection on their part, resigning himself to the unending drudgery of petty tasks as well as major ones, accepting his fate with resignation, often with despair, always with loyalty and fortitude. It can truly be said of him that single-handed he effected the world-wide establishment of the Faith of his Divine Forefathers and proved that he belonged to that same sovereign caste.

It was during these years, when Shoghi Effendi was trying so hard to gather about him a group of competent co-workers, that a crisis of unprecedented dimensions burst upon him. The sea of the Cause of God, whipped by the winds of both destiny and chance which blow upon it from the outside world, was now leashed into a storm whose waves beat remorselessly upon Shoghi Effendi's mind, his strength, his nerves and his resources. The blessed House occupied by Bah'u'lláh in Baghdad, and ordained by Him, in Shoghi Effendi's words, as a "sacred, sanctified and cherished object of Bahá'í
pilgrimage and veneration" had already in the days of 'Abdu'l-Bahá been seized by the Shi'ahs, after a series of nefarious manoeuvres, but had been returned by the British authorities to its legitimate custodians. When news of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's passing reached the inveterate enemies of the Faith, they once again renewed their attack and laid claim to the House; in 1922 the government had taken over the keys of the House in spite of the assurance of King Feisal that he would respect the claims of the Bahá'ís to a building that had been occupied by their representatives ever since Bahá'u'lláh's departure from Bahá, and who now, for political reasons, went back on his word; and in 1923 the keys had been most unjustly delivered again to the Shi'ahs. From shortly after the passing of 'Abdu'l-Bahá until November 1925 there had been a continuous struggle on the part of the Bahá'ís to protect the Most Holy House. The Shi'ahs had first taken the case to their own religious court from which it was speedily lifted out to the Peace court and then brought before the local Court of First Instance, which decided in favour of the rights of the Bahá'ís. This decision was then taken to the Court of Appeals, the Supreme Court of 'Iraq, which gave its verdict in favour of the Shi'ahs.

When the Guardian was informed of this flagrant miscarriage of justice he immediately mustered the Bahá'í world to take action: he sent nineteen cables to various individuals and national bodies comprising the believers in Persia, the Caucasus, Turkistán, 'Iraq, Japan, Burma, China, Turkey, Moscow, India, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the United States, Germany, Austria, France, Great Britain and the Pacific Islands. His instructions were that the Bahá'ís should cable and write their protest at this decision to the British High Commissioner in 'Iraq, Persia and North America—where the Bahá'í communities were numerically strong—were informed that in addition to every local Assembly voicing its protest directly, the National Assembly should not only contact the High Commissioner, but protest directly to both King Feisal of 'Iraq and the British authorities in London. The Assembly of India and Burma was likewise to protest to the King himself, but not to London. In places where the Bahá'ís were few in number, such as France and China, Shoghi Effendi advised that the protest should go over the signature of individuals. All these instructions markedly display the strategis in Shoghi Effendi. In his cables to the Bahá'í world he stated the situation was "perilous" and the "consequences of the utmost gravity"; all must request "prompt action to safeguard spiritual claims of Bahá'ís to this dearly-beloved Spot", "this sanctified abode", "Bahá'u'lláh's Sacred House". He put the proper phrases into the mouths of those he advised, the eastern friends being told to "fervently and courteously", "in firm considerate language", earnestly appeal "for consideration of their spiritual claims to its possession" and to the "British sense of justice", while the western believers were informed that "effective prompt action urgently required...protesting vigorously against Court's glaring injustice, appealing for redress to British sense fairness, asserting spiritual claims of Bahá'ís...declaring their unflagging resolve to do their utmost to vindicate their legitimate and sacred rights." With his usual thoroughness Shoghi Effendi advise2 America that the messages sent by the local Assemblies "should not be identical in wording."
This picture of Shoghi Effendi with Dr. J. E. Esslemont was taken when the Guardian was visiting him at his sanatorium in Bournemouth, circa 1920–1921.

The exchange, during a six-month period, of well-nigh a hundred cables, in addition to a continual correspondence with various agents working to safeguard the Most Holy House, testify in bulk and substance to Shoghi Effendi’s preoccupation with this problem. One of his first acts, on receiving the news of the decision of the Supreme Court, was to cable the High Commissioner in Baghdad that: “The Bahá’ís the world over view with surprise and consternation the Court’s unexpected verdict regarding the ownership of Bahá’u’lláh’s Sacred House. Mindful of their long-standing and continuous occupation of this property they refuse to believe that Your Excellency will ever countenance such manifest injustice. They solemnly pledge themselves to stand resolutely for the protection of their rights. They appeal to the high sense of honour and justice which they firmly believe animates your Administration. In the name of the family of Sir ‘Abdu’l-Bahá ‘Abbás and the whole Bahá’í Community Shoghi Rabbani”. On the same day he cabled the heart-broken Keeper of Bahá’u’lláh’s House: “Grieve not. Case in God’s hand. Rest assured.”

During the ensuing months many cables from Shoghi Effendi included such phrases as “House case should be strenuously pursued.” He cabled a number of prominent non-Bahá’ís, and constantly co-ordinated the efforts of his lieutenants in different parts of the world. When over a month had passed Shoghi Effendi cabled various National Assemblies, instructing them to enquire in “courteous terms” from the High Commissioner “results of investigation” which the British authorities had promised to undertake. It was a losing battle, for the political and religious elements in ’Iráq had common cause and refused to bow to the pressure brought upon them, including that of the British Government.

Shoghi Effendi, however, did not accept defeat so lightly and never rested until the case of the Holy House was brought before the League of Nations Permanent Mandates Commission, in November 1928; the Mandatory Power had upheld the right of the
Bahá’ís to the possession of the House, and the Mandates Commission recommended to the Council of the League of Nations that it request the British Government to make representations to the Iraqi Government to redress the denial of justice to the Bahá’ís in this case. The Bahá’ís continued to press the matter, from 1928 until 1933, but to no avail because the instruments for enforcing the decision were lacking and the power of the Shi’ahs inside Iraq was such as to cause the entire question to be dropped by the Iraqi Government, whenever that decision was pressed upon it.

A brief résumé of events such as these conveys none of the day-to-day suspense that attends them, the fluctuations between hope and despair, the good news and bad news that alternate with each other and wear away the heart and strength. The first impact of the Supreme Court’s decision had scarcely been received when Dr. Esslemont suddenly died. Coming at such a time of crisis the loss of his friend was a doubly grievous blow to the Guardian.

So heavy was this burden that in February 1926 he wrote to one of the believers: “I am submerged in a sea of activities, anxieties and preoccupations. My mind is extremely tired and I feel I am becoming inefficient and slow due to this mental fatigue.” This condition became so acute that he was forced to go away for a brief rest. “The overwhelming burden of pressing cares and responsibilities,” he wrote towards the end of March, “necessitated my departure at a time when... I was most anxious to receive my friends and co-workers from various parts of the world. He must have been ill, indeed, to have absented himself from Haifa and his guests, but whatever his condition in February and March it was mild compared to that into which he was plunged by a wire from Persia, sent on April 11th, from Shiraz, which baldly stated: ”Twelve friends in Jahrom martyred agitation may extend elsewhere,” to which he replied the same day, “Horrified sudden calamity. Suspend activities. Appeal central authorities. Convey relatives tenderest sympathy”. He also wired that same day to Tehran a message so significant of the spirit of the War that its conjunction with the events in Jahrom cannot be ignored: “I earnestly request all believers Persia Turkey Caucasus participate whole-heartedly in renewal Spiritual Assemblies election. No true Bahá’í can stand aside. Results should be promptly forwarded Holy Land through central Assemblies communicate immediately with every centre. Proceed cautiously. Imploring Divine assistance.”

The following day, having received a more detailed wire from Shiraz advising that the chief instigator of the agitation there had been arrested and giving certain suggestions, Shoghi Effendi telegraphed Tehran; “Grief-stricken Jahrom martyrdom. Convey His Majesty on behalf all Bahá’ís and myself our profound appreciation his prompt intervention and our earnest entreaty to inflict immediate punishment on perpetrators of such atrocious crime. Urge As Persian Assemblies send similar message.” It is a slight, but significant indication of his mental state, that in the first cables he spells “Jahrom” phonetically, but later switches to the transliterated “Jahrom”.

What all this meant to Shoghi Effendi is expressed by him in a letter to one of his co-workers, written on the 24th of April. After acknowledging receipt of his many letters, he explains that his delay in answering them has been due to “my unfortunate illness, amounting almost to a break-down, combined with the receipt of the most distressing news from Persia reporting the martyrdom of twelve of our friends in the town of Jahrom, south of Shiraz. I have wired for full particulars and will communicate them to the various Bahá’í centres immediately I receive detailed information. Political considerations and personal rivalries appear to have played no small part... I have transmitted a message to the Shah through the Persian National Spiritual Assembly... I have also requested foreign Assemblies to give in an unoffensive language full publicity to these reports in their respective newspapers, but have thought it premature for them to get into direct relation with the Shah...”

Yet in this state Shoghi Effendi managed to do what he thought could be done: “I feel that with patience, tact, courage and resource we can utilize this development to further the interests and extend the influence of the Cause.” He had mustered the forces of the Bahá’í world in defence of the oppressed Persian Community, ensured that wide publicity in the foreign press be given to these
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martyrdoms, and constantly directed various National Assemblies in the action they should take in this respect as well as in the case of the Most Holy House.

Such is the tale of one period of the Guardian's life; how many blows rained on him in a little over six months, at a time when he was still struggling to get the load that had been placed on his shoulders at the time of the Master's passing properly balanced so that he could carry it!

* * *

Shoghi Effendi used to remark that out of his sufferings something always seemed to be born. He would go through these ordeals by fire—for indeed he seemed to fairly burn with suffering—and then some rain from heaven, in the form of good news, would shower upon him and help to revive him. I am afraid the mystery of sacrifice still remains a mystery to me, but certainly the Holy Ones of this world buy their victories dearly.

It was at this time, when affliction was literally engulfing the Guardian, that, on May 4th, the "Toronto Daily Star" published a highly appreciative statement made by Queen Marie of Rumania on the Baha'i Faith, a statement, followed by others during the course of her visit to the United States and Canada, which was printed in about two hundred newspapers and constituted some of the widest and most spectacular publicity the Faith has ever received. In a confidential letter written on May 29th the Guardian refers to this as "this most astonishing and highly significant event in the progress of the Cause".

The acceptance of Baha'u'llah's station by the Rumanian Queen—the first crowned head to embrace the Faith—is a chapter in itself in the life of Shoghi Effendi and is inextricably bound up with the services of Martha Root, that "servant of the Faith of Baha'u'llah", as Shoghi Effendi called her, and the part she played in his life—indeed no account of his life could ever be complete without mention of the relationship of this noble soul to him. Miss Martha Root was a journalist by profession and came of a distinguished American family. She met the Master during his visit to the United States and, fired by His Tablets of the Divine Plan, arose in 1919 and commenced her historic travels in the service of the Cause, not only travelling longer and farther than any single Baha'i has ever done since its inception, but often, as the Guardian said, "in extremely perilous circumstances", it was her great teaching journeys—four of which took her entirely round the world—combined with her truly outstanding qualities, that so endeared her to Shoghi Effendi and led him to call her the "archetype of Baha'i itinerant teachers". The services of no other believer ever afforded him the satisfaction that her singular victories brought him.

Of her Shoghi Effendi wrote in October 1926: "In her case we have verily witnessed in an unmistakable manner what the power of dauntless faith, when coupled with subtlety of character, can achieve, what forces it can release, to what heights it can rise."

From the inception of Shoghi Effendi's ministry she not only turned her great loving heart to him but constantly sought his advice as to her plans. It would not be exaggerating to say they had a partnership in all her undertakings, marked by a mutual love and confidence all too rare in the harassed life of the Guardian. They kept in close touch, a flow of letters and cables apprising him of her plans, her needs, her victories, her requests for guidance and his unfailing answers giving encouragement and advice. We find in his letters to her, whom he characterized, in 1923, as that "indomitable and zealous disciple of Abdu'l-Baha", over and over again phrases such as these, in which he expresses the warmth of his feelings, that he has read her letters with "pride and gratitude", that "I have as usual gladdened my heart!", that "It is always a joy to hear from you, beloved Martha." He wrote to her in July 1926, when she was making so many contacts with the royalty of Europe: "...write me fully and frequently for I yearn to hear of your activities and of every detail of your achievements. Assuring you of my boundless love for you..." and in August he says, "I hunger for every minute detail of your triumphal advance in the field of service... I am enclosing a copy of my letter to the Queen. Do not share its contents with anyone." But he had hastened to share it himself with her who had taught that Queen. In September he wrote, "I am glad to share with you the contents of the Queen of Rumania's answer to my letter. I think it is a remarkable letter, beyond our highest expectations. The change that has
been effected in her, her outspoken manner, her penetrating testimony and courageous stand are indeed eloquent and convincing proof of the all-conquering Spirit of God's living Faith and the magnificent services you are rendering to His Cause."

She turned to him at all times, unhesitatingly making requests of him which she felt were in the interests of the Faith. The Guardian was well aware of both the purity of her motives and her good judgment and almost invariably acceded to these requests, which ranged from letters of encouragement to individuals to cabled messages to figures of great prominence.

On one occasion she cabled the Guardian: "...perhaps you will think wise send me immediately greetings President Hoover", to which Shoghi Effendi replied by cable the following day: "Kindly convey President Hoover on behalf followers Bahá'u'lláh world over expression our deepest love as well as assurance our heartfelt prayers for his well-being and prosperity his ancient realm."

Lave begas love, Martha's great love for Shoghi Effendi called forth his love and his responses the way the capacity of a diamond to reflect light captures its rays and casts them back brilliantly.

Xi March of 1927, Shoghi Effendi wrote to Martha: "...I assure you, dearest Martha that wherever you be, in Scandinavia, Central Europe, Russia, Turkey or Persia, my fervent and continued prayers will accompany you and I trust that you may be protected, strengthened and guided to fulfill your unique and unprecedented mission as the exemplary advocate of the Bahá'í Faith."
The years rolled by and Martha Root continued, white haired, frail and indomitable, her ceaseless journeys, until she was stricken by "a deadly and painful disease", as Shoghi Effendi wrote, and in Florohol, on September 28, 1939 she passed away. She had been on fire with pain during the last weeks of a tour of the Antipodes and, on her way back to America, to assist in the prosecution of the first Seven Year Plan, he literally dropped in her tracks, yielding up a life the Guardian said might well be regarded as the fairest fruit the Formative Age of the Dispensation of Bahá'u'lláh had yet produced.

I well remember the day the cable conveying the news of her death reached Shoghi Effendi. He himself was very ill with sandfly fever, had a high temperature (104 degrees Fahrenheit) and, alas, should never have had to receive such news in such a condition! But there was no way we could withhold it from him. He was the Guardian, it was Martha Root who had died. Against the strong remonstrances of his mother, his brother and myself, he pulled himself up to a sitting position in his bed, white, terribly weak, and very shaken by this sudden news, and dictated a cable to America announcing her death. He said what else he could do—the whole Bahá'í world was waiting to hear what he would say. In that long message he said, amongst other things: "Martha's unnumbered admirers throughout Bahá'í world lament with me earthly extinction her heroic life... Posterity will establish her as foremost Hand... first Bahá'í Century... first finest fruit Formative Age Faith..." He said he was impelled to share the expenses of building her grave with the American National Assembly, the grave of one whose "acts shed imperishable lustre American Bahá'í Community."

Martha Root was firmly convinced that in her possession was the most priceless gem the world had ever seen—the Message of Bahá'u'lláh. She believed that in shorting this gem and offering it to anyone, king or peasant, she was conferring the greatest bounty upon him he could ever receive. It was this proud conviction that enabled her, a woman of no wealth or social prestige, plain, dowdily dressed and neither a great scholar nor an outstanding intellectual, to meet more kings, queens, princes and princesses, presidents and men of distinction, fame and prominence and tell them about the Bahá'í Faith than any other Bahá'í in the history of this Cause has ever done.

Martha Root reported to Shoghi Effendi the account of the first of her eight interviews with Queen Marie of Rumania, which took place on January 30, 1926 in Controcesni Palace in Bucharest, at the request of the Queen herself, after she had received Dr. Esslemont's book, Bahá'u'lláh and the New Era, sent to her by Martha. The Queen had evidently been attracted to the Teachings and when it was bruited about that she might visit North America. Shoghi Effendi wrote to the American National Spiritual Assembly the following instructions, conveyed in the writing of his secretary, on August 21, 1926: "We read in The Times that Queen Marie of Rumania is coming to America. She seems to have obtained a great interest in the Cause. So we must be on our guard lest we do an act which may prejudice her and set her back. Shoghi Effendi desires, that in case she takes this trip, the friends will behave with great reserve and wisdom, and that no initiative be taken on the part of the friends except after consulting the National Assembly."

It was during this visit that Her Majesty, her heart deeply stirred by the teachings of the Faith which she had been studying, testified, "in a language of exquisite beauty", as Shoghi Effendi put it, "to the power and sublimity of the Message of Bahá'u'lláh, in open letters widely circulated in newspapers of both the United States and Canada". As a result of the first of these letters Shoghi Effendi was "moved by an irresistible impulse" to write to the Queen of the "joyous admiration and gratitude" of himself and the Bahá'ís of both the East and the West for her noble tribute to the Faith. On August 27, 1926 the Queen responded to this first communication from the Guardian and wrote to him, what he described as a "deeply touching letter":

Brân, August 27th, 1926
Dear Sir,

I was deeply moved on reception of your letter.

Indeed a great light came to me with the message of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá. It came as all great messages come at an hour of dire grief and inner conflict and distress, so the seed sank deeply.
Facsimile of envelope addressed by Queen Marie of Rumania in her own handwriting to Shoghi Effendi, and which contained her first letter to him written on August 27, 1926, from Bran, her favourite residence.
The Baha'i teaching things were
not misunderstood;

... more of me and of their teachings and
of their influence. Towards education, I aspired in their direct teaching. The real truth of truth
so often denied and misunderstood;

... instead of Tahi, Ho instead of
... more love instead of hate, and a
fertile assurance in all these.

Facsimile of one of Her Majesty's written testimonials to the significance of the Baha'i teachings.
My youngest daughter finds also great strength and comfort in the teachings of the beloved masters. We pass on the message from mouth to mouth and all those we give it to see a light suddenly lighting before them and such that was obscure and perplexing becomes simple, luminous and full of hope as never before.

That my open letter was balm to those suffering for the cause, is indeed a great happiness to me, and I take it as a sign that God accepted my humble tribute.

The occasion given me to be able to express myself publically, was also His Work, for indeed it was a chain of circumstances of which each link led me unwittingly one step further, till suddenly all was clear before my eyes and I understood why it had been.

Thus do we lead us finally to our ultimate destiny.

Some of those of my caste wonder at and disapprove my courage to step forward pronouncing words not habitual for Crowned Heads to pronounce, but I advance by an inner urge I cannot resist.

With bowed head I recognize that I too am but an instrument in greater Hands and rejoice in the knowledge.

Little by little the veil is lifting, grief tore it in two. And grief was also a step leading me ever nearer truth, therefore do I not cry out against grief.

May you and those beneath your guidance be blessed and upheld by the sacred strength of those gone before you.

Marie

Among the things Queen Marie, who was not only a famous beauty, but an authoress and a woman of character and independence, wrote in her "open letters" published during 1926, an May 4th and September 28th, in the Toronto Daily Star and September 27th in the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, were words such as these: "A woman brought me the other day a Book. I spell it with a capital letter because it is a glorious Book of love and goodness, strength and beauty. . . I commend it to you all. If ever the name of Baha'u'llah or 'Abdu'l-Baha comes to your attention, do not put their writings from you. Search out their Books, and let their glorious, peace-bringing, love-creating words and lessons sink into your hearts as they have into mine. One's busy day may seem too full for religion. Or one may have a religion that satisfies. But the teaching: of these gentle, wise and kindly men are compatible with all religion, and with no religion. Seek them, and be the happier." "At first we all conceive of God as something or somebody apart from ourselves, . . . This is not so. We cannot, with our earthly faculties entirely grasp His meaning—no more than we can really understand the meaning of Eternity . . . God is all. Everything. He is the power behind all beginnings. He is the inexhaustible source of supply, of love, of good, of progress, of achievement. God is therefore Happiness. His is the voice within us that shows us good and evil. But mostly we ignore or misunderstand this voice. Therefore did He choose His Elect to come down amongst us upon earth to make clear His Word, His real meaning. Therefore the Prophets; therefore Christ, Muhammad, Baha'u'llah, for man needs from time to time a voice upon earth to bring God to him, to sharpen the realization of the existence of the true God. Those voices sent to us had to become flesh, so that with our earthly ears we should be able to hear and understand."

Shoghi Effendi wrote to Martha Root on May 29th, after he had just received from Canada a copy of the first of the Queen's "open letters", that this was "a well deserved and memorable testimony of your remarkable and exemplary endeavours for the spread of our beloved Cause. It has thrilled me and greatly reinforced my spirit and strength, yours is a memorable triumph, hardly surpassed in its significance in the annals of the Cause." In that same letter he asks her to ponder the advisability of approaching Her Majesty with news of the Jabrun martyrdoms and possibly Enlisting her sympathy in the cause of the Persian persecutions. That this consideration influenced the Queen in making her further courageous statements an the Faith there can be no doubt, as her letter to Shoghi Effendi indicates that this was the case. The news of this victory had reached Shoghi Effendi on the eve of the commemoration of the passing of Baha'u'llah in Bahji, at a time when, as he described it in one of his general letters, "... His sorrowing servants, had gathered round His beloved Shrine supplicating relief and deliverance for the down-
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...and Shoghi Effendi goes on to say: "With bowed heads and grateful hearts we recognize in this glowing tribute which Royalty has thus paid to the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh an epoch-making pronouncement destined to herald those stirring events which, as ‘Abdu’l-Bahá has prophesied, shall in the fullness of time signalize the triumph of God’s Holy Faith."

This marked the inception of a relationship not only with the Queen, but with other crowned heads and royalty in Europe on the part of Martha Root, and in a few instances of Shoghi Effendi himself. He not only greatly encouraged and guided her in these relationships but, always staying within the bounds of dignity and good breeding always sincere in the human relationship, he nevertheless used contacts to serve the interests of the Cause through heightening its prestige in the eyes of the public and through seeing that they were pointedly brought to the attention of the enemies of the Faith.

Until the time of the Queen’s death, in 1938, Martha Root kept in close touch with her, keeping her informed of Bahá’í activities and receiving from her letters, written in her own hand, that were both friendly and reflected her attachment to the Teachings of Bahá’u’l-Láh. There was also an exchange of letters and cables between Shoghi Effendi and the Queen; but often he sent her messages through Martha, which was a more intimate way of contacting her and less demanding of the high positions both he and the Queen occupied in their respective spheres. There was another factor that could not be lightly put aside and this was the constant pressure on the Queen, who occupied such an exalted rank in her nation—a nation so storm-tossed politically during her own reign and during her period as Dowager Queen, from both ecclesiastical and political faction—to keep silent about a religion which was nut then widely known as it is today, which was viewed by the ignorant as Islamic in nature, and her open sponsorship of which they not only heartily disapproved but considered impolitic in the highest degree.

The Queen herself mentions, in her very first letter to the Guardian, that "Some of those of my caste wonder at and disapprove my courage to step forward pronouncing words not habitual to Crowned Heads to pronounce..." It required outstanding courage and deep sincerity for her to repeatedly write testimonials of her personal feelings on the subject of the Bahá’í Faith and grant permission for these to be made public—indeed Her Majesty wrote some of these deliberately for publication in The Bahá’í World. On January 4, 1934 she wrote to Martha, enclosing one of her precious tributes and giving personal news of herself and her family: "Will this do for Vol. V? The difficulty is to not repeat myself..."

In 1927, on October 25th, Shoghi Effendi wrote to Martha: "I am in receipt of your most welcome letters... and I am thrilled by the news they contained, particularly your remarkable and historic interview with the Queen and Princess. I am sending you a number of Bahá’í stones... to be presented by you on my behalf to the Queen, the Princess and any other members of the Royal Family whom you think would appreciate and prize them... Please assure the Queen and Princess of our great love for them, of our prayers for their happiness and success and of our warm and cordial invitation to visit the Holy Land and be received in the Beloved’s home."

Behind this interview with the Queen, which Shoghi Effendi refers to in the above letter, undoubtedly lay his own influence and the confirmations which flowed from his instruction to Martha in a letter written on June 29th of that same year in which he said: "I hope you will succeed in meeting not only the Romanian Queen but her daughter the Queen of Serbia and King Boris of Bulgaria as well and I trust you will not hesitate to send me all particulars and details regarding your work in such an important field..." That the Queen of Rumania received the gift of the ringstones and the invitation of the Guardian to visit Haifa is evidenced in her cable to him, sent from Sinai Palace on July 27, 1927:

Shoghi Effendi Haifa
Grateful thanks you and all yours with whom I feel spiritually so closely in touch.
Marie

Martha Root succeeded also in following the other instruction of Shoghi Effendi, for in May 1928 he writes to her: "... Your marvellous and historic interviews with mem-
bers of the Rumanian and Serbian Royal Families have inspired and thrilled us all..."

Earlier, in April, Queen Marie and her daughter Ileana were on a visit to Cyprus and the Guardian says, in his letter to Martha Root, that the papers have published the news that the Queen intended to visit Haifa and he wonders "whether they had in mind such a visit and whether these premature disclosures deterred them from accomplishing their intended pilgrimage... During the Queen’s visit to Cyprus the Guardian cabled Sir Ronald Storr, the Governor of Cyprus, with whom the royal party was staying, the following message: "Kindly convey to Her Majesty Queen of Rumania and her royal Highness Princess Ileana on behalf 'Abdu'l-Bahá’s family and friends our heartfelt appreciation of the noble tribute paid by them both to the ideals that animate the Bahá’í Faith. Pray assure them of our best wishes and profound gratitude." Sir Ronald transmitted the appreciative reply of the Queen and Princess to Shoghi Effendi.

The following draft, in the Guardian’s own hand, of a long letter he wrote to the Queen is of historic interest:

Her Majesty
The Dowager Queen Marie of Rumania
Bucarest

Your Majesty

I have received through the intermediary of my dear Bahá’í sister Miss Martha Root, the autograph portrait of Your Majesty, bearing in simple and moving terms, the message which Your Majesty has graciously been pleased to write in person. I shall treasure this most excellent portrait, and I assure you, that the Greatest Holy Leaf and the Family of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá share to the full my feelings of lively satisfaction at receiving so strikingly beautiful a photograph of a Queen whom we have learned to love and admire.

I have followed during the past few years with profound sympathy the disturbed course of various happenings in your beloved country, which I feel must have caused you much pain and concern. But whatever the vicissitudes and perplexities which beset Your Majesty’s earthly path, I am certain that even in your saddest hours, you have derived abundant sustenance and joy from the thought of having, through your glowing and historic utterances on the Bahá’í Faith as well as by your subsequent evidences of gracious solicitude for its welfare, brought abiding solace and strength to the multitude of its faithful and long suffering adherents throughout the East. Yours surely, dearly beloved Queen, is the station ordained by Bahá’u’lláh in the realm beyond to which the strivings of no earthly power can ever hope to attain.

I have immediately upon the publication of the second volume of the Bahá’í World, by the American Bahá’í Publishing Committee, forwarded directly to Bucharest, to the address of Your Majesty and that of Her Royal Highness Princess Ileana, copies of this most recent and comprehensive Bahá’í publications. I will take the liberty of presenting in the course of the coming year the III Volume of this same publication which I trust will prove of interest to Your Majesty.

May I, in closing, reiterate the expression of profound appreciation and joy which the Family of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and Bahá’ís in every land universally feel for the powerful impetus which Your Majesty’s outspoken and noble words have lent to the onward march of their beloved Faith.

The Family also join me in extending to Your Majesty, as well as to Her Royal Highness Princess Ileana, a most cordial welcome should Your Majesty ever purpose to visit the Holy Land to ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s home in Haifa as well as to those scenes rendered so hallowed and memorable by the heroic lives and deeds of Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.

Shoghi

In 1930 Her Majesty visited Egypt with her daughter Ileana. Shoghi Effendi, having lied the unfortunate experience of indirect publicity during her visit to Cyprus, wired Alexandria on February 19th: “Advertise Assembly in case Queen visits Egypt convey only written expression of welcome and appreciation on behalf Bahá’ís. Letter should be briefly carefuly worded. No objection sending flowers. Individual communications should be strictly avoided. Inform Cairo.”

In the hope that at last the Queen would
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be able to visit the Bahá’í Holy Places in Palestine the Guardian had Bahá’u’lláh’s Tablet to her grandmother, Queen Victoria, copied in fine Persian calligraphy, and illuminated in Tibrán. On the 21st of February he cabled Tibrán: “Illuminated Tablet Queen Victoria should reach Haifa not later than March tenth on one or several pages.” This was to be his gift to Her Majesty. Hearing no news of the Queen’s plans once she had reached Egypt he wired to her direct on March 8th: “Her Majesty, the Dowager Queen Marie of Rumania, aboard Mayflower, Aswan. Family of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá join me in renewing the expression of our loving and heartfelt invitation to your gracious Majesty and Her Royal Highness Princess Ileana to visit His home in Haifa. Your Majesty’s acceptance to visit Bahá’u’lláh’s Shrine and prison-city of ‘Akka will apart from its historic significance be a source of immeasurable strength joy and hope to the silent sufferers of the Faith throughout the East. Our fondest love, prayers and best wishes for Your Majesty’s happiness and welfare.”

Receiving no reply to this communication Shoghi Effendi sent another wire on March 26th to the Queen at the Hotel Sentramis in Cairo: “Fearing my former letter and telegram in which Family of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá joined me in extending invitation to Your Majesty and Her Royal Highness Princess Ileana may have miscarried, we are pleased to express anew the pleasure it would give us all should Your Majesty find it feasible to visit Bahá’u’lláh’s and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Shrines and the prison-city of ‘Akka. Deeply regret unauthorized publicity given by the Press.” Two days later the Rumanian Minister in Cairo wired Shoghi Effendi: “Her Majesty regrets that not passing through Palestine she will not be able to visit you.”

The cancellation of the visit of the Queen and her daughter to the Bahá’í Holy Places, which she had definitely set her heart upon, was a source of deep disappointment not only to the Guardian but also to the Queen herself. Behind the scenes there must have taken place a real struggle between the courageous and independent Queen and her advisers for, after a long silence, she wrote to Martha Root, in her own hand, describing at least a little of what had taken place. In a letter dated June 28, 1931, she stated: “Both Ileana and I were cruelly disappointed at having been prevented going to the holy shrines and of meeting Shoghi Effendi, but at that time were going through a cruel crisis and every movement I made was being turned against me and being politically exploited in an unkind way. It caused me a good deal of suffering and curtailed my liberty most unkindly. There are periods however when one must submit to persecution, nevertheless, however high-hearted one may be, it ever again fills one with pained astonishment when people are mean and spiteful. I had my child to defend at that time; she was going through a bitter experience and so I could not stand up and defy the world. But the beauty of truth remains and I cling to it through all the vicissitudes of a life become rather sad... I am glad to hear that your traveling has been so fruitful and I wish you continual success knowing what a beautiful message you are carrying from land to land.” This letter ends with a sentence, after Her Majesty’s signature, that was perhaps more significant of her attitude and character than anything else: “I enclose a few wards which may be used in your Year Book.”

The Loyalty of this “royal convert”, as Shoghi Effendi styled her, in the face of her increasing isolation, advancing age and the political trends in Europe which were gradually to engulf so many of her royal kin, deeply touched Shoghi Effendi. In 1934, on January 23rd, he wrote to her again:

Your Majesty,

I am deeply touched by the splendid appreciation Your Majesty has graciously penned for the Bahá’í World, and wish to offer my heartfelt and abiding gratitude for this striking evidence of Your Majesty’s sustained interest in the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh.

I was moved to undertake its translation in person, and feel certain that the unnumbered followers of the Faith in both the East and the West will feel greatly stimulated in their unceasing labours for the eventual establishment of the Most Great Peace foretold by Bahá’u’lláh.

I am presenting to Your Majesty, through the care of Miss Martha Root, a precious manuscript in the handwriting of Bahá’u’lláh, illumined by a devoted follower of His Faith in Tibrán.
May it serve as a token of my admiration for the spirit that has prompted Your Majesty to voice such noble sentiments for a struggling and persecuted Faith.

With the assurance of my prayers at the threshold of Bahá'u'lláh for Your Majesty's welfare and happiness,

I am yours very sincerely,

Shoghi

After sending the Queen a copy of his recently translated *Gleanings from the Writings of Bahá'u'lláh*, and receiving from her a letter conveying her "most grateful thanks", which she ends by saying "May the Great Father, be with us in spirit, helping us to live and act as we should", Shoghi Effendi wrote to her as follows:

Haifa, Feb. 18, 1936

Your Majesty.

Miss Root has transmitted to me the original copy of the appreciation penned by Your Majesty for the forthcoming issue of Bahá'í World. I am deeply touched, and feel truly grateful for this further evidence of Your Majesty's sustained interest in and admiration for the Bahá'í Teachings.

Bahá'í Communities the world over will ever recall, with feelings of pride and gratitude, these beautiful, impressive and historic testimonies from the pen of Your Majesty—testimonies that will no doubt greatly inspire and hearten them in their continued labours for the spread of the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh.

I am so pleased and encouraged to learn that Your Majesty has derived much benefit from the reading of the Gleanings and I feel that my efforts in translating these extracts are fully rewarded.

I am presenting to Your Majesty through the kindness of Mrs. McNeill the latest photograph recently received from America showing the progress in the construction of the Bahá'í House of Worship in Wilmette. May the Spirit of Bahá'u'lláh ever bless and sustain Your Majesty in the noble support you are extending to His Cause.

With deepest affection and gratitude,

Shoghi

The Mrs. McNeill mentioned in this letter lived near Akka in the Mansion at Mazra'ih once occupied by Bahá'u'lláh. She had known the Queen as a child in Malta and when she learned through the Guardian of the Queen's interest in the Faith she informed her of her own interest and the associations of the house she lived in. The Queen had written to her:

"It was indeed nice to hear from you, and to think that you are of all things living near Haifa and are, as I am, a follower of the Bahá'í teachings... the house you live in... made precious by its associations with the Man we all venerate..."

Her Majesty's last published tribute to the Faith, in 1936, two years before she died, seemed to aptly describe what Bahá'u'lláh's Message had meant to her: "To those searching for light the Bahá'í Teachings offer a star which will lead them to deeper understanding, to assurance, peace and good will with all men." She had won for herself, Shoghi Effendi wrote, "imperishable renown... in the Kingdom of Bahá'u'lláh" through her "bold and epochal confession of faith in the Fatherhood of Bahá'u'lláh"; "this illustrious Queen may well deserve to rank as the first of those royal supporters of the Cause of God who are to arise in future, and each of whom, in the words of Bahá'u'lláh Himself, is to be acclaimed as 'the very eye of mankind, the lustrous ornament on the brow of creation, the fountain-head of blessings unto the whole world.'"

One sees from all this, which began early in 1926, that the severe crises which followed upon the inception of Shoghi Effendi's Guardianship, released, as ever, the spiritual forces inherent in the Faith and brought about such victories as the conversion of the first Bahá'í Queen.

* * *

That Shoghi Effendi was stern in all matters affecting the protection of the Faith does not mean he could not be gentle and kind also. He was fundamentally a very tender-hearted person and when left sufficiently at peace within himself expressed this innate kindness and tenderness not only to those who surrounded him but to the believers personally in many ways. There are numerous examples of this in his cable files. Over and over, when disaster struck in some country where there were Bahá'ís, he would send an enquiry such as this one to Persia: "Wirr safety friends. Anxious earthquake repeats Persia Turkistan". Very often this would be followed by financial help for those...
were in desperate need. When an American Bahá'í, stricken in Persia by infantile paralysis, was returning with his wife to the United States, Shoghi Effendi cabled the friends in Beirut, Alexandria and New York, requesting that they meet his boat and assist in every way they could. The Guardian sent seven wires, in a short space of time, in connection with a single Bahá'í who had various difficulties in getting to Haifa and leaving after her pilgrimage was over. His thoroughness in such matters, as well as his consideration, are delightfully reflected in this telegram to Egypt: "Dewing New Zealand Bahá'í arriving tonight Cairo for one day. Urge meet him station. He wears helmet. If missed meet him next morning Cooks office nine o'clock. Extend utmost kindness." On another occasion we find Shoghi Effendi cabling, in connection with a Bahá'í who for some reason had not been able to land in Haifa, to "comfort him my behalf".

Sometimes the spirit animating a Bahá'í was such as to persuade Shoghi Effendi to change his own instructions. An instance of this is the case of Marion Sack, whom 'Abdu'l-Bahá called "General Jack" and the Guardian called an "immortal heroine", saying she was a shining example to pioneers of present and future generations in both the East and the West, and that no one had surpassed her in "constancy, dedication, self-abnegation, fearlessness" except the "incomparable Martha Root". Jackie—as she was usually called—lived in Sofia, Bulgaria and when war broke out Shoghi Effendi, concerned over her dangerous position, wired her: "Advise return Canada wire whether financially able". She replied, "...how about Switzerland" but assured him of her implicit obedience. Shoghi Effendi then wired, "Approve Switzerland" but she still did not want to leave her pioneer post and begged to be allowed to remain in Bulgaria, to which the Guardian replied: "Advise remain Sofia love."

There is a great mystery involved in the levels of service. Shoghi Effendi always advised the friends to pursue a moderate and wise course, but if they did not, and chose to rise to heights of heroism and self-sacrifice, he was immensely proud of them. After all, there is nothing either wise or moderate in being martyred—yet our crowning glory as a religion is that car first Prophet was martyred and twenty thousand people followed in His footsteps. I have tried to understand this mystery, moderation on one side and Bahá'u'lláh's words on the other: "...thine ink that hath been shed in My path. Sweeter indeed is this than all eke..." and it seems to me that the best example is an aeroplane: when it trundles along on the ground, it is in the dimension of the ground, going along steadily on an earthly plane, but when it soars in the air and folds its wheels away and leaps forward at dazzling speeds, it is in a celestial realm and the values are different. When we are on the ground we get good sound earthly advice, but if we choose to spurn the soil and leap into the realms of higher service and sacrifice we do not get that kind of advice anymore, we win immortal fame and become heroes and heroines of God's Cause.

Shoghi Effendi worked through everything; everything that he encountered, individual, object or piece of land, that could be turned to an advantageous use for the Faith he seized upon and used. Although in general he worked through Assemblies and Committees, he also worked directly through individuals. An example of this is Victoria Bedekian, known as "Auntie Victoria". For years she wrote letters, widely circulated in the West and the East, and the Guardian encouraged her in this activity and even told her what she should emphasize in her communications.

Ha was not fussy about sources of information; by this I mean he did not always wait until official channels corroborated the arrival of a pioneer at his post or some other piece of good news which had been conveyed to him through a personal letter or by a pilgrim, but would incorporate this encouraging information in his messages. This latitude which Shoghi Effendi allowed himself meant that the whole work of the Faith was bowled forward at a far faster pace than if he had done otherwise. Like all great leaders he possessed something of the quality of a good press man who realizes that the time factor in conveying news is of great importance and that speed itself has an impact and stimulates the imagination. This practice of his should not, however, mislead us into thinking that he was not extraordinari-
ly thorough. The exactitude with which he compiled statistics, sought out historic facts, worked on every minute detail of his maps and plans was astonishing.

The whole of Shoghi Effendi’s life activity as Guardian, his mind and his feelings, his reactions and instructions, can be found reflected in miniature in his cables and telegrams; often they were more intimate, more powerful and revealing than the thousands of letters he wrote to individuals because in his letters his secretary usually dealt with details and thus the words are not the Guardian’s own words, except for the postscripts which he wrote himself and which most of the time conveyed the assurance of his prayers, his encouragement and his statement of general principles.

Shoghi Effendi, like his grandfather and great-grandfather before him, had a delightful sense of humour which was ready to manifest itself if he were given any chance to be happy or enjoy a little peace of mind. His eyes would fairly dance with amusement, he would chuckle delightedly and sometimes break out into open laughter. Inside his family, with those he was familiar with, he liked to tease.

On one side so majestic, on the other so engagingly confiding, innocent-hearted and youthful, such was our Guardian! One of my tasks, once Shoghi Effendi knew I could paint a little, was to colour various things for him and one of these was a map showing the plots owned by the Bahá’í Community on Mt. Carmel. One day when I was adding colour to some newly-acquired areas Shoghi Effendi told me to paint them lighter. I asked why. Why, he said, to show they are a “recent acquisition”. It was such a clear reflection of the joy these newly-purchased plots afforded him.

This recalls another aspect of Shoghi Effendi’s richly endowed personality. He was very tenacious of his purposes, very determined, but never unreasonable. Although he never changed his objectives, he sometimes changed the course he had planned to take to reach them.

All through the Guardian’s ministry we see the light of Divine Guidance shining on his path, confirming his decisions, inspiring his choice. But there are always unforeseeable factors in every plan. Acts of God, and the sum of human endeavour, constantly change plans, little or big. This has always happened to the greatest as well as the smallest human beings, and the words of the Prophets themselves attest it. Shoghi Effendi was subject to such forces, but he also frequently modified his own plans. Examples of this are many and interesting; at one time he conceived the idea of placing the Mausoleum of Bahá’u’lláh on Mt. Carmel, but later gave this up entirely and fixed its permanent place in Bahji; what became known as the World Crusade or Ten Year Plan was at first announced as a Seven Year Plan; one Temple to be built during this Plan became three Temples; the original eight European goal countries became ten; and so on. If outside forces over which the Guardian had no control frustrated some plan of his—as opposed to his modifying or expanding same plan of his own in the light of circumstances—he immediately compensated, so that the Cause, if a temporary defeat or humiliation was inflicted upon it, came out in the end with an augmented victory, a richer endowment.

Shoghi Effendi might be deflected from his course but he was never defeated in his purpose and his ingenuity was remarkable. A good example of this is the way he arranged for two of the three great new Continental Bahá’í Temples of the Ten Year Plan to be built. He extracted from the architect he had at hand the designs he felt were suitable for the Sydney and Kampala Houses of Worship. These were dignified, pleasing in proportion, conservative in style and relatively modest in cost. Since the architect was not in a position to carry out the detailed drawings or supervise the actual construction, Shoghi Effendi, not making a great circumstance of what to a fussy and mull-minded man would have imposed an insuperable obstacle, proceeded to instruct the two National Assemblies involved to get local architectural firms to carry out the details and erect the buildings. Shoghi Effendi himself modified the expensive suggestions these firms made and got both Temples built within what he considered a reasonable price for the Cause to pay. Over and over his shrewdness and sound judgment saved the money of the Faith so that it could be spent on the many all-important tasks and not create temporary bankruptcy through the unwise prosecution of a single project.

Economy was a very rigid principle with
Shoghi Effendi and he had very stern ideas on money matters. He more than once refused to permit an individual to make the pilgrimage who he knew was in debt, saying he must first pay his debts. Never saw the Guardian settle a bill he had not first carefully added up, whether it was for a meal or a payment of thousands of dollars. If there was an overcharge he pointed it out—and also if there was an undercharge. Many times I went to astonished people and called to their attention that their addition was wrong and they should do it again or they would be the losers. He also was a determined bargainer, never paying what he felt was too much for a thing. More than once, when a beautiful ornament for the Shrines, Archives, or gardens was too expensive, and the seller could not or would not meet the Guardian's price, he would not buy it even though he wanted it and had the money. He just considered it wrong and would not do it. Although Shoghi Effendi for many years had had a private automobile and chauffeur (like 'Abdu'l-Bahá before him), because spare parts were not procurable for it during the worst years of the war he had sold and used taxis. I have no doubt that as with sufficient money one can usually buy anything he could have procured another car, but it never entered his mind. He was against extravagance, ostentation and luxury as such, denying himself and others many things because he felt they were either not justified or not appropriate.

Another of the strongly marked characteristics of the Guardian was his openness. The believers were his confidants. Freely, majestically, aloof but with a most endearing and heart-captivating confidence, he would share with the pilgrims who were his guests not only his ideas and his interpretations of the Teachings, but his projects and plans. There were no privileged communicants who received his thought as of right. In spite of the fact that the National Assemblies were his channels through which he passed on his great plans and the bodies by which they were prosecuted, he was wont to share these Plans in almost full detail with those he met, to such an extent that many a returning pilgrim was in possession of nearly all the details that were soon to be communicated to the Bahá'í world officially. The same was true of his work at the World Centre. So complete was this frankness that he sometimes drew little sketches at the table to illustrate what he was doing in the gardens on Mt. Carmel, how the "are" would be, what buildings might be erected on it, and so on.

Each new thing he was setting in motion, nationally or internationally, one might almost say followed the same pattern as the dawn of a day: the first light, feelings of vision, would be discerned in his words to visiting pilgrims, or half-hidden in his communications to the Bahá'í world; then would come the glimmering of gods beginning to take shape as the sun of his concept rose higher and he focussed the brilliant energy of his mind upon it; finally, in a clear burst of illumination, would come the whole idea in all its splendour—a Seven Year Plan, a Ten Year Plan, the warnings and promises in some new and wonderful general letter, the complete instructions regarding such major projects as the completion of the Shrine of the Báb, the International Archives, one of the great new Houses of Worship, or the exposition of certain fundamental themes contained in such books as The Advent of Divine Justice and The Promised Day Is Come.

The relationship of Shoghi Effendi to the pilgrims, his courtesy as a host, his kindness shown to them in so many little ways, the things he so openly discussed with them, had a tremendous effect on the work the Bahá'ís were accomplishing in so many countries, for when these fortunate believers returned to their own communities they acted as a leaven, stimulating their fellow Bahá'ís to greater efforts, making the Guardian a more real person to those who had not been privileged to meet him face to face, creating a sense of nearness both to him and to the World Centre that by any other method would have been hard to achieve.

But in spite of all he showered upon the pilgrims—from providing for their physical comfort as his guests to tearing the veils from their eyes and educating them in their Faith—whenever one of them would seek to express his or her deep gratitude for the honour of meeting him, he would instantly turn this aside, saying the purpose of the pilgrimage was to visit the Holy Shrines.

The last year of the Guardian's life two Swiss pilgrims came to Haifa. Their presence stirred up all his memories of Switzerland and
his love for their country poured out in a manner wholly unlike his usual reserve about his personal life and feelings. I had been ill in bed and not present at dinner in the Pilgrim House but when Shoghi Effendi came home he told me he had said everything, about the mountains he had climbed, the walks he had taken, the scenes he loved so much. It was very atypical of him, very rare and a clear index of something deep in his own heart.

He was moved to inform them that he wished Switzerland to have its own Temple site, which was to be situated near the capital city of Bern and have a clear view of the Bernese Alps, where lie had spent so many months of his life walking and climbing. On August 12, 1957 lie communicated to what was then the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Italy and Switzerland his wishes in this matter. His secretary wrote:

"As he explained to me, he is very anxious for Switzerland to purchase a plot, however small in size, and modest a beginning it may be, for the future Maghriqul-Adhkar of that country. He feels this should be in the outskirts of Bern, overlooking the Bernese Oberland; and he is very happy to be able to present this land himself to the Swiss Community. No publicity whatsoever should be given to this matter lest an opposition resembling that which has arisen in Germany should be provoked amongst the orthodox element in Bern. Whenever the committee responsible for finding this land has located a suitable plot, he would like your Assembly to inform him of the details." This was a gift of a unique nature, no other community in the Bahá’í world having thus honoured. The plot of land, almost 2,000 square metres in area, on the outskirts of Bern, overlooks the Gurberthal and from it can be seen the famous Finsteraarhorn, Mönch, Eiger and Jungfrau mountains, tile scene of many of the Guardian’s mountain-tramping exploits, the scene also of many of the most agonizing hours he passed after the ascension of his grandfather.

On one occasion a pilgrim from Canada had informed the Guardian that in teaching the Faith to the Eskimo people it was very difficult for them to understand the meaning in such similes as the nightingale and the rose because these things were entirely unknown to them. The reaction of Shoghi Effendi to this was typical. When he said good-bye to this friend he gave her a small vial of the Persian attar of rose, the quintessence of what a rose is, and told her to anoint the Eskimos with it, saying that perhaps in this way they would get an insight of what Bahá’u’lláh meant when he wrote of the rose.

Another incident comes to my mind. Among the last pilgrims to leave Haifa before Shoghi Effendi himself left in June 1957, never to return, were two American negro believers. As long as I live I will never forget the look on the face of one of them as she sat opposite the Guardian at the Pilgrim House table. One could see that in meeting him—who met all men as the creation of God, with no other feeling than pleasure that they were as God had made them—the hurts and sorrows of a lifetime were melted away. She looked at him with a combination of the great loving heart of a mother and the reverence due him in his glorious station that I think must be the look on the faces of the angels in Paradise as they gaze upon their Lord.

Those who had the privilege of being near the Guardian, no matter how much experience they had had or how long they had been Bahá’ís—some, like myself from birth—were constantly having their concept of the greatness of this Cause expanded by Shoghi Effendi’s words, his reactions and his example. I remember my surprise when, in his long Ridván Message to the Bahá’í world in 1957, he mentioned (obviously with pride or he would not have included it) the “recently converted Bahá’í inmates” in Kitalya Prison in Uganda. It had never occurred to me that one would mention a Bahá’í being in prison without shine! But here he was proclaiming that we had a group of the followers of Bahá’u’lláh in a prison. He often referred to this in his talks to the pilgrims and as I pondered over this and the things he said about it I realized that as this Faith is for all men, the saints and the sinners, there were two principles involved. One was the fact that society must be governed by laws, protected by laws and men punished through laws; and the other was that belief in the Manifestation of God should be universal and include everyone. Because the act of faith is the spark that sets the soul alight and gives it eternal awareness of its God, and
this was something each soul had a right to, no matter what his sins might be. In more than one letter, at different times to different people, Shoghi Effendi encouraged the Bahá'ís to teach in prisons.

The sympathy which, all the Prophets of God have shown towards the down-trodden, the meek, the poor and the outcast, singling them out for particular succour, protection and loving encouragement, was always manifested in the Guardian's acts and words. But we must not confuse this attitude with the fundamental truth that many groups of people who at present fall into these categories not only deserve to receive special attention but have within themselves reserves of power and spiritual greatness needed by the entire world. Take, for example, the Indians of the Western Hemisphere, 'Abdu'l-Bahá had written: "You must attach great importance to the Indians, the original inhabitants of America. For these souls may be likened unto the ancient inhabitants of the Arabian Peninsula, who, prior to the Revelation of Muhammad, were like savages. When the Muhammadan Light shone forth in their midst, they became so enkindled that they shed illumination upon the world. Likewise, should these Indians be educated and properly guided, there can be no doubt that through the Divine teachings they will become so enlightened that the whole earth will be illumined." Throughout his ministry Shoghi Effendi never forgot these words and repeatedly urged the believers throughout Canada and the Americas to enlist these souls under the banner of Bahá'u'lláh. Some of the last letters he wrote, in July 1957, to various National Assemblies in the Western Hemisphere, again forcibly stressed this subject and referred to the "long overdue conversion of the American Indians". I quote an excerpt from his instructions written by his secretary on his behalf:

"He was particularly happy to see that some of the Indian believers were present at the Convention. He attaches the greatest importance to teaching the original inhabitants of the Americas the Faith. 'Abdu'l-Bahá Himself has stared how great are their potentialities, and it is their right, and the duty of the non-Indian Bahá'ís, to see that they receive the Message of God for this day. One of the most worthy objectives of your Assembly must be the establishment of all-Indian Spiritual Assemblies. Other minorities should likewise be specially sought out and taught. The friends should bear in mind that in our Faith, unlike every other society, the minority, to compensate for what might be treated as an inferior status, receives special attention, love and consideration . . ."

To a pilgrim belonging to the Mongolian race the Guardian stated that as the majority of the people in the world were not white there was no reason why the majority of Bahá'ís inside the Faith should be white; on the contrary, the Cause should reflect the situation existing in the world. To Shoghi Effendi differences were not something to be eliminated but rather the legitimate, necessary, indeed fascinating, ingredients that made the whole so much more beautiful and perfect.

Not only did Shoghi Effendi constantly inculcate in the Bahá'ís the respect due to people of different ethnic backgrounds, he also taught them what respect, and above all what reverence, as qualities needed to round out a noble human character, really are. Reverence for holy things is sadly lacking in the Western World today. In an age when the mistaken idea of equality seems to imply that every blade of grass must be exactly the same height, the Guardian's own profound respect for those above himself in rank was the best example one could find. The extreme reverence he showed to the Twin Manifestations of God and to 'Abdu'l-Bahá, whether in his writings, his speech or the manner in which he approached Their resting-places provides a permanent pattern for all Bahá'ís to follow. Whenever Shoghi Effendi was near one of the Shrines one could sense his awareness of this in his whole being. The way he walked as he neared it, the way he quietly and with great dignity and reverence approached the threshold, knelt and placed his forehead upon it, the way he never turned his back when inside the Shrine on that spot where one of these infinitely holy and precious beings was interred, the tone of his voice, his dignified lack of any levity on such occasions, all bore witness to the manner in which man should approach a holy of holies, going softly on sacred ground. It is really with the soul that man has to do in this life, for it is all he will take with him when he leaves it. It is this fundamental concept—so obscured
and forgotten in present-day philosophies—that endows even the dust of noble beings with a mystic potency. So strong is the perfume of some roses that even years after they have withered and dried out one can still smell the rose in them. This is a feeble example of the power which remains in the very dust that has been associated with the towering spirits of divine souls when they were in this world.

This wonderful emotion of reverence—which seems when it sweeps over us to blow away so much of the dust in our immature natures—was a deep characteristic of the Guardian, who learned it in his childhood as he sat on his heels, arms crossed an breast, before his exalted grandfather, it is not a ritualistic thing that is at stake here. There are no rituals in the Bahá’í Faith. It is an attitude. Although the Guardian was wont to prostrate himself before the thresholds of the Holy Tombs, he was at pains to explain to the pilgrims that they were free to do so or not. He did it because it was a custom in the part of the East from which his ancestors came. But the reverence was another matter: one thing was a form of expression the individual could choose for himself, the other was the proper spirit that should dwell in the heart of a devotee as he approaches those things that are most sacred in his world.

No picture of Shoghi Effendi’s personality would ever be complete that did not depict the truly extraordinary artistic sense he possessed. This does not mean he could have been a painter; he was a writer par excellence. But he certainly had a painter’s and an architect’s eye. This was coupled with that fundamental quality without which I cannot see how anyone can achieve greatness in any of the arts or the sciences—a perfect sense of proportion, a sense of proportion measured in millimetres rather than centimetres. It was he who fixed the style of the Shrine of the Báb through his instructions—mostly not in detail but in principle—to my father. It was he who set the design for the International Archives Building, to such an extent that its architect would invariably state it was Shoghi Effendi’s design, not his. The Guardian, with no help and no advice, laid out his superb gardens in Bahji and Haifa, every measurement being his own. But what people do not perhaps realize is that the appearance of the Shrine interiors, the Mansion of Bahá’u’lláh, the House of ‘Abbád, the Mansion at Mázra’í, was not created by anyone, however slight the detail, except the Guardian himself. He not only steadily added to the ornaments, photographs, lamps and furnishings that make these places so beautiful, but everything was placed where it was under his supervision. Not a picture hung on the walls that was not placed exactly where it was, to within a centimetre, by him. We not only created the effect of beauty that meets the eye as one enters those places, but he produced it all at a minimum cost, buying things not so much because of their style and period but because they were inexpensive and could achieve an effect regardless of their intrinsic worth. His visits to the Shrines and gardens were my only opportunities to have his room cleaned. How often I remember how, in spite of my efforts and the maid’s to get the many objects on his desk back into their exact positions, he would enter his bedroom, in which he did all his work, go to his desk, cast an eye over it automatically, reach out his hand and give an almost infinitesimal twist to the different objects which he detected were slightly out of the position he liked them to be in, though I am sure the difference was practically invisible to any eye but his. Needless to add that all this went with a neatness and tidiness that was phenomenal.

Unhampered by tradition in matters of taste Shoghi Effendi was extremely original and ingenious in the way he achieved his effects. He did things no over-instructed authority on a series of do’s and don’t’s would ever have attempted. Take for instance the interior decoration of the Greek style Archives Building. In order to acquire more space as a single giant hall in which to exhibit the many objects, sacred or otherwise, with which he intended to furnish it, Shoghi Effendi had two narrow balconies built, running its full length on either side, which were protected by a purely renaissance, excellent in style, wooden balustrade. Most of the cabinets he chose to line the walls of the hall downstairs were Japanese lacquer or Chinese carved teak wood. The six great chandeliers suspended from the ceiling were of cut crystal and purely European in design. When I asked the Guardian what furniture he would place on the balconies he said he would use some of the cabinets from the previous Archives,
which were really of no style at all but just modern veneer furniture such as people have in their homes these days. Yet this strange assortment of things representing different periods and different countries, including innumerable objets d'art, have combined to create an impression of beauty, of dignity, of richness and splendour it would be hard to equal anywhere.

* * *

However faithful and tender Shoghi Effendi’s relationships were throughout his life with those closest to him, his supreme relationship was with the Greatest Holy Leaf. When she passed away in 1932 the news reached him in Interlaken, Switzerland. Although he was well aware of her condition, which he described in 1929 when he wrote that the Greatest Holy Leaf was “now in the evening of her life, with deepening shadows caused by failing eyesight and declining strength swiftly gathering about her”; although he had had a premonition of her swiftly approaching death, when he wrote in March 1932 to the American believers urging them to press on with the completion of the dome of “our beloved Temple” and said that “my voice is once more reinforced by the passionate, and perhaps, the last, entreaty, of the Greatest Holy Leaf, whose spirit, now hovering on the edge of the Great Beyond, longs to carry on its flight to the Abhá Kingdom...an assurance of the joyous consummation of an enterprise, the progress of which has so greatly brightened the closing days of her earthly life”; although she was now eighty-two years old—none of this softened the blow or mellowed the grief that overwhelmed the Guardian. On July 15th he cabled America announcing that her spirit had taken its flight to that Great Beyond, bewailing the “sudden removal of my sole earthly sustainer, the joy and solace of my life”, and informing the friends that “So grievous a bereavement necessitates suspension for nine months throughout Bahá’í world every manner religious festivity”; memorial meetings were to be held everywhere, locally and nationally, for her, the “last remnant of Bahá’u’lláh”.

It was on July 17th that he wrote to the American and Canadian believers a letter that provides a glimpse of what was passing in the surging sea of his heart and in which he eulogizes the life, station and deeds of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s sister, pouring forth his love in an unforgettable torrent of words.

Dearly-beloved Greatest Holy Leaf! Through the mist of tears that fill my eyes I can clearly see, as I pen these lines, thy noble figure before me, and can recognize the serenity of thy kindly face. I can still gaze, though the shadow of the grave separate us, into thy blue, love-deep eyes, and can feel, in its calm intensity, the immense love thou didst bear for the Cause of thine Almighty Father, the attachment that bound thee to the most lowly and insignificant among its followers, the warm affection thou didst cherish for me in thine heart. The memory of the ineffable beauty of thy smile shall ever continue to cheer and hearten me in the thorny path I am destined to pursue. The remembrance of the touch of thine hand shall spur me on to follow steadfastly in thy way. The sweet magic of thy voice shall remind me, when the hour of adversity is at its darkest, to hold fast to the rope thou didst seize so firmly all the days of thy life.

Bear thou this my message to ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, thine exalted and divinely-appointed Brother: If the Cause for which Bahá’u’lláh
toiled and laboured, for which Thou didst
suffer years of agonizing sorrow, for the
sake of which streams of sacred blood have
flowed, should, in the days to come, en-
counter storm, tempest, thunder and rain
that it has already weathered, do Thou continue to
overshadow, with Thine all-encompassing
care and wisdom, Thy frail, Thy unworthy
appointed child.

What the Greatest Holy Leaf had done for
Shoghi Effendi at the time of the Master's
passing and in the years that followed is
beyond calculation. She had played, as be
said, a unique part throughout the tumultuous
stages of Bahá’í history, not the least of which
had been the establishment of Shoghi Effendi's
own ministry after the death of 'Abdu'l-
Bahá. "Which of the blessings am I to
recount," wrote Shoghi Effendi, "which in her
unfailing solicitude she showered upon me,
in the most critical and agitated hours of
my life?" He says that to him she had been
an incarnation of 'Abdu'l-Bahá’s all-en-
compassing tenderness and love. As her life
was a winding, waxed, waned, waxed. With what deep
satisfaction she must have seen, as the tide
of history, not the least of which
passing through thirty-five years as
sentinel, through such
particularly during the early years of his
Guardianship, he included her with himself in
such phrases as "assure us", "the Greatest
Holy Leaf and I", "we", and so on, in a cable
sent in 1931 he even signs it "Shoghi Effendi".
Nothing could be more revealing of this
intense love he had for her than the fact that
on the day we were married it was to her
room, where everything is preserved as it was
in her days, standing beside her bed, that the
Guardian went to perform the simple Bahá’í
marriage ceremony of hand in hand
performed and we each repeated the words in
Arabic: "We will all, verify, abide by the
Will of God."

This love the Guardian had for the Greatest
Holy Leaf, who had watched over him for
thirty-five years as far more than a mother,
continued to be demonstrated for the
remainder of his life. When the news of her
death reached him in Switzerland his first act
was to plan for her grave a suitable memorial
which he hastened to Italy to order. No one
could possibly call this exquisitely propor-
tioned monument, built of statuary white
Cararra marble, anything but what it appears—a
love temple, the embodiment of Shoghi
Effendi's love. He had undoubtedly conceived
its design from buildings of a similar style and,
under his supervision, an artist now incorpo-
rated his concept in the monument he planned
to erect on her resting-place. Shoghi Effendi
used to compare the stages in the Adminis-
trative Order of the Faith to this monument,
saying the platform of three steps was like
the local Assemblies, the pillars like the
National Assemblies, and the dome that
crowned them and held them together like the
Universal House of Justice, which could not
be placed in position until the foundations and
pillars were first firmly erected. After the
Greatest Holy Leaf's monument had been
completed in all its beauty he had a photo-
graph of it sent to many different Assemblies,
as well as to a special list of individuals to
whom he wished to present so tender a
memento.

In every act of his life he associated the
Greatest Holy Leaf with his services to the
Faith. When he entombed the remains of the
mother and brother of Bahá’í Khanum on
Mt. Carmel he cabled: "...cherished wish
Greatest Holy Leaf fulfilled", referring to her
often expressed desire to be buried near them.
On that momentous occasion he said he re-
jected at the privilege of pledging one thou-
sand pounds as his contribution to the
Bahá’í Khanum Fund designed to in-
agurate the final drive connected with the
completion of the American Temple. He
wrote that this transfer and burial were
events of "capital institutional significance".
He said the conjunction of the resting-place
of the Greatest Holy Leaf with those of her
brother and mother incautiously reinforces
the spiritual potency of that consecrated
Spot which was "destined to evolve into the
focal centre of those world-shaking, world-
embracing, world-directing Administrative
institutions, ordained by Bahá’u’lláh..."

When 'Abdu'l-Bahá’s mantle, as Head of
the Faith, fell on Shoghi Effendi's shoulders
a great change came over him. What the
nature of that change was spiritually it is not
for us—so infinitely remote in both station
and stature—to either grasp or seek to define.
Shoghi Effendi was never really intimate with
anyone except the closest members of his
family and, in the early days, those who acted
as his help-mates and secretaries. As years
went by and his burdens increased, even this
intimacy grew less.

Surely the simplicity of the marriage of
Shoghi Effendi—reminiscent of the simplicity
of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's own marriage in the prison-
city of 'Akká—should provide a thought-
provoking example to the Bahá'ís everywhere.
No one, with the exception of his parents,
my parents and a brother and two sisters of
his living in Haifa, knew it to take place.
He felt strongly urged to keep it a secret,
knowing from past experience how much
trouble any major event in the Cause
invariably stirred up. It was therefore a stunning
surprise to both the servants and the local
Bahá'ís when his chauffeur drove him off,
with me beside him, to visit the Holy Tomb
of Bahá'u'lláh on the afternoon of March 25,
1937. His heart drew him to that Most Sacred
Spot on earth at such a moment in his life.
I remember I was dressed entirely in black
for this unique occasion. I wore a white lace
blouse, but otherwise I was a typical example
of the way oriental women dressed to go out
into the streets in those days, the custom
being to wear black. Although I was from the
West Shoghi Effendi desired me to fit into the
pattern of the life in his house—which was a
very oriental one—as naturally and incon-
spicuously as possible and I was only too
happy to comply with his wishes in every way.
When we arrived at Bahji and entered the
Shrine he requested me to give him his ring,
which I was wearing concealed about my neck,
and this he placed on the ring-finger of my
right hand, the same finger that corresponded
to the one of his own on which he himself
had always worn it. This was the only gesture
he made. He entered the inner Shrine, beneath
the floor of which Bahá'u'lláh is interred, and
gathered up in a handkerchief all the dried
petals and flowers that the keeper of the Shrine
used to take from the threshold and place in
a silver receptacle at the feet of Bahá'u'lláh.
After he had chanted the Tablet of Visitation
we came back to Haifa. There was no celebra-
tion, no flowers, no elaborate ceremony, no
wedding dress, no reception. His mother and
father, in compliance with the laws of Bahá'
-u'lláh, signed their consent by signing our
marriage certificates and then I went back to
the Western Pilgrim House across the street
and joined my parents (who had not been
present at any of these events), and Shoghi
Effendi went to attend to his own affairs. At
dinner-time, quite as usual, the Guardian
appeared, showering his love and congratulations
on my mother and father. He took the
handkerchief, full of such precious flowers,
and with his inimitable smile gave them to
my mother, saying he had brought them for
her from the inner Shrine of Bahá'u'lláh. My
parents also signed the marriage certificate
and after dinner and these events were over
I walked home with Shoghi Effendi, my suit-
cases having been taken across the street by
Fujita while we were at dinner. We visited
for awhile with the Guardian's family and
then went up to his two rooms which the
Greatest Holy Leaf had had built for him
so long ago.

The quietness, the simplicity, the reserve
and dignity with which this marriage took
place did not signify that the Guardian con-
considered it an unimportant event—on the
contrary. Over his mother's signature, but
drafted by the Guardian, the following cable
was sent to America: "Announce Assemblies
celebration marriage beloved Guardian.
In-
estimable honour conferred upon handmaid
of Bahá'u'lláh Rúhíyyih Khánum Miss Mary
Maxwell. Union of East and West proclaimed
by Bahá'u'lláh cemented. Zia'iyih mother of
the Guardian." A telegram similar to this was
sent to Persia. This news, so long awaited,
naturally produced great rejoicing amongst
the Bahá'ís and messages flooded in to Shoghi
Effendi from all parts of the world. To that
received from the National Assembly of the
Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada
Shoghi Effendi replied: "Deeply moved your
message. Institution Guardianship, head cor-
nerstone Administrative Order Cause Bahá'
-u'lláh, already ennobled through its organic
connection with Persons of Twin Founders
Bahá'u'lláh and Báb, is now further reinforced through
direct association with West and particularly
with American believers, whose spiritual
destiny is to usher in World Order Bahá'u'lláh.
For my part desire congratulate community
American believers on acquisition tie vitally binding them to so weighty an organ of their Faith." To innumerable other messages his practically universal answer was merely an expression of loving appreciation for their felicitations.

The most significant point, however, associated with the Guardian's marriage is the stress he laid on the fact that it had drawn the Occident and the Orient closer to each other. It had not only done this but other ties had also been reinforced and established. In reply to a query from the American Assembly: "Request advice policy concerning marriage" Shoghi Effendi stated: 'Approve public announcement. Emphasise significance institution Guardianship union East West and linking destinies Persia America. Allude honour conferred British peoples'—a direct allusion to my Scotch Canadian father.

All this had such an effect on the American Community that its national body informed the Guardian it was sending $19.00 from each of its seventy-one American Assemblies "for immediate strengthening new tie binding American Bahá'ís to institution Guardianship"—truly a most unusual, pure-hearted wedding gift to the Cause itself.

Shoghi Effendi was the keenest observer of political events and kept abreast of all happenings. His intelligence and analytical faculties did not permit him to lull himself into any false complacency, induced by the rather childish idea people sometimes have of what "faith" means. He well knew that to have faith in God does not mean one should not use one's mind, appraise dangers, anticipate moves, make the right decisions during a crisis.

Steeped in the Teachings from his childhood, the alert and observant companion of his beloved grandfather, Shoghi Effendi seems to have always been aware of what he called "the initial perturbations of the world-shaking catastrophe in store for an unbelieving humanity". Though he saw another war coming, he did not live in a constant state of false emergency. He reassured Martha Root, who in 1923 wrote to him from Europe about her fears: "As to the matter of an eventual war that may break out in Europe, do not feel in the least concerned or worried. The prospect is very remote, the danger for the near future non-existent'—even though that same year he had stated the inevitability of another deadly conflict was becoming increasingly manifest. Over and over he prepared the minds of the Bahá'ís to face the fact that a world conflagration was coming. In 1938 he wrote, "The twin processes of internal disintegration and external chaos are being accelerated and every day are inexorably moving towards a climax. The rumblings that must precede the eruption of those forces that must cause 'the limbs of humanity to quake' can already be heard. The time of the end, the latter years, as foretold in the Scriptures, are at long last upon us." And in The Advent of Divine Justice, which he wrote at the end of December 1938, he clearly anticipated the war: "Who knows", he asked, "but that these few remaining, fast-fleeting years, may not be pregnant with... conflicts more devastating than any which have preceded them." And in April 1939 he had written: "The sands of a moribund civilization are inexorably running out."

As the long shadow of war descended on Europe I remember well the almost tangible feeling of catastrophe that enveloped me when Shoghi Effendi wrote from the very heart of that continent, the poetic and powerful words that opened his cable: August 30, 1939: "Shades of night descending imperilled humanity inexorably deepening..." In July 1940 he had cabled that the fires of war... now threaten devastation both Near East Far West respectively ensuring World Centre's remaining citadel Faith Bahá'u'llah... It seems unbelievable that in the midst of so many anxieties the Guardian should have had the menial power and physical strength to sit down and write such a book as The Promised Day Is Come—a book in which he made it quite clear that the "retributory calamity" which had overtaken mankind, whatever its political and economic causes might be, was primarily due to its having ignored for a hundred years the Message of God for this day.

The dangers and problems which the war brought to us in Haifa and the Bahá'í world in general were faced by Shoghi Effendi with remarkable calm. This does not mean he did not suffer from them. The burden of responsibility was always there. He could never lay it down for a single moment. I remember one occasion, when I was frantic because
he always had to have everything referred to him for decision, even when he was ill. He said that other leaders, even Prime Ministers, could delegate their powers for at least a short time if they were forced to, but that he could not delegate his for a single moment as long as he was alive. No one else was divinely guided to fulfill his function and he could not delegate his guidance to someone else.

Although World War II did not actually reach the Holy Land, for years we lived in the imminent danger that it might do so at any time.

In November 1941, Shoghi Effendi, in a cabled message had forecast the future and characterized the years immediately before us: "... as fury destructiveness tremendous world ordeal attains most intensive pitch..."

In spite of what lay ahead of the world we in Palestine had already, during 1941, passed through what for us were the most agonizing months of the entire war which had caused the Guardian intense anxiety. It was during that year that the abortive revolution of the anti-ally Rashid 'Ali took place in Iraq; the British forces were persistently driven back by General Rommel in Libya and the Germans eventually (in 1942) reached the gates of Alexandria; the Nazi forces occupied Crete—a second springboard for their contemplated conquest of the Middle East; and British and French forces invaded Lebanon and ousted the regime controlled by the Vichy Government in that country. In addition to these all too palpable dangers, the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, the enemy of both the Faith and the Guardian, was the firm ally of the Nazi Government. It does not require much imagination to picture what would have happened to Shoghi Effendi and the Shrines, the World Centre records and archives material, if a victorious German army, accompanied by the scheming and vituperative Mufti, had taken Palestine. Many times Shoghi Effendi said that it was not so much a question of what the Germans would do but the fact that there were so many local enemies who, combining with the Mufti, could completely poison the minds of the Germans against him and thus aggravate a situation already dangerous enough since our Baha'i ideas were in many respects so inimical to the Nazi ideology.

Throughout the years of the war Shoghi Effendi was in a position to maintain his contact with the mass of the believers in those countries where some of the oldest and most populous Baha'i communities existed, such as Persia, America, Africa, India and Great Britain, as well as the new and rapidly growing centres in Latin America. The relatively small communities in Japan, the European countries, Burma, and for a time Iraq, were the only ones cut off from him—a severance that grieved him and caused him much concern for their fate. Bemuse of this little-short-of-miraculous mariner in which contact was maintained with the body of believers throughout the Baha'i world Shoghi Effendi was able not only to send his directives to the various National Assemblies, but to indicate what this great war signified to us as Bahais. In his epistle known as The Promised Day Is Come he stated that "God's purpose is none other than to usher in, in ways we alone can bring about, and the full significance of which Be alone can fathom, the Great, the Golden Age of a long-divided, a long-afflicted humanity. Its present state, indeed even its immediate future, is dark, distressingly dark. Its distant future, however, is radiant, gloriously radiant — so radiant that no eye can visualize it..."

The ages of its infancy and childhood are past, never again to return, while the Great Age, the consummation of all ages, which must signalize the coming of age of the entire human race, is yet to come. The convulsions of this transitional and most turbulent period in the annals of humanity are the essential prerequisites, and herald the inevitable approach, of that Age of Ages, 'the time of the end', in which the folly and tumult of strife that has, since the dawn of history, blackened the annals of mankind, will have been finally transmuted into the wisdom and the tranquility of an undisturbed, a universal, and lasting peace, in which the discard and separation of the children of men will have given way to the world-wide reconciliation, and the complete unification of the various elements that constitute human society... It is this stage which humanity, willingly or unwillingly, is resistlessly approaching. It is for this stage that this vast, this fiery ordeal which humanity is experiencing is mysteriously paving the way."

So great was the relief and joy of the Guardian when the European phase of the war ended in May 1945 that he cabled
America: "Followers Bahá'u'lláh throughout five continents unanimously rejoice partial emergence war torn humanity titanic upheaval" and expressed what lay so deeply in his heart: "gratefully acclaim signal evidence interposition divine Providence which during such perilous years enabled World Centre our Faith escape •••", and went on to express an equal thanksgiving for the manner in which other communities had been miraculously preserved; recapitulating the truly extraordinary victories won for the Faith during and in spite of the war. On August 20, 1345 he again cabled: "Hearts uplifted thanksgiving complete cessation prolonged unprecedented world conflict" and urged the American believers to arise and carry on their work, hailing the removal of restrictions which would—now enable them to launch the second stage of the Divine Plan. Nothing could provide a better example of the determination, the enthusiasm and the brilliant leadership of the Guardian than these messages sent on the morrow of the emergence of the world from the worst war in its entire history.

Whatever the state of the rest of the world, the internal situation in Palestine continued to worsen in every respect. The holocaust that had engulfed European Jewry; the bitterness induced amongst the Palestine Jews by British policy in regard to Jewish immigration, which was strictly limited and controlled; the burning resentment of the Arabs against that same policy—all served to increase local tensions and hatred. Many of the hardships from which other countries were beginning to slowly emerge, such as severe food rationing, we were now entering. Everything was difficult. We no longer in danger of being invaded or bombed, but the outlook for this small but sacred country grew steadily blacker as we entered that period which was characterized by Shoghi Effendi as "the gravest turmoil rocking the Holy Land in modern times."

Shoghi Effendi was exhausted from the strain of the war years, years during which he had not only written The Promised Day Is Come and God Passes By, but during which he had prosecuted—for who can deny his was the ceaseless output of enthusiasm, encouragement and energy that galvanized the Baha'i's into action?—five years of the first Seven Year Plan, during which he had comforted, inspired and held the Baha'i world together, during which he had steadily enlarged the periphery of the Cause and deepened and expanded the life of its National communities, during which the unique project of building the superstructure of the Báb's Shrine had been initiated, and during which the family of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, including his own family, had been hopelessly lost to him. He was now approaching fifty, his hair whitening at the temples, his shoulders bent from so much stooping over his desk, his heart not only saddened by all he had gone through but, I firmly believe, wearing out because of it.

As the British Mandate approached its end on May 14, 1948 the situation in Palestine grew steadily worse. The entire country boiled with apprehension and hatred and acts of terrorism increased steadily. The Arabs, the Jews and the British were all involved; all three of them were well aware of the complete aloofness of the Guardian from the political issues at stake and it is no exaggeration to say he was universally respected—and let alone. This is a fact of major importance for during the years, and particularly the months, preceding the end of the Mandate there was practically no neutral ground left; Jews paid for the defense of the Jewish community and Arabs paid for the defense of the Arab community. That the Guardian should have been able to steer the small Baha'i community safely through the dangerous rapids of those days, that he himself should not have been approached for funds to support the cause of his fellow Orientals (who all knew he had been born and bred in the country), testify to the high reputation he had established as a man of unbending principle and iron determination.

Many times Shoghi Effendi referred to the miraculous protection the World Centre received during the disturbed and dangerous period of the end of the British Mandate and the firm establishment of the Jewish State. The very list of the dangers avoided and the achievements witnessed during this period—which he enumerated in a cable sent to the American Bahai Convention on April 25, 1943—is sufficient to enable us to glimpse the keenness of the anxiety he had experienced and the gravity of the problems with which he had been faced. The published version of this cable pointed out how great had been the "evidences divine protection vouchsafed
Shoghi Effendi in oriental robes; before he went to study in England the Guardian used to dress in this manner.
World Centre Faith course third year second Seven Year Plan" and went on to say: "For
longed hostilities ravaging Holy Land prov-
idently terminated. Bahá’í Holy Places
unlike those belonging other faiths miracu-
ously safeguarded. Perils no less grave than
those threatened World Centre Faith under
"Abdu’l-Hamíd Jamál Khá’í and through
Hitler’s intended capture Near East averted.
Independent sovereign State within confines
Holy Land established recognized marking
termination twenty-century-long provincial
status. Formal assurance protection Bahá’í
holy sites continuation Bahá’í pilgrimage
given by Prime Minister newly emerged State.
Official invitation extended by its government
historic occasion opening State’s first parlia-
ment. Official record Bahá’í marriage endorsed
Bahá’í endowments exempted responsible
authorities same State. Best wishes future
welfare Faith Bahá’ulláh conveyed writing
by newly elected Head State in reply con-
gratulatory message addressed him assump-
tion his office.”

In the post-war years, as the victories the
Bahá’ís were winning multiplied and the
United Nations—the mightiest instrument for
creating peace that men ever devised—
emerged, many of us go doubt hoped, and
wishfully believed, that we had left the worst
phase of humanity’s long history of war behind
us and that we could now discern the first
light of that dawn we Bahá’ís are so firmly
convinced lies ahead for the world. But the
sober, guided mind of the Guardian did not
see events in this light. Until the end of his
life he continued to make the same remark,
based on Bahá’ulláh’s own words, that he
had so often made before the war: “The
distant future is very bright, but the immediate
future is very dark.”

Among the encouraging messages he so
frequently sent to the Bahá’ís all over the
world, his praises of the wonderful services
they were rendering, his plans which he de-
vised in such detail for them to prosecute,
ever and anon the note of foreboding and
warning would recur. In 1347 he stated that
the Bahá’ís had thus far been gracingly aided
to follow their course “undecfected by the
cross-currents and the tempestuous winds
which must of necessity increasingly agitate
human society ere the hour of its ultimate
redemption approaches…” In that com-
munication, urging the American Community
to press forward with the supremely important
work of its second Seven Year Plan, he spoke
of the future: “As the international situation
worsens, as the fortunes of mankind sink to
a still lower ebb... As the fabric of present-
day society heaves and cracks under the strain
and stress of portentous events and calamities,
as the fissures, accentuating the cleavage separat-
ing nation from nation, class from class,
race from race, and creed from creed,
multiply...” Far from having rounded the
corner and turned our backs forever on our
unhappy past, there was “a steadily deepening
crisis”. In March 1948 he went still further in
a conversation I recorded in my diary:
“Tonight Shoghi Effendi told me some very
interesting things: roughly, he said that to
say that there was not going to be another
war, in the light of present conditions, was
foolish, and to say that if there was another
war the Atom Bomb would not be used was
also foolish. So we must believe there probably
will be a war and it will be used and there
will be terrific destruction. But the Bahá’ís
will, be felt, emerge to form the nucleus of
the future world civilization. He said it was
not right to say the good would perish with
the bad because in a sense all are bad, all
humanity is to blame, for ignoring and re-
pudiating Bahá’ulláh after He has repeatedly
trumpeted to everyone His Message. He said
the saints in the monasteries and the sinners
in the worst fleshpots of Europe are all wicked
because they have rejected the Truth. He said
it was wrong to think, as some of the Bahá’ís
do, that the good would perish with the evil,
all men are evil because they have repudiated
God in this day and turned from Him. He
said we can only believe that in some mys-
terious way, in spite of the terrible destruction,
ought will be left over to build the future.”

In November of that same year, again
encouraging the American believers to persevere with their Plan, he wrote: “As the
threat of still more violent convulsions ass-
ailling a travailing age increases, and the bewil-
derings of yet another conflict, destined to contribute
a distinct, and perhaps a decisive, share to the
birth of the new Order which must signalize
the advent of the Lesser Peace, darken the
international horizon... Rumbling of cata-
strophes yet more dreadful agitate with
increasing frequency a sorely stressed and
chaotic world... so must every aggravation in the state of a world still harassed by the ravages of a devastating conflict, and now hovering on the brink of a yet more crucial struggle, be accompanied by a still more ennobling manifestation of the spirit of this second crusade... " In that same month he referred to "The deepening crisis ominously threatening further to derange the equilibrium of a politically convulsed, economically disrupted, socially subverted, morally decadent and spiritually moribund society". He went on to speak of the "premonitory rumblings of a third ordeal threatening to engulf the Eastern and Western Hemispheres" and said, "the world outlook is steadily darkening." He urged the Bahá'ís to "foresee ahead into the future serenely confident that the hour of their mightiest exertions, and the supreme opportunity for their greatest exploits, must coincide with the apocalyptic upheaval marking the lowest ebb in mankind's fast-declining fortunes."

It went on and on. The victories we won, the praise, encouragement, joy of the Guardian—and the warnings. In 1950 he told the Bahá'ís they should be "undaunted" by the perils of "a progressively deteriorating international situation" and in 1951 informed the European Teaching Conference that the "perils confronting that "sorely tried continent" were "steadily mounting". But it was really in a most grave and thought-provoking letter, written in 1954, that Shoghi Effendi expatiated on this subject of a future conflict, its causes, its course, its outcome, and its effect on America, in more detail and in a more forceful language than he had ever before used. He associates the "crass" and "cancerous materialism" prevalent in the world today with the warnings of Bahá'u'lláh and states He had compared it "to a devouring flame" and regarded it "as the chief factor in precipitating the dire ordeals and world-shaking crises that must necessarily involve the burning of cities and the spread of terror and consternation in the hearts of men". Shoghi Effendi goes on to say: "Indeed a foretaste of the devastation which this consuming fire will wreak upon the world, and with which it will lay waste the cities of the nations participating in this tragic world-engulfing contest, has been afforded by the last World War, marking the second stage in the global havoc which humanity, forgetful of its God and heedless of the clear warnings uttered by His appointed Messenger for this day, must, alas, inevitably experience."

The letter in which these appalling predictions are expressed was addressed to the American Bahá'ís and in it the Guardian points out that the general deterioration in the situation of a "distracted world" and the multiplication of increasingly destructive armaments, to which tile two sides engaged in a world contest were contributing — "caught in a whirlpool of fear, suspicion and hatred" as they were— were ever-increasingly affecting their own country and were bound, if not remedied, "to involve the American nation in a catastrophe of undreamed-of dimensions and of untold consequences to the social structure, the standard and conception of the American people and government... The American nation... stands, indeed, from whichever angle one observes its immediate fortunes, in grave peril. The woes and tribulations which threaten it are partly avoidable, but mostly inevitable and God-sent..." He went on to point out the changes which these unavoidable afflictions must bring about in the "obsolescent doctrine of absolute sovereignty" to which its government and people still clung and which was so "manifestly at variance with the needs of a world already contracted into a neighbourhood and crying out for unity" and through which this nation will find itself purged of its anachronistic conceptions and prepared to play the great role 'Abdu'l-Bahá foretold for it in the establishment of the Lesser Peace. The "fiery tribulations" to come would not only "weld the American nation to its sister nations in both hemispheres" but would cleanse it of "the accumulated dross which ingrained racial prejudice, rampant materialism, widespread ungodliness and moral laxity have combined, in the course of successive generations, to produce, and which have prevented her thus far from assuming the role of world spiritual leadership forecast by 'Abdu'l-Bahá's unerring pen—a role which she is bound to fulfill through travail and sorrow."

If we, the generation of the twilight before the sun of this new day rises, ask ourselves why such catastrophes should be facing us in these times, the answers all are there, made crystal clear by the Guardian in his great expositions of the meaning and implications of our teachings. Two factors, he taught us,
are involved. The first is contained in those words of Bahá'u'lláh, "Soon will the present-day order be rolled up, and a new one spread out in its stead." To tear off the the-honoured protective covering of innumerable societies, each embedded in its own customs, superstitions and prejudices, and apply to them a universal new frame of existence is an operation only Almighty God can perform and of necessity a very painful one. This is made even more painful by the state of men's souls and minds; some societies are the victims of "a flagrant secularism—the direct offspring of irreligion", some are in the grip of "a blatant materialism and racialism" which have. Shoghi Effendi stated, "usurped the rights of God Himself", but all—all the peoples of the earth—are guilty of having, for over a century, "refused to recognize the One Whose advent had been promised to all religious, and in Whose Faith alone, all nations can and must eventually, seek their true salvation." Fundamentally it was because of this new Faith, this "priceless gem of Divine Revelation ensuring the Spirit of God and incarnating His Purpose for all mankind in this age" as Shoghi Effendi described it, that the world was "undergoing such agonies". Bahá'u'lláh Himself had said: "The world's equilibrium hath been upset through the vibrating influence of this most great, this new World Order." "The signs of impending convulsions and chaos can now be discerned, inasmuch as the prevailing Order appeareth to be lamentably defective." "The world is in travail and its agitation waxeth day by day. Its face is turned towards waywardness and unbelief. Such shall be its plight that to disclose it now would not be meet and seemly. Its perversity will long continue. And when the appointed hour is come, there shall suddenly appear that which shall cause the limbs of mankind to quake. Then, and only then, will the Divine Standard be unfurled, and the Nightingale of Paradise warble its melody." "After a time, all the governments on earth will change. Oppression will envelop the world. And following a universal convulsion, the sun of justice will rise from the horizon of the unseen realm." 

So thrilling, however, is the vision of the future which Shoghi Effendi painted for us in his brilliant words, that it wipes away all fear and fills the heart of every Bahá'í with such confidence and joy that the prospect of any amount of suffering and deprivation cannot weaken his faith or crush his hopes. "The world is, in truth," Shoghi Effendi wrote, "moving on towards its destiny. The interdependence of the peoples and nations of the earth, whatever the leaders of the divisive forces of the world may say or do, is already an accomplished fact." The world commonwealth, "destined to emerge, sooner or later, out of the carnage, agony, and havoc of this great world convulsion" was the assured consummation of the working of these forces. First would come the Lesser Peace, which the nations of the earth, as yet unconscious of Bahá'u'lláh's Revelation, would themselves establish. "This momentous and historic step, involving the reconstruction of mankind, as the result of the universal recognition of its oneness and wholeness, will bring in its wake the spiritualization of the masses, consequent to the recognition of the character, and the acknowledgment of the claims, of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh—the essential condition to that ultimate fusion of all races, creeds, classes, and nations which must signalize the emergence of His New World Order." He goes on to state: "Then will the coming of age of the entire human race be proclaimed and celebrated by all the peoples and nations of the earth. Then will the banner of the Most Great Peace be hoisted. Then will the worldwide sovereignty of Bahá'u'lláh... be recognized, acclaimed, and firmly established. Then will a world civilization be born, flourish, and perpetuate itself. a civilization with a fulness of life such as the world has never seen nor can as yet conceive... Then will the planet, galvanized through the universal belief of its dwellers in one God, and their allegiance to one common Revelation... be... acclaimed as the earthly heaven, capable of fulfilling that ineflable destiny fixed for it, from time immemorial, by the love and wisdom of its Creator."
an innate love of richness which is manifest in the way he arranged and decorated various Bahá'í Holy Places, in the style of the Shrine of the Báb, in his preferences in architecture and in his choice and combination of words.

Of him it could be said, in the words of another great writer, Macaulay, that "he wrote in language... precise and luminous." Unlike so many people Shoghi Effendi wrote what he meant and meant exactly what he wrote. It is impossible to eliminate any word from one of his sentences without sacrificing part of the meaning so concise, so pithy is his style.

A book like God Passes By is a veritable essence of essences; from this single hundred-year history, fifty books could easily be written and none of them would be superficial or lacking in material, so rich is the source provided by the Guardian, so condensed his treatment of it.

The language in which Shoghi Effendi wrote, whether for the Bahá'ís of the West or the East, has set a standard which should effectively prevent them from descending to the level of illiterate Literates which often so sadly characterizes the present generation as far as the usage and appreciation of words is concerned. He never compromised with the ignorance of His readers but expected them, in their thirst for knowledge, to overcome their ignorance. Shoghi Effendi chose, to the best of his great ability, the right vehicle for his thought and it made no difference to him whether the average person was going to know the word he used or not. After all, what one does not know one can find out. Although he had such a brilliant command of language he frequently reinforced his knowledge by certainty through looking up the word he planned to use in Webster's big dictionary.

In his translations of the Bahá'í writings, and above all in his own compositions, Shoghi Effendi set a standard that echoes and raises the cultural level of the reader at the same time that it feeds his mind and soul with thoughts and truth.

I remember once Shoghi Effendi giving me an article to read from a British newspaper which called attention to the bureaucratic language which is developing, particularly in the United States, in which more and more words are used to convey less and less and merely produce confusion confounded. Shoghi Effendi heartily supported the article! Words were very precise instruments to him. I also recall a particularly beautiful distinction he made in speaking to some pilgrims in the Western Pilgrim House. He said: "we are orthodox, but not fanatical."

Many times the language of the Guardian soared to great poetic heights. Witness such passages as these that shine with the brilliance of cathedral glass: "We behold, as we survey the episodes of this first act of a sublime drama, the figure of its Master Hero, the Báb, arise meteor-like above the horizon of Shiráz, traverse the sombre sky of Persia from South to North, decline with tragic swiftness, and perish in a blaze of glory. We see His satellites, a galaxy of God-intoxicated heroes, mount above that same horizon, irradiate that same incandescent light, burn themselves out with that selfsame swiftness, and impart in their turn an added impetus to the steadily gathering momentum of God's nascent Faith." He called the Báb "that youthful Prince of Glory" and describes the scene of His entombment on Mt. Carmel: "when all was finished, and the earthly remains of the Martyr-Prophet of Shiráz were, at long last, safely deposited for their everlasting rest in the bosom of God's holy mountain, 'Abdu'l-Bahá, Who had cast aside His turban, removed His shoes and thrown off His cloak, bent low over the still open sarcophagus, His silver hair waving about
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...had and His face transfigured and luminous, rested His forehead on the border of the wooden casket, and, sobbing aloud, wept with such a weeping that all those who were present wept with Him." "The second period ... derives its inspiration from the august figure of Bahá'u'lláh, pre-eminent in His holiness, awesome in the majesty of His strength and power, unapproachable in the transcendent brightness of His glory." "Amidst the shadows that are increasingly gathering about us we can discern the glimmerings of Bahá'u'lláh's unearthly sovereignty appearing fitfully on the horizon of history." Or these words addressed to the Greatest Holy Leaf:

"In the innermost recesses of our hearts, O Thou exalted Leaf of the Abád Paradise, we have reared for thee a shining mansion that the hand of time can never undermine, a shrine which shall frame eternally the matchless beauty of thy countenance, an altar whereon the fire of thy consuming love shall burn for ever." Or these words painting a picture of the punishment of God in this day:

"On the high seas, in the air; on land, in the forefront of battle, in the palaces of kings and the cottages of peasants, in the most hallowed sanctuaries, whether secular or religious, the evidences of God's retributive act and mysterious discipline are manifest, its heavy toll is steadily mounting—a holocaust sparing neither prince nor peasant, neither man nor woman, neither young nor old." Or these words concerning the attitude of the true servants of the Cause: "Of such men and women it may be truly said that to them 'every foreign land is a fatherland, and every fatherland a foreign land.' For their citizenship ... is in the Kingdom of Bahá'u'lláh. Though willing to share to the utmost the temporal benefits and the fleeting joys which this earthly life can confer, though eager to participate in whatever activity that conduces to the richness, the happiness and peace of that life, they can at no time forget that it constitutes no more than a transient, a very brief stage of their existence, that they who live it are but pilgrims and wayfarers whose goal is the Celestial City, and whose home the Country of never-failing joy and brightness."

There are so many aspects to Shoghi Effendi's literary life. I can name on one hand the books (other than his beloved Gibbon) he read for recreation during the twenty years I was with him, though he had read during his youth very extensively an many subjects. This is no doubt because of the fact that by 1937, when I took up my new life in Haifa, he was already overwhelmed by the ever-increasing amount of material he had to read in connection with his work, such as news-letters, National Assembly minutes, circulars and mail. By the end of his life if he did not read at least two or three hours a day he could no longer keep up with his work at all; he read on planes, trains, in gardens, at table when we were away from Haifa and in Haifa hour after hour at his desk, until he would get so tired he would go to bed and sit up reading there. He assiduously kept abreast of the political news and trends of the world.

The supreme importance of Shoghi Effendi's English translations and communications can never be sufficiently stressed because of his function as sole and authoritative interpreter of the Sacred Writings, appointed as such by 'Abdu'l-Bahá in His Will. There are many instances when, owing to the looseness of construction in Persian sentences, there could be an ambiguity in the mind of the reader regarding the meaning. Careful and correct English, not lending itself to ambiguity in the first place, became, when coupled with Shoghi Effendi's brilliant mind and his power as interpreter of the Holy Word, what we might well call the crystallizing vehicle of the teachings. Often by referring to Shoghi Effendi's translation into English the original meaning of the Báb, Bahá'u'lláh, or 'Abdu'l-Bahá becomes clear and is thus safeguarded against misinterpretation in the future. He was meticulous in translating and made absolutely sure that the words he was using in English conveyed and did not depart from the original thought nor the original words. One would have to have a mastery of Persian and Arabic to correctly understand what he did. For instance in reading the original one finds that one word in Arabic was susceptible of being translated into two or more words in English; thus Shoghi Effendi, in the construction of his English sentences, might use "power," "strength" and "might" alternatively to replace this one word, choosing the exact nuance of meaning that would fit best, do away with reiteration, and lend most colour to his translation without sacrificing the true meaning. Indeed, thereby enhancing the true meaning. Once—only once, alas, in our busy,
harassed life—Shoghi Effendi said to me that I now knew enough Persian to understand
the original and he read a paragraph of one
of Baha'u'llah's Tablets and said, "How can
one translate that into English?" For about
two hours we tried, that he resisted and I
slowly followed him. When I would suggest
a sentence, which did convey the meaning,
Shoghi Effendi said "Ah, but that is not
translation! You cannot change and leave
out words in the original and just put what
you think it means in English." He pointed
out a translator must be absolutely faithful
to his original text and that in some cases
this meant that what came out in another
language was ugly and even meaningless.
As Baha'u'llah is always sublimey beautiful in
His words this could not be done.

The Guardian was exceedingly cautious
in everything that concerned the original
Word and would never explain or comment
on a text submitted to him in English (when
it was not his own translation) until he had
verified it with the original. He was very
careful of the words he used in commenting
on various events in the Faith, refusing, for
instance, to designate a person a martyr—
which is a station—just because they were
slain, and sometimes designating as martyrs
people who were not killed but the nature of
whose death he associated with martyrdom.

Another highly important aspect of the
divinely-conferred position Shoghi Effendi
held of Interpreter of the Teachings was that
he not only protected the Sacred Word from
being misconstrued but that he also carefully
preserved the relationship and importance of
different aspects of the Teachings to each
other and safeguarded the rightful station of
each of the three Central Figures of the Faith.
An interesting example of this is reflected in
a letter of A.L. Nicol, the French scholar who
translated the Bayan of the Bab into
French and who might correctly be described
as a Bab. For many years he was under the
impression that the Babahis had ignored the
greatness and belittled the station of the Bab.
When he discovered that Shoghi Effendi in
his writings exalted the Bab, perpetuated His
memory through a book such as Nabli's
Narrative, and repeatedly translated His
words into English, his attitude completely
changed. In a letter to one of the old believers
in France he wrote: "Now I can die quietly... Glorius to Shoghi Effendi who has calmed my

torment and my anxiety, glory to him who
recognizes the worth of Shyiyd' Ali Muhammad
called the Bab, I am so content that I kiss your
hands which traced my address on the envelope
which brought me the message of Shoghi.
Thank you Mademoiselle, thank you from
the bottom of my heart." One of the earliest acts of Shoghi Effendi's
ministry was to begin circulating his transla-
tions of the holy Writings. One year and
ten days after the reading of 'Abdu'l-Bah's
Will we find him writing to the American
National Assembly: "It is a great pleasure for
me to share with you the translation of some
of the prayers and Tablets of our beloved
Master..." and he goes on to add that he
trusts "that in the course of time I will be
enabled to send you regularly correct and
reliable translations... which will unfold to
your eyes a new vision of His Glorious
Mission... and give you an insight into the
character and meaning of His Divine
Teachings...."

The writing, translation and promulgation
of Bahai books was one of the Guardian's
major interests, o n e he never tired of and one
he actively supported. The ideal situation
is for local and national communities to pay
for their own activities, but in this Formative
Age of our Faith the Guardian fully realized
this was not always possible and from the
funds at his disposal he assisted substantially
throughout the years in financing the transla-
tion and publication of Bahai literature.
In periods of emergency, when the attainment
of cherished goals was at stake, Shoghi
Effendi would fill the breach.

Literature in all languages the Guardian
collected in Haifa, placing books in his on
library, in the two Pilgrim House libraries,
in the Mansion of Baha'u'llah in Bahji, and
in the International Archives. In this con-
nection it is interesting to note how he placed
them, for I never saw it done before: he
would have, say, a lot of rather dull bindings,
of some inexpensive edition, in grey and a lot
more in blue or some other colour. With
these he would fill his bookshelves in patterns,
five red, two blue, five red and so on, using
the variation in color and number to add
charm to the general effect of a book case
that otherwise would have presented a monoton-
ous and uninteresting appearance.

Facts and events are more or less useless
unless seen in the proper perspective, unless
vision is applied to their interpretation. One of the marked aspects of Shoghi Effendi’s genius was the way he plucked the significance of an occurrence, an isolated phenomenon, from the welter of irrelevancies associated with the international development of the Cause and set it in its historical frame, focussing on it the light of his appraising mind and making us understand what was taking place and what it signified now and forever. This was not a static thing, a picture of shapes and forms, but rather a description of where a leviathan was moving in an ocean—the leviathan of the co-ordinated movements inside the Community of Bahá’u’lláh’s followers moving in the ocean of His Dispensation. An Assembly was formed, someone died, a certificate was granted by some obscure governmental body—in themselves isolated facts and events—but to Shoghi Effendi’s eyes they were part of a pattern and he made us see this pattern being woven before our eyes too. In the volumes of The Baha’í World the Guardian did this not only for the believers, but for the public at large. He dramatized the progress of the Faith and a mass of scattered facts and unrelated photographs were made to testify to the reality of the claim of that Faith to be world-wide and all-inclusive.

It is interesting to note that the actual suggestion for a volume along the lines of The Baha’í World came to Shoghi Effendi from Horace Holley in a letter he wrote in February 1924—though I have no doubt that it was the breadth of vision of the young Guardian and the shape he was already giving to the work of the Cause in his messages to the West that, working on Horace’s own creative mind, stimulated him to this concept. Shoghi Effendi selected on this idea and from then on Horace became Shoghi Effendi’s primary instrument, as a gifted writer, and in his capacity as Secretary of the American National Spiritual Assembly, in making of The Baha’í World the remarkable and unique book it became. Volume One, published in 1925 and called Baha’i Year Book—which covered the period from April 1925 to April 1926 and comprised 174 pages—received its permanent title, in Volume Two, of The Baha’í World, A Biennial International Record suggested by that National Assembly and approved by Shoghi Effendi. At the time of the Guardian’s passing twelve volumes had appeared, the largest running to over 1,000 pages. Although these were prepared under the supervision of the American National Assembly, published by its Publishing Committee, compiled by a staff of editors and dedicated to Shoghi Effendi, it would be more in conformity with the facts to call them Shoghi Effendi’s Book. He himself acted as Editor-in-Chief; the tremendous amount of material comprised in each volume was sent to him by the American Assembly, with all photographs, before it appeared and his was the final decision as to what should go in and what should be omitted. As six of these books were published during the period I was privileged to be with him I was able to observe how he edited them. With his infinite capacity for work Shoghi Effendi would go over the vast bundles of papers and photographs forwarded to him, eliminating the poorer and more irrelevant material, section by section, following the Table of Contents which he himself had arranged, would be prepared and set aside until the entire manuscript was ready to be mailed back to America for publication. He always deplored the fact that the material was not of a higher standard. It is due solely to his determination and perseverance that The Baha’i World volumes are as brilliant and impressive as they are. The editors (some of whom he had nominated himself), struggling against the forces of inertia that beset any body trying to achieve its ends through correspondence with sources thousands of miles away, and seeking to work through often inexperienced and inefficient administrative organs, would never have been successful in assembling the material required without the drive and authority of the Guardian behind their efforts. An interesting side light on this work is that Shoghi Effendi, after the book was published, had all the original manuscripts returned to Haifa and stored at the World Centre.

As soon as one volume was published he began to himself collect material for the next one. In addition to the repeated reminders he sent to the American National Assembly to do likewise, he sent innumerable letters and cables to different Assemblies and individuals. In one day, for instance, he cabled three National Assemblies: "National Assembly photograph for Baha’i World essential"; he cabled such an isolated and out-of-the-way outpost as Shanghai for material he wanted.
Shoghi Effendi in his early twenties.
"Bahá’í World manuscript mailed. Advise speedy careful publication" was not an unusual type of message for the American Assembly to receive. It was Shoghi Effendi who arranged the order of the volume, had typed in Haifa the entire Table of Contents, had all the photographs titled, chose all the frontispieces, decided on the colour of the binding of the volume to appear, and above all gave exact instructions, in long detailed letters, to Horace Holley, whom he himself had chosen as the most gifted and informed person to write the International Survey of Current Bahá’í Activities, to which he attached great importance.

What Shoghi Effendi himself thought of *The Bahá’í World* he put down in writing. As early as 1927, when only one volume had been published, he wrote to a non Bahá’í: "I would strongly advise you to procure a copy of the *Bahá’í Year Book* ... which will give you a clear and authoritative statement of the purpose, the claim and the influence of the Faith." In a general letter addressed, in 1928, "To the beloved of the Lord and the hand-maid of the Merciful throughout the East and West," and entirely devoted to the subject of *The Bahá’í World*, Shoghi Effendi informs them: "I have never since its inception taken a keen and sustained interest in its development, have personally participated in the collection of its contents, and the close scrutiny of whatever data it contains. I confidently and emphatically recommend it to every thoughtful and eager follower of the Faith, whether in the East or in the West ..." He wrote that its material is readable, attractive, comprehensive and authoritative; its treatment of the fundamentals of the Cause concise and persuasive, and its illustrations thoroughly representative; it is unexcelled and unsurpassed by any other Bahá’í publication of its kind. This book Shoghi Effendi always visualized as being — indeed he designed it to be — eminently suitable for the public, for scholars, to place in libraries and as a means, as he put it, of "removing the malicious misrepresentations and unfortunate misunderstandings that have so long and so grievously clouded the luminous Faith of Bahá’u’lláh.

It was a book that he himself often gave as a gift to royalty, to statesmen, to professors, universities, newspaper editors and non-Bahá’ís in general, mailing it to them with his simple personal card "Shoghi Rabbani" enclosed.

It is difficult to realize, looking back upon Shoghi Effendi's achievements, that he actually wrote only one book of his own, as such, and this was *Gad Passes* By published in 1944. Even *The Promised Day Is Come*, written in 1941, is a 136-page-long general letter to the Bahá’ís of the West. This fact alone is a profound indication of the deeply modest character of the man. He communicated with the Bahá’ís because he had something to say that was important, because he was appointed to guide them, because he was the Custodian of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh; he was impelled by forces stronger than himself over which he had no control.

Concurrent with the period when these first illuminating letters on such major subjects were streaming from the pen of Shoghi Effendi, he undertook the translation of two books. In a letter written on July 4, 1930, Shoghi Effendi says: "I feel exceedingly tired after a strenuous year of work, particularly as I have managed to add to my labours the translation of the *Faith*, which I have already sent to America." This was the first of his major translations, Bahá’u’lláh's great exposition on the station and role of the Manifestations of God, more particularly in the light of Islamic teachings and prophecies, known as the *Kitáb-i-Iqán* or Book of Certitude. It was an invaluable adjunct to the Western Bahá’ís in their study of the Faith they had embraced and infinitely enriched their understanding of Divine Revelation.

During that same year the Guardian began work on the second book published during this period, a work that was not a translation of Bahá’u’lláh's words nor one of Shoghi Effendi's general letters, but which must be considered a literary masterpiece and one of his most priceless gifts for all time. This was the translation of the first part of the narrative compiled by a contemporary follower of both the Bab and Bahá’u’lláh known as Nabil, which was published in 1932 under the title *The Dawn-Breakers*. If the critic and sceptic should be tempted to dismiss the literature of the Bahá’í Faith as typical of the better class of religious books designed for the initiate only, he could not for a moment so brush aside a volume of the quality of
Nabil’s Narrative, which deserves to be counted as a classic among epic narratives in the English tongue. Although originally a translation from the original Persian, Shoghi Effendi may be said to have recreated it in English, his translation being comparable to Fitzgerald’s rendering of Omar Khayyam’s Rubaiyat which gave to the world a poem in a foreign language that in many ways exceeded the merits of the original. The best and most descriptive comments on this masterpiece of the Guardian are to be found in the words of prominent non-Baha’is. The playwright Gordon Bottomley wrote: “...living with it has been one of the salient experiences of a lifetime; but beyond that it was a moving experience both in itself and through the psychological light it throws on the New Testament narrative.” The well-known scholar and humanitarian, Dr. Alfred W. Martin of the Ethical Culture Society, in his letter of thanks to Shoghi Effendi for sending him Nabil’s Narrative wrote: “Your magnificent and monumental work... will be a classic and a standard for all time to come. I marvel beyond measure at your ability to prepare such a work far the press over and above all the activities which your regular professional position devolves upon you.” One of his old professors, Bayard Dodge of the American University of Beirut, after receiving the gift of Nabil’s Narrative from the Guardian wrote to him: “I have profited by the leisure of the summer to read Nabil’s Narrative... Every- one interested in religion and also in history owes you a very great debt of gratitude for publishing such a fine piece of work. The deeper side of the work is so impressive, that it seems hardly fitting to compliment you upon some of the practical matters connected with the translation. However, I cannot refrain from telling you how much I appreciate your taking the time from a busy life to accomplish such a large task.”

The letter which Sir E. Denison Ross, the well-known Orientalist, wrote to him from the School of Oriental Studies of the University of London was the most highly prized tribute he received:

27th April, 1932

My dear Shoghi Effendi,

It was most kind of you to remember me and send me copies of your two latest works, which I am very proud to possess, especially as coming from such a quarter. The Dawn Breakers is really one of the most beautiful books I have seen for many years; the paper, printing, and illustrations are all exquisite, and as for your English style, it really could not be bettered, and never does it read like a translation. Allow me to convey my warmest congratulations on your most successful achievement of what you set out to do when you came to Oxford, namely, to attain a perfect command of our language.

Apart from all this, Nabil’s narrative will be of the utmost service to me in the lectures I deliver here every Session on the Bab and the Balm.

Trusting you are in good health.

Yours very sincerely,

E. Denison Ross

Director

In 1935 Shoghi Effendi again presented the western Baha’is with a magnificent gift, published under the title Gleanings from the Writings of Baha’u’llah, which the Guardian himself described as "consisting of a selection of the most characteristic and hitherto unpublished passages from the outstanding works of the Author of the Baha’i Revelation." Remembering the scanty pages of the New Testament, the reputed words of Buddha, and the mere handful of sayings of some other Divine luminaries, which nevertheless have transfigured centuries the lives of millions of men, the Gleanings alone seems to provide a source of guidance and inspiration sufficient for the spiritual Dispensation of any Prophet. The most treasured tribute to this book was that of Queen Marie of Rumania who told Martha Root: “even doubters would find a powerful strength in it, if they would rend it alone, and would give their souls time to expand.” To Shoghi Effendi himself the Queen wrote, in January 1936, after receiving from him a copy, “May I send you my most grateful thanks for the wonderful book, every word of which is precious to me, and doubly so in this time of anxiety and unrest.”

This was followed by the translation in 1936–1937, of what might almost be termed a companion volume, comparable in richness and complementary in material, namely, Prayers and Meditations by Baha’u’llah.
Immediately after the publication of this diamond-mine of communion with God, unsurpassed in any religious literature of the world, Shoghi Effendi set to work on a longer general letter than he had ever before written, which appeared in 1939 under the title of The Advent of Divine Justice. With a kind but firm hand Shoghi Effendi held up before the face of the North American Community the mirror of the civilization by which they were surrounded and warned them, in terms that riveted the eye and chilled the heart, against its evils, pointing out to them a truth a few of them had ever pondered, namely, that the very evils of that civilization were the mystic season for their homeland having been chosen by God as the cradle of His World Order in this day. As the warnings contained in The Advent of Divine Justice are an integral part of the vision and guidance Shoghi Effendi gave to the faithful throughout his ministry; they cannot be passed over in silence if we are to obtain any correct understanding of his own mission. In no uncertain terms he castigated the moral laxity, political corruption, racial prejudice and corrosive materialism of their society, contrasting it with the exalted standards inculcated by Bahá'u'lláh in His Teachings, and enjoined by Him upon His followers. It warned them of the war so soon to come and admonished them to stand fast, in spite of every trial that might in future afflict them and their nations, and discharge their sacred trust by prosecuting to a triumphal outcome the Plan they had so recently inaugurated throughout the Western Hemisphere.

Another general letter—this time addressed to the body of the Bahá'ís throughout the West—appeared in print in 1941. It was called The Promised Day Is Coming and, together with The Advent of Divine Justice, sets forth the root-decay of the present-day world. In it, written during the second year of the war, Shoghi Effendi thunders his denunciations of the perversity and sinfulness of this generation, using as his missiles quotations from the lips of Bahá'u'lláh Himself: "The time for the destruction of the world and its people hath arrived"; "The promised day is come, the day when tormenting trials will have surged above your heads, and beneath your feet: saying: 'Taste ye what your hands have wrought!'"; "Soon shall the blasts of His chastisement beat upon you, and the dust of hell enshroud you."

"And when the appointed hour is come, there shall suddenly appear that which shall cause the limits of mankind to quake."

"The day is approaching when its (civilization's) flame will devour the cities, when the Tongue of Grandeur will proclaim: 'The Kingdom is God's, the Almighty, the All-Praised!'"

"The day will soon come, wherein they will cry out for help and receive no answer."

"We have fixed a time for you, O people! If ye fall, at the appointed hour: to turn towards God, He, verily, will lay violent hand on you, and will cause grievous afflictions to assail you from every direction. How severe indeed is the chastisement with which your Lord will then chastise you!"

"O ye peoples of the world! Know verily that an unforeseen calamity is following you and that grievous retribution awaits you. Think not the deeds ye have committed have been blotted from My sight. By My Beauty! All your doings hath My pen graven with open characters upon tablets of chrysolite."

The Guardian paints a terrible, terrifying and majestic picture of the plight to which the human race has been reduced through its steadfast rejection of Bahá'u'lláh. The "world-afflicting ordeal that has laid its grip upon mankind" is, he wrote, "primarily a judgment of God pronounced against the peoples of the earth, who, for a century, have refused to recognize the One Whose advent had been promised to all religions". Shoghi Effendi recapitulates the sufferings, the persecution, the calumny and cruelty to which the Bahá'ís, Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá were subjected and recounts the tale of Their blamelessness, Their patience and fortitude in the face of these trials and Their final weariness with this world as They gathered Their skirts about Them and repaired to the Celestial Realms of Their Creator. Shoghi Effendi enumerates the sins of mankind against these Sinless Ones and points the finger of blame at the leaders of mankind, at its kings, its highest ecclesiastical personages and rulers to whom the Twin Manifestations of God had directed the full force of Their Message and because of whose neglect of their supreme duty to pay heed to the Call of God, Bahá'u'lláh Himself stated: "From two ranks amongst men power hath been seized: kings and ecclesiastics."

Between these two so-called general letters—
The inheritor of the burdens of 'Abdu'l-Bahá.
The Guardian of the Bahá'í Faith

The Advent of Divine Justice and The Promised Day Is Come—Shoghi Effendi gate the western believers his fifth and last book of translations of the Writings of Bahá'u'lláh, undertaken during the winter of 1939–1940, at another of the most difficult and hazardous periods of his life. The Epistle to the Son of the Wolf was Bahá'u'lláh's last major work and contains a selection from His own Writings, made by Himself (surely a unique occurrence in religious history!) during the last two years of His life and has therefore a special position of its own in the literature of our Faith.

God Passes By, the most brilliant and wondrous tale of a century that has ever been told, is truly a "Mother" of future histories, a book wherein every word counts, every sentence burgeons with thought, every thought leads the way to a field of its own. Packed with salient facts it has the range and precision of snow flake crystals, each design perfect in itself. Each theme brilliant in outline, co-ordinated, balanced, self-contained, a matrix for those who follow on and study, evaluate and elaborate the Message and Order of Bahá'u'lláh. I was one of the most concentrated and stupendous achievements of Shoghi Effendi's life.

The method of Shoghi Effendi in writing God Passes By was to sit down for a year and read every book of the Bahá'í Writings in Persian and English, and every book written about the Faith by Bahá'ís, whether in manuscript form or published, and everything written by non-Bahá'ís that contained significant references to it. I think, in all, this must have covered the equivalent of at least two hundred books. As heretofore he made notes and compiled and marshalled his facts, anyone who has ever tackled a work of an historical nature knows how much research is involved, how often one has to decide, in the light of relevant material, between this date given in one place and that date given, in another, how back-breaking the whole work is. How much more so then was such a work for the Guardian who had, at the same time, to prepare for the forthcoming Centenary of the Faith and make decisions regarding the design of the superstructure of the Bab's Shrine. When all the ingredients of his book had been assembled Shoghi Effendi commenced weaving them into the fabric of his picture of the significance of the first century of the Bahá'í Dispensation. It was not his purpose, he said, to write a detailed history of those hundred years, but rather to review the salient features of the birth and rise of the Faith, the establishment of its administrative institutions, and the series of crises which had propelled it forward in a mysterious manner, through the release of the Divine power within it, from victory to victory. He revealed to us the panorama of events which, he wrote, "the revolution of a hundred years... has unrolled before our eyes" and lifted the curtain on the opening acts of what he asserted was one "indivisible, stupendous and sublime drama, whose mystery no intellect can fathom, whose climax no eye can even dimly perceive, whose conclusion no mind can adequately foreshadow."

Not content with the history he had just completed in English, Shoghi Effendi now turned his thoughts to the loving and loyal Community of Bahá'u'lláh's long-suffering and persecuted followers in His native land and began the composition of another memorial to the first hundred years of the Bahá'í Faith in Persia. This was a comparable, though shorter version of the same subject, different in nature but no less splendid in both the facts it presented and the brilliancy of its language.

For the next thirteen years Shoghi Effendi neither translated nor wrote any more books. It is our great loss that he no longer had the time to do so. The international community of the Faith he had been at such pains to build up by means of activities, that it reached proportions that it consumed his time and strength and left little of either for the intensely creative work he was so richly endowed by nature to produce.

Until the end of his days Shoghi Effendi continued to inspire the Bahá'í world with his instructions and thoughts; words of great power and significance, equal in bulk to a number of volumes, flowed from his pen. But an epoch had ended with the close of the war and the increase in administrative activity all over the world. Although his driving power never left him, and the hours of work he spent on the Cause of God each day never diminished until he passed away, Shoghi Effendi was deeply tired.

The fine work of Shoghi Effendi might well
be divided into four major aspects: his translations of the Words of Bahá'u'lláh, the Báb, 'Abdu'l-Bahá and Nabil's narrative; his own writings such as the history of a century, published as God Passes By, as well as an uninterupted stream of instructive communications from his pen which pointed out to the believers the significance, the time and the method of the building up of their administrative institutions; an unremitting programme to expand and consolidate the material assets of a world-wide Faith, which not only involved the completion, erection or beautification of the Bahá'í Holy Places at the World Center, but the construction of Houses of Worship and the acquisition of national and local headquarters and endowments in various countries throughout the East and the West; and, above all, a masterly orientation of thought towards the concepts enshrined in the teachings of the Faith and the orderly classification of those teachings into what might well be described as a vast panoramic view of the meaning, implications, destiny and purpose of the religion of Bahá'u'lláh, indeed of religious truth itself in its portrayal of man as the apogee of God's creation, evolving towards the consummation of his development—the establishment of the Kingdom of God on earth.

* * *

The development of the World Centre of the Faith under the aegis of the Guardian represents one of the major achievements of his life and can only be compared in importance to the spread and consolidation of the Cause itself throughout the entire globe. Of the unique significance of this Centre Shoghi Effendi wrote that it was: "... the Holy Land—the Qiblih of a world community, the hearth from which the energizing influences of a vivifying Faith continually stream, and the seat and centre around which the diversified activities of a divinely appointed Administrative Order revolve—".

When in 1921 Shoghi Effendi assumed the responsibilities conferred upon him in the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, the Bahá'í holdings in Haifa and 'Akká consisted of the Shrine of Bahá'u'lláh in Bahji, which was situated in a house belonging to the Afnán heirs of the daughter of Bahá'u'lláh, in whose home He had been interred after His ascension; the Shrine of the Báb on Mt. Carmel, surrounded by a few plots of land, purchased during the lifetime of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, on one of which stood the Oriental Pilgrim House; the house of 'Abbád, where Bahá'u'lláh had resided for many years in 'Akká and in which He revealed the Kitáb-i-Áqdas; and the house of 'Abdu'l-Bahá in Haifa, The Mansion of Bahá'u'lláh, adjoining His Shrine, was occupied by the Arch-Covenant-breaker Muhammad 'Ali; and the title to almost all the Bahá'í properties was registered either in the names of various members of the family or those of a few Bahá'ís. So insecure was the entire legal position of the Faith and its properties that the work Shoghi Effendi accomplished during his ministry in safeguarding and adding to these Holy Places, in extending the lands surrounding them, in registering these lands, in many instances in the names of locally incorporated Palestine Branches of various National Bahá'í Assemblies, and in securing exemption from municipal and national taxes for them, is little short of miraculous. When we remember that his position in 1922 was so precarious that Muhammad 'Ali was emboldened to seize the keys of Bahá'u'lláh's Holy Tomb, that many Muslim and Christian elements, jealous of the universal favour 'Abdu'l-Bahá had enjoyed at the end of His life, were only too anxious to discredit His young successor in the eyes of the authorities, and that Shoghi Effendi himself had been immediately overwhelmed by grave problems of every conceivable nature, within and without the Cause, we cannot but marvel anew at the wisdom and statesmanship that characterized his conduct of affairs at the World Centre.

The Heroic Age of the Faith had passed. What Shoghi Effendi termed the Formative Age dawned with his own ministry, and was shaped for all time by him. Fully realizing that neither his own station nor his capacities were the same as those of his beloved Master, Shoghi Effendi refused to imitate Him in any way, in dress, in habits, in manner. To do so would have been, he believed, completely lacking in both judgment and respect. A new day had come to the Cause, new methods were required. This was to be the era of emancipation of the Faith, of recognition of its independent status, of the establishment of its Order, of the up-building of its institutions. 'Abdu'l-Bahá had come to the Holy Land a
prisoner and exile; although he could proclaim, during his travels in the West and through his letters, the independent character of the Cause of His Father, locally he could not, at the end of his life, break through the chrysalis of common custom that had bound him so long to the predominantly Muslim community; to do things ungracefully and hurtfully was no part of the Bahá’í Teachings. But Shoghi Effendi, returning from his studies in England, young, western in training and habit, was now in a position to do this. However much loved and esteemed ‘Abdu’l-Bahá had been. He was not viewed as the Head of an independent world religion but rather as the saintly protagonist of a great spiritual philosophy of universal brotherhood, a distinguished notable among other notables in Palestine. By sheer force of personality he had dominated those around him. But Shoghi Effendi knew he could never do this in the circumstances surrounding him at the outset of his Guardianship, neither had he any desire to do so. His function everywhere—but particularly at the World Centre—was to win recognition for the Cause as a world religion entitled to the same status and prerogatives that other religions, such as Christianity, Islam and Judaism, enjoyed.

During the first two decades of his ministry Shoghi Effendi had more or less close personal contact with various High Commissioners and District Commissioners and through this he was able to win back the keys of Bahá’u’lláh’s Tomb and assert his undisputed right to its custody, to obtain possession of the Mansion of Bahá’u’lláh, to receive permission to bury ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s closest relatives in the vicinity of the Báb’s Shrine, in the centre of a residential district on Mt. Carmel, to have the Bahá’í Marriage Certificate accepted by the government on the same footing as that of Jews, Christians and Muslims, and above all, through his persistent efforts, to succeed in impressing upon the British authorities the sacred nature of the Bahá’í holdings in Palestine and in winning from them the exemption from taxes, both municipal and national, which he sought. Bahá’u’lláh was always Shoghi Effendi’s first preoccupation and he was determined to safeguard not only the Shrine where Bahá’u’lláh lay buried but the last home he had occupied in this world and the buildings and lands that adjoined it. From the time Bahá’u’lláh passed away in 1892 until 1927 Muhammad ‘Ali and his relatives had been in possession of this home, known as the “Qasr” or “Palace” of Údí Khanmár, a building unique in Palestine for its majestic style of architecture and which had been purchased for Bahá’u’lláh towards the end of His life.

By April 1932 the pilgrims were privileged to sleep overnight in this historic and Sacred Spot and its doors were opened to non-Bahá’í visitors as well, who wandered through its beautiful rooms and gazed on the impressive array of testimonials to the world-wide nature of the Cause, on the innumerable photostatic copies of Bahá’í Assembly incorporations, marriage licenses and other historical material as well as photographs of the martyrs and pioneers of the Faith.

Ever mindful of what was to him the deepest trust of his Guardianship—to fulfil to the letter insofar as lay within his power every wish and instruction of his beloved Master—Shoghi Effendi’s second greatest concern at the World Centre was the Shrine of the Báb, The Work connected with this second holiest Shrine of the Bahá’í Faith had two aspects: the completion of the building itself and the protection and preservation of its surroundings. The first involved the construction of three additional rooms as well as a superstructure—an entire building in itself—which is undoubtedly one of the most beautiful edifices on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea, and the second the gradual purchase, during a third of a century, of a great protective belt of land surrounding the Shrine and reaching from the top to the bottom of Mt. Carmel. This area of over fifty acres is best discerned at night, as it lies a huge unlighted “V” in the heart of the city, in whose centre seems pinned a golden brooch, the flood-lit Shrine of the Báb, resting majestically on the bosom of the mountain, set off on the velvety black space of its gardens and lands. For thirty-six years Shoghi Effendi devoted himself to the development of this Sacred Spot in the midst of God’s Holy Mountain; so impressive, so unique and of such vast proportions was his work there that it seems to me some of his very essence must be incorporated in its stones and soil.

It took more than one hundred years for Bahá’u’lláh, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi
to finally discharge the sacred trust which the Báb's remains represented for them, a trust which lasted from the day of His martyrdom in 1850 until the final completion of His Shrine in 1953. From the moment when He was apprised of the execution of the Báb until He ascended in 1892 Báb'u'lláh had watched over that Sacred Dust, supervising its removal from one place of concealment to another. During a visit to Mt. Carmel He had pointed out to 'Abdu'l-Bahá with His own hand where the Báb's body was to rest forever, instructing Him to purchase this piece of land and bring the hidden remains from Persia and inter them there. 'Abdu'l-Bahá, Himself a prisoner, succeeded in having the small wooden box containing the remains of the Báb and His martyred companion conveyed, by caravan and boat, from Persia to 'Akká. When the first group of Western pilgrims visited the prison-city in the winter of 1898-1899, this precious casket was already concealed in the Master's home, its presence a carefully guarded secret.

One day in 1915, as 'Abdu'l-Bahá stood on the steps of His home and looked up at the Báb's Tomb, He remarked to one of His companions: "The sublime Shrine has remained unbuilt; ten-twenty thousand pounds are required. God willing it will be accomplished. We have carried its construction to this stage." To a pilgrim He had said: "The Shrine of the Báb will be built in the most beautiful and majestic style, and had even gone so far as to order a Turk in Haifa to make Him a sketch of how it would appear when completed. But in spite of the clear concept He had of the nature of the Shrine He desired so much to build for the Forerunner of the Faith, the ultimate task was to fall to Shoghi Effendi.

In everything Shoghi Effendi did He was guided by what He knew to be the desire of the Master. 'Abdu'l-Bahá had succeeded, by 1907, in completing only six of the nine rooms which would compose a square, in the centre of which the Body of the Báb would repose, and already during that year meetings were held in the ones facing the sea. In 1909, with His own hands He had laid the remains of the Martyr-Herald of the Faith away in their final resting-place. The next year He set out on His western journeys, the war ensued and He passed away. He had, however, expressed His concept of the finished structure: it should have an arcade surrounding the original nine rooms He had planned and be surmounted by a dome. The thought of this plan of the Master never left Shoghi Effendi but its realization seemed very indefinite. Where and when would He find the architect to design such a Shrine and the money to build it?

The answer came in a most unexpected way. In 1940 my mother died in Buenos Aires and my father was left entirely alone, as I was his only child. With that kindness of his which was so incomparable Shoghi Effendi said to me one day that now my mother was dead, my father's place was with us. He invited him to come and in spite of the war, whose arena was rapidly spreading, my father was able to do so. This marked the beginning of a beautiful partnership. I have never known two people who had such a perfect sense of proportion as Shoghi Effendi and my father and of the two the Guardian's was the finer.

It seems to me, in looking back on Shoghi Effendi's life, that aside from the great sweep of the Faith, whose victories meant so much to him, Martha Root in one way and Sutherland Maxwell in another brought him more deep personal satisfaction than any other believers. They were very much alike in some ways, saintly and modest souls who adored Shoghi Effendi and gladly gave him the best they had in service and loyalty. Though Martha's services were far more important for the Cause, the talents of Sutherland became a medium through which Shoghi Effendi could express at last with ease the great creative and artistic side of his own nature and this gave him both satisfaction and happiness. Until the end of his life my father designed for him stairs, walls, pillars, lights and various entrances to the gardens on Mt. Carmel. In addition to being an experienced architect he drew and painted beautifully and could model and carve anything with his hands.

Having tried my father on various small projects and found him far from wanting, suddenly—I think it was towards the end of 1942—Shoghi Effendi told him he wished him to make for him a design for the superstructure of the Shrine of the Báb. The Builder had at last been given the vehicle whereby he could realize the plan of 'Abdu'l-Bahá.
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during the afternoon meeting on May 23, 1944 when the Bahá'í men were gathered in the presence of the Guardian—including many visitors from neighbouring countries—to commemorate the dawn of their Faith a hundred years earlier. Shoghi Effendi had the model brought out and placed on a table for all to see. Two days later he cabled America: "...Announce friends joyful tidings hundredth anniversary Declaration Mission Martyred Herald Faith signalized by historic decision complete structure His sepulchre erected by 'Abdu'l-Bahá site chosen by Báb'sul'áhá. Recently designed model dome unveiled presence assembled believers. Praying early removal obstacles consummation stupendous Plan conceived by Founder Faith and hopes cherished Centre His Covenant."

When this announcement was made the world was approaching the end of the most terrible war in history; the Bahá'ís of the Western Hemisphere had strained themselves to the utmost in order to win the goals of their first Seven Year Plan; the believers were affected by the general economic depletion prevailing in most countries. It was no doubt because of this, and because the Guardian made no effort to inaugurate a Shrine fund, that this project slipped relatively noiselessly into existence and no more was heard of it until April 11, 1946 Shoghi Effendi instructed Mr. Maxwell to set plans in motion for building the first unit of the Shrine and later himself wrote to the municipal authorities:

Haifa,
Dec. 7th, 1947.
Haifa Local Building and
Town Planning Commission.
To the Chairman

Dear Sir:

In connection with the accompanying drawings and application for permission to build, I wish to add a word of explanation.

The Tomb of the Cab, and of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, so well known to the people of Haifa as Abbas Effendi, is already in existence on Mt. Carmel in an incomplete form. In its present state, in spite of the extensive gardens surrounding it, it is a homely building with a fortress-like appearance.

It is my intention to now begin the completion of this building by preserving the original structure and at the same time embellishing it with a monumental building of great beauty, thus adding to the general improvement in the appearance of the slopes of Mt. Carmel.

The purpose of this building will, when completed, remain the same as at present. In other words it will be used exclusively as a Shrine entombing the remains of the Báb.

As you will see from the accompanying drawings the completed structure will comprise an arcade of twenty-four marble or other monolithic columns surmounted by an ornamental balustrade, on the first floor or ground floor of the building. It is this part of the building that we wish to begin work on at once, leaving the intermediary section and the dome, which will surmount the whole edifice when completed, to be carried on in the future, if possible at an early date after the completion of the ground floor arcade.

The architect of this monumental building is Mr. W.S. Maxwell, F.R.I.A., F.R.A.I.C., R.C.A., the well-known Canadian architect, whose firm built the Chateau Frontenac Hotel in Quebec, the House of Parliament in Regina, the Art Gallery, Church of the Messiah, various Bank buildings, etc., in Montreal. I feel the beauty of his design for the completion of the Báb's Tomb will add greatly to the appearance of our city and be an added attraction for visitors.

Yours truly,
Shoghi Rabbani

The first historic steps had been taken but the obstacles in the way of the realization of this plan grew to what seemed insurmountable proportions. The British Mandate was nearing its end; Palestine was rocked by civil strife and was soon to be engulfed in a local war. Enquiries showed that the quarries from which suitable stone could be procured for the Shrine locally lay so near the Lebanese frontier that the owners could give no idea of when they could start deliveries. In addition to this the tremendous amount of carved material on the building would require a corps of expert workers and such labour was practically unavailable in the country. In view of this Shoghi Effendi came to another
decision which was typical of his practical and audacious mind: he would see if part of the work could be done in Italy.

A letter, dated April 6, 1948, which I wrote on behalf of the Guardian to Dr. Ugo Giachery conveys very clearly the situation at that time: “...Mr. Maxwell... because of various difficulties... has not been able to place any contracts for the actual work to be carried out here in Palestine. However, he has been in touch with an Italian firm in Carrara about placing contracts for the granite columns which will surround the building on the first floor. He is now proceeding to Italy primarily to place the contract for these, and, if suitable stone, matching the Palestinian stone which will be used here can be found, to also place additional contracts for the capitals and certain pieces of the carved ornamentation... as Mr. Maxwell is now 74, though in the best of health, we hope you will take good care of him... Things are so acute here that it is extremely important that they get through with their business and return to Palestine...”

In such a storm yet another step in the unbelievably troubled history of the Báb’s remains and the building of His Tomb was undertaken.

When the Shrine he had erected with so much love and care was completed, Shoghi Effendi, recognizing it as an essentially feminine quality of beauty and purity, called it the “Queen of Carmel”. He described it as “enthroned on God’s Holy Mountain, crowned with glowing gold, robed in shimmering white and girdled with emerald green, a sight enchanting every eye, whether viewed from the air, the sea, the plain or the hill.”

There can be little doubt that upon reading the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá Shoghi Effendi’s first thought was the speedy establishment of the Supreme Administrative Body of the Bahá’í Faith, the Universal House of Justice. One of his earliest acts, in 1922, had been to summon to Haifa old and key believers to discuss this matter with him. He repeatedly mentioned it in his communications—indeed in his first letter to Persia, written on January 16, 1922 he refers to it and states that he will announce to the friends later the preliminary arrangements for its election. There was never any question in his mind as to its function and significance;

in March 1923 he had described it as “that Supreme Council that will guide, organize and unify the affairs of the Movement throughout the world”. There can be no doubt that two forces were at work in the Guardian in those first days of his ministry: one was his youthful eagerness to speedily carry out all the instructions of his beloved Master, which included the establishment of the Universal House of Justice; and the other was the Divine guidance and protection promised him in the Will; the latter modified the former. Over and over again Shoghi Effendi essayed to put in motion at least the preliminaries for electing this Supreme Body—and over and over again the Hand of Providence manipulated events in such a way that premature action became impossible. At the consultations he held in 1922 it must have suddenly become apparent to him that however highly desirable even a preliminary stage in the formation of the Universal House of Justice might be, it was dangerous to take such a step at that time. The firm administrative foundation required to elect and support it was lacking as well as a sufficient reservoir of qualified and well-informed believers to draw from.

From an Indian pilgrim’s notes in a letter to a friend, written in Haifa on June 15, 1929, we find the following: “Shoghi Effendi says... so long as the various National Assemblies do not have stabilized, well organized positions, it would be impossible to establish even an informal House of Justice. He wants us to at once draw up a constitution of the National Assembly on the lines of the American Trust and get it registered with the Government of India, if possible as a religious body, otherwise as a commercial body... Shoghi Effendi has urged in his recent letters to Eastern countries to have National Assemblies recognized as Religious Courts of Justice by local Governments...”

It is of interest to note that in a letter to Mrs. Stannard, who was in charge of the International Bahá’í Bureau in Geneva—an office designed to promote in Europe the affairs of the Faith as well as to stimulate its international functions throughout the world and which was constantly encouraged and directed by the Guardian in its work—Shoghi Effendi writes, in August 1926, that he wishes the Bahá’í Bulletin it publishes to be “in the
three dominant languages in Europe, i.e., English, French and German...I have expressed in my cable to you my readiness to extend regular and financial assistance to you in order to ensure that the proposed circular will be published in the three recognized official languages of the western section of the Baha'i world... Your Centre in Switzerland and the Baha'i Esperanto Magazine published at Hamburg are both destined to shoulder some of the functions and responsibilities which will in future be undertaken by the International Baha'i Assembly when formed."

In many such references, particularly in the first ten years of his ministry, Shoghi Effendi reveals that he is constantly anticipating the formation of some kind of International Secretariat or Council pending the election of the Universal House of Justice itself, the functions, significance and importance of which were growing in his mind.

From the very beginning Shoghi Effendi concentrated on multiplying and strengthening the "various Assemblies, local and National". As early as 1924, he stated they constituted "the bedrock upon the strength of which the Universal House is in future to be firmly established and raised." Almost invariably, in later years, when he called for the formation of new national bodies, the Guardian used phrases such as the following in his cable to the Fourth European Teaching Conference in 1951: "...Future edifice Universal House of Justice depending for its stability on sustaining strength pillars erected diversified communities East West, destined derive added power through emergence three National Assemblies... awaits rise establishment similar institutions Europe mainland..." In anticipation of the election of that august Body Shoghi Effendi made statements that, added to the words of its Founder, Baha'u'llah, and the clear and unmistakable powers and prerogatives conferred upon it by 'Abdu'l-Baha in His Will and Testament, cannot but buttress the strength and facilitate the tasks of that Universal House for at least a thousand years. Shoghi Effendi said the Universal House of Justice would be the "nucleus and forerunner" of the New World Order; he said "that future House" was a House "posterity will regard as the last refuge of a tottering civilization"; it would be "the last

Shoghi Effendi as he appeared in the days when he acted as the Master's secretary, circa 1919-1920.

unit crowning the structure of the embryonic World Order of Baha'u'llah"; it was "the highest legislative body in the administrative hierarchy of the Faith" and its "supreme elective institution". The Guardian stated: "To the Trustees of the House of Justice" Baha'u'llah "assigns the duty of legislating on matters not expressly provided in His Writings, and promises that God will "inspire them with whatsoever He wills,"" and wrote that: "...the powers and prerogatives of the Universal House of Justice, possessing the exclusive right to legislate on matters not explicitly revealed in the Most Holy Book; the ordinance exempting its members from any responsibility to those whom they represent, and from the obligation to conform to their views, convictions or sentiments; the specific provisions requiring the free and democratic election by the mass of the faithful of the Body that constitutes the sole legislative organ in the world-wide Baha'i Community— these are among the features which combine to set apart the Order identified with the Revelation of Baha'u'llah from any of the existing systems of human government."
In November 1950 the Guardian sent cables inviting the first of that group who later became members of the International Bahá’í Council to come to Haifa. Like almost everything else, first it began to dawn and later the sun of the finished concept rose above the horizon. When Lutfu’llah Hakim (the first to arrive), Jessie and Ethel Revell, followed by Amelia Collins and Mason Remey were all gathered at table one day in the Western Pilgrim House, with Gladys Weeden and her husband Hen who were already living there, the Guardian announced to us his intention of constituting, out of that group, an International Council, we were all overcome by the unprecedented nature of this step he was taking and the infinite bounty it conferred upon those present as well as the entire Bahá’í world. It was not, however, until January 9, 1951 that he released this news through an historic cable: “Proclaim National Assemblies East West weighty epoch making decision formation first International Bahá’í Council for supreme administrative Institutions destined emerge fullness time within precincts beneath shadow World Spiritual Centre Faith already established twin cities ‘Akká Raifa.’

The fulfillment of the prophecies of both Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, through the establishment of an independent Jewish State after the lapse of two thousand years, the unfoldment of the portentous historic undertaking associated with the construction of the superstructure of the Bahá’í Shrine, the now adequate maturity of the nine vigorously functioning National Assemblies, had all combined to induce him to make this historic decision, which was the most significant milestone in the evolution of the Administrative Order during thirty years. In that cable Shoghi Effendi went on to say that this new institution had a three-fold function: to forge links with the authorities in the newly-emerged State; to assist him in building the Shrine (only the arcade of which had then been completed); and to conduct negotiations with the civil authorities as regards matters of personal status. Further functions would be added as this first embryonic International Institution developed into an officially recognized Bahá’í Court, was transformed into an elected body and reached its final efflorescence in the Universal House of Justice; this in turn would find its fruition in the erection of many auxiliary institutions, constituting the World Administrative Centre. This message, so thrilling in its portent, burst upon the Bahá’í world like a clap of thunder. Like a skilled engineer, locking the component parts of his machine together, Shoghi Effendi had now buckled into place the frame that would eventually support the crowning unit—the Universal House of Justice.

Fourteen months later, on March 8, 1952, Shoghi Effendi, in a long cable to the Bahá’í world, announced the enlargement of the International Bahá’í Council: “Present membership now comprises Amatu’l-Bahá Rúhiyyih chosen liaison between me and Council. Hands Cause Mason Remey, Amelia Collins, Ugo Giachery, Leroy Ioas, President, Vice-President, Member-at-Large, Secretary-General respectively. Jessie Revell, Ethel Revell, Lutfu’llah Hakim, Treasurer, Western and Eastern Assistant Secretaries.” The original membership had been changed through the departure of Mr. and Mrs. Weeden, for reasons of health, the arrival of Mr. Ioas, who had offered his services to the Guardian and the inclusion of Dr. Giachery, who continued to reside in Italy and supervise the construction of the Shrine—every single stone of which was quarried, cut, and carved in that country and then shipped to Haifa and the golden tiles of whose dome were ordered in Holland—and to act as the agent of Shoghi Effendi in ordering and purchasing many other things required in the Holy Land. In May 1955 the Guardian announced that he had raised the number of members of the International Bahá’í Council to nine through the appointment of Sylvia Ioas.

Between the first and second messages Shoghi Effendi sent informing the Bahá’í world of the formation and membership of the International Bahá’í Council, he took another fundamental step in the historic development of the World Centre of the Faith through the official announcement of the appointment, on December 24, 1951, of the first contingent of the Hands of the Cause of Cod, twelve in number, and equally allocated between the Holy Land, the Asiatic, American and European continents. The people raised by the Guardian at that time to this illustrious rank were Sutherland Maxwell, Mason Remey and Amelia Collins who
became Rands of the Cause of God in the Holy Land; Vahiyu’l’ah Varq, Tarazu’l’ah Sanandaji and ‘Ali Akbar Firdausi in Asia; Horace Holley, Dorothy Baker and Leroy Loas in America; George Townshend, Hermann Grossmann and Ugo Giachery in Europe. Two months later, on February 29, 1952, Shoghi Effendi announced to the friends in East and West that he had raised the number of the Hands of the Cause of God to nineteen through nominating Fred Schopflocher in Canada, Corinne True in the United States, Dikru’l’ah Khadem and Shur’ul’ah Ali in Persia, Adelbert Mühlechlebel in Germany, Musa Banani in Africa and Clara Dunn in Australia. In making these two appointments of Hands of the Cause Shoghi Effendi said that the hour was now ripe for him to take this step in accordance with the provisions of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Testament and that it was paralleled by the preliminary measure of the formation of the International Bahá’í Council, destined to culminate in the emergence of the Universal House of Justice. He announced that the augst body of the Hands was invested, in conformity with ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Testament, with the two-fold sacred function of the propagation of the Faith and the preservation of its purity.

In Shoghi Effendi’s last message to the Bahá’í world, dated October 1957, he announced he had designated “yet another contingent of the Hands of the Cause of God... The eight now elevated to this exalted rank are: Enoch Olaga, William Sears and John Roberts, in West and South Africa; Hasan Balyuzi and John Ferraby in the British Isles; Collis Featherstone and Rahmatulláh Muhajir, in the Pacific area; and Abdu’l-Qasim Faiz in the Arabian Peninsula—a group chosen from four continents of the globe, and representing the Afrícan, as well as the black and white races and whose members are derived from Christian, Muslim, Jewish and Pagan backgrounds.”

The Guardian, in a two-month period in 1952, created a body of one Vahid (Nineteen) of Hands of the Cause and he kept them at this number until 1957, when he raised eight more, thus bringing them to three multiples of nine. Whenever one of the original nineteen passed away, Shoghi Effendi appointed another Hand. Two of the Hands thus appointed were raised to the position occupied by their fathers, thus the “mantle” of my father fell on my shoulders on March 26, 1957, after the death of Sutherland Maxwell; and ‘Ali Muhammad Varq was appointed to succeed his father on November 15, 1955 and also became the Trustee of the Huqat in his place. After Dorothy Baker was killed in an accident, Paul Haney was made a Hand of the Cause on March 19, 1954 and following the passing of Fred Schopflocher, Jalal Kházeh was elevated to the same rank on December 7, 1955; not long after George Townshend’s death the Guardian appointed Agnes Alexander on March 27, 1957; thus the number of nineteen was maintained by him until the third contingent of Hands was nominated in his last great message at the midway point of the World Crusade.

Between January 9, 1951 and March 8, 1952, remarkable and far-reaching changes took place in the Administrative Order of the Faith at its World Centre, changes which, Shoghi Effendi wrote, at long last signified the elevation of “the machinery of its highest institutions,” “the supreme Organs of its unfolding Order,” which were now, in their “embryonic form” developing around the Holy Shrines. In his writings he had pointed out to the believers that the progress and unfolding of Bahá’u’lláh’s World Order was guided by the directives and the spiritual powers released through three mighty “charters”, which he said had set in motion three distinct processes: the first given to us by Bahá’u’lláh Himself in the Tablet of Carmel, and the other two from the pen of the Master, namely, His Will and Testament and His Tablets of the Divine Plan. The first operated “in a land which”, Shoghi Effendi stated, “geographically, spiritually and administratively, constitutes the heart of the entire planet”, “the Holy Land, the Centre and Pivot round which the divinely appointed, fast multiplying institutions of a world-encircling, relentlessly marching Faith revolve”, “the Holy Land, the Qiblih of a world community, the heart from which the energizing influences of a vivifying Faith continuously stream, and the seat and centre around which the diversified activities of a divinely appointed Administrative Order revolve”. The hub of this Tablet of Carmel was these words of Bahá’u’lláh that “ever will God raise His Ark upon thee and will...
manifest the people of Baha who have been mentioned in the Book of Names"; the "people of Baha", Shoghi Effendi explained, signified the members of the Universal House of Justice.

Whereas the Charter of the Will and Testament of the Master operated throughout the world through the erection of those administrative institutions He had so dearly defined in it, and the Charter of His Tablets of the Divine Plan was concerned with the spiritual conquest of the entire planet through the teachings of Baha'u'llah and likewise had the globe itself as its theatre of operations, the Tablet of Carmel cast its illumination and its bounties literally upon Mt. Carmel, upon "that consecrated Spot which," Shoghi Effendi wrote, "under the wings of the Baha's overshadowing Sepulchre... is destined to evolve into the focal Centre of those world-shaking world-embracing, world-directing administrative institutions, ordained by Baha'u'llah and anticipated by 'Abdu'l-Baha, and which are to function in consonance with the principles that govern the twin institutions of the Guardianship and the Universal House of Justice."

The significance of the "unfolding glory" of these institutions at the World Centre was reflected in many messages sent by Shoghi Effendi during the last years of his life, messages which stirred a man like George Townshend to write to him in a letter dated January 14, 1952, sent at the time he thanked the Guardian for the bounty of being made a Hand: "Permit me to pay you a humble tribute of the utmost admiration and gratitude for your ongoing vision of the Victory of God which you almost by your sole might now have spread before the astonished Baha'i world."

In the course of these messages Shoghi Effendi revealed both the station and scope of the functions of his newly-created body of Hands. He hailed the unfoldment, during the "opening years" of the second epoch of the Formative Age of this Dispensation, of that "august institution" which Baha'u'llah Himself had not only foreshadowed but a few members of which He had already appointed during His own lifetime and which 'Abdu'l-Baha had formally established in His Will and Testament. In addition to the support the Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land had already given him, through erecting the Baha's Shrine, reinforcing the ties with the State of Israel, extending the international endowments in the Holy Land, and initiating preliminary measures for the establishment of the Baha'i World Administrative Centre, they also had taken part in the four great Intercontinental Teaching Conferences held during the Holy Year, from October 1952 to October 1953, at which they represented the Guardian of the Faith, and after which, at his request, they had travelled extensively in North, Central and South America, Europe, Asia and Australia. This body, Shoghi Effendi said in April 1954, was now entering upon the second phase of its evolution, signaled by the forging of ties between it and the National Spiritual Assemblies and in the prosecution of the Ten Year Plan; the fifteen Hands who resided outside the Holy Land should, during the Riqqa' period, appoint in each continent separately, from among the believers of that continent, Auxiliary Boards whose members would act as "deputies", "assistants" and "advisers" to the Hands and increasingly assist in the promotion of the Ten Year Crusade. These Boards were to consist of nine members each in America, Europe and Africa, seven in Asia and two in Australia. The Boards were responsible to the Hands of their respective continents; the Hands, on their part, were to keep in close contact with the National Assemblies in their areas and inform them of the activities of their Boards; they were also to keep in close touch with the Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land, who were destined to act as the liaison between them and the Guardian. At this time Shoghi Effendi inaugurated Continental Baha'i Funds for the work of the Hands, opening these Funds by himself contributing one thousand pounds to each.

A year later Shoghi Effendi nominated the thirteen Hands of the Cause he wished to attend as his representatives the thirteen conventions to be held in 1957 to elect new National Assemblies; from the time he formally appointed Hands of the Cause until his death he constantly used them for this purpose. In 1957, exactly four months before he passed away, Shoghi Effendi, in a lengthy cable, informed the believers that the "triumphant consummation series historic
enterprises" and the "evidences increasing hostility without" and "persistent machinations within" foreshadowing "dire contests destined range Army Light forces darkness both secular religious" necessitated a closer association between the Hands in five continents and the National Assemblies to jointly investigate the "nefarious activities internal enemies adoption wise effective measures counteract their treacherous schemes" in order to protect the mass of the believers and to arrest the spread of the evil influence of these enemies. At the beginning of & & cable Shoghi Effendi points out that the Hands, in addition to their newly-assumed responsibility of assisting the National Spiritual Assemblies in the prosecution of the World Spiritual Crusade, must now fulfill their "primary obligation" of watching over and protecting the Bahá'í World Community, in close collaboration with the National Assemblies. Re-ended this portentious message with these words: "Call upon Hands National Assemblies each continent separately establish henceforth direct contact deliberate whenever feasible reports to be submitted by their respective Auxiliary Boards National Committees exercise unrelaxing vigilance carry out unflinchingly sacred inescapable duties. Security precious Faith preservation spiritual health Bahá'í Communities vitality faith its individual members proper functioning its laboriously erected institutions fruition its worldwide enterprises fulfillment its ultimate destiny all directly dependent befitting discharge worthy responsibilities now resting members these two institutions occupying with Universal House Justice next institution Guardianship foremost rank divinely ordained administrative hierarchy World Order Bahá'u'lláh."

The last great message of Shoghi Effendi's life—dated October, but actually conceived in August—again reinforced the significance and importance of the institution of the Hands of the Cause. In it Shoghi Effendi not only appointed his last contingent of Hands but took the highly significant step of inaugurating a further Auxiliary Board in each continent; "This latest addition to the band of the high-ranking officers of a fast evolving World Administrative Order, involving a further expansion of the august institution of the Hands of the Cause of God, calls for, in view of the recent assumption by them of their sacred responsibilities as protectors of the Faith, the appointment by these same Hands, in each continent separately, of an additional Auxiliary Board, equal in membership to the existing one, and charged with the specific duty of watching over the security of the Faith, thereby complementing the function of the original Board, whose duty will henceforth be exclusively concerned with assisting the prosecution of the Ten Year Plan."

It is almost inconceivable to imagine what state the Bahá'í world would have been plunged into after Shoghi Effendi's death if he had not referred in these terms to the Hands of the Cause, and if he had not so clearly charged the National Assemblies to collaborate with the Hands in their primary function as protectors of the Faith. Can we not discern, in these last messages, a black cloud the size of a man's hand on the horizon? It was the duty and right of Shoghi Effendi, explicitly stated in the Master's Will, to appoint the Hands of the Cause. With one exception he made only posthumous appointments during the first thirty years of his ministry. It was the highest honour he could confer on a believer, living or dead, and he so named many Bahá'ís, East and West, after their death; the most outstanding of these was Martha Root, whom he characterized as the foremost Hand raised up in the first century of the Faith since the inception of its Formative Age. The one exception was Amelia Collins. He cabled her on November 22, 1946: "Your magnificent international service exemplary devotion and now this signal service impel me inform you your elevation rank Hand Cause Bahá'u'lláh. You are first be told this honour in lifetimes. As to time announcement leave it my discretion." It was the custom of Shoghi Effendi to inform each Hand of his elevation to this position at the time he made public his choice. Three of them, Fred Schöplocher and Míád Banáni, who were in Haifa as pilgrims at the time He made his announcement, and myself, he informed to our Faces. To try to describe with what feelings of stupefaction, of unworthiness and awe the news of this honour overwhelmed the recipients of it would be impossible. Each heart received It as a shaft that aroused
an even greater love for and loyalty to the Guardian than that heart had ever held before.

The long years of preparation — outside in the body of the Bahá'í world through the erection of the machinery of the Administrative Order, inside its heart through the erection of the superstructure of the Shrine of the Báb and the general consolidation of the World Centre — had involved the creation of a Spot suitable to form the “focal centre”, as Shoghi Effendi termed it, of the mightiest institutions of the Faith. This Spot was no less than the resting-places of the mother, sister and brother of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, those “three incomparably precious souls”, as he called them, “who, next to the three Central Figures of our Faith, tower in rank above the vast multitude of the heroes, Letters, martyrs, hands, teachers and administrators of the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh.”

It had long been the desire of the Greatest Holy Leaf to lie near her mother, who was buried in ‘Akká, as was her brother, Mírzá. But when Bahá’í Khánum passed away in 1932 she had been befittingly interred on Mt. Carmel near the Shrine of the Báb. Shoghi Effendi conceived the idea of transferring the remains of her mother and brother, so unsuitably buried in ‘Akká, to the vicinity of her resting-place and in 1939 he ordered in Italy twin marble monuments, similar in style to the one he had erected over her own grave.

The American Assembly, on December 5th, received the following cable from Shoghi Effendi: “Blessed remains Purest Branch and Master’s mother safely transferred hallowed precincts Shrines Mount Carmel. Long inflicted humiliation wiped away. Machinations Covenant-breakers frustrate plot defeated. Cherished wish Greatest Holy Leaf fulfilled. Sister brother mother wife ‘Abdu’l-Bahá reunited one spot designed constitute focal centre Bahá’í Administrative Institutions at Faith’s World Centre. Share joyful news entire body American believers. Shoghi Rabbani.” The signing of the Guardian’s full name was required as we were at war and all correspondence was censored.

The exquisite taste and sense of proportion, so characteristic of everything the Guardian created, is nowhere better reflected than in the marble monuments he erected over the four graves of these four relatives of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá. Designed in Italy according to Shoghi Effendi’s own instructions and executed there in white Carrara marble, they were shipped to Haifa and placed, in the decade between 1932 and 1942, in their predestined positions, around which he constructed the beautiful gardens which are commonly referred to as the “Monument Gardens” and which he evolved into the fulcrum of that arc on Mt. Carmel about which are to cluster in future the International Institutions of the Faith.

At last Shoghi Effendi, so powerfully guided from on high, had succeeded in establishing his “focal Centre”. But it was not until over fourteen years later that he was in a position to inform the Bahá’í world that he was now taking a step which would “usher in the establishment of the World Administrative Centre of the Faith on Mt. Carmel — the Ark referred to by Bahá’u’lláh in the closing passages of His Tablet of Carmel”. This step was none other than the erection of an international Bahá’í Archives.

Shortly after the addition of three rooms to the Báb’s Shrine, in the early thirties, Shoghi Effendi had established an Archives at the World Centre, housed temporarily in these quarters and based on the precious relics of both Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá which were already in the possession of the Master’s family and many of the old Bahá’ís living in Palestine.

As the Bahá’ís learned more about these Archives and the pilgrims visited them in increasing numbers and saw how safely historic and sacred material was preserved, how beautifully exhibited, how reverently displayed, they began to send from Persia truly priceless artifacts associated with the three Central Figures of the Faith as well as its martyrs and heroes. Amongst these most welcome additions were objects belonging to the Báb, contributed by the Afifás, which greatly enriched the collection.

It was in 1954, during the first year of the World Crusade, that Shoghi Effendi decided to start on what he said was “the first of the major edifices destined to constitute the seat of the World Bahá’í Administrative Centre to be established on Mt. Carmel”. His choice fell on a building he considered both urgently needed and feasible, namely, one to house the sacred and historic relics collected in the Holy Land which were dispersed at that
time throughout six rooms in two separate buildings. By Naw-Rúz 1954, the excavation for its foundations had begun. Shoghi Effendi was, in choosing his initial design for buildings of the importance he had in mind, guided by three things: it must be beautiful, it must be dignified, and it must have a lasting value and not reflect the transient (and to him for the most part very ugly) style of modern buildings being erected in an age of experimentation and groping after new forms. He was a great admirer of Greek architecture and considered the Parthenon in Athens one of the most beautiful buildings ever created; he chose the proportions of the Parthenon as his model, but changed the order of the capitals from Doric to Ionic. After his many suggestions had been incorporated in the final design Shoghi Effendi approved it and what he described as "this imposing and strikingly beautiful edifice" was completed in 1957. It had cost approximately a quarter of a million dollars and was, like the Shrine of the Báb, ordered in Italy, entirely carved and completed there, and shipped to Haifa for erection; not only was each separate stone numbered, but charts showing where each one went facilitated its being placed in its proper position. Except for the foundations and reinforced cement work of floor, wall and ceiling, it would not be incorrect to say it was a building fabricated almost entirely abroad and erected locally.

In his last Ridván Message to the Bahá'í World Shoghi Effendi's satisfaction with the Archives building he had chosen and erected is clearly reflected; after announcing its completion he wrote that it is "contributing, to an unprecedented degree, through its colourfulness, its classic style and graceful proportions, and in conjunction with the stately, golden-crowned Mausoleum rising beyond it, to the unfolding glory of the central institutions of a World Faith nestling in the heart of God's holy Mountain."

In a message addressed to the Bahá'í world on November 27, 1954—linked by the Guardian once again to the anniversary of his beloved Master's passing—Shoghi Effendi dwelt on the significance of this building: "The raising of this Edifice will in turn," he goes on to say, "herald the construction, in the course of successive epochs of the Formative Age of the Faith, of several other structures, which will serve as the adminis-

* * *

Underlying, reinforcing, and indeed often making possible such major undertakings as the erection of the superstructure of the Báb's Shrine, the construction of the Archives, the building of the terraces on Mt. Carmel, and many other activities, was the purchase of land, both in Haifa and Bahjí; it was a task to which the Guardian attached great importance and which he pursued throughout all the years of his ministry. Before he passed away he had succeeded in creating great protective rings of land around the holiest of all Shrines, Bahá'u'lláh's Tomb, and around the resting-places of the Báb, 'Abdu'l-Bahá, His mother, sister and brother. In addition to this he had chosen and directed the purchase of the land on Mt. Carmel which would serve as the site of the future Bahá'í Temple to be erected in the Holy Land. If we consider that at the time of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's passing the area of Bahá'í properties on Mt. Carmel probably did not exceed 10,000 square metres, and that Shoghi Effendi had, by 1957, raised this to 230,000 square metres, and that in Bahjí the comparable figures would be 1,009 square metres for 1921 and 257,000 square metres for 1957, we get an idea of his accomplishments in this one field alone. Through the generosity of individual Bahá'ís, through their bequests, through their response to his appeals in times of crisis, through the
Shoghi Effendi at the time he became Guardian of the Bahá'í Faith in 1921; taken in the garden of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's home in Haifa.
use of funds held at the World Centre, Shoghi Effendi succeeded in purchasing land on the scale reflected by these figures and thus metamorphosed the situation of the Faith at its World Centre.

In May 1931 the Guardian cabled the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’í of the United States and Canada: “American Assembly incorporated as recognized religious body in Palestine entitled hold property as trustees American believers. Mailing title deed property already transferred their name. Prestige Faith greatly enhanced its foundations consolidated.” This was the first step in constituting Palestine Branches—which were “fate” changed to Israel Branches—of various National Assemblies and registering in their names properties owned in the Holy Land. Although the power of disposing of these properties was entirely vested locally at the World Centre, the prestige of the Faith was greatly enhanced by this move, its Holy Places were buttressed and safeguarded, its world character emphasized in the eyes of the authorities, and national Bahá’í communities were encouraged and strengthened.

At the time of Shoghi Effendi’s passing he had already established nine of these Branches, namely, the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the British Isles, Iran, Pakistan, Alaska and that of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’í of India and Burma.

When Shoghi Effendi had built the three additional rooms of the Shrine of the Báb and completed the restoration of the Mansion of Báb’s Hulâh, thus producing local, tangible evidences of the strength of the Bahá’í Community, and had demonstrated to the British authorities, through the victories won over the Covenant-breakers, that he had the solid backing of Bahá’ís all over the world, he set about procuring for the Bahá’í Holy Places exemption from both municipal and government taxes. It was not as difficult to get a building, obviously a place of sacred association and visited by pilgrims, exempted from taxes as it was to secure similar exemption for the steadily increasing area of land owned by the Faith, most of which was registered in the names of individuals. Because of this the ultimate exemption from all forms of taxation, including customs duty, which Shoghi Effendi obtained for the Bahá’í buildings and holdings throughout the country, was truly a great achievement. The victories in this field were all won in the days of the British Mandate, the Israeli Government accepting the status achieved by the Bahá’ís before the new State was formed in 1948.

On May 10, 1934, Shoghi Effendi cabled America: “Prolonged negotiations Palestine authorities resulted exemption from taxation entire area surrounding dedicated Shrines Mount Carmel” and indicated that he considered this step tantamount to “securing indirect recognition sacredness Faith International Centre…”

By thus reading the pleasant tail end of events one does not get any idea of what Shoghi Effendi went through in connection with purchasing, exempting from taxes and safeguarding the properties at the World Centre. In a cable to the American National Assembly, of March 28, 1933, one of innumerable examples of what took place is given: “Contract for purchase and transfer to Palestine Branch American Assembly Donum property situated centre area dedicated to Shrines on Mount Carmel signed. Four year litigation involving Bahá’í World’s petitions Palestine High Commissioner abandoned. Owners require four thousand pounds. Half sum available. Will American believers unitively contribute one thousand pounds before end of May and remaining one thousand within nine months. Am compelled appeal entire body American Community subordinate national interests of Faith to its urgent paramount requirements at its World Centre,” to which the American Assembly replied, two days later, that the American Bahá’í Community “will with one heart and soul defend this glorious privilege conferred upon us by our beloved Guardian”.

So many times Shoghi Effendi referred to the Holy Land as the “heart and nerve centre” of the Faith. To protect it, develop it, and expand it, and noise abroad its glory was part of his function as its Guardian. In addition to his official contacts with government and municipal authorities he maintained courteous and friendly relations with many non-Bahá’ís, of prominence and otherwise. The catholicity of spirit which so strongly characterized the Guardian, his complete lack of any breath of prejudice or fanaticism, the sympathy and courtesy that distinguished him so strongly,
are all reflected in his letters and messages to such people. He carried on a lengthy correspondence, during the earliest years of his ministry, with Grand Duke Alexander of Russia, whom it was obvious, from the tone of his letters, he liked. He addressed him as: "My true brother in the service of God!", "My dear brother in the love of God!" The Grand Duke was very interested in a movement called the "Unity of Souls" and Shoghi Effendi encouraged him: "I am more and more impressed", he writes, "by the striking similarity of our aims and principles and I beseech the Almighty to bless His servants in their service to the cause of suffering humanity." The Grand Duke, in a letter to the Guardian writes: "... I must confess to you, my dear brother and fellow worker, that in my modest work occasionally I feel discouraged... the power of evil forces under the influence of which the majority of humanity is living, is appalling." Shoghi Effendi answers this most beautifully: "... I assure my dear fellow-worker in the service of God, that I too feel oftentimes overwhelmed by the rising wave of selfish, gross materialism that threatens to engulf the world, and I feel that however arduous be our common task we must persevere to the very end and pray continually and ardently that the ever-living spirit of God may so fill the souls of men as to cause them to arise with new vision for the service and salvation of humanity. Prayer and individual persistent effort, I feel, must be given greater and wider prominence in these days of stress and gloom..."

Shoghi Effendi was in touch not only with Queen Marie of Rumania and a number of her relatives, but with other people of royal Lineage, such as Princess Marina of Greece who later became Duchess of Kent, and Princess Kadria of Egypt. To many of these, as well as to men of such prominence as Lord Lamington, a number of former High Commissioners for Palestine, Orientalists, university professors, educators and others, Shoghi Effendi was wont to send copies of the latest Bahá'í World volumes or one of his own recently published translations, with his visiting card enclosed. He was always very meticulous—as long as the relationship was one of mutual courtesy and esteem—to send messages of condolence to acquaintances who had suffered a bereavement, expressing his "heartfelt sympathy" at that person's "great loss". Such messages, often sent as cables or wires, deeply touched those who received them and gave him a reputation among them which belied the picture of him the Covenant-breakers did their best to create. He also often congratulated people on the occasion of a marriage or a promotion.

In addition to these personal relationships Shoghi Effendi had far more contact with certain non-Bahá'í organizations than is commonly supposed. This was particularly true of the Esperantists, whose whole object was to bring about the fulfilment of the Bahá'í principle that a universal auxiliary language must be adopted in the interests of World Peace. We have copies of his personal messages to the Universal Congress of Esperantists held in 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930 and 1931, and he no doubt sent many messages of a similar nature at other times. Shoghi Effendi not only responded warmly when there was any overture made to him, but often took the initiative himself in sending Bahá'í representatives, chosen by him, to various conferences whose interests coincided with those of the Bahá'ís. We thus find him writing to the Universal Esperantist Association, in 1927, that Martha Root and Julia Goldman will attend their Danzig Congress as official Bahá'í representatives, and that he trusts this "will serve to strengthen the ties of fellowship that bind the Esperantists and the followers of Bahá'u'lláh, one of whose cardinal principles...is the adoption of an international auxiliary language for all humanity."

In his letter addressed to the delegates and friends attending this nineteenth Universal Congress of Esperantists he writes:

My dear fellow workers in the service of humanity,

I take great pleasure in addressing you and wishing you... from all my heart the fullest success in the work you are doing for the promotion of the good of humanity.

It will interest you, I am sure, to learn that as the result of the repeated and emphatic admonitions of 'Abdu'l-Bahá His many followers even in the most distant villages and hamlets of Persia, where the light of Western civilization has hardly penetrated as yet, as well as in other lands throughout the East, are strenuously and
enthusiastically engaged in the study and teaching of Esperanto, for whose future they cherish the highest hopes . . .

The Guardian himself was held in high esteem by many people working for ideals similar to those of the Bahá'í's. Sir Francis Younghusband, in 1926, wrote to him in connection with the “World Congress of Faiths” : "Now I wish to ask a great favour of you. Once more I want to try and persuade you to come to England to attend the Congress. Your presence there would carry great influence and would be highly appreciated. And I would most willingly defray the expenses you might be put to."

The Guardian declined this invitation, but arranged for a Bahá'í paper to be presented. His own plans and work precluded him, he felt, from opening such a door.

In 1925 the Zionist Executive in Jerusalem invited him to attend an event in connection with the establishment of a university there. Shoghi Effendi wired them, on April 1st: "Appreciate kind invitation regret inability to be present. Bahá'ís hope and pray the establishment of this seat of learning may contribute to the revival of a land of hallowed memories for us all and for which "Abdu'l-Bahá cherished the highest hopes." To this message they replied in cordial terms: "Zionist Executive much appreciate your friendly message and good wishes we trust that newly established university may contribute not only advancement of science and learning but also to better understanding between men which ideal is so well served by Bahá'ís." Twenty-five years later the tie established is still there: "The Hebrew University was very gratified indeed to receive your check for £100 - as the contribution from His Eminence Shoghi Effendi Rabbani towards the work of this institution . . . We were happy to know that His Eminence is aware of the important work that the University is doing and to receive this generous token of appreciation from him . . . "

A cable of Shoghi Effendi, sent to India in December 1930, is of particular interest because it shows how, up to the very end of her life, she would tenderly include the Greatest Holy Leaf in messages that seemed particularly suitable: "Convey to Indian Women's Conference behalf Greatest Holy Leaf 'Abdu'l-Bahá's sister and myself our genuine profound interest their deliberations. May Almighty guide bless their high endeavours."

Aside from wide correspondence with prominent individuals as well as various Societies, Shoghi Effendi was wont to receive in his home the visits of many distinguished people, such as Lord and Lady Samuel; Sir Ronald Storrs, another friend of 'Abdu'l-Bahá; Moshe Sharett, later to become one of Israel's most loved and prominent officials; Professor Norman Bentwich and many writers, journalists and notables.

However important were such contacts and exchanges as these, undoubtedly the most important of all such relations was that which the Guardian had with officials at the World Centre, whether under British rule during the Mandate in Palestine or later after the War of Independence and the establishment of the State of Israel.

In all his relationships with both government and municipal officials Shoghi Effendi sought from the very beginning to impress upon them that the Faith was an independent religion, universal in character, and that its permanent World Spiritual and Administrative Centre was situated in the Holy Land. He spent thirty-six years winning from the authorities the recognition and rights that such a status entitled the Bahá'í Faith to enjoy, one aspect of which was that he himself should receive the treatment on official occasions which was his due as the hereditary Head of such a Faith.

The Guardian was on very friendly terms with Colonel Symes, who was none other than that Governor of Phoenicia who spoke at the Master's funeral and attended the forty-day meeting in His home. It had been to Colonel Symes that Shoghi Effendi had written, on April 5, 1922, at the time of his withdrawal: "As I am compelled to leave Haifa for reasons of health, I have named as my representative during my absence, the sister of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, Bahiyih Khánum," and goes on to say: "To assist her to conduct the affairs of the Bahá'í Movement in this country and elsewhere. I have also appointed a committee of the following Bahá'ís [eight men of the local community, three of them the sons-in-law of 'Abdu'l-Bahá]. . . The Chairman of this Committee, to be soon elected by its members, with the signature of Bahiyih Khánum has my authority to transact
any affairs that may need to be considered and decided during my absence. I regret exceedingly to be unable to see you before my departure, that I may express more adequately the satisfaction that I feel to know that your sense of justice will safeguard the interests of the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh whenever called upon to act."

The cordial relations between Symes and Shoghi Effendi and the esteem he evidently had for the character of the Governor are reflected in a letter he wrote to him upon his return: "It is my pleasant duty to inform you of my return to the Holy Land after a prolonged period of rest and meditation and of my assumption of my official functions," and goes on to say: "I had felt after the passing of my beloved Grandfather too exhausted, overwhelmed and sorrowful to be able to conduct efficiently the affairs of the Bahá'í Movement. Now that I feel again restored and refreshed and in a position to resume my arduous duties, I wish to express to you on this occasion my heartfelt gratitude and appreciation for the sympathetic consideration you have shown towards the Movement during my absence."

The letter contains, in the next paragraph, an unusual warmth of feeling: "It is a great pleasure and privilege for me to be enabled to renew my acquaintance with you and Mrs. Symes which I am confident will in the course of time grow into warm and abiding friendship." Shoghi Effendi ended it with his "kind regards and best wishes" and simply signed it "Shoghi".

The exchange of correspondence with Colonel Symes—who inter was knighted, and became Governor-General of the Sudan before and during the second World War—went on for many years, even after his retirement.

Another official, whose position, though not so high, involved directly the affairs of the Bahá'í Community at its World Centre, was the District Commissioner. During those years when Shoghi Effendi was beginning to seek recognition for the Faith in tangible privileges, Edward Keith-Roach, O.B.E., held this office. Although a man of an entirely different calibre from Colonel Symes he was nevertheless friendly and helpful and seemed to be fond of Shoghi Effendi, whose correspondence with him runs from 1925 to 1939. Keith-Roach, undoubtedly because he knew the higher authorities would approve, was at times very co-operative not only in facilitating and expediting Shoghi Effendi's work, but in making suggestions which the Guardian sometimes carried out. The first copy we find of a letter from Shoghi Effendi to him is so simple and yet so typical of the warmth with which the Guardian invariably responded to other people's overtures when they were made in the right spirit, that I cannot refrain from quoting it. It was dated simply "Haifa, 25—13—25" and said: "My dear Mr. Keith-Roach: I am touched by your welcome message of good-will and greeting and I hasten to assure you that I fully reciprocate the sentiments expressed in your letter. With best wishes for a happy Christmas, I am yours very sincerely, Shoghi Rabbani."

Throughout Shoghi Effendi's correspondence with both Keith-Roach and Symes there are invitations for them to have tea with him in the gardens of Mt. Carmel, in Colonel Symes's case the invitation sometimes included Mrs. Symes. It was not only Shoghi Effendi's way of extending some hospitality to these officials, but served to show them, by bringing them into the midst of the Bahá'í property, the latest developments and the most recent extension of the gardens and, I have no doubt, he made use of their presence to point out to them his future plans and seek their sympathetic support.

Immediately upon his return to the Holy Land after the Master's passing, Shoghi Effendi pursued the policy of keeping the authorities informed, locally and particularly at the seat of Government in Jerusalem, not only of his plans, but his problems and various crises that arose, such as the seizure of the keys of Bahá'u'lláh's Shrine in Bahji and His House in Bagdad, as well as the persecutions and injustices the Faith was suffering. Commencing with his first letter to the High Commissioner, Sir Herbert Samuel, the friend of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, written on January 16, 1922, Shoghi Effendi maintained this contact with the government until the end of his life, first with the British and later with the Jewish representatives. When Shoghi Effendi left Palestine, so crushed and ill, in the spring of 1922, he had informed Sir Herbert of the measures he had taken to protect the Cause during his absence; after his return to Haifa on December 15th of that same year, he had wired Sir Herbert, on the
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19th: "Pray accept my best wishes and kind regards on my return to Holy Land and resumption of my official duties."

In May 1923 we find Shoghi Effendi keeping both the Governor of Haifa and the High Commissioner informed of events, for in a letter to the former he writes that the "Haifa Baha’i Spiritual Assembly" has been "officially reconstituted and will, in conjunction with me, direct all local affairs in this region... I have lately informed H.E. the High Commissioner of this matter..." The letter he referred to, dated April 21st, had stated that he enclosed a copy of his recent circular letter to the Bahá’í communities in the West, similar to one written in Persian to the Bahá’í communities in the East. "As you had expressed in your last letter to me the desire to learn of the measures that have been taken to provide for the stable organization of the Bahá’í Movement... I shall be only too glad to throw further light on any point which your Excellency might desire to raise in connection with the enclosed letter, or regarding any other matter bearing upon the interests of the Movement in general."

It is impossible to go into the details of the thirty-six years of Shoghi Effendi’s relations with the authorities, first of Palestine and later of Israel. That he succeeded in winning and maintaining their good will, their co-operation in his various undertakings at the World Centre, and their recognition of that Centre as the historic heart of the Bahá’í Faith entitled to enjoy the same rights as other Faiths in the Holy Land—indeed, in some respects to enjoy greater rights— all this in the face of the continuous mischief stirred up by various enemies who, whether overtly or covertly, consistently opposed every step he took is a tribute to the extraordinary wisdom and patience that characterized Shoghi Effendi’s leadership of the Cause of God.

When Sir Herbert Samuel’s term of office was drawing to a close the Guardian sent to him, on June 15, 1925, one of those messages that so effectively forged links of good will with the government, expressing his own and the Bahá’í’s abiding sense of gratitude and deep appreciation of the "kind and noble attitude which Your Excellency has taken towards the various problems that have beset them since the passing of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá... The Bahá’ís... remembering the acts of sympathy and good will which the Palestine Administration under your guidance has shown them in the past, will confidently endeavour to contribute their full share to the material prosperity as well as the spiritual advancement of a land so sacred and precious to them all." Sir Herbert replied to this letter in the following terms: "...I have been happy during my five years of office to maintain very friendly relations with the Bahá’í Community in Palestine and much appreciate the good will which they have always shown towards the Administration and to myself."

When, in 1929, there was an outbreak of trouble in Palestine, we find the Guardian writing to the then High Commissioner, Sir John Chaloner, on September 10th a highly significant letter:

Your Excellency:

I have learned with profound regret of the lamentable occurrences in Palestine, and hasten, while away from home, to offer Your Excellency my heartfelt sympathy in the difficult task with which you are faced.

The Bahá’í Community of Palestine, who, by reason of their Faith, are deeply attached to its soil truly deplore these violent outbursts of religious fanaticism, and venture to hope that, as the influence of Bahá’í ideals extends and deepens, they may be enabled in the future to come to lend increasing assistance to your Administration for the promotion of the spirit of good will and toleration among the religious communities in the Holy Land.

I feel moved to offer Your Excellency in their behalf the enclosed sum as their contribution for the relief of the suffering and needy, irrespective of race or creed..."

It was during that same year of 1929, that Shoghi Effendi, through the instrumentality of a formal petition to the government made by the Bahá’í Community of Haifa on May 4th, succeeded in obtaining for it permission to administer according to Bahá’í law the affairs of the Community in such matters of personal status as marriage, thus placing it, in this regard, on an equal footing with the Jewish, Muslim and Christian Communities in Palestine. Shoghi Effendi hailed this as "an act of tremendous sig-
nificance and wholly unprecedented in the history of the Faith in any country". The Guardian's own exclusively Bahá'í marriage was registered and became legal as a result of this recognition he had won for the Faith.

One of the men who occupied the important office of High Commissioner during these years when the Cause was beginning to win in such tangible ways recognition for its independent status, was Sir Arthur Wauchop, a man who, like Colonel Symes, had a personal liking for Shoghi Effendi and who, one suspects, understood how heavy the burden was that rested on the shoulders of the young man who was the Head of the Bahá'í Faith. It was during the period of his administration—which partly coincided with the time Keith-Roach was District Commissioner in Haifa—that some of the greatest victories in winning concessions from the authorities took place, the most important of these, next to the right of the Community to obey some of its own laws governing personal status, being the exemption from taxation of the entire area surrounding the Shrine of the Báb on Mt. Carmel. Unlike most High Commissioners, Sir Arthur seems to have met Shoghi Effendi personally as he refers to this in some of his letters.

In one of them, dated June 26, 1933, Sir Arthur states: "I have received your letter of the 21st June and I hasten to write to thank you for it and to assure you that when the case you mention is referred to me for a decision under the Palestine (Holy Places) Order in Council, it will receive a most careful consideration. I have also received the 'Bahá'í World' for 1930–32. I am most grateful to you for this extremely interesting book... I hope to have the pleasure of another visit to the beautiful Gardens on the hillside outside Haifa."

On March 13, 1934, Shoghi Effendi wrote to him: "... As the case recently referred to Your Excellency concerning the Bahá'í Shires on Mt. Carmel has vital international importance, I have asked Mr. ——— to come to Palestine to confer with the about it. I would greatly appreciate Your Excellency's kindly according him an interview in order to clarify one or two points which I do not quite understand and upon which my future action in this matter depends." On May 1st of that same year Shoghi Effendi again wrote to him: "I deeply appreciated the kind message of sympathy and support for the projected plan of the Bahá'í Community to beautify the slopes of Mt. Carmel which you sent to me through Mr. ———. It greatly encouraged me. Unfortunately there are strong and influential interests that are seeking to obstruct the plan. These are in part merely real estate speculators who, in their short-sightedness, are doing their utmost to develop the northern slope of Mt. Carmel for their immediate benefit. More difficult and dangerous for our plan however are those who definitely seek to frustrate the efforts of the followers of Bahá'u'lláh in anything that they may undertake. We believe that these people were back of the case brought against us by the Domets [Dumit], for example, and it was for that reason that we felt justified in our endeavour to have it withdrawn from the jurisdiction of the courts and submitted to Your Excellency's personal consideration... With kind regards and renewed expression of my warm appreciation of Your Excellency's sympathy and support..." The case in question, which involved four years of litigation, was finally abandoned and in 1935 a contract for the purchase of the Dumit land was signed and Shoghi Effendi cabled the National Assembly in America that he was planning to register it in the name of their Palestine Branch. It is interesting to note that to the Báb's he transliterated the name, but not to the High Commissioner.

Shoghi Effendi had been endeavoring for some time to obtain exemption from taxation on Bahá'í properties surrounding the Báb's Shrine and had finally received news this had been granted. Behind the formal lines of this letter to Sir Arthur, written on May 11, 1934, his inner jubilation over this victory can be sensed:

Your Excellency,

The gratifying news has just come to me from the District Commissioner of Haifa that the petition for exemption from taxation of the Bahá'í property holdings on Mt. Carmel has been granted by the Government.

I hasten to express to Your Excellency for the World Bahá'í Community and myself our deep appreciation of the sympathetic and effective interest which Your Excellency has taken in the matter and which I know must have contributed in
large measure to this outcome. And I venture to hope for the continuation of Your Excellency's sympathetic support in our plan to gradually beautify this property for the use and enjoyment of the people of Haifa, for which this action of the Government now opens the way.

To this letter Sir Arthur replied in person, five days later:

Dear Shoghi Effendi,

Thank you for your letter of May 11th and the kind words it contains. I have always had great sympathy with your project for beautifying the slopes of Mt. Carmel and I hope this exemption will help you in carrying on your fine work.

Yours very sincerely,
Arthur Wauchope

In another letter the High Commissioner wrote: "I am most grateful to you for your kind present of the 'Dawn Breakers'. I shall read the book with much interest, for you know how the wonderful story stirred me when I first heard it in Persia. The book is charmingly produced and the illustrations and reproductions add to its attraction. Again with very many thanks for your kind thoughts and welcome gift." There are similar letters thanking the Guardian for Gleanings and Bahá'í World. The last letter, written in February 1938, by this man, who through his high office assisted Shoghi Effendi in winning a major victory at the World Centre of the Faith, was typical of his courteous kindness: "...I had every intention of visiting you in Haifa, where I hoped to see the progress you had made with your garden and say good-bye in person. Unfortunately the many calls on my time ... made this impossible, so I take this opportunity of bidding you farewell and expressing my best wishes to the Bahá'í Community." At the bottom of the letter be added by hand, "I hear your garden is growing more beautiful every year."

At the time when the Mandate drew to its close and the troubled people of Palestine were preparing to fight it out, the United Nations appointed a Special Committee on Palestine, headed by Justice Emil Sandstrom. On July 9th he wrote to Shoghi Effendi from Jerusalem, stating that under the terms of reference of this committee it was charged with giving most careful consideration to the religious interests in Palestine of Islam, Judaism and Christianity, and goes on to say: "I should appreciate it if you would advise me whether you wish to submit evidence—in a written statement on the religious interests of your Community in Palestine." Because of the historic importance to Bahá'ís of Shoghi Effendi's reply to this letter, I quote it in full:

Mr. Justice Emil Sandstrom,
Chairman,
United Nations Special Committee on Palestine.

Sir,

Your kind letter of July 9th reached me and I wish to thank you for offering me the opportunity of presenting to you and your esteemed colleagues a statement of the relationship which the Bahá'í Faith has to Palestine and our attitude towards any future changes in the status of this sacred and much disputed land.

I am enclosing with this letter, for your information, a brief sketch of the history, aims and significance of the Bahá'í Faith, as well as a small pamphlet setting forth its views towards the present state of the world and the lines on which we hope and believe it must and will develop.

The position of the Bahá'ís in this country is in a certain measure unique: whereas Jerusalem is the spiritual center of Christendom it is not the administrative center of either the Church of Rome or any other Christian denomination. Likewise although it is regarded by Moslems as the spot where one of its most sacred shrines is situated, the Holy Sites of the Mu'hammadian Faith, and the center of its pilgrimages, are to be found in Arabia, not in Palestine. The Jews alone offer somewhat of a parallel to the attachment which the Bahá'ís have for this country inasmuch as Jerusalem holds the remains of their Holy Temple and was the seat of both the religious and political institutions associated with their past history. But even their case differs in one respect from that of the Bahá'ís, for it is in the soil of Palestine that the three central Figures of our religion are buried, and it is not only the center of Bahá'í pilgrimages from all over the world but also the permanent seat of our Administrative Order, of which I have the honor to be the Head.
The Baha'i Faith is entirely non-political and we neither take sides in the present tragic dispute going on over the future of the Holy Land and its peoples nor have we any statement to make or advice to give as to what the nature of the political future of this country should be. Our aim is the establishment of universal peace in this world and our desire to see justice prevail in every domain of human society, including the domain of politics. As many of the adherents of our Faith are of Jewish and Moslem extraction we have no prejudice towards either of these groups and are most anxious to reconcile them for their mutual benefit and for the good of the country.

What does concern us, however, in any decisions made affecting the future of Palestine, is that the fact be recognized by whoever exercises sovereignty over Haifa and Acre, that within this area exists the spiritual and administrative center of a world Faith, and that the independence of that Faith, its right to manage its international affairs from this source, the right of Baha'is from any and every country of the globe to visit it as pilgrims (enjoying the same privilege in this respect as Jews, Moslems and Christians do in regard to visiting Jerusalem), be acknowledged and permanently safeguarded.

The Sepulchre of the Bab on Mt. Carmel, the Tomb of Abdu'l-Baha in that same spot, the Pilgrim Hostel for oriental Baha'is in its vicinity, the large gardens and terraces which surround these places (all of which are open to visits by the public of all denominations), the Pilgrim Hostel for western Baha'is at the foot of Mt. Carmel, the residence of the Head of the Community, various houses and gardens in Acre and its vicinity associated with Baha'u'llah's incarceration in that city, His Holy Tomb at Ba'ji and Acre, with His Mansion which is now preserved as a historic site and a museum (both likewise accessible to the public of all denominations), as well as holdings in the plain of Acre—all these comprise the bulk of Baha'i properties in the Holy Land. It should also be noted that practically all of these properties have been exempted from both Government and Municipal taxes owing to their religious nature. Some of these extensive holdings are the property of the Palestine Branch of the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States and Canada, incorporated as a religious society according to the laws of the country. In future various other Baha'i National Assemblies will hold, through their Palestine Branches, part of the International Endowments of the Faith in the Holy Land.

In view of the above information I would request you and the members of your Committee to take into consideration the safeguarding of Baha'i rights in any recommendation which you may make to the United Nations concerning the future of Palestine.

May I take this opportunity of assuring you of my deep appreciation of the spirit in which you and your colleagues have conducted your investigations into the troubled conditions of this Sacred Land. I trust and pray that the outcome of your deliberations will produce an equitable and speedy solution of the very thorny problems which have arisen in Palestine.

Yours faithfully,
Shoghi Effendi
Haifa, Palestine
July 14, 1947

It must be remembered that the only oriental notable of any standing whatsoever, who had not fled from Palestine before the War of Independence, was Shoghi Effendi. This fact was not lost upon the authorities of the new State. By acts such as this, the Guardian had succeeded in impressing upon non-Baha'is, who had no reason whatever to take him on faith alone, the sterling personal integrity and strict adherence to what he believed was the right course that characterized his leadership of the Faith of Baha'u'llah. Largely because of this, and a knowledge of what the Baha'i Teachings represented, of which the avant garde of the Jewish Movement for independence were well aware, the new authorities were extremely co-operative in every way. One of their first acts, when the fighting was still going on, had been to place a notice on the Shrine of Baha'u'llah—much more isolated than the Shrines in Haifa—stating that it was a Lieu Sainte or "Holy Place", thus ensuring that it would be treated with respect by all Jews.

In January 1949 Mr. Ben Gurion, the Prime
Minister of the Provisional Government, came to Haifa on his first official visit and the Mayor naturally invited Shoghi Effendi to attend the reception being given in his honour by the Municipality. The dilemma was acute: for if the Guardian did not go, it would, with every reason, be taken as an affront to the new Government, and if he did go he would inevitably be submerged in a sea of people where any pretence at protocol would be swept away (this was indeed the case, as my father, Shoghi Effendi’s representative reported after he returned from this reception).

The Guardian therefore decided that he would not be attending, but was more than willing to show courtesy to the Prime Minister of the new State, he would call upon him in person. With great difficulty this was arranged through the good offices of the Mayor of Haifa, Shabtay Levy, as Mr. Ben Gurion’s time in Haifa was very short and it was only two days before the first general election in the new State.

The interview took place on Friday evening, January 21st, in the private home the Prime Minister was staying in on Mt. Carmel and lasted about fifteen minutes. Ben Gurion enquired about the Faith and Shoghi Effendi’s relation to it and asked if there was a book he could read. Shoghi Effendi answered his questions and assured him he would send him a copy of his own book God Passer By—which he later did, and which was acknowledged with thanks.

Typical of the whole history of the Cause and the constant problems that beset it was a long article which appeared in the leading English-language newspaper on December 28, 1948, in which, in the most favourable terms, its teachings were set forth and the station of Shoghi Effendi as its World Head mentioned. On January 25, 1949, there appeared in the letter column of this paper a short and extraordinary statement, signed “Bahá’í U.N. Observer”, which flatly refuted the article and asserted, ‘Mr. Rabbani is not the Guardian of the Bahá’í faith, nor its World Leader” and gave the New History Society in New York as a source of further information. As there was no such thing as a “Bahá’í U.N. Observer” this move was plainly inspired by the once-more hopeful band of old Covenant-breakers, who sought, at the outset of a new regime, to blacken Shoghi Effendi’s reputation and divert attention from his station by referring to Ahmad Sohrab’s rootless group in America. At a later date, when in 1952 the Covenant-breakers in Bahá’í brought their case in the local courts against Shoghi Effendi far the demolition of an old building near the Mansion of Bahá’u’lláh, Sohrab sought, unsuccessfully, to bring pressure on the Minister of Religious Affairs to discredit the Bahá’í claims. It was with attacks such as this, both open and covert, that the Guardian, on the threshold of a new phase in the development of the affairs of the Faith at its World Centre, once more had to contend.

It had long been the desire of Shoghi Effendi to obtain control of the Mansion at Mazra’ih, where Bahá’u’lláh had first lived when He quitted once-for-all the walls of the prison-city of ‘Akká. This property was a Muslim religious endowment and had now fallen vacant. It was planned by the government to turn it into a rest home for officials. All efforts, through the departments concerned, to procure this property were unavailing until Shoghi Effendi appealed directly to Ben Gurion, explaining its significance to the Bahá’ís and his desire to have it visited by pilgrims as a place so closely associated with Bahá’u’lláh. The Prime Minister himself then intervened in the matter and it was leased to the Bahá’ís as an historic site. Shoghi Effendi proudly informed the Bahá’í world, on December 16, 1950, that its keys had been delivered to us, by the Israeli authorities, after the lapse of more than fifty years.

The affairs of the Bahá’í Community, in matters concerning its day-to-day dealings with the government in connection with work at the World Centre, had been placed under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Religious Affairs and was at first handled by the head of the Department that dealt with Muslim affairs. This Shoghi Effendi violently objected to as it implied the Faith was in some way identified with Islam. After much negotiation a letter was received from the Minister of Religious Affairs, dated December 13, 1953, addressed to “His Eminence, Shoghi Effendi Rabbani, World Head of the Bahá’í Faith” in which he said:

“...I am pleased to inform you of my decision to establish in our Ministry a separate Department for the Bahá’í Faith. I hope that this department will be of assistance to you in matters concerning the Bahá’í Centre in our State.
"In the name of the Ministry of Religious Affairs of the State of Israel, I wish to assure Your Eminence that full protection will be given to the Holy Places as well as to the World Centre of the Bahá’í Faith."

The victory was all the more welcome, following as it did the previously mentioned court case against Shoghi Effendi brought on a technicality by the Covenant-breakers in connection with the demolition of a house adjoining the Shrine and Mansion of Bahá’u’lláh in Bahji. Never tired of seeking to publicly humiliate and discredit the Head of the Faith, be it ‘Abdu’l-Bahá or the Guardian, they had had the temerity to summon Shoghi Effendi to appear in court as a witness. Once more, greatly concerned for the honour of the Cause at its World Centre, Shoghi Effendi appealed direct to the Prime Minister, sending as his representatives the Resident, Secretary-General and Member-at-Large of the International Bahá’í Council (whom he had summoned from Italy for this purpose) to Jerusalem on more than one visit to press the strategy he himself had devised. These representations were successful and on the grounds of its being a purely religious issue it was removed by Government from the jurisdiction of the civil courts. As soon as the plaintiffs found their plan to humiliate Shoghi Effendi had been forestalled, they were willing to settle the case by negotiation. That the authorities and the Bahá’í Community were equally pleased by this conclusion of the matter is shown in these letters written to the Guardian by members of the Prime Minister’s staff—two men to whom the Faith owed much for their sympathetic efforts on its behalf at that time:

PRIME MINISTER’S OFFICE
Jerusalem, 19th May, 1952.

His Eminence Shoghi Rabbani,
World Head of the Bahá’í Faith,
Haifa.

Your Eminence,

I am instructed to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 16th May addressed to the Prime Minister.

As you are no doubt aware, the dispute between yourself as the World Head of the Bahá’í Faith and members of the family of the founder of the Faith has found its solution and there is no need, therefore, to take any administrative action in order to solve the problem.

May I express to you our gratitude for your wise and benevolent attitude taken in the dispute which enabled us to impose a just and, we hope, a lasting solution on the dissident group?

The Prime Minister assures you of his personal esteem and sends you his best wishes.

Yours sincerely,
S. Fynath
Legal Adviser

The second letter was from Walter Fytran, Director-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and was written to Shoghi Effendi the following day. In it he says: "... Having done my best throughout to be of assistance to Your Eminence in the solution of these vexing problems, I heard with great satisfaction this morning that complete agreement had been reached. I sincerely trust that this puts an end to a period of anxiety for Your Eminence and the members of the Bahá’í Faith, and that you will now be able to proceed with your plans without further interference from any quarter."

It is significant to note that they address Shoghi Effendi as "His Eminence", a title which, though still far below what his position merited, was the one that had been introduced in the earliest days of his ministry, but never really used by any officials until the formation of the Jewish State.

The cordial nature of the relations established between the Guardian and the officials of the State of Israel encouraged Shoghi Effendi to ascertain if the President would care to visit the Bahá’í Shrine in Haifa; when word was received that he would accept such an invitation, Shoghi Effendi formally invited him to do so and arrangements were made for the morning of April 25, 1954, at which time, the Director of the President’s Office wrote to Shoghi Effendi, the President would “be pleased to pay you an official visit”. Accordingly the President and his wife arrived at the home of the Master, attended by two officials, partook of light refreshment and were presented by the Guardian with a Persian album, painted with miniatures and bound in silver, containing some photographs of the
Shrines, as a memento of their visit. The Presidential party, with Shoghi Effendi and those who accompanied him, then proceeded to the gardens on Mt. Carmel. It was the first time in the history of the Cause that the Head of an independent nation had ever made an official visit of this kind and it constituted another milestone in the development of the World Centre of the Faith. The President and his companions showed the greatest respect to the Shrine of the Báb, removing their shoes as they did, before entering it, the men keeping their hats on out of reverence as Jews for a holy place: it was a very moving moment to see President Ben Zvi standing beside Shoghi Effendi, the former with his European hat, the latter with his simple black fez, before the threshold. After a few words of explanation from Shoghi Effendi we all withdrew and walked about the gardens for a few minutes before saying good-bye in front of the Oriental Pilgrim House where the President’s car was awaiting him.

On April 29th the President wrote personally to the Guardian: “I should like to express my thanks for your kind hospitality and for the interesting time I spent with you visiting the beautiful Gardens and remarkable Shrine... I do appreciate the friendship which the Baha’I Community has for Israel and it is my sincere hope that we may all live to see the strengthening of unity between all peoples on earth.” On May 5th the Guardian replied to this letter in equally warm terms: “...It was a great pleasure to meet Your Excellency and Mrs. Ben Zvi, and be able to show you one of our places of Baha’I pilgrimage in Israel... If it suits your convenience, Mrs. Rabbani and I, accompanied by Mr. Ioss, would like to call upon Your Excellency and Mrs. Ben Zvi in Jerusalem...” The time for this return call was set for the afternoon of May 26th and we had tea and a pleasant conversation with the President and his wife, in her own way as much a personality as her husband and equally nice. In the interim between these two visits Shoghi Effendi had sent to the President some Baha’I books which he had promised him and these had been acknowledged with the thanks of the President and the assurance that he would read them with great interest. Ever meticulous in all matters, Shoghi Effendi wrote on June 3rd to the President: “I wish to thank you and Mrs. Ben Zvi for your kind hospitality. Mrs. Rabbani and I enjoyed our visit with you very much, and I feel sure that this opportunity we have had of visiting with you our Baha’I Holy Places and calling upon you in the capital of Israel has served to reinforce the bonds of affection and esteem which unite the Baha’Is to the people and Government of Israel. With kind regards to you and Mrs. Ben Zvi...” Thus ended another memorable chapter in the process of winning recognition for the Faith at its World Centre.

Although the major affairs of the World Centre had usually to be handled in Jerusalem with the highest officials, much of its work needed to be transacted with the help of the municipal officials in both Akka and Haifa—particularly the latter. It is an interesting fact that of the many dealings with Haifa municipal engineers which the Baha’I Community had over the years the first was in the days of ‘Abdu’l-Baha Himself when a Dr. Cuffin had submitted to Him his design for a monumental staircase and cypress avenue leading from the old Templar Colony at the foot of Mt. Carmel up to the Báb’s Shrine. The Master had not only approved of this scheme but had granted land for its realization and headed the list of subscribers to the “Báb’s Monumental Stairway”, as the project was called, by contributing £100.

Aside from the struggle on Shoghi Effendi’s part, carried on shrewdly and persistently, to win concessions from municipal officials as well as recognition of the unique status of the Baha’I Faith in both Haifa and ‘Akka—the twin cities harbouring its World Centre—lie maintained a friendly and co-operative relationship with the Mayor of Haifa in respect to many municipal undertakings, not the least of which was the support he gave the authorities—either the Municipality, or in the early days, the District Commissioner—when there was some special need for financial help in charitable work.

Nothing could better describe Shoghi Effendi’s attitude and policy in such matters than the letter he wrote, on February 7, 1923, so early in his ministry, to Colonel Symes: “I have just heard of the Charity Ball which Mrs. Symes is organizing to aid the poor of Haifa. Realizing how their cause was consistently upheld by my beloved Grandfather, and it being my earnest endeavour to follow
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in his footsteps, I beg to enclose the sum of £20— as a contribution to the fund. I trust you have had a very enjoyable time in Egypt, and hoping to meet you and Mrs. Symes in the near future... “The same sentiment is expressed with equal feeling two years later in another letter to Colonel Symes: “The perusal of your circular letter of February 16th, 1925 with reference to the establishment of the Haifa Charitable Fund has served to remind me of the keen interest ‘Abdu’l-Bahá took in charitable institutions. Animated by the same sentiment and desirous to walk in the footsteps of my beloved Grandfather, I hasten to enclose herewith the sum of £20— towards the relief of the sufferers of the poor in Haifa.”

Whenever calamity overtook the people, Shoghi Effendi responded warmly to the need. In April 1926 he wrote to the Commissioner of the Northern District: “Fully aware of the intense suffering caused by recent disturbances, and mindful of the loving care bestowed by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá on the suffering and needy, I take great pleasure in enclosing the sum of £30— as my contribution towards the relief of the poor and shelterless... I shall be grateful if you will let me know from time to time if any such need arises, in whatever place and on behalf of whatever denomination.”

In 1927 we find him again responding to disaster by sending the Secretariat of the Government in Jerusalem £100 as his contribution to the Earthquake Relief Fund. Over the years, in large or in small amounts, he followed in the ways of the Master who had been called “the Father of the Poor.”

That these contributions to various causes were warmly received is self-evident: the District Commissioner for the Northern District thanks Shoghi Effendi, in 1934, for his “most generous contribution towards the relief of distress in Tiberias” and also for his “message of sympathy which I will convey to District Commissioner of Tiberias.” In 1950 we find the Chairman of the Haifa Municipal Commission, the Mayor, thanking Shoghi Effendi for the £500 “being your Eminence’s generous contribution for the relief of the poor in Haifa, on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the Martyrdom of the Báb.”

Almost invariably, when forwarding such contributions, the Guardian would add that they were to “be distributed equally among the needy members of all communities, irrespective of their race or religion.”

The general policy of the Faith in matters of charity was made abundantly clear by a letter he wrote to the Mayor of Haifa, on May 7, 1929, in which he acknowledges receiving his circular related to the prevention of mendicancy in the city of Haifa and states: “Fortunately, this is a problem which does not affect the Bahá’í Community, as under our laws begging is strictly prohibited. I appreciate, however, the importance and timelessness of the measure you are considering and take pleasure in enclosing a cheque to your order for £50—in behalf of the Bahá’í Community in anticipation of any plan that the Municipality may devise for the alleviation of poverty and the help of the needy in Haifa. You may be assured that the Community will rigidly observe any regulations that may be put into effect.”

In the years when the people of Palestine and, later, of Israel were undergoing great hardships, between 1940 and 1952 alone, the Guardian gave the Municipality of Haifa over ten thousand dollars for the poor of all denominations. In addition to such help given through government and municipal agencies he also responded to the appeals of many charities, gave individually to those he deemed worthy, and, on occasion, contributed money for some special purpose connected with the mosque in Haifa. Many times he gave contributions spontaneously, such as the £100 he donated to the Government Lunatic Asylum in Akka—the former Turkish barracks—when the room occupied by Bahá’u’lláh was turned over to the custody of the Bahá’ís, and the sum was presented towards the construction of the Institute of Physics which the Weizmann National Memorial was undertaking.

But this was not the only way in which he demonstrated to the local authorities his good will. Whatever demands were made of him he usually found he was in a position to respond to them most cordially. An example of this is an exchange of correspondence with Aba Khoushy, the Mayor of Haifa, which took place in 1952. A country-wide Symposium on Problems of Illumination was to take place at the Hebrew Technical College in Haifa and would coincide with the Jewish Feast of Hanukka, the Feast of Lights. His
Worship in a letter to Shoghi Effendi informed him of this and wrote that: "I should be grateful if you too could share in our efforts to make this conference a success and would kindly issue instructions to have the beautiful Shrine of your Faith, on the Carmel slopes, illuminated festively during the week Dec. 12–Dec. 19, 1952, inclusively. "As usual, whenever he was approached courteously, Shoghi Effendi responded warmly. On December 7th he wrote to the Mayor:

Your Worship:

Your letter of November 30th has been received by me on my return from Bahji, and I wish to assure you that the Bahá’í Community will be happy to cooperate in making the city of Haifa luminous and beautiful, in connection with the Symposium to be held at the Hebrew Technical College on Problems of Illumination, especially so as this Symposium will be held during Hanukkah.

I will give instructions that the period of illumination of our Shrine should be extended during these days [the Shrine was always flood-lit every night at sunset for a short time], and wish also to extend through your Worship an invitation to the delegates and visitors attending the Symposium to enter the Shrine and gardens on one of the evenings when they will be touring our city, to enjoy the Illumination. The necessary arrangements can be made to open the gates and Shrine for them, if we are informed in advance.

Yours sincerely,
Shoghi Rabbani
World Head of the Bahá’í Faith

Another significant example of the spirit in which Shoghi Effendi responded to worthy causes pressed upon his attention is the co-operation he gave the ‘Akká District Commissioner when in 1943 he wrote to him that he could find no place to house a children’s school and would he consider leasing eight rooms in the house of ‘Abbád (a large building and a place of Bahá’í pilgrimage) for this purpose? Shoghi Effendi permitted the school to use some of the rooms, but said he would not take any payment for them.

During the years when the Guardian was building up not only the material, tangible assets of the Faith at its World Centre but winning for it the recognition of both the government of the country in which that Centre was situated and the municipal authorities in whose city its chief institutions were to have their permanent headquarters, he was performing at the same time a similar function abroad. Years later be defined what this had been: a triple, world-wide effort to demonstrate the independent character of the Faith, to enlarge its limits and to swell the number of its supporters. In order, however, to accomplish this he had to have instruments and those instruments, so clearly provided for in the teachings, were the local and National Assemblies, the building blocks of its Administrative Order.

It is not surprising to find that Shoghi Effendi characterized the period of the Faith that was ushered in after ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s ascension as the “Iron Age”, “the Age of Transition”, “the Formative Period”, it was the Age in which the institutions of the Cause, whether national, local or international were being created, institutions which, the Guardian said, constitute the embryonic pattern that needs must evolve, during the Golden Age of the Bahá’í Dispensation, into a World Commonwealth. The principles governing the Administrative Order established in the Will and Testament were defined by him during the first years of his ministry in a Rood of letters to the believers all over the world in which he made clear the functions of Assemblies, their fields of jurisdiction and—what was still more essential—the spirit that must animate them if they were to fulfill their purpose in the immediate future.

The administrative institutions may be likened to the veins and arteries of the body that carry in their network the vital flow of Bahá’u’lláh’s teachings to all parts of the world; through their instrumentality a recreated society, "that Christ-promised Kingdom, that World Order whose generative impulse is none other than Bahá’u’lláh Himself, whose dominion is the entire planet, whose watchword is unity, whose animating power is the force of Justice, whose directive purpose is the reign of righteousness and truth, and whose supreme glory is the complete, the undisturbed and everlasting felicity of the whole of human kind", can be brought into being.
After defining the purely mechanical technique of how Assemblies should be elected and conduct their business, the Guardian's early admonitions to them often dealt with the subject of unity; if the "watch-word" of future society was going to be "unity" it was obviously essential it should be assiduously cultivated amongst the Baha'is themselves. In 1923 he wrote to one of the local Assemblies: "Full harmony and understanding among the friends, outside and within the Spiritual Assembly: implicit confidence on the part of the non-members in every decision passed by their elected representatives; and the determination of these to disregard their likes and dislikes and seek naught but the general interests of the Movement—these constitute the only and sure foundation upon which any constructive work can be built in future and prove serviceable to the interests of the Cause." His letters to National Assemblies were no less emphatic: "An active, united, and harmonious National Spiritual Assembly, properly and conscientiously elected, vigorously functioning, alert and conscious of its many and pressing responsibilities, in close and continuous contact with the international centre in the Holy Land, and keenly watchful of every development throughout the length and breadth of its ever-expanding field of work—is surely in this day of urgent necessity and paramount importance, for it is the cornerstone on which the edifice of Divine Administration must ultimately rest."

No sooner had Shoghi Effendi got national bodies properly elected and functioning—in those countries where such a step was possible—than he set about putting these bodies on an unequivocal, clear legal basis. Through his encouragement one of the great milestones in Bahá'í history was set up in 1927, five years after he had begun to function as Guardian of the Faith. That milestone was no less than "the drafting and adoption of a Bahá'í National constitution, first framed and promulgated by the elected representatives of the American Bahá'í Community". He has described this as the initial step in "the unification of the Bahá'í World Community and the consolidation of its Administrative Order".

This document became the "charter" for all National Assemblies, was translated into such major languages in use throughout the Bahá'í world as Persian, Arabic, French, German and Spanish, and its provisions—based on those guiding lines Shoghi Effendi himself had been providing in his interpretive writings on the teachings of the Faith and the, as he described it, "complete system of world administration implicit in the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh"—were summarized by him in the following words: "The text of this national constitution comprises a Declaration of Trust, whose articles set forth the character and objects of the national Bahá'í community, establish the functions, designate the central office, and describe the official seal, of the body of its elected representatives, as well as a set of by-laws which define the status, the mode of election, the powers and duties of both local and national Assemblies, describe the relation of the National Assembly to the International House of Justice as well as to local Assemblies and individual believers, outline the rights and obligations of the National Convention and its relation to the National Assembly, disclose the character of Bahá'í elections, and lay down the requirements of voting membership in all Bahá'í communities."

The drafting of the By-Laws of the Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the City of New York, in 1933, was likewise another great step forward in the evolution of the Administrative Order and was followed, a year later, by the legal incorporation of the Assembly in the State of New York. Of these by-laws Shoghi Effendi wrote that they would "serve as a pattern for every Bahá'í local Assembly in America and a model for every local community throughout the Bahá'í world."

The formulation of this prototype for all national Bahá'í constitutions, as well as the framing of by-laws suitable for any local Spiritual Assembly, laid a firm basis on which both national and local Bahá'í Assemblies could obtain incorporation or registration, according to the law of the country in which they functioned, and thus hold legal title to such endowments of the Faith as land, national and local headquarters, historic sites, and in some cases Bahá'í Houses of Worship—steps to which Shoghi Effendi attached the utmost importance. During 1928 the Guardian began to urge the oriental National Assemblies to form their national constitutions, patterned
on the American one, and in addition to seek recognition as religious courts empowered to administer the Bahá'í laws on matters of personal status, such as marriage, divorce, inheritance and so on, which in many Islamic countries do not come within the jurisdiction of the usual civil courts.

All this primarily involved the battle of an independent Faith to obtain full recognition of its position in history and to be treated on an equal footing with other world religions. In the constant process of orienting the destinies of individual Bahá'í communities towards their common goal of becoming a completely unified international body, directed from a World Centre and labouring to achieve to less than the universal brotherhood of man, world peace and eventually a world commonwealth of nations, Shoghi Effendi seized upon the formation of the United Nations as a further means of hastening the attainment of this supreme objective.

As soon as it became apparent that the framework of this international body permitted non-governmental organizations to send their accredited representatives to various conferences convened under its auspices, Shoghi Effendi urged what was then the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada to apply for this status, which was obtained by that body in 1947. At the time it made its application it submitted a Bahá'í Declaration of Human Obligations and Rights as well as a Bahá'í Statement on the Rights of Women. A Bahá'í United Nations Committee was appointed and a Bahá'í observer attended United Nations sessions. As this status was very limited in scope and means were found by which it could be enlarged. This was achieved during the winter of 1947–1948 through seven National Spiritual Assemblies' authorizing the American national body to act on their behalf as their representative under the title Bahá'í International Community, duly recognized as an international organization accredited to the United Nations, a status that both enhanced the prestige of the Faith and increased the privileges of the official Bahá'í representatives who regularly attended and took part in various United Nations conferences of a type open to those enjoying such status. As new National Spiritual Assemblies were formed these too joined in and reinforced the organization representing the Bahá'í world.

The importance Shoghi Effendi attached to this tie linking the Cause with the greatest international instrument ever forged in human history is reflected in his own words: “It marks an important step forward in the struggle of our beloved Faith to receive in the eyes of the world its just due, and be recognized as an independent World Religion. Indeed, this step should have a favourable reaction on the progress of the Cause everywhere, especially in those parts of the world where it is still persecuted, belittled, or scorned, particularly in the East.” At the time of the intense wave of persecution that swept over the Bahá'í Community of Persia in 1955 the carefully established and fostered relationship with the United Nations bore fruit; in consequence of the detailed documentation of the injuries and atrocities the followers of Bahá'u'lláh in His native land had been made to suffer, which was submitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, a commission was appointed by him, headed by the High Commissioner for Refugees, and instructed to contact the Persian Government and obtain formal assurance from it that the rights of the Bahá'í minority would be safeguarded. So much importance did the Guardian attach to this relationship that one of the twenty-seven listed objectives of the Ten Year International Teaching and Consolidation Plan—the World Crusade—was the “Reinforcement of the ties binding the Bahá'í World Community to the United Nations.”

The history of the Cause, Shoghi Effendi wrote, “if read aright, may be said to resolve itself into a series of pulsations, of alternating crises and triumphs, leading it ever nearer to its divinely appointed destiny." Although the passing of the Central Figure of the Faith—whether it was the Báb, Bahá'u'lláh or ‘Abdu'l-Bahá—had inevitably precipitated a crisis, the majority of such shocks which impelled it forward were the result of the persecutions it suffered, usually, though not exclusively, at the hands of its invertebrate enemies, the Muslim ecclesiastics. During the thirty-six years of Shoghi Effendi's ministry there were repeated and violent outbreaks, locally and on a national scale, of a most brutal and bloodthirsty nature, against the followers of the Faith in Persia;
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its adherents in Turkey were suppressed, persecuted and falsely accused; its followers in Egypt were subjected to attacks upon their persons, their properties, their cemeteries and their legal rights; its adherents in Russia had their Assemblies dissolved, their Temple confiscated and were themselves, for the most part either deported or exiled; the Bahá’í Community in Germany was officially dissolved and its activities forbidden in June 1937; its national archives were confiscated, some of its members interrogated and even placed under arrest.

Such events caused the Guardian keen distress, took up a great deal of his time and aided to the burdens of an already overburdened heart and mind. The major problem, however, was always Persia, where a “long-abused, down-trodden, sorely tried community” perpetually struggled for its very existence in the face of continual persecution. This “dearly-beloved” Community — as he so lovingly and repeatedly referred to it — preoccupied him from the earliest to the latest days of his ministry. A steady flow of communications from him poured out to its members and its elected national body, and in his communication to the Bahá’ís of the West it was the frequent subject of his solicitude, his appeals for assistance in defending it and his explanations of why this community — which he said had led the Heroic Age of the Faith — was so bitterly set upon by the people of its native land.

There was a time, as indicated in his letters, when Shoghi Effendi hoped the founder of the new Baha’i dynasty — who was introducing many much needed reforms — would speedily usher in a new phase in the development of Baha’u’llah’s Faith in that country. In 1929 Shoghi Effendi had written that the believers there were “tasting the first fruits of their long-dreamed emancipation”. It was in view of this process of reform now raking place that he had advised the National Assembly to press for permission to print books and establish a Bahá’í Publishing Trust. This having been refused we find him cabling America in January 1932: “Urge transmit promptly through Teheran Assembly two written communications Persian Government and Shah expressing behalf American believers lively appreciation recent beneficial internal reforms, emphasizing spiritual ties binding two countries and earnestly pleading removal ban entry Bahá’í literature...” Shoghi Effendi’s hopes, however, were short-lived; the reforms were not big enough to include a bitterly hated community and this request too was refused.

In December 1934 Shoghi Effendi wired the Persian National Assembly: “Has Tarbiyat School been permanently closed enquire and wire”. The background of this question is reflected in the answer of that Assembly to the Guardian: “Pursuant with your request on day Báb’s Martyrdom both Tarbiyat Schools Teheran were closed therefore Ministry Education obliged close both schools and asked why we did not dissimulate...” This case might be cited as a classic example of the struggle of the Persian Bahá’ís — constantly spurred on and guided by Shoghi Effendi — to obtain at least a reasonable measure of liberty in following their own religion, which numerically was, after Islam, the largest in the country. The Tarbiyat boys and girls School, owned and managed entirely by the Bahá’ís, had been in existence for thirty-six years. Founded in 1898, in the days of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, it had been a project dear to His heart; it had always had an excellent reputation, and although its pupils were mainly Bahá’í, children of all denominations attended it. The School had always closed on the nine Bahá’í Holy Days but now, on the flimsy pretext that the Bahá’ís belonged to a denomination not officially recognized in Persia, the Ministry of Education had suddenly required the School to remain open or, these days. This meant a retreat instead of an advance in the battle for emancipation. The cause was struggling so desperately to win and Shoghi Effendi gallantly refused, ordering the Assembly to close the School on the anniversary of the Báb’s Martyrdom. As he was neither willing to advise the believers to dissimulate their Faith, nor to keep the School open on Bahá’í Holy Days, and the government refused to change its orders, the Tarbiyat School, one of the best in Persia, was closed and remains closed to the present day.

In announcing this bad news, the day after he received his answer from Teheran, to the Bahá’ís in that land where they enjoyed the greatest degree of freedom throughout the entire world the anger of the Guardian is reflected in every word as he pours out the
list of indignities and sufferings to which the Bahá'ís of Persia are being subjected: "Information just received indicates deliberate efforts undermine all Bahá'í institutions in Persia. Schools in Kashan, Qazvin, Sultanabad closed. In several leading centres including Qazvin Kirkmanstah orders issued suspend teaching activities, prohibit gatherings, close Bahá'í Hall, deny right burial in Bahá'í cemeteries. Bahá'ís of Teheran compelled under penalty imprisonment register themselves Moslems in identity papers. Elated clergy inciting population. National Teheran Assembly's petitions to Shah undelivered rejected. Impress Persian Minister gravity intolerable situation".

In face of these wholly unwarranted blows received at a time when it could logically be expected that the more liberal policy affecting the entire country would be stretched to include the members of a Faith that since the days of Daríus and his successors constituted that nation's only serious claim to fame—at such a time the Persian Bahá'ís were able to hold a convention whose delegates were sufficiently representative of the Bahá'í Community within that country to elect a National Assembly that Shoghi Effendi officially lists in his statistical pamphlets as having been formed in 1934.

The situation of the Bahá'ís in the East and particularly Persia is never really quiet, is always precariously balanced, ever ready to flare up into a violent and all-too-frequently bloody outbreak of persecution. Repeatedly there were isolated cases of Bahá'ís being killed—some of whom the Guardian mentioned as martyrs; constantly there was a temperature of persecution, sometimes hotter here and sometimes hotter there, but always present in all the vicissitudes and all the vicissitudes afflicting the Persian friends the Guardian responded with loving messages, with sums of money for relief, with instructions, usually to the American National Assembly, to intervene on their behalf and solicit justice in their cause.

The worst crisis, however, which the Persian Bahá'í Community experienced in the thirty-six years of the Guardian's ministry, arose in 1955, when, as he cabled, a sudden deterioration took place in the affairs of this largest community in the Bahá'í world. In a long cable, dated August 25th, he reported to the Hands and National Assemblies what had been taking place: Following the seizure by the authorities of the National Headquarters of the Persian believers in Tehran and the destruction of its large ornamental dome (a destruction during which one of the country's leading divines and a general of its army, themselves took up pickaxes and went to work), local Bahá'í administrative headquarters all over Persia were seized and occupied, the Parliament of the country outlawed the Faith, a virulent press and radio campaign was started, distorting its history, calumnating its Founders, misrepresenting its teachings, and obscuring its aims and purposes—following all this a series of atrocities was perpetrated against the members of this sorely tried community throughout the entire country. In his summary of the terrible damage done and the "barbarous acts" committed, he cited such events as: the desecration of the House of the Bab in Shiráz, the foremost Shrine of the Faith in Persia, which had been severely damaged; the occupation of the ancestral home of Bahá'u'lláh; the pillaging of shops and farms owned by the believers and the looting of their homes, destruction of their livestock, burning of their crops and digging up and desecration of the Bahá'í dead in their cemeteries; adults were beaten; young women abducted and forced into marriage with Muslims; children were mocked, reviled and expelled from schools as well as being beaten; tradesmen boycotted Bahá'ís and refused to sell them food; a girl of fifteen was raped; an eleven month old baby was trampled underfoot; pressure was brought on believers to recant their Faith. More recently, lie went on to say, a mob two thousand strong had hacked to pieces with spades and axes a family of seven— the oldest eighty and the youngest nineteen—to the sound of music and drums.

The Bahá'ís, at the instruction of their Guardian, had already, through the intermediary of telegrams and letters to the authorities in Persia from over one thousand groups and Assemblies throughout the world, protested against such unjust and lawless acts committed against their law-abiding brethren. In addition all National Assemblies had addressed letters to the Shah, the Government and the Parliament protesting this unwarranted persecution of a harmless community
and purely religious grounds. As all this brought forth no acknowledgment whatsoever from official quarters the Guardian instructed the International Bahá’í Community, accredited as a Non-Governmental Organization to the United Nations, to take the question to that body in Geneva, he himself nominating those whom he wished to act as representatives of the Community on this important occasion.

Copies of the Bahá’í appeal were delivered to representatives of the member nations of the Social and Economic Council, the Director of the Human Rights Division, as well as to certain specialized agencies of Non-Governmental Organizations enjoying consultative status. The President of the United States was likewise appealed to by the American National Assembly and by all groups and local Assemblies in the country to intervene on behalf of their oppressed sister community in Persia.

This was the first time in its history that an attacked Faith was able to fight back with weapons that possessed some strength to defend it. The significance of this was clearly brought out by Shoghi Effendi. Whatever the outcome of these “heart-rending” events might be, one fact had clearly emerged: God’s infant Faith, which had during the twenty-five years following the ascension of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá provided itself with the machinery of its divinely appointed Administrative Order, and subsequently utilized its newly-born administrative agencies to systematically propagate that Faith through a series of national plans that had culminated in the World Crusade, was now, in the wake of this ordeal convulsing the overwhelming majority of its followers, emerging from obscurity. The world-wide reverberations of these events would be hailed by posterity as the “mighty blast of God’s trumpet” which, through the instrumentality of the “oldest, most redoubtable, most vicious, most Fanatical adversaries” of the Cause must awaken governments and heads of governments, in both East and West, to the existence and the implications of this Faith. So stormy were the circumstances surrounding these events in Persia and so impressive their repercussions abroad that the Guardian stated they were bound to pave the way for the emancipation of the Faith from the fetters of orthodoxy in Islamic countries as well as for the ultimate recognition in His own homeland of the independent character of the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh.

In view of the great sufferings and pitiful condition of the Persian believers Shoghi Effendi inaugurated as: “Aid the Persecuted” fund and opened it by himself contributing the equivalent of eighteen thousand dollars for “this noble purpose”. Not content with this evidence of Bahá’í solidarity he called for the construction in Kampala, in the heart of Africa, of the “Mother Temple” of that continent as a “supreme consolation” to the “oppressed masses” of our “valiant brethren” in the cradle of the Faith. He struck back at the forces of darkness swarming over the oldest bastion of Faith in the world, with the greatest weapons at his disposal—the forces of creative progress, enlightenment and faith.

Turning to the question of the liquidation of the Faith in Russia we must remember that one of the earliest Bahá’í communities in the world had existed there, in the Caucasus and Turkistán, from the end of the last century, where many Persians had found a welcome refuge from the persecutions to which they were so constantly subjected in their native land. They had established themselves as a number of towns, particularly in Išqábiyá, where they had erected the first Temple of the entire Bahá’í world and opened schools for the Bahá’í children which remained in existence for over thirty years. Their affairs were well organized. They had, in 1928, a number of Spiritual Assemblies (including one in Moscow) and two central Assemblies had, pending the holding of proper, representative national elections, administered their affairs, appearing as lists published in the United States as the National Assemblies of the Caucasus and of Turkistán. In a letter addressed in September 1927 to the Local Spiritual Assembly of Išqábiyá Shoghi Effendi instructed them to gradually prepare for delegates from all Assemblies in Turkistán to meet in Išqábiyá and hold the election of their National Assembly. On June 22, 1928, Shoghi Effendi received a cable from the Išqábiyá Assembly as follows: “In accordance general agreement 1917 Soviet Government has nationalized all Temples but under special conditions has provided free rental to respective religious communities regarding Mašriqu’l-Adhkár government has provided
same conditions agreement to Assembly supplicate guidance by telegram”. The Guardian took immediate action, cabling the Moscow Assembly to “intercede energetically authorities prevent expropriation Masřiq’ul-Adhkár. Enquire particulars ‘Ishqábád . . .” and to ‘Ishqábád to “refer Moscow Assembly address petition authorities behalf all Bahá’ís Russia. Act firmly assure you prayers”.

In recalling the events which transpired in Russia a sharp distinction must be made—one which the Guardian himself recognized—between the hardships to which the Russian believers were subjected and the persecutions the Bahá’ís underwent in Persia. In Persia the believers were, and still are, singled out as victims of every form of injustice because they are the followers of Bahá’u’lláh; in Russia the situation was entirely different. The Bahá’ís were not discriminated against because they were Bahá’ís but suffered from a policy which the government pursued against all religious communities.

In all persecutions how much is exacerbated by the unwise of the persecuted themselves, interacting on the unwisdom of subordinates carrying out the instructions of superiors— who may or may not be ill disposed—is a mystery we are not likely ever to solve in this world. It does not seem unreasonable to suppose, however, that at least some of our misfortunes we amplify by our own acts.

What had transpired in Russia, Shoghi Effendi wrote in a long letter to the Bahá’ís of the West on January 1, 1929, was that the Russian Bahá’ís had at last been brought under the “rigid application of the principles already enunciated by the state authorities and universally enforced with regard to all other religious communities”; the Bahá’ís “as befits their position as loyal and law-abiding citizens” had obeyed the “measures which the State, in the free exercise of its legitimate rights, has chosen to enforce”. The measures which the authorities had taken “faithful to their policy of expropriating in the interests of the State all edifices and monuments of a religious character” had led them to expropriate and assume the ownership and control over “that most cherished and universally prized Bahá’í possession, the Masřiq’ul-Adhkár of ‘Ishqábád.” In addition to this “state orders, orally and in writing,” had “been officially communicated to the Bahá’í Assemblies and individual believers, suspend-
ing all meetings... suppressing the committees of all Bahá’í local and national Spiritual Assemblies, prohibiting the raising of funds... requiring the right of full and frequent inspection of the deliberations... of the Bahá’í Assemblies... imposing a strict censorship on all correspondence to and from Bahá’í Assemblies... suspending all Bahá’í periodicals... and requiring the deportation of leading personalities in the Cause whether as public teachers and speakers or officers of Bahá’í Assemblies. To all these”, Shoghi Effendi stated, “the followers of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh have with feelings of burning agony and heroic fortitude unanimously and unreservedly submitted, ever mindful of the guiding principles of Bahá’í conduct that in connection with their administrative activities, no matter how grievously interference with them, might affect the course of the extension of the Movement, and the suspension of which does not constitute in itself a departure from the principle of loyalty to their Faith, the considered judgment and authoritative decrees issued by their responsible rulers must, if they be faithful to Bahá’u’lláh’s and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s express injunctions, be thoroughly respected and obediently obeyed.” He went on to say that after the Bahá’ís in Turkistán and the Caucasus had unsuccessfully exhausted every legitimate means for the alleviation of these restrictions imposed upon them, they had resolved to “conscientiously carry out the considered judgment of their recognized government” and “with a hope that no earthly power can dim... committed the interests of their Cause to the keeping of that vigilant, that all-powerful Divine Deliverer...”

Shoghi Effendi assured the Bahá’ís in this message that if he deemed it expedient to call upon the Bahá’í world to intervene at a later stage he would do so. In April 1930 he felt the time had come for this; the precious Temple, which the Bahá’ís had succeeded in renting from the authorities after its confiscation, was now placed in danger of passing once-far-all from their hands through a series of further and harsher measures imposed upon the friends. He therefore cabled the American National Assembly “... prompt action required. Stress international character Temple...” In his previous long letter he had already outlined the approach that should be made, when and if the time came for the believers abroad to raise their voices in protest and explanation: national as well as local Assemblies, East and West, in a gesture of Bahá’í solidarity, would call the attention of the Russian officials not only to their refutation of any implication of a political design or ulterior motive which might have been falsely imputed to their brethren in that land, but to the “humanitarian and spiritual nature of the work in which Bahá’ís in every land and of every race are unitedly engaged” and to the international character of that Edifice which had the distinction of being Bahá’u’lláh’s first Universal House of Worship, whose design ‘Abdu’l-Bahá had Himself conceived and which had been constructed under His direction and supported by the collective contributions of believers throughout the world.

But when the die was finally cast Shoghi Effendi cabled the ‘Ishqábád’ Assembly to “abide by decision State Authorities”. A case such as this, involving the first of the two Bahá’í Temples erected under the aegis of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, cannot but form a guiding pattern for Bahá’í Assemblies to follow throughout all time and a well of information to the individual believer on his duty towards his government, whatever the nature of that government may be.

Two other countries, Turkey and Egypt, formed with Russia, Persia and Germany the scene of serious repressive and restrictive measures imposed on the Faith during the lifetime of the Guardian. In Turkey, which ever since the downfall of the Caliphate had been the subject, as Shoghi Effendi wrote, of “an uncompromising policy aiming at the secularization of the State and the disestablishment of Islam”, great civil reforms had taken place, reforms with which incidentally the Bahá’ís were wholly in sympathy. The troubles which arose there were therefore not based on religious prejudice but were rather brought about by the fact that the new regime had in the past discovered that so-called religious groups in Turkey had provided cover for political agitation and when its agents found the Bahá’í Community was organized and was pursuing its activities openly, teaching and spreading the Faith, they became suspicious and alarmed, searched many of the believers’ homes, seized any literature they found, severely cross-examined some of
them and put a good number in prison. The case brought a great deal of publicity to the Faith, to some extent abroad, but mostly in the Turkish press, which reacted in favour of the Bahá'ís and ensured for them, when it came before the Criminal Tribunal on December 13, 1928, a full and impartial hearing. It marked a new departure in the unfoldment of the Cause: "never before in Bahá'í history", Shoghi Effendi wrote, "have the followers of Bahá'u'lláh been called upon by the officials of a state... to unfold the history and principles of their Faith..."

It is interesting to note that in the papers seized by the authorities from the Assembly of Constantinople (the city now known as Istanbul), one of Queen Marie's tributes to the Faith was found and its implications were not lost upon the examining judges. The Chairman of the Constantinople Bahá'í Spiritual Assembly, in giving his testimony before the Court exposed in a most brilliant manner the tenets of the Faith and included this pointed quotation from Bahá'u'lláh's own words: "Before Justice, tell the Truth and fear nothing." The conclusion of this entire episode was that the Bahá'ís had to pay a fine for having infringed the law that all associations should be registered with the government and due authorization to hold public meetings be obtained, but its results were of great significance to the Faith, not only locally but abroad. The verdict of the Court was summarized by Shoghi Effendi in a general letter to the Bahá'ís of the West, written on February 12, 3929: "As to the verdict... it is stated clearly that although the followers of Bahá'u'lláh, in their innocent conception of the spiritual character of their Faith, found it unnecessary to apply for leave for the conduct of their administrative activities and have thus been made liable to the payment of a fine, yet they have, to the satisfaction of the legal representatives of the State, not only established the incapability of the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh, but have also worthily acquitted themselves of the task of vindicating its independence, its Divine origin, and its suitability to the circumstances and requirements of the present age."

Although this was the first major episode involving the Bahá'ís with the new State that had evolved in Turkey after the downfall of the Caliphate, it was not to be the last. The secular powers were constantly on their guard against reactionary forces in the State and, as the official memory was short, in 1933 there was a recurrence of the same suspicions and accusations that had brought about the case in 1928. On January 27th we find Shoghi Effendi cabling the American National Assembly: "Bahá'ís Constantinople and Adana numbering about forty imprisoned charged subversive motives. Urge induce Turkish Minister Washington make immediate representations his government release law abiding followers non-political Faith. Advise also National Assembly cable authorities Angora and approach State Department."

At the same time he wired the Persian National Assembly: "Urge immediate representations Turkish Ambassador behalf imprisoned Bahá'ís Stamboul and Adana charged political motives." The next day he wired a prominent Turk:

His Excellency Ismat Pasha

Ankara

As Head of Bahá'í Faith learned with amazement and grief imprisonment followers of Bahá'u'lláh in Stamboul and Adana. Respectfully appeal Your Excellency's intervention on behalf followers of a Faith pledged loyalty to your Government for whose epochal reforms its adherents world over cherish abiding admiration.

The Bahá'ís, familiar with the whole situation through the detailed letters the Guardian had written at the time of the previous case, immediately took action and their representations to the Turkish authorities, as well, no doubt, as moves made in Turkey to cite the verdict the Criminal Court had given in the former case, secured, after many months of effort, the release and acquittal of the believers. On March 5th the Guardian informed the American Assembly: "Istanbul friends acquitted Adana urge release energetically representations immediate release" and on April 4th he cabled them: "Adana friends released. Advise convey appreciation Turkish ambassador".

In spite of a regular recurrence of suspicion on the part of the Turkish authorities the Guardian was able to lay, during his own lifetime, sufficiently strong founda-
tions in the Baha’i community of that country for it to elect after his passing, in fulfilment of one of his goals of the Ten Year Plan, its own independent National Spiritual Assembly.

In Egypt, one of the earliest countries to receive, during His own days, the Light of Baha’u’llah’s Revelation, events transpired, three years before the first court case of the believers in Turkey took place, to which the Guardian attached supreme significance. Beginning by a fierce attack on a small band of Baha’is in an obscure village of Upper Egypt it ended in being the “first step”, Shoghi Effendi said, in “the eventual universal acceptance of the Baha’i Faith, as one of the independent recognized religious systems of the world”. The laws of personal status in almost all Islamic countries are administered by religious courts; when the Baha’is of that village formed their Spiritual Assembly, the headman, inflamed by religious fanaticism, began to stir up feeling against three married men who had become Baha’is; through legal channels a demand was made that their Muslim maiden wives divorce them on the grounds that they were now married to heretics. The case went to the Appellate religious court of Beba, which delivered its Judgment on May 10, 1925, in which it strongly condemned the heretics for violating the laws and ordinances of Islam and annulled the marriages. This in itself was a significant move but what the Guardian attached the most importance to was that “It even went so far as to make the positive, the startling and indeed the historic assertion that the Faith embraced by these heretics is to be regarded as a distinct religion, wholly independent of the religious systems that have preceded it”. In his résumé of that verdict Shoghi Effendi quoted the actual words of the Judgment, of such immense historic importance to the Baha’is:

The Baha’i Faith is a new religion, entirely independent, with beliefs, principles and laws at its own, which differ from, and are utterly in conflict with, the beliefs, principles and laws of Islam. No Baha’i, therefore, can be regarded a Muslim or vice-versa, even as no Buddhist, Brahmin, or Christian can be regarded a Muslim or vice-versa.

Even if this verdict had remained an isolated phenomenon in an obscure local court of Egypt it would have been an invaluable weapon in the hands of the believers all over the world who were seeking to assert just that independence so clearly enunciated in this Judgment. But it did not rest there; it was subsequently sanctioned and upheld by the highest ecclesiastical authorities in Cairo, and printed and circulated by the Muslims themselves.

The Guardian, who was ever ready to seize upon the most insignificant and flimsy tools—from human beings to pieces of paper—and wield them as weapons in his battle to secure the recognition and emancipation of the Faith, grasped this sharp new sword placed in his hands by the enemies of the Faith themselves and went on striking with it until the end of his life. It was, he stated, the first Charter of the emancipation of the Cause from the fetters of Islam. In the East the Baha’is used it, under his astute guidance, as a lever to win for them a reluctant admission that the Faith was not a heresy inside Islam and in the West to assert its disavowal of that same accusation. It was even cited, at the time Shoghi Effendi made strong representations to the Israeli Minister for Religious Affairs, as a reason for his insistence that the affairs of the Baha’i Community should not be handled by the same departmental head who was responsible for the Muslim Community in Israel, pointing out that this created the impression we were a branch of Islam, and stating he preferred to have Baha’i matters placed under the jurisdiction of the head of the Christian Department as in this way there could be no ambiguity as regards the independent status of the Baha’i Faith. It was as a result of such arguments as these that the Ministry for Religious Affairs set up a Baha’i Department with a head of its own.

With the powerful lever of the Beba Court’s Judgment the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahais of Egypt fought, over a period of years, to obtain for its Community at least a modicum of recognition of its independent religious status. To facilitate this the Assembly published a compilation of the Baha’i laws related to matters of personal status and with the force of this document behind it, and using repeated incidents provoked by fanatical Muslims against the
Bahá'ís, succeeded in obtaining from the Egyptian Government plots of land, officially granted to it in those cities where there was a relatively large group of believers, to be used as exclusively Bahá'í burial grounds.

This compilation of the laws regarding personal status was translated into Persian as well as English and used as a guide in the conduct of Bahá'í affairs in those countries which did not have civil laws covering such matters. Although certain concessions were won from the authorities in Muslim countries such as Egypt, Persia, Palestine and India as a result of this, the fact remained that the legal situation of the Bahá'ís, particularly in Egypt and Persia, was highly ambiguous and they often found themselves with no rights at all in certain respects, living in a kind of legal no-man's land. This was particularly true of their marriages and divorces which were registered with their Assemblies, took place according to Bahá'í law, but were viewed as non-existent in the eyes of the government of their country. The fact that large communities of believers accepted this hardship proudly, refusing to be humiliated in the eyes of their derivative fellow-countrymen, and continue to this day the struggle for recognition in such fundamental matters, is the highest possible tribute to the spirit of faith the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh have engendered in their hearts, and to the loyalty with which they carried out the instructions of their beloved Guardian not to mind "any wave of unpopularity, of distrust or criticism, which a strict adherence to their standards might provoke."

In his recapitulation of those events which must ultimately lead to the recognition and emancipation of the Faith, Shoghi Effendi, in A Passer By, wrote these memorable words: "To all administrative regulations which the civil authorities have issued from time to time . . . the Bahá'í communities, faithful to their sacred obligations towards their government, and conscious of their civic duties, has yielded, and will continue to yield implicit obedience. . . . To such orders, however, as are tantamount to a recantation of their faith by its members, or constitute an act of disloyalty to its spiritual, its basic and God-given principles and precepts, it will stubbornly refuse to bow, preferring imprisonment, deportation and all manner of persecution, including death—as already suffered by the twenty thousand martyrs that have laid down their lives in the path of its Founders—rather than follow the dictates of a temporal authority requiring it to renounce its allegiance to its cause."

In Shoghi Effendi's administration of the affairs of the Faith there was a quality of rigidity in essentials and fluidity in non-essentials that must always characterize a truly great leader. Whereas in matters that are fundamental there can be no compromise, these can and should be, in administering the affairs of a world-wide community, recognition of the fact that people are in different stages of evolution. An example of the wisdom and skill of Shoghi Effendi is the way he treated different communities differently, never permitting any community—be it in one of the world's great and most sophisticated metropolises or in a village of illiterate peasants—to disregard the fundamental teachings of Bahá'u'lláh, but recognizing at the same time the fact that one does not require of a five-year-old child what one does of an adolescent or demand the same wisdom, obedience and experience in a young man of twenty-one that one expects from a person who has passed through three score years and ten in the school of life.

No better example of this differentiation in the stages of development that characterize different Bahá'í communities at the present time could be found than in the last letter Shoghi Effendi addressed to one of the great African National Assemblies. Dated August 8, 1957 (less than three months before he died), and written at the instruction of the Guardian himself, his secretary pointed out the very essence of his thoughts on such a supremely important subject at this stage in Bahá'í history: "We cannot expect people who are illiterate (which is no reflection on their mental abilities or capacities) to have studied the Teachings, especially when so little literature is available in their own language in the first place, and grasp all their ramifications, the way an African, say in London, is expected to. The spirit of the person is the important thing, the recognition of Bahá'u'lláh and His position in the world in this day . . .

The purpose of the new National Assemblies in Africa, and the purpose of any administrative body, is to carry the Message to the people and enlist the sincere under the banner
of this Faith... Therefore, those responsible for accepting new enrollments must just be sure of one thing—that the heart of the applicant has been touched with the spirit of the Faith. Everything else can be built on this foundation gradually.”

What Shoghi Effendi made us understand is that the great tree of the World Order of Bahá’u’lláh when first planted is a tiny seed—belief in Him. Gradually it will grow, like any living thing, bigger and bigger and become more and more mature. Shoghi Effendi conceived it his major task, pursuant to ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s instructions in His Will, to promulgate the Faith throughout the entire planet and enlist under its banner all the peoples of the world; he realized the raw material must first be assembled from which could be shaped the future society of that world; although so many things were required to shape that future society and were admittedly essential prerequisites to its creation, the supreme fact remained that the masses must be first brought under the shadow of Bahá’u’lláh before His World Order could emerge in all its glory.

In North America, the Cradle of the Administrative Order of the Faith, the Guardian spent sixteen years in laying a firm foundation and creating a pattern for all Bahá’í administrative institutions. In our modern terminology he built a launching pad from which he could send off his rockets—the great teaching Plans that occupied so much of his time during the last two decades of his life. That “the administration of the Cause is to be conceived as an instrument and not a substitute for the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh, that it should be regarded as a channel through which His promised blessings may flow, that it should guard against such rigidity as would clog and fetter the liberating forces released by His Revelation...” Shoghi Effendi made absolutely clear.

Just as in a stellar galaxy there are many universes in different stages of evolution, so in the global galaxy of God’s Cause different parts of the Bahá’í world were in different stages of development. The communities of the Middle East were much farther advanced in applying the Bahá’í laws and ordinances in the lives of the believers that composed them, but they were neither emancipated, recognized nor free. The communities in the West, in the Americas, Europe and Australasia were free, but, because of their cultural past, and the fact that in their countries laws of personal status were administered by civil and not religious courts, were far behind the East in applying many of the laws of their Faith as well as in observing its ordinances. The new Bahá’ís in many of the world’s more backward countries were free in the sense of not being, like their brethren in the East, the victims of fanatical governments whose state religion was Islam, but were not always able to apply the Bahá’í laws because of the tribal societies in which many of them lived, and were also handicapped, at least temporarily, by the fact that the historical backgrounds from which they had sprung were so different in many respects from those of the peoples of Jewish, Christian and Muhammadan antecedents, whose common background was that from which the Bahá’í Faith itself had come. Because of these factors Shoghi Effendi, like the conductor of a great orchestra, made sure that each community within the Bahá’í world was playing its own notes in the symphony of the whole. Though the parts were different each one had to follow the notes he had been given. Unless we grasp this picture of what our Bahá’í world is like at this present stage of its development, we will never be able to properly understand just what Shoghi Effendi did create, did accomplish, during his ministry and how thrilling his achievements are.

These different examples indicate that although mankind is one and the Faith is one, although its Administrative Order is one and its World Order will be one, the enforcement of the laws, ordinances and administrative procedures of the Cause must perform progress at different rates of speed in different places. Shoghi Effendi spent many years erecting, on the foundation already created by the Master, an organized system in which a Bahá’í was clearly differentiated from a non-Bahá’í—through his beliefs, his privileges and his responsibilities—before he could take the step of devising a way to ensure that inside the Bahá’í communities the believers made reasonable effort to follow the Bahá’í teachings and that if they too flagrantly disregarded them there was a means of punishment—a sanction—at hand to ensure they did not place in jeopardy the good name
and independent character of the Faith and as a means of protecting the reputation of the community. This sanction was the removal of the administrative rights of a believer; it meant that lie or she could no longer vote in Bahá’í elections, be elected to or appointed on Bahá’í Assemblies and committees, receive a Bahá’í marriage or divorce and attend those meetings where the Bahá’ís as a community were gathered. In the East, where many laws of personal status were administered by Assemblies, it involved a number of the provisions of the Agádas; in the West, where a different situation existed, it involved the formation that to those laws the Guardian considered the Bahá’ís must now follow, such as obtaining the consent of both parents to marriage, having a Bahá’í marriage ceremony, and following the Bahá’í divorce laws. This sanction was also invoked in cases where Bahá’ís, completely disregarding the teachings of their Faith, entered into political matters, or in cases of what he carefully termed “flagrant immorality” which brought the whole community into disrepute, or for other serious breaches of what he called those “directing and regulating principles of Bahá’í belief” which “the upholders of the Cause... feel bound, as their Administrative Order expands and consolidates itself, to assert and vigilantly apply.” Shoghi Effendi made it clear that the removal of voting rights must never be used lightly and that its use at all should be avoided as much as possible.

A procedure as fundamental as this was one which Shoghi Effendi universally applied to Bahá’ís everywhere in the world, no matter what type of society they were living in, and was part of his gradual implementation of the laws and principles ordained by Bahá’u’lláh “which constituted”, he stated, “the warp and woof of the institutions upon which the structure of His World Order must ultimately rest”.

This direction of a Faith from its World Centre, which necessitated rigidness and universality in fundamental matters and permitted and even encouraged fluidity in secondary matters, forms a fascinating subject for observation. Shoghi Effendi’s ministry was a constant breaking of the various shackles binding the Bahá’ís to the past, to the societies in which they lived, and a building up of their knowledge of the Faith and of its administrative institutions. Like a skilled physician be gave general health rubs to all and specific remedies in specific cases.

A typical example of the wonderful balance Shoghi Effendi expressed in all his views is that reflected in his attitude towards the subject of the funds of the Faith. Provisions for the support of the Cause of God had been made by Bahá’u’lláh Himself and mentioned by ‘Abdu’lláh-Bahá on many occasions; but it was not until 1923 that Shoghi Effendi began to lay the foundations of systematic financial support of the work.

On one hand it was apparent that under no circumstances could the world redeeming Order of Bahá’u’lláh be established without great financial expenditures and on the other there were two principles that Shoghi Effendi felt compelled to call to the attention of the Bahá’ís which, if not correctly understood and exposed in their proper light, could militate against the much-needed flow of contributions into the various Funds of the Faith. The first was that as the Bahá’ís had received the bounty of knowing of and accepting Bahá’u’lláh in this great new day, they were the ones to freely give back to their fellow men the benefits that had brought them. Shoghi Effendi made this very clear as early as 1929: “we should, I feel, regard it as an axiom and guiding principle of Bahá’í administration that in the conduct of every specific Bahá’í activity... only those who have already identified themselves with the Faith and are regarded as its avowed and unrestrained supporters should be invited to join and collaborate.” Bahá’ís could only accept money from non-Bahá’ís for purely humanitarian purposes, such as charity to be expended for peoples of all racial and religious backgrounds and not just for Bahá’ís.

The second, and what he termed “the cardinal principle” in a message to the American National Assembly in 1926, was “that all contributions to the Fund are to be purely and strictly voluntary in character. It should be made clear and evident to everyone that any form of compulsion, however slight and indirect, strikes at the very root of the principle underlying the formation of the Fund ever since its inception.” This instruction was the logical concomitant of the attitude of the Bahá’í religion that the Message of the Manifestation of God in this day is His free
gift to the peoples of the world; that all men have been called by Him to enter the Divine Fold and that in doing so not money but faith is required of them. Unlike so many churches there were no entrance fees, no obligatory dues to be paid, no seats in the Temples to be purchased, no forced contributions. The poor could find a refuge and the rich be welcomed on equal terms.

Shoghi Effendi made it clear that one of the duties and privileges of being a follower of Bahá’u’lláh was to support His work in this world. He also made it clear that it was the principle involved in giving that was more important than the sum involved; the penny of a poor man, which might for him and his family represent a real sacrifice, was as precious, as much needed and just as respectable a contribution as the hundreds or thousands of dollars a more well-to-do Bahá’í might be able to give. Over and over again he stressed these twin things: universality in giving, the participation of all as a symbol of our common love for and solidarity in our Faith, and sacrifice in giving. At the time when the great Mother Temple of the West was in urgent need of contributions to raise its structure the Guardian wrote: “It cannot be denied that the emanations of spiritual power and inspiration destined to radiate from the central Edifice of the Mashriqu’l-A致します will to a very large extent depend upon the range and variety of the contributing believers, as well as upon the nature and degree of self-abnegation which their unsolicited offerings will entail.” It is hard for a wealthy person to sacrifice because he has so much; but for a poor person to sacrifice is easier because he has so little. Money given to the Cause at a sacrifice on the part of any giver carries a particular blessing with it.

Shoghi Effendi himself repeatedly supported various undertakings in different countries. Shortly after the Master’s passing he began to contribute to the American Temple; in 1957 he announced he himself would defray one-third of the cost of erecting the three new Bahá’í Temples to be constructed during the World Crusade; he supported much of the translation and printing of Bahá’í books, contributed to Bahá’í cemeteries and the purchase of various Bahá’í headquarters, and innumerable other activities. In doing this he set an example to all believers and all Bahá’í institutions of giving, of participating with others in the joy of bringing to fruition plans of the Cause of God. His complete frankness in such matters, his avowal on some occasions that he did not have the money needed to do a certain thing he wanted to do for the Cause, the touching words with which he sent a small sum for the American Temple: “I beg to enclose my humble contribution of 19 pounds, as my share of the numerous donations that have reached the Temple Treasury in the past year”, all provide not only an example but a very real encouragement to believers rich or poor to follow in His footsteps, happy they have such footsteps to tread in.

In his constant encouragement of the Bahá’ís to arise and spread their Faith among the spiritually hungry multitudes of their fellow men the Guardian frequently recalled to them the injunction of Bahá’u’lláh Himself: “Centre your energies in the propagation of the Faith of God. Whoso is worthy of so high a calling, let him arise and promote it. Whoso is unable, it is his duty to appoint him who will, in his stead, proclaim this Revelation...” and said that those who were not able to go forth and establish themselves in those places where Bahá’ís were so urgently needed, should, mindful of these words of Bahá’u’lláh, “determine...to appoint a deputy who, on that believer’s behalf, will arise and carry out so noble an enterprise.” On more than one occasion he himself, through a National Assembly, deputized a number of Bahá’ís to fulfill specific goals.

* * *

A proper understanding of the evolution of the Cause of God cannot be achieved unless certain fundamental truths enshrined in it are made clear. ‘Abdu’l-Bahá slated one of these when He wrote: “From the beginning of time until the present day, the light of Divine Revelation hath risen in the East and shed its radiance upon the West. The illumination thus shed hath, however, acquired in the West an extraordinary brilliancy.” This was the statement of a general principle common to the phenomenon of religion on this planet, but in this Bahá’í Dispensation the clear and specific working of this principle has been laid bare to our eyes over a period of more than one hundred and twenty-five years.
The combination of the love of the Father for the first-born, for the first nation in the West to respond to His Message, and the vitality of the New World itself, seems, in a mysterious and beautiful way, to have invested the Bahá'ís of North America with a station and powers unparalleled in history. Shoghi Effendi said they had *been* given "spiritual primacy" by Abdu'l-Bahá, and were "the appointed, the chief trustees" of that "divinely conceived, world-encompassing" Divine Plan which conferred on them a world mission which was the "sacred birthright of the American followers of Bahá'u'lláh". In his observation of the fulfillment of the truths enshrined in the Teaching, Shoghi Effendi pointed out that there had been forces at work "which, through a remarkable swing of the pendulum, have caused the administrative centre of the Faith to gravitate away from its cradle, to the shores of the American Continent." "To their Persian brethren, who in the Heroic Age of the Faith had won the crown of Martyrdom, the American believers, forerunners of its Golden Age, were now worthy succeeding"; they had become the "spiritual descendants of the heroes of God's Cause". It was their destiny—the destiny of this "much loved," "high minded and valiant", "Cod-chosen" community—to "be acclaimed as the creator and champion-builder of the World Order of Bahá'u'lláh".

In one of his earliest letters as Guardian, addressed to the New York Spiritual Assembly in 1923, Shoghi Effendi states in a few words his attitude towards America, an attitude that never altered until the end of his life: "Conscious of the clear and emphatic predictions of our beloved Master as to the predominant part the West is destined to play during the early stages in the universal triumph of the Movement, I have, ever since His departure, turned my eyes in hopeful expectation to the distant shores of that continent..."

A mutually trusting and tender relationship grew up between the young Guardian, and those he called "the children of Abdu'l-Bahá" from the very first moment they heard he had been named the Master's successor.

We must always bear in mind that it was this early partnership with America, inherent in the destiny of the Faith, that led to the establishment and growth of the Administrative Order all over the world. The matrix of that Order was perfected in America, though in an embryonic form it had existed already in the days of Abdu'l-Bahá. Shoghi Effendi began to actively guide America, finding her eager and responsive, from the very outset of his ministry. To the 1923 Convention he cabled: "that this year's Convention may...institute an unprecedented campaign of teaching is indeed my ardent prayer. Let this be Ridván's Message: unite, deepen, arise." The captain had placed his hand on the helm. Through every storm, in calm waters, in years of trial and vicissitude, through war and peace, in youth, in middle age, at the end of his life. Shoghi Effendi never ceased to guide, turn to, love, admonish and hearten this "preeminent community of the Bahá'í world."

With few exceptions, for thirty-six years, the pattern in administrative matters, the great directives concerning teaching, the world-shaping concepts and plans conveyed in the general letters of the Guardian were addressed to, published by, or relayed through, this community. This does not mean the Guardian ignored Persia and other Bahá'í communities; far from it. He had an independent, intensely personal and loving relationship to each and every one of them, formed, with the older communities, at the same time as that with America, which neither Bagged nor suffered neglect throughout the years, but rather grew in scope and intensity with the passage of time. He was always everyone's Guardian.

A born administrator, with a brain and temperament that was invariably orderly and tidy, Shoghi Effendi set about organizing the affairs of the Faith in a highly systematic manner. During the first two or three years he kept lists of his letters, before his correspondence, his problems, his fatigue and lack of proper helpers made it impossible for him to handle his mail in this manner. From these lists we gather he wrote to the following places: America, Britain, France, Germany, Japan, Mesopotamia, Caucasus, Persia, Turkish, Turkey, Australia, Switzerland, India, Syria, Italy, Burma, Canada, Pacific Islands, Egypt, Palestine, Sweden and Europe. He also wrote to many individual centres, in America, Europe, Worth Africa, the Middle and Far East. He lists sixty-seven of these
in the 1922–23 period, eighty-eight during the period 1923–24, and ninety-six in the 1924–25 period.

The vast majority of Bahá’ís still resided in Persia and neighbouring territories; there was a small but equally loyal and devoted community in North America, even smaller ones in Europe, Africa, the Indian sub-continent and the Pacific region. Most of these believers were anything but clear in their minds as to just what the Faith represented; had no idea of what form it was about to take, pursuant to the Master’s instructions in His Will, and still less any real understanding of its Administrative Order. Although there were bodies called Spiritual Assemblies, they were often called by other names too, and their functioning and membership were frequently vague and bore small resemblance to what we now understand a Spiritual Assembly to be.

This dispersed, heterogeneous, unorganized but loyal mass of believers throughout the world had other handicaps to overcome. The Persian friends, though fully aware of the completely independent character of their Faith—an independence they had unostensibly sacrificed their lives to assert—nevertheless had not yet succeeded in cutting themselves off completely from certain national customs and evils at complete variance with the teachings of its Founder. There was still a twilight-land of over-lapping with the customs of Islam and the many abuses to which its gradual decline had given rise over the centuries. The principle of monogamy was neither strictly practised nor properly understood: the drinking of alcohol was still widespread; the categoric ban of Bahá’u’lláh on the use of narcotics had not been fully grasped in a land which was riddled through and through with the pernicious use of opium and other drugs. In the West, particularly in America where the largest group of its accidental followers was to be found, the Bahá’ís, however attached they might be to this new Faith they had accepted, were still entangled with church affiliations and membership in various societies, which only served to dissipate their extremely limited resources, squander their capacity for concerted and concentrated activity for the Cause of God, and weaken any claims they might make as to its independent character. Neither in the East nor in the West were the Bahá’ís clear in their minds as to the degree they should shun all political affiliations and activities. Shoghi Effendi attacked this somewhat nebulous condition of the Bahá’í world in two ways. The first was to create a universal, consistent and coherent method of carrying on Bahá’í community life and organizing its affairs, based on the Teachings and the Master’s elaboration of them, and the second was to educate the believers in an understanding of the objectives and implications of their religion and the truths enshrined in it.

Shoghi Effendi’s genius for organization became increasingly manifest and a uniform system of national and local Assemblies was quickly and carefully built up by him throughout the world.

Some communities already had, in response to ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s encouragement, established committees. Correspondence in 1922 and 1923 between Shoghi Effendi and the American National Assembly shows that there were in existence such National Committees as Teaching, Publishing and Reviewing, Children’s Education, Library, Star of the West, Race Amity, and National Archives.

In going over the Guardian’s early ads and communications it is both astonishing and fascinating to see how everything that was there at the end of his ministry was there at the beginning too. As the years went by he amplified his thoughts and elaborated his themes, himself matured, and the Cause matured with him, but it was all quite complete in embryo when he first started directing the affairs of the Faith.

The education of the Bahá’ís is in the principles underlying Bahá’u’lláh’s social system became, for many years, the paramount concern of the Guardian. They were used to believing in the Teachings, to trying so spread them amongst their fellow men, to at least a medium of community life through feasts, meetings and commemoration of their Holy Days. They were not used to working in an organized manner as members of an organization in the truest sense of that word. They were also not used to keeping the system of communication within the Faith open. Shoghi Effendi realized from the outset that the work that lay before him required that he, in particular, should have a thorough knowledge of what was going on in the Bahá’í com-
munities throughout the world and of the state of their activities and their response to the up-building of the administrative system of the Cause. This required a close correspondence with not only all the national bodies, but with all the local Assemblies; the national bodies were weak or practically non-existent, the local Assemblies usually even weaker. It felt it essential to be in contact with them all, East and West. His plan was not only to collect information at the World Centre but to stimulate and encourage the oppressed oriental communities through relaying to them glad-tidings from their sister communities in the West.

In their hearts the Bahá'ís, a sincere and loving group of people gathered about Bahá'u'lláh in belief and confidence, were deeply aware of their international bond of unity in faith. But this was not sufficient. The time had come for a dynamic, working every-day consciousness of this to take place. In addition to creating a uniform system of Bahá'í elections and a flow of reports and correspondence to him and from him, Shoghi Effendi took steps to greatly reinforce and reinvigorate certain Bahá'í publications already in existence when he became Guardian and which had been encouraged and supported by 'Abdu'l-Bahá Himself. The Star of the West, published in America, was the oldest and most famous of these. In addition there were the Sun of Truth published in Germany, The Dawn published in Burma, The Bahá'í News of India published there, and the khorsúd-e-khávari published in 'Ishqábád. To all these Shoghi Effendi gave his enthusiastic support.

In addition to this Shoghi Effendi inaugurated a "circular letter which the Haifa Bahá'í Spiritual Assembly forwards every nineteen days to all Bahá'í Centres throughout the East." This was in Persian. It had an English counterpart, "The Spiritual Assembly which has been established in Haifa", he wrote to the Swiss Bahá'ís in February 1923, "will from now on send you regularly the news of the Holy Land..." Measures such as these had the effect of a giant spoon by which he vigorously stirred the entire community of the faithful all over the world, blending, stimulating, challenging its component parts to greater action, co-operation and understanding.

Snapshot of Shoghi Effendi walking on Mount Carmel above the Shrine of the Báb.
This picture together with those on pages 158 and 178 are typical of him as he surveyed his work and made plans for the future.
But what, we should pause and ask, was this Administration the Guardian was so tirelessly working to establish? As it evolved it would, he said, 'at once incarnate, safeguard and foster' the spirit of this invincible Faith. It was unique in history, divinely-conceived, and different from any system which had existed in the religions of the past. Fundamentally it was the vehicle of a future World Order and World Civilization which would constitute no less than a World Commonwealth of all the nations on this planet. Though its entire structure of elected bodies was based on principles of universal suffrage and election by secret ballot, its ultimate workings were conceived of in a different light, for, unlike the paramount principle of democracy by which the elected are constantly responsible to the electors, Bahá'í bodies are responsible at all times to the Founder of their Faith and His teachings. Whereas in democracy the ruling factor at the top can go no higher than their own councils and their decisions are subject to the scrutiny and approval of those they represent, this ruling factor in the Cause of God is at once the servant of all the servants of God—in other words the body of the faithful—but responsible to a higher factor, divinely guided and inspired, the Guardian or sole interpreter, and the Universal House of Justice, the supreme body, or sole legislator. It will be seen that in this system the people, divorced from the corrupt influences of nomination, political canvassing and the violence of those whims and dissatisfactions so easily engendered in the masses by the working of the democratic principle alone, are free to choose those they deem best qualified to direct their affairs and safeguard their rights on the one hand, and to protect and serve the interests of the Cause of God on the other.

The elected Bahá'í bodies might be likened to a great network of irrigation pipes, selected and put together by the people for their own benefit. But life-giving waters from on high flow through this system, independent of the people, independent of any will of the pipes, and this water is the divinely guided and inspired counsels of the Guardian and the Supreme Body of the Cause, which they receive, in this Bahá'í Dispensation, from no less a source than the Twin Manifestations of God. The system of Bahá'u'lláh, Shoghi Effendi wrote, 'cannot ever degenerate into any form of despotism, of oligarchy, or of demagogy which must sooner or later corrupt the machinery of all man-made and essentially defective political institutions.' Already, in 1934, Shoghi Effendi was able to write of the workings of this system, which was so rapidly growing and spreading its roots steadily throughout the Bahá'í world, that it had evinced a power which a 'disillusioned and sadly shaken society' could ill afford to ignore. The vitality of its institutions, the obstacles overcome by its administrators, the enthusiasm of its itinerant teachers, the heights of self-sacrifice attained by its champion-builders, the vision, hope, joy, inward peace, integrity, discipline, and unity that were manifested by its stalwart defenders, the manner in which diversified peoples were cleansed of their prejudices and fused into the structure of this system—all testified, Shoghi Effendi wrote, to the power of this ever-expanding Order of Bahá'u'lláh.

Shoghi Effendi had the qualities of true statesmanship. Unlike many of the Bahá'ís, who, alas, are prone like Leucius to take off on wings of wax, full of hope and faith alone, Shoghi Effendi forged his flying machine of airworthy materials, building it carefully, piece by piece. Within the first few years of his ministry he had created uniformity in essential matters of Bahá'í Administration. He had established his bed-rock of local Assemblies and a national body, wherever the national communities were strong enough to support such an institution.

One of the most wonderful things about Shoghi Effendi was that he pushed the horizons of our minds even further away. His vision of the Cause was seen from the Everest of his all-embracing understanding of its implications. In thirty-six years nothing ever grew smaller, everything grew bigger and bigger. There was infinite room not only to breathe but to dream. Bahá'u'lláh was the Inaugurator of a five-hundred-thousand-year cycle. He was the culmination of a six-thousand-year cycle of prophecy beginning with Adam, Withal. His Revelation was but part of an infinite chain of Divine Guidance. The Guardian summed up this concept in his masterly statement submitted to the United Nations Special Palestine Committee: 'The fundamental principle enunciated by Bahá'u'-
lläh ... is that religious truth is not absolute but relative, that Divine Revelation is a continuous and progressive process, that all the great religions of the world are divine in origin, that their basic principles are in complete harmony, that their aims and purposes are one and the same, that their teachings are but facets of one truth, that their functions are complementary, that they differ only in the non-essential aspects of their doctrines, and that their missions represent successive stages in the spiritual evolution of human society. The aim of Baha'u'llah ... is not to destroy but to fulfill the Revelations of the past... His purpose ... is to restate the basic truths which these teachings enshrine in a manner that would conform to the needs ... of the age in which we live... Nor does Baha'u'llah claim finality for His own Revelation, but rather stipulates that a fuller measure of truth ... must needs be disclosed at future stages in the constant and limitless evolution of mankind."

In that same statement he places the Administrative Order, in words of crystal clearness, in its proper relationship to the Revelation: "The Administrative Order of the Faith of Baha'u'llah, which is destined to evolve into the Baha'i World Commonwealth ... unlike the systems evolved after the death of the Founders of the various religions, is divine in origin ... The Faith which this Order serves, safeguards and promotes, is, it should be noted in this connection, essentially supernatural, supra-national, entirely non-political, non-partisan, and diametrically opposed to any policy or school of thought that seeks to exalt any particular race, class or nation. It is free from any form of ecclesiasticism, neither priesthood nor rituals, and is supported exclusively by voluntary contributions made by its avowed adherents."

What this concept would lead to was expressed on another occasion to the Guardian's communications to the Baha'is of the West: "A world federal system, ruling the whole earth ... blending and embodying the ideals of both the East and the West, liberated from the curse of war ... a system in which Force is made the servant of Justice, whose life is sustained by its universal recognition of one God and by its allegiance to one common Revelation—such is the goal towards which humanity, impelled by the unifying forces of life, is moving."

All this being so, something was very much the matter with the world. What it was Shoghi Effendi also made clear to us in The Promised Day Is Come: "For a whole century God has respite mankind, that it might acknowledge the Founder of such a Revelation, espouse His Cause, proclaim His greatness and establish His Order. In a hundred volumes... the Bearer of such a Message has proclaimed, as no Prophet before Him has done, the Mission with which God had entrusted Him... How—we may well ask ourselves—has the world, the object of such Divine solicitude, repaid Him Who sacrificed His all for its sake?" Baha'u'llah's Message met, Shoghi Effendi wrote, with unmitigated indifference from the elite, unrelenting hatred from the ecclesiastics, scorn from the people of Persia, utter contempt from most of the rulers addressed by Him, the envy and malice of those in foreign lands, all of which were evidences of the treatment such a Message received from "a generation sunk in self-content, careless of its God, and oblivious of the omen, warnings and admonitions revealed by His Messengers." Man was therefore to taste what his own hands had wrought. He had refused to take the direct road leading him to his great destiny, through acceptance of the Promised One for this Day, and had chosen the long road, bitter, blood-stained, dark, literally leading him through hell, before he once again could near the goal originally placed at his finger tips for him to seize.

From the very beginning of his ministry, steeped as he was in the Teachings, Shoghi Effendi foresaw the course events seemed inevitably to be taking. As early as January 1923, he painted the picture of the future in a letter to an American local Assembly: "Individuals and nations", he wrote, "are being swept by a whirlwind of insincerity and selfishness, which if not resisted may imperil, may destroy civilization itself. It is our task and privilege to capture gradually and persistently the attention of the world by the sincerity of our motives, by the breadth of our outlook and the devotion and tenacity with which we pursue our work of service to mankind." We were not only clear as to the situation and the remedy, but sufficiently
shrewd to doubt the possibility, after eighty years of neglect on the part of humanity, of averting universal catastrophe. "The world", he wrote in February 1923, was "apparently drifting further and further from the spirit of the Divine Teachings..." Many times, in both his writings and his words to visiting pilgrims, Shoghi Effendi reminded the Bahá'ís of the formidable warning of Bahá'u'lláh: "The civilization, so often vaunted by the learned exponents of arts and sciences, will, if allowed to overlap the bounds of moderation, bring great evil upon men. Thus warneth you He Who is the All-Knowing. If carried to excess, civilization will prove as prolific source of evil as it had been of goodness when kept within the restraints of moderation... The day is approaching when its flame will devour the cities."

From the outset Shoghi Effendi realized that there was a great cancer eating away at the vitals of men, a materialism reaching a state of development in the West unrivalled by the decadence it had invariably produced in past civilizations when their decline set in. As very many people do not know what materialism means it can do no harm to quote Webster who defines certain of its aspects as "the tendency to give undue importance to material interests; devotion to the material nature and its wants" and says another definition is the theory that human phenomena should be viewed and interpreted in terms of physical and material causes rather than spiritual and ethical causes. Shoghi Effendi's attitude towards this subject, the evils that produce it and the evils it in turn gives rise to, is reflected in innumerable passages of his writings, beginning in 1923 and going on to 1957. In 1923 he refers to "the confusion and the gross materialism which mankind is now sunk..." A few years later he writes of "the apathy, the gross materialism and superficiality of society today." In 1927 he wrote to the American National Assembly: "...in the heart of society itself, where the ominous signs of increasing extravagance and prodigality are but lending fresh impetus to the forces of revolt and reaction that are growing more distinct every day..." In 1933, in a general letter to the American Bahá'ís, he speaks of the "follies and furies, like shifts, shams and compromises that characterize the present age". In 1934, in a general letter to the Bahá'ís throughout the West, he speaks of "the signs of an impending catastrophe, strongly reminiscent of the Fall of the Roman Empire in the West, which threatens to engulf the whole structure of present-day civilization..." In that same communication he says: "How disguising the lawlessness, the corruption, the unbelief that are eating into the vitals of a tottering civilization!" In his general letter to the Bahá'ís of the West, in 1936, he says: "in whichever direction we turn our gaze... we cannot fail to be struck by the evidences of moral decadence which, in their individual lives no less than in their collective capacity, men and women around us exhibit..." In 1938 he warned of "the challenge of these times, so fraught with peril, so full of corruption..." and speaks of the root-evil of all: "...as the chill of irreligion creeps relentlessly over the limbs of mankind..." and of "A world, dimmed by the steadily dying-out light of religion", a world in which nationalism was blind and triumphant, in which racial and religious persecution was pitiless, a world in which false theories and doctrines threatened to supplant the worship of God, a world, in sum, "enervated by a rampant and brutal materialism; disintegrating through the corrosive influence of moral and spiritual decadence".

In 1941 Shoghi Effendi castigated the prevalent trends of society in no uncertain terms: "the spread of lawlessness, of drunkenness, of gambling, and of crime; the inordinate Love of pleasure, of riches, and other earthly vanities; the laxity in morals, revealing itself in the irresponsible attitude towards marriage, in the weakening of parental control, in the rising tide of divorce, in the deterioration in the standard of literature and of the press, and in the advocacy of theories that are the very negation of purity, of morality and chastity—these evidences of moral decadence, invading both the East and the West, permeating every stratum of society, and instilling their poison in its members of both sexes, young and old alike, blacken still farther the scroll upon which are inscribed the manifold transgressions of an unpunished humanity." In 1948 he again stigmatizes modern society as being: "politically convulsed, economically disrupted, socially subverted, morally decadent and spiritually moribund..." By such oft-repeated words as these the Guardian sought
to protect the Bahá’í communities and alert them to the dangers by which they were surrounded.

However, it was towards the end of his life that Shoghi Effendi dwelt more openly and frequently on this subject, pointing out that although Europe was the cradle of a "godless", a "highly-vaulted yet lamentably defective civilization", the foremost protagonist of that civilization was now the United States and that in that country, at the present time, its manifestations had led to a degree of unbridled materialism which now presented a danger to the entire world. In 1954, in a letter to the Bahá’ís of the United States, couched in terms he had never used before, he recapitulated the extraordinary privileges this community had enjoyed, the extraordinary victories it had won, but said it stood at a most critical juncture in its history, not only its own history but its nation’s history—a nation he had described as "the shell that enshrines so precious a member of the world community of the followers of Bahá'u'lláh." In this letter he pointed out that the country of which the American Bahá’ís formed a part "is passing through a crisis which, in its spiritual, moral, social and political aspects, is of extreme seriousness—a seriousness which to a superficial observer is liable to be dangerously underestimated.

"The steady and alarming deterioration in the standard of morality as exemplified by the appalling increase of crime, by political corruption in every widening and ever higher circles, by the loosening of the sacred ties of marriage, by the inordinate craving for pleasure and diversion, and by the marked and progressive slackening of parental control, is no doubt the most arresting and distressing aspect of the decline that has set in, and can be clearly perceived, in the fortunes of the entire nation.

"Parallel with this, and pervading all departments of life—an evil which the nation, and indeed all those within the capitalist system, though to a lesser degree, share with that state and its satellites regarded as the sworn enemies of that system—is the crass materialism, which lays excessive and ever-increasing emphasis & material well-being, forgetful of those things of the spirit on which alone a sure and stable foundation can be laid for human society. It is this same cancerous materialism, born originally in Europe, carried to excess in the North American continent, contaminating the Asiatic peoples and nations, spreading its ominous tentacles to the borders of Africa, and now invading its very heart, which Bahá'u'lláh in unequivocal and emphatic language denounced in His Writings, comparing it to a devouring flame and regarding it as the chief factor in precipitating the dire ordeals and world-shaking crises that must necessarily involve the burning of cities and the spread of terror and consternation in the hearts of men."

Shoghi Effendi reminded us that 'Abdu'l-Bahá, during His visit to both Europe and America, had, from platform and pulpit, raised His voice "with pathetic persistence" against this "all-pervasive, pernicious materialism" and pointed out that as "this ominous laxity in morals, this progressive stress laid on man’s material pursuits and well-being" continued, the political horizon was also darkening "as witnessed by the widening of the gulf separating the protagonists of two antagonistic schools of thought which, however divergent in their ideologies, are to be commonly condemned by the upholders of the standard of Bahá'u'lláh for their materialistic philosophies and their neglect of those spiritual values and eternal verities on which alone a stable and flourishing civilization can be ultimately established."

The Guardian constantly called to our attention that the objectives, standards and practices of the present-day world were, for the most part, in opposition to or a corrupt form of what the Bahá’ís believe and seek to establish. The guidance He gave us in such matters was not confined to issues as blatant and burning as those cited in the above quotations. He educated us as well—if we accept to be educated by him—in matters of good taste, sound judgment and good breeding. So often He would say: this is a religion of the golden mean, the middle of the way, neither this extreme nor that. What He meant by this was not compromise but the very essence of the thought conveyed in these words of Bahá'u'lláh Himself: "overstep not the bounds of moderation"; "whoever cleaveth to justice can, under no circumstances, transgress the limits of moderation." We live in perhaps the most immoderate society the world has ever seen, shaking itself to pieces because it
has turned its back on God and refused His Messenger.

Shoghi Effendi did not see this society with the eyes that we see it. Had he done so he would not have been our guide and our shield. Whereas the Manifestation of God appears from celestial realms and brings a new age with Him, the Guardian’s station and function was entirely different. He was very much a man of the Twentieth Century. Far from being alien to the world in which he lived one might say he represented the best of it in his clear and logical mind, his unembarrassed, uninhibited appraisal of it. His understanding of the weaknesses of others, however, produced in him no compromise, no acceptance of wrong trends as evils to be condoned because they were universal. Too much stress cannot be bid on this point. We are prone to think that because a thing is general it is the right thing; because our leaders and scholars bold a view, it is the right view: because experts assure us that this, that or the other thing is proper and enduring they speak with the voice of authority. No such complacence afflicted Shoghi Effendi. He saw everything in the world today—in the realm of politics, morality, art, music, literature, medicine, social science—against the framework of Bahá’u’lláh’s teachings. Did it fit into the guiding lines laid down by Bahá’u’lláh? It was a sound trend. Did it not? It was on a wrong and dangerous track.

Shoghi Effendi gave us, over the years, what I like to call “guiding lines”, clarification of great principles, doctrines and thoughts in our religion. Only a few can be arbitrarily selected for a work of this scope, but they are ones which to me have a special significance in shaping our Bahá’í outlook in the world we live in today. One of the most fallacious modern doctrines, diametrically opposed to the teachings of all religions, is that man is not responsible for his acts but is excused his wrongdoing because it is brought about by conditioning factors. This is a contention with which Shoghi Effendi had no patience, for it was not in accordance with the words of Bahá’u’lláh: “That which traineth the world is justice, for it is upheld by two pillars, reward and punishment. These two pillars are the source of life to the world.” Individuals, nations, Bahá’í communities, the human race, are all accountable for their acts. Though there are many factors involved in all our decisions, the essence of Bahá’í belief is that God gives us the chance, the help, and the strength, to make the right one and that for it we will be rewarded and failing it we will be punished. This concept is almost the opposite of the teachings of modern psychology.

The Guardian’s relationship with the entire Bahá’í world, as well as individuals, official, and non-Bahá’ís, was based on this principle. He was immensely patient, but in the end punishment was swift and just; his rewards were swift too, and to me seemed always greater than deserved by those who received them.

The highest standards of literature and language are reflected, whether in Persian, Arabic or English, in the writings of the Bab, Bahá’u’lláh, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, and Shoghi Effendi. No debased coin of words was used by any of them. I remember once when a pilgrim, sincerely and modestly remonstrated with the Guardian about the difficulty ordinary people in America had in understanding his writings and suggested be made them a little bit easier. The Guardian pointed out, firmly, that this was not the answer; the answer was for people to raise their standard of English. adding, in his beautiful voice with its beautiful pronunciation—and a slight twinkle in his eye—that he himself wrote in English. The implication that a great deal of the writing on the other side of the Atlantic did not always fall in this category was quite clear! He urged Bahá’í magazines to use an “elevated and impressive style” and certainly set the example himself at all times.

When I was first married I was a little apprehensive of what the Guardian’s attitude might be towards modern art. Loving the great periods of art in our own and other cultures I wondered what I would do if I found he admired modern trends in painting, sculpture and architecture. I need have had no fears. Occasionally we were able to visit famous European museums and art galleries together. I soon discovered, to my great relief, that his love of symmetry and beauty, of a mature style and a noble expression of real values, was deep and true. The blind search for a new style, however sincere and logical it may be, which has followed upon the general crumbling of the old order of things in the world, Shoghi Effendi never...
mistook for the evidence of a new, evolved expression of art, least of all a Baha'i expression of anything. He knew history too well to mistake the lowest point of decay, the reflection of a decadent and moribund society, for the birth of a new style inspired by Bahai'u'llah's World Order! He knew the fruit is the end product of the growth of the tree and not the first; he knew that a world system, drawing strength from world peace and unification, must come first and then be followed by the flowering, in the Golden Age, of a new, mature expression of art. Lest there be any doubt of this, look at the superstructure of the Shrine of the Bab and the International Archives building which he built; look at the four designs of the Temples for Mt. Carmel, 'Akkaba, Sydney, and Kampala he himself chose. They were admittedly conservative, based on past experience; but they were also based on styles that had withstood the test of time and would continue to do so until a new and organically evolved style could be produced as the world evolved under the influence of Bahai'u'llah's teachings. In letters he wrote in 1956 to two different National Assemblies about two different Temples, his secretary stated his views as follows: "He feels that, as this is the Mother Temple... it has a very great importance; and must under all circumstances be dignified, and not represent an extremist point of view in architecture. No one knows how the styles of the present day may be judged two or three generations from now; but the Baha'is cannot afford to build a second Temple if the one they build at the present time should seem too extreme and unsuitable at a future date." "He was sorry to have to disappoint Mr. F..." However, there was no possible question of accepting something as extreme as this. The Guardian feels very strongly that, regardless of the opinion of the latest school of architecture may be on the subject, the styles represented at present all over the world in architecture are not only very ugly, but completely lack the dignity and grace which must be at least partially present in a Baha'i House of Worship. One must always bear in mind that the vast majority of human beings are not either very modern or very extreme in their tastes, and that what the advanced school may think is marvellous is often very distasteful indeed to just plain, simple people.

The same thoughts that moved the Guardian as regards literature and art applied to his feelings about music, of which he had a great love.

What one gleans from the above is that the Guardian desired to safeguard the Cause, to maintain for it and its precious institutions a standard of dignity and beauty that would protect its Holy Name, the sacred nature of its institutions, its international character, its newness and promise, from the whims and caprices of an age in transition and from the undue influence of a corrupt, wholly western civilization.

How many Baha'is appreciate the fact that just as chastity, honesty and truthfulness are required of them, courtesy, dignity and reverence are qualities upheld in the teachings of Bahai'u'llah? One of Shoghi Effendi's early cables to America stresses this point: "Dignity of Cause requires restraint use Master's voice record." The sense of the holiness of things is one of the greatest benedictions for man. Many times the Guardian brought this to our attention in instructions such as these: "ensure no one photographs Bab's portrait during display." To gaze upon the reproduction of the face of the Manifestation of God, were it the Bab or Bahai'u'llah, was a unique privilege, to be approached as such, not just as one more reproduction to be passed about from hand to hand.

The sharp distinction between the coalescence of Bahai'u'llah's followers in a unified, spiritually-motivated world system and the disintegration, side-taking and hatred decimating the races, religions and political parties of the world, was constantly pointed out by the Guardian and the dangers involved if the Bahai's did not hold themselves strictly aloof from these dissensions repeatedly emphasized. In September 1938, as humanity drifted towards the precipice of a second world war, Shoghi Effendi cabled a stern warning and unambiguous instruction to the believers on this policy of strict neutrality: "Loyalty World Order Bahai'u'llah security its basic institutions both imperatively demand all its avowed supporters particularly its champion-builders American continent in these days when sinister uncontrollable forces are deepening cleavage sundering peoples nations creeds classes resolve despite pressure fast crystallizing public opinion abstain individually
collectively in word action informally as well in all official utterances publications from assigning blame taking sides however indirectly in recurring political crises now agitating ultimately engulfing human society. Grave apprehension lest cumulative effect such compromises disintegrate fabric clog channel grace that sustains system God’s essentially supranational supernatural order so laboriously evolved so recently established.

The patriotism of Baha’is is not manifest in an allegiance to national prejudices and political systems but rather in two ways: to serve one’s country by fostering its highest spiritual interests and by implicit obedience to government, whatever that government may be. The Guardian pointed out, in 1932, that the extension of Baha’I activities throughout the world and “the variety of the communities which labor under divers forms of government, so essentially different in their standards, policies and methods, make it absolutely essential for all... members of any one of these communities to avoid any action that might, by arousing the suspicion or exciting the antagonism of any one government, involve their brethren in fresh persecutions...” and went on to say: “How else, might I ask, could such a far-flung Faith, which transcends political and social boundaries, which includes within its pale so great a variety of races and nations, which will have to rely increasingly, as it forges ahead, on the good-will and support of the diversified and contending governments of the earth—how else could such a Faith succeed in preserving its unity, in safeguarding its interests, and in ensuring the steady and peaceful development of its institutions?” On another occasion Shoghi Effendi wrote: “Let them proclaim that in whatever country they reside, and however advanced their institutions, or profound their desire to enforce the laws, and apply the principles enunciated by Baha’u’llah, they will, unhesitatingly, subordinate the operation of such laws and the application of such principles to the requirements of their respective governments. Theirs is not the purpose, while endeavouring to conduct and perfect the administrative affairs of their Faith, to violate, under any circumstances, the provisions of their country’s constitution, much less to allow the machinery of their Administration to supersede the government of their respective countries.”

A telegram of the Guardian, sent in 1930 to one of the Near Eastern Assemblies, points very clearly to the correct Baha’I attitude: “unless government objects formation Assembly essential”. The Baha’is, as Shoghi Effendi said so aptly, belong to no political party but to “God’s party”. They are the agents of His Divine Polity.

The freedom of a sovereign state to pursue its own policies—however detrimental they might be to Baha’I interests—was upheld by Shoghi Effendi in 1929 when the Soviet Government expropriated the first Baha’I Temple of the world. In spite of the sorrow this action caused the Guardian he wrote that because of the articles of its own constitution the authorities had acted “within their recognized and legitimate rights”. When every appeal had failed of its purpose, he instructed the Baha’is in that country to obey the decrees of their Government, trusting that in time, as he wrote, God would “lift the veil that now obscures the vision of their rulers, and reveal the nobility of aim, the innocence of purpose, the rectitude of conduct, and the humanitarian ideals that characterize the as yet small yet potentially powerful Baha’I communities in every land and under any government.”

It must not be thought that as this Faith grew in strength and passed from victory to victory there was a change in this fundamental policy enunciated by Shoghi Effendi only eight years after he became Guardian. Far from it. In 1955 he cabled a message to all National Assemblies, at a time when the number of countries enrolled under the banner of the Faith had almost doubled during two years, appealing to the believers who were engaged in the mightiest Crusade ever launched since the inception of the Faith “whether residing homelands overseas however repressive regimes under which they labour ponder anew full implications essential requirements their stewardship Cause Baha’u’llah... rise higher levels consecration vigilantly combat all forms misrepresentations eradicate suspicions dispel misgivings silence criticisms throughout still more compelling demonstration loyalty their respective governments will maintain strengthen confidence civil authorities their integrity sincerity reaffirm universality aims purposes Faith proclaim spiritual character its fundamental principles assert non-political character its Administrative institutions...”
There are three factors involved in this question of loyalty to government yet complete aloofness from politics: one is obedience, another is wisdom and the third is the use of approved legal channels. Too often the factor of wisdom is overlooked, and yet the Guardian made it abundantly clear that it should always be considered. In a world where press and radio are hourly pouring out accusations, indictments and abuse upon the systems and policies of other nations, the Bahá'ís cannot be too wise.

In various countries he forbade the Bahá'ís to seek publicity and told them to shun all contact with certain sects and nationalities who, if they heard of the Faith or accepted it, could place the entire work of the pioneers in jeopardy. This was the essence of wisdom and every time it was ignored it led to disaster.

On the other hand, in different countries at different times, the Guardian strongly urged the Assemblies and the pioneers, wherever the way was open to do so, to protect the interests of the Faith through legal channels and through securing for its legal recognition, as well as through insuring the support of public opinion through the media of the press and radio.

In such matters of policy as these, however, which affect the international interests and well-being of the Faith, guidance and protection must come from the World Centre, which, by its very nature, is the sole authority in a position to use its judgment on such vital and delicate questions.

Another great guiding line of thought was the Guardian's exposition of what unity means in the Bahá'í teachings. Shoghi Effendi wrote that the "principle of unification which" the Cause "advocates and with which it stands identified" the enemies of the Faith "have misconceived as a shallow attempt at uniformity"; "Let there be no misgivings as to the animating purpose of the world-wide Law of Bahá'u'lláh... it repudiates excessive centralization on the one hand, and disclaims all attempts at uniformity on the other. Its watchword is unity in diversity..." The principle of the Oneness of Mankind, Shoghi Effendi stated, though it aimed at creating "a world organically unified in all the essential aspects of its life" was nevertheless to be a world "infinite in the diversity of the national characteristics of its federated units." He wrote of "the highly diversified Bahá'í society of the future" and, urging the Bahá'ís to pay special attention to winning the adherence to the Faith of different races, said: "A blending of these highly differentiated elements of the human race, harmoniously interwoven into the fabric of an all-embracing Bahá'í fraternity and assimilated through the processes of a divinely-appointed Administrative Order, and contributing each its share to the enrichment and glory of Bahá'í community life, is surely an achievement the contemplation of which must warm and thrill every Bahá'í heart."

This Faith, Shoghi Effendi wrote, "does not ignore, nor does it attempt to suppress, the diversity of ethnic origins, of climate, of history, of language and tradition, of thought and habit, that differentiate the peoples and nations of the world."

In an age of proselytizing, when nations and blocks of nations, various societies and organizations are hammering away at people's minds day and night, seeking to make them over in their own image, seeking to force their political systems, their clothes, their way of living, their housing, their medical systems, their philosophy and moral and social codes on each other, it is surely of the greatest importance for Bahá'ís to ponder their own teachings and the illuminating interpretation of them given by their Guardian. The Western World today has a passion for uniformity. As fast as it can it is trying to make everyone alike. The result is that while much good is undoubtedly being spread, and material benefits are reaching an ever larger number of people, many things diametrically opposed to the methods and objectives of Bahá'u'lláh are also taking place.

One of the things our western materialism is rapidly spreading—in addition to irreligion, immorality and the worship of money and possessions—is a wave of despair, unrest, and a feeling of deep inferiority among the so-called backward peoples of the world. We might well pause to contrast the impact—so deadly—that this self-importance, self-satisfaction and wealth is having upon other peoples with where the Guardian placed the emphasis in his relation to such peoples. Why did Shoghi Effendi keep and publish such exhaustive lists of the "races" and the "tribes" enlisted under the banner of the Faith? Did he perhaps collect them, each as a separate pearl, to
weave into precious adornments for the body of Bahá'u'lláh's Cause? Why did he hang on the walls of the Mansion in Bahá'í a picture of the first Pygmy Bahá'í, and the first descendant of the Inca Indians to accept the Faith? Surely it was not as curiosities or trophies but rather because the beloved Joseph of the world came home to the tent of their Father. So well I remember when Shoghi Effendi discovered that one of his pilgrims was a descendant of the old royal family of Hawaiian kings. He seemed to radiate with a joy and delight that was almost tangible and this glow enveloped a man whose portion in life had been mostly compounded of scorn for his native blood! It must not be thought that such things were personal peculiarities of Shoghi Effendi or matters of policy, far, far from it. It was the reflection of the very essence of the teachings that each division of the human race is endowed with gifts of its own needed to make the new Order of Bahá'u'lláh diversified, rich and perfect.

Not only did Shoghi Effendi preach this, he actively pursued it, through announcements, appeals and instructions to Bahá'í Assemblies: "First all red Indian Assembly consolidated Macy Nebraska" he cabled triumphantly in 1949. Constantly remembering 'Abdu'l-Bahá's words in the Tablets of the Divine Plan to give great importance to teaching the Indians, i.e., the aborigines of America" Shoghi Effendi pursued this objective until the last months of his life. When he wrote in July 1957, to the Canadian National Assembly, that the "long overdue conversion" of the American Indians, the Eskimos and other minorities, should receive such an impetus "as to astonish and stimulate the members of all Bahá'í communities throughout the length and breadth of the Western Hemisphere."

A year before, in one of Shoghi Effendi's letters to the United States National Assembly, his secretary had written: "The beloved Guardian feels that sufficient attention is not being paid to the matter of contacting minorities in the United States... He feels your Assembly should appoint a special committee to survey the possibilities of this kind of work, and then instruct local Assemblies accordingly, and in the meantime encourage the Bahá'ís to be active in this field, which is one open to everybody, as the minorities are invariably lonely, and often respond to kindness much more quickly than the well-established majority of the population."

The natural outcome of this policy is the unique attitude the Bahá'í Faith has towards minorities, which was set forth so clearly by Shoghi Effendi in The Advent of Divine Justice: "To discriminate against any race, on the ground of its being socially backward, politically immature, and numerically in a minority, is a flagrant violation of the spirit that animates the Faith". Once a person accepts this Faith "every differentiation of class, creed, or colour must automatically be obliterated, and never be allowed, under any pretext, and however great the pressure of events or public opinion, to reassert itself." Shoghi Effendi then goes on to state a principle so at variance with the political thinking of the entire world that it deserves far more consideration than we usually give it: "If any discrimination is at all to be tolerated, it should be a discrimination not against, but rather in favour of the minority, be it racial or otherwise. Unlike the nations and peoples of the earth, be they of the East or of the West, democratic or authoritarian, communist or capitalist, whether belonging to the Old World or the New, who either ignore, trample upon, or extirpate, the racial, religious or political minorities within the sphere of their jurisdiction, every organized community, enlisted under the banner of Bahá'u'lláh should feel it to be its first and inseparable obligation to nurture, encourage, and safeguard every minority belonging to any faith, race, class, or nation within it. So great and vital is this principle that in such circumstances, as when an equal number of ballots has been cast in an election, or where the qualifications for any office are balanced as between the various races, faiths or nationalities within the community, priority should unhesitatingly be accorded the party representing the minority, and this for no other reason except to stimulate and encourage it, and afford it an opportunity to further the interests of the community." Shoghi Effendi once expressed the workings of this principle so succinctly and brilliantly that I wrote it down in his own words: "the minority of a majority is more important than the majority of a minority." In other words it is not the numerical strength or weakness in the nation...
Shoghi Effendi walking in the gardens in Bahji.
that is the index of a minority, but its numerical strength or weakness inside the Bahá’í community holding the election—so great is the protection of any minority. The Guardian used to say that when the day came that a Bahá’í state existed the rights of non-Bahá’í religious minorities would be rigorously protected by the Bahá’ís.

The Bahá’í Faith not only safeguards society as a whole and protects the rights of minorities, it upholds the rights of the individual, internationally the individual nation, and within the community, the individual human being. “The unity of the human race, as envisaged by Bahá’u’lláh,” Shoghi Effendi wrote, “implies the establishment of a world commonwealth... in which the autonomy of its state members and the personal freedom and initiative of the individuals that compose them are definitely and completely safeguarded.”

Staunchly as the Guardian upheld the authority of the Assemblies, he was also a stout defender of the individual believer and had a deep bond of love with the “rank and file” of the followers of Bahá’u’lláh. Scarcely an appeal was made to the Bahá’í world or to National communities that did not address the individual Bahá’í and not only encourage his initiative, but point out that without it all plans must fail.

The humble have ever been singled out for unique blessings. In 1925 Shoghi Effendi wrote: “Not infrequently, nay oftentimes, the most lowly, untutored and inexperienced among the friends will, by sheer inspiring force of selfless and ardent devotion, contribute a distinct and memorable share to a highly involved discussion in any given Assembly.” The Guardian was a passionate admirer of the meek and pure in heart and disliked aggressive and particularly ambitious individuals. His appeals for pioneers made his attitude quite plain: “all must participate, however humble their origin, however limited their experience, however restricted their means, however deficient their education, however pressing their cares and preoccupations, however unfavourable the environment in which they live... How often... have the lowest adherents of the Faith, unschooled and utterly inexperienced, and with no standing whatever, and in some cases devoid of intelligence, been capable of winning victories for their Cause, before which the most brilliant achievements of the learned, the wise, and the experienced have paled.”

Little minds instinctively seek to circumscribe the things around them, to pull in the walls to the size of their own small existence, to get everything squared off to their own scale so they can feel safe and snug. This process invariably means that a lot of the material used in their walls is from the last house they lived in, is very much what they were accustomed to before they moved, so to speak. Big minds, on the contrary, push the horizons farther away, create new frontiers, leave room for growth. It is not difficult, when one reads over the letters to and from the Guardian, to see how he kept a perfect balance between what was wise and essential for the present stage of the Faith, and what would unduly circumscribe its unfoldment and crystallize its living teachings into a premature form, too small, too national or provincial, too sectarian or racial, to expand into a World Order, with its attendant world government and world society.

From the earliest days of his ministry Shoghi Effendi set about creating order in what was then a very small Bahá’í world, barely existing in some of the thirty-five countries which had received at least a ray of illumination from the Light of Bahá’u’lláh. The great, guiding lines were clear in his mind and as he grew older, and the community of believers grew and increased in experience, these lines became clearer and details were added. So often, as I listened to and observed Shoghi Effendi, I felt he was the only real Bahá’í in the world. Everyone else, claiming to be a Bahá’í, had a portion of the Faith, an angle on it, a concept, however large, tintured by his own limitations, but the Guardian saw it as a whole, in all its greatness and perfect balance. He had not only the capacity to see but to analyse and express with brilliant clarity what he saw.

For instance take this epitome of what he felt the Bahá’í Faith is in the scheme of things: “...it should be stated that the Revelation identified with Bahá’u’lláh abrogates unconditionally all the Dispensations gone before it, upholds uncompromisingly the eternal verities they enshrine, recognizes firmly and absolutely the Divine origin of their Authors, preserves inviolate the sanctity
of their authentic Scriptures, disclaims any intention of lowering the status of their Founders or of abating the spiritual ideals they inculcate, clarifies and correlates their functions, reaffirms their common, their unchangeable and fundamental purpose, reconciles their seemingly divergent claims and doctrines, readily and gratefully recognizes their respective contributions to the gradual unfoldment of one Divine Revelation, unhesitatingly acknowledges itself to be but one link in the chain of continually progressive Revelations, supplements their teachings with such laws and ordinances as conform to the imperative needs, and are dictated by the growing receptivity, of a fast evolving and constantly changing society, and proclaims its readiness and ability to fuse and incorporate the contending sects and factions into which they have fallen into a universal Fellowship, functioning within the framework, and in accordance with the precepts, of a divinely conceived, a world-unifying, a world-redeeming Order." Immediately one sees where this "greatest religious Dispensation in the spiritual history of mankind" fits into the panorama of history.

This Faith, "at once the essence, the promise, the reconciler, and the unifier of all religions", had, as its "primary mission", the establishment of a Divine Civilization. I remember in the course of a conversation Shoghi Effendi had with a former teacher of his at the American University in Beirut, how beautifully he answered this man's question as to what was the purpose of life to a Bahá'í. The Guardian answered that the object of life to a Bahá'í was to promote the oneness of mankind. He then went on to point out that Bahá'u'lláh had appeared at a time when His Message could and should be directed to the whole world and not merely to individuals; that salvation today was through world salvation, world change, world reform of society and that the world civilization resulting from this would in turn reflect upon the individuals composing it and lead to their redemption and reformation. Over and over Shoghi Effendi made it clear in his writings and talks that the two processes must go on together — reform of society, reform of personal character. These were never any doubt that individual regeneration, as he wrote to a non-Bahá'í in 1926, was the "sure and enduring foundation an which a reconstructed society" would develop and prosper. But how could one create a pattern for future society, even a tiny embryo of the future World Commonwealth of Bahá'u'lláh, if all round its fringes it was still interwoven with the fabric of that society which was dying out, must die out, to make way for the new?

Shoghi Effendi took up his scalpel—the interpretation of the writings of the Faith—and began to cut. Although the reading afloat of our doctrines showed that there was only one religion, that of God Almighty, all down the ages, and the Prophets were its exponents at various times in history, the fact remained, Shoghi Effendi made us understand, that the duty of man in each new Dispensation was to adhere to it in all its forms and cut out one's self away from the outer forms and secondary laws of the previous religion. Row could any honest Christian remain in the church and pray for the coming of the Father and His Kingdom while in his heart he very well knew Bahá'u'lláh was the Father and the Kingdom was beginning to emerge through the establishment of His laws and system as reflected and embodied in the Administrative Order? The Bahá'ís—East and West—had vaguely understood this to a greater or lesser degree in different places, but now, through the communications of the Guardian, they began to see a sharp line where shadow and light met, with no comfortable twilight zone of compromise with family feelings, community opinion, personal convenience left. You were expected to either get in or get out. This had a purifying and stiffening effect on the entire body of believers the world over and made them, as never before, conscious of the fact that they were a world body of people, the people of the new Day, of the new Dispensation.

It is in the light of this process that we must see how the emphasis shifted, over the years, in relation to the acceptance of new Bahá'ís. During the first decade and a half of Shoghi Effendi's ministry Bahá'í bodies, in the West in particular, were encouraged to be sure that those who became Bahá'ís were well aware of the greatness of the step they took. A clear break with the past was required of them. "Otherwise", Shoghi Effendi wrote in 1927, "those whose faith is still unripe may thereby remain indefinitely doing the circumference and continue in their attitude of
half-hearted allegiance to the teachings of the Cause in their entirety." During those years the Faith rose in fame and stature, won in many western lands recognition as an independent religion with laws and a system of its own, was greatly helped in this process by the ruling of a Muslim court in Egypt which stated we were not part of Islam but as distinct from it as Christianity or Judaism, and became increasingly acknowledged as a Faith in its own right. Shoghi Effendi, however, constantly vigilant and unnaturally sensitive to whatever affected the life of the Cause, detected a trend amongst the administrative institutions to carry his original instruction in such matters (given in 1933) that the Assemblies should be "slow to accept" new believers, too far. A new rigidity was in danger of frustrating the main animating purpose of all Baha'i institutions—to convert mankind to the Faith of Baha'u'llah. The Baha'is, in their eagerness to obey Shoghi Effendi's instructions, had gone to extremes and were so interested in screening applicants that it was getting difficult to become a Baha'i at all. In 1938 Shoghi Effendi, therefore, found it necessary to instruct the American Assemblies "to desist from insisting too rigidly on the minor observations and beliefs, which might prove a stumbling block in the way of any sincere applicant" and pointed out the duty of Baha'i communities to nurse the new believers, subsequent to their acceptance of the Faith, into Baha'i maturity.

As the Faith grew in inner cohesion and strength, as National Assembly after National Assembly was formed in East and West and began to function strongly and systematically, as the people of the world became increasingly aware of the existence of this new religion as an independent Revelation with a system of its own, the instructions of Shoghi Effendi changed. Particularly during the great Ten Year Plan of Teaching and Consolidation the whole emphasis in relation to the enrollment of new Baha'is was modified; now we were strong, now our foundations had been unassailably laid, now we could deal, at last, at last, with the masses of mankind in all the countries of the world. Fling open the doors and bring them into the ark of Baha'u'llah's salvation! The time had come to obey 'Abdu'l-Baha's injunction: "Summon the people in these countries, capitals, islands, assemblies and churches to enter the Abba Kingdom."

In other words having achieved his end Shoghi Effendi changed his tactic. He informed the American National Assembly that the fundamental and primary requisites a candidate should have were acceptance of the stations of the Báb, the Forerunner; Baha'u'llah, the Author; and 'Abdu'l-Baha, the Exemplar of the Faith; submission to whatever they had revealed; loyal and steadfast adherence to the provisions of the Will of the Master; and close association with the spirit and form of the world-wide Baha'i Administration. These were the "principal factors" and any attempt to analyse and elucidate further, he said, would only lead to barren discussion and controversy and be detrimental to the growth of the Cause. He ended up his exposition on this delicate subject by urging the friends, unless some particular circumstance made it absolutely necessary, to "refrain from drawing rigidly the line of demarcation".

The Báb, Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Baha, Shoghi Effendi were the Great Teachers. Their ministries—each so different in character—were primarily devoted to the sublime aim of bringing all mankind under the tent of this healing, peace-giving, soul-regenerating Faith. Over and over again, insistently, for thirty-six years Shoghi Effendi rallied us to "the preeminent task of teaching the Faith to the multitudes... a task", he assured us in his Past Ríciván Message to the Baha'i world, "...at once so sacred, so fundamental, and so urgent; primarily involving and challenging every single individual; the bed-rock on which the solidity and the stability of the multiplying institutions of a rising Order must rest".

If one compiled what the Guardian has written on the subject of teaching it would be a good-sized book. But one sees throughout that the objective was clear, the duty fixed, the methods adaptable and fluid. Shoghi Effendi used so many words in connection with new Baha'is and their acceptance of Baha'u'llah: he called them "converts", "candidates", "avowed adherents", "new believers", "unreserved" supporters of the Faith and many other descriptive and satisfying names; he said they were "enrolled", "converted", "declared their faith", "embraced the Faith", "enlisted" under Baha'u'llah's banner, "espoused His Cause", "joined the
ranks? of the faithful and so on. In an age of banal, stereotyped clichés we might do well to remember this.

* * *

In making any attempt to give a coherent picture of what Shoghi Effendi called the first epoch in the evolution of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's Divine Plan—an epoch which he stated began in 1937 and would end in 1963, and comprised "three successive" crusades—one must go back and study his writings chronologically, for in them the clear reflection of his mind and the emergence of the scheduled pattern of his plans can be discerned. Ever since the passing of his beloved Master the whole object of the Guardian's existence was to fulfill His wishes and complete His works. The Divine Plan, conceived by Him, in one of the darkest periods in human history was, Shoghi Effendi stated, "'Abdu'l-Bahá's unique and grand design," embodied in His Tablets to the Báb's of the United States and Canada, with which the destinies of the followers of Bahá'u'lláh in the North American continent would "for generations to come remain inextricably intertwined"; for twenty years it had been held in abeyance while the agencies of a slowly emerging Administrative Order were being created and perfected for "its efficient, systematic prosecution". How much importance the Guardian attached to this fundamental concept, often stressed by him, we are prone to forget, so let us turn to his actual words. During the opening years of the first Seven Year Plan, in 1939, he wrote to the American Community: "Through all the resources at their disposal, they are promoting the growth and consolidation of that pioneer movement for which the entire machinery of their Administrative Order has been primarily designed and erected." Eighteen years later Shoghi Effendi's view on this subject was the same, for he wrote to one of the European National Assemblies in August 1957, shortly before his passing: "Less substantial, however, has been the progress achieved in the all-important teaching field, and far inferior the acceleration in the vital process of individual conversion for which the entire machinery of the Administrative Order has been primarily and so laboriously erected."

If we view aright what happened in 1937 at the beginning of the first Seven Year Plan, we see that Shoghi Effendi, now in his fortieth year, stepped out as the general leading an army—the North American Bahá'ís—and marched off to the spiritual conquest of the Western Hemisphere. While other generals, famous in the eyes of the world, were leading vast armies to destruction all over the planet, fighting battles of unprecedented horror in Europe, Asia and Africa, this unknown general, unrecognized and unsung, was devising and prosecuting a campaign more vital and far-reaching than anything they could ever do. Their battles were inspired by national hates and ambitions, his by love and self-sacrifice. They fought for the preservation of dying concepts and values, for the past order of things. He fought for the future, with its radiant age of peace and unity, a world society and the Kingdom of God on earth. Their names and battles are slowly being forgotten, but Shoghi Effendi's name and fame is rising steadily, and his victories rise in greatness with him, never to be forgotten.

In reviewing the overwhelming volume of material on the subject of the Guardian's Plans, we must never forget that although the first organized implementation of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's Spiritual Mandate to the American believers (and let us note that this term does not refer to the Báb's of the United States alone but to the believers of North America) took place with the initiation of the first Seven Year Plan, a body of devoted American followers of the Faith, the majority of whom Shoghi Effendi pointed out were "women pioneers", had already arisen, in immediate response to the Tablets of the Divine Plan presented to the Eleventh Annual Bahá'í Convention in New York in 1919, and had proceeded to Australia, the northernmost capitals of Europe, most of its Central States, the Balkan Peninsula, the fringes of Africa and Latin America, some countries in Asia and the island of Tahiti in the Pacific Ocean. During thirty-six years Shoghi Effendi never forgot the services of these souls or ceased to name them. He made it clear, however, that such overseas teaching enterprises of the American Bahá'ís had been "tentative" and "intermittent". With the inauguration of the first Seven Year Plan a new epoch had begun.
When the Divine Man will come to an end we do not know. Its significance has been elaborated by the Guardian in innumerable passages. It was, he wrote, "the weightiest spiritual enterprise launched in recorded history"; "the most potent agency for the development of the World Administrative System"; "a primary factor in the birth and efflorescence of the World Order itself" in both the East and the West."

With Shoghi Effendi everything was clear: there was The Plan, and then there were plans and plans! There were, after the inauguration of the first Seven Year Plan, in the course of many years, and in various parts of the world, a Nineteen Month, Two Year, Three Year, Forty-five Month, Four-and-a-Half Year, Five Year, Six Year and other plans; but whether given by him, or spontaneously initiated by the Baha'is themselves, he knew where to place them in the scheme of things. There was a God-given Mission, enshrined in a God-given Mandate, entrusted to the American believers; this Mission was their birthright, 'out they could only fulfill it by obeying the instructions given them in the Master's Tablets of the Divine Plan and winning every crusade they undertook; the other plans, Shoghi Effendi wrote in 1949, "are but supplements to the vast enterprise whose features have been delineated in those same Tablets and are to be regarded, by their very nature, as regional in scope, in contrast with the world-embracing character of the Mission entrusted to the community of the champion builders of the World Order of Baha'u'llah, and the torch-bearers of the civilization which that Order must eventually establish."

If Shoghi Effendi was the general, undoubtedly his chief of staff was the American Assembly; it got its orders direct from him and the rapport was intimate and complete. But he never forgot that the glory of an army is its soldiers, the "sank and file", as he forthrightly called them. Re never ceased to appeal to them, to inspire them, to love them and to inform them that every North American believer shared a direct responsibility for the success of the Plan. Knowing how prone human nature is to be diverted from any purpose, he constantly reiterated the tasks undertaken, the responsibility assumed, the immediate need. When the different crusades approached their end and the success of various aspects of the work seemed to hang in the balance, his appeals rose in a veritable crescendo and swept the Baha'is to victory.

The first Seven Year Plan had a "triple task": one, to complete the exterior ornamentation of the first Mashriq-i-Ashkar in the Western World; two, to establish one local Spiritual Assembly in every state of the United States and every province of Canada; three, to create one centre in each Latin American republic for whose entry into the fellowship of Baha'u'llah," Shoghi Effendi wrote, "the Plan was primarily formulated. Every nation in the Western Hemisphere was to be "woven into the fabric of Baha'u'llah's triumphant Order" and he pointed out to us that there were twenty independent Latin American republics "constituting approximately one-third of the entire number of the world's sovereign states" and that the Plan was no less than an "arduous twofold campaign undertaken simultaneously in the homeland and in Latin America."

A little over two years after the initiation of this historic teaching drive Europe went to war; another two years passed and the United States—and practically the whole planet—was at war. Its seven-year activity took place in the face of the greatest suffering and darkest threat the New World had ever experienced. The degree to which Shoghi Effendi watched over, encouraged and guided this first great Plan of the Divine Plan is unbelievable. Messages streamed from him to the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States and Canada. He told them the "deepening gloom" of the Old World invested their labours with a "significance and urgency" that could not be over-estimated. The Latin American campaign was "one of the most glorious chapters in the international history of the Faith." It was the "opening scene of the First Act of that superb Drama whose theme is no less than the spiritual conquest of both the Eastern and Western Hemispheres."

After two years of the Plan had run their course, when the exterior ornamentation of the Temple was satisfactorily progressing, and a series of ardent appeals from him had ensured that all the preliminary steps had been taken on the homfront, Shoghi Effendi waved his arm and directed the march of his forces down the coasts and over the islands of
Central America, following, as he cabled, in a "methodical advance along line traced pen 'Abdu'l-Bahá'. In spite of his own ever-growing burdens and anxieties he informed the friends he wished to keep personally in contact with pioneers in North, Central and South America. What those letters of his meant to the pioneers "holding", as he said, "their lonely posts in widely scattered areas throughout the Americas", only those who received them can truly judge, but I myself wonder if this, or later crusades would ever have been won without this communion he had with the believers. His love, encouragement and understanding kept them anchored to their posts. Not a few are still where they are because of letters signed "Your true brother, Shoghi". In looking back on those glorious and terrible years of the last war the success of the first Seven Year Plan seems truly miraculous. While humanity was being decimated in Europe and Asia, while the World Centre of the Faith was being threatened with unprecedented danger on four sides, while the United States and Canada were engaged in a world conflict, with its attendant anxieties, restrictions and furor, a handful of people, lacking in resources but rich in faith, lacking in prestige but rich in determination, succeeded in not only doubling the number of Bahá'í Assemblies in North America and ensuring the existence of at least one in every state of the Union and every province of Canada, but in completing the extremely costly exterior ornamentation of their Mother Temple sixteen months ahead of the scheduled time, and establishing not only a strong Bahá'í group in each of the twenty Latin Republics, but in addition fifteen Spiritual Assemblies throughout the entire area. In the last months of the Plan Shoghi Effendi fairly stormed the remaining unfinished tasks, with his valiant little army, too excited to feel the exhaustion of seven years constant struggle, hard at his heels. When the sun of the second Bahá'í Century rose, it rose on triumph. To his cohorts Shoghi Effendi said that he and the entire Bahá'í world owed them a debt of gratitude no one could "measure or describe". For twenty years, under the guidance of Shoghi Effendi, to a design be provided, the Bahá'ís wove the tapestry of the three great Crusades of his ministry. Amidst the busy, multi-coloured scenes, depicting so much work in so many places, could be discerned three sumptuous golden wheels—the three great Centenaries, historic landmarks into which he drew the threads of his plans and out of which they emerged to form still more beautiful and powerful patterns. The first of these Centenaries took place on May 23, 1944. Providentially the vast majority of Bahá'í communities throughout the world had not been cut off from communication with the Guardian at the World Centre, nor, in spite of the dangers of an encroaching theatre of war, been swallowed up in its battles. Persia, Iráq, Egypt, India, Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand and the Western Hemisphere had been miraculously spared. These communities, each to the degree possible under the circumstances prevailing in its own land, proceeded to celebrate the glorious occasion of the one hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of the Báb, which was at once the inception of the Bahá'í cycle as well as the birthday of 'Abdu'l-Bahá. In spite of the fact that the Persian believers were not free to hold befitting nation-wide celebrations on the occasion of the first Centenary of the Faith which had dawned in their native land, this does not mean that worthy homage was not paid to the memory of the blessed Báb. The Guardian himself, full of tenderness for a community so perennially afflicted, instructed its national body in detail regarding the manner in which this glorious event was to be commemorated. For the North American Bahá'í Community a second anniversary occurred at the same time, as it was fifty years since the establishment of the Faith in the Western World. Shoghi Effendi, with his usual foresight and method, made quite clear to the American Bahá'ís in a series of messages during 1943 how he expected them to appropriately commemorate such an occasion and why he wanted them to do it on such a scale: in "its scope and magnificence" it was to "fully compensate for the disabilities which hinder so many communities in Europe and elsewhere, and even in Bahá'í lláh's native land, from paying a befitting tribute to their beloved Faith at so glorious an hour in its history." The celebrations the Americans would hold, he said, would not only crown their own labours but those of the entire body of their...
fellow-workers in both the East and the West.

Similar, though less ostentatious gatherings were being held in other countries. The close of these international festivities, Shoghi Effendi said, would mark the end of the first epoch of the Formative Age of the Faith which had lasted from 1921 to 1944.

The close of one century and the opening of another is a propitious moment to take stock of the Bahá’í world. Such a torrent of material presents itself to anyone trying to evaluate the labours of the Guardian that it is difficult indeed to know how to deal with his various achievements. He was not only a great creator of facts but an able and interested statistician and there was very little that he could not dramatize. But is not that the very essence of living—to derive interest from what superficially seems perfunctory, obligatory and therefore boring?

In 1944 Shoghi Effendi published, in Haifa, a small pamphlet, twenty-six pages long, which bore the title The Bahá’í Faith, 1844–1944, and under this, modestly, "Information Statistical and Comparative"; in 1950, with much more exhaustive material provided by him, the Bahá’í Publishing Committee in the United States published a similar, larger pamphlet, thirty-five pages long, with a map; and if they put "Compiled by Shoghi Effendi Guardian of the Bahá’í Faith". In 1952, again with material provided by him and at his instigation, both the British and American National Assemblies published the same pamphlet, with the same heading only this time twice as long and covering the period 1844–1952. Shoghi Effendi had now added a new sub-title "Ten Year International Teaching and Consolation Plan".

It is impossible to go into details on a subject as vast as this one. On the other hand to ignore it completely would be unjust to a field of work that absorbed, for over thirteen years, a great deal of Shoghi Effendi’s attention and time. One cannot argue with facts; one can disagree with ideas, pooh-pooh claims, belittle historic happenings, but when one is shown in cold print that such and such a thing is worth five-and-a-half-million dollars, or that seven National Bahá’í Assemblies have been incorporated, or that the Bahá’í Marriage Ceremony is entirely legal in fifteen states, or one reads the names of the African tribes who are represented in the Faith, the languages in which its teachings have been translated, one is forced to accept that this Faith exists in a very concrete way. Facts were part of Shoghi Effendi’s ammunition with which he could defend the Faith against its enemies and through which he could not only encourage the Bahá’ís but stimulate them to greater effort.

One of his most cherished lists, the first and foremost, was that which reflected the spread of this glorious Cause entrusted to his care by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in 1921. Under “Countries opened to the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh” he had placed for the period of the Bahá’í Ministry: 1. Bahá’u’lláh’s Ministry: 15; ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Ministry: 20. From 1921–1932, 5 were added in 11 years; 1932–1944, 35 were added in 12 years; 1944–1950, 22 were added in 6 years; 1950–1951, 6 were added in one year; 1951–1952, 22 were added in one year; 1952–1953, no increase in number; 1953–1954, 100 were added in one year; 1954–1957, 26 more were added. When Shoghi Effendi became Guardian there were 35 countries, but when he passed away he had raised this number to 254–219 added by his vision, drive and determination working through and with a dedicated, spiritually inflamed world-wide group of believers.

The Guardian devoted particular attention, in addition to creating the structural basis of the Administrative Order and assuring the rapid spread of the Faith, to ensuring that Bahá’í literature be made available, in different languages, to the people of the world. In 1944 there were Bahá’í publications available in 41 languages; by 1957 there were 237.

We were not only eager to welcome as many different ethnic groups into the Faith as possible but constantly urged the Bahá’ís to reach people of different races so that within the communities that cardinal principle of unity in diversity might be exemplified. This was reflected in two of his statistics, the second one significantly emphasizing the great importance he attached to this aspect of our teachings; the headings of these statistics speak for themselves: "Races Represented in the Bahá’í World Community", which were listed by name. In 1944 there were 31 races; in 1955 there were about 40 races. "Minority Groups and Races with which
contact has been established by Bahá’ís”, likewise listed by name: in 1944 these were 9, but in 1952 they had risen to 15–12 of which were American Eskimo and Indian tribes. In 1952 a new caption was added, in spite of the insignificance of the figures involved: “African Tribes Represented in the Bahá’í Faith”; the names of 12 Gibe were given—proudly. Periodically he continued to announce the increase in these figures: 1955: 90; 1956: 140; 1957: 197—an addition of 185 in 5 years.

The growth of the institutions and endowments of the Faith, a strong wall to protect its maturing Administrative Order, was another of the things to which Shoghi Effendi devoted particular attention. It is not a dream Bahá’u’lláh has come to the world to help us dream, but a reality He has given as the design to build. Incorporated bodies can hold property legally. It was and is essential that a growing Faith should own its own Temples, national and local headquarters, institutions, lands, schools, and so on. The figures in this regard speak eloquently of the progress made throughout the Guardian’s ministry: in 1944 there were 5 incorporated National Assemblies and 63 locally incorporated ones in various countries; by 1957 there were over 200 incorporations of local Bahá’í Assemblies—137 being added in 13 years. Whereas in 1944, at the beginning of the second Bahá’í Century, the legal right to perform a Bahá’í marriage existed in a very few places, by 1957 this right was enjoyed by Bahá’ís in over 30 places and Bahá’í Holy Days were acknowledged as grounds for the suspension of work or school attendance in 45 places, the definition of a place being either a country, a state, or a district. In 1952 the Bahá’ís owned only 8 national headquarters, but by 1957 they owned 48. National endowments had likewise multiplied to an unprecedented degree and that same year there were 50 of them in various capital cities of the world.

With each release of statistical data the tally of National Spiritual Assemblies grew. To bring these “Pillars” of the Future Universal House of Justice into existence was a task Shoghi Effendi conceived as one of his primary duties. The oldest National Assembly in the Bahá’í world, that of the United States and Canada, had existed at the time of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s passing under the name “Bahá’í Temple Unity”. When the Guardian took the helm in 1921 he immediately set out to create uniformity in fundamental principles and from then on these future “Secondary Houses of Justice” were styled “National Spiritual Assemblies”. By 1923 National Assemblies for the British, the German, the Indian and Burmese believers were already functioning and those of the Bahá’ís of Egypt and the Sudan, Persia, Iraq and Australia and New Zealand soon followed. Much as the Guardian longed to see new “Pillars” erected he had to be sure a sufficiently strong community—and especially a sufficiently strong base of local Assemblies—existed before he could permit a national body to be elected. In 1948 he launched Canada on her independent administrative destiny, followed in 1951 by two other National Assemblies, one for Central and one for South America. There was in Shoghi Effendi’s mind a very clear reason for this grouping of two or more countries under a single National Assembly, which he explained to an Indian Bahá’í pilgrim in 1929, who wrote down his words at the time: “He is against separation of Burma and India far he says we have very few workers and separation will dissipate our forces and energy while what we most need at the present time is consolidation of all our resources and forces…”

With the formation of these two giant Central and South American bodies, whose title was National Assembly but whose composition and function was regional in nature: a new phase in the administrative development of the Faith began. Shoghi Effendi was never intimidated by the magnitude or difficulty of a task, nor was he any respecter of current views or methods. For nine years he was to constitute nothing but these vast National “Regional” Assemblies—except in the case of the National Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Italy and Switzerland, elected in 1953—which were truly immense in scope. The two Latin American ones comprised 20 countries and the four African ones, formed in 1956, represented 57 territories. This meant that nine people, often residing in countries over a thousand miles apart, had to consult and administer the affairs of scattered, mostly young and inexperienced Assemblies and communities,
spread over hundreds of thousands of square miles.

There was now a choice corps of experienced Baha'i pioneers, administrators, and teachers in Latin America and in Africa, but they were not sufficient in number for the work of 20 independent administrative bodies in Central and South America and far, far from sufficient to provide experienced Baha'is for 57 territories in Africa. The answer was these interim National Assemblies which were to be broken down into ever smaller units pending the day when each nation had a sufficiently strong network of local Assemblies, of more mature believers, deepened in the teachings they had so recently embraced, who could assume responsibility for the administration and advancement of the Cause in their own territories. The remarkable feats achieved by these Regional Assemblies, constantly urged on and encouraged by Shoghi Effendi in the discharge of their historic tasks, fully justified his method.

In his selection of the countries he associated under one national body the Guardian amply demonstrated the fact that the Baha'is are far more than international, they are supra-national—above nation—in their beliefs and policy. No consideration of national prejudices, political animosities, or religious differences influenced his choice of those who were to work together under one Assembly. For him such worldly considerations were not allowed to weigh, albeit he was a keen student of current affairs and never blind to facts. It was those Divine forces within the Faith that he utilised—a Faith which, as he so beautifully expressed it, "feeds itself upon ... hidden springs of celestial strength" and "propagates itself by ways mysterious and utterly at variance with the standards accepted by the generality of mankind".

It was not until 1957 that he resumed the formation of purely National Assemblies; in April of that year Alaska, Pakistan and New Zealand elected their own permanent Baha'i bodies. It was an historic occasion in the evolution of the Administrative Order for no less than eleven new National Assemblies came into existence that year at one time, the others being Regional Assemblies for North East Asia, South East Asia, the Benelux Countries, Arabia, the Iberian Peninsula, Scandinavia and Finland, the Antilles, and the northern countries of South America which formed a new body. What had hitherto been one National Assembly for South America and one for Central America now became two smaller Regional ones in South America while Central America was partially pared away and its island republics joined in electing an Assembly of their own. Ere Shoghi Effendi's last great Crusade drew to a close every republic of Latin America had its own independent national body, as he himself had planned when, in his statistical pamphlet published on the eve of the Centenary of 1953, he had included within the "Ten Year International Baha'i Teaching and Consolidation Plan" as one of its most thrilling and challenging provisions the task of more than quadrupling the existing National Assemblies through raising their number to over fifty.

The example set through the achievements of the first Seven Year Plan inspired other communities to dare greatly. The increasing awareness of the glorious possibilities of service opening before the Baha'i world in the second century of its own era was constantly fanned into flame by the Guardian's messages to various National Assemblies. He frequently quoted Baha'u'llah's admonition: "Vie ye with each other in the service of God and a His Cause", and openly encouraged a competitive spirit in its noblest form. His use of statistics was one example of the way he did this, his own words another: "Spiritual competition", he cabled America in 1941 "galvanizing organized followers Bahá'u'lláh East West waxes keener as first Bahá'í Century speeds to its close."

The news of the victories being won during the first Seven Year Plan, passed on by the Guardian in a steady flow of inspiring messages to the believers of Persia, was, Shoghi Effendi cabled in 1943, "thrilling Eastern communities Baha'i world with delight admiration and wonder... Ninety-five Persian families imitating example American trail-blazers Faith" bad left their homes and were on their way to hoist its banner in Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Sulaymáníyyih, Hijaz and Bahrayn. India and Egypt were stirring, and the 'Iraqí Bahá'ís were hastening their own plans to crown the end of the first century with local victories. The Bahá'ís of both the East and the West were writing the last glorious pages in their
A snapshot showing Shoghi Effendi, in 1956, standing in the garden gate of the Master's house. He was directing the placing of the coffin of an old servant in the funeral cortège that was about to leave for the Bahá'í Cemetery.
own chapters of the first century of their Faith.

Three months after the May 1944 celebrations were ended, the Guardian informed the North American Community: “A memorable chapter in the history of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh in the West has been closed. A new chapter is now opening, a chapter which, ere its termination, must eclipse the most shining victories won so heroically by those who have so fearlessly launched the first stage of the Great Plan conceived by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá for the American believers.”

When a “war-ravaged, disillusioned and bankrupt society” paused in its bloody battles after six years and began, with the cessation of European hostilities in the summer of 1945, to lick its wounds, Shoghi Effendi told the American Bahá’ís that the prosecutors of the Divine Plan must “gird up their loins, muster their resources” and prepare themselves for the next step in their destiny. The appeals he made, during the months that preceded the launching of the second Seven Year Plan, to the minds and the feelings of the American believers were profound. He told these “ambassadors of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh” that the “sorrow-stricken, war-lacerated, sorely bewildered nations and peoples” of Europe were waiting in turn for the healing influence of the Faith to be extended to them as it had been extended to the peoples throughout the Americas. News he received of the plight of the believers in Germany and Burma—two old and tried communities—greatly touched him and was so distressing that he hastened to appeal to “their fellow workers in lands which have providentially been spared the horrors of invasion and all the evils and miseries attendant upon it” to take immediate and collective action to mitigate their plight. He appealed particularly to the American Community, which “of all its sister communities in East and West, enjoyed the greatest immunity” during the war and had in addition been privileged to successfully prosecute so great a Plan, to do all in its power to help financially and by any other means at its disposal.

The official inception of the second Seven Year Plan, the “second collective enterprise undertaken in American Bahá’í history,” took place at the 1946 Convention. It would seem as if all the work so successfully undertaken since 1921 had been designed to create in the Western Hemisphere a vast homefront from which the New World could launch a well-organized attack on the Old World—on Europe, its parent continent. The child of one hemisphere, now a fully-grown young giant, was ready to return, vital and fresh, destined, as Shoghi Effendi wrote “through successive decades, to achieve the spiritual conquest of the continent unconquered by Islam, rightly regarded as the mother of Christendom, the fountain head of American culture, the mainspring of Western civilization...”

Again we see the design in Shoghi Effendi’s great tapestry drawn into another blazing wheel of glory—this time the second great Centenary of the Faith in 1953 which would, he informed us, commemorate the Years Nine marking the mystic birth of Bahá’u’lláh’s prophetic mission as He lay in the Siyáh-Chal of ‘Iráán.

The objectives of this new Plan, of which Europe was the “preeminent” goal, and which came to be known as the European Campaign, were as follows: consolidation of work throughout the Americas; completion of the interior ornamentation of the Mother Temple of the West in time for the celebration of its fiftieth anniversary in 1953; erection of three pillars of the future Universal House of Justice through the election of the Canadian, the Central and the South American National Assemblies; a systematic teaching campaign in Europe aimed at the establishment of Spiritual Assemblies in the Iberian Peninsula (Spain and Portugal), the Low Countries (Holland and Belgium), the Scandinavian states (Norway, Sweden and Denmark), and Italy. He ended his message by saying that he himself was pledging ten thousand dollars as his initial contribution for the “manifold purposes glorious Crusade surpassing every enterprise undertaken by followers Faith Bahá’u’lláh course first Bahá’í Century.”

Six weeks later a cable from Shoghi Effendi informed the American National Assembly that “nine competent pioneers” should be promptly dispatched to Europe to as many countries as feasible, that the Duchy of Luxembourg should be added to the Low Countries and Switzerland also included. With these two, and the previous eight, the “Ten Goal Countries” came into existence in our Bahá’í vocabulary. Some time later, in view
of the marked progress being made in the north of Europe, Finland was also added to the scope of the Plan. Although, in addition to Britain and Germany there were still Bahá'ís living in France, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and perhaps other places, they were for the most part too isolated or too suppressed to undertake large-scale teaching activities. The opening of this systematic well-organized Plan in "war-torn, spiritually famished" Europe meant that the American Community now found itself "launched in both hemispheres on a second, incomparably more glorious stage, of the systematic Crusade designed to culminate, in the fullness of time, in the spiritual conquest of the entire planet." It meant that the American Community was to be engaged in strenuous work in thirty countries, in addition to ensuring that proper foundations were laid for the election, in 1948, of the National Spiritual Assembly of Canada, whose essential local Assemblies in various provinces were in most cases new and weak.

The continent of Europe was "turbulent, politically convulsed, economically disrupted and spiritually depleted." But it was the arena where the American Community must now carry out the "first stage of its transatlantic missionary enterprise", "amidst a people so disillusioned, so varied in race, language, and outlook, so impoverished spiritually, so paralyzed with fear, so confused in thought, so abased in their moral standards, so rent by internal schisms ..."

When these "trail blazers" of the second Seven Year Plan began their mission there were only two European Bahá'í communities worthy of the name, those of the British Isles and Germany, both long-standing and both of which had had active National Assemblies before the war; the first had never ceased to function; the second, dissolved by the Nazi authorities in 1937 when all Bahá'í activity was officially suspended, was now reconstituted and heroically gathering its war-torn flock about it. With these the European Teaching Committee of the American National Assembly and the ever swelling group of pioneers in the Ten Goal Countries closely co-operated. This great European undertaking truly fired the imagination of the Bahá'ís all over the world, including the new communities of Latin America—who were even able to send some of their own pioneers to assist in this new Crusade.

During these difficult years the numerically much smaller Canadian Community—co-partner with the American Community in the execution of the Divine Plan—was so preoccupied with the Five Year Plan the Guardian had instructed it to initiate when the independent stage of its development was reached in 1948, that it was in no position to offer much assistance to the main body of believers in the United States, and the formation in 1951 of two more National Assemblies, one in Central and one in South America, made further demands on their tenacity, resources and courage. Yet with all their burdens their triumphs during the last years of the second Seven Year Plan continued to multiply.

The winning of so many victories by the Bahá'ís of the United States as well as Canada—to which had been added in the closing years of this Crusade services in the African continent never contemplated in the original Plan—far exceeding in substance the misty prizes which had loomed, beckoning but vague, in the fog surrounding the world at the end of the war, now encouraged the Guardian to add another offering on the altar of Bahá'u'lláh, one he termed the "fairest fruit" of the mighty European project. In 1952 he cabled that "ere termination American Community's second Seven Year Plan" the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Italy and Switzerland should be formed, and added: "Advise European Teaching Committee upon consummation glorious enterprise issue formal invitation their spiritual offspring newly emerged National Assembly participate together with sister National Assemblies United States, British Isles, Germany Intercontinental Conference August same year capital city Sweden". He explained he was planning to entrust this youngest Assembly of the Bahá'í world with a specific plan of its own as part of the Global Crusade to be embarked upon between the second and third Century celebrations. It had become an established procedure of the Guardian for these new National Bahá'í babies to be born with a plan in their mouths!

It may well be imagined how excited, how heartened, all the followers of Bahá'u'lláh
were by news so thrilling as this. They saw what seemed to them little short of miracles taking place, and their loving "true brother", in his humility, his praises and kindness, led them to believe such miracles were all theirs. That Italy should have, from a vacuum, succeeded in one decade in building up a foundation of local Assemblies strong enough, with its Swiss companion, to bear the weight of an independent National Assembly was a feat far beyond anyone's fairest dreams.

In order to grasp, in however dim a way, why the third Seven Year Plan—which the Guardian had repeatedly referred to since the end of the first Bahá'í Century—became a Ten Year Plan instead, we must understand a fundamental teaching of our Faith. A just and loving God does not require of any soul what He will not give it the strength to accomplish. Privileges involve responsibilities, for peoples, nations, individuals. To the degree to which they arise to meet their responsibilities they are blessed and sustained; to the degree they fail they are automatically deprived and punished. Shoghi Effendi had written at the beginning of the first Seven Year Plan that "failure to exploit these golden opportunities would... signify the loss of the rarest privilege conferred by Providence upon the American Bahá'í Community." "The Kingdom of God", 'Abdu'l-Bahá had said, "is possessed of limitless potency. Audacious must be the army of life if the confirming aid of that Kingdom is to be repeatedly vouchsafed to it..." It was in pursuance of the operation of this great law that the followers of Bahá'u'lláh who had been entrusted with the Divine Plan, rising to meet their challenge, pulling down from on high through their services an ever-greater measure of celestial aid, discharging their sacred responsibility in so noble a fashion, found destiny hastening to meet them, a step in advance. A victorious army, having swept all barriers before it, is often so exhilarated by its exploits it needs no respite. It is ready to march on, fired by its victories. This was the mood of the Bahá'í world as 1953 approached and it was about to enter the Holy Year. Their Commander-in-Chief was a general who needed very little encouragement to induce him to go on and who never rested. So it was inevitable that given the hour, the mood and the man the Bahá'ís should find themselves with no "three year respite" but rather twelve completely evolved plans—one for each National Assembly—ready to be put into operation the moment the trumpet sounded the reveille in Ridván 1953.

Wonderful as had been the celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the inception of the Bahá'í Faith, in 1944, by Bahá'í communities living in the shadow of the worst war the world had ever known, it was dwarfed by the events associated with the hundredth anniversary of the revelation Bahá'u'lláh received in the Siyáh-Cháh of Tihrán. Poignantly, in the months preceding the commemoration of that event, the Guardian recalled to the Bahá'í world the tidal wave of persecution and martyrdom which had swept so many disciples of the Báb, so many heroes, so many innocent women and even children, from the scene a century before and had culminated in casting the Supreme Manifestation of God into a loathsome subterranean dungeon immediately following the abortive attempt on the life of Náṣír-ü-Dín Sháh on August 15, 1852. The Guardian chose as the commencement of the Holy Year—the celebration of the Anniversary of the "Year Nine"—the middle of October 1952. A veritable fever of anticipation swept over the believers East and West, now free in every part of the globe to give their hearts to unreserved rejoicing. Perhaps for the first time in their history the Bahá'ís had a throbbing sense of their true oneness as a world community. What had always been a matter of doctrine, taught and firmly believed in, was now sensed by every individual as a great and glorious reality. The plans for the future, set in motion by a series of dynamic messages from Shoghi Effendi, served to inflame this new awareness.

As the end of November 1951, in a cable addressing all National Assemblies of the Bahá'í world, Shoghi Effendi informed us that the long anticipated intercontinental stagings in the administrative evolution of our Faith was now at hand. We had, he pointed out, passed through the phases of local, regional, national and international activity and were emerging, at such an auspicious moment, into a new kind of Bahá'í world: one in which we began to think in terms of the entire planet with its continents in relation to our teaching strategy. Shoghi Effendi took the Centenary---this great golden wheel in his tapestry—and
fashioned it in such a way that two entirely different things were made to react on each other and at the same time blend into each other in one great creative centre of force. One was the past, the commemoration of such soul-shaking events as the martyrdoms, the imprisonment of Bahá'u'lláh, His mystic experience of His own station in the Siyáh-Cháll, His exile and all that these events signified for the progress of man in his journey towards his Creator; the other was the marshalling, this time of all the organized Bahá'í communities of the planet, in a vast Plan, the next step in the unfoldment of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's Divine Plan.

It was beginning to take shape in his mind long before its detailed provisions were released through the publication in 1952 of his pamphlet, The Bahá'í Faith 1844–1952, with its supplement “Ten Year International Teaching and Consolidation Plan”, which was made public at the inception of the Holy Year. Previously he had requested different National Assemblies to provide him with the names of territories and major islands of the five continents where Bahá'í activity was in progress, thus supplementing his own exhaustive list, which included the countries mentioned by 'Abdu'l-Bahá Himself in the Tablets of the Divine Plan, and which he had carefully compiled with the aid of atlases and works of reference.

The highlights of the Holy Year were four great Intercontinental Teaching Conferences which were announced in that same November 1951 cable and were to be held in four continents: the first in Africa, in Kampala, Uganda in the spring of 1953; the second in Chicago, in the United States during Ridván; the third in Stockholm, Sweden during the summer and the fourth in New Delhi, India in autumn. The pattern of these great Conferences—which were announced a year before the new Plan itself was disclosed—became clear as the hour approached for them to take place. All Hands of the Cause were invited to attend as many of them as possible; to each one the Guardian would send as his own special representative one of the Hands “honoured direct association newly-initiated enterprises World Centre”. In chronological order, these were Leroy Ioas, Amatu'l-Bahá Rúhíyyih Khánum, Ugo Giachery and Mason Remey; these emissaries would fulfil a four-fold mission: they would bear a reproduction of a miniature portrait of the Bab to show to the friends gathered on such an historic occasion; they would deliver the Guardian's own message to the assembled attendants; they would elucidate the character and purposes of the Spiritual World Crusade; they would rally the participants to an energetic, sustained, enthusiastic prosecution of the colossal tasks that lay ahead.

Before going into more detail it would be well to recall that although, in his November 1951 message announcing these Conferences to be held during the Holy Year, Shoghi Effendi had given a faint hint of things to come when he stated they would initiate a new stage of intercontinental activity and would reflect a degree of Bahá'í solidarity of unprecedented scope and intensity, still, as far as the Bahá'í world knew, they were designed as great jubilee gatherings to commemorate the Year Nine, to celebrate the end of the victorious second Seven Year Plan, and many regional ones as well. Indeed, only a week before the cable announcing these Conferences reached the Bahá'í world the Guardian had, in another message, still been referring to a “third Seven Year Plan” so that there was in 1951 no association in the minds of the Bahá'ís of the commencement of a new crusade with these festival gatherings. The extraordinary success the Bahá'ís were meeting with all over the world, the enthusiasm of National Assemblies such as America and Britain, who had been winning remarkable victories in Europe and in Africa respectively, swung the compass on a new course, a course that in reality started three years before the inauguration of the Ten Year Plan. So vast is the range covered by the provisions of this Plan, so numerous the communications from Shoghi Effendi on this subject—his lists, his announcements and his statistics, beginning in 1952 and carried on until his death in November 1957—that to give more than a brief outline of them here is impossible. On the other hand this Crusade crowned his ministry and his life's work, was a source of deep happiness to him, and its unfolding victories a comfort to his often sad and overburdened heart. Therefore it must be dealt with, however inadequately.

No words can better sum up the very essence of this supreme Plan conceived of and organ-
ized by him than his own definition of it: "Let there be no mistake. The avowed, the primary aim of this Spiritual Crusade is none other than the conquest of the citadels of men's hearts. The theatre of its operations is the entire planet. Its duration a whole decade. Its commencement synchronizes with the Centenary of the birth of Bahá'u'lláh's Mission. Its culmination will coincide with the Centenary of the Declaration of that same mission."

Although all believers were welcome to be present at the four great Conferences of the Holy Year, a special category was singled out and invited to attend by Shoghi Effendi, namely, representatives of those National Assemblies and communities who were intimately concerned with the work which was to go forward in each of the four continents. If we begin with the first Conference held in February, in Africa, and analyze what the most crucial phase of the entire Crusade involved there—the opening of new territories and the consolidation of the work in those already opened—we will get an idea of the shattering impact these historic gatherings had on Bahá'í history: 57 territories were to be the subject of concentrated teaching activities for which six national bodies would be responsible, namely, the National Spiritual Assemblies of the British, the American, the Persian, the Egyptian, and South African, the Iraqui and the Indian, Pakistani and Burmese believers, who were to open 33 new territories and consolidate the work already begun in 24. The tasks allotted the whole Western Hemisphere community, through its four National Assemblies, those of the United States, Canada, Central America and South America, were equally staggering: 56 territories, 27 to be opened and 29 to be consolidated, involving such widely separated and difficult goals as the Yukon and the Keewatin in the north and the Falkland Islands in the south. The Asian goals were even more formidable: 84 territories in all, 41 to be opened and 43 to be consolidated, ranging from countries in the Himalayas to dots in the Pacific Ocean; these were divided between the nine National Assemblies of Persia; India, Pakistan and Burma; Iraq; Australia and New Zealand; the United States; Canada; Central America; South America and the British Isles. At the European Conference five National Assemblies received 52 territories as their share of the Plan, 30 to be opened and 22 to be consolidated. Seated amongst its elders, the National Assemblies of the United States, Canada, the British isles, Germany and Austria, was the baby national body of the Bahá'í world—that of Italy and Switzerland, scarcely three months old—which was given by the Guardian territories all its own. 7 in number.

At these historic gatherings, more than 3,400 believers were present, representing Shoghi Effendi announced, not only all the principal races of mankind, but more than 80 countries. Each of the Conferences had some special distinction of its own: the first, the African one, attended by no less than ten Hands of the Cause, friends from 19 countries and representatives of over 30 tribes and races, being particularly blessed by having over 100 of the new African Bahá'ís present as the personal guests of the Guardian himself, a mark of consideration on his part that clearly showed his deep attachment to the new African Bahá'ís. Indeed, in his highly significant message to the first Conference of the Holy Year he was at pains to quote the words of Bahá'u'lláh Who had compared the coloured people to the "black pupil of the eye" through which "the light of the spirit shineth forth." Shoghi Effendi not only praised the African race, he praised the African continent, a continent that had "remained uncontaminated by the evils of a gross, a rampant and cancerous materialism undermining the fabric of human society alike in the East and the West, eating into the vitals of the conflicting peoples and races inhabiting the American, the European, and the Asiatic continents, and, alas, threatening to engulf in one common catastrophic convulsion this generality of mankind." Should such a warning, given at such an historic juncture in the fortunes of Africa, not be remembered more insistently by the band of Bahá'u'lláh's followers labouring there to establish a spiritually based World Order?

The second, "without doubt," Shoghi Effendi wrote, "the most distinguished of the four Intercontinental Teaching Conferences commemorating the Centenary of the inception of the Mission of Bahá'u'lláh and marking the launching of that "epocheal, global, spiritual decade-long Crusade", took place in the middle of the Holy Year and
constituted the central feature of that year's celebrations and the highest point of its festivities. This great all-America Conference was held in the heart of North America, in Chicago, the very city where sixty years before Bahá'u'lláh's name had first been publicly mentioned in the Western World during a session of the World Parliament of Religions held in connection with the World's Columbian Exposition which opened on May 1, 1893. Its sessions were preceded by the consummation to a fifty-year-old enterprise—the dedication to public worship, on May 2nd, of the Mother Temple of the West, which was, Shoghi Effendi assured us, not only “the holiest House of Worship ever to be reared to the glory of the Most Great Name” but that no House of Worship would “ever possess the immeasurable potentialities with which it has been endowed” and that the “role it is destined to play in hastening the emergence of the World Order of Bahá'u'lláh” could not as yet be fathomed.

The unveiling of the model of the future Bahá’í Temple to be erected on Mt. Carmel at the World Centre of the Faith was another event which Shoghi Effendi himself had planned to take place in conjunction with that Conference—a Conference which he said will “go down in history as the most momentous gathering held since the close of the Heroic Age of the Faith, and will be regarded as the most potent agency in paving the way for the launching of one of the most brilliant phases of the grandest crusade ever undertaken by the followers of Bahá'u'lláh since the inception of His Faith.”

The lion's share of this new crusade in prosecution of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's Divine Plan had been given by Shoghi Effendi to those he so lovingly said were not only “ever ready to bear the brunt of responsibility” but were, indeed, that Plan's “appointed and chief trustees”. They had performed in the past “unflagging and herculean labours”, now, through their two national bodies, that of the United States and of Canada, in competition with ten other National Assemblies, each of which had received a goody portion of goals, this Community would indeed have to struggle hard to maintain its lead and win the new victories expected of it. There were 131 virgin territories throughout the world to be opened to the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh in ten years and 118 territories already opened but still requiring a great deal of consolidation. Of these 249 places, most of them large, independent nations, the United States and Canada received 69, or 28 percent of the total; 48 new National Assemblies were to be formed before 1963, 36 of them by the United States alone. The first dependency ever to be erected in the vicinity of a Bahá’í Temple was likewise to be undertaken by this Community; in addition, it was to purchase two sites for future Houses of Worship, one in Toronto, Canada, and one in Panama City, Panama; translate and publish Bahá’í literature in 10 Western Hemisphere Indian languages, and achieve many other goals besides.

In the presence of the twelve Hands of the Cause attending this Conference—to which Bahá’ís from over 33 countries had come—well over 100 believers arose and offered themselves as pioneers to set in motion the accomplishment of the great tasks the Guardian had just made so dazzlingly clear in his message.

The opening of the doors of the Mother Temple to public worship, the public meetings addressed by prominent Bahá’ís and non-Bahá’ís alike during the jubilee celebrations attracted thousands of people and received enthusiastic nation-wide publicity in the press, on television and over the radio. During the Holy Year the light of the Faith truly shone most brightly in the Great Republic of the West, the chosen cradle of its Administrative Order.

The third Intercontinental Bahá’í Teaching Conference, which convened in Stockholm during July, was honoured by having the largest attendance of Hands of the Cause of any of the others, fourteen being present, the five Persian Hands and one African Hand having just come from extensive travels in the Western Hemisphere, undertaken at the instruction of the Guardian, immediately following the launching of the Crusade in Chicago. It would not be inaccurate to characterize this third gathering as the "executive conference". Though numerically much smaller than the American one, circumstances permitted a hard core of the most dedicated and active National Assembly members, teachers, administrators and pioneers to be present from all over Europe, including 110 believers from the Ten Goal Countries. The
attendants, from thirty countries, devoted themselves during six days not only to the solemn yet joyous recapitulation of those events which had transpired a century before and which the Holy Year commemorated, but to a studious analysis of the work their beloved Guardian had entrusted to the three European National Assemblies and that of the United States, the only other national body involved in the European work being that of Canada, which had been given Iceland as a consolidation goal.

In his message on this historic occasion Shoghi Effendi recalled not only the history of the Bahá'í Faith in relation to Europe—"a continent which, in the course of the last two thousand years, has exercised on the destiny of the human race a pervasive influence unequalled by that of any other continent of the globe"—but the effect both Christianity and Islam had had upon the unfolding of its fortunes. In recapitulating the advances made and victories won since the end of the last World War the Guardian pointed out that these had been largely due to "the dynamic impact of a series of national Plans preparatory to the launching of a World-Spiritual Crusade".

Those Plans had been the second Seven Year Plan, conducted by the North American believers, a Six Year Plan and a Two Year Plan launched by the British Bahá'ís, and a Five Year Plan prosecuted by the German and Austrian Bahá'í Communities. The result of these well-organized labours had been the establishment of local Assemblies in Eire, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales and in each of the capitals of the Ten Goal Countries, a large increase in the number of Assemblies, centres and believers throughout Europe, the election of yet another independent national body, and the acquisition of a national Bahá'í headquarters in Frankfurt. The hour was now ripe, Shoghi Effendi wrote, for them "to initiate boldly and prosecute energetically the European campaign of a Global Crusade" which would not only broaden the foundation of the Faith in Europe but would "diffuse its light over the neighbouring islands" and would "God willing, carry its radiance to the Eastern territories of that continent, and beyond them as far as the heart of Asia".

Words such as these fired the attendants to take immediate action and there were not only 63 offers from among those present to pioneer to European goals, but, what was much more unusual, various national bodies and committees, whose members were present in numbers, immediately took up these offers and before the Conference ended pioneers had seen allocated to every goal given the European believers with the exception of those territories within the Soviet orbit. The thrilling objective of the erection of one of the two Bahá'í Temples called for in the original outline of the "Ten Year Teaching and Consolidation Plan"—the Mother Temple of Europe to be built in Germany—received substantial financial pledges, as did three other European projects involving large sums of money, namely, the purchase of the National Haigert-Ouds of the British Bahá'ís and the sites for two future Bahá'í Temples, one in Stockholm and one in Rome. The convecion of such a Conference met with wide and favourable publicity and the public meeting held in conjunction with it attracted one of the largest audiences gathered under Bahá'í auspices that had yet been seen on the continent.

Twelve months after the beginning of the Holy Year ushered in during mid-October 1952, the great Asian Intercontinental Teaching Conference took place in New Delhi, India. Through the logical place for such a gathering would have been Persia, or failing this, Iraq, the temperature of the fanatical populations of these countries and the constant and unchanging animosity of the Muslim clergy made the choice of either place impossible. It was therefore highly fitting that the great sister country to the east—opened in the earliest days of Bahá'u'lláh's Ministry—should receive this honour. To it flocked hundreds of His followers from all over the world from places as far apart as Europe, Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, many countries in the Western Hemisphere, and particularly Persia, as well as all five Asiatic Rands, who had already attended, at the request of the Guardian, the African, American and European Conferences. There were also present six other Hands of the Cause from the Holy Land, Europe: America, Africa and Australia. In his message to this last of the great Teaching Conferences Shoghi Effendi, after greeting its attendants "with high hopes and a joyful heart", pointed out
the unique circumstances and significance of the work in Asia; in this “world girdling crusade” the “triple Campaign, embracing the Asiatic mainland, the Australian Continent and the islands of the Pacific Ocean” might well be regarded as the most extensive, the most arduous and the most momentous of all the Campaigns”. Its scope was “unparalleled in the history of the Faith in the Eastern Hemisphere”; it was to take place in a continent on whose soil “more than a century ago, so much sacred blood was shed”, a continent enjoying an unrivalled position in the Baha’i world, a continent where the overwhelming majority of Baha’u’llah’s followers resided, a continent that was “the cradle of the principal religions of mankind; the home of so many of the oldest and mightiest civilizations which have flourished on this planet; the crossways of so many kindreds and races; the battleground of so many peoples and nations;” above whose horizon in modern times the suns of two independent, Revelations had successively risen; and within whose boundaries such holy places as the Qiblih of our Faith (Bahji), the “Mother of the World” (Tiberias) and the “Cradle of an adoring world” (Baghdad) are embosomed. The Guardian ended his message with an expression of assurance as well as a sad foreboding of what might lie ahead: “May this Crusade, launched simultaneously on the Asiatic mainland, its neighbouring islands and the Antipodes... provide, as it unfolds, an effective antidote to the baneful forces of atheism, nationalism, secularism and materialism that are tearing at the vitals of this turbulent continent, and may it re-enact those scenes of spiritual heroism which, more than any of the secular revolutions which have agitated its face, have left their everlasting imprint on the fortunes of the peoples and nations dwelling within its borders.”

No less enthusiasm for the tasks ahead—the most staggering of which was work in 84 territories, half of them virgin areas—filled the hearts of the Baha’is gathered in New Delhi than had characterized the reaction of their brothers and sisters attending the three previous Conferences. This enthusiasm was further heightened when a cable was received from the Guardian giving the glad-tidings that his own personal hope—expressed before the festivities of the Holy Year began—had been attained through the completion of the superstructure of the Baha’is’ Holy Sepulchre. The Baha’is rallied strongly to meet their given goals: offers to pioneer were received from over 70 people, 25 of whom proceeded to their posts shortly after the Conference ended; funds were lavishly contributed towards the purchase of the three sites for future Baha’i Temples—Baghdad, Sydney and Delhi, 9 acres of land for the latter being acquired before the Conference rose; substantial donations were received for that most precious and longed-for Temple to be erected in Baha’u’llah’s native city, the capital of Persia, which was one of the two Temples originally scheduled to be built during the World Crusade; public meetings and a reception for over a thousand guests were held at which many important figures were present; India’s President Dr. Rajendra Prasad, as well as her famous Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, received delegations from the Conference and the publicity was wide and friendly. At the end of the Conference Shoghi Effendi instructed the Hands attending it to disperse on trips lasting some months, himself providing both assistance and directions as to their itineraries.

In addition to what might be called his routine work, already consuming daily an alarming amount of his time, for two years Shoghi Effendi had not only worked on and fully elaborated the details of a global crusade, as well as on the exhaustive plans for these great jubilee celebrations, but had also written God Passes By and a similar, but shorter version of the same theme, in Persian. One might have thought that a fuil in his creative output would ensue, but such was not the case. Cables and letters streamed from him at the end of each of the Conferences like missiles towards targets. For four years he never let the white hot heat he had engendered wane. A typical example of this is the tone in which, immediately after the American Conference ended, when the bemused Baha’i world had scarcely begun to recover from the first glorious revelation of the new Plan, he cabled the Persian National Assembly: “Announce friends no less 128 believers offered pioneer services during celebrations Wilmette including offer pioneer leper colony. Appeal friends not allow themselves surpassed western brethren. Hundreds must arise. Enumerated
goals at home abroad must promptly be
fulfilled. Upon response progress protection
victory entire community depends. Eagerly
awaiting evidence action." Such oft-repeated
appeals had such an effect on a community
which had lived its entire existence in a
wretched cage of prejudice and persecution
that the Persian believers, seeing, unbelievably,
a door open before them, began to pour
forth to the four corners of the world in
ever-swelling numbers; without their as-
sistance, their strong financial support and
their constant readiness to sacrifice, the
Crusade could never have been woo on the
scale that marked its triumphal conclusion
in 1963.

But let us return to the newly inaugurated
"fate-laden, soul-stirring, decade-long, world-
embracing Spiritual Crusade..." with its
four objectives: development of the institu-
tions at the World Centre of the Faith;
consolidation of the homefronts of the twelve
territories serving as the administrative bases
of the twelve Plans which were component
parts of The Plan; consolidation of all the
territories already opened to the Faith;
opening of the remaining chief virgin ter-
ritories of the planet. Although the admin-
istration of the Crusade had been entrusted to
the twelve National Assemblies, nevertheless
every single believer, irrespective of his race,
nation, class, colour, age or sex, was to lend
his particular assistance to the accomplish-
ment of this "gigantic enterprise". In a
colourful passage of scintillating prose Shoghi
Effendi lifted the curtain on the arena of the
new Plan: Where? Why, everywhere—in the
Arctic Circle, in the deserts, the jungles, the
isles of the cold North Sea and the torrid
climes of the Indian and Pacific Oceans. To
whom? Why, to all peoples—to the tribes of
Africa, the Eskimos of Canada and Greenland,
the Lapps of the far north, the Polyenians,
the Australian aborigines, the red Indians of
the Americas. Under what circumstances?
Not only in the wilderness, but in the cities,
"immersed in crass materialism" where people
breathed the fetid air of "aggressive racialism",
bound by the chains of "haughty intellectu-
alisn", surrounded by "blind and militant
nationalism", immersed in "narrow and in-
tolerant ecclesiasticism". What strongholds
must Bahá'u'lláh's soldiers storm? The strong-
holds of Hinduism, the monasteries of
Buddhism, the jungles of the Amazon, the
mountains of Tibet, the steppes of Russia,
the wastes of Siberia, the interior of China,
Mongolia, Japan, with their teeming multi-
tudes—nor should they forget to sit with the
leper and consort with the outcast in their
penal colonies. "I direct my impassioned
appeal", he wrote, "to obey, as befits His
warriors, the summons of the Lord of Hosts
and prepare for that Day of Days, when His
victorious battalions will, to the accompani-
ment of hosannas from the invisible angels
in the Abhá Kingdom, celebrate the hour of
final victory."

It is clear that the Guardian envisaged this
Ten Year undertaking as no more and no less
than a battle, the battle of the "world-wide,
loyal, unbreakable army" of "Bahá'u'lláh's
warriors", His "army of light", against the
trenched battalions of darkness holding
the globe. Its "Supreme Commander" was
Abdu'l-Bahá; behind Him stood His Father,
the "King of Kings". His aid pledged "to
every crusader battling for His Cause",
"invisible battalions" were mustered "rank
upon rank, ready to pour forth reinforcements
from on high". And so the little band of
God's heroes assembled, ready to go forth
and "emblazon on their shields the emblems
of new victories", ready to implant the "earthly
symbols of Bahá'u'lláh's unearthly sover-
eignty" in every country of the world, ready
to lay the unassailable administrative foun-
dation of His Christ-promise Kingdom of
God upon earth.

Nine months after the opening of the
Crusade the Guardian could announce that
almost ninety territories had been opened,
three-quarters of the total number, exclusive
of those within the Soviet orbit, and in his
Riḍván Message of 1954 he was able to give
the glad-tidings that they had reached 100.
Having seized these 100 new prizes the army
of Bahá'u'lláh was now engaged in depth.
Shoghi Effendi, his mind more or less at rest
about the progress of the front lines, im-
mEDIATELY set about digging in. The second
phase of the Plan, now opening, was primarily
concerned with consolidation. In that same
Message the Guardian listed 13 points which
were to be concentrated upon during the
coming two years: prosecution of the all-
important teaching work; preservation of
all prizes won; maintenance of all local
Assemblies; multiplication of groups and centres—all to hasten the emergence of the 48 National Assemblies scheduled to be formed during the Crusade; purchase of Temple sites; initiation of special funds for purchase of the specified National Haqiri-ul-Quds; speedy fulfilment of various language tasks; acquisition of historic Bahá’í sites in Persia; measures for the erection of the Tibrân and Frankfurt Temples; establishment of the Wilmette Temple dependency; inauguration of national endowments; incorporation of local Assemblies; establishment of the new Publishing Trusts. Me directed his “fervent plea” to accomplish such monumental labours as these to the 108 people constituting the 12 National Assemblies of the Bahá’í world, out of the teeming millions of human beings on the planet!

The miracle was such an appeal, to what in the eyes of the sophisticated could not but appear to be pitifully weak instruments, should have had such an effect. All over the Bahá’í world the Leaders and the rank and file redoubled their efforts and sweeping victories were won. In 1955 Shoghi Effendi informed the believers in his annual Ridván Message, which was his main instrument for conveying news of the progress of the Faith, that the Plan was “forging ahead, gaining momentum with every passing day, tearing down barriers in all climes and amidst divers peoples and races, widening irresistibly the scope of its beneficent operations, and revealing ever more compelling signs of its inherent strength as it marches towards the spiritual conquest of the entire planet.”

It was during this second phase of the World Crusade that the Bahá’ís accomplished such feats as purchasing 10 of the 11 Temple sites enumerated as goals of their Ten Year Plan, at a cost of over $100,000, of acquiring 30 out of the 51 national endowments at an estimated $100,000, and of buying 43 of the 49 national Bahá’í headquarters, for over half-a-million dollars in various continents of the globe—the latter being a feat which Shoghi Effendi cryptically and significantly stated was “amply compensating for the seizure and occupation of the National Administrative Headquarters of the Faith and the demolition of its dome by the military authorities in the Persian capital.”

These were many brilliant victories during these early years of the Crusade: the Siyah-Chál, scene of the first intimation of Bahá’u’lláh’s Prophetic Mission, was purchased; His banner was planted in Islám’s very heart through the establishment of a Spiritual Assembly in Mecca; the particularly welcome news reached the Guardian that there were Bahá’ís—remnants of the former communities in the Caucasus and Turkistán—in some of the Soviet states listed at the inception of the Crusade as unopened, but which might now be regarded as open, however faint and feeble the solitary candles burning there; 98 islands throughout the world now had Bahá’ís; work on the erection of the International Archives Building at the World Centre was begun.

It was in a period of victories such as these that Shoghi Effendi took the momentous decision to erect not two but three Houses of Worship during the Ten Year Plan. The significance given in the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá to these Maqáhir-l-Adhkár (dawning places of the mention of God) is very great: they are erected, Shoghi Effendi said, for “the worship of the one true God, and to the glory of His Manifestation for this Day.” They are strongly linked to both the spiritual life of the individual and the communal life of the believers.

At the inception of the Crusade the Guardian turned his attention to the problem of erecting the first Bahá’í Temple in Bahá’u’lláh’s native land. He decided on a conservative concept, worked out with his personal approval in Haifa, and which he said, “incorporates a dome reminiscent of that of the Báb’s Holy Sepulchre”. Already the enthusiastic Persian believers had started a five year plan to raise twelve million tumans for its construction and the Guardian himself saw had its design unveiled at the meeting in Bahjí on the first day of Ridván, 1953. It was a project to which Shoghi Effendi attached the greatest importance and the outlawing of all Bahá’í activity in Persia in 1955 came as a severe blow to him for he realized that the situation there, far from having improved in the quarter of a century of his ministry, had again deteriorated to such a point that there was little hope of such a building being erected before the end of the Ten Year Plan. In spite of the fact that the first Maqáhir-l-Adhkár of Europe—the second Temple of the Plan—could still be
built, he immediately struck back at the enemies of the Faith through a cable sent in November 1955: "Historic decision arrived at raise Mother Temple Africa in City Kampala situated its heart and constituting supreme consolation masses oppressed valiant brethren cradle Faith. Every continent globe except Australasia will thereby pride itself on derive direct spiritual benefit its own Majriqu'l-Adhkar. Befitting recognition will moreover have been accorded marvelous expansion Faith amazing multiplication its administrative institutions throughout continent." Thus the African believers received what he characterized as "the stupendous, the momentous and unique project of the construction of Africa's Mother Temple."

Whereas Tibrân was to have the third great Temple of the Bahá'í world and Germany the fourth, in reality the European one became third in priority and Africa the fourth. The design for the African Temple was made under Shoghi Effendi's supervision in Haifa and met with his full approval. The situation as regards the German one was different: he himself had chosen a design and sent it to the National Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Germany and Austria, but there was already so much strong church-aroused opposition to the erection of a Bahá'í House of Worship that the National Assembly had informed him they felt the conservative nature of the design he had chosen would, in a land favouring at the moment extremely modern-style buildings, complicate its erection, as a building permit might be refused on this pretext. Shoghi Effendi therefore permitted them to hold a competition and of the designs sent him he favoured the one which was later built. Frankfurt was in the heart of Germany, Germany was in the heart of Europe. It was the logical place for the European Temple.

Still thoroughly aroused by the persecution of the main body of the faithful who resided in Bahá'u'lláh's native land, Shoghi Effendi quietly set a new plan in motion. He had chosen a third Temple design and instructed the National Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Australia and New Zealand to make enquiries, confidentially, as to how much such a building would cost if erected in Sydney. When he received an estimate which he felt would not add too heavily to the financial burden the Crusade was already carrying, he made his thrilling announcement, in his Ridván Message of 1957, of the launching of an "ambitious three-fold enterprise, designed to compensate for the disabilities suffered by the sorely-tried Community of the followers of His Faith in the land of His birth, aiming at the erection in localities as far apart as Frankfurt, Sydney and Kampala, of the Mother Temples of the European, the Australian and the African continents, at a cost of approximately one million dollars, complementing the Temples already constructed in the Asiatic and American continents." This announcement meant that the loss to the Persian believers of their first Majriqu'l-Adhkar would be compensated for by the erection in the Pacific of what the Guardian called "The Mother Temple of the Antipodes, and indeed of the whole Pacific area" and the construction in the heart of the African continent of another House of Worship which he said was "destined to enormously influence the onward march of the Cause of God the world over, to consolidate to a marked degree the rising institutions of a divinely appointed Order and noise abroad its fame in every continent of the globe." The Guardian also announced in this Ridván Message that the designs for all three of these "monumental edifices, each designed to serve as a house for the indwelling Spirit of God and a tabernacle for the glorification of His appointed Messenger in this day" would be shown to "the assembled delegates at the thirteen historic Bahá'í National Conventions being held for the first time during this year's Ridván Festival."

It was during this second phase of the World Crusade that the American National Assembly purchased the land for its first Temple dependency. The Guardian had advised that Assembly that he did not consider a library—the first proposal—sufficiently demonstrative of the purpose and significance of the institution of the Majriqu'l-Adhkar in Bahá'í society and it was therefore decided to build a Home for the Aged. One of his last letters was to urge that Assembly to commence work on the Home, as it would impress on the public that one of the chief functions of our Faith is to serve humanity, regardless of creed, race or denomination, and be sure to attract attention and publicity.

* * *
Well is it with him that seeketh the shelter of his shade that shadoweth all mankind.

'Abdu'l-Bahá

The Guardian had fused in the alembic of his creative mind all the elements of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh into one great indivisible whole; he had created an organized community of His followers which was the receptacle of His teachings, His laws, and His Administrative Order; the teachings of the Twin Manifestations of God and the Perfect Exemplar had been woven into a shining cloak that would clothe and protect man for a thousand years, a cloak on which the fingers of Shoghi Effendi had picked out the patterns, knitted the seams, fashioned the brilliant protective clasps of his interpretations of the Sacred Texts, never to be sundered, never to be torn away until that day when a new Lawgiver comes to the world and once again wraps His creature man in yet another divine garment.

The Master's grandson had been sublimed by the forces released in His Testament into the Guardian of the Faith: belonging to the sovereign caste of His divine Forefathers, he was himself a sovereign. To the primacy conferred by ties of consanguinity had been added the powers of infallible guidance with which the operation of God's Covenant had invested him. Shoghi Effendi's divine and indefeasible right to assume the helm of the Cause of God had been fully vindicated through thirty-six years of unremitting, heart-breaking toil. It would be hard indeed to find a comparable figure in history who, in a little over a third of a century, set so many different operations in motion, who found the time to devote his attention to minute details on one hand and on the other to cover the range of an entire planet with his plans, his instructions, his guidance and his leadership. He had laid the foundations of that future society Bahá'u'lláh had fathered upon the mind of the Master, and which He in turn had gestated to a point of perfection, passing it upon His death into the safe hands of His successor.

Patiently, as a master jeweller works at his designs, picking out from his stock of gems some kingly stone, setting it amidst smaller but equally precious ones, so would Shoghi Effendi choose a theme from the Teachings, pluck it out, study it, polish its facets, and set it amidst his brilliant commentaries, where it would flash and catch our eye as never before when it had lain buried beneath a heap of other jewels. It would be no exaggeration to say that we Bahá'ís now live in a room entirely surrounded by these glorious, blazing motifs Shoghi Effendi created. It is as if he had caught the sunlight of this Revelation in a prism and enabled us to appreciate the number of colours and rays that make up the blinding light of Bahá'u'lláh's words.

Things we knew all our lives suddenly, startlingly, took on a new and added significance. We were challenged, rebuked, stimulated. We found ourselves arising to serve, ro pioneer, to sacrifice. We grew under his aegis and the Faith grew with us into something vastly different from what had existed before. Let us take a few of these master jewels, these themes Shoghi Effendi set before us in such a brilliant manner. One day Bahá'u'lláh rested on Mt. Carmel. He painted out a spot to 'Abdu'l-Bahá and said buy this land and bring the body of the Báb and inter Him here. The Master brought the Precious Trust and placed it in the heart of the mountain and covered it with the building he erected with so many teats. The Guardian completed the sacred Edifice, and now the glorious Shrine of the Forerunner of the Faith rests in queenly splendour on Mt. Carmel, the cynosure of all eyes.

The Master sent a handful of precious Tablets, written during dark and dangerous days, to America after the war and a pleasant ceremony was held called the "unveiling of the Divine Plan" at which pairs of children and young people (myself included) pulled strings and one of the Tablets duly appeared on the draped background of the platform. 'Abdu'l-Bahá had sent a king's ransom to the North American believers, who rejoiced but did not understand. Shoghi Effendi, never losing sight of this gleaming hoard that had been deposited on the other side of the world, set about working his way to it. It took him almost two decades, but at last, having painfully and feverishly erected the machinery of the Administrative Order, he was in a position to take up those jewels and set them. The North was conquered, the South was conquered, the East and the West alike began
to glow and blaze in all their parts with the light of new Bahá'í centres and Assemblies, more than 4,200 throughout the world. Into the various territories of the globe—251 in number—which Shoghi Effendi had ensured should either be awakened or reanimated by the breezes of the Divine Plan, he had spilled the river of the translations of the literature of the Faith in 230 languages. For twenty years, since the first set in motion the power of the Great and mercifully light of the Báb, brought her mother and brother to rest beside her, designated this spot as the heart of a world-wide administration, drew an arc above it on the mountain side which he associated with Bahá'u'lláh's words "the seat of God's Throne", built the first of the great edifices that will rise about that arc, and in innumerable passages pointed out the nature of the progress that must pour out from this great spiritual hub to all the peoples and nations of the world, a progress based on the teachings of a Faith that is "essentially supernatural, supranational, entirely non-political, non-partisan, and diametrically opposed to any policy or school of thought that seeks to exalt any particular race, class or nation"; a Faith whose "followers view mankind as one entity, and profoundly attached to its vital interests, will hasten to subordinate every particular interest, be it personal, regional or national, to the over-riding interests of the generality of mankind, knowing full well that in a world of interdependent peoples and nations the advantage of the part is best to be reached by the advantage of the whole"; a Faith the embryo of which, Shoghi Effendi explained, had developed during the Heroic Age, whose child, the social Order contained in the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh would grow during the Formative Age, whose adolescence would witness the establishment of the World Order, and whose maturity in the distant reaches of the Golden Age would flower in a world civilization, a global civilization without precedent, which would mark "the furthestmost limits in the organization of human society", which would never decline, in which mankind would continue to progress indefinitely and ascend to ever greater heights of spiritual power.

He divided the events that had taken place, and were taking place in the Cause of God, into sections, relating each to the whole evolution of the Faith, creating a map in relief that enabled us to see at a glance where our present labours fitted in. How much the achievement of an immediate objective would pave the way for the next inevitable step we must take in our service to Bahá'u'lláh's Cause. The definitions and divisions he employed were not arbitrary, but implicit in the teachings and in the course of events transpiring within the Faith. The Prophetic Cycle—which began with Adam and culminated with Muhammad—in the school of whose Prophets man had been educated and prepared for the age of his maturity, had given way to the Cycle of Fulfilment, inaugurated by Bahá'u'lláh. The unity of the planet, which science had made possible, would enable, nay, oblige man to create a new society in which a world at peace could devote itself exclusively to the material and spiritual unfoldment of man. Because of the very greatness of this transformation Bahá'u'lláh's shadow would be cast over the planet for five thousand centuries, the first ten of which would be governed by the laws, ordinances, teachings and principles He had laid down.

This thousand-year-long Dispensation Shoghi Effendi divided into great Ages. The first, commencing with the declaration of the Báb and ending with the ascension of the Master, lasted seventy-seven years and was styled by the Guardian the Apostolic or Heroic Age of the Faith because of the nature of the events that transpired within it and the blood-bath that had characterized its inception and swept away 20,000 souls, including the Báb Himself. This Age was divided into three epochs by the Guardian, associated with the Ministry of the Báb, Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá, respectively. The second Age, which Shoghi Effendi called the Formative Age, the Age of Transition, the Iron Age of the Faith, was that period during which its Administrative Order—the very hallmark of this Age—must evolve, reach perfection
and effloresce into the World Order of Bahá'u'lláh. The first epoch of this Age spanned the period from the ascension of 'Abdu'l-Bahá in 1921 until the centenary of the inception of the Faith in 1944 and the events immediately following upon it, and the second epoch was consummated by the termination of the World Crusade in 1963, coinciding with the hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of Bahá'u'lláh. Although the Guardian never stated exactly how many epochs would characterize this Formative Age, he implied that others, equally vital, equally thrilling, would take place as the Faith steadily advanced towards what he called its Golden Age, which, on more than one occasion, he intimated would probably arise in the later centuries of the Dispensation of Bahá'u'lláh.

Shoghi Effendi said the Cause of God would pass from obscurity and persecution into the light of recognition as a world religion; it would achieve full emancipation from the shackles of the past, become a state religion and eventually the Baha'i state itself would emerge, a new and unique creation in the world's religious history. When the Formative Age passed and man entered the Golden Age, he would have entered that Age foretold in the Bible in Habakkuk, 2:14: "For the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea."

The historic implementation of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's Divine Plan by Shoghi Effendi was likewise divided into epochs by him and these in turn subdivided into specific phases, a device that enabled the Baha'is to follow closely the course of their own activities and to concentrate on specific goals. The first epoch of the Divine Plan passed through three phases, the first Seven Year Plan, the second Seven Year Plan and the Ten Year Teaching and Consolidation Plan which we came to term the World Crusade. This Crusade itself Shoghi Effendi divided into a series of phases: the first of these lasted one year, 1953–1954; during it, Shoghi Effendi said, the vital objective of the Plan had been virtually attained through the addition of no less than 100 new countries enlisted under the Banner of Bahá'u'lláh; the second phase, from 1954–1956, was marked by a unique measure of consolidation as well as expansion, which not only paved the way for the election of the forty-eight new national bodies which was scheduled to take place before the Plan was consummated, but was characterized by unprecedented expenditures through the purchase of National Hazíratu'l-Quds and Temple sites as well as the formation of Bahá'í Publishing Trusts; "the third and what promises to be the most brilliant phase of a world spiritual Crusade" he wrote, would take place between 1956–1958, and was to be distinguished by an unparalleled multiplication of Bahá'í centres throughout the entire world as well as the formation of sixteen new National Assemblies. Before he passed away the Guardian indicated that the fourth phase of his mighty Plan, which would stretch from 1958 to 1963, must be distinguished not only by an unprecedented increase in the number of believers and centres all over the world but by progress in the erection of the three Temples which now formed part of the goals of the Ten Year Plan.

But for us, the end of this great leadership, that had given us such concepts as these, that had fulfilled in so brilliant a manner the work begun by 'Abdu'l-Bahá, that had so worthily implemented not only His own instructions but the supreme guidance of the Manifestation of God Himself, was at hand. No one could know, no one could bear to know, that when the Baha'i world received the message dated October 1957, it would be the last message of Shoghi Effendi. It was a happy and victorious message, full of hope, full of new plans, a last priceless gift from the man who as he wrote it was in reality laying down his pen and turning away his face from the world and its sorrows for all time. Soon, Shoghi Effendi informed us, the Global Spiritual Crusade would reach its midway point. That point was to be marked by the convocation of a series of five Intercontinental Conferences to be held in January, March, May, July and September of 1958, in Africa, the Antipodes, America, Europe and Asia, respectively. Following a pattern similar to the one he employed at the time of the convocation of the first four Intercontinental Conferences held during the Holy Year at the inception of the Crusade, Shoghi Effendi specified the five bodies under whose auspices these great gatherings would be held and whose chairmen were to act as their convenors. The Central and East African Regional Assembly was
made responsible for the first Conference (surely it is not by chance that Africa, twice in a period of five years, led the way in the series by holding the first Conference?); the National Assembly of Australia for the second; the National Assembly of the United States for the third; the National Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Germany and Austria for the fourth; and the Regional Assembly of South-East Asia the final one. “They are to be convened,” Shoghi Effendi wrote, “...for the five-fold purpose of offering humble thanksgiving to the Divine Author of our Faith: Who has graciously enabled His followers, during a period of deepening anxiety and amidst the confusion and uncertainties of a critical phase in the fortunes of mankind, to prosecute uninterruptedly the Ten Year Plan formulated for the execution of the Grand Design conceived by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá; of reviewing and celebrating the series of signal victories won so rapidly in the course of each of the campaigns of this world-girdling Crusade; of deliberating on ways and means that will ensure its triumphant consummation; and of lending simultaneously a powerful impetus, the world over, to the vital process of individual conversion—the pre-eminent purpose underlying the Plan in all its ramifications—and to the construction and completion of the three Mother Temples to be built in the European, the African, and Australian continents.”

Shoghi Effendi informed us that, “The phenomenal advances made since the inception of this globe-girdling Crusade, in the brief space of less than five years, eclipse... in both the number and quality of the feats achieved by its prosecutors, any previous collective enterprise undertaken... since the close of... the Heroic Age...” With evident joy, he recapitulated these feats and enumerated the victories won, characterizing them as "so marvellous a progress, embracing so vast a field, achieved in so short a time, by so small a band of heroic souls".

It was in this message that the Guardian appointed his last contingent of Hands of the Cause of God—eight more individuals to join this “august institution”—thus raising the total number of “high-ranking officers of a fast evolving World Administrative Order” to twenty-seven, an act which, in view of their recent assumption “of their sacred responsibility as protectors of the Faith”, called for the formation of another Auxiliary Board, equal to the previous one in number, which would be “charged with the specific duty of watching over the security of the Faith”. The five Hands who had been chosen by Shoghi Effendi to work at the World Centre were to attend these five Intercontinental Conferences as his special representatives. Two of them would place in the foundations of the Mother Temples being built in Kampala and Sydney “a portion of the blessed earth from the most Sacred Shrine of Bahá'u'lláh”; another portion of that sacred soil would be delivered in Frankfurt to the National Spiritual Assembly of Germany and Austria, pending the time when it could be placed in the foundations of the first European Mashriqu'l-Adlí. A reproduction of the portrait of Bahá'u'lláh and a lock of His precious hair would not only be shown to the attendants at the European, Australian and African Conferences, but deposited with the national bodies in whose areas these great Houses of Worship were being erected, as a permanent and loving gift of their Guardian. The Guardian would send with the Hands who was to attend the Conference in Asia another reproduction of the portrait of Bahá'u'lláh for the assembled believers to view, but this was to be brought back for safe keeping to the Holy Land. At the Conference to be convened in Chicago Shoghi Effendi’s representative would exhibit to the believers the portraits of Bahá'u'lláh and the Báb which he had previously entrusted to the care of the American National Assembly. These were the final gestures of love Shoghi Effendi was able to shower on the believers, that host of the faithful over whom he had watched, who had followed him so unfailingly, for so many history-making years.

When thousands of Bahá'ís from innumerable lands gathered during 1958, in fulfilment of Shoghi Effendi’s plan and wish, at these five great Intercontinental Conferences, it was not only with awe that they gazed on the sacred portrait of the Founder of their Faith, but with grief-Elled hearts and tear-filled eyes, Why had He, before Whose glory they bowed themselves, Whose teachings they had espoused, into the depths of Whose deep and all-knowing eyes they were now gazing, seen fit to remove His scion from their midst? They not only cried out far their Guardian,
they asked where was the Guardianship itself? It was the supreme test of faith; God had given, and God had taken back, and "He doth what He pleaseth. He chooseth; and none may question His choice." When the Báb was martyred Bahá'u'lláh had remained; when Bahá'u'lláh ascended 'Abdu'l-Bahá had remained; when 'Abdu'l-Bahá passed away Shoghi Effendi bad remained. But now it was as if a procession of Kings—albeit each different, vastly different in station from the other—had gone into a room of their own and closed the door. We Bahá'ís looked at the door and kept asking, like children whose parents have been killed in an earthquake and disappeared, why had it been dosed?

Perhaps at no point in its history will the deepness of the root of belief that binds the Bahá'ís to their religion be again laid as bare as it was in the year after the passing of Shoghi Effendi. They bowed their heads in the agony of the grief that swept them, but they held. Had not the Guardian provided these five great rallying points at which the believers could come together in such large numbers, console each other and receive guidance from the Hands of the Cause who had arisen to complete the Guardian's Wan and ensure the election of the divinely-guided Universal Ruse of Justice, it is hard to imagine how greatly affected the body of the Faith might have been by the sudden and totally unexpected death of its beloved Head. The fact that the friends were actively engaged in a Plan, the fact that the attention of the Bahá'í world was now focussed on its midway paint, the fact that at these Conferences the specific themes were to be given special attention, and the fact that they repeatedly received messages of love, faith and encouragement from the Hands of the Cause—all exerted a binding and unifying influence upon the Bahá'ís of the world. The very calamity itself brought to their hearts, cleansed by the rushing freshet of their grief, a new fortitude and called forth a deeper love. They were not going to fail Shoghi Effendi. He had told them to consider ways and means of ensuring the triumphal conclusion of the Plan—very well, they would do so, they would see it crowned fittingly in 1963 with a success that would have thrilled his heart and brought from his pen, one of those rushes of praise and gratitude so dearly prized by them.

No testimony to the truth and strength of the Cause could have been greater than the triumphal conclusion of the Guardian's World Crusade which the believers achieved. It had been a hard, an overwhelming task to begin with. That the Bahá'ís achieved it, that for over five years they worked and sacrificed to a greater degree than ever before in their history without his leadership, without those appeals, those reports, those marvellous word-pictures he painted for them in his messages, without the knowledge that he was there at the helm, their so dearly loved captain steering them to victory and safety, is little short of a miracle and testifies not only to how well he builded, but to those words of the Master: "there is a mysterious power in this Cause, far far above the ken of men and angels."

Life and death are so closely allied that they are the two halves of one heartbeat and yet death never seems very real to us in the normal course of events—who therefore awaited Shoghi Effendi's death? He had been in very good health that last summer, better than for a long time, a fact that he not only mentioned himself but which his doctor commented upon at the time he examined him some weeks prior to his passing. No one dreamed that the time clock inside that heart was reaching the end of its allotted span. Many times people have asked me if I did not notice indications that the end was near. My answer is a hesitant no. If a terrible storm comes suddenly into the midst of a perfect day one can later imagine one saw straws floating by on the wind and pretend they had been portents, I do remember a very few things that might have been significant, but certainly they meant nothing to me at the time. I could never have survived the slightest foreknowledge of the Guardian's death, and only survived it in the end because I could not abandon him and his precious work, which had killed him long before any one believed his life would end.

One of the goals of the Ten Year Plan associated with the World Centre, a goal the Guardian had allotted to himself, was what he termed the "codification of the laws and ordinances of the Kitáb-i-Aqdas, the Mother Book of the Bahá'í Revelation." Any work involving a book of this magnitude, which Shoghi Effendi had stated was, together with
the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, "the chief depository wherein are enshrined those priceless elements of that Divine Civilization, the establishment of which is the primary mission of the Baha'I Faith", would certainly be unsuitable for any one but the Head of the Faith to undertake. Shoghi Effendi worked on this for about three weeks or so in the spring of 1957 prior to his departure from Haifa. As I often sat in the room with him while he worked, reading aloud and making notes, I realized from what he told me that he was not planning at that time a legal codification of the provisions in the Aqdas but rather a compilation, placing subject under subject, which would enable the Baha'is to comprehend the nature of the laws and ordinances given by Bahá'u'lláh to His followers. It was at this time that Shoghi Effendi remarked more than once that he did not feel he could ever finish this task he had undertaken. I attached no particular importance to this, as he sometimes fretted under the terrible load of his eyes-increasing work, and attributed it to his great fatigue at the end of the long, exhausting, unbroken stretch of labour he had passed through during his months at home. After his death I remembered and wondered.

That last summer he went back to visit many of his favourite scenes in the mountains and I wondered about this too. when the blow fell, but at the time I was only happy to see him happy, forgetting, for a few fleeting moments, the burdens and sorrows of his life.

In 1958 his grave was built of the same dazzling white Carrara marble he had himself chosen for the monuments of his illustrious relatives in Haifa, a simple grave as he would have wished it to be. A single marble column, crowned by a Corinthian capital, is surmounted by a globe, the map of Africa facing forward—

for had not the victories won in Africa brought him the greatest joy during that last year of his life?—and on this globe is a large gilded bronze eagle, a reproduction of a beautiful Japanese sculpture of an eagle which he greatly admired and which he had placed in his own room. No better emblem than this symbol of victory could have been found for the resting-place of him who had won so many victories as he led the hosts of Bahá'u'lláh's followers on their ceaseless conquests throughout the five continents of the world.

Having, with adamantine fortitude in the face of every trial, accomplished "the toilsome task of fixing the pattern, of laying the foundations, of erecting the machinery, and of setting in operation the Administrative Order" to use the Guardian's own words; having effected the world-wide spread and establishment of the Cause of God through the implementation of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's Divine Plan; having, through that rare spirit of his so admirably compounded of audacity and sobriety, guided the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh to heights it had never before reached; having carried the work his Lord had entrusted to him as far forward as his failing strength would permit; bearing the scars of innumerable personal attacks made upon him during the course of his ministry, Shoghi Effendi departed from the scene of his labours. The man had been "called by sorrow and a strange desolation of hopes into quietness". The Guardian, who was named in the Master's Will the, "primal branch of the Divine and Sacred Lute-Dee", and who, through the provisions of that Will, had been so firmly planted in the soil of the believers' hearts after 'Abdu'l-Bahá's passing, remained forever, and well indeed will it be with "him that seeketh the shelter of his shade that shadoweth all mankind."
The eagle surmounting Shoghi Effendi's grave.
THE PASSING OF SHOGHI EFFENDI

By AMATU’L-BAHÁ RÚHÍYYIH KHÁNUM

All those who were privileged to how the beloved Guardian Shoghi Effendi from the time of his childhood until his passing remember him as being incarnate with life; a dynamic, almost electric force seemed to radiate from him. He was always busy, restless, driving on to whatever goal he had set before his eyes. He was intense in all aspects of his nature; his phenomenal powers of concentration, his deep feelings of passionate attachment to ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, his burning conscientiousness in carrying out his duties to the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh as its appointed Guardian—these were all facets of the same wonderful nature which God endowed with those special qualities He wished to be uppermost in the one who was firmly to lay the administrative foundations of His Faith all over the world, and to plane the first ensigns of its victory in the four corners of the earth.

That the Cause of God has reached the point where it stands today is due to the self-sacrificing, constant, unsparing, truly herculean labours of its Guardian. That his heart should have stopped, with no warning, at the early age of sixty-one, is not so much due to this ceaseless, tireless work, but to the sorrows and afflictions which he endured, for the most part in reserved silence, from the stirrers-up of dissension and the Covenant-breakers, old and new. The early pilgrims, after the passing of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, remember standing at Shoghi Effendi’s bedside, where he had called them to say goodbye, and looking at his face, so full of sorrow and despair, his eyes deep-sunken and heavily shadowed, and hearing him say he was going away, that it was too much for him, he could not bear it. He left the Holy Land, fought his inner battle, returned, took the helm of this Blessed Barque and steered it for over one-third of a century through every storm and shoal. But the valiant heart and frail body were receiving blows which left their mark, and in the end took their toll.

The friends of God are well aware of the achievements of their beloved Guardian: what they do not realize fully is that by doing so many things personally over a period of so many years, he, and he alone, made it possible for the big victories to take place. The fact that he did every single thing himself saved the Cause tremendous sums of money; with what he thus saved he was able to go on and commence a new enterprise. For thirty-six years he held in his hands, with power of decision vested solely in him, the funds of the Faith at its World Centre; no expenditures were authorized, no bills were paid that had not been submitted to him. From the beginning of his ministry until about 1940, he saw in person the engineers, the architects, the Lawyers, who were carrying out his instructions, as well as many high government officials; it was he who negotiated with them, supervised their work, kept down expenses with an ingenuity and insight truly inspired by God; it was he who instructed where every step should be built, the height of every wall, the spans between every planted tree, the diameter of every flower bed—even the colours of the flowers. It was Shoghi Effendi who, entirely aside from the glorious spiritual leadership manifested in his letters, his books, and his words to the pilgrims, so harboured the financial resources of the Faith that in his lifetime the Temple in Chicago, the Shrine of the Bahá on Mount Carmel, and the International Archives building could be completed, as well as the extensive endowments of the Faith acquired in Haifa and ‘Akká; he made the plans and paved the way for the Temples now being built; he was responsible for the purchase of the Temple sites, the National Hazíratu’l-Quds and endowments, as well as many other things...
during these last five years; all these accomplishments were made possible by his vigilance and wisdom.

As the Faith grew and the years went by, the beloved Guardian received more able support from believers of capacity, serving him in the Holy Land and abroad, but his personal supervision of expenses, his personal decision as to what was befitting for the Baha'i Holy Places at the World Centre, was never laid aside. He delegated to others interviews and negotiations locally, but the management, the ordering of objects and furniture for the Gardens and Holy Places, the arrangement of these, the designs and plans for extending them, he kept solely in his own hands, practising the same economy and showing the same genius as had characterized all his other services to the Faith entrusted to him by the Master in His Will.

On October 20th, 1957, the beloved Guardian arrived in London, accompanied by Ruhiyih Khanum, for the purpose of ordering some furniture and objects for the interior of the International Archives Building and the Gardens above it. He chose London because it is an international centre where objects from every country can be found at much cheaper prices than probably in any other one city of the world. He planned to remain a few days and then proceed to Haifa. As was the invariable custom of the beloved Guardian during his absence from Haifa, no contact was made with any Baha'i. Ruhiyih Khanum attended to his mail and carried out his orders as she always did.

On Sunday afternoon, October 27th, Shoghi Effendi told Ruhiyih Khanum that he had a pain across his knuckles in both hands; she asked him if he had any other pains, and he said no, that just his fingers pained him and were stiff. He added: "I feel so tired, so tired." She begged him to rest, saying that if he did not wish to go to bed, at least he should rest quietly because the probability was that he was getting the influenza which was sweeping through Europe and indeed all over the world. (She herself had been in bed with fever since Thursday night.) That night he had a fever and by the following
day his temperature had risen to thirty-nine degrees. 

Rúhíyyih Khánum succeeded in finding an excellent doctor who had taken over the practice of a well-known Harley Street physician who had retired. This doctor was contacted and immediately prescribed medicine for the beloved Guardian, and came to see him early in the evening when he was able to get away from his hospital. He examined his patient very carefully; heart, chest, temperature, pulse, etc., and said that he considered that both the Guardian and Rúhíyyih Khánum had cases of Asiatic influenza, the beloved Guardian's case being the more severe.

The constant stress of work, sorrows and anxieties to which Shoghi Effendi had been subjected had brought about a condition of high blood-pressure, which he had had for a number of years; he mentioned this himself sometimes to members of the International Bahá'í Council, but he was so strong and healthy, had such tremendous powers of endurance and vitality, that it was difficult to persuade him to devote time to caring for himself. However, for the past ten years he had been under the supervision of an excellent doctor, who saw him at least twice a year, and he had consented to take some special cures which were good for his general health and calculated to reduce his blood-pressure. His doctor often urged him not to overdo things when he returned to Haifa, to get more exercise and more rest. But the doctor could not visualize the Guardian's life in Haifa, or the nature of his responsibility; could not know that he had to read Idlers, reports, journals, and so on for between three to eight hours a day, just to keep abreast of his work; that he spent about four hours most afternoons and evenings, after being up and busy from early morning, giving out what strength he had left to the pilgrims, eastern and western; that he stood sometimes for hours, in all weathers, directing the work he had planned on Mount Carmel or at Bahji; that when he was deeply distressed by some situation he would not feel able to eat and would lose much weight in a few days. About six weeks before the Guardian passed away, he was examined by this doctor who found him in very good health and his blood-pressure lower than in yesteryears. The doctor who took care of him in London likewise examined his blood-pressure and found it satisfactory and not high.

During the week of the beloved Guardian's illness—and indeed a number of times during the weeks before his illness—he complained that he had no appetite. He said: "I don't know what has happened to me. I have completely lost my appetite. I don't eat for twenty-four hours, but I still have absolutely no appetite whatever. It is now weeks that I have been like this. The same thing is happening to me that happened to Bahá'u'lláh when He lost His appetite after the death of Navvúd."

On Tuesday, Rúhíyyih Khánum had recovered sufficiently for the doctor to allow her to go out on an important errand. As she had bronchitis following the "flu, he would check on her condition when he had finished his visit to the beloved Guardian, and in this way she was able to find out from him exactly how he felt Shoghi Effendi was progressing. This same day a very heavy mail had been received, and as Shoghi Effendi's temperature was still high she persuaded him not to look at it; but the next morning he called for his mail and insisted on going over it personally, as he always did. A great many cables were received and answered by the beloved Guardian during this last week of his life. He said to Rúhíyyih Khánum toward the end of the week: "Do you realize that we have done nothing but work this week?"

He was anxious to leave London and carry out his original plan of returning to Haifa; however, the doctor was very severe on this point and told him frankly that he was quite free to call in another doctor if he wished to, but that as long as he was taking care of him he could not give his consent to his departure until a week after his temperature had fallen. The Guardian accepted this.

The doctor was very careful of the beloved Guardian. When he came every day, instead of being in a hurry like some doctors, he would sit with the Guardian, examine him thoroughly, and stay usually a half-hour, and one evening he remained an hour to chat with his patient. He invariably found him sitting in bed reading, surrounded by papers, his briefcase beside him, and one evening he asked Rúhíyyih Khánum, privately, what
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was the Guardian's work? She replied that he was a religious leader and had many responsibilities. The doctor obviously liked his patient, and after he had been coming for three or four days, he told Rúhíyyih Khánum, after leaving the beloved Guardian's room, that "he was smiling tonight"; that beautiful smile had affected him too. The doctor told the Guardian that on Friday he could get up and sit in his arm-chair as a change from bed, and in order to get his strength back; but Shoghi Effendi did not want to do this, and he continued his work sitting in bed and resting every now and then. However, all during his illness, the Guardian had gotten up to wash, to get papers from his desk and so on. There was no time when he was too weak or ill to get out of bed, not even the days when he had high fever.

On Saturday morning, the beloved Guardian told Rúhíyyih Khánum that he wanted a large table placed in his room, big enough so that he could lay on it the map of the world on which he had been working. He had prepared one of those beautiful maps he used to make showing the progress of the work, and this one he called The Half-Way Point of the Ten-Year Crusade, in other words, the progress made, and the victories won, during five years. He had already worked a great deal on this map; indeed it seems a strange coincidence that the first time and the last time he worked on it should both have been occasions on which he was ill, symbolic of the great sacrifice of his life and strength that went into the conception and prosecution of the World Crusade. About two months before he passed away, the beloved Guardian had had a cold, with a temperature the first night; the next day he had no fever, but it was understood he would remain in bed and rest. It was that day that he worked on his map for the first time, for about ten hours, and it was on Saturday, November 2nd, that he worked on it for the last time. He told Rúhíyyih Khánum that he wanted her to check over carefully with him the figures and said that except for adding a few extra details and making sure that what was on the map agreed with his various lists, the work was finished. She demonstrated with him and begged him not to work, saying that in a few days he would be stronger and could then complete it, but he said: "No, I must finish it; it is worrying me. There is nothing left to do. But check it. I have one or two names to add
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that I have found in this mail, and I will finish it to-da.” In the early afternoon he stood in front of the table and worked for about three hours. The table was strewn with pencils and files of papers which constituted the Guardian’s lists of languages, tribes, countries, Temples, Hazratu’l-Quds, work completed, work being carried out, and a tremendous amount of data. At one time, while Rúhíyyih Khánum was checking over with him the various lists and totals, he said to her, as he had said many, many times during the last year, “This work is killing me! How can I go on with this? I shall have to stop it. It is too much. Look at the number of places I have to write down. Look how exact I have to be!”

The beloved Guardian looked tired after working on his map that day. He went back to bed and continued reading the many reports he had received. He had only had a mouthful to eat at lunch-time, and he refused to eat any dinner at all. That evening he spoke with great depression. He had made many plans for his winter’s work in Haifa, and many times he discussed these with Rúhíyyih Khánum, outlining to her some of the work he was going to do on Mount Carmel in the Gardens above the Archives, how he was going to furnish the International Archives Building itself with the things that had been ordered, and that upon his arrival his first act would be to go over to Bahji and himself give instructions for the demolition of the buildings inhabited for so many years by the Arch-breakers of Bahá’u’lláh’s Covenant who had caused the beloved Master so much sorrow. He talked about the disposition he intended to make of the stones and rubble of these houses and of his ideas for extending the Garden at Bahji. Many times during the past months he had spoken with enthusiasm of these plans be was going to carry out, but this evening he said to her: “Who is going to go back and do all these things? I have no strength left. I am Eke a broken reed. I can’t do anything more. I have no spirit left to do anything more. Now we will be going back—who is going to go up that mountain and make all those plans and stand for hours and supervise the work? I can’t do it. And I am not going to do anything about the houses in Bahji. Let them stay like that until I see how I feel. And I am not going to furnish the inside of the Archives this winter. It can wait another year, until everything that is needed to furnish it is collected. I shall just see the pilgrims and stay in my room and rest and do the few things that I have to do. I am not even going to take the telegrams back from Jessie and make copies of them and keep all the receipts the way I have done all these years. She did this in the summer. She can go on doing it in the winter. I am too tired.” He was very, very sad and depressed, and spoke words such as these for a long time. It was not the first time that Rúhíyyih Khánum had heard him speak in this vein, but it was with far greater intensity and in more specific detail than she had ever heard before, and it distressed her very deeply.

That evening when the doctor came he was satisfied with the Guardian’s condition and said he could certainly leave on Tuesday morning. He told him he could go out, if he wanted to and get some fresh air. He also told the Guardian that he had heard over the radio that well over two hundred people had died of influenza during the week, and they discussed this a little together. When the doctor left that night, after staying quite a while, the Guardian said: “I like him very much. He is a fine man, and a good doctor.”

The next day the Guardian appended a few lines to all the English letters that had been written for him, and went over other matters regarding his work, dictating to Rúhíyyih Khánum some instructions to be mailed, and telling her to write two other letters herself that afternoon. He did not wish to get up, preferring to remain in his room, mostly reading his papers in bed, or attending to things on his desk. He later read over the letters that she had written and appended something to one of them. In one of the reports, he read something that caused him intense indignation, and he spoke to her about it. He had also been upset during these past few days by some news given him concerning the activities of some of the Covenant-breakers, and referred to it more than once. Such things always distressed him.

As Sunday was the doctor’s day of rest, the Guardian bad said the day before that he did not think it was necessary for him to come; however, the doctor telephoned that evening to inquire how Shoghi Effendi was and expressed his willingness to come if he was needed. Rúhíyyih Khánum, who was speaking
on the telephone beside the Guardian's bed, conveyed this message to him, but he said he felt better, and that there was no need for the doctor to come. It was then agreed that he would make his last call the following afternoon. Ruḥḥiyih Khánum sat in the room with the Guardian and they talked for a while about everyday things. At half-past nine she asked him if he would not like to go to sleep, as she was sure he was tired. He asked her: "What time is it?" and she said, "Nine-thirty". He said: "It is too early to go to sleep now; if I go to sleep now I shall wake up early and then I won't be able to go to sleep again. Stay a little while longer and talk." About ten o'clock she again asked him if he did not wish to go to sleep, and he said yes. She did the last few things to make him comfortable before retiring, and after saying goodnight, left the room, asking him before she went to be sure and call her in the night if he needed anything.

Both Saturday and Sunday nights Ruḥḥiyih Khánum did not sleep well, lying awake in the middle of the night for long hours. It would not be correct to say that she had the slightest premonition of what was to come, but she did not sleep well, and her heart was heavy and sad.

On the morning of Monday, November 4th, she went to the door of the Guardian's room, knocked gently, and, when she received no answer, entered the room. The curtains were drawn over the windows and the room was in twilight. She saw the beloved Guardian lying on his left side facing her, with his left hand folded over towards his right shoulder and his right arm over his left one, in a most relaxed and comfortable position. His eyes were three-quarters open and she thought he was drowsy—in that state when people wake up and lie comfortably beginning to think of their day's work. She asked him how he had slept, and if he felt better. When he neither moved nor replied, and he seemed unnaturally still, a wave of agonizing terror swept over her; she leaned over him and seized his hand. He was ice-cold and absolutely rigid; as the window was not open and the room was very warm, he must have ascended several hours earlier. In spite of her own condition, within two minutes she had
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reached his doctor by phone at the hospital, and had told him that she was afraid that his patient had passed away, and begged him to come instantly, in case there was something that could still be done. The doctor arrived shortly. In order to calm Rúhíyyih Khánum he gave heart injections to the beloved Guardian and massaged his heart, but of course it was absolutely useless. A few minutes later a second physician arrived and confirmed that there was nothing to be done. The diagnosis was “Death caused by coronary thrombosis”. Nothing in the world could have saved the beloved Guardian’s life. If the best physicians had been standing beside him, they could not have prevented his passing away from the clot of blood that suddenly entered into one of the heart-vessels.

The beloved friends, heart-broken, desolate and orphaned as they are, must be grateful that this Shoghi Effendi of ours, this sacred and so-dearly-loved Trust left us by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, passed away with no illness or pain; indeed it was clear from his position and the expression in his eyes that he had nor even had a spasm. His eyes bore no look of surprise, although they were open. They say such deaths are reserved for the just.

It devolved upon Rúhíyyih Khánum, half-mad herself with grief, to think of a way of conveying this terrible and agonizing news to the Bahá’ís. She thought of the two British Wands of the Cause, so recently elevated to this high rank in the last Message from the beloved Guardian. She first turned to Hasan Balyuzi, an Afghan cousin of Mr. Within about an hour be was able to join her, and he telephoned John Ferraby, enjoining him to silence and telling him to come quickly. A telephone call was then put through to the Hand of the Cause Ugo Giachery in Rome, and he said he would take the next plane for London. He arrived that same night about eight o’clock. Another call was put in for the Hand of the Cause Leroy Joas in Haifa, and he was reached late in the afternoon. Already, earlier in the afternoon, Rúhíyyih Khánum had cabled the following message to Haifa, “Beloved Guardian desperately ill Asiatic flu tell Leroy inform all National Assemblies inform believers supplicate prayers divine protection Faith.” She could not bear to deal
the naked blow to the hearts of other Bahá'ís which she herself had received and had been forced to inflict on three of the Hands, so she sent the above message, in the hope of preparing the Guardian's lovers, the ill, the aid, and the feeble, to receive the full news. In spite of this effort to protect the Mends from the Cult shock of this cataclysm that had overtaken them, her first cable did not reach Haifa before her telephone message, and the news reached many Bahá'ís in different parts of the world over the radio. A second cable was sent later in the day to Haifa with the request that it be cabled to all National Assemblies, as she felt that the announcement of his passing should go out officially from the World Centre of the Faith. The text was as follows:

SHOGHI EFFENDI BELOVED OF ALL HEARTS SACRED TRUST GIVEN BELIEVERS BY MASTER PASSED AWAY SUDDEN HEART ATTACK IN SLEEP FOLLOWING ASIATIC FLU STOP URGENT BELIEVERS REMAIN STEADFAST CLING INSTITUTION HANDS LOVINGLY REARED RECENTLY REINFORCED EMPHASIZED BY BELOVED GUARDIAN STOP ONLY ONENESS HEART ONENESS PURPOSE CAN RE-FITTINGLY TESTIFY LOYALTY ALL NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES BELIEVERS DEPARTED GUARDIAN WHO SACRIFICED SELF UTTERLY FOR SERVICE FAITH.

RUHİYE

The customs in the West are different from the customs in the East, and the ascension of the blessed Guardian in such a vast city as London posed many problems. Very careful instructions were given to the undertaker by Rúhíyyih Khánum, explaining that in our religion we have no embalming, that no injections of any kind to preserve the body must be given, and that nobody must be allowed to wash it, as provision would be made for this by us according to our Faith. He fully understood this, as London is a great world metropolis, where people of many religious customs live and die. The friends must bear in mind that in all the arrangements made after the passing of the beloved Guardian, the Laws of the Aqdas, which he himself had so repeatedly stressed and constantly upheld, had to be obeyed. The size of London, and the fact that the only suitable burial grounds lie in its outskirts, had to be constantly remembered, so that no mistake would be made in transporting his precious remains more than an hour's journey. It was the long- ing of the four Hands, who from the very day of his ascension became responsible for all the pressing matters that had to be attended to in such a short space of time, to have him transported to the National Hazíratu'l-Quds where the friends could gather and pray, until the funeral took place. Investigation, however, showed that the journey from the part of London where the beloved Guardian had passed away to the National Hazíratu'l-Quds, and from there back again in the same general direction to the burial place, would take more than an hour, and the plan had to be abandoned.

On Tuesday morning a telephone call was put through to the Hand of the Cause Adelbert Mühlgeschlegel, as Rúhíyyih Khánum had decided that he, a physician, one of the Guardian's own appointed Hands, and a man known for his spirituality, would be able to endure the sorrow of performing the last service for the beloved Guardian of washing his blessed body, but would do it in the spirit of consecration and prayer called for on such a sacred occasion. He accepted immediately, with deepest gratitude for this inestimable privilege, and arrived, accompanied by the other German Hand of the Cause Hermann Grossmann, on Tuesday night at the Hazíratu'l-Quds in London. It was decided that because of the Laws of our Faith which are against embalming, the funeral should be held as soon as possible, preferably on Friday. Investigation and consultation, however, showed that this would not allow enough time to settle the formalities involved in purchasing a site for the grave and constructing a suitable vault. The time was therefore set for noon on Saturday, 9 November, and the following cable was sent from London to all National Assemblies:

BELOVED ALL HEARTS PRECIOUS GUARDIAN CAUSE GOD PASSED PEACEFULLY AWAY YESTERDAY AFTER ASIATIC FLU STOP APPEAL HANDS NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES AUXILIARY BOARDS SHAKER BELIEVERS ASSIST MEET HEARTrending SUPREME TEST STOP FUNERAL OUR BELOVED GUARDIAN SATURDAY LONDON HANDS ASSEMBLY BOARD MEMBERS INVITED ATTEND ANY PRESS RELEASE SHOULD STATE MEETING HANDS SHORTLY HAIFA WILL MAKE ANNOUNCEMENT TO BAHÁ'I
Led by his widow, the Hands of the Cause follow Shoghi Effendi to the grave.

Many hundreds of Baha’is, from the British Isles and all over the world, attended the funeral.
WORLD REGARDING FUTURE PLANS STOP
PURGE
HOLD MEMORIAL MEETINGS SATURDAY.

RÚHÍYIH

The first thought of those concerned with making arrangements for a befitting burial of the beloved Guardian’s remains had been to secure a piece of land especially for this purpose; however, this proved an impossibility. An appointment with the Home Office had been fixed to discuss this with John Ferraby, but it was soon found to be impracticable because of laws restricting the use of land near London for burials. On Tuesday afternoon, Rúhíyyih Khánum, Hasan Balyuzi, and Ugo Giachery were taken out to inspect possible sites for the grave in cemeteries within an hour’s journey from London. It was raining, and the first cemetery visited had only one plot remotely suitable for the purpose available, which was opposite the massive, depressing vault of a family of the British nobility, and prohibitively expensive, in addition to being very near the entrance gate. Although in the eyes of the world this cemetery must have importance, to theHands present it was unbecoming and out of the question in every way, and their hearts sank with fear lest they should not find a proper place for their so-dearly-loved Guardian. God had other plans however, for on motoring in the twilight to inspect the second cemetery, they entered a beautiful, peaceful spot on a hill, surrounded by rolling country, where birds sang in the trees and which had an entirely different atmosphere from the pomp and worldliness of the first. The Superintendent escorted them to the best piece of land he had, on the highest part, and in the centre of the cemetery. It adjoined one of the roads and was bounded by three great trees which cast their shade over it. The peaceful woods of the countryside, where birds will make their nests in spring, lay close to it on one side. It was over thirty metres square, and Rúhíyyih Khánum made arrangements to purchase it immediately, instructions being given to build a strong, deep vault. The Hands then proceeded to the undertaker’s, to choose a suitable casket for the precious remains of the beloved Guardian. After much deliberation it was decided that for the present, as well as the future, the wisest course would be to have a lead coffin which could be hermetically sealed, and that this should be placed in a beautiful bronze casket, the most dignified, costly and enduring that could be found. By doing this the Hands were assured that in the future, when the means of transport become so rapid that the journey from London to Haifa can be accomplished in an hour, it would be possible to convey the sacred remains of the Guardian to the Holy Land.

On Tuesday night the Hand of the Cause Amelia Collins, who had only arrived in Haifa on Sunday, having made a special effort to get home in time to greet the Guardian when he returned, joined Rúhíyyih Khánum in London and was able to give her at this grievous time her much-needed, warm, motherly love and support. Already all European Hands of the Cause were in London. On Wednesday the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the British Isles communicated to all the believers the heart-breaking news, and invited them, as members of the community in which this great calamity had occurred, to be present at the funeral of the beloved Guardian, which was to take place on their soil. That afternoon, Rúhíyyih Khánum, accompanied by Amelia Collins, drove out to the cemetery and made arrangements with a florist in the neighbourhood for the decoration of the Chapel, and for the sheaf of flowers which was to cover the coffin. On Thursday at two o’clock Rúhíyyih Khánum and Adelbert Mühlschlegel drove to the place where the body of the blessed Guardian was to be washed. She had already purchased nine yards of the heaviest and finest white silk available and nine yards of a slightly lighter weight for the first shroud, as well as towels and cloths and soap to wash the body. These she delivered to Dr. Mühlschlegel, keeping the second shroud with her. She waited in an ante-room while he washed the precious remains and wrapped them in the first shroud, anointing the body with attar-of-rose which the Guardian himself had given to Ugo Giachery, who had brought it from Italy with him. It was over an hour-and-a-half before Adelbert Mühlschlegel came to call Rúhíyyih Khánum, and to inform her that he had completed his sacred task. Let him say in his own words—as he afterwards wrote them to her—what he felt during that time:

“Something new happened to me in that
Stunned by their great loss, men, women and children follow the hearse to the grave.

In front of the hearse at the graveside Rúhíyyih Khánum speaks to her fellow Hands.
hour that I cannot, even after a few days, speak of, but I can mention the wisdom and love that I felt pour over me. In that room—which to worldly eyes would have appeared so different—there was a tremendous spiritual force such as I have only felt in my life in the holy Shrines. My first impression was the contrast between the body left behind and the majestic, transfigured face, a soul-stirring picture of the joyous victory of the eternal over the transient. My second impression, as I prayed and thought and carefully did what I had to do, was that in this degree of consecration to the work of God I should work all my life. and mankind should work a thousand years, in order to construct “the Kingdom” on earth; and my third thought was, as I washed each member of his body and anointed it, that I thanked those beloved hands which had worked and written to establish the Covenant, those feet that had walked for us, that mouth that had spoken to us, that head that had thought for us, and I prayed and meditated and supplicated that in the short time left to me, the members of my body might hasten to follow in his path of service; and my last thought was of my own distress because I felt how unworthy my hands were to anoint that blessed brow with attar-of-rose as the Masters of old were wont to do to their pupils; and yet what privileges, what duties fall to us, the living, to watch over what is past and mortal, be it ever so exalted. A great deal of mercy, love, and wisdom were hidden in this hour.”

Rúhíyyih Khánum asked to be alone with the beloved Guardian to say her own last farewell. Bahá'u'lláh says: “At this point the pen broke and the ink gave forth nothing but blackness.” So a veil must be drawn over her feelings alone with her Lord for the last time, but she did tell the friends afterwards:

“He was our Guardian, king of the world. We know he was noble because he was our Guardian. We know that God gave him peace in the end. But as I looked at him all I could think of was—how beautiful he is, how beautiful! A celestial beauty seemed to be poured over him and to rest on him and stream from him like a mighty benediction from on high. And the wonderful hands, so like the hands of Bahá'u'lláh, lay softly by his side: it seemed impossible the life had gone from them—or from that radiant face.”

After a little while she called Adelbert Mühlschlegel back into the room: the coffin, padded with soft white silk, was brought; she arranged the second shroud in it and the beloved Guardian was laid inside. The flowers from the threshold of the Báb's Shrine, which Amelia Collins had brought from Haifa, she spread over that treasured form, covering it from feet to chin, a sacred carpet of love, and the last shroud she folded gently about him, closing away for all time from men's eyes the face on which the Bahá'ís had gazed with so much love.

The coffin was then closed, a pall of purple and gold was spread over it, and a bouquet of flowers Rúhíyyih Khánum had brought with her was placed on the top.

All the next day, in a room full of flowers, the various Hands of the Cause from Persia, Europe, Africa, and America kept vigil and prayed near the mortal remains of their Beloved.

On Friday evening, Rúhíyyih Khánum and Amelia Collins drove out to the cemetery to inspect the Chapel and the grave. The florist was following his instructions very carefully and making every effort to create an atmosphere of beauty worthy of this sacred occasion. Indeed, all the non-Bahá'ís concerned with the death of and the funeral arrangements made for this stranger who had passed away in their country so suddenly, seemed deeply touched and stirred by the great reverence and love that accompanied the will of God's great Guardian as he passed from life to the grave. They felt themselves in showing sympathy and cooperation. At the four corners of the grave the florist had already planted four beautiful small cypress trees which Rúhíyyih Khánum had ordered in memory of the hundreds of cypress trees that the beloved Guardian had planted, during his lifetime: around the Holy Places in Baháí and Haifa, at the top of the Chapel, which was entirely non-denominational and used for services of all religions, was an arched alcove filled with a bank of chrysanthemums and asters, beginning with
deep shades of purple and running up through violet, lavender and orchid tones to white at the top. Like two arms reaching out, garlands of lavender chrysanthemums ran along a cornice which framed the raised upper part of the Chapel. Above this, from wall to wall, was a heap of wood, in the centre of which a framed Greatest Name was hung. Beneath this, in front of the alcove of flowers, the coffin was to rest on a low catafalque covered by a rich green velvet pall, the colour to which the descendants of Muhammad are entitled by their illustrious lineage, and which the Guardian, as a Shaykh himself, through his kinship to the Báb, had every right to bear with him to the grave. Seating arrangements were made for the following day, placing the Hands of the Cause on the right and on the left side of the coffin, facing it. A hundred more chairs had to be ordered as the Chapel normally could only seat about eighty people.

That evening all the Hands of the Cause who were in London, now numbering thirteen, met to discuss appropriate readings for the funeral the next day. The Israeli authorities had instructed the Chargé d’Affaires at the Israeli Embassy in London, Mr. Gershon Ayner, to attend the funeral on behalf of the Government (the Ambassador being absent from his post). It had been decided that, owing to the great mourning of the Bahá’í world, the short time available, end the restricted space at the cemetery Chapel, the funeral should be entirely private. The spontaneous gesture of esteem, however, which the Israeli Government had made, by requesting its representative to attend the funeral officially, could not be turned aside. The presence of this non-Bahá’í had therefore to be taken into consideration in connection with suitable readings, and the moving of the beloved Guardian’s coffin. As this weighed almost half-a-ton it was considered that, in permitting the Bahá’ís to have the honour of taking turns in carrying it, a very grave risk would be run of its being jostled, tipped, or even slipping from their hands. Special bearers were therefore chosen who carried out their task with the utmost dignity.

While these events were taking place, the National Headquarters of the Bahá’ís in London was becoming the focal centre of many agonized hearts, seeking information, asking details, receiving what comfort other broken hearts could give and being directed
as to how they could reach the cemetery upon their arrival in London. The telephone at the Ḥāẓiraṭ-i-Quds rang almost all day without stopping, and John Ferraby, Secretary of the British National Spiritual Assembly, with the constant help of his wife, also a member of that body, attended to telephone calls from such distant spots as Djakarta, Bombay, Kuwait, Israel, the United States and several European countries, to the ceaseless flow of cables and letters that poured in and out, as well as to Press releases and interviews. It began to be clear that the funeral would be attended by many more of the friends than it had been thought could possibly get to London in time. Not only were the British Bahá'ís attending practically en masse, but Hands of the Cause, various National Spiritual Assembly members, and Auxiliary Board members, as well as individuals, were pouring in from overseas. As the Bahá'ís arrived in ever-increasing numbers, a great flood-tide of love and sorrow was rising about the silent figure of the Sign of God on earth, preparing to bear his sacred remains befittingly to the grave.

Arrangements had been made to have the funeral cortège assemble about ten o'clock before the Ḥāẓiraṭ-i-Quds, at 27 Rutland Gate, opposite Hyde Park; from here, those believers who were not going direct to the cemetery would be driven by special cars which would follow the hearse. More than sixty automobiles, accommodating over three hundred and sixty people, moved off in solemn file at 10.40 and journeyed to the place where they were joined by the hearse bearing the coffin of the revered Guardian. This was preceded by a floral hearse and followed by the car in which rode Rúhíyih Khánum accompanied by Amelia Collins; cars bearing the other Hands, National Spiritual Assembly members, Auxiliary Board members and believers followed behind. It was probably the largest column of vehicles seen in London for many years in attendance on a funeral of any denomination. The journey to the Great Northern Cemetery at New Southgate, where the sacred remains of Shoghi Effendi are now interred, was accomplished in under one hour's time, the laws of the Aqdas being thus fulfilled.

Through Leroy Ioas having promptly informed the Israeli authorities in a befitting manner of the sudden passing of the Head of the Faith, conditions at 15 World Centre were calm, and he decided it would be safe for him to leave the Holy Land over the weekend, and attend the funeral of the beloved Guardian. This was very fortunate, because it made it possible for him to bring with him, at the request of Rúhíyih Khánum, a small rug from the innermost Shrine of Bahá'u'lláh at Bahjí, with which to carpet the floor of the vault, and a covering, which had rested likewise in that inner Shrine, for the coffin itself. He also brought a bouquet of white jasmine and a box of flowers gathered from the Gardens at Bahjí, the Ridván, Mazra'ih and Haifa.

---

PROGRAMME OF PRAYERS AND READINGS

1. Prayer for the departed (chanted in Arabic) ........................................ Baha'u'llah
2. The Hidden Words, Nos. 32 and 11 (read in English). Gleanings from the Writings of Baha'u'llah, page 345, beginning Death proffereth unto every confident believer ... to ... of all worlds (read in English). .......... Baha'u'llah
3. Gleanings from the Writings of Baha'u'llah, page 341, beginning All praise be to God ... to ... the All-Compelling, the Almighty. And beginning The fierce gales ... to ... is based (read in English). .......... Baha'u'llah
4. The Hidden Wards, Nos. 12, 14, 32 (chanted in Arabic). .......... Baha'u'llah
4. Prayers and Meditations, CXLV, page 234 (read in English). .......... Baha'u'llah
6. Prayers and Meditations, CXII, page 155 (read in English). .......... Baha'u'llah
7. The Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, Bahá, first two paragraphs (read in English). .......... 'Abdu'l-Bahá

AT THE GRAVE SIDE

8. Prayer of Shoghi Effendi; Dar in Layli Layla (Chanted in Persian). ....................... Shoghi Effendi
3. Prayer Glory be to Thee, O God, for Thy manifestation of love to mankind (read in English). .......... Baha'u'llah
Embowered in flowers the beloved of so many faithful hearts is laid to rest.

Already a great crowd of believers was waiting at the door of the Chapel when the funeral cortège drove up; an every face was written its own measure of heart-break and many sobs were heard. The casket was gently handed down, on it a beautiful sheath of deep-red roses with fragrant white gardenias, lily of the valley and fuchsias, in the centre, and a simple card with the inscription "From Ruḥbiyyih and all your loved ones and lovers all over the world whose hearts are broken".

The Great Guardian was carried in and laid on the soft green covering of the catafalque. The Chapel was crowded to the doors, and many had to remain outside. All stood while the wonderful prayer, ordained by Bahá’u’lláh for the dead, was chanted in Arabic. Six other prayers and excerpts from the Teachings were then read by friends with beautiful voices, some in English, some in Persian, and representative of Bahá’ís from Europe, Africa, America, Asia—Negro, Sew, and Aryan.

In solemn file the friends followed the casket as it was borne out, placed in the hearse again, and slowly driven the few hundred yards to the graveside. There it was gently deposited at the head of the grave, so that when the beloved Guardian’s remains were lowered into it, he would face east to the Qiblát of the Faith. The flowers were removed from the casket, revealing an engraved tablet on which was written:

Shoghi Effendi Rabbani
First Guardian
of the Bahá’í Faith
March 3rd, 1896—November 4th, 1957

As all stood, silently waiting for the coffin to be lowered into the grave, Ruḥbíyyih Khánum felt the agony of the hearts around
An ocean of flowers lapped the newly-made grave after the funeral service was over.
The Passing of Shoghi Effendi

her penetrate into her own great grief. He was their Guardian. He was going forever from their eyes, suddenly snatched from them by the immutable decree of God, Whose Will no man dare question. They had not seen him, had not been able to draw near him. She decided to ask for it to be announced that before the coffin was placed in the grave, the friends who wished might pass by it and pay their respects. For over two hours the believers, eastern and western, filed by. For the most part they knelt and kissed the edge or the handle of the casket. Rarely indeed in history can such a demonstration of love and grief have been seen. Children bowed their little heads beside their mothers, old men wept, the iron reserve of the Anglo-Saxon— the tradition never to show feeling in public— melted before the white-hot sorrow in the heart. The morning had been sunny and fair; now a gentle shower started and sprinkled a few drops on the coffin, as if nature herself were suddenly moved to tears. Some placed little flasks of Persian attar-of-rose at the head; one hesitatingly laid a red rose on the casket, symbol no doubt of the owner's heart; one could not bear the few drops of rain above that blessed, hidden face, and timidly wiped them off as he knelt; others with convulsed fingers carried away a little of the earth near the casket. Tears, tears and kisses, and solemn inner vows were poured out at the head of the one who had always called himself their "true brother". When the last believers in this grief-stricken procession had filed by, Ruhíyyih Khánum approached the casket, kissed it and knelt in prayer for a moment. She then had the green pall spread over it, laid the blue-and-gold brocade from the innermost Shrine of Bábá'u'lláh on top of it and arranged the still-fragrant jasmine flowers over all its length. Then the mortal remains of him whom 'Abdu'l-Bahá designated "the most wondrous, unique and priceless pearl that doth gleam from out the Twin Surfing Seas" were slowly lowered into the vault, amid walls covered with evergreen boughs and studded with flowers, to rest upon the rug from the Holy Tomb at Bahjí. A prayer was then chanted in Persian, and the Afrán Hand of the Cause, Hasan Balyuzí, read the closing prayer in English.

All this time—a service that had lasted almost four hours—the representative of the Israeli Government, obviously deeply moved, had been in attendance, himself stepping beside the coffin and, with bowed head, paying his solemn respects. Me and the majority of the mourners now left the Hands of the Cause, the National Spiritual Assemblies and Auxiliary Board members remaining behind by previous arrangement to see the vault scaled.

Prayers were then said in many foreign languages and by friends from distant countries, and the orange and olive leaves brought from the Garden of the Ridván in Baghdád by Táhirih Khánum— the only living Hand of the Cause who was privileged to enter the presence of Bábá'u'lláh— were placed on the grave, as well as the flowers brought by Leroy Icas from the Bábá'í Gardens in the Holy Land; these were sufficient for each person present himself to put some on the Guardian's resting-place. Over the tomb, at his feet, a shield of crimson and white, lay the fragrant sheath of blooms which had covered his casket, and heaped about was a rich carpet of exquisite flowers, symbols of the love, the suffering, of so many hearts, and no doubt the silent bearers of vows to make the Spirit of the Guardian happy now, to fulfill his plans, carry on his work, be worthy at last of the love and inspired self-sacrificing leadership he gave them for thirty-six years of his life.

Ruhíyyih
in collaboration with John Ferraby

Haifa
December 9th, 1957
Completed monument showing the Greek Corinthian style capital so much admired by the Guardian. Note the beautiful Portland stone balustrading enclosing the grave.
V

SELECTIONS FROM THE WRITINGS OF SHOGHI EFFENDI

The two essays selected to represent Shoghi Effendi’s voluminous writings present in the one instance his evaluation of world conditions and tendencies in relationship to the principles and laws revealed by Baha’u’llah, and in the other his portrayal of a momentous event in the unfoldment of the Baha’i Faith. The former, written in 1931, is the first of his “World Order” letters; the latter is Chapter Nine of his stupendous history of the Faith, Cod Passes By, completed in 1944.

THE GOAL OF A NEW WORLD ORDER

Fellow-believers in the Faith of Baha’u’llah: The inexorable march of recent events has carried humanity so near to the goal foreshadowed by Baha’u’llah that no responsible follower of His Faith, viewing on all sides the distressing evidences of the world’s travail, can remain unmoved at the thought of its approaching deliverance.

It would not seem inappropriate, at a time when we are commemorating the world over the termination of the first decade since ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s sudden removal* from our midst, to ponder, in the light of the teachings bequeathed by Him to the world, such events as have tended to hasten the gradual emergence of the World Order anticipated by Baha’u’llah.

Ten years ago, this very day, there flashed upon the world the news of the passing of Him Who alone, through the ennobling influence of His love, strength and wisdom, could have proved its stay and solace in the many afflictions it was destined to suffer.

Bow well we, the little band of His avowed supporters who lay claim to have recognized the Light that shone within Him, can still remember His repeated allusions, in the evening of His earthly life, to the tribulation and turmoil with which an unregenerate humanity was to be increasingly afflicted. How poignantly some of us can recall His pregnant remarks, in the presence of the pilgrims and visitors who thronged His doors on the morrow of the jubilant celebrations that greeted the termination of the World War — a war, which by the horrors it evoked, the losses it entailed and the complications it engendered, was destined to exert so far-reaching an influence on the fortunes of mankind. How serenely, yet how powerfully, He stressed the cruel deception which a Pact, hailed by peoples and nations as the embodiment of triumphant justice and the unfailing instrument of an abiding peace, held in store for an unrepentant humanity. “Peace, Peace,” how often we heard Him remark, “the lips of potentates and peoples incessantly proclaim, whereas the fire of unquenched hatreds still smoulders in their hearts.” How often we heard Him raise His voice, whilst the tumult of triumphant enthusiasm was still at its height and long before the faintest misgivings could have been felt or expressed, confidently declaring that the Document, extolled as the Charter of a liberated humanity, contained within itself seeds of such bitter deception as would further ensnare the world. How abundant are now the evidences that attest the perspicacity of His unerring judgment!

Ten years of unceasing turmoil, so laden with anguish, so fraught with incalculable consequences to the future of civilization, have brought the world to the verge of a calamity too awful to contemplate. Sad indeed is the contrast between the manifestations of confident enthusiasm in which the Plenipotentiaries at Versailles so freely indulged and the cry of unconfined distress which victors and vanquished alike are now raising in the hour of bitter delusion.

* November 28, 1921.
Neither the force which the framers and guarantors of the Peace Treaties have mustered, nor the lofty ideals which originally animated the author of the Covenant of the League of Nations, have proved a sufficient bulwark against the forces of internal disruption with which a structure so laboriously contrived had been consistently assailed. Neither the provisions of the so-called Settlement which the victorious Powers have sought to impose, nor the machinery of an institution which America’s illustrious and far-seeing President had conceived, have proved, either in conception or practice, adequate instruments to ensure the integrity of the Order they had striven to establish. "The ills from which the world now suffers," wrote `Abdu’l-Bahá in January, 1920, "will multiply; the gloom which envelops it will deepen. The Balkans will remain discontented. Its restlessness will increase. The vanquished Powers will continue to agitate. They will resort to every measure that may rekindle the flame of war. Movements, newly-born and world-wide in their range, will exert their utmost effort for the advancement of their designs. The Movement of the Left will acquire great importance. Its influence will spread."

Economic distress, since those words were written, together with political confusion, financial upheavals, religious restlessness and racial animosities, seem to have conspired to add immeasurably to the burdens under which an impoverished, a war-weary world is groaning. Such has been the cumulative effect of these successive crises, following one another with such bewildering rapidity, that the very foundations of society are trembling. The world, to whichever continent we turn our gaze, to however remote a region our survey may extend, is everywhere assailed by forces it can neither explain nor control.

Europe, hitherto regarded as the cradle of a highly-vaunted civilization, as the torch-bearer of liberty and the mainspring of the forces of world industry and commerce, stands bewildered and paralysed at the sight of so tremendous an upheaval. Long-cherished ideals in the political no less than in the economic sphere of human activity are being severely tested under the pressure of reactionary forces on one hand and of an insidious and persistent radicalism on the other. From the heart of Asia distant rumblings, ominous and insistent, portend the steady onslaught of a creed which, by its negation of God, His Laws and Principles, threatens to disrupt the foundations of human society. The clamour of a nascent nationalism, coupled with a recrudescence of skepticism and unbelief, come as added misfortunes to a continent hitherto regarded as the symbol of age-long stability and undisturbed resignation. From darkest Africa the first stirrings of a conscious and determined revolt against the aims and methods of political and economic imperialism can be increasingly discerned, adding their share to the growing vicissitudes of a troubled age. Not even America, which until very recently prided itself on its traditional policy of aloofness and the self-contained character of its economy, the invulnerability of its institutions and the evidences of its growing prosperity and prestige, has been able to resist the impelling forces that have swept her into the vortex of an economic hurricane that now threatens to impair the basis of her own industrial and economic life. Even faraway Australia, which, owing to its remoteness from the storm-centres of Europe, would have been expected to be immune from the trials and torments of an ailing continent, has been caught in this whirlpool of passion and strife, impotent to extricate herself from their ensnaring influence.

Never indeed have there been such widespread and basic upheavals, whether in the social, economic or political spheres of human activity as those now going on in different parts of the world. Never have there been so many and varied sources of danger as those that now threaten the structure of society. The following words of Bahá’u’lláh are indeed significant as we pause to reflect upon the present state of a strangely disordered world: "How long will humanity persist in its waywardness? How long will injustice continue? How long is chaos and confusion to reign amongst men? How long will discord agitate the face of society? The winds of despair are, alas, blowing from every direction, and the strife that divides and afflicts the human race is increasing. The signs of impending convulsions and chaos can now be discerned, inasmuch as the prevailing order appears to be lamentably defective."

The disquieting influence of over thirty million souls living under minority conditions
throughout the continent of Europe; the vast and ever-swelling army of the unemployed with its crushing burden and demoralizing influence on governments and peoples; the wicked, unbridled race of armaments swallowing an ever-increasing share of the substance of already impoverished nations; the utter demoralization from which the international financial markets are now increasingly suffering; the onslaught of secularism invading what has hitherto been regarded as the impregnable strongholds of Christian and Muslim orthodoxy—these stand out as the gravest symptoms that bode ill for the future stability of the structure of modern civilization. Little wonder if one of Europe’s pre-eminent thinkers, honoured for his wisdom and restraint, should have been forced to make so bold an assertion: “The world is passing through the gravest crisis in the history of civilization.” “We stand,” writes another, “before either a world catastrophe, or perhaps before the dawn of a greater era of truth and wisdom.” “It is in such times,” he adds, “that religions have perished and are born.”

Might we not already discern, as we scan the political horizon, the alignment of those forces that are dividing asunder the continent of Europe into camps of potential combatants, determined upon a contest that may mark, unlike the last war, the end of an epoch, a vast epoch, in the history of human evolution? Are we, the privileged custodians of a priceless Faith, called upon to witness a cataclysmical change, politically as fundamental and spiritually as beneficent as that which precipitated the fall of the Roman Empire in the West? Might it not happen—every vigilant adherent of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh might well pause to reflect—that out of this world eruption there may stream forces of such spiritual energy as shall recall, nay eclipse, the splendour of those signs and wonders that accompanied the establishment of the Faith of Jesus Christ? Might there not emerge out of the agony of a shaken world a religious revival of such scope and power as to even transcend the potency of those world-directing forces with which the Religions of the Past have, at fixed intervals and according to an inscrutable Wisdom, revived the fortunes of declining ages and peoples? Might not the bankruptcy of this present, this highly-vaulted materialistic civilization, in itself clear away the choking weeds that now hinder the unfolding and future efflorescence of God’s struggling Faith?

Let Bahá’u’lláh Himself shed the illumination of His words upon our path as we steer our course amid the pitfalls and miseries of this troubled age. More than fifty years ago, in a world far removed from the ills and trials that now torment it, there flowed from His Pen these prophetic words: “The world is in travail and its agitation waxeth day by day. Its face is turned towards waywardness and unbelief. Such shall be its plight that to disclose it now would not be meet and seemly. Its perversity will long continue. And when the appointed hour is come, there shall suddenly appear that which shall cause the limbs of mankind to quake. Then and only then will the Divine Standard be unfurled and the Nightingale of Paradise warble its melody.”

Dearly beloved friends! Humanity, whether viewed in the light of an individual conduct or in the existing relationships between organized communities and nations, has, alas, strayed too far and suffered too great a decline to be redeemed through the unaided efforts of the best among its recognized rulers and statesmen—however disinterested their motives, however concurred their action, however unsparing in their zeal and devotion to its cause. No scheme which the calculations of the highest statesmanship may yet devise; no doctrine which the most distinguished exponents of economic theory may hope to advance; no principle which the most ardent of moralists may strive to inculcate, can provide, in the last resort, adequate foundations upon which the future of a distracted world can be built.

No appeal for mutual tolerance which the worldly-wise might raise, however compelling and insistent, can calm its passions or help restore its vigour. Nor would any general scheme of mere organized international cooperation, in whatever sphere of human activity, however ingenious in conception, or extensive in scope, succeed in removing the root cause of the evil that has so rudely upset the equilibrium of present-day society. Not even, I venture to assert, would the very act of devising the machinery required for the political and economic unification of the world—a principle that has been increasingly advocated in recent times—provide in itself
the antidote against the poison that is steadily undermining the vigour of organized peoples and nations.

What else, might we not confidently affirm, but the unreserved acceptance of the Divine Programme enunciated, with such simplicity and force as far back as sixty years ago, by Bahá'u'lláh, embodying in its essentials God's divinely appointed scheme for the unification of mankind in this age, coupled with an indomitable conviction in the unflinching efficacy of each and all of its provisions, is eventually capable of withstanding the forces of internal disintegration which, if unchecked, must needs continue to eat into the vitals of a despairing society. It is towards this goal—the goal of a new World Order, Divine in origin, all-embracing in scope, equitable in principle, challenging in its features—that a harassed humanity must strive.

To claim to have grasped all the implications of Bahá'u'lláh's prodigious scheme for worldwide human solidarity, or to have fathomed its import, would be presumptuous on the part of even the declared supporters of His Faith. To attempt to visualize it in all its possibilities, to estimate its future benefits, to picture its glory, would be premature at even so advanced a stage in the evolution of mankind.

All we can reasonably venture to attempt is to strive to obtain a glimpse of the first streaks of the promised Dawn that must, in the fullness of time, chase away the gloom that has encircled humanity. All we can do is to point out, in their broadest outlines, what appears to us to be the guiding principles underlying the World Order of Bahá'u'lláh, as amplified and enunciated by 'Abdu'l-Bahá, the Centre of His Covenant with all mankind and the appointed Interpreter and Expounder of His Word.

That the unrest and suffering affecting the mass of mankind are in no small measure the direct consequences of the World War and are attributable to the unwisdom and shortsightedness of the framers of the Peace Treaties only a biased mind can refuse to admit. That the financial obligations contracted in the course of the war, as well as the imposition of a staggering burden of reparations upon the vanquished, have, to a very great extent, been responsible for the maldistribution and consequent shortage of the world's monetary gold supply, which in turn has, to a very great measure, accentuated the phenomenal fall in prices and thereby relentlessly increased the burdens of impoverished countries, no impartial mind would question. That inter-governmental debts have imposed a severe strain on the masses of the people in Europe, have upset the equilibrium of national budgets, have crippled national industries, and led to an increase in the number of the unemployed, is no less apparent to an unprejudiced observer. That the spirit of vindictiveness, of suspicion, of fear and rivalry, engendered by the war, and which the provisions of the Peace Treaties have served to perpetuate and foster, has led to an enormous increase of national competitive armaments, involving during the last year the aggregate expenditure of no less than a thousand million pounds, which in turn has accentuated the effects of the world-wide depression, is a truth that even the most superficial observer will readily admit. That a narrow and brutal nationalism, which the post-war theory of self-determination has served to reinforce, has been chiefly responsible for the policy of high and prohibitive tariffs, so injurious to the healthy flow of international trade and to the mechanism of international finance, is a fact which few would venture to dispute.

It would be idle, however, to contend that the war, with all the losses it involved, the passions it aroused and the grievances it left behind, has solely been responsible for the unprecedented confusion into which almost every section of the civilized world is plunged at present. Is it not a fact—and this is the central idea I desire to emphasize—that the fundamental cause of this world unrest is attributable, not so much to the consequences of what must sooner or later come to be regarded as a transitory dislocation in the affairs of a continually changing world, but rather to the failure of those into whose hands the immediate destinies of peoples and nations have been committed, to adjust their system of economic and political institutions to the imperative needs of a rapidly evolving age? Are not these intermittent crises that convulse present-day society due primarily to the lamentable inability of the world's recognized leaders to read aright the signs of the times, to rid themselves once for all of
their preconceived ideas and fettering creeds, and to reshape the machinery of their respective governments according to those standards that are implicit in Bahá'u'lláh's supreme declaration of the Oneness of Mankind—the chief and distinguishing feature of the Faith He proclaimed? For the principle of the Oneness of Mankind, the cornerstone of Bahá'u'lláh's world-embracing dominion, implies nothing more or less than the enforcement of His scheme for the unification of the world—the scheme to which we have already referred. "In every Dispensation," writes 'Abdu'l-Bahá, "the light of Divine Guidance has been focussed upon one central theme... In this wondrous Revelation, this glorious century, the foundation of the Faith of God and the distinguishing feature of His Law is the consciousness of the Oneness of Mankind."

How pathetic indeed are the efforts of those leaders of human institutions who, in utter disregard of the spirit of the age, are striving to adjust national processes, suited to the ancient days of self-contained nations, to an age which must either achieve the unity of the world, as adumbrated by Bahá'u'lláh, or perish. At so critical an hour in the history of civilization it behoves the leaders of all the nations of the world, great and small, whether in the East or in the West, whether victors or vanquished, to give heed to the clarion call of Bahá'u'lláh and, thoroughly imbued with a sense of world solidarity, the sine qua non of loyalty to His Cause, arise manfully to carry out in its entirety the one remedial scheme He, the Divine Physician, has prescribed for afling humanity. Let them discard, once for all, every preconceived idea, every national prejudice, and give heed to the sublime counsel of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, the authorized Expounder of His teachings. "You can best serve your country," was 'Abdu'l-Bahá's rejoinder to a high official in the service of the federal government of the United States of America, who had questioned Him as to the best manner in which he could promote the interests of his government and people. "If you strive, in your capacity as a citizen of the world, to assist in the eventual application of the principle of federalism underlying the government of your own country to the relationships now existing between the peoples and nations of the world."

In "The Secret of Divine Civilization," 'Abdu'l-Bahá's outstanding contribution to the future reorganization of the world, we read the following:

"True civilization will unfurl its banner in the midst of heart of the world whenever a certain number of its distinguished and high-minded sovereigns—the shining exemplars of devotion and determination—shall, for the good and happiness of all mankind, arise, with firm resolve and clear vision, to establish the Cause of Universal Peace. They must make the Cause of Peace the object of general consultation, and seek by every means in their power to establish a Union of the nations of the world. They must conclude a binding treaty and establish a covenant, the provisions of which shall be sound, inviolable and definite. They must proclaim it to all the world and obtain for it the sanction of all the human race. This supreme and noble undertaking—the real source of the peace and well-being of all the world—should be regarded as sacred by all that dwell on earth. All the forces of humanity must be mobilized to ensure the stability and permanence of this Most Great Covenant. In this all-embracing Pact the limits and frontiers of each and every nation should be clearly fixed, the principles governing the relations of governments towards one another definitely laid down, and all international agreements and obligations ascertainment. In like manner, the size of the armaments of every government should be strictly limited, for if the preparations for war and the military forces of any nation should be allowed to increase, they will arouse the suspicion of others. The fundamental principle underlying this solemn Pact should be so fixed that if any government later violate any one of its provisions, all the governments on earth should arise to reduce it to utter submission, regard the human race as a whole should resolve, with every power at its disposal, to destroy that government. Should this greatest of all remedies be applied to the sick body of the world, it will assuredly recover from its ills and will remain eternally safe and secure."

"A few," He further adds, "unaware of the power latent in human endeavour, consider this matter as highly impracticable, nay even beyond the scope of man's utmost efforts. Such is not the case, however. On the contrary, thanks to the unfailing grace of God, the loving-kindness of His favoured ones, the unrivalled endeavours of wise and capable souls, and the thoughts and
ideas of the peerless leaders of this age, nothing whatsoever can be regarded as unattainable. Endeavour, ceaseless endeavour, is required. Nothing short of an indomitable determination can possibly achieve it. Many a cause which past ages have regarded as purely visionary, yet in this day has become most easy and practicable. Why should this most great and lofty Cause—the day-star of true civilization and the cause of the glory, the advancement, the well-being and the success of humanity—be regarded as impossible of achievement? Surely the day will come when its beauteous light shall shed illumination upon the assemblage of man."

In one of His Tablets 'Abdu'l-Bahá, elucidating further His noble theme, reveals the following:

"In cycles gone by, though harmony was established, yet, owing to the absence of means, the unity of all mankind could not have been achieved. Continents remained widely divided, nay even among the peoples of one and the same continent association and inter-change of thought were wellnigh impossible. Consequently intercourse, understanding and unity amongst the peoples and kindreds of the earth were unattainable. In this day, however, means of communication have multiplied, and the five continents of the earth have virtually merged into one... In like manner all the members of the human family, whether peoples or governments, cities or villages, have become increasingly interdependent. For none is self-sufficiency any longer possible, inasmuch as political ties unite all peoples and nations, and the bonds of trade and industry, of agriculture and education, are being strengthened every day. Hence the unity of all mankind can in this day be achieved. Verily this is none other but one of the wonders of this wondrous age, this glorious century. Of this past ages have been deprived, for this century—the century of light—has been endowed with unique and unprecedented glory, power and illumination. Hence the miraculous unfolding of a fresh marvel every day. Eventually it will be seen how bright its candles will burn in the assemblage of man."

"Behold how its light is now dawning upon the world's darkened horizon. The first candle is unity in the political realm, the early glimmerings of which can now be discerned. The second candle is unity of thought in world undertakings, the consummation of which will ere long be witnessed. The third candle is unity in freedom which will surely come to pass. The fourth candle is unity in religion which is the cornerstone of the foundation itself, and which, by the power of God, will be revealed in all its splendour. The fifth candle is the unity of nations—a unity which in this century will be securely established, causing all the peoples of the world to regard themselves as citizens of one common fatherland. The sixth candle is unity of races, making of all that dwell on earth peoples and kindreds of one race. The seventh candle is unity of language, i.e., the choice of a universal tongue in which all peoples will be instructed and converse. Each and every one of these will inevitably come to pass, inasmuch as the power of the Kingdom of God will aid and assist in their realization."

Over sixty years ago, in His Tablet to Queen Victoria, Bahá'u'lláh addressing "the concourse of the rulers of the earth," revealed the following:

"Take ye counsel together, and let your concern be only for that which profiteth mankind, and bettereth the condition thereof... Regard the world as the human body which, though created whole and perfect, has been afflicted, through divers causes, with grave ills and maladies. Not for one day did it rest, nay its sicknesses waxed more severe, as it fell under the treatment of unskilled physicians who have spurned on the steed of their worldly desires and have erred grievously. And if at one time, through the care of an able physician, a member of that body was healed, the rest remained afflicted as before. Thus instructeth thee the All-Knowing, the All-Wise... That which the Lord hath ordained as the sovereign remedy and mightiest instrument for the healing of all the world is the union of all its peoples in one universal Cause, one common Faith. This can in no wise be achieved except through the power of a skilled, an all-powerful and inspired Physician. This verily is the truth, and all else naught but error."

In a further passage Bahá'u'lláh adds these words:

"We see you adding every year unto your expenditure—and laying the burden thereof on the people whom ye rule: this verily is naught but grievous injustice. Fear the sighs and tears of this Wronged One, and burden not your peoples beyond that to which they can endure... Be reconciled among yourselves, that ye may need
armaments no more save in a measure to safeguard your territories and dominions. Be united, O concourse of the sovereigns of the world, for thereby will the tempest of discord be stilled amongst you and your peoples find rest. Should any one among you take up arms against another, rise ye all against him, for this is naught but manifest justice."

What else could these weighty words signify if they did not point to the inevitable curtailment of unfettered national sovereignty as an indispensable preliminary to the formation of the future Commonwealth of all the nations of the world? Some form of a world Super-State must needs be evolved, in whose favour all the nations of the world will have willingly ceded every claim to make war, certain rights to impose taxation and all rights to maintain armaments, except for purposes of maintaining internal order within their respective dominions. Such a state will have to include within its orbit an International Executive adequate to enforce supreme and unchallengeable authority on every recalcitrant member of the commonwealth; a World Parliament whose members shall be elected by the people in their respective countries and whose election shall be confirmed by their respective governments; and a Supreme Tribunal whose judgment will have a binding effect even in such cases where the parties concerned did not voluntarily agree to submit their case to its consideration. A world community in which all economic barriers will have been permanently demolished and the interdependence of Capital and Labour definitely recognized; in which the clamour of religious fanaticism and strife will have been forever stilled; in which the flame of racial animosity will have been finally extinguished; in which a single code of international law—the product of the considered judgment of the world's federated representatives—shall have as its sanction the instant and coercive intervention of the combined forces of the federated units; and finally a world community in which the fury of a capricious and militant nationalism will have been transmuted into an abiding consciousness of world citizenship—such indeed, appears, in its broadest outline, the Order anticipated by Bahá'u'lláh, an Order that shall come to be regarded as the fairest fruit of a slowly maturing age.

"The Tabernacle of Unity," Bahá'u'lláh proclaims in His message to all mankind, "has been raised; regard ye not one another as strangers... Of one tree are all ye the fruit and of one bough the leaves... The world is but one country and mankind its citizens... Let every man glory in that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind."

Let there be no misgivings as to the animating purpose of the world-wide Law of Bahá'u'lláh. Far from aiming at the subversion of the existing foundations of society, it seeks to broaden its basis, to re-mould its institutions in a manner consonant with the needs of an ever-changing world. It can conflict with no legitimate allegiances, nor can it undermine essential loyalties. Its purpose is neither to stifle the flame of a sane and intelligent patriotism in men's hearts, nor to abolish the system of national autonomy so essential if the evils of excessive centralization are to be avoided. It does not ignore, nor does it attempt to suppress, the diversity of ethnic origins, of climate, of history, of language and tradition, of thought and habit, that differentiate the peoples and nations of the world. It calls for a wider loyalty, for a larger aspiration than any that has animated the human race. It insists upon the subordination of national impulses and interests to the imperative claims of a unified world. It repudiates excessive centralization on one hand, and disclaims all attempts at uniformity on the other. Its watchword is unity in diversity such as 'Abdu'l-Bahá Himself has explained:

"Consider the flowers of a garden. Though differing in kind, colour, form and shape, yet, inasmuch as they are refreshed by the waters of one spring, revived by the breath of one wind, invigorated by the rays of one sun, this diversity increases their charm and adorns unto their beauty. How pleasing to the eye if all the flowers and plants, the leaves and blossoms, the fruit, the branches and the trees of that garden were all of the same shade and colour! Diversity of hues, form and shape enrichest and adorneth the garden, and heighteneth the effect thereof. In like manner, when divers shades of thought, temperament and character, are brought together under the power and influence of one central agency, the beauty and glory of human perfection will be revealed and made manifest. Naught but the celestial
power of the Word of God, which ruleth and transcendeth the realities of all things, is capable of harmonizing the divergent thoughts, sentiments, ideas and convictions of the children of men."

The call of Bahá'u'lláh is primarily directed against all forms of provincialism, all insularitys and prejudices. If long-cherished ideals and time-honoured institutions, if certain social assumptions and religious formulae have ceased to promote the welfare of the generality of mankind, if they no longer minister to the needs of a continually evolving humanity, let them be swept away and relegated to the limbo of obsolete and forgotten doctrines. Why should these, in a world subject to the immutable law of change and decay, be exempt from the deterioration that must needs overtake every human institution? For legal standards, political and economic theories are solely designed to safeguard the interests of humanity as a whole, and not humanity to be crucified for the preservation of the integrity of any particular law or doctrine.

Let there be no mistake. The principle of the Oneness of Mankind—the pivot round which all the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh revolve—is no mere outburst of ignorant emotionalism or an expression of vague and pious hope. Its appeal is not to be merely identified with a re-awakening of the spirit of brotherhood and goodwill among men, nor does it aim solely at the fostering of harmonious cooperation among individual peoples and nations. Its implications are deeper, it claims greater than any which the Prophets of old were allowed to advance. Its message is applicable not only to the individual, but concerns itself primarily with the nature of those essential relationships which must bind all the states and nations as members of one human family. It does not constitute merely the enunciation of an ideal, but stands inseparably associated with an institution adequate to embody its truth, demonstrate its validity, and perpetuate its influence. It implies an organic change in the structure of present-day society, a change such as the world has not yet experienced. It constitutes a challenge, at once bold and universal, to outworn shibboleths of national creeds—creeds that have had their day and which must, in the ordinary course of events as shaped and controlled by Providence, give way to a new gospel, fundamentally different from, and infinitely superior to, what the world has already conceived. It calls for no less than the reconstruction and the demilitarization of the whole civilized world—a world organically unified in all the essential aspects of its life, its political machinery, its spiritual aspiration, its trade and finance, its script and language, and yet infinite in the diversity of the national characteristics of its federated units.

It represents the consummation of human evolution—an evolution that has had its earliest beginnings in the birth of family life; its subsequent development in the achievement of tribal solidarity, leading in turn to the constitution of the city-state, and expanding later into the institution of independent and sovereign nations.

The principle of the Oneness of Mankind, as proclaimed by Bahá'u'lláh, carries with it no more and no less than a solemn assertion that attainment to this final stage in this stupendous evolution is not only necessary but inevitable, that its realization is fast approaching, and that nothing short of a power that is born of God can succeed in establishing it.

So marvellous a conception finds its earliest manifestations in the efforts consciously exerted and the modest beginnings already achieved by the declared adherents of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh who, conscious of the sublimity of their calling and initiated into the ennobling principles of His Administration, are forging ahead to establish His Kingdom on this earth. It has its indirect manifestations in the gradual diffusion of the spirit of world solidarity which is spontaneously arising out of the welter of a disorganized society.

It would be stimulating to follow the history of the growth and development of this lofty conception which must increasingly engage the attention of the responsible custodians of the destinies of peoples and nations. To the states and principalities just emerging from the welter of the great Napoleonic upheaval, whose chief preoccupation was either to recover their rights to an independent existence or to achieve their national unity, the conception of world solidarity seemed not only remote but inconceivable. It was not until the forces of nationalism had succeeded in overthrowing the foundations of the Holy Alliance
that had sought to curb their rising power, that the possibility of a world order, transcending in its range the political institutions these nations had established, came to be seriously entertained. It was not until after the World War that these exponents of arrogant nationalism came to regard such an order as the object of a pernicious doctrine tending to sap that essential loyalty upon which the continued existence of their national life depended. With a vigour that recalled the energy with which the members of the Holy Alliance sought to stifle the spirit of a rising nationalism among the peoples liberated from the Napoleonic yoke, these champions of an unfettered national sovereignty, in their turn, have laboured and are still labouring to discredit principles upon which their own salvation must ultimately depend.

The fierce opposition which greeted the abortive scheme of the Geneva Protocol; the ridicule poured upon the proposal for a United States of Europe which was subsequently advanced, and the failure of the general scheme for the economic union of Europe, may appear as setbacks to the efforts which a handful of foresighted people are earnestly exerting to advance this noble ideal. And yet, are we not justified in deriving fresh encouragement when we observe that the very consideration of such proposals is in itself an evidence of their steady growth in the minds and hearts of men? In the organized attempts that are being made to discredit so exalted a conception are we not witnessing the repetition, on a larger scale, of those stirring struggles and fierce controversies that preceded the birth, and assisted in the reconstruction, of the united nations of the West?

To take but one instance, Wore confident were the assertions made in the days preceding the unification of the states of the North American continent regarding the insuperable barriers that stood in the way of their ultimate federation! Wore not widely and emphatically declared that the conflicting interests, the mutual distrust, the differences of government and habit that divided the states were such as no force, whether spiritual or temporal, could ever hope to harmonize or control? And yet how different were the conditions prevailing a hundred and fifty years ago from those that characterize present-day society! It would indeed be no exaggeration to say that the absence of those facilities which modern scientific progress has placed at the service of humanity in our time made of the problem of welding the American states into a single federation, similar though they were in certain traditions, a task infinitely more complex than that which confronts a divided humanity in its efforts to achieve the unification of all mankind.

Who knows that for so exalted a conception to take shape a suffering more intense than any it has yet experienced will have to be inflicted upon humanity? Could anything less than the fire of a civil war with all its violence and vicissitudes—a war that nearly rent the great American Republic—have welded the states, not only into a Union of independent units, but into a Nation, in spite of all the ethnic differences that characterized its component parts? That so fundamental a revolution, involving such far-reaching changes in the structure of society, can be achieved through the ordinary processes of diplomacy and education seems highly improbable. We have but to turn our gaze to humanity’s blood-stained history to realize that nothing short of intense mental as well as physical agony has been able to precipitate those epoch-making changes that constitute the greatest landmarks in the history of human civilization.

Great and far-reaching as have been those changes in the past, they cannot appear, when viewed in their proper perspective, except as subsidiary adjustments preluding that transformation of unparalleled majesty and scope which humanity is in its age bound to undergo. That the forces of a world catastrophe can alone precipitate such a new phase of human thought is, alas, becoming increasingly apparent. That nothing short of the fire of a severe ordeal, unparalleled in its intensity, can fuse and weld the discordant entities that constitute the elements of present day civilization, into the integral components of the world commonwealth of the future, is a truth which future events will increasingly demonstrate.

The prophetic voice of Bahá’u’lláh warning, in the concluding passages of the Hidden Words, “the peoples of the world” that “an unforeseen calamity is following them and that grievous retribution awaits them,” throws indeed a lurid light upon the immediate fortunes of sorrowing humanity. Nothing but
a fiery ordeal, out of which humanity will emerge, chastened and prepared, can succeed in implanting that sense of responsibility which the leaders of a newborn age must arise to shoulder.

I would again direct your attention to those ominous words of Bahá'u'lláh which I have already quoted: "And when the appointed hour is come, there shall suddenly appear that which shall cause the limbs of mankind to quake."

Has not 'Abdu'l-Bahá Himself asserted in unequivocal language that "another war, fiercer than the last, will assuredly break out"?

Upon the consummation of this colossal, this unspeakably glorious enterprise—an enterprise that baffled the resources of Roman statesmanship and which Napoleon's desperate efforts failed to achieve—will depend the ultimate realization of that millennium of which poets of all ages have sung and seers have long dreamed. Upon it will depend the fulfillment of the prophecies uttered by the Prophets of old when swords shall be beaten into ploughshares and the lion and the lamb lie down together. It alone can usher in the Kingdom of the Heavenly Father as anticipated by the Faith of Jesus Christ. It alone can lay the foundation for the New World Order visualized by Bahá'u'lláh—a World Order that shall reflect, however dimly upon this earthly plane, the ineffable splendours of the Abhá Kingdom.

One word more in conclusion. The proclamation of the Oneness of Mankind—the head corner-stone of Bahá'u'lláh's all-embracing dominion—can under no circumstances be compared with such expressions of pious hope as have been uttered in the past. His is not merely a call which He raised, alone and unaided, in the face of the relentless and combined opposition of two of the most powerful Oriental potentates of His day—while Himself an exile and prisoner in their hands. It implies at once a warning and a promise—a warning that in it lies the sole means for the salvation of a greatly suffering world, a promise that its realization is at hand. Uttered at a time when its possibility had not yet been seriously envisaged in any part of the world, it has, by virtue of that celestial potency which the Spirit of Bahá'u'lláh has breathed into it, come at last to be regarded, by an increasing number of thoughtful men, not only as an approaching possibility, but as the necessary outcome of the forces now operating in the world.

Surely the world, contracted and transformed into a single highly complex organism by the marvellous progress achieved in the realm of physical science, by the world-wide expansion of commerce and industry, and struggling, under the pressure of world economic forces, amidst the pitfalls of a materialistic civilization, stands in dire need of a restatement of the Truth underlying all the Revelations of the past in a language suited to its essential requirements. And what voice other than that of Bahá'u'lláh—the Mouth-piece of God for this age—is capable of effecting a transformation of society as radical as that which He has already accomplished in the hearts of those men and women, so diversified and seemingly irreconcilable, who constitute the body of His declared followers throughout the world?

That such a mighty conception is fast budding out in the minds of men, that voices are being raised in its support, that its salient features must fast crystallize in the consciousness of those who are in authority, few indeed can doubt. That its modest beginnings have already taken shape in the world-wide Administration with which the adherents of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh stand associated only those whose hearts are tainted by prejudice can fail to perceive.

Ours, dearly-beloved co-workers, is the paramount duty to continue, with undimmed vision and unabated zeal, to assist in the final erection of that Edifice the foundations of which Bahá'u'lláh has laid in our hearts, to derive added hope and strength from the general trend of recent events, however dark their immediate effects, and to pray with unremitting fervour that He may hasten the approach of the realization of that Wondrous Vision which constitutes the brightest emanation of His Mind and the fairest fruit of the fairest civilization the world bas yet seen.

 Might not the hundredth anniversary of the Declaration* of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh mark the inauguration of so vast an era in human history?

Haifa, Palestine,
November 28, 1931

* 1863.
The following essay is Chapter IX of Shoghi Effendi’s book, *God Passes By*.

The arrival of Bahá'u'lláh in the Najíbríyih Garden, subsequently designated by His followers the Garden of Ridván, signalizes the commencement of what has come to be recognized as the holiest and most significant of all Bahá’í festivals, the festival commemorating the Declaration of His Mission to His companions. So momentous a Declaration may well be regarded both as the logical consummation of that revolutionizing process which was initiated by Himself upon His return from Sulaymáníyyih, and as a prelude to the final proclamation of that same Mission to the world and its rulers from Adrianople.

Through that solemn act, the “delay,” of no less than a decade, divinely interposed between the birth of Bahá'u'lláh's Revelation in the Siyáh-Chál and its announcement to the Báb’s disciples, was at long last terminated. The “set time of concealment,” during which as He Himself has borne witness, the “signs and tokens of a divinely-appointed Revelation” were being showered upon Him, was fulfilled. The “myriad veils of light,” within which His glory had been wrapped, were, at that historic hour, partially lifted; vouchsafing to mankind “an infinitesimal glimmer” of the effulgence of His “peerless, His most sacred and exalted Countenance.” The “thousand two hundred and ninety days,” fixed by Daniel in the last chapter of His Book, as the duration of the “abomination that maketh desolate” had now elapsed. The “hundred lunar years,” destined to immediately precede that blissful consummation (1335 days), announced by Daniel in that same chapter, had commenced. The nineteen years, constituting the first “Váhid,” preordained in the Persian Bayán by the pen of the Báb, had been completed. The Lord of the Kingdom, Jesus Christ returned in the glory of the Father, was about to ascend His throne, and assume the sceptre of a world-embracing, indestructible sovereignty. The community of the Most Great Name, the “companions of the Crimson Colored Ark,” landed in glowing terms in the Qayyumát-i-Asmá', had visibly emerged. The Báb’s own prophecy regarding the “Ridván,” the scene of the unveiling of Bahá'u'lláh’s transcendent glory, had been literally fulfilled.

Undaunted by the prospect of the appalling adversities which, as predicted by Himself, were soon to overtake Him; on the eve of a second banishment which would be fraught with many hazards and perils, and would bring Him still farther from His native land, the cradle of His Faith, to a country alien in race, in language and in culture; acutely conscious of the extension of the circle of His adversaries, among whom were soon to be numbered a monarch more despotic than Náṣir’l-Dín Sháh, and ministers no less unyielding in their hostility than either Hájjí Mirzá ‘Aqá’ or the Amir-Nízám; undeterred by the perpetual interruptions occasioned by the influx of a host of visitors who thronged His tent, Bahá'u'lláh chase in that critical and seemingly unpromising hour to advance so challenging a claim, to lay bare the mystery surrounding His person, and to assume, in their plenitude, the power and the authority which were the exclusive privileges of the One Whose advent the Báb had prophesied.

Already the shadow of that great oncoming event had fallen upon the colony of exiles, who awaited expectantly its consummation. As the year “eighty” steadily and inexorably approached, He Who had become the real leader of that community increasingly experienced, and progressively communicated to His future followers, the overpowering influences of its informing force. The festive, the soul-entrancing odzs which He revealed almost every day; the Tablets, replete with hints, which streamed from His pen; the allusions, which, in private converse and public discourse, He made to the approaching hour; the exaltation which in moments of joy and sadness alike flooded His soul; the ecstasy which filled His listeners, already enraptured by the multiplying evidences of His rising greatness and glory; the perceptible change noted in His demeanor; and finally, His adoption of the tár (tall felt beard-dress), on the day of His departure from His Most Holy House—
all proclaimed unmistakably His imminent assumption of the prophetic office and of His open leadership of the community of the Báb’s followers.

"Many a night," writes Nabil, depicting the tumult that had seized the hearts of Bahá’u’lláh’s companions, in the days prior to the declaration of His mission, "would Mírzá Aqá Ján gather them together in His room, close the door, light great camphorated candles, and chant aloud to them the newly revealed odes and Tablets in his possession. Wholly oblivious of this contingent world, completely immersed in the realms of the spirit, forgetful of the necessity for food, sleep or drink, they would suddenly discover that night had become day, and that the sun was approaching its zenith."

Of the exact circumstances attending that epoch-making Declaration we, alas, are but scantily informed. The words Bahá’u’lláh actually uttered on that occasion, the manner of His Declaration, the reaction it produced, its impact on Mírzá Yahyá, the identity of those who were privileged to hear Him, are shrouded in an obscurity which future historians will find it difficult to penetrate. The fragmentary description left to posterity by His chronicler Nabil is one of the very few authentic records we possess of the memorable days He spent in that garden. "Every day," Nabil has related, "ere the hour of dawn, the gardeners would pick the roses which lined the four avenues of the garden, and would pile them in the center of the floor of His blessed tent. So great would be the heap that when His companions gathered to drink their morning tea in His presence, they would be unable to see each other across it. All these roses Bahá’u’lláh would, with His own hands, entrust to those whom He dismissed from His presence every morning to be delivered, on His behalf, to His Arab and Persian friends in the city." "One night," he continues, "the ninth night of the waxing moon, I happened to be one of those who watched beside His blessed tent. As the hour of midnight approached, I saw Him issue from His tent, pass by the places where some of His companions were sleeping, and begin to pace up and down the moonlit, flower-bordered avenues of the garden. So loud was the singing of the nightingales on every side that only those who were near Him could hear distinctly His voice. He continued to walk until, pausing in the midst of one of these avenues, He observed: 'Consider these nightingales. So great is their love for these roses, that sleepless from dusk till dawn, they warble their melodies and commune with burning passion with the object of their adoration. How then can those who claim to be aflame with the rose-like beauty of the Beloved choose to sleep?" For three successive nights I watched and circled round His blessed tent. Every time I passed by the couch whereon He lay, I would find Him wakeful, and every day, from morn till eventide, I would see Him ceaselessly engaged in conversing with the stream of visitors who kept flowing in from Baghílát. Not once could I discover in the words He spoke any trace of dissimulation."

As to the significance of that Declaration let Bahá’u’lláh Himself reveal to us its import. Acclaiming that historic occasion as the "Most Great Festival," the "King of Festivals," the "Festival of God," We has, in His Kitáb-i-Aqdas, characterized it as the Day wherein "all created things were immersed in the sea of purification" whilst in one of His specific Tablets, He has referred to it as the Day wherein "the breezes of forgiveness were wafted over the entire creation." "Rejoice, with exceeding gladness, O people of Bahá!" He, in another Tablet, has written, "us ye call to remember the Day of supreme felicity, the Day wherein the Tongue of the Ancient of Days hath spoken, as He departed from His House proceeding to the Spot from which He shed upon the whole of creation the splendors of His Name, the All-Merciful... Were We to reveal the hidden secrets of that Day, all that dwell on earth and in the heavens would swoon away and die, except such as will be preserved by God, the Almighty, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise. Such is the inebriating effect of the words of God upon the Revealer of His undisputed proofs that His pen can move no longer," And again: "The Divine Springtime is come, O Most Exalted Pen, for the Festival of the All-Merciful is fast approaching... The Day-Star of Blissfulness shineth above the horizon of Our Name, the Blissful, inasmuch as the Kingdom of the Name of God hath been adorned with the ornament of the Name of Thy Lord, the Creator of the heavens... Take heed lest anything deter Thee from extolling the greatness of this Day—the Day wherein
the Finger of Majesty and Power hath opened the seal of the Word of Reunion, and called all who are in the heavens and all who are on earth... This is the Day wherein the unseen word crieth out: 'Great is thy blessedness, O earth, for thou hast been made the footstool of thy God, and been chosen as the seat of His mighty throne... Say... He it is Who hath laid bare before you the hidden and treasured Gem, were ye to seek it, He it is who is the One Beloved of all things, whether of the past or of the future.' And yet again: 'Arise, and proclaim unto the entire creation the tidings that He Who is the All-Merciful hath directed His steps towards the Ridván and entered it. Guide, then, the people unto the Garden of Delight which God hath made the Throne of His Paradise... Within this Paradise, and from the heights of its loftiest chambers, the Maids of Heaven have cried out and shouted: 'Rejoice, ye dwellers of the realms above, for the fingers of Him Who is the Ancient of Days are ringing, in the name of the All-Glorious, the Most Great Bell, in the midst of the heavens. The hands of bounty have borne round the cups of everlasting life. Approach, and quaff your fill.' And finally: 'Forget the world of creation, O Pen, and turn Thou towards the face of Thy Lord, the Lord of all names. Adorn, then, the world with the ornament of the favors of Thy Lord, the King of everlasting days. For We perceive the fragrance of the Day wherein He Who is the Desire of all nations hath shed upon the kingdoms of the unseen and of the seen: the splendors of the light of His most excellent names, and enveloped them with the radiance of the luminaries of His most gracious favors, favors which none can reckon except Him Who is the Omnificent Protector of the entire creation.'

The departure of Bahá'u'lláh from the Garden of Ridván, at noon, on the 14th of Dhrill-Qa'dih 1279 A.H. (May 3, 1863), witnessed scenes of tumultuous enthusiasm no less spectacular, and even more touching, than those which greeted Him when leaving His Most Great House in Baghdád. "The great tumult," wrote an eye-witness, "associated in our minds with the Day of Gathering: the Day of Judgment, we beheld on that occasion. Believers and unbelievers alike sobbed and lamented. The chiefs and notables who had congregated were struck with wonder. Emotions were stirred to such depths as no tongue can describe, nor could any observer escape their contagion."

Mounted on His steed, a red roan stallion of the finest breed, the best of His lovers could purchase for Him, and leaving behind Him a bowing multitude of fervent admirers, He rode forth on the first stage of a journey that was to carry Him to the city of Constantinople. "Numerous were the heads," Nabil, himself a witness of that memorable scene, recounts, "which, on every side, bowed to the dust at the feet of His horse, and kissed its hoofs, and countless were those who pressed forward to embrace His stirrups." "How great the number of those embodiments of fidelity," testifies a fellow-traveler, "who, casting themselves before that charger, preferred death to separation from their Beloved! Methinks, that blessed steed trod upon the bodies of those pure-hearted souls." "He (God) it was," Bahá'u'lláh Himself declares, '"Who enabled Me to depart out of the city (Baghdád), clothed with such majesty as none, except the denier and the malicious, can fail to acknowledge.' These marks of homage and devotion continued to surround Him until He was installed in Constantinople. Mirzá Yáhúd, while hurrying on foot, by his own choice, behind Bahá'u'lláh's carriage, on the day of His arrival in that city, was overheard by Nabil to remark to Siyyid Muhammad: "Had I not chosen to hide myself, had I revealed my identity, the honor accorded Him (Bahá'u'lláh) on this day would have been mine too."

The same tokens of devotion shown Bahá'u'lláh at the time of His departure from His House, and later from the Garden of Ridván, were repeated when, on the 20th of Dhrill-Qa'dih (May 9, 1863), accompanied by members of His family and twenty-six of His disciples, He left Firúját, His first stopping-place in the course of that journey. A caravan, consisting of fifty males, a mounted guard of ten soldiers with their officer, and seven pairs of howdahs, each pair surmounted by four parasols, was formed, and wended its way, by easy stages, and in the space of no less than a hundred and ten days, across the uplands, and through the desiles, the woods, valleys and pastures, comprising the picturesque scenery of eastern Anatolia, to the port of Samsún, on the Black Sea. At times on horseback, at times resting in the howdah reserved for His use, and which was oftentimes
surrounded by His companions, most of whom were on foot, Me. by virtue of the written order of Nâmis Pâgâh, was accorded, as He traveled northward, in the path of spring, an enthusiastic reception by the vâls, the mutiârâfs, the qâ'im-maqârns, the muftis, the shuykhs, the muftis and qâdis, the government officials and notables belonging to the districts through which He passed. In Karâków, in Irbâl, in Mosul, where He tarried three days, in Nîshânâ, in Mârûnâ, in Dîyâr-Bâhâr, where a halt of a couple of days was made, in Khârîn, in Sivas, as well as in other villages and hamlets. He would be met by a delegation immediately before His arrival, and would be accompanied, for some distance, by a similar delegation upon His departure. The festivities which, at some stations, were held in His honor, the food the villagers prepared and brought for His acceptance, the eagerness which time and again they exhibited in providing the means for His comfort, recalled the reverence which the people of Baghâd had shown Him on so many occasions.

As we passed that morning through the town of Mârûnâ, that same fellow-traveler relates, "we were preceded by a mounted escort of government soldiers, carrying their banners, and beating their drums in welcome. The mutiârân, together with officials and notables, accompanied us, while men, women, and children, crowding the housetops and filling the streets, awaited our arrival. With dignity and pomp we traversed that town, and resumed our journey, the mutiârân and those with him escorting us for a considerable distance." "According to the unanimous testimony of those we met in the course of that journey," Nâbil has recorded in his narrative, "never before had they witnessed along this route, over which governors and magistrates continually passed back and forth between Constantinople and Baghâd, any one travel in such state, dispense such hospitality to all, and accord to each so great a share of his bounty." Sighting from His howdah the Black Sea, as He approached the port of Sâmsûn, Bahâ'u'llâh, at the request of Mirzâ Aqâ Jân, revealed a Tablet, designated Lawh-i-Hâwâdîj (Tablet of the Howdah), which by such allusions as the "Divine Touchstone," "the grievous and tormenting Mischief," reaffirmed and supplemented the dire predictions recorded in the recently revealed Tablet of the Holy Mariner.

In Sâmsûn the Chief Inspector of the entire province, extending from Baghâd to Constantinople, accompanied by several gaqâl, called on Him, showed Him the utmost respect, and was entertained by Him at luncheon. But seven days after His arrival, He, as foreshadowed in the Tablet of the Holy Mariner, was put on board a Turkish steamer, and three days later was disembarked, at noon, together with His fellow-exiles, at the port of Constantinople, on the first of Râbi'u'l-Avval 1280 A.H. (August 16, 1863). In two special carriages, which awaited Him at the landing-stage He and His family drove to the house of Șâmsî Big, the official who had been appointed by the government to entertain its guests, and who lived in the vicinity of the Khâqânî Sharîf mosque. Later they were transferred to the more commodious house of șâîs Pâgâh, in the neighborhood of the mosque of Sultân Muhammâd.

With the arrival of Bahâ'u'llâh at Constantinople, the capital of the Ottoman Empire and seat of the Caliphate (acclaimed by the MuHAMmâdânas as "the Dome of Allah," but stigmatized by Him as the spot where the "throne of tyranny" had been established) the grimmest and most calamitous and yet the most glorious chapter in the history of the first Bahâ'î century may be said to have opened. A period in which untold privations and unprecedented trials were mingled with the noblest spiritual triumphs was now commencing. The day-star of Bahâ'u'llâh's ministry was about to reach its zenith. The most momentous years of the Heroic Age of His Dispensation were at hand. The catastrophic process, foreshadowed as far back as the year sixty by His Forerunner in the Qâyûmâ'l-Aswâ, was beginning to be set in motion.

Exactly two decades earlier the Bâbî Revelation had been born in darkest Persia, in the city of Shirâz. Despite the cruel captivity to which its Author had been subjected, the stupendous claims He had voiced had been proclaimed by Him before a distinguished assemblage in Tabriz, the capital of Aghir-Bâyjîn. In the hamlet of Badâshî the Dispensation which His Faith had ushered in had been fearlessly inaugurated by the champions of His Cause. In the midst of the hopelessness
and agony of the Siyáh-Cháí of Tihra, nine years later, that Revelation had, swiftly and mysteriously been brought to sudden fruition. The process of rapid deterioration in the fortunes of that Faith, which had gradually set in, and was alarmingly accelerated during the years of Bahá'u'lláh's withdrawal to Kurdistan, had, in a masterly fashion after His return from Sulaymáníyá, been arrested and reversed. The ethical, the moral and doctrinal foundations of a nascent community had been, subsequently, in the course of His sojourn in Baghdad, unassailably established. And finally, in the Garden of Ridván, on the eve of His banishment to Constantinople, the ten-year delay, ordained by an inscrutable Providence, had been terminated through the Declaration of His Mission and the visible emergence of what was to become the nucleus of a world-embracing Fellowship. What now remained to be achieved was the proclamation, in the city of Adrianople, of that same Mission to the world's secular and ecclesiastical leaders, to be followed, in successive decades, by a further unfoldment, in the prison-fortress of 'Akká, of the principles and precepts constituting the bedrock of that Faith, by the formulation of the laws and ordinances designed to safeguard its integrity, by the establishment, immediately after His ascension, of the Covenant designed to preserve its unity and perpetuate its influence, by the prodigious and world-wide extension of its activities, under the guidance of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, the Center of that Covenant, and lastly, by the rise, in the Formative Age of that Faith, of its Administrative Order, the harbinger of its Golden Age and future glory.

This historic Proclamation was made at a time when the Faith was in the throes of a crisis of extreme violence, and it was in the main addressed to the kings of the earth, and to the Christian and Muslim ecclesiastical leaders who, by virtue of their immense prestige, ascendancy and authority, assumed an appalling and inescapable responsibility for the immediate destinies of their subjects and followers.

The initial phase of that Proclamation may be said to have opened in Constantinople with the communication (the text of which we, alas, do not possess) addressed by Bahá'u'lláh to Sultan 'Abdu'l-'Aziz himself, the self-styled vicar of the Prophet of Islam and the absolute ruler of a mighty empire. So potent, so august a personage was the first among the sovereigns of the world to receive the Divine Summons, and the first among Oriental monarchs to sustain the impact of God's retributive justice. The occasion for this communication was provided by the infamous edict the Sultan had promulgated, less than four months after the arrival of the exiles in his capital, banishing them, suddenly and without any justification whatsoever, in the depth of winter, and in the most humiliating circumstances, to Adrianople, situated on the extremities of his empire.

That fateful and ignominious decision, arrived at by the Sultan and his chief ministers, 'Ali Khá and Fu'ád Khá, was in no small degree attributable to the persistent intrigues of the Mushiru'd-Dawlih, Mirzá Húsayn Kháán, the Persian Ambassador to the Sublime Porte, denounced by Bahá'u'lláh as His "calumniator," who awaited the first opportunity to strike at Him and the Cause of which He was now the avowed and recognized leader. This Ambassador was pressed continually by his government to persist in the policy of arousing against Bahá'u'lláh the hostility of the Turkish authorities. He was encouraged by the refusal of Bahá'u'lláh to follow the invariable practice of government guests, however highly placed, of calling in person, upon their arrival at the capital, on the Shaykh-i-Islám, on the Sádr-i-'A'zám, and on the Foreign Minister—Bahá'u'lláh did not even return the calls paid Him by several ministers, by Kamál Khá and by a former Turkish envoy to the court of Persia. He was not deterred by Bahá'u'lláh's upright and independent attitude which contrasted so sharply with the mercenaryism of the Persian princes who were wont, on their arrival, to " solicit at every door such allowances and gifts as they might obtain." He resented Bahá'u'lláh's unwillingness to present Himself at the Persian Embassy, and to repay the visit of its representative; and, being seconded, in his efforts, by his accomplice, Háji Mirzá Hasan-i-Safá, whom he instructed to circulate unfounded reports about Him, he succeeded through his official influence, as well as through his private intercourse with ecclesiastics, notables and government officials, in representing Bahá'u'lláh as a proud and arrogant person, who regarded Himself as subject to no law.
authority, and Whose forwardness had precipitated the grave differences that had arisen between Himself and the Persian Government. Nor was He the only one who indulged in these nefarious schemes. Others, according to 'Abdu'l-Bahá, "condemned and vilified" the exiles, as "a mischief to all the world," as "destructive of treaties and covenants," as "baleful to all lands" and as "deserving of every chastisement and punishment."

No less a personage than the highly-respected brother-in-law of the Sadr-i-A'zam was commissioned to apprise the Captive of the edict pronounced against Him—an edict which evinced a virtual coalition of the Turkish and Persian imperial governments against a common adversary, and which in the end brought such tragic consequences upon the Sultanate, the Caliphate and the Qajár dynasty. Refused an audience by Bahá'u'lláh, that envoy had to content himself with a presentation of his puerile observations and trivial arguments to 'Abdu'l-Bahá and Aqáy-i-Kalim, who were delegated to see him, and whom He informed that, after three days, He would return to receive the answer to the order he had been bidden to transmit.

That same day a Tablet, severely denunciatory in tone, was revealed by Bahá'u'lláh, which the ministers themselves were addressed in, in which they were boldly challenged, and sternly admonished not to pride themselves on their worldly possessions, nor foolishly seek the riches of which time would inexorably rob them.

Bahá'u'lláh was on the eve of His departure, which followed almost immediately upon the promulgation of the edict of His banishment, when, in a last and memorable interview with the afore-mentioned Hájí Mirzá Hasan-ı-Šafá, He sent the following message to the Persian Ambassador: "What did it profit thee, and such as are like thee, to slay, year after year, so many of the oppressed, and to inflict upon them manifold afflictions, when they have increased a hundredfold, and ye find yourselves in complete bewilderment, knowing not how to relieve your minds of this oppressive thought. . . . His Cause transcends any and every plan ye devise. Know this much: Were all the governments on earth to unite and take My life and the lives of all who bear this Name, this Divine Fire would never be quenched. His Cause will rather encompass all the kings of the earth, nay all that hath been created from water and clay. . . . Whatever may yet befall Us, great shall be our gains, and manifest the loss wherewith they shall be afflicted."

Pursuant to the peremptory orders issued for the immediate departure of the already twice banished exiles, Bahá'u'lláh, His family, and His companions, some riding in wagons, others mounted on pack animals, with their belongings piled in carts drawn by oxen, set out, accompanied by Turkish officers, on a cold December morning, amidst the weeping of the friends they were leaving behind, on their twelve-day journey, across a bleak and windswept country, to a city characterized by Bahá'u'lláh as "the place which none entereth except such as have rebelled against the authority of the sovereign." "They expelled Us," is His own testimony in the Súrúl-Múlúk, "from thy city (Constantinople) with an abasement with which no abasement on earth can compare." "Neither My family, nor those who accompanied Me," He further states, "had the necessary raiment to protect them from the cold in that freezing weather." And again: "The eyes of Our enemies wept over Us, and beyond them those of every discerning person." "A banishment," laments Nábil, "endured with such meekness that the pen
sheddeth tears when recounting it, and the page is ashamed to bear its description." "A cold of such intensity," that same chronicler records, "prevailed that year, that nonagenarians could not recall its like. In some regions, in both Turkey and Persia, animals succumbed to its severity and perished in the snows. The upper reaches of the Euphrates, in Ma'dan-Nuqqih, were covered with ice for several days—an unprecedented phenomenon—while in Dyár-Bakr the river froze over for no less than forty days." "To obtain water from the springs," one of the exiles of Adrianople recounts, "a great fire had to be lighted in their immediate neighborhood, and kept burning for a couple of hours before they thawed out."

Traveling through rain and storm, at times even making night marches, the weary travelers, after brief halts at Küchik-Chakhmaqih, Büyuk-Chakhmaqih, Salvari, Rirkas, and Baba-ı-Lâki, arrived at their destination, on the first of Rajab 1280 A.H. (December 12, 1863), and were lodged in the Khân-I'Arab, a two-story caravanserai, near the house of 'Izzat-Áqá. Three days later, Bahá'u'lláh and His family were consigned to a house suitable only for summer habitation, in the Murádíyyá quarter, near the Takiyá-i-Mawlá, and were moved again, after a week, to another house, in the vicinity of a mosque in that same neighborhood. About six months later they transferred to more commodious quarters, known as the house of Amru'lláh (House of God's command) situated on the northern side of the mosque of Sultán Salím.

Thus closes the opening scene of one of the most dramatic episodes in the ministry of Bahá'u'lláh. The curtain now rises on what is admittedly the most turbulent and critical period of the first Bahá'í century—a period that was destined to precede the most glorious phase of that ministry, the proclamation of His Message to the world and its rulers.
BAHÁ'Í SHRINE

The Maxwell Home (the building on the left), where 'Abdu'l-Bahá was a guest in 1912, was presented to the Canadian Bahá'ís in 1953. Hands of the Cause, Amelia Collins (left) and Amatu'l-Bahá Rúshídyyih Khánum (right) are shown in front of the building.
VI

INTERNATIONAL SURVEY OF CURRENT BAHÁ'Í ACTIVITIES

"Soon will the present day order be rolled up, and a new one spread out in its stead." Bahá'u'lláh

THIS brief and factual account of the great World Crusade, launched by the Guardian of the Bahá'í Faith in 1953 is derived from the detailed survey of the first six years of that Crusade, made by Marion Hofinan at the request of the Hands of the Cause, and from information about the last four years available at the World Centre of the Faith.

1953–1963

To reflect on the decade bounded by these years must truly astonish us. Man's powers seem illimitable; his mind has penetrated what nature conceded in all past ages; his body has conquered barriers hitherto insurmountable. The universe in an atom lies open to him, and reveals a reservoir of energy ready, at his choice, to serve or destroy. In a few years, our way of life is transformed, while the future, when these and other scientific marvels will be brought to their apex of usefulness or destruction, can scarcely be visualized.

For the Bahá'ís, also, this ten-year period staggers the imagination. Their religion which, for over a century since its birth in Persia in 1844, had grown up in obscurity, painfully and slowly widening its influence in the world, in one year in 1953–54 overleapt its bounds. Displaying the most splendid qualities of daring, endurance and self-sacrifice, Bahá'í crusaders came forth from their homes and normal occupations to claim for their Faith the most difficult and remote countries and islands of the planet. The banner they carried was the Message of Bahá'u'lláh — the best and happiest news ever to break on human ears. Responding to the call of a beloved and divinely-guided leader, Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Cause of God, this dauntless army of Knights of Bahá'u'lláh, small in numbers as the world counts, swept past all obstacles and barriers, and in one year reached a hundred fresh territories. Joined by others at later stages of the Ten-Year Plan, the number of countries, islands and dependencies opened to the Faith was more than doubled, resulting in a total of 259 by Ridván, 1963.

Alone in his jungle or desert, on his island, mountain, or ice-packed waste, the pioneer — for such we call all those who forsake their homes to build in a new spot some small part of the Kingdom of God on earth — scarcely paused for rest, but began at once to share his news, to gather those whose hearts responded to it, and to erect with them Divine institutions in these new lands. Working thus together in eager devotion and love, brothers and sisters who but days or months before were strangers to each other, began to win victories for this Cause beyond their expectations, even beyond their dreams. As supporters increased, Spiritual Assemblies came into being, first in cities, towns and villages which, accumulating in number, formed the solid base for nation-wide institutions. All told, from 1954 to 1963, forty-four National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies came into being, to add to the existing twelve. These in their turn seized the reins and by the end of the Crusade they had so far consolidated their work as to have acquired, in varying degrees, legal entity, national and local headquarters, endowments, schools, burial grounds, recognition for marriages and Holy Days, sites for future Temples, and literature in their native tongues. Indeed, so far had they come that by September, 1961, on hilltops near Kampala and Sydney, the Mother Temples of Africa
and the Antipodes had already been dedicated to the glory of Bahá'u'lláh, and a third, the Mother Temple of Europe, was rapidly rising near Frankfurt, its exterior being completed by Khánum, 1963.

But the story of these years is not only one of triumph, of overcoming difficulty, or of a crescendo of thrilling victories for the followers of Bahá'u'lláh. Alas, when least expected, a great calamity befell mankind. The shield, the centre, guide and light of our Faith on earth — mainspring and pivot of God’s unfolding Commonwealth — was struck down. Every horizon darkened, every knowing heart quailed and walked alone in grief. With the passing of Shoghi Effendi on November 4, 1957, there began a time of interregnum of Divine guidance not once foreshadowed or imagined in any way.

The initial despair, however, was gradually dispelled as the friends, warmed to their still unfinished tasks by a light of new understanding, came to realize the tremendous legacy left by the beloved Guardian in the laying of the firm foundation for the World Order of Bahá'u'lláh, in the development of the World Centre, in the volumes of translations of Bahá'í sacred literature, as well as his own interpretations of that same literature, and in appointing the Hands of the Cause of God. More than this, building on the foundation of the Master’s Divine Plan, he created the World Crusade which delineated the work until 1963 when the Universal House of Justice was elected.

THE WORLD CRUSADE
1953-1963

This is the story of a world enterprise — perhaps the first truly universal enterprise on which mankind has ever embarked. It is mankind that is here involved, represented in all the diversity and richness of its members through the members of a world-wide community called into being by Bahá'u'lláh.

It is a story of world co-operation — the harbinger of what is to come, when the qualities and powers which endow the human race are wakened to serve a common ideal and a common task. It is made up of hundreds upon hundreds of projects of infinite variety, pursued in every corner of the globe, each project making a small part of a vast design — the Ten-Year World Crusade delineated by Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Bahá'í Faith.

Throughout the course of his ministry, for over thirty years, Shoghi Effendi had prepared for this Crusade. Slowly but firmly and without deviation, he had reared the Administrative Order. For sixteen years the energies of Bahá'ís in every part of the world had been focussed on the development of local and national institutions. For another sixteen years these institutions had been directed, as instruments of co-ordination and energy, to the planned expansion, by stages, of the structure of the Faith.

It was at the dawn of the Holy Yeas in October, 1952, the centenary of the birth of Bahá'u'lláh’s Mission in the foul pit of the Siyáh-Chál, that the Guardian issued the first announcement of the World Crusade.

"Feel how prophetic proclaim entire Bahá'í world projected launching... fate-laden, soul-stirring, decade-long, world-embracing Spiritual Crusade involving... concerted participation of all National Spiritual Assemblies Bahá'í world aiming immediate extension Bahá'u'lláh’s spiritual dominion as well as eventual establishment structure His administrative order all remaining Sovereign States, Principal Dependencies comprising Principalities, Sultanates, Emirates, Shaykhdons, Protectorates, Trust Territories, Crown Colonies scattered surface entire planet. Entire body avowed supporters Bahá'u'lláh’s all-conquering Faith now summoned achieve single decade feats eclipsing totality achievements which course eleven preceding decades illuminated annals Bahá'í pioneering."

Shoghi Effendi had alluded to this vast project the year before: he had spoken of the "inauguration" of the "long-anticipated intercontinental stage" when announcing, in November, 1951, the four Intercontinental Teaching Conferences to be convened during the festivities of the Holy Year; in March, 1952, he had given "the global crusade" its name; in April, 1952, he had revealed its background — "the impending world crusade which the world community...is preparing to launch, amidst the deepening shadows of world crisis..."; in June, 1952, he reminded
the believers that "the radiance of God's infant light shining within the walls of that presidential Pit" signaled "the commencement of a ten-year long crisis" in the ministry of Baha'u'llah, and he called upon them "to pour forth, as a ransom for so much suffering, and in thanksgiving for such priceless benefits conferred upon mankind, their substance, exert themselves to the utmost, scale the summits of self-sacrifice ... and, through a concerted, determined, consecrated ten-year-long effort, achieve their greatest victories in honour of the Founder of their Faith." "To all," he wrote in burning words, "I feel moved ... to address my plea, with all the fervour that my soul can command and all the love that my heart contains, to rededicate themselves, collectively, and individually, to the task that lies ahead of them."

Thus, little by little, did Shoghi Effendi arouse and steel the Bahá'í world community for the decade to come. Yet when he revealed the magnitude of the tasks, in all their immensity and scope — first in his announcement of October, 1952, and later in the detailed plans he unfolded to the four Intercontinental Conferences of 1953, as well as to each of the twelve National Spiritual Assemblies existing at Riḍván, 1953 — the Bahá'ís of the world were benumbed and dazzled by the enormity of the work entrusted to their hands.

The primary objectives of the Crusade were twenty-seven in number. They included doubling the number of countries within the pale of the Faith, quadrupling the number of National Spiritual Assemblies, providing national headquarters and endowments for each National Assembly not already so buttocked, framing national Bahá'í constitutions and incorporating the National Spiritual Assemblies of the world, increasing over two-fold the number of languages with Bahá'í literature, building two Bahá'í Temples (later increased to three) and purchasing sites for eleven more, establishing six Publishing Trusts, and many other goals, including ten objectives to be achieved at the World Centre. In addition, the Guardian called upon all National Assemblies to consolidate and expand the communities under their care.

This tremendous work passed through four phases, described by the Guardian at the mid-point of the Crusade, in his last message of October, 1957, to the Bahá'í world.

"The first phase, covering the initial twelve months of this stupendous enterprise, will forever be associated with the carrying of the Message of Baha'u'llah to no less than a hundred countries of the globe. The second phase, lasting twice as long as the first, witnessed the acquisition of a remarkably large number of national Haqiratu'l-Quds, and the establishment, in numerous countries, of Bahá'í national endowments, complementing, through the process of administrative consolidation, the striking enlargement of the orbit of the Faith ...

The third phase, equal in duration to the preceding phase, has been made memorable by the striking multiplication of Bahá'í centres, and the formation of no less than sixteen Regional and National Spiritual Assemblies. The fourth phase must be immortalized, on the one hand, by an unprecedented increase in the number of avowed supporters of the Faith, in all the continents of the globe, of every race, clime, creed and colour, and from every stratum of present-day society, coupled with a corresponding increase in the number of Bahá'í centres, and, on the other, by a swift progress in the erection of the Mother Temples of Africa and Australia, as well as by the initiation of the construction of the first Mashriqu'l-Afsak of Europe."

Well might the Guardian, in surveying "this mighty Plan, devised for the systematic execution of the Design conceived" by 'Abdu'l-Bahá, characterize it as "matchless in its vastness, unsurpassed in its potentialities in the spiritual annals of mankind ..."

Yet nothing of this would have been accomplished had it not been for Shoghi Effendi. The Ten-Year Crusade was his Crusade, a vast, planetary campaign conceived, launched and sustained by him, the first of a long series of world enterprises which would implement the Divine Plan of 'Abdu'l-Bahá Himself. Having set the plan in motion, the Guardian, through continuous messages flowing from Haifa, infused such a dynamic spirit into the followers of Baha'u'llah that they were able, by 1963, to win almost every goal he had set them. Had it not been for this active support and the ever-unfolding vision of the glorious future which he unveiled to our eyes, nothing would have been accomplished.
Even in the years after his passing, it was still the dynamic influence of his words which continued to focus the thoughts and aspirations of the Baha’is unswervingly on the objectives of his great plan.

THE WORLD CENTRE

The Ten-Year Plan included goals which were the primary concern of the World Centre of the Baha’i Faith. These were: (1) Adoption of preliminary measures for the construction of Baha’u’llah’s Sepulchre; (2) Acquisition of a site for the future Mashriqu’l-Adhkar on Mt. Carmel; (3) Development of the functions of the institution of the Hands of the Cause; (4) Establishment of a Baha’i Court in the Holy Land, as a preliminary to the emergence of the Universal House of Justice; (5) Codification of the Kitab-i-Aqdas, Baha’u’llah’s Book of Laws; (6) Extension of the International Baha’i Endowments in the Holy Land; (7) Construction of the International Baha’i Archives; (8) Establishment of seven Israel branches of National Spiritual Assemblies; (9) Reinforcement of the ties binding the Baha’i World Community to the United Nations; and (10) Convocation of a World Baha’i Congress in the vicinity of the Garden of Ridván, Baghdad, on the occasion of the centenary of Baha’u’llah’s Declaration in 1863.

THE SHRINE OF BAHA’U’LLAH

In 1952, at the inception of the Holy Year commemorating the birth of Baha’u’llah’s Mission in the Sijih-Chel prison of Tehran, the Guardian initiated the landscaping, illumination, and embellishment of an extensive area, which he designated the Haram-i-Aqdas, surrounding the Tomb of Baha’u’llah. This work—a “striking enhancement of the beauty and stateliness of the Most Holy Spot in the Baha’i World” — paved the way for the “construction in future decades” of a befitting Shrine for God’s Manifestation on earth.

At Ridván, 1953 Shoghi Effendi announced the inauguration of a special fund and further notable developments ensued. The gardens of the Haram-i-Aqdas were enlarged still more to form, the International Baha’i Council reported in May, 1955 “practically a semi-circle around the Shrine with a radius of one-hundred-end-ten metres. Thus approximately thirty-five thousand square metres (nine acres) of land is now developed.” In the following year a ruined house south of the Mansion of Bahji, known as the Master’s Tea House where ‘Abdu’l-Baha had often received His friends, including the first party of Western pilgrims in 1895, was bought; its restoration was reported at Ridván, 1957. Negotiations were also initiated by the Guardian for the acquisition of two plots to the north and south of the Shrine, to safeguard its precincts from the rapid spread of new settlements on the plain of ‘Akká. Yet another improvement was the destruction of “a row of ruinous sheds”, by order of the Municipal Authorities of ‘Akká, which had been under the control of the Covenant-breakers. Meanwhile, the Shrine itself received the addition of a massive, beautifully-carved and gilded oak door.

These improvements were but a prelude to the monumental victory which crowned the beloved Guardian’s life and filled his heart with “profound joy, exultation and thankfulness…” From the dawn of ‘Abdu’l-Baha’s ministry, an ignoble band of Covenant-breakers had “entrenched itself in the precincts of the Most Holy Shrine of the Baha’i world…”. In earlier days this group had denied ‘Abdu’l-Baha access to the Mansion of Bahji, where Baha’u’llah spent the last twelve years of His life. For more than six decades they had hampered every step taken by Him and the Guardian to preserve and enoble these sacred environs.

In April, 1957 Shoghi Effendi announced to the Baha’i world that an expropriation order relating to the “entire property owned by Co enant-breakers within the Haram-i-Aqdas” had been issued by the Treasury Department of the Government of Israel and published in the Israel Official Gazette. Behind this lay a hard and protracted struggle, waged in the Guardian’s name by Leroy Ioas, Hand of the Cause in Haifa and Secretary-General of the International Baha’i Council. An appeal against the expropriation order was made by the Covenant-breakers to Israel’s
Supreme Court, but on June 3, 1957 Shoghi Effendi cabled the triumphant news that the order had been upheld, "enabling the civil authorities to enforce the original decision and proceed with the eviction of the wretched remnants of the once redoubtable adversaries..." On September 6, 1957 a further cable announced their "complete evacuation...and the purification...of the Haram-i-Aqdas from every trace of their contamination." At long last the Qiblah of the Bahá’í world had been cleansed and the way opened to fulfill, in future decades, the Guardian’s vision for the construction of a “stately and befitting Mausoleum designed to enshrine the holiest Dust of the earth ever received into its bosom.”

It had been Shoghi Effendi’s wish to direct in person the razing of the buildings evacuated by the enemies of the Cause, but this was not to be, and it fell to the Hands of the Cause in Haifa to carry out this task. It was their first endeavour, and by the end of December, 1957 no trace of the buildings was left. They then proceeded to enlarge the gardens of the Haram-i-Aqdas according to the Guardian’s plan, covering the site of the buildings entirely, and raising the third terrace he had planned toward the east, above the two he himself had completed. To the east of the Mansion a long strip of garden was planted, comprising four thousand square metres, also part of the Guardian’s plan.

The Hands succeeded, moreover, in effecting the Guardian’s purpose to transfer the title deeds of this evacuated property “to the triumphant Bahá’í community.” In a deed of sale from the State of Israel, thirteen separate titles for the Shrine of Bahá’u’lláh, the Mansion of Bahji, and all the newly-acquired properties were transferred to the name of the Israel Branch of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United States.

Thus did the Sign of Cod on earth achieve ascendency in his last hours, glorifying his ministry, and fulfilling one stage of his own promise for the World Centre of the Faith: “Resistlessly will this Divine institution flourish and expand, however fierce the animosity which its future enemies may evince, until the full measure of its splendour will have been disclosed before the eyes of all mankind.”

TEMPLE SITE ON MT. CARMEL

The Guardian’s Convention message of April, 1954 announced the selection of a site for the first Madhíq-i-Qibli of the Holy Land, one of the Crusade goals at the World Centre, “at the head of the Mountain of God, in close proximity to the Spot hallowed by the footsteps of Bahá’u’lláh, near the time-honoured Cave of Elijah, and associated with the revelation of the Tablet of Carmel, the Charter of the World Spiritual and Administrative Centres of the Faith.” that mountain.”

"The land is truly in an imposing position," wrote the International Bahá’í Council in May, 1955. "West, the sun sinks into the Mediterranean south are the rolling hills, the Valley of Ascalon and the coast line; north, across the bay, lies historic ‘Akka, and Mt. Hermon, often crowned with snow, is clearly visible; east lies Haifa City, the port, and, daintily outlined, the dome and pinnacles of the Bahá’í Shrine are silhouetted against the sky half-way up the Mountain. We may now truly say we om in the head and heart of Carmel.”

By April, 1955 a contract had been signed with the Israeli Authorities to acquire this area of thirty-six thousand square metres, at a cost of one-hundred-and-eight thousand dollars. The entire sum, the Guardian reported, had been “donated by Amelia Collins, Hand of the Cause and outstanding benefactress of the Faith.” Although the negotiations for purchase were fraught with innumerable complications, the Guardian was able to inform the Bahá’í world in April, 1957 that the necessary formalities were completed.

A part of the Guardian’s plan for the site, which had not been completed by 1963, was the erection there of an obelisk, made in Italy of Travertine stone, to mark the site of the future Temple.

THE HANDS OF THE CAUSE OF GOD

Since the institution of the Hands of the Cause of Cod is dealt with in detail elsewhere in this volume, only the salient facts concerning the Hands of the Cause need be mentioned here.

On November 15, 1955 the beloved Guard-
HANDS OF THE CAUSE MEET WITH PRESIDENT BEN ZVI OF ISRAEL

PRESIDENT TUBMAN OF LIBERIA VISITS THE BAHÁ'Í SHRINES IN HAIFA
The Bands of the Cause in the Holy Land received President and Mrs. Tubman on the occasion of their official visit to Israel. Left to right: Paul Haney, Mrs. Tubman, President Tubman, Amatul-Bahá Rúhíyyih Khánum and the Mayor of Haifa, Mr. Abú Khusayn, Haifa, June 28. 1962.
ian appointed ‘Ali Muhammad Varqā to succeed his honoured father as a Hand of the Cause, and on March 27, 1957 Agnes Alexander was called upon to take the place left vacant by the death of George Townsend. The Hands appointed by the beloved Guardian in the last contingent announced on 27 October, 1957 were: Enoch Olinge, William Sears, John A. Roberts, Hasan Bayzâd, John Ferraby, Collis Featherstone, Rahmatullah Mahdâjir and Abû ‘l-Qâsim Fażî.

On June 4, 1957 Shoghi Effendi announced a new phase in the unfoldment of the sacred mission of the Institution of the Hands of the Cause. He said: "To its newly-assumed responsibility to assist National Spiritual Assemblies of the Bahá’í world in the specific purpose of effectively prosecuting the World Spiritual Crusade, the primary obligation to watch over and ensure protection to the Bahá’í world community, in close collaboration with these same National Assemblies, is now added." He further stated: "Call upon Hands and National Assemblies, each continent separately, to establish henceforth direct contact and deliberate, whenever feasible, as frequently as possible, to exchange reports to be submitted by their respective Auxiliary Boards and national committees, to exercise unremitting vigilance and carry out unflinchingly their sacred, inescapable duties."

Following the assumption of their new duties as protectors of the Faith, the Hands were called upon, in October of that same year, to appoint in each continent an additional Auxiliary Board, equal in membership to the existing one, and charged with the specific duty of watching over the security of the Faith, thereby complementing the function of the original Board, whose duty will henceforth be exclusively concerned with assisting the prosecution of the Ten-Year Plan.

In his final communication to the Bahá’ís, Shoghi Effendi had designated the Hands as "Chief Stewards of Bahá’u’lláh’s embryonic World Commonwealth." Little was it realized then how soon the Wands would be called upon to carry the full burden that designation implied. Scarcely a month was to pass ere, in the midst of deepest sorrow following the passing of the beloved of all hearts, the Hands found it necessary to announce:

"In our capacity of Chief Stewards of the embryonic World Commonwealth of Bahá’u’lláh, we Hands of the Cause have constituted a body of nine Hands to serve at the Bahá’í World Centre."

This body of Hands residing in the Holy Land was empowered to deal with problems of protecting the Faith, correspond with continental Hands and National Assemblies, and to assist National Assemblies in administrative matters 'by citing those passages of the Bahá’í sacred literature which direct the Assemblies to a sound solution.' Meanwhile the entire body of the Hands deliberated on ways in which the International Bahá’í Council was "to evolve through the successive stages outlined by the Guardian, culminating in the call to election of the Universal House of Justice. . . ."

The record of their stewardship, recounted elsewhere in these pages, earned the Hands of the Cause of God the undying gratitude of the Bahá’í world. The Universal House of Justice, in its first public statement paid them this tribute:

"... they share the victory with their beloved commander, he who raised them up and appointed them. They kept the ship on its course and brought it safe to port. The Universal House of Justice, with pride and love, recalls on this supreme occasion its profound admiration for the heroic work which they have accomplished. We do not wish to dwell on the appalling dangers which faced the infant Cause when it was suddenly deprived of our beloved Shoghi Effendi, but rather to acknowledge with all the love and gratitude of our hearts the reality of the sacrifice, the labour, the self-discipline, the superb stewardship of the Hands of the Cause of God."

ESTABLISHMENT OF A BAHÁ’Í COURT IN THE HOLY LAND

Following the passing of the beloved Guardian, the Hands of the Cause Residing in the Holy Land made a further study of the possibility of establishing a Bahá’í Court in Israel, and in November, 1959 announced:
"We wish to assure the believers that every effort will be made to establish a Bahá'í Court in the Holy Land prior to the date set for this election. We should however bear in mind that the Guardian himself clearly indicated this goal, due to the strong trend towards the secularization of religious courts in this part of the world, might not be achieved."

The International Bahá'í Council made a further study of the possibility of establishing a Bahá'í Court in the Holy Land. It was found that circumstances existing in the State of Israel made it impossible to attain this goal of the Crusade in the manner stipulated by Shoghi Effendi. The Hands of the Cause Residing in the Holy Land confirmed this finding.

CODIFICATION OF THE KITÁB-I-AQDÁS

"The promulgation of the Kitáb-i-Aqdas," the Guardian has said, "may well rank as the most signal act" of Bahá'u'lláh's ministry. It is His "Most Holy Book," the "Mother-Book of the Bahá'í Revelation." Its provisions "must remain inviolate for not less than a thousand years," and its "system will embrace the entire planet . . ." In it are contained "the fundamental laws of His Dispensation."

In the light of these words, one may judge the importance of the steps announced by Shoghi Effendi in April, 1955, "for the preparation of a Synopsis, and for the Codification of the Laws" of the Aqdas. These steps, he said, were the "essential prelude to the eventual translation and publication of its entire text." (When the Universal House of Justice was elected the beloved Guardian's notes for the preparation of a Synopsis and for Codification of the Laws of the Kitáb-i-Aqdas were delivered to it.)

EXTENSION OF INTERNATIONAL BAHÁ'Í ENDOWMENTS

One of the most enduring works of the Guardian was the preparation of a secure foundation for the support of the World Spiritual and Administrative Centres of the Faith in the Holy Land. The acquisition of properties situated in the heart of Mt. Carmel and in the plain of Akka was essential to this purpose and was vigorously pressed by Shoghi Effendi throughout his ministry.

The decade of the fifties saw a marked acceleration of this process and notable victories were won. Foremost was the clearing of the area immediately surrounding the Shrine of Bahá'u'lláh from Covenant-breakers and the acquisition of their properties, which were expropriated by the Government of Israel and transferred to the Faith. The purchase of land for the future Mashriqu'l-Ahdkár on Mt. Carmel was another milestone at the World Centre, as was the addition of the plot on Mt. Carmel, formerly owned by the sister of a "notorious enemy" of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, which opened the way to the building of the International Bahá'í Archives. Other significant purchases provided the land needed for the development on Mt. Carmel of extensive new gardens containing the "arc", about which, in future, the various buildings of the World Administrative Centre will be built. Another important step was the purchase of five houses at the foot of Mt. Carmel, part of the German colony settled before 1870 by the Templars, in anticipation of the coming of the Lord of Hosts. The precincts of Bahá'u'lláh's Shrine were protected by further additions of land, and a house near Bahájí which had been used by 'Abdu'l-Bahá was acquired.

In April, 1954 the Guardian announced that "the vast area of Bahá'í holdings permanently dedicated to the Shrines of the Founder of the Faith and of its Herald exceeded three-hundred-and-fifty thousand square metres. Within two years these endowments had increased to over four-hundred-thousand square metres, and they were further extended before 1959. In 1954 their value had been about four million dollars, in his last message, October, 1957, Shoghi Effendi estimated the value of these International Bahá'í endowments as over five-and-a-half million dollars.

BAHÁ'Í INTERNATIONAL ARCHIVES

One of the foremost objectives of the World Crusade, Shoghi Effendi announced in 1954, was the erection on Mt. Carmel of the Bahá'í
International Archives, designed to serve as “the permanent and befitting repository for the priceless and numerous relics associated with the Twin Founders of the Faith, with the Perfect Exemplar of its teachings and with its heroes, saints and martyrs...”

The story of its design and construction is detailed in another article in this volume.\(^2\) Suffice it to say here that by April, 1957 a beautiful edifice of classical Greek style, costing over a quarter-of-a-million dollars, stood completed on Mt. Carmel. In the last year of his life Shoghi Effendi chose and purchased the entrance gate and many furnishings, including the exquisitely carved and inlaid Japanese and Chinese cabinets in which the sacred relics were placed with loving care by Amatu'l-Bahá Rúhíyyih Khánum.

ISRAEL BRANCHES

The Palestine Branches of the National Spiritual Assemblies of the United States and Canada and of India, Pakistan and Burma had been organized as religious societies in 1930 and 1934 respectively and were legally empowered to hold unrestricted title to movable and immovable property in the Holy Land, a status which was continued with the founding of the State of Israel. The beloved Guardian set as a goal of the Ten-Year Plan the establishment of seven additional Israel Branches of National Spiritual Assemblies, and in his Ridván Message in 1954 he was able to announce the formation of those of the National Assemblies of the British Isles, Persia, Canada, and Australia and New Zealand. By November, 1957 separate Branches were established for the National Assemblies of New Zealand, Alaska and Pakistan, bringing the total number of Israel Branches to eleven.

After the passing of Shoghi Effendi the Government of the State of Israel recognized the status of the Custodians elected by the Hands of the Cause and took legal cognizance of the Custodians as new managers for the several Israel or Palestine Branches of National Spiritual Assemblies.

As circumstances permitted, properties were registered in the names of the various Israel Branches. These included the Shrine of Bahá'u'lláh, the Mansion of Bahá, the properties in the Haram-i-Aqdas which were evacuated by the Covenant-breaker, and many properties on Mt. Carmel.

RELATIONS WITH THE STATE OF ISRAEL

The State of Israel has invariably accorded a high status to the international institutions of the Faith, and “this process of recognition” has constituted “a historic landmark in the evolution of the World Centre...” One of the first responsibilities of the International Council was to foster this relationship. “Contacts are maintained with Departments of Government as well as the City Authorities in Haifa, ‘Akká, and many Cabinet officials.” (Report of International Council, May 2, 1955.)

The official visit of the President of the State of Israel, Mr. Izhak Ben Zvi, and Mrs. Ben Zvi, to the Guardian in April, 1954 led to a most cordial relationship between them, and Shoghi Effendi later called upon the President and Mrs. Ben Zvi in Jerusalem. On December 6, 1955 the Mayor of Haifa, Abu Khoushy, visited the Bahá’í House of Worship in Wilmette, Illinois, and was received by Mrs. Amelia Collins, Vice-President of the International Bahá’í Council and Mr. Horace Holley, Secretary of the American National Spiritual Assembly.

The establishment of a Bahá’í Department under the Ministry of Religious Affairs, the official acceptance of Bahá’í marriage and the excusing of Bahá’í children from school attendance on Bahá’í Holy Days, the exemption of Bahá’í properties from taxation and customs duties are all evidences of the official recognition accorded by the State of Israel to the World Centre of the Bahá’í Faith. The passing of the Guardian gave indubitable proof of the stature which the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh had attained in Israel. “A great wave of sincere, shocked and deep-felt sympathy poured out to the Bahá’í Community from the officials of the State of Israel and its peoples,” wrote the Hands in Haifa in their Convention message. 1958: “from the President, Prime Minister and Cabinet members down to the simplest citizens, tributes and condolences poured in; at every point the Government of this State has responded to
our requests, and co-operated with us in protecting the interests of the Faith at the International Centre."

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED NATIONS

In the submission of proposals for the revision of the Charter of the United Nations, in the close cooperation and effective assistance extended to the Bahá’í World Community during the Persian persecutions of 1955 and 1956, in the support given to the Genocide Convention, in the participation by Bahá’í delegates in conferences of various branches of United Nations organizations and in local participation in United Nations activities throughout the world the goal of “reinforcement of ties binding the Bahá’í World Community to the United Nations” was pursued during the Crusade.

An account of these activities appears elsewhere in this volume.3

THE BAHÁ’Í WORLD CONGRESS

The text of the Message released by the Hands of the Cause of God from their Conclave at Bahjí in November, 1961 read as follows:

"Owing to conditions affecting the Cause which still prevail in the Middle East, it has become evident that it is not possible to hold the World Congress in Baghdad in 1963, on the occasion of the world-wide celebrations of the ‘Most Great Jubilee’, the Centenary of the Declaration of Bahá’u’lláh in the Garden of Ridván. Prolonged investigations have shown us that to make plans at this time for it to take place there is out of the question. We have therefore decided that this first World Congress, the last of the great gatherings of the Bahá’ís to be summoned by Shoghi Effendi, which constitutes the joyous consummation of ten years of unprecedented work and achievement, shall be held in London, the city which enshrines His infinitely precious remains, on April 28, 29, 30 and May 1 and 2, 1963, a period which includes the ninth and twelfth days of Ridván."

3 See page 785.

In the same Message they called far “a convention in the Holy Land for the election of the Universal House of Justice on the first, second, and third days of Ridván, 1963.”

THE INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCES

Shoghi Effendi’s genius as shepherd and guide of the increasingly varied Bahá’í world community was never more apparent than in his calling nine Intercontinental Conferences, four to launch, and five to invigorate at its mid-way point the vast and intricate evolution of his World Spiritual Crusade. In his last message to the Bahá’í World, in October, 1957 he announced his plan for the five conferences to be held between January and September 1958 “marking the half-way point of the greatest Crusade ever embarked upon for the propagation of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh,” and signaling “the opening of the fourth phase of the Ten-Year Plan.” Their purpose would be five-fold: to offer “humble thanksgiving” to Bahá’u’lláh; to review and celebrate “the series of signal victories won so rapidly”; to consult on ways and means to ensure “the triumphal consummation” of the Plan; to lend “a powerful impetus, the world over, to the vital process of individual conversion”; and to give impetus to the construction of the three Mother Temples or Europe, Africa, and Australia.

The sites chosen for these five conferences were Kampala, Sydney, Wilmette, Frankfurt, and Djakarta. National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies chosen to sponsor the Conferences were those of Central and East Africa, Australia, the United States, Germany and Austria, and South East Asia. The Chairmen of these five Assemblies were invited to convene them. Five Hands of the Cause, “who, in their capacity as members of the International Bahá’í Council, are closely associated with the rise and development of the institutions of the Faith at its World Centre,” were honoured by the Guardian “to act as my special representatives...”

To Kampala, Sydney, and Frankfurt the Guardian sent, in the care of his representatives, “a portion of the blessed earth from the inmost Shrine of Bahá’u’lláh, a lock of His precious Hair, and a reproduction of His
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Portrait, instructing that the sacred earth be deposited in the foundations of the Temples then being erected in Africa and Australia. (This was also done in Europe at a later date.) By the Guardian's wish the Portrait of Bahá'u'lláh was exhibited to the friends in all the Conferences, and, in Wilmette, that of the Báb, as well.

In the closing words of this historic message Shoghi Effendi called "upon the entire body of the believers" to ensure "the total and resounding success of these Conferences, dedicated to the glorification of His Name, and expressly convened for the purpose of accelerating the march of the institutions of His world-redeeming Order, and of hastening the establishment of His Kingdom in the hearts of men." In the event, the Conferences served yet another purpose, for they solaced and rallied the World Bahá'í Community after the shattering and wholly unexpected loss of him who had led them for thirty-six years to the very threshold of supreme victory.
THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE

The evolution of the Faith in the Western Hemisphere during the decade of the World Crusade from four National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies to twenty-four, and from 1390 centres to 2924 is a dramatic story heightened in interest and significance by the beginning of mass conversion among the indigenous peoples of Bolivia and Panama.

At the beginning of the Crusade in Ridván, 1953 only the National Assemblies of Canada and the United States and the Regional National Assemblies of South America and of Central America and the Antilles were in existence. At the victorious conclusion of the Ten-Year Plan all twenty-one National Assemblies called for in the Western Hemisphere by Shoghi Effendi had been established, plus one in Jamaica.

LATIN AMERICA

The Guardian, in his 1953 Convention messages, called on the members of the highly promising communities of Latin America to take up their full share of the Global Crusade, entrusting to each National Assembly there, ten far-reaching goals, and to the Regional National Assembly of South America the added task of establishing a Bahá’í Publishing Trust in Rio de Janeiro. So swift had been the evolution of the Latin American communities before the launching of the Ten-Year Crusade that he chases as their primary goal the establishment, with the assistance of the United States, of twenty National Spiritual Assemblies in twenty Republics of Central and South America and the Antilles.

By June, 1954 all thirteen virgin territories to be opened during the Plan had been settled, and in the settlement of the Falkland Islands the Faith reached the southernmost point of its diffusion.

The establishment of Bahá’í Quds and the purchase of endowments and Temple sites in the twenty Republics was accomplished, funds being supplied through generous gifts from the Guardian himself and from Mrs. Amelia Collins, supplemented by allocations from the United States. Significantly, the first of these victories was in Panama, that point of destiny wherein, as ‘Abdu’l-Bahá wrote, “the Teachings, once established . . . will unite the East and the West, the North and the South.” Here on April 21, 1954 a site for the Mother Temple of Panama was purchased — five acres of hilltop land commanding a view of Panama City and the Pacific Ocean.

Four Regional Assemblies Formed

The simultaneous convocation at Ridván, 1957 of four Conventions in Latin America for the purpose of farming four new Regional National Assemblies was an occasion of joy and thanksgiving made possible by the successful pioneering and teaching projects carried out during the first three years of the Crusade.

The Guardian’s personal representatives to those Conventions and the representatives of the United States National Assembly were as follows:

Mexicó and the Republics of Central America held at Panama City, Panama: Hand of the Cause Dáhiru’lláh Khádam representing the Guardian, and Mr. Robert McLaughlin representing the National Assembly of the United States.

The Greater Antilles held at Kingston, Jamaica: Hand of the Cause Corinne True representing the Guardian, and Dr. Katherine True representing the National Assembly of the United States.

The Republics of Brazil, Peru, Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuela held at Lima, Peru: Hand of the Cause Horace Holley representing both the Guardian and the National Assembly of the United States.

The Republics of Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay and Bolivia held at Buenos Aires, Argentina: Hand of the Cause ‘Alí Muhammad Varqá representing the Guardian, and Mrs. Margery McCormick representing the National Assembly of the United States.
In each case the representative of the National Assembly of the United States called the Convention to order and acted as the temporary chairman until the Convention officers were elected. The Guardian’s representative brought to the Convention the Message of the Guardian calling for four subsidiary six-years plans involving an increase in the number of believers, Local Assemblies, groups and isolated centres; the extension of legal recognition of Assemblies and of Baha’i marriage and Holy Days; the consolidation of virgin territories; the increase of Baha’i literature and of summer schools; wider acceptance of the Faith among Negroes and American Indians and their participation in administrative affairs; end the acquisition of a Temple site in each of the Republics.

Twenty-one National Spiritual Assemblies Formed

During Ridván, 1961 twenty-one new National Spiritual Assemblies came into being in fulfillment of the beloved Guardian’s goals. The Hands of the Cause officially attending on behalf of the body of the Wands were as follows:

- Argentina | Hermann Grossmann
- Chile | Rahmatu’llah Muhajir
- Bolivia Paraguay | ‘Ali Akbar Furutan
- Brazil Uruguay | Shu’ayb ‘Ala’i
- Colombia Jamaica | Dikru’llah Khadem
- Costa Rica Panama | Enoch Olinga
- Cuba Dominican Republic | Hasan Batyazi
- Ecuador Peru | William Sears
- El Salvador Guatemala | Ugo Giachery
- Honduras Nicaragua | Collis Featherstone
- Mexico | Paul Haney

Some of the thrilling events which led to the final victories of the Crusade are now recounted.

Teaching the Indians

Ever mindful of the words of the beloved Master in the Tablets of the Divine Plan that “You must give great importance to teaching the Indians, i.e., the aborigines of America ... should these Indians and aborigines be educated and obtain mid-

ance, there is no doubt that through the Divine Teachings they will become so enlightened as in turn to shed light to all regions.” special efforts were made in this important field, and signal victories won, throughout the entire period of the Crusade. No less than eighty-nine different Indian tribes became represented within the pale of the Faith — thirty-eight in Latin America, thirty-five in the United States, eleven in Canada and five in Alaska. The major portion of the believers in Latin America are Indian, and it is estimated that one-fourth of the Canadian Baha’i Community is composed of Indian believers.

The attraction of the Bolivian Indians to the Faith of Baha’u’llah is a most enthralling saga. It was in April, 1956 that Andres Jachocollo, Mayor of the estancia of Vilacollo, Canton Huanuni, when walking in La Paz, noted the Baha’i Centre and stopped to inquire. Later he related bow he had been searching for years, and now at last had found the Word of God and knew that his fellows sought it too.

That encounter led with incredible speed to the foundation of a Baha’i community in the village of Vilacollo situated at an elevation of over twelve thousand feet, 250 kilometres from La Paz. Here at Ridván, 1957 the first all-Indian Spiritual Assembly was formed.

The Ridván, 1960 report of the Western
National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Argentina, 1962-1963

(One member not shown in the photograph.)

National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Chile, 1961-1962.

Hand of the Cause Dikru’lláh Khádem seated third from the left.


National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Mexico, 1961–1962.


Hemisphere Teaching Committee of the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States stated:

"The most spectacular development has been the phenomenal spread of the Faith among the Indians of Bolivia. Starting with two brothers who found the Faith in 1956, there are now over 900 Indian believers in that country ... There are more than twenty localities with more than nine Bahá'ís. But they are coming in faster than they can be taught."

The first Indian Congress of Bolivia was held in Oruro on February 21-25, 1961 with 116 Indians participating. They came from 45 different localities. By the end of the Crusade there were 98 Local Spiritual Assemblies in Bolivia, 275 groups and 162 isolated centres, and an estimated 8,000 believers.

During the closing years of the Crusade the teaching work among the Guaymi and Kuna Indians of the San Blas Islands began to show great promise. At Rijów, 1962 it was reported that the Panama friends had more than quadrupled their numbers in a year, ending with a total of 377 new believers of whom 342 were Indians. A few months later, during the final year of the Ten-Year Plan, Panama reported that 24 islands in the San Blas group had been opened to the Faith and that 103 believers had entered the Cause in three-and-a-half months. In January, 1963 it was reported that a total of 1,471 enrollments had been recorded to that time; there were 17 Local Spiritual Assemblies and expectation of 30 by Rijów. The first indigenous Bahá'í school, on December 9-22, 1962, drew nine Kuna and ten Guaymi Indians from Chiriquí Province for intensive study of the Teachings. Adding five new Local Assemblies during the last year of the Crusade, Brazil more than doubled the number called for by the Guardian. Six had been called for in the Ten-Year Plan; thirteen were established, including the first all-Indian Assembly formed in the Kiriw Indian Community of Lagoa Grande in the State of Bahia on August 19, 1962.

During the final year of the Ten-Year Plan Haiti more than doubled the number of believers and Assemblies. Volunteer teachers undertook an intensive course of study in a seminar held in Port-au-Prince, and afterwards took the Teachings to villages such as Pinson, Duvalon, Haut-St. Marc, Berart and Montrous. In most of these places Assemblies were established before Rijów, 1963 to form a total of 10 Local Assemblies.
THE UNITED STATES

Nearly fifty years ago in announcing the Divine Plan, “Abdul-Bahá wrote:

“The moment this Divine Message is carried forward by the American believers from the shores of America and is propagated through the continents of Europe, of Asia, of Africa and of Australia, and as far as the islands of the Pacific, this community will find itself securely established upon the throne of an everlasting dominion. Then will all the peoples of the world witness that this community is spiritually illumined and divinely guided. Then will the whole earth resound with the praises of its majesty and greatness.”

The implementation of the conditions of this promise began during the beloved Guardian’s Ten-Year Crusade. Pioneers arose by the hundreds to carry the Message of Bahá’u’lláh to every corner of the world. During the first year one-hundred-and-fifty-seven pioneers, including five members of the United States National Spiritual Assembly went forth, while during the second a further one-hundred-and-twenty-five settlers in various goals allotted to the American Bahá’í Community. This process continued until all accessible goals were settled.

Never in the history of the Cause had there been such a pouring out of material resources for the purchase of endowments, Temple sites and Hazírat’ul-Quds as well, as for the financing of pioneer projects, and as contributions toward administrative budgets in the areas for which the United States was primarily responsible.

So great were the efforts and sacrifices of this community that the Guardian of the Faith conferred on them the illustrious titles of “chief executors of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Divine Plan, and champion-builders of the Administrative Order.”

Shortly before his passing, Shoghi Effendi said of the American Bahá’í community:

“A prodigious expenditure of effort, a stupendous Bow of material resources, and unprecedented dispersal of pioneers, embracing so vast a section of the globe, and bringing in their wake the rise, the multiplication and consolidation of so many institutions, so diverse in character, so potent and full of promise, already stand to their credit, and augur well for a befitting consummation of a decade-long task in the years immediately ahead.”

The homefront tasks, too, were completed and the National Spiritual Assembly was able to joyfully announce that all the homefront requirements had been met and exceeded:

“Rather than 300 Local Assemblies, 331 were established at Ridván; not just 100 but 111 Assemblies were incorporated in continental U.S.A. and two in Hawaii. The number of enrollments more than doubled compared to the previous year, bringing the total of Bahá’í centers to over 1700. Eighty-three school districts in twenty-nine states and the District of Columbia recognize Bahá’í Holy Days: two entire states — Louisiana and Rhode Island — grant this recognition.”

They also reported that at Ridván, 1963 there were still 388 adult American pioneers in foreign fields who would continue at their posts as long as there was need.

ALASKA

The only National Spiritual Assembly to be formed in the Western Hemisphere outside Latin America during the decade was singular in another respect — it was the first time that a political subdivision of a single national community was called upon to form a “National” Spiritual Assembly and it was elected during the same year as were the four Regional Spiritual Assemblies in Latin America (1957). Hand of the Cause Paul Haney represented both the beloved Guardian and the National Assembly of the United States at the first Convention, to which the Guardian addressed these words:

“I welcome, with joy, pride and thankfulness, the convocation . . . of the first Alaskan Bahá’í Convention. So auspicious an event constitutes an important milestone in the progressive unfoldment of the Bahá’í World Spiritual Crusade, and represents the fruition of the valiant efforts exerted, in the course of several decades, by the American Bahá’í Community. . . .”

Starting in 1953 with a total of thirteen localities which included two Local Assemblies and three groups, that far northern community had expanded, by the time of the Most Great Jubilee, to forty-one localities,


comprised of thirteen Local Assemblies, fourteen groups and fourteen isolated centres. In addition there were Local Assemblies at Sitka and Kodiak under the jurisdiction of the Canadian and United States National Assemblies respectively, and a group at Unalaska far out on the Aleutian chain of islands also under the jurisdiction of the United States.

CANADA

Sharing the destiny of America foretold by the Master in the Tablets of the Divine Plan, Canada was assigned her full share of the goals of the Crusade. That community was to establish outposts of the Faith not only in the northern, eastern and western sections of its own country, but in places as widely separated as Iceland in the North Atlantic and the Marquesas Islands in the South Pacific. In all, thirteen virgin territories were to be opened to the Faith while at the same time the strength of the homefront was to be doubled. All but one of these territories were opened during the first year.

By Rúchayn, 1963 the homefront had been expanded from 90 localities to 235; from 30 Local Spiritual Assemblies to 64, and in addition a Local Assembly in Mackenzie, three in Yukon Territory and one on Baranof Island (U. S.) had been formed. Nineteen groups and thirteen isolated believers were located in the territories outside the Canadian homefront for which Canada was responsible. Only one such territory was vacant at the end of the Crusade. The Faith reached its northermost point of diffusion at Franklin in September, 1953.

Added to the purchase of endowments, Temple land and a new Hazíratu'l-Quds, was the acquisition by gift from Amá'tul-Bahá Rúhiyyih Khánum of her parents' home, which Shoghi Effendi said was "uniquely associated with 'Abdu'l-Bahá's historic visit ... and destined to be regarded as the foremost Bahá'í Shrine throughout that Dominion." This, in turn, was the source of another victory when on February 24, 1958, the Superior Court in Montreal, in the preponderantly Roman Catholic Province of Quebec, awarded the plaintiff, the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Canada, a favourable verdict by exempting this house from property taxes on the grounds that it belonged to a body forming part of a World Religion. Taxes paid were refunded by the City of Montreal.
EUROPE

The European Intercontinental Conference held in Stockholm in July, 1953 set in motion a highly significant campaign of the World Crusade, which the Guardian said was destined to mark "a great turning-point" in Europe and the "opening of a phase of a... spiritual revival that bids fair to eclipse any period in its spiritual history."

At that time Europe could count only three National Spiritual Assemblies — those of Germany and the British Isles being among the oldest in the Bahá'í world — and the newly-formed Regional Spiritual Assembly of Italy and Switzerland. These Assemblies, together with those of Canada and the United States were now called upon to launch a "massive and collective enterprise", not only in the twenty-two countries already opened to the Faith, but in thirty unopened territories and islands as well.

The Guardian's initial plan for Europe encompassed the rearing and legal incorporation of thirteen National Spiritual Assemblies, the multiplication of Local Assemblies and localities (in most instances quadrupling and trebling the number), the acquisition of fourteen national Hazíratulu'Quds and a greater number of national endowments, the purchase of Temple sites in Stockholm and Rome, the translation of Bahá'í literature into ten additional languages, the formation of a German Publishing Trust, the establishment of summer schools, the incorporation of some fifty Local Assemblies, and the winning to the Faith of members of the Basque and Gypsy races. But the most enthralling task was entrusted to Germany, the building near Frankfurt, in the heart of the European continent, of the first European Bahá'í Adhikár.

The continent of Europe, Shoghi Effendi wrote in 1957, "has exerted... a far-reaching influence" upon the destinies of mankind. Now Europe was called upon to raise not less than one-quarter of the pillars on which the first Universal House of Justice would rest, and thus give evidence that Europe was able to rise to the full measure of the Guardian's promise, and "play a decisive role in the ultimate unification of the human race."

With the purchase of the national Hazíratulu'Quds in Luxembourg-Ville on November 1, 1957, the goal of acquiring fourteen national Hazíratulu'Quds was completed; the national endowments called for in the Ten-Year Plan were all acquired by June, 1958; and in that same year the goal of translating Bahá'í literature into ten new European languages was likewise achieved.

To Europe, Shoghi Effendi gave a final blessing in his gift of land for the future Bahá'í-Adhikár of Switzerland. At the end of his life the attachment he felt for a country which held many memories for him, was evinced in this unique way: he even told the two Swiss pilgrims, whom he received with joy as his guests in April 1957, where the land should be situated, overshadowed by the Bernese Oberland and the Alps he had climbed and grown to love.

BRITISH ISLES

The fourteen Crusade Barks which the Guardian bestowed on the British Bahá'í Community greatly advanced the "two-fold process" of Britain's unfolding mission. At home, "the base" for all "future operations" was greatly expanded and strengthened. Abroad, the Africa Project would be brought to fruition through the establishment of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Central and East Africa, while the opening of four virgin territories and the consolidation of the Faith in nine African countries would contribute mightily to the spiritual development of that continent. Finally, the penetration of unopened islands in the Mediterranean, North Sea and English Channel, and the consolidation of the Faith in Hon Kong would signalize the widening scope of British tasks abroad.

The beloved Guardian's last annual Message to the British Bahá'ís was full of praise and encouragement; it revealed the glorious vista of their future work and inspired them to "plod on, however tedious the work... however formidable the obstacles..."; it gave them firm guidance as to those "rock bottom requirements which alone can guaran-
see the opening and hasten the advent, of that blissful era which every British Bahá'í heart so eagerly anticipates..."

It was in London, on November 4, 1957 that the precious Sign of God on earth, the Guardian of the Cause of God, took leave of this earthly life. To the funeral came the Hands of the Cause, National Spiritual Assembly members and believers from every part of the world. It would be premature to estimate the influence of this mysterious event on the souls and fortunes of the British Bahá'í Community, but his resting-place in London, since that day, has become a point of pilgrimage for believers from many lands.

In their November, 1961 message, the Hands of the Cause announced from their conclave at Bahji that London had been selected as the site of the World Congress — the focal point to which Bahá'ís of the world would turn at Ridván, 1963 to celebrate the Most Great Jubilee marking the one hundredth anniversary of Bahá'u'lláh's Declaration. And the British Bahá'í Community responded to the challenge and set about the task of preparing for this auspicious event which several thousand believers from all over the world were expected to attend.

When the friends gathered at the Royal Albert Hall on that historic Ridván, the British Bahá'í Community joined in the victory celebrations with its sister communities. It had achieved its goals abroad and had consolidated its homefront, ending the Crusade with no less than 49 Local Spiritual Assemblies, 19 of which were incorporated; it had maintained its enviable record of raising the largest number of pioneers per capita of any Bahá'í community in the world, and had become financially independent.

**Regional Spiritual Assemblies**

The formation of thirteen independent National Spiritual Assemblies in Europe was to be accomplished in two stages. First would come the formation, at Ridván, 1957 of three Regional Spiritual Assemblies, for Scandinavia and Finland, the Benelux countries, and the Iberian Peninsula. Thereafter, as the countries were ready for their own National Assemblies, one would be formed in each. Shoghi Effendi himself set 1958 as the date for the formation of the National Assembly of France and 1959 as the date for Austria to achieve this goal.

In his Message to the Bahá'í world at Ridván, 1955 the Guardian designated the capital cities of Stockholm, Brussels and Madrid as the sites for the first Conventions of the Regional Assemblies and named the following Hands of the Cause his personal representatives:

- Stockholm — Hermann Grossmann and Adelbert Mühl-schlegel
- Brussels — George Townsend
- Madrid — Ugo Giauhy

The Conventions were opened by members of the sponsoring United States National Assembly — Edna True in Stockholm, Borrath Kavell in Brussels and Charles Wolcott in Madrid. To each of the three new Regional Assemblies Shoghi Effendi gave a subsidiary Six-Year Plan for the propagation and consolidation of the Faith on their respective homefronts.

**FRANCE**

The National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, in collaboration with the Paris Assembly, began, in 1953, to organize and consolidate the work which would result in the establishment of the National Spiritual Assembly of France with its own national headquarters, endowment and incorporation. France was to quadruple the number of Local Spiritual Assemblies and treble the number of localities in which Bahá'ís resided. The gift of the Hazrat 'Ullah-Qudd at 11 rue de la Pompe in Paris in April, 1953 achieved the first goal. An endowment was acquired four years later, in 1957.

France entered the last year before the election of her National Spiritual Assembly with five Local Spiritual Assemblies, and seven of the goal cities named by the Guardian had been settled.

The first National Convention met in Paris at Ridván, 1958: two Hands of the Cause were present, Hermann Grossmann and William Sears, the former as official representative of the Institution of the Hands. Miss Edna True represented the sponsoring
National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Austria, 1961-1962.


National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Denmark, 1962-1963.


United States National Spiritual Assembly.

In spite of many difficulties, France was able to wear the palm of victory in 1963, counting 7 Local Spiritual Assemblies, 14 groups and 18 isolated centres.

AUSTRIA

Although the Guardian did not live to announce it, he had recorded in his notebook that 1959 was the year for the formation of the Austrian National Spiritual Assembly. During the preceding year, the German Bahá'í Community made special efforts to strengthen the teaching work in Austria. A tangible result of which was the formation of that country's fifth Local Assembly at Linz.

The first Convention was held in the Hazratu'l-Quds in Vienna on April 25-26, 1959. Hand of the Cause John Ferraby, officially representing the Hands, as well as four members of the National Spiritual Assembly of Germany which had been responsible for the formation of this sister National Assembly, were present. The delegates consulted on the Four-Year Plan proposed by the Hands of the Cause. Within it were Austria's only unfulfilled goals of the Crusade, the incorporation of the National and Local Assemblies. The site of Austria's future Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, a supplementary achievement, needed only to be registered in the name of the newly-elected National Assembly.

By 1963, six Local Assemblies had been formed, and in addition, there were one group and four isolated centres.

Eleven National Spiritual Assemblies

With the consolidation of the homefront in Europe came the announcement from the Hands of the Cause that eleven new National Spiritual Assemblies would be formed at Ridván, 1962, resulting in the dissolution of the Regional Spiritual Assemblies which had been established as an interim measure in 1957. To each of these first Conventions the Institution of the Hands of the Cause sent the following representatives:
CURRENT BAHÁ'Í ACTIVITIES

The two-year period immediately preceding the beginning of the Ten-Year Crusade was occupied by the Africa Project, the first international undertaking of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh involving the co-operation of five National Spiritual Assemblies. It was carried forward under the leadership of the National Spiritual Assembly of the British Isles. It witnessed the opening of twelve designated goal territories as well as four others—sixteen in all, bringing to twenty-five the total number of African countries and islands opened to the Faith. Overshadowing this entire project was the spiritual influence of Hand of the Cause Musá Bahá'í, the first, and at that time the only Hand of the Cause in that continent, called by the Guardian the Father of Africa. Pioneers had achieved the formation of 17 Local Spiritual Assemblies, 13 in Uganda, and one each in Tanganyika, Kenya, Libya and Liberia. They had won over 200 followers in 24 African tribes and had translated Bahá'í literature into 13 African languages. In addition, the Bahá'í Community of Egypt and Sudán, whose National Assembly was at the time the first and only pillar, in that continent, of the future Universal House of Justice, had extended to 30 centres, including 9 Local Spiritual Assemblies.

Goals of the Ten-Year Crusade

The Africa Project was but a prelude to a vast campaign to propagate and consolidate the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh in every corner of the continent—no matter how remote, backward, or physically dangerous. Remarkable as the progress there had already been, the pace increased a hundredfold with the launching of the Ten-Year Crusade. Long years ago the Master had written: "The hearts of the Africans are as a blank scroll of paper upon which thou cannot write any phrase; but thou must have patience and a heart as firm as a mountain, owing to the innumerable hardships that may intervene..." and He testified that Bahá'u'lláh Himself had "compared the coloured people to the black pupil of the eye" through which "the light of the spirit shineth forth."

Now, with the Guardian's call to open thirty-three virgin territories, pioneers from Britain, America, Persia, India, 'Iráq and Egypt began to converge on this huge continent and to take up their posts. African believers themselves arose from Uganda to carry the Faith to Ruanda-Urundi, Belgian Congo, French Equatorial Africa and the British Cameroons as well as to extend the centres in Uganda, Kenya and Tanganyika, thus setting the "glorious example" for which the Guardian had appealed. Already the words of 'Abdu'l-Bahá were manifest in their heroic exploits, and their unrecorded deeds of valour will shine in God's sight forever.

During the first year of the Crusade every one of the virgin areas of Africa was settled except Spanish Guinea, Comoro Islands and St. Thomas Island. Nearly eighty Knights
of Bahá'u'lláh took part in this mighty surge to victory.

In December, 1953 the Guardian called upon all National Assemblies — especially those of Egypt, Britain and the United States — to participate in the opening of three funds for the early purchase of Temple sites in Cairo, Kampala and Johannesburg. He himself contributed three thousand pounds sterling. In less than a year all three sites were acquired.

The Second Phase
1954–1956

The progress of the Faith in Africa during the second year of the Crusade was given extraordinary momentum by two actions of the beloved Guardian. The first was the call for the appointment, by Rand of the Cause Músí Banání, of an Auxiliary Board of nine members to assist him in his work. The second was to announce the formation of Regional National Assemblies.

Because of the "phenomenal progress of the African Campaign, alike in teaching and administrative spheres of Bahá'i activity," the Guardian wrote in October, 1954, "I feel the hour is now ripe for the adoption of preliminary measures designed to pave the way for the simultaneous erection during Rídvan of 1956 of three pillars of the future Universal House of Justice in the North, the South and the very heart of this long dormant continent." He called upon the British, the United States and the Egyptian National Assemblies respectively, to arrange for the convocation of "three epoch-making Conventions" in Kampala, Johannesburg and Tunis and asked Hand of the Cause Músí Banání to act as his personal representative at each of them.

Because only Local Spiritual Assemblies duly constituted during Rídvan, 1955 would be qualified to elect delegates, Shoghi Effendi urged "all groups established throughout the African continent as well as in the islands... already four scarce in number — to seize their present golden opportunity during the fast-fleeting months... and exert every effort to attain Assembly status...".

The new Regional National Assemblies were to be:

Central and East Africa with its seat in Kampala, comprising Uganda, Kenya, Tanganyika, Ruanda-Urundi, Belgian Congo, French Equatorial Africa, Zaïre, Comoro Islands and Seychelles Islands. The National Assembly of the British Isles was assigned responsibility for the formation of this new National Assembly, its incorporation, and the acquisition of a Temple site, a national endowment and a national Hazíratu'-Quds.

South and West Africa with its seat in Johannesburg, comprising the Union of South Africa, East Africa, Zululand, Swaziland, Bechuanaland, South West Africa, Angola, Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Mozambique, Madagascar Réunion Island, Mauritius, and St. Helena Island. The National Assembly of the United States was given responsibility for the formation and incorporation of this new National Assembly and for the acquisition of a Temple site, national endowment and national Hazíratu'-Quds.

North West Africa with its seat in Tunis, comprising Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco (International Zone), Spanish Morocco, French Morocco, Río de Oro, Spanish Sahara, French West Africa, Gambia, Portuguese Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Gold Coast, Ashanti Protectorate, Northern Territories Protectorate, British Togoland, French Togoland, Nigeria, British Cameroons, French Cameroons, Spanish Guinea, St. Thomas Island, Cape Verde Islands, Canary Islands and Madeira. The National Assembly of Egypt and Súdán was assigned responsibility for the formation of this new National Spiritual Assembly and for the acquisition of a national endowment and a national Hazíratu'-Quds.

In addition, the territory under the jurisdiction of the National Assembly of Egypt and Súdán was to be expanded and that Assembly would thereafter be known as the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of North East Africa. In this area the number of Local Spiritual Assemblies and centres was to be doubled and other goals were to be attained. The new territory included:

Egypt, Libya, Súdán, Eritrea, French Somaliland, Italian Somaliland, Ethiopia and Socotra Island.
CURRENT BAHÁ'Í ACTIVITIES

Believers throughout Africa greeted these announcements with joyous enthusiasm. One could feel the irrepressible vigour of the continent when it was announced at the next Ridván: “As the sun set on April 21, 1955... seventy-five groups burst into Assemblies throughout the length and breadth of this continent and its neighbouring islands...”

The most remarkable progress continued to be in Central and East Africa where 31 new Local Assemblies were formed, covering every territory and island except Comoro, which had just been opened that year. Uganda alone formed 17 new Assemblies, increased its African believers to nearly 900 and its centres to over one hundred. Kenya formed 8 new Assemblies, Tanganyika 2, and the first Local Assemblies were organized in the Belgian Congo, Ruanda-Urundi, Zanzibar and the Seychelles Islands.

The British Cameroons, first settled in October, 1953, scored the thrilling total of eight new Assemblies, making nine in all. First Local Assemblies were formed in Ashanti, French Cameroons and in the Canary Islands.

There were other memorable victories: Spanish Guinea, Comoro Islands and St. Thomas Islands were opened, and all Africa — fifty-eight territories and islands — lay open to the Faith. In April, 1955 over one-hundred-and-twenty Local Spiritual Assemblies were functioning; more than thirteen hundred African believers from over ninety tribes were enrolled; Bahá'í literature had been translated into more than fifty languages and there were more than three hundred localities in Africa where Bahá'ís resided. Small wonder that Shoghi Effendi cabled Mr. Banání on April 26th of that year:

"Rejoice greatly, admire deeply, grateful magnificent achievements valiant friends, coloured white pioneers, teachers, administrators, four areas African continent. Loving fervent prayers surrounding them.”

In his cable of August 23, 1955 the Guardian unexpectedly announced:

“... Historic decision arrived at raise Mother Temple Africa city Kampala situated its heart constituting supreme consolation masses oppressed valiant brethren cradle Faith. Every continent globe except Australasia will thereby pride itself derive direct spiritual benefits its own Mashíqu'l-Adhkar. Befitting recognition will moreover have been accorded marvelous expansion Faith amazing multiplications its administrative institutions throughout this continent, a continent fully deserving a House Worship, complementing four national Hazíratu'l-Quds already established, wherein spirit unconquerable Faith can dwell, within whose walls African adherents Faith Bahá'u'lláh can congregate, from which anthems praise glorifying Most Great Name can ascend concourse Abhá Kingdom...”

Thus, at this early stage of their growth, the African believers found themselves with additional responsibilities which they had not anticipated and which made heavy, but glorious, claims upon them.

At Ridván, 1956 Hand of the Cause Músá Banání was able to attend all four African Conventions as the personal representative of the Guardian. In addition, the following representatives of the sponsoring National Assemblies were in attendance and presided at the opening of the sessions:

Kampala — Hasan Balyuzi, Chairman of the British National Assembly.

Johannesburg — Paul Haney, Hand of the Cause and Chairman of the United States National Assembly.

Tunis — ‘Abdu’l-Rahim Yazdi, Chairman of the Egyptian National Assembly.

The Convention in Cairo was the largest of the four African Conventions, and for the first time the sessions were open to believers other than delegates. That year the Guardian had deemed it wise to grant permission for women to serve as delegates, and two were elected.

Consolidation and Expansion 1956–1963

The story of the final seven years of the Crusade in Africa is one of rapid advance and can best be told region by region:
CENyRAL AND EAST AFRICA

This region, which the Guardian said is "so promising and privileged..." and whose countries are "among the first of the Negro-inhabited territories to be warmed and illuminated by the rays of the Revelation of Bahá'u'lláh..." is one of the earth's greatest and most richly-endowed areas. Geographically it is one quarter of the great continent of Africa and extends from the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean. It covers all manner of terrain, from the desert country around Lake Chad to the densely forested area of the Congo basin. It contains high mountain ranges, plateaus, highlands and humid tropical coastlines as well as picturesque islands off its east and west coasts.

Influencing these regions are the British, the French, the Belgian, the German, the Indian and Arab cultures; the Roman Catholic, the Protestant and Muslim religions.

When the Regional Spiritual Assembly was formed in 1956, it inherited not only an area of rich promise, but a Bahá'í community already proven in sincerity and love. It also succeeded to valuable Bahá'í properties, including the Hazíratu'-Quds in Kampala, the 13 acre property on Kikaya hill which was to become the site of the Mother Temple of Africa, and other holdings.

Together with their fellow African communities, the Bahá'ís of Central and East Africa were charged by the Guardian with responsibilities under a supplementary Seven-Year Plan. Foremost among these was the erection of the Temple. As Shoghi Effendi launched his trusted co-workers on their formidable tasks, he assured them in a message dated July 6, 1956, that:

"I will, from the depths of my heart supplicate the Almighty to enable them to discharge these heavy responsibilities in a manner that will serve to heighten the keen admiration already so widely felt throughout the Bahá'í world... May they rise to the occasion that now presents itself, and contribute, individually as well as collectively, to the enrichment of their spiritual heritage..."

A multitude of problems faced the new National Assembly as it took up its tasks: critical shortages of money and trained
people; huge distances separating communities; a dearth of Bahá’í literature in vernacular languages; a large proportion of believers who could neither read nor write, but who longed to know more about the Faith; proper definition of Local Assembly areas; orientation of tribal customs, such as those concerning marriage, to the laws of Bahá’u’lláh; and religious opposition in such places as Zanzibar and French Equatorial Africa.

But these challenges were met and off-set with resounding victories for the Cause. Bahá’í literature was translated and produced in many languages; Bahá’í Holy Days were recognized throughout Tanganyika; recognition was accorded at H. M. Kitâyiya Prison Farm in Uganda where a lane Bahá’í had brought twenty-five prisoners into the Cause; thousands accepted the Faith, hundreds of new centres were opened and new Local Spiritual Assemblies were formed, and finally, steps were taken leading to the construction and completion of the Temple by the time of its dedication in January, 1961. (The story of the Temple is recounted elsewhere in this volume.)

By the end of the Crusade, it was estimated that more than 40,000 believers had been enrolled, of whom approximately half were in the Congo. The Faith had been established in more than 2,000 centres and a total of 861 Local Spiritual Assemblies was elected at Ridván, 1963; 554 of these were in Uganda 143 in the Congo, 118 in Kenya, and 41 in Tanganyika. Others were formed in Ruanda-Urundi, French Equatorial Africa and the Seychelles Islands.

These stupendous victories, rivalled in sheer number of believers only in the Indian subcontinent, captured the admiration and imagination of Bahá’ís everywhere. What greater tribute to lay at the feet of Shoghi Efendi than such victories in a continent which he loved so much.

NORTH EAST AFRICA

In the first year of the Crusade every virgin territory assigned to the Bahá’ís of Egypt and Sudan received the Message of the New Day. In the next two years (1954–1956) the chief goals of the second phase were attained—the acquisition of the Hazíratu’l-Quds and endowment in Tunis and the purchase of the Temple site in Cairo. Other victories included the incorporation of the Local Assembly in Addis Ababa—the first African Assembly to achieve this status—and the establishment of a Bahá’í burial ground in Tripoli, Libya.

On April 10, 1957, the new Regional National Assembly was incorporated. When, in 1460, difficulties made it impossible to directly administer the Faith in territories outside Egypt, a regional administrative committee was formed. This, in turn, was replaced at the following Ridván by a new National Spiritual Assembly with its headquarters in Addis Ababa. This newly-formed Regional National Assembly was officially registered at the High Court of Addis Ababa on July 10, 1961.

At the close of the Crusade in 1963, this Region, most of whose territories were Muslim, could count no less than 88 Bahá’í centres of which twenty-five had achieved Local Spiritual Assembly status.

NORTH WEST AFRICA

The enormous area assigned to the Regional Spiritual Assembly of North West Africa, comprising twenty-five territories, island groups, sovereign nations, dependencies and protectorates, showed great growth and development during the Ten-Year Crusade. In 1953, when the beloved Guardian announced his plan to the Bahá’í world, only seven of the territories of North West Africa had been opened to the Faith—three of them during the Africa Project—and Local Spiritual Assemblies existed only in Tunis and Monrovia. There could have been but a handful of Bahá’ís in the whole Region at the time.

The next three years witnessed a startling unfoldment and such an arising of African pioneers as to bring infinite joy to the heart of Shoghi Effendi. When the Regional Spiritual Assembly was elected in 3956, there was a total of 101 localities opened to the Faith, 38 of which had elected Local Spiritual Assemblies, and there were nearly 1,000 believers. All territories were occupied except four. The national Hazíratu’l-Quds had been acquired in Tunis, and an endowment had been acquired in Bomi Hills.

By the end of the Crusade only Rio de Oro,
Spanish Guinea and St. Thomas Island, owing to the forced departure of their pioneers, were vacant, and there had been organized a total of 115 Local Spiritual Assemblies. In addition, there were 137 localities where Baha'is were residing.

THE CAMEROONS

Foremost among the territories of North West Africa was the British Cameroons, opened to the Faith in 1953 when Enoch Olinga crossed its borders after a formidable journey across Central Africa. By Ridván, 1954 an Assembly had been formed in Victoria. A year later, eight more Assemblies were elected, and in 1956 the first all-African Teaching Conference was held.

Early in 1957, Mr. Olinga made the pilgrimage to Haifa, becoming the first to satisfy the Guardian's longing to receive an African Baha'i at the World Centre. Shoghi Effendi called him Abu'l-Futuh (Father of Victories), and one of the last acts of the Guardian of the Faith was to elevate Mr. Olinga to the rank of Hand of the Cause. By June, 1957 the first Haziratu'l-Quds of the Cameroons was acquired, the Guardian himself contributing five hundred pounds towards its purchase.

Many hundreds of believers were enrolled in the British Cameroons and at the victorious conclusion of the Crusade, 54 Local Spiritual Assemblies — nearly half all those existing in North West Africa — had been established there.

Other Areas

The growth of the Faith in other African territories also showed much promise. There were 21 Local Spiritual Assemblies formed in Gambia at Ridván, 1963; 11 in Nigeria; 8 in French Morocco; and 5 each in Liberia and Northern Territories Protectorate.

THE MOROCCAN PERSECUTIONS

In January, 1963 the Hands in the Holy Land announced:

"For the second time in the course of this glorious Ten-Year Crusade, the enemies of
the Cause of God have raised a commotion which is resounding in the ears of all mankind. The 'water' with which they thought to extinguish the light of the Faith in an obscure district of Morocco has indeed been transmuted by the Hand of God into a 'fuel' which has caused the world to blaze...

"The first event of this extraordinary sequence was the arrest in Nador, on April 12, 1962, of four believers of that city. Immediately afterwards, four believers from Tetuan, hearing of this, went to Nador and were themselves arrested, and finally the number of imprisoned Bahá'ís reached a total of fourteen... At last on October 31, after more than six months of imprisonment, the fourteen accused were arraigned before the Regional Court of Nador which reviewed the accusations and committed the prisoners for trial before the Criminal Court of the same town on the charges of (1) rebellion and disorder, (2) attacks on public security, (3) constitution of an association of criminals, (4) constitution of an association and (5) attacks on religious faith.

"Contrary to expectations of the enemies of the Faith, the reaction of the general public at the initial hearing, having at first been indifferent, became steadily more favourable to the accused and more and more indignant at the nature of the trial."

Finally, on December 10, 1962, the trial in the Criminal Court proceeded, and despite the fact that the prosecution made no attempt to prove the five charges, nine of them were found guilty — three were sentenced to death, five to imprisonment for life and one to imprisonment for fifteen years. The verdict and the sentences were appealed to the Supreme Court and the force of world public opinion, favourable to the Bahá'ís, was focussed on Morocco: making the authorities aware that they could not hide injustice.5

SOUTH AND WEST AFRICA

The pioneers who opened this area to the Faith were, as the Guardian testified, "a singularly distinguished and devoted group of pioneers" and more than most, they needed heroic qualities and wisdom to deal with the manifold problems confronting them in this part of the world. One day their story will be told freely, and their glorious deeds will be cherished by generations to come.

5 We page 794.
Only one Local Spiritual Assembly had been won by Ridvald 1954, but in the two years preceding the election of the Regional Spiritual Assembly, 25 additional Assemblies were added, an acceleration which Shoghi Effendi said "has been such as to evoke feelings of profound admiration, joy and thankfulness in the hearts of the followers of the Faith not only in the African continent, but throughout the entire Bahá’í world."

There were many milestones in the development of the Region, among them the following:

Legal incorporation of the Salisbury Assembly on May 6, 1957. Acquisition of the Hazíratul-Quds in Salisbury in November, 1958. Exemption of five Local Assemblies from registration in Northern Rhodesia (1958). Recognition of the Faith by the Paramount Chief’s Council in Swaziland (1958). There were hardships to be endured. For example, in Mozambique the first Persian pioneer had been imprisoned and then sent away; others tried to enter, but met with failure. But perseverance finally brought success and a few pioneers settled in the country; and in 1955, Lourenço Marques achieved its Assembly and soon there were over thirty Bahá’ís there, two of whom succeeded in carrying the Faith to Angola.

One of the most inspiring sagas took place in Mauritius, the island off the east coast of Madagascar, which won in the Guardian’s last Convention Message a "special tribute" for surpassing "to an unbelievable extent the goals set" for it. Opened by a lone woman believer in November, 1953, progress was, at first, very slow. The first to accept the Faith was a young Chinese Mauritian in February, 1955. Soon the visit of a Persian teacher accelerated the work, and nearly a score of people became Bahá’ís. In 1956, the first three Local Assemblies were formed. By the end of the Crusade, there were 35 Bahá’í centres in Mauritius, 16 of which had Local Spiritual Assemblies.

The final victory tally in South and West Africa showed that there were nearly 350 localities in which Bahá’ís resided and of these, 93 had elected their Local Spiritual Assemblies. South Africa led the way with a total of 22 Assemblies, followed by Mauritius with 16, Northern Rhodesia with 15, Swaziland with 13 and Southern Rhodesia with 9.

And so Africa — that vast continent which, except for Egypt and the Súdán and a few believers in South Africa, could hardly be said to have been opened to the Faith in 1951 — had now outstripped all but one other continent in vying for the honour of having the largest number of believers and centres. In 1963 there were no less than 1,076 Local Assemblies and 2,655 centres where the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh was firmly established.
In 1953, the World Crusade came to Asia, as to all the earth. "The hour has now struck," the Guardian said, "for this continent, on whose soil, more than a century ago, so much sacred blood was shed, ... to contribute, in association with its sister continents, to the progress and ultimate triumph of this global Crusade ..." It would be a "triple campaign embracing the Asiatic mainland, the Australian continent and the islands of the Pacific Ocean — a campaign which may well be regarded as the most extensive, the most arduous and the most momentous of all the campaigns of a world-girdling Crusade ..." The hope he held was that it would "provide, as it unfolds, an effective antidote to the baneful forces of atheism, nationalism, secularism and materialism that are tearing at the vitals of this turbulent continent." and that it would "re-enact those scenes of spiritual heroism which ... have left their everlasting imprint on the fortunes of the peoples and nations dwelling within its borders."

The story of the victorious consummation of this challenge can now be told.

PERSIA

The contributions of the believers in the Cradle of the Faith to the victorious conclusion of the global Crusade are legion. Hundreds of pioneers arose to serve the Cause, not only in goals assigned to Persia, but in other places as well. Before the passing of Shoghi Effendi in 1957, they had settled every one of the thirteen virgin areas assigned to them in Asia.
On the twelfth day of Ridván, police locked the National Bahá'í Headquarters, preventing the Bahá'ís from consummating the final day of their annual Convention, and on May 7, 1955, the Hazíratu'l-Quds was taken over by the Army. On May 17, the Minister of the Interior announced in the Majlis (Iranian Parliament) that the Government had issued orders for the suppression of the "Bahá'í sect".

This was followed by an orgy of senseless murder, rape, pillage and destruction, the like of which has not been recorded in modern times. The dome of the Hazíratu'l-Quds in Tihrān was demolished; the House of the Bab was twice desecrated and severely damaged; Bahá'u'lláh's ancestral home at Taḵūr was occupied; the house of the Bab's uncle was razed to the ground; shops and farms were plundered; crops burned; livestock destroyed; bodies of Bahá'ís disinterred in the cemeteries and mutilated; private homes broken into, damaged and looted; adults executed and beaten; young women abducted and forced to marry Muslims; children mocked, reviled, beaten and expelled from schools; boycott by butchers and bakers was imposed on hapless villagers; young girls were raped; families murdered; Government employees dismissed and all manner of pressure brought upon the believers to recant their Faith.

Yet, despite a thousand provocations and acts of medieval barbarism, the Bahá'ís held firm, and by their firmness opened the way for remarkable progress in teaching the Cause and opening the doors of public knowledge of the Faith.

That this is a world-wide Cause, and that the Persian Bahá'í Community did not stand alone was soon made evident to the Persian Government and to those who instigated the campaign. The opponents of the Faith did not expect to be opposed or overcome, but they had reckoned without Shoghi Effendi, the Guardian of the Faith. Swiftly he rallied the Bahá'í world, uniting it in one tremendous wave of protest, expressing itself in cables from National and Local Spiritual Assemblies and groups directed to His Majesty the Shah, the Prime Minister and the Majlis. For the first time in the history of the Faith in Persia, prominent figures fully realized this was not a "local sect" but a world-wide, tightly-knit,
NATIONAL HAZİRATU'L-QUDS OF THE BAHÁ'ÍS OF PERSIA

View of the dome before its demolition in 1855 by order of the Iranian government as the climax of a long campaign directed by the Muslim clergy against the Bahá'í Faith.

Demolition of the dome in progress before it was completely razed.  

Mullá Falsafi takes a pick-axe to the floor.
PERSECUTION OF THE BAHÁ'Í FAITH IN ÍRÁN

High-ranking Persian Army officers personally assist in destroying the Bahá'í National Spiritual Headquarters in Tíhrán, August 1955. Major General Botmongolitch, Chief of Staff, takes a pick-axe to the dome.

independent religious community. They were bombed by cables with names of cities and towns of whose geographic whereabouts they were profoundly ignorant and this produced a deep impression, as Shoghi Effendi had been well aware it would. An appeal to the United Nations was also vigorously launched.

By mounting a "wide-spread campaign of publicity ... in expectation that its repercussions would exert a restraining influence on the perpetrators of these monstrous acts," the Guardian unleashed the most powerful force, the weight of world-wide public opinion. Írán was a member of the United Nations; she had signed the Charter and the Declaration of Human Rights; these persecutions were a violation of her pledges, and the concern of the whole of mankind.

By August, 1955 Persian authorities knew that the offensive cruelties instigated by the clergy must be stopped and at least a pretense of justice shown the Bahá'ís. Before many months, orders began to reach the Governors of provinces and chiefs of police to restore the local Ḥázíratu'l-Quds to their Bahá'í custodians, and to give protection to the Faith.

Unfortunately, it is easier to initiate than to curb violence, and those whose minds have been poisoned by falsehood do not easily forget. Although the central Government took early action to redress the situation, the clergy continued to protest, the population remained hostile, and provincial authorities were slow, unhappily slow to act. Assurances which the Íránian Foreign Minister had given to the Secretary-General of the United Nations were not being carried out, and it was necessary, in June 1956, for the Bahá'í International Community to renew its appeal to the United Nations.

Although the Persian National Convention was unable to meet in 1957 as restrictions on assemblage were still continuing, nevertheless the battle had been won. It was announced
Following nationwide incitement of the population by the Muslim clergy, the holiest Bahá'í Shrine in Persia, the House of the Báb in Shiráz, was twice desecrated and damaged by fanatical mobs in August 1955.

Above: The room where the Báb made His historic declaration on May 23, 1844. Below: The courtyard of the Báb's home.
that all but a few of the local administrative headquarters had been returned and that an order had been issued for the return of the national Hazíratu‘l-Quds. The most joyful news was of the restoration of the House of the Bab in Shiraz and of His shop in Búhífr.

The trials and ordeals of these two fateful years, climaxed by the passing of the Guardian, to whom they were so profoundly attached, served to increase the devotion of the believers and to heighten their eagerness to serve the Cause. A larger number of pioneers than ever before arose to win their own goals in Europe, as well as others in every continent of the globe, and the whole community responded to the appeal to support the Joint Deputation Fund which was established in the closing years of the Crusade, not only to enable pioneers to stay at their posts, but also to send urgently needed reinforcements.

Although hampered at every step by continuing persecutions, the Persian Bahá’í Community, long ago having established itself in every province of its homeland, moved steadily toward its goal of doubling the number of its Spiritual Assemblies, and by the end of the Crusade, this too was accomplished. This heroic, undefeated community had successfully met the challenge of the hour and befittingly discharged its noble mission.
‘IRÁQ

Many difficulties in ‘Iráq prevented the friends from achieving a number of the goals assigned to them. But they were able to win one of the most difficult and significant victories of the Crusade. In July, 1957 the sacred remains of Mirzá Buzurg, the father of Bahá’u’lláh, were identified and removed to a Bahá’í cemetery. On July 27 of that year, Hands of the Cause ‘Alí Akbar Furútan, Shu’á‘u’lláh ‘Alá’í) and ’Alí Muhammad Varqá arrived from Tehran to join Hand of the Cause Taráz’u’lláh Samandari in paying homage, on behalf of the Guardian, to the memory of that “blessed and highly revered personage.”

At the end of the Crusade the National Spiritual Assembly, one of the oldest in the Bahá’í world, had under its jurisdiction 16 Local Spiritual Assemblies, 7 groups and 2 isolated centres, and also possessed a fine national Hazíratu’l-Quds, a guest house, a burial ground and a national endowment.

TURKEY

The propagation of the Faith in Turkey has never been easy, and during the Ten-Year Crusade, the Turkish Bahá’ís were confronted with many difficulties. Nevertheless, they were able, with the help of pioneers from Persia and ‘Iráq, to end the Crusade with their National Spiritual Assembly elected, 12 Local Assemblies, 9 groups and 4 isolated centres. Seven of the centres were in localities blessed by the presence of Bahá’u’lláh during His journey from Baghdád to the Holy Land.

Just before the beginning of the Crusade, in 1952, the Guardian announced that the historic site of a house occupied by Bahá’u’lláh in Istanbul had been partly purchased. On this site the national Hazíratu’l-Quds was established, thus achieving one of the goals of the Crusade.

Next to be purchased was the house of Riḍá Big in which Bahá’u’lláh lived for a year during the drawn-out and painful crisis with His half-brother, a period named by Bahá’u’lláh as the “Days of Stress” (Ayyám-i-Shidád).

A third historic site was purchased in the city of Adrianople on the European mainland during the second phase of the Crusade. It was a garden where a house had once stood in which Bahá’u’lláh had lived for most of the first six months of His stay in Edirne.

Election of the first National Assembly of Turkey had to be carried on by mailed ballots because difficulties visited upon the Faith in that country prevented the holding of the Convention. Hand of the Cause Dhibru’l-láh Khádem, officially representing the Hands of the Cause, was able to visit Turkey for the

India was given many goals in the Crusade. During the first year of the Ten-Year Plan, pioneers arose to open Daman, Goa, Pondicherry, Sikkim, Karikal, Mahé, Diu Island and Bhutan. In 1954, the Guardian asked India to aid in the opening of Tibet and this was accomplished by 1956. India had a share in the consolidation work which led to the formation of the four Regional National Assemblies of Africa: Socotra Island in the North East; Zanzibar, Ruanda-Urundi and the Comoro Islands in Central and East Africa; Madagascar and Mozambique in the South and West; and Gambia and the French Cameroons in North West Africa—these remain as legacies of the Indian Baha'i Community to that vast and richly-endowed continent.

India also played a preponderating role in the introduction and consolidation of the Faith in South East Asia, leading to the formation of the Regional National Assembly in 1957.

During the Crusade India acquired a site for its future Majmū' al-Adhkār near New Delhi, established its Publishing Trust, and, during the last two years of the Ten-Year Plan, electrified the Baha'i world with news of mass teaching.

The Message of the Wands of the Cause in the Holy Land to the National Conventions of the Baha'i world at Ridván, 1962 contained the following poignant paragraph:

"India, one of the first countries in the world to receive the light of a newly-born Revelation has, during the past year, witnessed a tide of mass conversion not only wholly unprecedented in that country but without parallel anywhere in the entire world during the last one hundred years of Baha'i history. Since Ridván 1961 well over thirteen thousand new believers have come into the Faith as a result of the mass teaching campaign carried out in the villages of India by the members of what
This astounding progress started with a conference in a remote village of Samgrimanda in the State of Madhya Pradesh in Central India in January 1961. The Faith had already been established there. When it was learned that Hand of the Cause Rahmatu'llah Muhajir had arrived in Bombay, a teaching project was organized and a group of teachers, in company with Dr. Muhajir, set out for Madhya Pradesh. Upon learning that Dr. Muhajir desired to hold a conference, word was sent to the Spiritual Assembly of Samgrimanda. The report of the Secretary of the National Assembly of India described the events as follows:

"When the Bahá'ís started for Samgrimanda on foot and in bullock carts, they did not know what was awaiting them. The approach to the mud huts of the village was decorated with simple coloured papers. A number of villagers came out several miles to receive their guests. By firing gun-shots they proclaimed in their traditional way that important and respected guests were coming to the village. Women, in groups, were chanting welcome songs and hymns. Amid the beating of drums, booming of guns and devotional songs, cries of 'Allah-u-Abhá' and 'Bahá'u'lláh Jai' were heard. Children of the Bahá'í School, over sixty in number, lined up to receive the Hand of the Cause.

"The conference was publicized within a few hours and attracted over 300 people. In spite of severe cold, this congregation continued well past midnight. It was cold, dark and midnight, but nobody wanted to leave. The Message of God was so attractive, sold-stirring and inspiring that they sat spellbound. Representatives from neighboring villages did not leave the place till they were assured by the Bahá'ís that they would send somebody to their places to give to the people the reassuring and hope-fostering Message of God."

During the next two years, over 210,000 copies of books and booklets about the Faith were distributed in India and, in addition, many heard of Bahá'u'lláh through simple picture post cards depicting the Teachings — over 332,000 of them were given out. Hundreds of meetings were held, and everywhere the glad tidings were warmly received. What happened in India was a literal fulfillment of the Guardian's prediction that the last phase of the Crusade would witness an upsurge of enthusiasm and consecration before which every single as well as collective exploit, associated with any of the three previous phases, will pale."

Many stories of love, devotion and steadfastness could be told about those two glorious years when the star of India rose so high, shedding so promising a light on the future. But nothing more eloquently tells the story than the following statistics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Assemblies</th>
<th>58</th>
<th>675</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of groups</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1,341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of isolated centres</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of centres</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>2,449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of believers</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>65,355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So great was the impetus of mass teaching that two-and-one-half months later at Rádvan, twelve thousand new souls had been added to the rolls, making a total of over 57,000 believers in India residing in over 3,600 centres. The promises of Bahá'u'lláh and the Master, revealed in numerous Tablets about the Indian sub-continent, were at long last in process of fulfillment.

PÁKISTÁN

At the start of the Crusade, Pákistán was administered by the National Spiritual Assembly of India, Pákistán and Burma. The Guardian's Plan called for both Burma and Pákistán to form separate National Assemblies, and Pákistán was first to achieve this with the calling of its first Convention in Karachi on April 27–30, 1957. Hand of the Cause Shu'a'lláh 'Alá'i was the Guardian's personal representative and Messrs. Isfandiyár Baktiári and Ghulán-Husayn Anrelíwála represented the National Assembly of India, Pákistán and Burma.

With the formation of the Pákistán National...
Assembly, the Guardian announced a subsidiary Six-Year Plan aimed at the further consolidation of the Faith in that country. Soon, twenty-one acres of land in Deh Ibrahim Hyderi, Karachi, were purchased as a Temple site, and on May 28, 1958, the National Assembly was incorporated, making it possible to transfer title to the Temple site to its own name. By the end of the Crusade, the Pakistan Community had, in spite of serious difficulties, swelled its ranks to include 17 Local Assemblies, 13 groups and 7 isolated centres. The community had also acquired its Temple site, Hazratul-Quds, and national endowment.

BURMA

The Bahá’í Community of Burma is one of the oldest in the world. In 1878, Siyyid Mustafá Rúmí (elevated posthumously to the rank of Hand of the Cause) went there from India with Jamál Effendi, who had been sent by Bahá’u’lláh to that part of the world, and established the Cause there. The Bahá’ís of Burma were constantly sustained and encouraged by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and signal honorèd by Him when He accepted their loving offering of the marble sarcophagus in which the Holy Dust of the Báb now lies eternally at rest.

The Guardian himself fixed Ridván, 1959 as the date for the formation of the National Spiritual Assembly in Burma, and the Hands of the Cause sent as their official representative Wād of the Cause Jináb-i-Tarátúlláh Samandari to be present on that occasion. When the Convention was called to order in Rangoon on April 24, 1959 by G. Murtaza ‘All, representative of the sponsoring National Spiritual Assembly of India and Burma, all nineteen delegates were in attendance.

The homefront in Burma was expanded to include at the end of the Crusade 11 Local Spiritual Assemblies, 8 groups and 6 isolated centres. Burma had also acquired its Hazratul-Quds, its Temple site and its endowment.
CEYLON

One of the pillars of the Universal House of Justice last to be erected during the Crusade was the National Spiritual Assembly of Ceylon. The inaugural Convention was held in Colombo at Ridván, 1962. Hand of the Cause Shu'á'u'lláh ‘Alá’í represented the Hands of the Cause and Ghiyáth-Husayn Amráwála represented the National Spiritual Assembly of India.

By the following Ridván, Ceylon could count 20 Local Spiritual Assemblies, 14 groups and 10 isolated centres, and it had acquired its endowment land and its Hazíratu’l-Quds.

SOUTH EAST ASIA

The Guardian summoned the National Spiritual Assemblies of India, Pakistan and Burma, the United States, Persia, and Australia and New Zealand to consolidate seven areas already opened to the Faith. Borneo, Indo-China, Indonesia, Malay, Sarawak, Siam, the Andaman and Nicobar Islands were assigned to India; the Philippine Islands, Dutch New Guinea and seven virgin territories and islands were assigned to the United States; Australia was assigned responsibility for Mentawai and Cocos Islands and Portuguese Timor; Brunei was assigned to Persia. To India, the beloved Guardian gave responsibility for bringing the new Regional Spiritual Assembly of South East Asia into being; to provide it with a national Hazíratu’l-Quds in Djakarta and a national endowment. To India and Australia jointly he gave responsibility for the translation of Baha’i literature into forty Asian and Pacific languages, six of which belonged to South East Asia — Annamese, Javanese, Káli, Mentawai, Nicobarese and Thai.

When the Crusade began there were but three Local Spiritual Assemblies — Singapore, Kuching (Sarawak) and Solano (Philippines), and a total of not more than ten localities having Baha’i residents. The Guardian’s announcement at Ridván, 1955 that a Regional Spiritual Assembly would be established for South East Asia in 1957 provided

a stimulus for the victories which were to follow, raising the number of Local Assemblies in that Region to 13 by 1956 — 5 in Indonesia, 4 in Malaya, 2 in the Philippines, and one each in Sarawak and Vietnam.

The South East Asia Teaching Conference held in Djakarta on August 15-18, 1956 proved to be a turning point for the Faith in the Region, initiating a series of victories which gathered an astonishing momentum in the years which followed. Significant achievements came in the months before Ríjván, 1957: the formation of the first Local Spiritual Assembly in Brunei, two additional Assemblies in Mentawai, and one each in Vietnam and the Philippine Islands, the incorporation of four Assemblies, and the recognition of the Bahá’í marriage certificate by the Indonesian authorities.

The first Convention of the Bahá’ís of South East Asia was convened in Djakarta on April 30, 1957 when Hand of the Cause ‘Alí Akbar Furúldan was the Guardian’s personal representative and Mr. Mihdí Samimi represented the sponsoring National Assembly of India and Burma. A subsidiary Six-Year Plan calling for many new goals was given to the Convention, but great as were the tasks assigned, the Guardian’s Message made clear the capacity of the Region to respond: “By virtue of its vastness, its heterogeneous character, its geographical position, bridging the gulf separating the Bahá’í communities now firmly established in both the northern and southern regions of the Pacific Ocean, the spiritual receptivity of many of its inhabitants, and the role which they are destined to play in the future shaping of the affairs of mankind, this vast area ... is bound ... to exercise a far-reaching influence on the future destinies of the World Bahá’í Community ...”

Immediately after the first Convention the National Assembly formulated in detail the goals to be achieved in each territory within the Six-Year Plan; appointed one Regional and six Area Teaching and Assembly Development Committees; established funds for regional and international purposes; announced Djakarta as the place chosen by the Guardian...
for the Temple site; asked Mentawai, Djakarta, Saigon and Kuching to hold Bahá’í summer schools in the coming year; determined to translate and publish Bahá’í literature in all the languages in which the Bible is published in South East Asia and to increase the amount of literature available. The Temple site, a piece of land about twenty-seven kilometres from Djakarta, was acquired in October, 1957, and many other victories followed.

Mass teaching in South East Asia began in Indonesia where, in the two years 1957–1959, the number of Bahá’ís trebled. In the year 1958–1959 alone, localities with believers increased from 30 to 150, and in Java from 8 to 97. Victories even more thrilling were being won in Mentawai in the swift acceptance of the Faith by native peoples and in the founding of seven Bahá’í schools for children. It should be recalled that, until 1950, there had not been a single Bahá’í in all Indonesia.

Soon mass teaching was to take place in many other places in South East Asia. By December, 1962 Vietnam was able to report a total of over 3,000 believers, and by the next Ridván they had formed 133 Local Assemblies and there were at least 27 groups in addition. In the Philippines, too, where for most of the Crusade there had been a static Bahá’í population of only about 200 in 40 centres, by July, 1962 they could count 1600 Bahá’ís in 182 localities. In Sarawak and Brunei, six thousand believers were added to the rolls in a four-month period in 1962. At the end of the Crusade, Sarawak had 51 Assemblies and 19 groups; Brunei 18 Assemblies and 6 groups.

All told, there were well over 753 Bahá’í centres in South East Asia at the time of the Most Great Jubilee, and over half these had formed Local Spiritual Assemblies.

The Guardian’s Ridván Message in 1957 had alluded to the Pacific area as a place where “Bahá’í exploits bid fair to outshine the feats achieved in any other ocean, and indeed in every continent of the globe, now competing for the palm of victory with the African continent itself...” Although the rise of the Faith in the Pacific was everywhere glorious, South East Asia outran its sister communities, brought untold joy to the Guardian’s heart,
and in the closing months of the Crusade rivalled Central and East Africa and India.

NORTH EAST ASIA

North East Asia, until brought within the world-wide compass of the Ten-Year Crusade, had developed very little within the Administrative Order of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh. Although Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong had all been opened to the Faith, only one locality, Tokyo, had its Local Assembly in 1953. Except for Hong Kong, which was assigned to the British National Assembly for consolidation, all North East Asia was primarily the responsibility of the United States National Spiritual Assembly “...completing thereby the full circle of the world-wide obligations devolving upon a community invested with spiritual primacy...”.

Macau was opened in October, 1953 but due to the military and political situation, the other territories could not be settled. On December 19, 1954 the first goal of the Crusade in Japan was achieved with the purchase of the national Hijíratú'-Quds in Tokyo, and another goal was completed with the incorporation of the Tokyo Assembly on April 22, 1955.

Resolved to give impetus to the formation of Local Assemblies needed as a foundation for the projected National Assembly in 1957, the United States Asia Teaching Committee, in collaboration with the Tokyo Spiritual Assembly, summoned an Asia Teaching Conference for September 23-25, 1955 in Nikko, Japan. The Guardian attached such importance to this Conference that he sent Hand of the Cause Dáhiru'lláh Khádem to attend it. His words instilled an all-pervading love, unity and aspiration to fulfill the hopes cherished by the beloved Guardian. The Conference generated the enthusiasm which resulted in the formation of six new Local Assemblies in Japan at Kiyóván, 1956, while in Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong, four additional Assemblies were elected. These Assemblies, together with the two already in existence in Japan, participated in the election of the nineteen delegates who elected the first Regional Spiritual Assembly of North East Asia.

To the first Convention held in Tokyo on April 27-29, 1957 the beloved Guardian addressed these words:

"With feelings of exultation, joy and pride I hail the convocation of this history-making Convention of the Bahá'ís of North East Asia, paving the way for the emergence of a Regional Spiritual Assembly with an area of jurisdiction embracing Japan, Korea, Formosa, Macau, Hong Kong, Hainan Island and Sakhalin Island. "This auspicious event, which posterity will regard as the culmination of a process initiated, half a century ago, in the capital city of Japan... marks the opening of the second chapter in the history of the evolution of His Faith in the North Pacific area. Such a consummation cannot fail to lend a tremendous impetus to its onward march in the entire Pacific Ocean..."

The Convention was blessed by the presence of two Hands of the Cause, Jalál Khádezé, whom the Guardian sent as his personal representative, and their own much-loved Agnes Alexander, recently elevated to this high station. Miss Charlotte Linfoot, representing the United States National Assembly, opened the Convention.

Under the new Regional Spiritual Assembly the teaching work continued and by the end of the Crusade, there were 88 Bahá'í centres in the Region, most of them in Japan and Korea. Whereas in 1953 Tokyo had been the only Local Assembly, there were now 28 in Japan, 12 in Korea and one each in Taiwan, Macau and Hong Kong. The developments which took place in Korea in the closing months of the Ten-Year Crusade are worthy of special mention.

KOREA

Shortly after the close of the Crusade, the National Teaching Committee was able to report that whereas at the beginning of the Guardian's 1957 Six-Year Subsidiary Plan for the North East Asia Region there were two Local Spiritual Assemblies in all Korea, now there were 27. It was all made possible by the remarkable mass teaching programme in the closing three months of the Ten-Year Plan.

On January 26, 1963 Hand of the Cause Rahimá'lláh Muhájjir arrived in Korea and was able to assist the believers in launching an
intensive teaching campaign, with the object of enrolling 1,000 believers in two months. The goal was exceeded in the first month, and by Ridván, 2,047 had accepted the Faith and many others were ready to follow.

In the interim, an additional impetus had been lent by Hand of the Cause Agnes Alexander (in her eighties) who made the long journey from Japan in order to visit mass teaching centres in Rajo, Taegu, Kyongju, Pusan and Seoul.

More than eighty believers attended the first Teacher Training Institute held in Taegu on April 4–7, 1963 and the promise of greater victories in Korea appeared very bright.

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

At the inception of the World Crusade, Australia and New Zealand had had nineteen years of experience as an independent community, and could claim the eighth oldest National Assembly in the Bahá’í world. At that time there were 71 localities where Bahá’ís resided and 16 of these had Local Assemblies, 14 of which were in Australia.

To this Regional National Assembly the Guardian assigned a significant and ambitious share of the Crusade goals. In addition to the four virgin territories and four consolidation territories and the fourteen Pacific languages for which Australia took responsibility, there were three territories to open in South East Asia: Montawal, Cocos Islands, and Portuguese Timor. New Zealand and Tasmania were to be consolidated, and a new National Assembly brought into being and incorporated in New Zealand with its own national Hazratull’l-Quds and endowment. The number of Local Assemblies and localities was to be doubled, and finally the site of the Ma’hadul’l-Adhkár was to be acquired in or near Sydney. This latter goal was accomplished during the first year of the Crusade.

The Hazratull’l-Quds in Auckland, New Zealand was acquired in October, 1954 and at the following Convention, Ridván, 1955 the friends were enthralled to learn that the Guardian had designated 1957 as the year in which New Zealand would form its own National Assembly. New Zealand’s national endowment was purchased in New Plymouth in August, 1956.

Meanwhile, the land acquired in Sydney for the Temple site was repossessed for Government use, and a new site was acquired in February, 1956. This was the place where the Mother Temple of the Antipodes was to be constructed during the closing years of the Crusade, a seven-acre plot about nineteen miles from Sydney on Moora Vale Road, having an elevation of about seven hundred feet and an extensive view of the coast.

The official announcement of the plan to build the Australian Temple during the Ten-Year Crusade was withheld until the 1957 Convention. Detailed drawings of the selected design were unveiled to the delighted friends. On Sunday morning the believers visited the site and saw the place where the Temple would be constructed and offered prayers of thanksgiving and praise.

The message which the beloved Guardian sent to the Australian Bábá’ís on July 19, 1957 — the last time they would ever receive from him — unfolded a breath-taking vista across the Pacific, "that vast area of the globe — an area endowed with unimaginable potentialities, and which, owing to its strategic position, is bound to feel the impact of world-shaking forces and to shape to a marked degree, through the experience gained by its peoples in the school of adversity, the destinies of mankind.

The emergence of a new Regional Spiritual Assembly in the North Pacific area... may be said to have, at long last, established a spiritual axis extending from the Antipodes to the northern islands of the Pacific Ocean — an axis whose northern and southern poles will act as powerful magnets, endowed with exceptional spiritual potency, and towards which other younger and less experienced communities will tend for some time to gravitate."

The beloved Guardian then defined Australia’s "twofold task." "The one aims at consolidation, the multiplication and expa-
sion of the institutions so laboriously erected" throughout the Commonwealth of Australia and in the islands "beyond its confines .... while the other is designed to forge fresh links with its sister communities, and particularly those situated in the North, in anticipation of the Mission which the newly-formed Bahá'í communities, now rapidly multiplying throughout the length and breadth of that area, are destined and are collectively called upon to discharge."

The Crusade goal of doubling localities and Assemblies on the homefront was exceeded. By Ridván, 1963 there were 119 localities in Australia where Bahá'ís resided; 31 of these had Local Spiritual Assemblies of which 19 were incorporated.

NEW ZEALAND

The first Convention of the Bahá'ís of New Zealand was held in the Ḥaḍratu'l-Quds in Auckland on April 26–28, 1957. Hand of the Cause Clara Dunn attended as the personal representative of the Guardian and read his message to the delegates and friends. The sponsoring National Spiritual Assembly of Australia and New Zealand was represented by its chairman, Mr. Collis Featherstone. Fifty-one believers were present, including all nine delegates and ten believers from Australia.

The infant community of New Zealand began its independent life with zest and dedication. The goal which the Guardian had set of finding a Temple site was accomplished in 1958 and on 10 September of that same year the National Spiritual Assembly was incorporated.

New Zealand was able to more than double the number of its Bahá'í centres during the Crusade. Starting with 18 in 1953, ten years later there were 38. The number of Assemblies was increased from two to four.
THE SOUTH PACIFIC

The World Crusade goals in the Pacific were eighteen in all, and in 1953 only three islands had had any contact with the Faith. To Australia and New Zealand were assigned the Admiralty, Loyalty, New Hebrides and Society Islands, Fiji, New Caledonia, Bismarck Archipelago and Australian New Guinea; to Central America were assigned the Gilbert and Ellice and Marshall Islands, and the Tuamotu Archipelago; to Canada, the Marquesas and Samoa; to the United States, Caroline and Tonga Islands; to Persia, the Solomon Islands; to India, the Marianas; and to South America, the Cook Islands. Not only were these islands to receive the Message of Bahá'u'lláh, but a Regional Spiritual Assembly of the South Pacific was to be formed under the aegis of the United States National Assembly, with national headquarters and endowment established in Suva, Fiji.

In the beginning, progress was very slow; it was difficult to live, to find a way of teaching the island people, and often hard to overcome suspicion and obstruction. But by Ridván, 1955 groups of three and four had been established in Samoa, Tahiti, the Solomons and New Hebrides; and the first Fijian, Gilbertese, Cook Islands and New Caledonian Bahá'ís had been enrolled.

Early in 1954 a search was begun in Suva for the Hazrat-I-Quds for the South Pacific and after much effort a modest house was found in a good neighbourhood. This soon became the centre for Bahá'í travellers to and from the Islands, and over the years this community was enriched by many visitors and resident teachers. In mid-1958 a half-acre of land overlooking the harbour at Suva was acquired as a national endowment. Bahá'í schools — one at Tuarabu in the Gilberts and the other at Port Vila in the New Hebrides — became two of the five Bahá'í schools in the Pacific Region. The one at Tuarabu won Government recognition, and graduates of the Núr School in Port Vila are accepted for high school education in Australia.
In 1957 the Solomon and Samoan Islands achieved Local Assemblies in Honiara and Apia, and in 1958 Tonga, the Society Islands and Bismarck Archipelago also reached their goal of establishing Local Assemblies. Thus, in 1958 when the Hands in the Holy Land made their joyful announcement that the Guardian had chosen Ridván, 1959 as the time for the election of the Regional Assembly, there were twelve Local Assemblies in nine island groups.

Shoghi Effendi had allocated nineteen delegates to the South Pacific Region, and jurisdiction of its Regional Assembly was to include ten island groups: Samoa, Fiji, New Caledonia, New Hebrides, Loyalty, Gilbert and Ellice, Marshall, Cook, Solomon, and Tonga Islands. The Convention was held on April 23–25, 1959 in Suva and was preceded by a one-day teaching conference. Hand of the Cause Collins Featherstone officially represented the Hands of the Faith. The Convention was opened by Mrs. Margery McCormick, representing the United States National Assembly.

The Hands called upon the new Regional Assembly to "form a supplementary Four-Year Plan for the purpose of rapidly swelling the number of the adherents of the Faith...; consolidating the historic work already achieved...; markedly increasing the number of Spiritual Assemblies, groups, and isolated centres...; incorporating, wherever possible, those Local Assemblies which are firmly grounded; multiplying the translations of Bahá'í literature...; founding additional Hazíratu'l-Quds, Bahá'í schools, and summer schools; purchasing the site of the future Mother Temple of the South Pacific to be erected in Suva; and inaugurating an independent National Fund."

By Ridván, 1963 most of these goals were accomplished, including the purchase of a Temple site near Suva. The number of Bahá'í centres was increased to 127, which included 36 Local Spiritual Assemblies and 45 groups.
The kaleidoscope of the World Crusade, crammed with vigorous action, heroic sacrifice, superb co-operation under inspired leadership, ranging over so vast an area — the surface of the planet itself — and a period of ten uninterrupted years, must surely be unique in the annals of mankind. Its impact for the future of humanity will be assessed only as the creative forces released by it exert their influence on the course of human affairs, but some indication of the magnitude of its historic role may be had by a contemplation of its immediate effects upon the community of the Most Great Name. At the beginning of the Crusade the Baha'i World Community was small, obscure, inexperienced, largely unconscious of its destiny and confined to twelve national administrative units. At the end of the Crusade it had spread to all parts of the earth, established fifty-six national administrative bodies, several thousand local ones and had seen the beginning of that entry into the Cause "by troops" foretold by the Author of the Divine Plan. It had attracted the attention of both friends and enemies and had been the subject of comment by the press of the world. It had tasted the heady fruits of victory in the service of God, survived disaster and deprivation, learned to organize and finance from its own resources enterprises on a global scale, and had, moreover, realized the final structure of its Administrative Order "the very pattern of the New World Order destined to embrace in the fullness of time the whole of mankind."

In spite of the appalling loss it had sustained in the passing of its beloved Guardian and guide, its future was yet bright, for the Divine Covenant was still inviolate, the assurance and reality of Divine guidance — the unique and distinguishing feature of this Dispensation — remained with men.

No account of this glorious episode could ever record in detail every heroic act, every sacrifice, every last desperate venture of the Knights of the Lord, the pioneers, the teachers, the administrators who gave their all, even life itself in some instances, to win some high impossible peak for their Guardian. This knowledge is with God alone "the only Assayer of entities" and the reward was in the doing, knowing that it brought joy to the heart of "the blessed and sacred bough", their beloved Guardian, the Sign of God or, earth.
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FIVE INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCES

1958

January Kampala, Uganda
March Sydney, Australia
May Wilmette, U.S.A.
July Frankfurt, Germany
September Djakarta, Indonesia

and Singapore, Malaya

By Marion Hofman

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE GUARDIAN OF CONVOCATION
OF FIVE INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCES

On the occasion of the fifth anniversary of the opening of the memorable Holy Year associated with the Centenary celebrations of the birth of the Mission of Bahá’u’lláh in the Sháh-Chál of Táhirih—an anniversary falling only a few months before the decade-long global Spiritual Crusade, on which the entire company of His followers have embarked, will have reached its midway point—I feel moved to announce the convocation of a series of Intercontinental Conferences, five in number, to be held successively in Kampala, Uganda, in the heart of the African continent; in the city of Sydney, the oldest Bahá’í centre established in the Antipodes; in Chicago, where the name of Bahá’u’lláh was publicly mentioned for the first time in the western world; in the city of Frankfurt, in the heart of the European continent; and in Djakarta, the capital city of the Republic of Indonesia.

These historic gatherings, which will recall in some of their aspects the four epoch-making Conferences which commemorated the hundredth anniversary of the inception of the Bahá’í Revelation, are to be held respectively in the months of January, March, May, July, and September, under the auspices of the Regional Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Central and East Africa, the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Australia, the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United States of America, the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Germany and Austria, and the Regional Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of South East Asia.

They are to be convened by the chairmen of the aforementioned Regional and National Spiritual Assemblies for the fivefold purpose of offering humble thanksgiving to the Divine Author of our Faith, Who has graciously enabled His followers, during a period of deepening anxiety and amidst the confusion and uncertainties of a critical phase in the fortunes of mankind, to prosecute uninterruptedly the Ten Year Plan formulated for the execution of the Grand Design conceived by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá; of reviewing and celebrating the series of signal victories won so rapidly in the course of each of the campaigns of this world-surrounding Crusade; of deliberating upon ways and means that will insure its triumphant consummation; and of lending simultaneously a powerful impetus, the world over, to the vital process of individual conversion—the pre-eminent purpose underlying the Plan in all its ramifications—and to the construction and completion of the three Mother Temples to be built in the European, the African, and Australian continents. . . .

At these five Intercontinental Conferences the Hands of the Cause, whether previously or recently appointed, particularly those associated with the Conference being held in the continent they represent, as well as members of their Auxiliary Boards, and representatives of the Regional and National Spiritual Assemblies primarily concerned with the
Amatu’l-Bahá Rúḥíyyih Khánum opens the African Intercontinental Conference.
Hand of the Cause William Sears greeting delegates at the beginning of the African Intercontinental Conference.

Baha'i pioneers in Africa who were present at the Intercontinental Conference.
opening of the virgin territories included in the continent to which they belong and of the islands situated in the neighborhood of that continent, as well as all believers, wherever their residence may be, are invited to be present.

To the Kampala Conference a representative of each of the United States, the British, the Persian, the North East African, the Indian and the 'Iraqi National Spiritual Assemblies; to the Chicago Conference a representative of each of the United States, the Canadian, the 'Iraqi, the Australian and the Indian National Spiritual Assemblies, should be sent in the capacity of an official participant.

Any other members of these Assemblies, as well as any of the members of the newly established National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies, are welcome to be present at these five successive Conferences.

THE GUARDIAN'S REPRESENTATIVES
AT THE CONFERENCES

The following five Hands, who, in their capacity as members of the International Bahá'í Council, are closely associated with the rise and development of the institutions of the Faith at its World Centre, have been chosen to act as my special representatives at this second series of intercontinental Conferences: Amatu'l-Bahá Rúhíyyih, accompanied by Lutfu'llah 'Abdu'llah, member of the International Council, at the Kampala Conference; Mason Remey, at the Sydney Conference; Ugo Giachery, at the Chicago
The gift of the Guardian to the Kampala Temple.

Conference; Amelia Collins, at the Frankfurt Conference; and Leroy Ioas, at the Djakarta Conference.

To three of them, attending the Kampala, the Sydney and the Frankfurt Conferences, I shall entrust a portion of the blessed earth from the inmost Shrine of Bahá'u'lláh, a lock of His precious Hair, and a reproduction of His Portrait, to be exhibited by them to the assembled friends at these Conferences. Two of these representatives will be instructed to deposit, on my behalf, the blessed earth in the foundations of the two Temples to be erected in the African and Australian continents, while the other sacred gifts will be delivered for safe-keeping by these representatives to the Central and East African Regional Assembly and the Australian and German National Spiritual Assemblies. A fourth portrait of Bahá'u'lláh will be entrusted to my representative, Leroy Ioas, to be exhibited at the Djakarta Conference, and returned for safe-keeping to the Holy Land, while to Ugo Giachery, representing me at the Chicago Conference, will be assigned the duty of exhibiting the portraits of Bahá'u'lláh and of the Báb, already entrusted to the United States National Spiritual Assembly.

FOURTH PHASE OF TEN YEAR PLAN

The holding of this second series of Intercontinental Conferences, marking the halfway point of the greatest Crusade ever embarked upon for the propagation of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh in both the eastern and western hemispheres, signalizes the opening of the fourth phase of the Ten Year Plan. ... (From the October, 1957, letter of Shoghi Effendi.)
Bahá’ís gathered at Temple site.

Temple Foundation Ceremony.
THE INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCE IN KAMPALA, UGANDA

JANUARY 23-28, 1958

It was to Kampala that the beloved Guardian sent Amatu’l-Bahá Rúhíyyih Khánum, accompanied by Dr. Luḥfú’lláh Hákim, member of the International Council. Poignant indeed was her presence—"the heart, the light, the life" of all the sessions. "A magnet to the sorrowing Bahá’í world," the Conference attracted believers from the remotest points, from as far as the Caroline and Lofofén Islands. There were five Bands of the Cause in addition to the Guardian’s representative—Táhirih Sanaadari, Músá Bándání, Enoch Olinga, John Roberts and William Sears. There were sixteen Auxiliary Board Members and representatives of the eleven National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies of Central and East Africa, South and West Africa, North West Africa, North East Africa, Britain, the United States, Iran, India, ‘Irán, Arabia, and Japan. A total of nine hundred and fifty believers from thirty-eight countries were in attendance; four hundred and fifty were African Bahá’ís, and over three hundred were Persian.

Meeting in Kampala’s newest cinema, the Conference was greeted by Mr. Bándání, Africa’s precious Hand, and convened by Mr. ‘Ali Nakhjavání. Through every session ran the remembrance of the Guardian. "Who can doubt that Shoghi Effendi will be viewed by posterity as the true conqueror of Africa?" asked the Rands in the Holy Land in their Conference message. "I hope that each one of you will go back from this Conference," said Rúhíyyih Khánum, ... "just like a blazing fire... and create a worthy memorial to our beloved Guardian."

The afternoon of the first day was devoted, after the reading of prayers, to the silent and solemn viewing, for almost four hours, of the precious gifts sent by the Guardian, above all the Portrait of Bahá’u’lláh. Each believer, as he passed, was anointed with attar of rose by Rúhíyyih Khánum.

Next day the Crusade map prepared by the Guardian was shown and explained to the friends, and the message sent by the Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land was read. Both were presented by Rúhíyyih Khánum. Spontaneously the believers, particularly those of Iran, responded with the pouring out of contributions and pledges totalling one hundred thousand pounds sterling, for the furtherance of all aspects of Bahá’í work in Africa.

The fourth day, Sunday, January 26, was devoted to the Mother Temple of Africa, to an account of its origin, design and construction plans, and to the laying of the foundation stone in the afternoon. It was the Guardian’s wish that this ceremony should coincide with the Intercontinental Conference, and he balledow this historic Maghri’í-‘Afní by sending for preservation in its foundations the sacred earth from the Shrine of Bahá’u’lláh and a fragment of plaster from the room of the Báb at Máh-Kú, which were reverently placed by Amatu’l-Bahá Rúhíyyih Khánum and Músá Bándání.

On this day, too, Rúhíyyih Khánum gave her memorable tribute to the life and achievements of Shoghi Effendi. It evoked from the African Bahá’ís the expression of their deepest feelings, “Africans,” said one, “have now determined to do everything, and will leave nothing until everything be brought to completion.” This was the message they sent to the revered Hands in Haifa.

As though to crown the love and devotion of the African friends, a twenty-four hour visit to Teso was made by Rúhíyyih Khánum after the close of the Conference. Here, two hundred miles from Kampala, at the heart of the Faith in Uganda, she shared the traditional life of Africa and brought infinite joy to African hearts.
Amatu’l-Bahá has lunch with the Bahá’ís at Mengo Social Centre, Kampala.
THE INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCE IN SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
MARCH 21-24, 1958

The unfoldment of the Faith in Australasia, from the establishment of the first community in Sydney to the election of the National Spiritual Assembly of New Zealand, coincided with the period of the Guardian's ministry and evoked from him the convening of an Intercontinental Conference in this part of the world. Less than five months after his passing nearly three hundred Baha'is from nineteen countries gathered for this great occasion. Among them were native believers from Tonga and the Solomon Islands, representatives of seven other Pacific goals, a Japanese Baha'i and pioneers from Korea and Formosa to remind the Conference of that "mighty spiritual axis running through the Pacific region" (Message of the Hands), and believers from Australia, New Zealand, South East Asia, Pakistan, Persia, and the United States.

The Guardian had sent as his representative Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Chairman of the International Baha'i Council and architect of the Mother Temple of Australasia; four other revered Hands were also present — Mrs. Clara Dunn, Miss Agnes Alexander, Mr. Collis Featherstone, and Mr. Ghulamrullah Khadem. In addition, there were five members of the Auxiliary Boards.

Following the opening of the Conference by Mr. Featherstone, as Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly of Australia and New Zealand, the message from the Hands in the Holy Land was presented by Mr. Remey.
Hands of the Cause and other friends attending the Australian Intercontinental Conference.
That night, in a "profoundly moving" ceremony at the Hazíratu’l-Quds, the believers were privileged to view the precious gifts sent by Shoghi Effendi and were anointed with attar of rose by his representative.

On the second afternoon the Conference travelled to Mona Vale to see the work in progress on the Masřiqu’l-Adhkar, and to take part, with members of the public, in the Foundation Ceremony. Here Mr. Remey and Mrs. Dunn placed the sacred earth from the Most Holy Shrine and the plaster from the Báb’s cell at Māh-Kū at the centre of the Aoor where they were sealed in as a poignant link with the Twin Founders of the Faith and its Guardian.

Among the achievements of the Conference were the donation of over thirty thousand pounds to the Temple Fund, gifts for Nūr School in the New Hebrides and for other Pacific islands, and the arising of three pioneers for the unoccupied Pacific goals. Consultation between representatives of the National and Regional Assemblies of Australia, New Zealand, North East and South East Asia laid the foundation for future development of this "vast and promising" region.

"These were the outward and visible results, ... but the unseen effects were perhaps the more important," the Chairman remarked in closing. In the words of one report, "the spiritual atmosphere of that Conference was charged with such love and devotion ... But it was an unforgettable experience."
Hand of the Cause Clara Dunn placing a silver casket with plaster from the prison room occupied by the Báb in Máh-Kú in the foundations of the Mother Temple of the Pacific.
Bahá'ís enter the Conference.

THE INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCE IN WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
MAY 2-4, 1958

Bahá'ís of the Western Hemisphere, from Alaska to Chile, gathered to the number of one thousand six hundred and sixty in the Eighth Street Theater, Chicago, for the third in this series of Intercontinental Conferences. The consciousness of Shoghi Effendi's summons to the West, at the inception of the Global Crusade, motivated all their sessions. "... These Communities are now called upon," he had written, "... to play a preponderizing role in the systematic propagation of the Faith, in the course of the coming decade, which will, God willing, culminate in the spiritual conquest of the entire planet." "There can be no escape from duty for any believer, least of all an American believer," the Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land reminded them.

Under the "inspired leadership" of the Guardian's representative, Dr. Ugo Giachery, "whose intimate laying service" at the Conference touched "all hearts", and guided and invigorated by the wise counsel of other revered Hands—Mr. Horace Holley, Mr. Leroy Ions, Mr. John Robarts, and Mr. Charles Mason Remey—the Conference reviewed the achievements and remaining needs of the World Crusade in every field of American responsibility.

On the first day the Conference was linked with the beloved Guardian through the laying of a wreath on his grave in London by the revered Hand, Mr. William Sears. The Conference was dedicated to Shoghi Effendi in an address by Mr. Holley, and the message of the Hands in Haifa was read by the
Shoghi Effendi's map at the midway point of the Crusade, explained by Hand of the Cause Ugo Giachery.

Bahá'ís who offered to pioneer.
FIVE INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCES

Guardian’s representative. That afternoon a Thanksgiving Service in the Temple in Wilmette was followed by the viewing of the Portraits of the Báb and Bahá’u’lláh, shown by Dr. Giachery, who anointed the friends as they passed by. The cherished Hand of the Cause, Mrs. Corinne True, associated with America’s Mother Temple since the earliest days, was present during this program.

The second day witnessed the presentation of the Guardian’s Crusade map by Dr. Giachery, far-ranging reports of Crusade activity, and the dramatic assembling on the platform of over one hundred and fifty pioneers of the Crusade. Next morning nearly one hundred more pioneers arose to reinforce Crusade goals. Other highlights of this third day were talks on the World Centre and on the construction of Baha’i Houses of Worship in the Crusade. As Chairman of the United States National Spiritual Assembly, Mr. H. Borrah Kavelin convened and conducted the Conference sessions.

The delegates to this great gathering came from thirty-one countries of the world, and included two members of the International Council—Mrs. Sylvia Ioas and Miss Jessie Revell, thirteen Auxiliary Board Members, and members of some eleven National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies.

Hand of the Cause who attended the European Baha’i Intercontinental Conference.
THE INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCE IN FRANKFURT, GERMANY
JULY 25–29, 1958

Bahá’ís of East and West assembled at the Congress Hall, in Messsegelande, Frankfurt, in mighty witness to the power of Bahá’u’lláh’s Covenant to bring on a world scale the enduring unity of all races and nations. It was the largest of the five Intercontinental Conferences, with nearly twenty-three hundred believers from fifty-seven countries, over half of them from Iran. By the time of its meeting the Cause had come through the “ordeal by fire” created by the death of its beloved Guardian. In the words of the Hands in the Holy Land: “We thank Him (Bahá’u’lláh) now not only ... for the bounties bestowed during the first five years of this World Crusade, but for the measure of sure protection ... poured upon us since the beloved Guardian’s passing ... What the Guardian built endures and will endure, a living organism, throughout the stages in the evolution of our Faith which lie ahead.”

The Conference was blessed by the presence of the Guardian’s representative, Mrs. Amelia Collins, who crowned a lifetime of service in the example and inspiration she brought to all the sessions. Ten other Hands of the Cause bountifully enriched the Conference—Hasan Balyazi, Mustáfá Baní, John Ferraby, Dr. Ugo Giachery, Dr. Hermann Grossmann, Jalálláh Khádzm from the World Centre, Džikru’lláh Khádem, Dr. Adelbert Mühlischlegel, Enoch Olinga, and John Roberts. From four continents came nineteen Auxiliary Board Members, while sixteen National and Regional Assemblies were represented. The Conference was convened by Dr. Mühlischlegel, Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly of Germany and Austria.

The first day opened with a stirring tribute to Shoghi Effendi by Mrs. Collins, followed by her reading of the message to the Conference from the Hands in the Holy Land, which was translated into German and Persian by Dr. Grossmann and Mr. Khádzm. Greetings from all the Hands heightened the believers’ emotion of love for the Guardian and desire...
Bahá'ís who offered to pioneer during the European Intercontinental Conference.
to fulfill his every wish. On the second day Mr. Ferraby presented the Guardian's map of the World Crusade, and a review of victories received embodiment in the presentation to the Conference of Board Members, National Assembly representatives, and forty-eight Knights of Bahá'u'lláh. That night the Mother Temple of Europe was the theme of a session addressed by the architect, Mr. Teuto Rocholl, and spokesmen for the German National Assembly.

The third day, mid-point of the Conference, brought sacred hours of re-dedication as for more than four hours the believers viewed the Portraits of Bahá'u'lláh and the other precious gifts sent by the Guardian, and were anointed by his personal representative. The experience was consummated that night in a Unity Feast and a devotional program of thanksgiving.

Two great tasks challenged the Conference—the provision of funds to enable the early commencement of the European Temple, and the arising of pioneers to reinforce Crusade gods and win the many Local Assemblies required in Europe. Both tasks were gloriously shouldered by the Conference, during the remaining two days. A million Deutsche marks were poured out and pledged for the Temple Building Fund, and, in dramatic sessions, a total of one hundred and thirty-three pioneers volunteered. The Conference had truly redeemed its pledge to "prove our love and devotion" to Shoghi Effendi "by accomplishing all remaining goals ..." "To win one smile from the Guardian is enough to take you through a whole year of pioneering," said Mrs. Collins in closing this historic meeting, "and I am sure you won the first smile today!"

Victoria Memorial Hall, Singapore, Malaya where the fifth Conference of the midway point of the Ten Year Crusade was held.
THE INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCE IN
DJAKARTA AND SINGAPORE
Sess. 21–29, 1958

The last of the Intercontinental Conferences was destined, in an unexpected way, to have enormous impact on the future of the Faith in Indonesia. Called by the Guardian in Djakarta, it began with a crisis which, within a single week, lifted the Cause out of obscurity, and made every echelon of government aware of its being. It was withdrawal of the permit to hold the Conference, just a week before its convening, which had this result; but even more important for the Baha'is themselves was the fact that, by moving the Conference to Singapore, the native believers in both Indonesia and Malaya were enabled to meet the Guardian's representative—the revered Hand and Secretary of the International Baha'i Council, Mr. Leroy Ioas—and other Hands of the Cause, view the wondrous portrait of Baha'u'llah, and experience the spirit of this unique gathering. As Mr. Ioas said: "This Conference is so important it had to be held in two cities," and he also pointed out that more races and religions were represented than in any of the previous conferences.

From the moment of his arrival on September 21, Mr. Ioas was plunged into negotiations. Nevertheless, he found two days to meet the three hundred Indonesian friends, who were pouring in from all corners of the island Republic, and who received their great disappointment as a sacrifice they could make for the progress of the Faith. Mr. Ioas spoke to them in the Baha'i Hall and anointed

Some of those who responded to the call of Shoghi Effendi for pioneers.
them with altar of rose as each of these souls, so precious to God, passed into the flower-decked room where the sacred Portrait reposed.

On September 23, chartered planes carried the delegates to Singapore, earliest among them Mrs. Fozdar and her sons, on whom had fallen the making of new arrangements. On the evening of September 26, the Feast of Muharram was celebrated by the one hundred and eighty delegates in the beautiful home of Mrs. George Lee.

The three-day Conference, September 27–29, was held in the Victoria Memorial Town Hall of Singapore. Present was the Guardian's representative; eight other Hands of the Cause—Mr. Samandari, Miss Alexander, Mr. 'Ali,' Mr. Fozdar, Dr. Varqā, Mr. Olinga, Mr. Featherstone, and Dr. Muhajir (Mr. Khádem had been in Djakarta, but was called back to Haifa); Mrs. Joas, member of the International Bahá'í Council; representatives of thirteen National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies—India, Iran, Iraq, Australia, United States, Canada, North East Asia, South East Asia, Arabia, Central America, South and West Africa, North West Africa, and New Zealand; twelve members of Auxiliary Boards; nine Knights of Bahá'u'lláh; and believers from thirty-five countries and dependencies. Chairman of the Conference was Mrs. Shirín Fozdar, who was Chairman of the South East Asia Regional Spiritual Assembly.

Reminding the friends at the opening session that "our host at this great gathering is Shoghi Effendi himself," Mr. Joas read the soul-stirring message to the Conference from the Hands in the Holy Land. How joyfully the native believers heard reference to the destiny of the brown and black races, turning in spiritual camaraderie to Mr. Olinga, the revered Hand who symbolized for them their brothers in Africa!

The afternoon session was memorable for an account of the beloved Guardian given by Mr. Joas. "So moving was his talk... that every eye in the audience was in tears." Later that day Mr. Olinga spoke briefly of the five-fold aims of the Conference, as outlined by the Guardian, and the World Crusade Map was then presented by Mr. Joas and explained by Mr. Fozdar.

That evening the friends shared in the unforgettable and solemn ceremony of viewing the sacred Portrait of Bahá'u'lláh. After being anointed with altar of rose by the Guardian's representative, they passed for two hours before His holy Face.

Next day there were reports from all areas on progress toward their Crusade goals, with special attention given to the Six Year Plan in South East Asia. A call for financial support for the far-reaching goals of this region, such as the purchase of six Hazíratu'll-Quds in the principal countries and the establishment of nine additional Bahá'í schools, resulted in contributions and pledges to the required total of one hundred and four thousand dollars. Nine pioneers arose in service to the Crusade. The day's sessions were closed by a tribute to the late Dr. K. M. Fozdar.

On the final day the Conference was thrilled to hear from some of the believers who embodied the victories of the Crusade— Chinese Bahá'ís from Sarawak and Brunei, Filipinos, Japanese, Laotian and Cambodian friends—members of the brown and yellow races who were now awakening to the dawn of this New Day. The revered Hands also spoke a few final words to the Conference, and the delegates were silent while, in London, a wreath was laid on their behalf on the beloved Guardian's grave. The moment had come for farewell.

"The spirit of Shoghi Effendi must go with us from this Conference," the Hands in Haifa had told them, "not only with the attendants gathered here but with the believers all over the world, who surely, inwardly if not outwardly, have participated in these five majestic, stirring, creative, commemorative Conferences... Shoghi Effendi's love is burning in our hearts, his appeals are still fresh in our ears. The vision he gave us of our present task is clear and perfect; let us keep it forever before our eyes."
THE INSTITUTION OF THE HANDS OF THE CAUSE OF GOD

By Paul E. Haney

The origin of the Institution of the Hands of the Cause can be found in the Writings of Baha’u’llah Himself, and in His appointment of four Hands to serve Him in His own lifetime. In the Siirty-i-Haykal He makes the following significant reference to the Hands:

“Ere long will God raise up through Thee conquering Hands and subduing Helpers who will come forth from behind the veils and will arise to win victory for the Manifestation of God, the All-Merciful, amongst all mankind. They will raise such a cry as to purify all hearts, for thus has it been revealed in a written Tablet.”

In the Tablet of the World Baha’u’llah refers to the Hands of the Cause in words descriptive of the station of servitude to which they are called:

“Light and glory, greeting and praise be upon the Hands of His Cause, through whom the light of long-suffering hath shone forth and the declaration of authority is proven of God, the Powerful, the Mighty, the Independent, and through whom the sea of bestowal hath moved and the breeze of the favour of God, the Lord of Mankind, hath wafted. We beg of Him—exalted is He— to protect them through His Hosts, to guard them by His decision and to assist them by His Power which hath conquered all things. The dominion belongs to God, the Maker of Heavens and the King of the Kingdom of Names.”

Although the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Baha’ contains many references to the Hands of the Cause, including explicit definitions of their station and functions, as well as various admonitions directed to them, the Master did not Himself appoint any additional Hands. He, however, refer to certain outstanding teachers of the Faith as Hands after their passing, a practice continued by the Guardian during the years preceding his first appointment of living Hands of the Cause.

Development of the Institution of the Hands by the Guardian

It was not until 1951 that Shoghi Effendi, in December of that year, made the following historic announcement:

HOUR NOW RIPE TAKE LONG INEVITABILITY DEFERRED STEP CONFIRMATORY PROVISIONS ‘ABDUL-BAHÁ’S TESTAMENT CONJUNCTION WITH SIX MOVE-MENTIONED STEPS THROUGH APPOINTMENT FIRST CONTINGENT HANDS CAUSE GOD, TWELVE IN NUMBER, EQUALLY ALLOCATED HOLY LAND, ASIATIC, AMERICAN, EUROPEAN CONTINENTS STOP INITIAL STEP NOW TAKEN REGARDED PREPARATORY FULL DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTION PROVIDED ‘ABDUL-BAHÁ’S WILL, PARALLELED PRELIMINARY MEASURE FORMATION INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL DESTINED CULMINATE EMERGENCE UNIVERSAL HOUSE JUSTICE STOP NASCENT INSTITUTION FORGING FRESH LINKS BINDING RISING WORLD CENTER FAITH TO CONSOLIDATING WORLD COMMUNITY FOLLOWERS MOST GREAT NAME, PAVING WAY ADOPTION SUPPLEMENTARY MEASURES CALCULATED REINFORCE FOUNDATIONS STRUCTURE BAHÁ’I ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER STOP DOMINATED HANDS COMPREHEND HOLY LAND, SÜTHERLAND MAXWELL, MASON REMEY, AMELIA COLLINS, PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL BAHÁ’I COUNCIL: CRADLEFAITH, VALIVU’LLAH

1 Mir ‘Ali Akbar; Haji Moinu’d-Din Mustafa (1884); Baha’u’llah’s Son, USB; and Mirzah Ali Muhammad, 63rd-named Shaykh-i-Baha’i.

2 Dr. J. P. Delannoy (1920); Keith Ramon-Kehler (1920); Mary L. Root (1918); “Abdu’l-Baha’i Correspondence (1937); Shoghi Effendi Effendi (1935); Muhammad ‘Abdu’l-Baha’i, 63rd-named Shaykh-i-Baha’i.

3 John G. Wilmshurst (1951); Louis G. Grenou (1951); Edith Dunlop (1952).
Shoghi Effendi maintained the number of Hands of the Cause at nineteen from the end of February, 1952 until October, 1957, just a few weeks before his passing. During this interval five of the believers appointed to this rank passed away: Sutherland Maxwell (1952); Siegfried Schoppflocher (1953); Dorothy Baker (1954); Vallyu'lláh Varqá (1955); and George Townshend (1957). The following believers were appointed to replace them: Amatu’l-Bahá Rúhíyyih Khánum (March 26, 1952); Jalál Kházeh (December 7, 1953); Paul E. Haney (March 19, 1954); ‘Ali Muhammad Varqá (November 15, 1955); and Agnes Alexander (March 27, 1957).

It is interesting to note that the Guardian chose Amatu’l-Bahá Rúhíyyih Khánum to replace her father, Sutherland Maxwell, as a Hand in the Holy Land, and that ‘Ali Muhammad Varqá was appointed to succeed his father, Vallyu’lláh Varqá, as a Hand of the Asian Continent and Trustee of Huqúqí’l-láh.

In his last message to the Baha’i world, the Guardian again increased the membership of the body of the Hands of the Cause by raising the total number to twenty-seven:

“So marvelous a progress, embracing so vast a field, achieved in so short a time, by so small a band of heroic souls, well deserves, at this juncture in the evolution of a decade-long Crusade, to be signalized by, and indeed necessitates: the announcement of yet another step in the progressive unfolding of one of the cardinal and pivotal institutions ordained by Bahá’u’lláh, and confirmed in the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, involving the designation of yet another contingent of the Hands of the Cause of God, raising thereby to thrice nine the total number of the Chief Stewards of Bahá’u’lláh’s embryonic World Commonwealth, who have been invested by the unerring Pen of the Center of His Covenant with the dual function of guarding over the security, and of insuring the propagation, of His Father’s Faith.

“The eight now elevated to this exalted rank are: Enoc Olinga, William Sears and John Roberts, in West and South Africa; Hasan Baiyazid and John Ferraby in the British Isles; Collis Featherstone and Rahmatu’l-láh Muñájír, in the Pacific area; and Abu’l-Qasim Faiz in the Arabian Peninsula — a group chosen from four.
continents of the globe, and representing the Afnán, as well as the black and white races and whose members are derived from Christian, Muslim, Jewish and Pagan backgrounds."

The establishment of Auxiliary Boards was foreshadowed by Shoghi Effendi in his cablegram of October 8, 1952:

**CALL UPON FIFTEEN HANDS FIVE CONTINENTS, VIRTUE SUPREME FUNCTION CHONED INSTRUMENTS PROPAGATION FAITH, INAUGURATE HISTORIC MISSION THROUGH APPOINTMENT, DURING RIDVÁN, 1954, FIVE AUXILIARY BOARDS ON EACH CONTINENT, NINE MEMBERS EACH, WHO WILL, AS THEIR HUSBANDS, OR DEPUTIES, AND WORKING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE VARIOUS NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES FUNCTIONING EACH CONTINENT, ASSIST, THROUGH PERIODIC SYSTEMATIC VISITS BÁBÁ CENTERS, EFFICIENT, PROMPT EXECUTION TWELVE PROJECTED NATIONAL PLANS.**

To each of the four Intercontinental Conferences, which the Guardian said would constitute the high lights of the Holy Year commemorating the centenary of the birth of the Revelation of Bábí’l-Láhí, Shoghi Effendi sent one of the Hands from the World Center, with a special mission:

**DESIRE ANNOUNCE APPOINTMENT HANDS CAUSE HONORED DIRECT ASSOCIATION NEWLY-INITIATED ENTERPRISES WORLD CENTER FAITH, ACT, ADDITION THEIR INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPATION DELIBERATIONS FORTHCOMING CONFERENCES MY SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE, ENTRUSTED FOUR-FOLD MISSION; BEAR, FOR EDIFICATION ATTENDANTS, A PRECIOUS REMEMBRANCE CO-FOUNDER FAITH. DELIVER MY OFFICIAL MESSAGE ASSEMBLED BELIEVERS, ELUCIDATE CHARACTER PURPOSES IMPENDING DECADE LONG SPIRITUAL WORLD CRUSADE RALLY PARTICIPANTS ENERGETIC, SUSTAINED, ENTHUSIASTIC PROSECUTION COLOSSAL TASKS AHEAD.**

**INSTRUCTING PRESIDENT INTERNATIONAL BÁBÁ Council, MASON REMEY, MEMBER AT LARGE, UGO GIACHERY, SECRETARY-GENERAL, LEROY IOAS, DISCHARGE THESE FUNCTIONS COURSE NEW DELHI, STOCKHOLM, KAMPALA CONFERENCES, RESPECTIVELY.**

**DELEGATING AMATU’L-BÁBHÁ, ACCOMPANIED VICE-PRESIDENT INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL, AMELIA COLLINS, FULFIL THREE OF ABOVE-MENTIONED FUNCTIONS, AS WELL AS CARRY MY BEHALF, UNVEIL OCCASION COMPLETION CONSTRUCTION MOTHER TEMPLE WEST, PRIVILEGED ATTENDANTS WILMOTTE CONFERENCE MOST PRIZED REMEMBERANCE AUTHORITY. NEVER BEFORE LEFT SHORES HOLY LAND, TO BE PLACED BENEATH DOME CONSECRED EDIFICE. MOREOVER ASSIGNING HER TASK ACT MY DEPUTY HISTORIC CEREMONY MARKING OFFICIAL DEDICATION HOLYSH MASHRÚQ’L-ADHHRÁR BÁBHÁ’Í WORLD REARED EVERLASTING GLORY HONOR MOST GREAT NAME HEART NORTH AMERICAN CONTINENT.**

*Cablegram, December 15, 1952*

The first International Bahá'í Council, which was appointed by the Guardian, included in its membership five Hands of the Cause, Amatū’l-Bahá ‘Rúhíyyih Khánum, Mason Remey, Amelia Collins, Ugo Giachery and Leroy Ieos. Of these, four were resident in the Holy Land, and the fifth, Dr. Giachery, who was a Hand of the European Continent, was designated by the Guardian as member-at-large of the appointed Council.

The four Hands residing in the Holy Land, in accordance with the specific instructions of Shoghi Effendi, served as liaison between the Guardian of the Faith and the Hands in the various continents. Communications from the Continental Hands were sent to the Guardian through the Hands in the Holy Land, and the Guardian's replies were sent by the Hands in the Holy Land.

On April 6, 1954, with the Ridván period looming ahead, Shoghi Effendi addressed a message to all the Hands of the Cause and all the National Assemblies of the Bahá'í world in which he elaborated further the functions of the Hands and their Auxiliary Boards. In this message he also established the five Continental Funds to be administered exclusively by the Hands of the Cause:

**HAIR EMERGENCE UNFOLDMENT OPENING YEARS SECOND EPOCH FORMATIVE AGE BAHÁ’Í DISPENSATION AUGUST INSTITUTION FORESHADOWED FOUNDER FAITH FORMALLY ESTABLISHED TREATMENT CENTER HIS COVENANT, CLOSELY ASSOCIATED PROVISIONS SAME WILL INSTITUTION GUARDIANSHIP, DESTINED ASSUME FULLNESS TIME, UNDER AEgis GUARDIAN, DUAL SACRED RESPONSIBILITY PROTECTION PROPAGATION CAUSE BÁBHÁ’Í’LLAH...**

**NEWLY CONSTITUTED BODY, EMBARKED ITS MISSION SUCH AUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES, NOW ENTERING SECOND PHASE ITS EVOLUTION SIGNALIZED FORGING TIES NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES BÁBHÁ’Í WORLD, PURPOSE LENDING THEM ASSISTANCE ATTAINING OBJECTIVES TEN YEAR PLAN.**

**HOUR RIPE FIFTEEN HANDS RESIDING OUTSIDE HOLY LAND PROCEED DURING RIDVÁN**
Colombo, Ceylon, purchased May 1955.

Quito, Ecuador, purchased 1956.

Rangoon, Burma, completed 1956.
APPOINTMENT; EACH CONTINENT SEPARATELY, FROM AMONG RESIDENT BABÁ’ÍS THAT CONTINENT, AUXILIARY BOARDS, WHERE MEMBERS ACTING DEPUTIES. ASSISTANTS, ADVISERS HANDS, MUST INcreasingLY LEND ASSISTANCE PROMOTION INTERESTS TEN YEAR CRUSADE.

ADVISE HANDS ASIATIC, AMERICAN, EUROPEAN CONTINENTS CONVENE THIRÁN, WILMERSDE, FRANKFURT RESPECTIVELY PURPOSES CONSULTATION NOMINATION.

HANDS CAUSE AFRICAN AUSTRALIAN CONTINENTS MUST EXERCISE FUNCTIONS KAMPALA, SYDNEY, RESPECTIVELY...

ALLOCATION AREAS EACH CONTINENT TO MEMBERS AUXILIARY BOARDS. AS WELL AS SUBSIDIARY MATTERS REGARDING DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES NEWLY-APPOINTED BOARDS, MANNER COLLABORATION NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLES RESPECTIVE CONTINENTS, LEFT DISCRETION HANDS.

ALL HANDS MUST REPORT, BE RESPONSIBLE HANDS CHARGED THEIR APPOINTMENT.

HANDS EACH CONTINENT THEIR TURN MUST KEEP CLOSE TOUCH, REPORT RESULTS NOMINATIONS, PROGRESS ACTIVITIES BOARDS NATIONAL ASSEMBLES RESPECTIVE CONTINENTS, AS WELL AS FOUR HANDS RESIDING HOLY LAND ESTABLISH ACT LIASON BETWEEN THEMSELVES GUARDIAN FAITH.

URGE INITIATION FIVE CONTINENTAL BAHÁ’Í FUNDS WHICH, AS THEY DEVELOP, WILL INCREASINGLY FACILITATE DISCHARGE FUNCTIONS OFFICED BOARDS. TRANSMITTING FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS MY INITIAL CONTRIBUTION BE EQUALLY DIVIDED FIVE CONTINENTS, APERAL TWELVE NATIONAL ASSEMBLES, INDIVIDUALS INSURE STEADY AUGMENTATION FUNDS THROUGH ANNUAL ASSIGNMENT NATIONAL BUDGETS INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS...

Fervently supplicating HOLY THRESHOLD UNRECOGNISED MEASURE BLESSINGS VITAL, INispensable ORGAN EMBRYONIC, STEADILY UNFOLDING BAHÁ’Í ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER, HEXAGONAL EMERGENCE WORLD ORDER BAHÁ’ULÁH, WHICH MUST SAME WAY ESTABLISHMENT WORLD CIVILIZATION DESIGNED ATTAIN MATURITY COURSE SUCCESSIVE DISPENSATIONS FIVE THOUSAND CENTURY BAHÁ’I CYCLE.

Two week later in his Rídvan message of April, 1954, the Guardian referred to the appointment of the Auxiliary Boards and the establishment of the Continental Funds, and stated that the newly-appointed members of the Auxiliary Boards “will act as deputies of the Hands in their respective continents, and will aid and advise them in the effective prosecution of the Ten Year Plan, and will assist them, at a later period in the discharge of their dual and sacred task of safeguarding the Faith and of promoting its teaching activities.”

A year later, in his Rídvan message of April, 1955, Shoghi Effendi announced that the triumphant conclusion of the second year of the Ten Year Plan impelled him to call for the formation, during Rídvan, 1957, of thirteen National Spiritual Assemblies, “some of which would be regional, others independent, some interim and others permanent,” and he designated thirteen Hands of the Cause to act as his representatives at the historic conventions at which the new National Assemblies were to be established.

“I call upon the following Hands of the Cause to act as my representatives at these thirteen historic conventions, that are to pave the way for the erection, in four continents of the globe, of the pillars destined to support, in varying measure, the Universal House of Justice, the final unit in the construction of the edifice of the Administrative Order of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh: Malá’áš Kháqáni and Horace Holley at the South American Conventions to be held in Buenos Aires and Lima respectively; Corinne Tree at the Greater Antilles Convention to be held in Port-au-Prince; ‘Abdu’l-Ázíz Khámdár at the Central American Convention to be held in Panama City; Paul Haase at the Alaska Convention, to be held in Anchorage; Hermann Grossmann and Adelbert Mühlschlegel at the Scandinavian-Finnish Convention to be held in Stockholm; George Townshend at the Benelux Convention to be held in Brussels; Ugo Giachery at the Iberian Convention to be held in Madrid; ‘Abdu’l-Ázíz Khámdár at the Arabian Convention to be held in Bahrain; ‘Ali Akbar Furúatu-t at the Southeast Asian Convention, to be held in Djakarta; Shíl’át-Ál at the Pákistâní Convention to be held in Karachi; Jalál Kházh at the Japanese Convention to be held in Tokyo; Clara Dunn at the New Zealand Convention to be held in Auckland.”

“I urge, moreover, as many members as feasible of the Auxiliary Boards appointed by the aforementioned Hands of the Cause, in the American, the European, the Asiatic and the Australian Continents, to attend these momentous gatherings, at which the representatives of as many as forty-two Bahá’í communities will
assemb, and, through their active participation, reinforce and widen the scope of the deliberations of the elected delegates."

On June 4, 1957, the Guardian issued a stirring call to the Hands of the Cause and the National Assemblies of the Bahá’í world to enter upon a new period of close association and consultation in discharging their joint responsibility, not only for the advancement of the teaching work and the achievement of the goals of the World Crusade, but especially in the function of protection of the Faith. The passages of this message quoted below comprise a charter for the further development of the Institution of the Hands of the Cause by delineating in clear and unmistakable terms the responsibility of this institution in close collaboration with the National Assemblies for safeguarding the security of the Faith:

DIVINELY APPOINTED INSTITUTION HANDS CAUSE, INVESTED VIRTUE AUTHORITY CONFERRED TESTAMENT CENTRE COVENANT TWIN FUNCTIONS PROTECTING PROPAGATING FAITH BAHÁ’U’LLÁH, NOW ENTERING NEW PHASE UNFOLDMENT ITS SACRED MISSION, TO ITS NEWLY ASSUMED RESPONSIBILITY ASSESS NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES BAHÁ’I WORLD SPECIFIC PURPOSE EFFECTIVELY PROSECUTING WORLD SPIRITUAL CRUSADE PRIMARY OBLIGATION WATCH OVER, INSURE PROTECTION BAHÁ’I WORLD COMMUNITY, IN CLOSE COLLABORATION THESE SAME NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES, NOW ADDED . . .

EVIDENCES INCREASING HOSTILITY WITHOUT, PERSISTENT MACRATIONS WITHIN, FORESHADOWING DIRE CONTESTS DESTINED RANGE AMY WASD FORCES DARKNESS, BOTH SECULAR RELIGIOUS, PREDICTED UNQUALIFIED LANGUAGE ‘ABDU’L-BAHÁ, NECESSITATE THIS CRUCIAL HOUR CLOSER ASSOCIATION BANDS FIVE CONTINENTS BORES ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES NATIONAL BAHÁ’I COMMUNITIES WORLD OVER JOINT INVESTIGATION NEARSHADES ACTIVITIES INTERNAL ENEMIES, ADOPTION WISE EFFECTIVE MEASURES COUNTERACT THEIR TREAHEROUS SCHEMES, PROTECT MASS BELIEVERS, ARREST SPREAD EVIL INFLUENCES.

CALL UPON HANDS, NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES, EACH CONTINENT SEPARATELY, ESTABLISH DIRECT CONTACT, DELIBERATE WHENEVER FEASIBLE, AS FREQUENTLY POSSIBLE, EXCHANGE REPORTS TO BE SUBMITTED BY THEIR RESPECTIVE AUXILIARY BOARDS NATIONAL COMMITTEE. EXERCISE UNRELEASING VIGILANCE, CARRY OUT UNFLINCHINGLY SACRED, INESCAPABLE DUTIES.

SECURITY PRECIOUS FAITH, PRESERVATION SPIRITUAL, HEALTH BAHÁ’I COMMUNITIES, VITALITY FAITH ITS INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS. PROPER FUNCTIONING ITS LABORIOUSLY ERECTED INSTITUTIONS. FRUITFUL ITS WORLDWIDE ENTERPRISES, FULFILLMENT ITS ULTIMATE DESTINY, ALL DIRECTLY DEPENDENT BEFITTING DISCHARGE WEIGHTY RESPONSIBILITIES NOW RESTING MEMBERS THESE TWO INSTITUTIONS, OCCUPYING, WITH UNIVERSAL HOUSE JUSTICE, NEXT INSTITUTION GUARDIANSHIP, FOREMOST RANK DIVINELY ORDAINED ADMINISTRATIVE HIERARCHY WORLD ORDER BAHÁ’U’LLÁH.

It was in his last message to the Bahá’í world that the Guardian further expanded the Institution of the Hands of the Cause by calling for the appointment, by each group of Continental Hands, of an additional Auxiliary Board to be charged with the specific duty of watching over the security of the Faith.

In this portentous final message, the Guardian referred to the Hands of the Cause of God as "the Chief Stewards of Bahá’u’lláh’s embryonic World Commonwealth, who have been invested by the unerring Pen of the Center of His Covenant with the dual function of guarding over the security, and of insuring the propagation, of His Father’s Faith."

Within a few short weeks of the writing of these words their author, the Sign of God on earth, passed away, leaving as his greatest legacy to the grief-stricken Baha’is his master-plan for the spiritual conquest of the planet, the Ten Year Crusade, designed to bring the light of Bahá’u’lláh’s Teachings to all the major countries, islands and dependencies of the world.

In retrospect the infallible wisdom and guidance of the Guardian in highlighting in this message the importance of the protection of the Faith and the role which the Hands of the Cause were destined to play in this task, are demonstrated in abundant degree.

Thus Shoghi Effendi by October, 1957, had, in less than six years from the time of the appointment of the first contingent of the Hands of the Cause in December, 1951, established this divinely-ordained institution an a firm basis in the Holy Land and in the five continents, and had developed it to a point which enabled it to shoulder the overwhelming responsibilities it faced after his passing.

In those trying days immediately following the passing of Shoghi Effendi on November 4, 1957, the believers were comforted and kept informed by a series of cables sent to all National Assemblies by his devoted wife and secretary, Amatu’l-Bahá Rúhíyyih Khánum, herself one of the Hands of the Cause. It was upon Rúhíyyih Khánum in this her hour of greatest trial and grief that the terrible weight of responsibility rested of informing the Bahá’ís of the world that their Guardian had suddenly passed away. It devolved upon her to initiate the steps necessary to protect the Faith at this moment of unparalleled crisis.

Ganging by her own frenzied grief the weight of the blow that must now be inflicted upon all the Bahá’ís throughout the world, and desiring to prepare them, however briefly, before the full magnitude of their loss was revealed, Rúhíyyih Khánum cabled the following message to Haifa:

BELOVED GUARDIAN DESPERATELY ILL ASIATIC FLU. TELL LEROY INFORM ALL NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES SUPPLICATE PRAYERS PROTECT FAITH.

A second cable was sent by her later that same day (November 4, 1957) to Haifa with the request that it be cabled to all National Assemblies as she felt that the announcement of the Guardian’s passing should go out from the World Center of the Faith:

SHOGHI EFFENDI BELOVED ALL HEARTS SACRED TRUST GIVEN BELIEVERS BY MASTER PASSED AWAY SUDDEN HEART ATTACK IN SLEEP FOLLOWING ASIATIC FLU STOP URGENT BELIEVERS REMAIN STEADFAST CLING INSTITUTION HANDS LOVINGLY REARED RECENTLY REINFORCED EMERGENCY STOP ONLY ONENESS HEART UNITY PURPOSE CAN BEFITTINGLY TESTIFY LOYALTY ALL NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES DEPARTED GUARDIAN WHO SACRIFICED SELF UTTERLY FOR SERVICE FAITH.

That same day Rúhíyyih Khánum telephoned the members of the International Bahá’í Council in Haifa and spoke to Leroy Ioas, a Hand of the Cause and the Secretary-General of that body. It was agreed that immediate steps be taken to seal the door of the apartment occupied by the Guardian in order to ensure that no person should enter these quarters until the Hands of the Cause could take appropriate action. It was also agreed that the Government of the State of Israel should be officially notified by Mr. Ioas of the passing of the Head of the Bahá’í Faith.

Another cabled message was sent by Rúhíyyih Khánum on November 5th to all National Assemblies, this time direct from London, as soon as the data for the funeral of the Guardian had been set:

BELOVED ALL HEARTS PRECIOUS GUARDIAN CAUSE GOD PASSED PEACEFULLY AWAY YESTERDAY AFTER ASIATIC FLU STOP APPEAL HANDS NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES AUXILIARY BOARDS SPIRITUAL BELIEVERS ASSIST MEET SUPREME TEST STOP FUNERAL OUR BELOVED GUARDIAN SATURDAY LONDON HANDS ASSEMBLY BOARD MEMBERS INVITED ATTEND ANY PRESS RELEASE SHOULD STATE MEETING HANDS SHORTLY BAHÁ’I WILL MAKE ANNOUNCEMENT TO BAHÁ’I WORLD REGARDING FUTURE PLANS STOP URGED HOLD MEMORIAL MEETINGS SATURDAY.

By November 8, nearly all Hands of the Cause had arrived in London. At the request of Rúhíyyih Khánum, they met that night to plan the funeral service to be held the following morning. This tragic and moving occasion marked the first meeting together of the Hands from the Holy Land and the various continents since their appointment by Shoghi Effendi.

After the funeral Rúhíyyih Khánum sent, on two successive days, messages of love, comfort and inspiration to the friends through the National Assemblies:

BELOVED GUARDIAN LAID REST LONDON ACCORDING LAWS AQDAH BEAUTIFUL BEFITTING SPOT AFTER IMPRESSIVE CEREMONY HELD PRESENCE MULTITUDE BELIEVERS REPRESENTING OVER TWENTY COUNTRIES EAST WEST STOP DOCTORS ASSURE SUDDEN PASSING INVOLVED NO SUFFERING. BLESSED COUNCIL BORE EXPRESSION INFINITE BEAUTY, PEACE MAJESTY STOP EIGHTEEN HANDS ASSEMBLED FAREWELL URGEE NATIONAL BODIES REQUEST ALL BELIEVERS HOLD MEMORIAL MEETINGS EIGHTEENTH NOVEMBER COMMEMORATING DAYSpring DIVINE GUIDANCE WHO HAS LEFT US AFTER THIRTY SIX YEARS
Havana, Cuba, purchased March 1956.
Rome, Italy, purchased 1955.

Santiago, Chile, purchased August 1955.
Lima, Peru, purchased December 1954.

Tegucigalpa, Honduras, purchased
November 1955.
Regional Headquarters, Northeast
Asia, Tokyo, Japan, purchased 1954.
UTTER SELF-SACRIFICE CEASELESS LABORS
CONSTANT VIGILANCE.
RÚHÚYYIH

ASSURE FRIENDS BELIEVED, SACRED GUARDIAN FITTINGLY LAID REST SURROUNDED BY LARGE, REPRESENTATIVE GATHERING BELIEVERS EAST WEST. LIGHT OUR LIVES DEPARTED,
WE MUST NOW STAND FIRM, REMEMBERING PEERLESS EXAMPLE HIS DEDICATION WORK BLESSED PERFECTION, GLORIOUS VICTORIES HE WON, PLANS HE LONGED SEE COMPLETED.
ONLY REDEDICATION, GREATER UNITY, STEADFAST SERVICE CAN FITTINGLY SHOW OUR GRIEF MAKE US ACCEPTABLE HOLY THRESHOLD.
RÚHÚYYIH

On the morning of November 19, nine representatives from among the Hands of the Cause were chosen by Rúhúyyih Khánum to examine the Guardian’s apartment. These nine Hands comprised the five who were members of the International Bahá’í Council appointed by Shoghi Effendi, namely: Rúhúyyih Khánum; Mason Remey; Amelia Collins; Ugo Giachery and Leroy Ioas (the same five Hands who had previously sealed the safe of the Guardian on November 15); Hasan Balyuzi, an Afnán and a relative of the Guardian; Horace Holley, representing the Hands of the Western Hemisphere; Músá Banání, representing the Hands of the African Continent; and ‘Alí Muhammad VâqÁ, the Trustee of the Huqúqulláh, representing the Hands of the Asian Continent. These nine Hands saw that the seals which had previously been put in place by the five Hands were intact, and proceeded to examine the contents of the safe and desk of the Guardian. After a thorough search the nine Hands signed a document testifying that no Will or Testament of any nature whatsoever executed by Shoghi Effendi had been found. This information was then reported to the entire body of the Hands assembled in the Mansion of Bahá’u’lláh in Bahji, adjoining His tomb.

HISTORIC ACTIONS TAKEN AT THE FIRST CONCLAVE OF THE HANDS
NOVEMBER, 1957

At the conclusion of the first Conclave of the Hands the decisions reached were announced to the Bahá’ís of the East and West in a Proclamation issued on November 25, 1957. The text of this momentous document follows:

PROCLAMATION BY THE HANDS OF THE CAUSE TO THE BAHÁ’ÍS
OF EAST AND WEST

Beloved Friends:

Nine days had not yet elapsed after the interment of the sacred remains of our beloved Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, in London, when the Hands of the Cause, to the number of twenty-six, assembled at the World Center of the Faith, in our capacity as “Chief Stewards of the embryonic World Commonwealth of Bahá’u’lláh”, to consult together on the most tragic situation facing the Bahá’ís since the Ascension of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, and to take all necessary and appropriate measures to safeguard the highest interests of our Faith.
On November 18th the Hands conducted a Memorial Meeting at Bahji, in the Haram-i-Aqdas surrounding the most sacred Shrine in the Baha’i world. Afterward entering the Holy Tomb itself and prostrating ourselves in utter humility at the Sacred Threshold.

On the following morning, November 19th, nine Hands of the Cause, selected from the Holy Land, and the several continents of East and West, with Amatu’l-Baha Rahiyyih Khanum, broke the seals placed upon the beloved Guardian’s safe desk and made careful examination of their precious contents. These same Hands, rejoining the other Hands assembled in the Mansion of Baha’u’llah at Bahji, certified that Shoghi Effendi had left no Will and Testament. It was likewise certified that the beloved Guardian had left no heir. The Agias (branches) one and all are either dead or have been declared violators of the Covenant by the Guardian for their faithlessness to the Master’s Will and Testament and their hostility to him named first Guardian in that sacred document.

The first effect of the realization that no successor to Shoghi Effendi could have been appointed by him was to plunge the Hands of the Cause into the very abyss of despair. What must happen to the world community of his devoted followers if the Leader, the Inspirer, the Planner of all Baha’i activities in all countries and islands of the seas could no longer fulfill his unique mission?

From this dark abyss, however, contemplation of the Guardian’s own life of complete sacrifice and his peerless services gradually redeemed our anguished hearts. Shoghi Effendi himself, we know, would have been the first to remind the Hands, and the widespread body of the believers, that the Dispensation of Baha’u’llah has quickened those powers and resources of faith within mankind which will achieve the unity of the peoples and the triumph of His World Order. In this new light of understanding the company of the Hands could perceive with heightened gratitude the existence of those innumerable blessings which Shoghi Effendi had created and left as his true legacy to all Baha’is.

Has not the World Center, with its sacred Shrines and institutions, been firmly established? Has not the Message been established in 254 countries and dependencies? Have not the National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies, forerunners of the Universal House of Justice, been implanted in twenty-six great areas of all continents? Has not the Guardian left us not only his incomparable translations, for English-reading Baha’is, of the Baha’i sacred literature but also his own master works of interpretation which disclose to us the unshatterable edifice of an evolving Baha’i Order and world community? Has not the Guardian, building upon the enduring foundation of the Master’s Tablets of the Divine Plan, created the World Crusade to guide our work until 1963?

Has not the Guardian, moreover, in his mysterious insight into the present and future needs of the Baha’i community, called into being the International Baha’i Council and the company of twenty-seven Hands with their Auxiliary Boards, whom in his final communication to the Baha’is, he designated “Chief Stewards of the embryonic World Commonwealth of Baha’u’llah”?

Such reflections could but, in such a world-shattering experience as all Baha’is have this month endured, reveal to us how strongly Shoghi Effendi has laid the foundations of the World Order of Baha’u’llah through the appointment of Hands of the Cause and likewise the appointment of the International Baha’i Council, the institution destined to evolve into the Universal House of Justice.

In our capacity of Chief Stewards of the embryonic World Commonwealth of Baha’u’llah, we Hands of the Cause have constituted a body of nine Wands to serve at the Baha’i World Center. This body of nine Hands will energetically deal with the protection of the Faith whenever attacks, whether from within or outside the Baha’i community, are reported by Hands from their areas or by National or Regional Assemblies, or whether they arise within the Holy Land. Correspondence will likewise be maintained with the Hands of the Cause working in the several continents. This same body will correspond with National Assemblies on matters connected with the prosecution of the objectives of the Ten Year Plan. On matters involving administrative questions this same body will assist National Assemblies by citing those passages of the Baha’i sacred literature which direct the Assemblies to a sound solution.
As to the International Bahá’í Council, appointed by the Guardian and heralded in his communications to the Bahá’í world, that body will in the course of time finally fulfill its purpose through the formation of the Universal House of Justice, that supreme body upon which infallibility, as the Master’s Testament assures us, is divinely conferred: “The source of all good and freed from all error.” The main work of the Council has been to act as the Guardian’s representative in matters involving the Israeli government and its courts of law.

Beloved friends! Is not the most precious legacy bequeathed to us all by Shoghi Effendi the privilege of constancy in the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh and devotion in teaching His Message? This is the heartfelt plea we direct to every Bahá’í: The hour has come, as it came with the passing of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, when true Bahá’ís will be distinguished by their firmness in the Covenant and their spiritual radiance while pressing forward the mighty work committed to every area of the world community — to every individual Bahá’í! For now our implacable opponents may, and probably will, unleash attacks, assuming in their ignorance that the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh is weakened and defenceless. By consecration of spirit we are armed against all manner of assault and we hold the weapon of faith with which the triumph of the Guardian’s aims and purposes is assured.

The Rands of the Cause, determined to carry out every aspect of the Guardian’s expressed wishes and wishes, call upon the National Assemblies to proceed with the holding of the Inter-Continental Conferences which Shoghi Effendi has planned for 1958, and to make each of them a great rallying-point of determination to achieve the tasks of the next phase of the World Crusade. We are, moreover, to keep ever before us the other tasks fixed in the Ten Year Plan as objectives to be won by 1963.

Meanwhile the entire body of the Hands assembled by the nine Hands of the World Center will decide when and how the International Bahá’í Council is to evolve through the successive stages outlined by the Guardian, culminating in the call to election of the Universal House of Justice by the membership of all National Spiritual Assemblies.

When that divinely ordained body comes into existence, all the conditions of the Faith can be examined anew and the measures necessary for its future operation determined in consultation with the Hands of the Cause.

“O God, my God! Shield Thy trusted servants from the evils of self and passion, protect them with the watchful eye of Thy loving-kindness from all rancor, hate and envy, shelter them in the impregnable stronghold of Thy Cause and, safe from the darts of doubtfulness, make them the manifestations of Thy glorious signs. Illuminate their faces with the effulgent rays shed from the Day-Spring of Thy divine Unity, gladden their hearts with the verses revealed from Thy holy Kingdom, strengthen their loins by Thine all-swaying power that cometh from Thy realm of Glory. Thou art the AIl-Bountiful, the Protector, the Almighty, the Gracious!”

“O ye that stand fast in the Covenant! When the hour cometh that this wronged and broken-winged bird will have taken its flight unto the celestial Concourse, when it will have hastened to the Realm of the Unseen and its mortal frame will have been either lost or hidden beneath the dust, it is incumbent upon the Afnán, that are steadfast in the Covenant of God, and have branched from the Tree of Holiness; the Hands, (pillars) of the Cause of God, (the glory of the Lord rest upon them), and all the friends and loved ones, one and all to bestir themselves and arise with heart and soul and in one accord, to diffuse the sweet savors of God, to teach His Cause and to promote His Faith. It behooveth them not to rest for a moment, neither to seek repose. They must disperse themselves in every land, pass by every clime and travel throughout all regions. Bestirred, without rest and steadfast to the end they must raise in every land and throughout the world wherever they go, must burn brightly even as a candle in every meeting and must kindle the flame of Divine love in every assembly; that the light of truth may rise resplendent in the midst of heart of the world, that throughout the East and throughout the West a vast concourse may gather under the shadow of the Word of God, that the sweet savors of holiness may be diffused, that faces may shine radiantly, hearts be filled with the Divine spirit and souls be made heavenly.
Facsimile of the last page of the original Proclamation document issued by the Hands of the Cause to the Baha'i world on November 25, 1957.
“In these days, the most important of all things is the guidance of the nations and peoples of the world. Teaching the Cause is of utmost importance for it is the head cornerstone of the foundation itself. This wronged servant has spent his days and nights in promoting the Cause and urging the peoples to service. Me rested not a moment, till the fame of the Cause of God was noised abroad in the world and the celestial strains from the Abhá Kingdom roused the East and the West. The beloved of God must also follow the same example. This is the secret of faithfulness, this is the requirement of servitude to the Threshold of Bahá’u’lláh!”

Devotedly, in service to the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh,

Mansion of Bahá’u’lláh, Bahjí, ‘Akká, Israel, November 25, 1357.

Rúhíyyih Rabbani
Mason Remey
Amelia E. Collins
Leroy C. Joas
Hasan M. Balyuzi
T. Samaudari
M.B. (Músá Banání—ed.)
Adelbert Mühlischfegel
John A. Roberts
Horace Holley
Enoch Olinga
William Sears
A. Furutan

Dr. R. Mehajir
Dr. A. Varga
John Ferraby
Hermann Grossmann
Zikrulláh Khadem
Agnes B. Alexander
Jalal Khazeh
A. Q. Falzi
Sh. Alaf
H. Collins Featherstone
Clara Dunn
Uge Glescher
Paul Haney

See p. 344 for reproduction of original signatures.

The twenty-six Hands gathered in the Holy Land in November, 1957 (the twenty-seventh Hand, Mrs. Corinne True, owing to her advanced age of ninety-six and the physical infirmities consequent thereto was unable to be present) executed a number of other documents to implement the decisions announced in the foregoing Proclamation.

A resolution was adopted constituting a body of nine Hands to serve the interests of the Faith in its World Center, to prosecute from the Holy Land the provisions of the Guardian’s World Crusade, and to discharge the primary responsibilities of the Hands in protecting and propagating the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh. The text of this resolution was as follows:

“We the undersigned . . . in our capacity as Hands of the Cause of God duly nominated and appointed by the Guardian of the Bahá’í Faith, His Eminence the late Shoghi Effendi Rabbani, assembled this 25th day of November, 1957 at the Bahá’í World Center and constituting the Supreme Body of the Bahá’í World Community

DO HEREBY UNANIMOUSLY RESOLVE
AND PROCLAIM AS FOLLOWS:

“WHEREAS the Guardian of the Bahá’í Faith, His Eminence the late Shoghi Effendi Rabbani, passed away in London (England) on the 4th of November, 1957, without having appointed his successor;

“AND WHEREAS it is now fallen upon us as Chief Stewards of the Bahá’í World Faith to preserve the unity, the security and the development of the Bahá’í World Community and all its institutions;

“AND WHEREAS in accordance with the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá ‘the Hands of the Cause of God must elect from their own number nine persons that shall at all times be occupied in the important services in the work of the Guardian of the Cause of God’;

“We nominate and appoint from our own number to act on our behalf as the Custodians of the Bahá’í World Faith
to exercise — subject to such directions and decisions as may be given from time to time by us as the Chief Stewards of the Bahá'í World Faith — all such functions, rights and powers in succession to the Guardian of the Bahá'í Faith, His Eminence the late Shoghi Effendi Rabbani, as are necessary to serve the interests of the Bahá'í World Faith, and this until such time as the Universal House of Justice, upon being duly established and elected in conformity with the Sacred Writings of Bahá'u'lláh and the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, may otherwise determine.”

This resolution was signed by the same twenty-six Hands whose names appear above as the signatories of the Proclamation to the Bahá'í World.

Shortly after the body of the nine Hands in the Holy Land began to function under the provisions of the above resolution, action was taken by the entire body of the Hands to designate Abú'l-Qásim Faízí as a Hand residing in the Holy Land to replace Dr. Adelbert Mühlschlegel, as it was not possible for Dr. Mühlschlegel to serve in the Holy Land.

The membership of this body of nine Hands included the four Hands appointed by Shoghi Effendi to serve in the Holy Land, that is, Rúhíyyih Khánum, Charles Mason Reme, Amelia Collins and Leroy C. Ioas, all members of the International Bahá'í Council, and five other Hands from both East and West, each widely experienced in the teaching and administration of the Faith in their respective continents. Mr. Balyuzi was the Chairman of the National Assembly of the Bahá'í of the British Isles, Mr. Faízí had served in the same capacity on the Regional Assembly of the Arabian Peninsula, and Mr. Haney was the Chairman of the National Assembly of the United States. Mr. Furútan had been the Secretary of the National Assembly of Iran for many years, and Mr. Kházeh had served as a member of that body.

In other documents the Hands of the Cause set forth the basic principles governing the relationship between the body of the Hands and the nine Hands residing in the Holy Land — who for legal purposes were designated as Custodians of the Faith — md delineated the functions to be discharged by their co-workers in the Holy Land. The most important of the decisions recorded in these documents are summarized below:

1. The functions of the body of the nine Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land were defined to include the following tasks: To correspond with the National Spiritual Assemblies of the Bahá'í world on matters relating to the prosecution of the Guardian’s Ten Year Plan; to assist the National Assemblies in the solution of administrative problems; to act for the protection of the Faith whenever its teachings, institutions or properties were assailed by enemies from within the Bahá'í community or outside its ranks; to administer all the properties, assets and accounts belonging to the Bahá'í world community (other than those belonging to the various National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies, or to local Bahá'í bodies); to maintain correspondence with the Hands stationed in the several continents on all matters related to their task of propagating the Faith and defending it from attacks, and in this way coordinating and encouraging the efforts of the Continental Hands. In addition to these functions, the authority to expel from the Faith violators of the Covenant was vested in the body of nine Hands, acting on reports and recommendations submitted by the Hands of the respective continents. It was also specified that in all dealings with the Israel Government and any local authorities in Israel, the Custodians should act through the International Bahá'í Council.

2. It was decided that the entire body of the Hands of the Cause would meet periodically in the Holy Land, and that the body of the Hands would have full authority to change the membership of the Hands in the Holy Land, and to make any alteration in the functions and powers of the Custodians as the Hands might decide.
3. It was recorded that the body of the Hands of the Cause, meeting annually or whenever convened by the nine Hands residing in the Holy Land, should determine when and in what manner the International Bahá’í Council should evolve through the successive stages outlined by Shoghi Effendi, culminating in the election of the Universal House of Justice.

Following the historic Proclamation of November 25th, 1957, the Hands in the Holy Land shared with the various National Assemblies copies of the documents relating to the establishment of the nine Hands residing in the Holy Land who were to act as Custodians of the Faith until the establishment of the Universal House of Justice. After reviewing these documents, all the National and Regional Assemblies of the Bahá’í world officially recognized the nine Hands in the Holy Land and pledged their full support and allegiance.

The authority in these various documents enabled the Hands in the Holy Land to take prompt steps to safeguard the properties of the Faith, particularly the extensive and valuable international endowments at the World Center, the value of which was estimated by Shoghi Effendi in his last message at over five-and-a-half million dollars. Recognition of the authority of the Custodians by the officials concerned to administer the bank accounts held in the name of the Guardian, comprising the international reserve funds of the Cause, was a great victory.

It was these far-reaching decisions and actions which made it possible to continue the co-ordination and direction from the Holy Land — the world spiritual and administrative center of the Cause — of the international activities of the Faith, and for the vital tasks of the Guardian’s Ten Year Plan to be prosecuted vigorously by a unified Bahá’í world community.

It thus became evident that the Guardian had, during the thirty-six years of his ministry, reared a world community with an administrative structure and institutions which enabled it to withstand the shock of his passing and to bring his World Crusade to a victorious and triumphant conclusion in Ridván, 1963, making possible at that time the establishment of the Universal House of Justice.


Following the first Conclave of the Hands of the Cause in November, 1957, subsequent meetings of the entire body of the Hands were held in the Holy Land in November, 1958; in October—November, 1959; in October—November, 1960; in October—November, 1961; and in April, 1963, at the time of the International Convention in Haifa and the election of the Universal House of Justice. At the conclusion of each of these gatherings preceding 1963, a general message was sent by the body of the Hands to the Bahá’ís of the East and West. These messages comprise the guidelines given to the Bahá’í world community by the Hands of the Cause in their capacity as Chief Stewards of the Faith, responsible for the attainment of the objectives of the Guardian’s Ten Year Plan. The historic and far-reaching decisions affecting the establishment of the elected International Bahá’í Council, the formation of the National and Regional Assemblies called for in the Plan, and the measures for the establishment of the Universal House of Justice, the crowning unit of the administrative structure of the Faith — all were announced to the Bahá’í world in these messages from the annual gatherings of the body of the Hands of the Cause. In these communications, in the Ridván messages sent to the Annual Conventions throughout the world by the Hands in the Holy Land, and in the messages sent by the latter body to the Intercontinental Conferences, as well as in those addressed to the conventions where new National Assemblies were established, can be traced the truly miraculous unfoldment of the later and final stages of the World Crusade, and the successive steps leading to the victorious and triumphant conclusion of this divinely-guided Plan of the Guardian culminating in the celebration of the Most Great Jubilee in 1963. Because of the historic nature of the messages from the Conclaves of the body of the Hands, significant passages are quoted below:

From the Conclave of November, 1958

"Twenty-five of the twenty-seven Hands of the Cause of God have once again
met in the blessed Mansion of Bahá'u'lláh near the holiest spot on this planet, and prayerfully considered the grave problems now facing the Bahá'ís of the world. Though no longer plunged in the agony of grief that afflicted our hearts last November, we are nevertheless profoundly concerned over the success of the tasks entrusted to the believers of the East and West by our beloved Guardian in the provisions of his mighty globe-encircling Crusade.

"With feelings of deepest gratitude we realize that Bahá'u'lláh has vouchsafed to us during this past year — dark and overshadowed though it was by the passing of our beloved Guardian — many evidences of His unfailing grace and protection. The unity of the Cause of God has been maintained, and out of the fire of this mighty test, the believers have emerged with chastened and consecrated hearts, mature in spirit, with a deeper sense of oneness than ever before, eager to assist in winning every goal set for them by their beloved Guardian. God has indeed opened the doors of His mercy to us.

"A befitting and magnificent monument to the beloved Guardian's precious memory has been raised up above the sacred earth in London which enshrines his blessed remains, a memorial to the erection of which the believers from every corner of the earth had the privilege of contributing. "The five mighty conferences called by Shoghi Effendi, and whose purposes he outlined in his message marking the midway point of the Crusade, were held with outstanding success; almost five thousand believers being privileged to attend them. The roll-call from among the followers of the black race in Africa and the brown race in the Pacific has more than doubled during the past year, a triumph which alone would have brought infinite joy to his blessed heart. Two of the three Mother Temples which he specified should be built, will be completed well within two years of his passing. The funds for these Temples, and for the teaching work to which he attached such supreme importance, have poured in abundantly from all parts of the world, a loving and loyal testimony to the determination of the Bahá'ís everywhere to carry out his every wish. Spitzbergen, the last and one of the most difficult of all the virgin territories to be opened during the Crusade, received its first pioneer less than six months after he left this world...

"We are now embarked upon the fourth and final phase of this historic Crusade. Our beloved Guardian's own words tell us that this phase must be characterized by a powerful impetus the world over to the vital process of individual conversion — the preeminent purpose underlying the Plan in all of its ramifications' and 'must be immortalized on the one hand by an unprecedented increase in the number of the avowed supporters of the Faith in all continents of the globe, of every race, clime, creed and color, and from every stratum of present day society, coupled with a corresponding increase in the number of Bahá'í centers'...

"The fateful years of the beloved Guardian's glorious Crusade are swiftly passing. 'How staggering', he told us, 'is the responsibility that must weigh upon the present generation'. His stirring appeal for an 'upsurge of enthusiasm and consecration, before which every single as well as collective exploit, associated with any of the three previous phases (of the Crusade) will pale' is directed to every believer on the planet, but especially 'to their elected representatives, whether local, regional, or national, who, in their capacity as the custodians and members of the nascent institutions of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh' must shoulder 'the chief responsibility in laying an unassailable foundation for the Universal House of Justice which, as its title implies, is to be the exponent and guardian of that Divine Justice which can alone insure the security of, and establish the reign of law and order in, a strangely disordered world.' This House of Justice, he tells us, 'posterity will regard as the last refuge of a tottering civilization'.

"Upon these National and Regional Assemblies which we must now raise up, has been conferred the sacred privilege of electing the members of this Universal House of Justice. The guidance of the Báb and Bahá'u'lláh will flow into the World Order established in the Bahá'í Dispensation through this Supreme Body, whose infallibility is assured by the Pen of Bahá'u'lláh Himself. `Abdu'l-Bahá declared in His Will and Testament that the members of the Universal House of Justice must 'deliberate upon all problems which have caused differences, questions that are obscure and matters that are not expressly recorded in the Book. Whatevsoever they decide has the same effect as the Text itself... That which this body, whether unanimously or by a majority
doth carry, that is verily the Truth and the Purpose of God Himself.' Guided by the precious storehouse of sacred and inviolable texts given to us by Bahá'u'lláh and elaborated by 'Abdu'l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi, pouring our forces into the execution of the Divine Plan of the Master, now in the twenty-second year of its unfoldment within the successive Plans laid down by our beloved Guardian, supported by the unflagging aid of the Supreme Concourse promised in our writings, with our beloved Guardian's spirit watching over the work he so dearly loved and served so unsparingly for thirty-six years, we cannot fail.

"The Hands of the Faith, solemnly mindful of the primary function conferred upon them in the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahá to protect the Cause of God and promulgate its Teachings, and deeply conscious of their present great responsibility as Chief Stewards of Bahá'u'lláh's embryonic World Commonwealth, have already arranged for a number of the Hands to travel extensively during the coming year in order to carry the spirit of the beloved Guardian and the World Center of our Faith to the believers and their elected representatives, particularly in those areas where so many of the seven pillars of the Universal House of Justice must be erected, namely Latin America and the goal-countries of Europe.

"The Hands of the Faith have also planned to give every aid within their power to the National Spiritual Assemblies in supporting and stimulating the work on the homefronts of such old and tried communities as those of Persia, the United States, Canada, India, Australia, Great Britain and Germany. In dedicating themselves to their share of the heavy burden now resting upon each and every follower of Bahá'u'lláh, the Hands appeal to the National and Regional Assemblies to assist them in the mighty tasks that lie ahead through a closes and swifter co-operation with the Hands serving at the World Center, who of necessity are called upon to co-ordinate the international work so laboriously built up, at such a great cost to himself, by our most beloved Guardian. Prompt consultation on teaching problems, reports concerning the progress being made and the present status of the work undertaken by each National or Regional Assembly, as well as appeals for advice and aid, should pour continually into the Holy Land in order that good news may be shared for the encouragement of all and any crises which arise in the Bahá'í world may be swiftly dealt with, and not a moment of our infinitely precious time between row and the completion of the Crusade — just fifty-two short months away — be lost.

"Bahá'u'lláh, 'Abdu'l-Bahá, and the beloved Guardian have repeatedly warned us that the time is short, that these fast-fleeting hours in which we live will come to us no more, and we shall never again have a similar opportunity. The beloved Guardian has in no uncertain terms stated that the 'pre-eminent task...in this day' is 'a task...so urgent as to be accorded priority over every other activity.' Let us each one take to heart his passionate appeal...

"Upon the immediate and continued response in each individual heart to this ringing call depends the victory of his precious and holy Crusade. The last world-encom- passing Plan which his divinely-guided pen bequeathed to the believers. Never before in the history of the world have human beings been faced with such a staggering responsibility and such a blessed privilege. Now, more than ever before, the heroic pioneers must cling courageously to their vital outposts; a swift stream of new pioneers must flow out spontaneously, without a moment's delay, to reinforce them; travelling teachers must dedicate themselves to the work both in far-off lands and on the critical homefronts; ample resources must be poured forth with unprecedented generosity from hearts consecrated to nothing less than an overwhelming victory on every front. The success of the Crusade depends upon the individual believer arising to teach. For, as the beloved Guardian himself has told us, 'The unseen legions, standing upon rank, and eager to pour forth from the Kingdom On High the full measure of their celestial strength on the individual participants of this incomparably glorious Crusade, are powerless unless and until each potential crusader decides for himself, and perseveres in his determination, to rush into the arena of service ready to sacrifice his all for the Cause he is called upon to champion...'.

"We feel confident that the friends in every corner of the Bahá'í world, fully aware of the gravity of the crisis facing them, and unified asNever before in the history of the world have human beings been faced with such a staggering responsibility and such a blessed privilege. Now, more than ever before, the heroic pioneers must cling courageously to their vital outposts; a swift stream of new pioneers must flow out spontaneously, without a moment of delay, to reinforce them; travelling teachers must dedicate themselves to the work both in far-off lands and on the critical homefronts; ample resources must be poured forth with unprecedented generosity from hearts consecrated to nothing less than an overwhelming victory on every front. The success of the Crusade depends upon the individual believer arising to teach. For, as the beloved Guardian himself has told us, 'The unseen legions, standing upon rank, and eager to pour forth from the Kingdom On High the full measure of their celestial strength on the individual participants of this incomparably glorious Crusade, are powerless unless and until each potential crusader decides for himself, and perseveres in his determination, to rush into the arena of service ready to sacrifice his all for the Cause he is called upon to champion...'.

"We feel confident that the friends in every corner of the Bahá'í world, fully aware of the gravity of the crisis facing them, and unified as
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a mighty forward surge to complete as an immortal monument to his memory the triumph of his holy Crusade.

"The Hands of the Faith eagerly and confidently anticipate that upon the unassailable foundation of this united victory brought about by the consecrated devotion of the friends, these will be raised up the crowning glory of all, the Universal House of Justice, and once again a precious source of divine infallibility will return to the earth with the establishment of that Supreme Body on the occasion of the Most Great Jubilee in 1963 — the World Congress called by our beloved Guardian himself, a glorious and befitting fulfillment of his life of complete sacrifice.

"Of this Most Great Jubilee, the Guardian has written: 'The Lord has written: 'The Lord of Hosts, the King of Kings, has pledged unfailing aid to every crusader battling for His Cause. Invisible battalions are mustered, rank upon rank, ready to pour forth reinforcements from the High... Baha'u'llah's army of light is standing on the threshold of the Holy Year. Let them, as they enter it, vow with one voice, one heart, one soul, never to turn back in the entire course of the fateful decade ahead until each and every one will have contributed his share in laying on a world-wide scale an unassailable administrative foundation for Baha'u'llah's Christ-promised Kingdom on earth, swelling thereby the chorus of universal jubilation wherein earth and heaven will join, as prophesied by Daniel, echoed by 'Abdu'l-Baha: 'on that day will the faithful rejoice with exceeding gladness.'"

"With grateful hearts for the love that has bound us all so closely together, with undeviating confidence and hope, the Hands of the Faith invoke the divine promise of the Revealer of our Faith: 'Unloose your tongues and proclaim unceasingly His Cause. This shall be better for you than all the treasures of the past and of the future, if ye be of them that comprehend this truth. ... I swear by Him Who is the Truth! Ere long will God adorn the beginning of the Book of Existence with the mention of His loved ones who have suffered tribulation in His path, and journeyed through the countries in His Name and for His praise. Whose hath attained their presence will, glory in their meeting, and all that dwell in every land will be illumined by their memory. ... We ye with each other in the service of God and of His Cause. This is indeed what profiteth you in this world, and in that which is to come.'"

From the Conclave of October-November, 1959

"The Hands of the Cause gathered in the precincts of the holiest spot on the entire planet have, after long and prayerful deliberations, made plans embracing those final steps which they feel must be taken by all the followers of Baha'u'llah in East and West in order to bring to a successful conclusion the World Crusade of our beloved Guardian.

"Alarmingly little time is now left to us in which to accomplish his design. Well aware of the fact that this great Faith of Baha'u'llah stands in sore need of the erection of that infallible and supreme legislative body which, in the words of the Center of the Covenant Himself, 'God hath ordained as the source of all good and freed from all error', and which the Guardian said 'posterity will regard as the last refuge of a tottering civilization', we have fixed the date for the election of the Universal House of Justice at Ridván, 1963, coinciding with the termination of our glorious World Crusade and the celebration of the Most Great Jubilee commemorating the one hundredth anniversary of the declaration of Baha'u'llah.

"As we look back over the past two years which have elapsed since that unforgettable and heart-breaking moment when we realized our beloved Guardian had been taken from us, we cannot but marvel at the protection which has been vouchsafed this Holy Cause. As one man, the believers have rallied to the support of their Faith, closed their ranks, stood firm in the hour of supreme test, and arisen to carry forward the World Crusade. The enemies of the Cause have been powerless to harm it, so complete has been the unity between the Baha'is of the world, so strong the confidence and support with which they have surrounded the Hands of the Cause.

The numerous properties and resources of the Faith have been completely protected; the Government authorities of the State in which the World Center is situated have acknowledged the stewardship of the Faith, as represented by the Hands of the Cause serving in the Holy Land on behalf of the Chief Stewards; the National and Regional Assemblies have supported, assisted and worked in the closest co-operation with this nucleus of Hands resident at the World Center; a great wave of pioneers, unprece-
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Ceylon will likewise be elected in 1962.

"With the formation of these national bodies, and we trust, circumstances permitting, of the two others specified in the provisions of the Ten Year Plan, a wide and representative foundation for the Universal House of Justice will have been laid.

"We are also happy to announce that another milestone in Bahá’í history will be reached with the election of the International Bahá’í Council during Ridván, 1961. The embryonic institution established and so highly exalted by the beloved Guardian will thus enter its final stage preceding the election of the Universal House of Justice. The members of all the National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies of the Bahá’í world, duly constituted in Ridván, 1960, will take part in a postal ballot to elect nine members to the International Council. This International Bahá’í Council is to work under the direction and supervision of the Hands of the Cause residing in the Holy Land, serve a two-year term of office, and cease to exist upon the occasion of the election of the Universal House of Justice. All the Bahá’ís of the world, men and women alike, are eligible for election. As the Chief Stewards of the Faith are wholly occupied with specific tasks assigned to them by the beloved Guardian and perform assumed since his passing, they should not be considered for election to this Council...."

"We wish to assure the believers that every effort will be made to establish a Bahá’í Court in the Holy Land prior to the date set for this election. We should however bear in mind that the Guardian himself clearly indicated this goal, due to the strong trend towards the secularization of religious courts in this part of the world, might not be achieved.

"At this turning-point in the Crusade when all our forces must be unitarily concentrated on winning its goals, the friends should not be deflected from the vital tasks confronting them by discussion of such subjects as can only be considered when the Universal House of Justice is established. Therefore we feel it is necessary to recall the words in the Proclamation we sent out after the passing of the beloved Guardian: When that divinely-ordained body comes into existence, all the conditions of the Faith can be examined anew and the measures necessary for its future..."
operation determined in consultation with the Hands of the Cause. This includes the subject of the Guardianship.

"Aside from the pressing demands of the world-wide work of the Faith which must be met and administered from the Holy Land, and which require so much attention on the part of the Chief Stewards, plans are being formulated for the Hands to travel to various countries and lend the National Spiritual Assemblies their personal assistance during the months immediately ahead — and indeed until the end of the Crusade. These plans include visits to the Cradle of the Faith, where the vast majority of the followers of Bahá'u'lláh reside; to the Bahá'í communities in the United States and Canada, who constitute the chief prosecutors of the Divine Plan; to the Latin American countries, where by 1961 so many National Assemblies must be formed; and to Europe, where another eleven of the Future pillars of the Universal House of Justice must be erected by 1962.

"In addition to these plans, the Hands, pursuant with the wishes of our beloved Guardian, are contemplating a much more intensive and wider use of the Auxiliary Board Members in carrying out the work of the World Crusade, and a much closer co-operation between the Institution of the Hands and the National Spiritual Assemblies.

"The importance of the plans made for the election of these National Assemblies, as well as that of the International Bahá'í Council, cannot be overestimated, because the above plans constitute the end of a forty-two-year-long prelude to that glorious consummation which will take place with the election of the Universal House of Justice in Ridván, 1963. Through the creation of this mighty institution, the Formative Age of the Dispensation of Bahá'u'lláh will have entered a new stage in its development; the thirty-six years of Shoghi Effendi's heart-breaking, self-sacrificing ministry will bear one of its fairest fruits, and that wondrous prophecy of Bahá'u'lláh be fulfilled: 'Verily this is the day in which both land and sea rejoice at this announcement, the day for which have been laid up those things which God, through a bounty beyond the ken of mortal mind or heart, hath destined for revelation. Ere long will God saith His Ark upon thee and will manifest the people of Bahá who have been mentioned in the Book of Names.'"

---

1 The election of Mason Remey who, after signing the Proclamation of November 25, 1937 (see p. 344), claimed, in April, 1960, to be the 'hereditary Guardian' of the Cause of God. This attempt to create a schism in the Faith resulted in his expulsion by the Hands of the Cause.
Temple of both Africa and Australia are to all intents and purposes completed; at long last the soil has been turned on the site of the Mother Temple of the European Continent and its cornerstone will be laid this month — just three years after the passing of our most beloved Guardian, an event which culminates seven years of heartbreaking effort to secure a property where permission to build could finally be obtained, and which marks another great victory of the Cause of God over the consistent opposition of certain ecclesiastical elements. Well nigh three thousand pioneers have left their homes since 1953 and scattered over the face of the planet, to the barren lands of the world, to regions within the Arctic Circle, to distant deserts and lonely islands, to populous cities and jungle villages. Heroes and martyrs, individuals drawn from every stratum of society, old people and young children, representatives of not only the Asiatic and European civilizations, but Africans, American Indians, Pacific Islanders and Eskimos, have swollen the ranks of pioneers, each in his own way and in his own part of the world, contributing to this glorious testimonial of belief in the Manifestation of God in this day. The initial evidences of that great wave of mass conversion which must sweep the planet have been seen through the Carroll Men, since the inception of the Crusade, amongst the Africans, the people of Indonesia, and the Indians of South America, of over 30,000 believers, almost 20,000 of whom have embraced the Faith since the passing of the beloved of our hearts: the centers where believers reside have been more than doubled since 1953: hundreds of new Spiritual Assemblies have been formed; schools opened and run by Bahá'ís have been multiplied, not only in the Pacific area and in Africa, but more recently in India and in Latin America: the first dependency of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in Wilmette — harbinger of the great cultural and humanitarian centers that will cluster about the Bahá'í Houses of Worship in the future — has been completed. And last but not least, the Spiritual Assemblies specified by the beloved Guardian for Latin America have been elected and upon this firm foundation can now be erected next Ríyád the twenty-one new pillars of the Universal House of Justice. All these are but a part of the tremendous victories won for the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh by His small band of devoted, heroic followers in less than eight years.

"The Crusade has reached the point where the Hands of the Cause can no longer operate on a regional basis alone, but must render their services on a global scale. This indeed seemed the next step in the 'development' as the beloved Guardian wrote, 'of the Institution of the Hands of the Cause' which He, in His great wisdom, made an objective of the Ten Year Plan and which He elaborated upon increasingly during the last years of His life, particularly stressing it in His message of June 4, 1957, and in the very last communication He sent to the Bahá'í world on the eve of His passing. So great and so crushing are the responsibilities which have fallen upon the Hands since His passing, so increasingly vast the field in which they are called upon to serve, that it is no longer possible to confine their activities to a specific region. The answer to this problem seems to be more traveling on their part, and the concentration of their forces on those places where the need is greatest.

"The passing of our very dear co-worker Horace Holley has left us without a ninth member of the body of Hands serving in the Holy Land. In order to fill this vacancy, far-reaching changes have been made in the disposition of the Hands in such a way as to not only protect the World Center, but also serve the best interests of the continental work in various parts of the globe. William Sears has been chosen to replace Horace Holley at the World Center; John Roberts is returning to the Western Hemisphere, his original home, in order to ensure that the vital work in the Americas receives adequate support at this time. Rúhíí Mírzá'í Muḥájir is being transferred to Africa, with the understanding He will spend some months of each year traveling and teaching in His former area.

"The opportunities that call us to swift and sustained action in the teaching field are unique, infinitely precious, immeasurably glorious. In these fast-falling months which lie ahead of us, we have to match the magnitude and the challenge of our beloved Guardian's command with an effort unequalled in Bahá'í history, for this, the fourth and last phase of his world-encircling Crusade, He has told us 'must be immortalized by an unprecedented increase in the number of avowed supporters of the Faith in all the continents.
hands of the globe, of every race, clime, creed and color, and from every stratum of present day society..."

"In connection with the tremendous task of forming twenty-one new National Spiritual Assemblies, assisting the teaching work in those countries where many goals of the homefront still remain to be won, and furthering the process of mass conversion so dear to the Guardian’s heart, the Hands of the Faith have planned extensive travels during the coming months in order to aid and stimulate the worldwide activities of the Faith to the greatest possible extent.

"Amatu’l-Bahá Rúbíyyih Khánum will attend the dedication of the Mashriqu’l-Athkar at Kámpala, the Mother Temple of Africa, in January, and visit various areas in that continent where mass conversion is taking place; she likewise plans to be present at the dedication of the Mashriqu’l-Athkar in Sydney, the Mother Temple of the Antipodes, which will be held next September, meeting the friends in Australia and New Zealand, as well as certain centers in Southeast Asia. Amelia Collins will lay the cornerstone of the Mother Temple of Europe, during this present month, in Frankfurt. Ţaríqu’l-Mahdí Šamandarí will shortly leave for a prolonged tour of Pakistan, India, Burma and Ceylon to assist the work in those countries. Leroy Loos will visit centers in Europe during the summer months.

"On the occasion of the formation next Ridván of the largest number of National Assemblies to be elected at one time during any period of Bahá’í history, eleven Hands of the Cause, pursuant with the policy of the beloved Guardian, will attend the sessions of the different conventions as follows: Hermann Grossmann in Argentina and Chile; Rahmatu’l-Bahá Mubáráj in Paraguay and Bolivia; Hsuan Balyuzi in Peru and Ecuador; Shíu’l-Bahá ‘Aqá’í in Venezuela and Colombia; Ugo Giachery in the Dominican Republic and Haiti; Enoch Olinga in Jamaica and Cuba; Díkhrú’l-Bahá Khádem in Panama and Costa Rica; John Roberts in Nicaragua and Honduras; William Sears in El Salvador and Guatemala; Paul Haney in Mexico and also in Wilmette; ‘Ali Akháir Furútán in Brazil and Uruguay.

"These Hands of the Cause, in addition to spending some time in each of the twenty-one countries where these historic gatherings are being held will, as the occasion permits, make a point of visiting not only the goal countries of Europe but also the homefronts in Britain and Germany, the United States and Canada, Australia and New Zealand, as well as Alaska and certain islands of the Pacific. Enoch Olinga will travel for four months in the Greater Antilles and Central America. Rahmatu’l-Bahá Mubáráj will travel across Africa, and later make a prolonged tour among the Bolivian Indians.

"One of the most significant events during this coming Ridván period will take place when the National Spiritual Assemblies of the Bahá’í world elect the International Bahá’í Council. We shall witness for the first time in the history of the Faith an election on a global scale, and the hearts of the believers will echo the words of the beloved Guardian at the time when he appointed the first International Bahá’í Council: ‘Hail, with thankful, joyous hearts this historic moment. This Council, which the beloved Guardian characterized as the ‘most significant milestone’ in the evolution of the Administrative Order since the Master’s passing will now undergo, in his own words, its ‘transformation into a duly elected body’; it will be international in character, and have its headquarters at the World Center of the Faith. In addition to these functions which were announced last year, it will be given certain administrative duties to discharge in facilitating the work at the World Center in relation to National Assemblies abroad. It would be well for the believers, pondering at this time the importance of the step that is being taken through this election, to bear in mind that however significant this first universally elected body may be, it must never be compared with that supreme body upon which we are promised the Twin Manifestations of God will confer infallibility in the discharge of those duties ordained for it in the holy text...

"To not present this picture of our obligations and needs, our responsibilities, and the mighty challenge confronting us, to our fellow-believers, would we feel neither fair nor realistic. However great the burden resting on our shoulders as Chief Stewards of Bahá’u’lláh’s embryonic World Commonwealth, it does not rest on us alone; each and every believer has his or her own responsibility towards the Cause of God, each one of us, in differing degrees but in universal measure, is called upon to bring a personal sacrifice to the altar of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh."
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at this time. We know that it is indeed spiritually far more important for each believer to give a token offering than for those more blessed with material means to carry the brunt of the burden alone. It is our ardent hope that our Baha'i brothers and sisters in Africa and the Pacific area, in the Andes, in the jungles and the deserts, on the Indian reservations of North America, in distant wastelands, and the regions of the Arctic Circle will, as a symbol of our great brotherhood and our unity under the banner of the Blessed Perfection, likewise contribute regularly, if only one penny, to further the achievement of the remaining goals of our beloved Guardian's Crusade and to enable us to win a victory in 1963 such as has never been recorded in the annals of any religion in the memory of man. We call upon all the friends to join in a year of austerity and self-sacrifice. The opportunity to render unique service has been offered to this generation at this time. It will never come again in this Dispensation. The final and crowning service of our Guardian's life was this Holy Crusade he left to us as a priceless legacy. To win it is our infinite privilege, our greatest blessing in this world and in the world to come.

"In ever greater measure the promises of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá are being fulfilled. The specific goals set by our Guardian are being realized, one by one, with unbelievable rapidity. The assurance given us in our teachings that every test releases forces latent with new victories is being demonstrated before our very eyes. This world-girdling Crusade, the essential object of which is no less than the spiritualization of the entire planet, is now gathering the final momentum necessary to carry it forward in one stupendous surge to a resounding victory on all fronts.

"If ever a year of glorious enterprise has faced the Community of the Most Great Name, it is this year. We can look back in pride upon a steadily mounting, uninterrupted tide of victories unequalled since the days of the Heroic Age of our Faith. We can look forward with hope and confidence to the tremendous achievements that lie ahead of us during the coming twelve months. These recent victories, these future achievements, are the fruit of the labors of our dearly beloved Guardian. His was the hand that sowed the seeds, and in his name the harvest will be gathered in.

"Let us remember the promise Shoghi Effendi himself gave us: 'The All-Conquering potency of the grace of God, vouchsafed by Bahá'u'lláh, will, undoubtedly, mysteriously and surprisingly, enable whoever arises to champion His Cause to win complete and total victory.'"

From the Conclave of October—November, 1961

"The Community of the Most Great Name, east and west, north and south, can look back over the remarkable achievements of the past twelve months with profound thankfulness, and from them draw fresh courage and determination to arise unitedly for one last supreme effort which will enable us to crown with victory the mighty Global Plan to be consummated in Ridván, 1963 by the celebration of the Most Great Jubilee of our Faith — the hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of Bahá'u'lláh. The hearts and thoughts of all His followers now turn to the last eighteen months of our dearly beloved Guardian's World Crusade. What treasures will we proudly lay at his feet on that occasion! What rejoicing will be ours when we can say to him: see, we were faithful to our trust; as much as lay within our power, this did we perform according to the sacred Plan you gave us!

"After the passage of the most fruitful and stirring decade the Formative Age of our Faith has as yet witnessed, the International Bahá'í Council has passed into the final stage of its evolution and efflorescence into the Universal House of Justice through its election by all the members of the National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies of the Bahá'í world; the Council is now regularly meeting in the Holy Land and discharging those duties laid down for it by Shoghi Effendi himself. The vast process of mass conversion, specified by him as one of the major objectives of the second half of the World Crusade, is beginning to take place on a large scale in Asia, South America, and the Pacific area, and is rapidly increasing in momentum in Africa. Last Ridván, on the number of Local Assemblies specified by him as Crusade goals, no less than twenty-one independent National Spiritual Assemblies were successfully founded, an historic act which will be followed next Ridván by the establishment on an equally firm foundation of eleven European national bodies and the first National Assembly.
of the Bahá'ís of Ceylon. The Mother Temples of both Africa and the Antipodes have been formally opened for public worship and are already redounding to the fame of the Cause of God throughout the entire world. The Mashriqí-Adhkár of Europe is slowly rising in the heart of that continent so sorely in need of the regenerating grace of Bahá'u'lláh.

"The divine assistance, so repeatedly promised to us in the teachings, has been vouchsafed to us in a truly miraculous manner, plain for all to see, since the Bahá'í world was shaken by the loss of its beloved Guardian.

"It is therefore with hopeful hearts that the Hands of the Cause can point out to their fellow-believers those remaining milestones we must race to pass ere our great and unique opportunity for service in the Guardian's own Crusade is lost to us forever. In the course of our lengthy consultations during this fifth gathering of the Hands of the Cause held in Bahjí, in the shadow of the Shrine of the Supreme Manifestation of God Himself, it has been abundantly clear what our major duties still are, where we must, one and all, concentrate our efforts and resources, which are the battlefronts we must deploy our forces upon, if victory is to be won — that victory must and shall be ours no loyal Bahá'í heart can doubt for a single instant. "Though multifarious tasks still remain to be accomplished in various fields of Bahá'í activity, three supremely important duties face us during the last eighteen months of the World Crusade, duties which, should we fail in any one of them, may well have repercussions on the evolution of not only the present national Bahá'í communities, but indeed the spiritual and material welfare of mankind itself for generations to come.

"The first of these is to bring the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh to the waiting masses at this critical time, this unique juncture in human history, when the hearts of so many of the less privileged peoples of the world are ready to receive His Message, and to be enrolled under His banner in troops as foretold by 'Abdu'll-Bahá. The second is to win the remaining homefront goals in five of those original twelve stalwart, long-established, much-loved national communities which, at the inception of the Ten Year Plan, received the unique and priceless honour of having the spiritual conquest of no less than an entire planet entrusted to their care. Wherever the army of Bahá'u'lláh was free to march, in their totality, and with the greatest distinction, these global goals have been won, it is inconceivable that the homefront goals, given to them at the same time and forming an integral part of the World Crusade, should not also be triumphantly achieved. The third is undoubtedly the pivotal one at this point of the Crusade and comprises the heavy, pressing, inescapable duty of every single believer to assist in providing an uninterrupted and greatly amplified flow of that 'life blood' of material resources without which construction of the Mother Temple of Europe and other vast undertakings now gaining momentum all over the world, in old and new Bahá'í communities alike, will either cease to go forward, come to a standstill or, in important areas of mass conversion, stand in danger of losing the precious ground won through so much heroic effort and sacrifice. There can be no doubt that the discharge of these three paramount duties at this time can alone provide a suitably strong and unshakable foundation for the future activities of that glorious and august institution, so soon to be elected, Bahá'u'lláh's long anticipated Universal House of Justice.

"Last year the Hands of the Faith called upon the believers to observe a year of austerity in order to concentrate the resources of the followers of this infant but infinitely strong and dynamic Faith upon attaining the remaining objectives of the Ten Year Plan. It has become apparent that a far greater effort must be made during the next eighteen months, and that the austerity and self-sacrifice we voluntarily imposed upon ourselves must continue and be intensified until every goal is won, every prim protected, every achievement maintained. In the words of the beloved Guardian, 'a pouring out of substance, not only by those of limited means, but by the richest and wealthiest, in a degree involving the truest sacrifice' is needed...

"The wings of time are beating at our door as one of the most momentous epochs in the entire range of Bahá'í history swiftly moves to its close. The impelling call of our beloved Guardian, resounding in the very last message of his life, is but partially answered. An unprecedented increase in the number of avowed supporters of the Faith, in all the continents of the globe, of every race, clime, creed and color, and from every
stratum of present-day society' is the goal inscribed by his unerring yen. "The effort now required of us is imperative and inescapable, and must indeed be prodigious. Nothing less than complete, total dedication will suffice. In this mighty, life-offering task every Bahá'í no matter who he is or where he dwells, has a share and a worthy part to play. Now is the moment for all the administrative agencies of our Faith to order their work in such fashion as to put teaching at the forefront of all their activities, and to exclude any plan which is not relevant to the purposes of our Crusade... "Not alone in the arena of teaching, but also in the pioneering field, the opportunities and high rewards that now beckon every Bahá'í are indeed priceless. They who have gone forth in His Name to the goal towns on the homefronts, or to distant lands where the banner of Bahá'u'lláh had to be implanted or to be kept waving, have given such victories to the Cause of God which down the corridors of time will reverbereate to His glory, and which succeeding generations shall remember with pride and gratitude. They are now painstakingly and diligently buttressing the pillars on which shall soon be laid the splendid dome of God's Universal House of Justice.

"No consideration of needs in the teaching field at the present time can leave out that majestic theme of mass conversion which the Guardian introduced into his Global Crusade upon the eve of his departure from this world, and which he stated must immortalize the second half of this Plan, which itself is but a stage in the unfoldment of that Divine Plan which he characterized as 'Abdu'l-Bahá's Mandate'. His 'world-encircling Plan', the Master Plan of the appointed Center of Bahá'u'lláh's Covenant.

"The pre-eminent task of teaching the Faith to the multitudes is a task', the Guardian wrote, 'so dear to the heart of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, at once so sacred, so fundamental, and so urgent, primarily involving and challenging every single individual'; it is, he said, 'the bedrock on which the solidity and stability of the multiplying institutions of a rising Order must rest..."

"If every National Assembly, every Local Assembly and every individual believer will arise at this hour; and seize with both hands this God-given opportunity, we can hasten that joyous day foretold in the words of our beloved Guardian when he hunched this glorious Global Crusade, a day when 'the light of God's triumphant Faith, shining in all its power and glory, will have suffused and enveloped the entire planet... "Keenly aware of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's words: 'The Hands of the Cause of God must spend all their time in teaching... Ere long will the assistance of the Heavenly Kingdom be manifest beyond all expectations and the words 'you will see people enter the Religion of God troop upon troop' be realized', we have decided that all the Hands, including those resident in the Holy Land, will devote as much of their time as possible to accelerating the process of mass conversion on the one hand, and on the other, in fulfillment of the Guardian's instructions, to meeting frequently with various National Assemblies in order to deliberate with them on ways and means of winning the goals of the Crusade.

"The tasks facing the Institution of the Hands and the members of its Teaching and Protection Boards grow in weight as the Ten Year Plan advances. Once again we appeal to the members of these Boards to be more mindful of the duties given them by their beloved Guardian and to devote their hearts, their energies and their time to the work he outlined for them. To the degree to which each Hand and each Board Member concentrates on his own specific task will the work of our glorious Faith speedily attain those victories which alone can bring the World Crusade to a triumphal end.

"On the occasion of the election of the eleven new European National Spiritual Assemblies next Ridván six of the Hands of the Faith will be present, as follows: Italy and Switzerland, Uga Gichery; Belgium and Luxembourg, Dr. 'Ali Muhannad Varga; Holland and Denmark, Hasan Balyuzi; Sweden and Finland, Adelbert Mühlschlegel; Spain and Portugal, Paul Haney; Norway, John Ferraby, who will also attend the British Bahá'í Convention. The election of the new National Spiritual Assembly of Ceylon will be attended by Shu'á'u'lláh 'Alá'i.

"In addition to these activities, and after careful consideration of the over-all needs of the teaching work at this time in various continents, it has been decided that in view of the delicate state of health of Músá Banání which prevents him from moving about, John Robarts will remain a Hand of the Cause in Africa.
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The Hague, Holland, purchased 1956.

La Paz, Bolivia, purchased March 1956.
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Panama City, Panama, purchased January 1955.

Regional Headquarters, Southeast Asia, Djakarta, Indonesia, purchased 1955.
William Sears will devote as much time as possible to the work in the Western Hemisphere, to which he will proceed in the near future. Rajjamatu'llah Muhajir, in view of the presence of both John Roberts and Enoch Olinga in Africa, will devote his time to the Asian and Pacific teaching fields, proceeding shortly on a lengthy tour which will take him as far as the islands of the South Pacific, later returning to the Southeast Asian field, which is now being swept by a mighty wave of enthusiasm for the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh, and where the indigenous peoples are entering the Faith in great numbers.

"Abú'l-Qasim Faizi will leave next spring to spend several months in the most promising mass conversion areas of Latin America, whilst Jalál Khârezh plans shortly a prolonged and extensive trip to the new centers in India where the people are truly entering the Faith in troops. All Akbar Furútan and Leroy Toos will both spend time assisting the European homefronts, the former in the near future, the latter during the summer months. All the Continental Hands have pledged themselves to travel as extensively as possible to promote the teaching and consolidation work in their areas.

"With the erection in 1962 of twelve more future pillars of that supreme legislative body of the Bahá'í world, a firm foundation will have been laid for the election of 'that Universal House of Justice which', Shoghi Effendi stated, 'as its title implies, is to be the exponent and guardian of that Divine Justice which can alone insure the security of, and establish the reign of law and order in, a strangely disordered world.' We are now able to envisage the steps that must still be taken before that 'Ark' referred to in Bahá'u'lláh's prophetic Tablet of Carmel shall come into being, an Ark whose dwellers, the Guardian told us, 'are the men of the Supreme House of Justice which, in conformity with the exact provisions of the Will and Testament of the Center of the mighty Convenant, is the body which should legislate on laws not explicitly revealed in the text. In this Dispensation these laws are destined to flow from this holy Mountain, even as in the Mosaic Dispensation the law of God was promulgated from Zion.'

"The Chiefl Stewards of the Faith are therefore calling a convention in the Holy Land for the election of the Universal House of Justice on the first, second and third days of Ridván, 1963. The members of all National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies elected by the Bahá'ís in Ridván, 1962 will, in conformity with the teachings, constitute the electoral body empowered to vote for this crowning unit of the embryonic World Order of Bahá'u'lláh, upon whose deliberations the unique bounty of receiving divine inspiration has been bestowed, and whose decisions are infallibly guided by both the Báb and Bahá'u'lláh."

"After long and conscientious consideration of the needs of the present hour and the writings of our dearly-loved Guardian, the following decision has been reached: All male voting members throughout the Bahá'í world are eligible for election to the Universal House of Justice. The Hands of the Cause do not limit the Freedom of the electors. However, as they have been given the explicit duties of guarding the harmony and insuring the propagation of the Faith, they ask the electors to leave them free at this time to discharge their duties. When that supreme and infallible body has been elected it will decide on all matters concerning its own membership...

"Owing to conditions affecting the Cause which still prevail in the Middle East, it has become evident that it is not possible to hold the World Congress in Baghdád in 1963, on the occasion of the world-wide celebrations of the 'Most Great Jubilee', the Centenary of the Declaration of Bahá'u'lláh in the Garden of Ridván. Prolonged investigations have shown us that to make plans at this time for it to take place there is out of the question. We have therefore decided that this first World Congress, the last of the great gatherings of the Bahá'ís to be summoned by Shoghi Effendi, which constitutes the joyous consummation of ten years of unprecedented work and achievement, shall be held in London, the city which enshrines his infinitely precious remains, on the 28th, 29th and 30th of April and the 1st and 2nd of May, 1963, a period which includes the 9th and 12th days of Ridván. In making this decision we have been comforted by the knowledge that he himself, in view of the situation in this part of the world, expressed towards the end of his life serious doubts as to whether it would be possible to hold the Congress in Baghdád. It must be a consolation to every believer who plans to be present.
on this unique occasion to know that he will be able to visit the grave of Shoghi Effendi and offer his prayers there as the last, majestic, glorious, globe-conquering Plan of his Guardian draws to its close...

'The challenge confronting the standard-bearers of Bahá'u'lláh in every continent of the globe, in every field of Bahá'í activity, in these swiftly passing hours is unprecedented; the opportunities lying within their reach are of such magnitude that only future generations can comprehend their glory and their significance in the majestic unfoldment of Bahá'u'lláh's World-Redeeming Order.

'Now many years have passed since the beloved Guardian addressed to the Bahá'í world the following pregnant words, full of hope, full of longing, full of love and full of warning. We do well to recall them now when we face our last possible chance to consummate his Plan and to consolidate the foundations of the Universal House of Justice: 'I appeal, as I close this review of the superb feats already accomplished, in the course of so many campaigns, by the heroic band of the warriors of Bahá'u'lláh, battling in His Name and by His aid for the purification, the unification and the spiritualization of a morally and spiritually bankrupt society, now hovering on the brink of self-destruction, for a renewed dedication, at this critical hour in the fortunes of mankind, on the part of the entire company of my spiritual brethren in every continent of the globe, to the high ideals of the Cause they have espoused, as well as to the immediate accomplishment of the goals of the Crusade on which they have embarked. be they in active service or not, of either sex, young as well as old, rich or poor, whether veteran or newly-enrolled.'

'He who was the Sign of God on Earth has assured us that 'The invisible hosts of the Bahá'í Kingdom are arrayed and ready to rush forth and insure the triumph of every stout-hearted and persevering herald of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh', and that 'God's own Plan has been set in motion. It is gathering momentum with every passing day. The powers of heaven and earth mysteriously assist in its execution. Such an opportunity is irreplaceable. Let the doubter arise and himself verify the truth of such assertions. To try, to persevere, is to insure ultimate and complete victory.'"

From the Conclave at April-Way, 1963

The long-awaited and eagerly anticipated election of the first Universal House of Justice took place, as called for by the Hands of the Cause, on the first day of Ridván, 1963, in the central hall of the historic home of 'Abdu'l-Bahá and the Guardian in Haifa. Present on this auspicious occasion were over three hundred members of the fifty-six National and Regional Assemblies of the Bahá'í world, including representatives from every continent and the islands of the seas, and from virtually every one of the major races and ethnic groups of mankind.

The results of this election were announced to the Bahá'í world by the Hands of the Cause in the following historic cable sent to all National Assemblies on April 22, 1963 from the International Convention in Haifa:

OCCASION WORLDWIDE CELEBRATIONS MOST GREAT JUBILEE COMMEMORATING CENTENARY ASCENSION BAHÁ'U'LLÁH THRONE HIS SOVEREIGNTY, WITH HEARTS OVERFLOWING GRATITUDE HIS UNFAILING PROTECTION OVERFLOWING BOUNTIES, JOYOUSLY ANNOUNCE FRIENDS EAST WEST ELECTION SUPREME LEGISLATIVE BODY ORDAINED BY HIM IN HIS MOST HOLY BOOK PROMISED BY HIM RECEIVE HIS INFAILIBLE GUIDANCE MEMBERS FIRST HISTORIC HOUSE JUSTICE DULY ELECTED BY DELEGATES COMPRISING MEMBERS FIFTY-SIX NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES, ARB CHARLES WOLCOTT, 'ALI NAKHJAVÁNÍ, H. BORRAH KAVELL, IAN SEMPLE, LU'TUL'LLÁH ÉAKM, DAVID HOFMAN, HUGH CHANCE, AMOZ GIBSON, HUSHMAND FATHÉ'ZÁM.

TO JUBILATION ENTIRE BAHÁ'Í WORLD VICTORIOUS COMPLETION BELOVED GUARDIAN'S UNIQUE CRUSADE NOW ADDED HUMBLE GRATITUDE PROFOUND THANKSGIVING FOLLOWERS BAHÁ'U'LLÁH FOR ELECTION UNIVERSAL HOUSE JUSTICE, AUGUST BODY TO WHOM ALL BELIEVERS MUST TURN, WHOSE DESTINY IS TO GUIDE UNFOLDMENT HIS EMBRYONIC WORLD ORDER THROUGH ADMINISTRATIVE INSTITUTIONS PRESCRIBED BY BAHÁ'U'LLÁH, ELABORATED BY 'ABDU'L-BAHÁ, LABORIOUSLY ERECTED BY SHOGHI EFFENDI, AND INSURE EARLY DAWN GOLDEN AGE FAITH WHEN THE WORD OF THE LORD WILL COVER THE EARTH AS THE WATERS COVER THE SEA.

At this Conclave several actions were taken affecting the future assignments of Hands. A body of five Hands was established in
the Holy Land to facilitate the international work of the Institution of the Hands and to assist the House of Justice in any way deemed advisable by that body. The Hands in the Holy Land were authorized to execute, on behalf of the Hands of the Cause, any documents necessary to transfer any general powers, or properties, or funds held by the Custodians to the Universal House of Justice.

Changes were made in the assignment of Hands to the various continents, including the transfer of Ugo Giachery and Jalâl Kházeh to the Western Hemisphere, the former being assigned to Central America and the Antilles and the latter to South America. It was decided that Hermann Grossmann and John Ferraby would resume their original assignments as Hands of the European Continent: and that William Sears would return to his original post: as a Hand of the African Continent.

The unfolding of the work of the Institution of the Hands following the establishment of the Universal House of Justice was alluded to in a cable sent by the Hands in the Holy Land to the National Conventions meeting in May, 1963, after the World Congress. This cable, the text of which follows, reflects the decisions taken and the views held by the body of the Hands concerning the nature of their future activities in discharge of their divinely-ordained functions.

HANDS OF THE CAUSE

ANY WAY DEEMED ADVISABLE THAT EXALTED BODY, FIVE CHOSEN SERVE HOLY LAND ARE AMÁTÚ’L-BÁHÁ RÚHÍYIH KháNÁM, LEROY IOAS, ‘Alí AKBÁR FURÚTÁN, PAUL HANEY, ABÚ’L-QÁSIM FAIZÍ. CHANGES ASSIGNMENT HANDS CONTINENTS WILL BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY.

CONFIDENT SPIRIT RELEASED MOST GREAT JUBILEE WILL INSPIRE FRIENDS ARISE ENSURE CONTINUATION UNPRECEDENTED TIDE VICTORIES TEACHING FIELD.

Haifa, Israel
May 19, 1963

UNFOLDMENT OF THE WORLD CRUSADE AS REFLECTED IN THE RIDVÁN MESSAGES AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE HANDS IN THE HOLY LAND

The history of the achievement of the goals of the Guardian’s Ten Year Plan and the resulting rapid expansion of the Bahá’í world community between 1958 and 1963 are revealed year by year in the Ridván Messages to the Annual Assemblies from the Hands Residing in the Holy Land. Only a few high lights from these messages can be included here, but since any attempt to present an account of the stewardship of the Hands during these fateful years would be incomplete without them, some significant announcements and statistics from each message appear below. Excluded are any references to formation of the new National Assemblies called for in the Plan as these victories are described elsewhere.

Message to Annual Bahá’í Conventions, 1958

Before summarizing in this message the accomplishments of the year ending in Ridván, 1958, the Hands in the Holy Land stated that:

"The glad tidings of the progress our world-redeeming Faith has made during the past year in all parts of the globe is truly impressive, and comprises not only victories won before the passing of our most beloved Guardian and under his direct supervision, but others, equally impressive, won since his departure from our midst and bearing eloquent testimony to the inspiration of his spirit, to his watchful guidance from On High, and to
the fact that his loving spirit is leading us on to do his work as he would wish it done."

In this message the Hands in the Holy Land reported that of the one hundred and thirty-one new territories listed by the Guardian in the Ten Year Plan, only Spitzbergen and eleven areas in the Soviet orbit remained unopened. The virgin goals of the Chagos Archipelago and Nicobar Island were settled by Knights of Bahá'u'lláh in the year since Ridván, 1957.

The number of Bahá'í centers, or localities where Bahá'ís reside, due to constant increase through pioneering and consolidation activity, by Ridván, 1958 had reached a total of over four thousand three hundred, an increase of one thousand three hundred in the short span of three years.

Translations of the literature of the Faith had been made in two hundred and forty-four languages, one hundred and fifty-five having been completed since the beginning of the Crusade. No less than seventy-eight of the latter represented supplementary achievements above those called for in the Ten Year Plan.

It was announced that the list of eleven Temple sites originally enumerated by Shoghi Effendi as objectives of the Crusade had been completed during the past year by the execution of the contract for the purchase of the Temple site in Stockholm. No less than nine other sites were acquired during the year under review. Many of these acquisitions representing goals of the subsidiary Six Year Plans given by the Guardian to the thirteen new National and Regional Assemblies formed in the Ridván period of 1957.

Of the forty-nine national Hazíratu'l-Quds enumerated as Crusade objectives, forty-eight had been acquired by Ridván, 1958, leaving only that of Venezuela still to be established. Of the fifty-one national endowments to be purchased during the Plan, fifty had been acquired up to Ridván, 1958.

Message to Annual Bahá'í Conventions, 1959

This message announced that at the end of the sixth year of the Crusade, the number of localities within the pale of the Faith had reached the impressive total of over five thousand two hundred, more than fulfilling the wish of Shoghi Effendi, expressed in his last Ridván message in April, 1957 for the early attainment of the goal of five thousand Bahá'í centers in the Eastern and Western Hemispheres. The Hands in the Holy Land pointed out that this signal achievement represented an increase of almost seven hundred centers since the passing of the Guardian. The number of centers had more than doubled since the launching of the World Crusade in 1953.

In the 1959 message, the Hands in the Holy Land were able to announce the settlement of Spitzbergen, the one remaining virgin goal of the Ten Year Plan outside the Soviet orbit. This feat brought the total number of new territories opened to the Faith since the inception of the Ten Year Plan to one hundred and twenty-seven.

The acquisition of the Hazíratu'l-Quds in Caracas, Venezuela, and of the endowment in Brussels, Belgium during the year ending with Ridván, 1959, completed the list of such properties originally specified as goals of the Ten Year Plan.

The task of acquiring the additional Temple sites called for in the subsidiary plans assigned to the new National and Regional Assemblies formed since 1953 was advanced during the year under review by the acquisition of eight additional sites for future Temples, bringing to seventeen the total of such properties acquired throughout the world.

In surveying the status of the Faith six years after the inauguration of the World Crusade, the Hands in the Holy Land informed the Bahá'ís of the world that a great many of the most vital and spectacular objectives of the Ten Year Plan had been achieved, including the opening of new territories; the virtual completion of two of the three Mother Temples called for in the Plan; the acquisition of all the Hazíratu'l-Quds, of the endowments, and all the Temple sites originally called for; the establishment of the Bahá'í Publishing Trusts included in the Wan by the Guardian; the translation of Bahá'í literature into a number of languages exceeding the original objectives set in 1953; and the establishment of almost a third of the new National and Regional Assemblies which were to be formed before 1963.
The Hands also pointed out, however, that upon the successful conclusion of the work lying ahead depended the ultimate triumph or failure of the entire Crusade. It was emphasized that the establishment of Local Assemblies on a sound basis, particularly in the Republics of Latin America and the ten goal countries of Europe, was of paramount importance, as was the reinforcement of the homefronts in the older Bahá’í communities such as Persia, the United States, Germany, the British Isles, Australia, India and Canada.

The Hands informed the believers in this message that careful consideration of the nature of the tasks facing the Bahá’í world during the remaining four years of the Plan revealed that:

"the paramount need... is to raise a second glorious all-conquering army of pioneers, who will arise and go forth with the same rapidity, dedication and zeal as did that first glorious army in the opening years of the Crusade, and this time conquer, not new territories and islands, but new cities, towns and villages in the Western Hemisphere, Europe, Asia, North Africa and the Antipodes."

The challenge facing the Bahá’ís of the world was set forth in cogent terms as follows:

"This presents to each and every Bahá’í a tremendous personal challenge. Is he or she going to have a part, before it is too late, in the Guardian’s Global Crusade, the purpose of which is primarily to lay that lasting foundation for the Universal House of Justice created in His Most Holy Book by Bahá’u’lláh? There is no longer time for hesitation; the sands of the Crusade are rapidly running out and with them each one’s own great personal opportunity, never to recur. Every single believer must hold before himself the goal of either personally being responsible for the attainment of these objectives, through arising to pioneer himself; or through assisting his fellow-Bahá’ís to do so, and thus be instrumental in ensuring that by 1963 the followers of Bahá’u’lláh will be found in firmly grounded, well informed, actively functioning communities in every area where a National or Regional Assembly exists, and in many of the territories and major islands where His Cause has been established during the World Crusade."

In this Ridván message of 1959, the Hands in the Holy Land also announced the establishment of a joint deputation project, to be supported by the two strongest Bahá’í communities, Persia and America. It was pointed out that the oppressed, steadfast and devoted Persian friends were ready and eager to go forth as pioneers in large numbers, but that the barrier of language and other complications, such as obtaining visas for the countries where pioneers were required, prevented them from doing so. The North American believers, on the other hand, were in a much better position to gain entry to the places so urgently in need of teachers and settlers. Therefore, the Hands pointed out, this great joint undertaking, the first of its kind between the East and the West, had been set in motion, whereby the friends in the Cradle of the Faith could deputize their Bahá’í brothers and sisters who were — as the Guardian said — the spiritual descendants of the Dawn-Breakers, to go forth and help win the Crusade.

A few weeks later, in early June, 1959, the Hands in the Holy Land were able to share with the Bahá’ís of the world the following highly encouraging news in a cable supplementing the Ridván message:

GRATEFUL REMARKABLE RESPONSE BELIEVERS APPEAL RIDVÂN MESSAGE SECOND ARMY PIONEERS NEW IMPETUS TEACHING ACTIVITY HOMEFRONTS STOP STRONG EVIDENCE BAHÁ’U’LLÁH’S INVINCIBLE HOSTS GATHERING FORCES PREPARATION CONQUEST REMAINING GOALS BELIEVED GUARDIAN’S CRUSADE STOP PERSIAN AMERICAN DEPUTIZATION PLAN RECEIVING ENTHUSIASTIC RESPONSE MANG SUFFERING DEDICATED SELF-SACRIFICING FRIENDS CRADLE FAITH WHOSE INITIAL PLEDGE WILL ASSIST MANY PIONEERS PROCEED POSTS VITAL GOAL AREAS EUROPE LATIN AMERICA STOP ENCOURAGING NEWS RECEIVED WORLD CENTER INSPIRES US SHARE FOLLOWING HIGHLIGHTS CONTINUOUS PROGRESS GLOBAL CRUSADE STOP OVER THREE SCORE NEW LOCAL ASSEMBLIES FORMED PERSIAN HOMEFRONT SURPASSING ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS SMP IN CENTRAL EAST AFRICAN TERRITORIES ALONE OVER 2300 NEW BELIEVERS ENROLLED PAST YEAR TOTAL NOW NEARLY 6500 STOP 77 NEW LOCAL ASSEMBLIES FORMED KENYA TANGANYIKA UGANDA TOTAL ENTIRE AREA NOW EXCEEDS 250 STOP IN INDONESIA NUMBER CENTERS INCREASED FROM 30 TO 150 IN BRIEF SPAN ONE YEAR STOP IN JAVA ALONE 97 CENTERS NOW ESTABLISHED COM-

Brussels, Belgium, purchased 1956.

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, purchased 1956.

Bern, Switzerland, purchased 1955.
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Pared only 8 years ago number adherents faith that country now over 500 representing 9 fold increase past year stop call upon believers east west arise shoulder godgiven responsibilities support present plans for successful completion precious unique history making crusade being undertaken thirty--one national regional assemblies created by beloved Guardian stop confident total victory within reach if all hearts turn Bahá'u'lláh supplicating His unfailing assistance united wholehearted dedication effort fulfill present phase 'Abdu'l-Bahá's divine plan.

Message to Annual Bahá'í Conventions, 1960

In this message the Hands in the Holy Land were able to share with the Bahá'ís world news of significant victories representing the fruits of the efforts and sacrifices called for in the 1959 message. The Hands were able to reassure the Bahá'ís throughout the world that the Cause had been held steadily on the course charted for it by the Guardian, reinforced by that great pact of faith in the hearts of the friends reflecting their love for Bahá'u'lláh. It was this irresistible force of faith in Bahá'u'lláh and love for Him that swept the Bahá'ís of the world forward to such astonishing victories as the establishment during the Ridván period of 1960 of the entire number of local Spiritual Assemblies specified by the beloved Guardian in the Ten Year Plan as a necessary foundation for the future independent National Assemblies in Latin America. The Hands pointed out that a year earlier, with so many Local Assemblies still needed in Latin America, the heights to be scaled during the year ahead seemed unattainable, but at Ridván, 1960, the banner of conquest floated proudly from every hilltop.

Not only in Latin America but in the African continent and throughout the Pacific region extraordinary progress was reported during the year under review. As a result of the intensive teaching campaigns launched by the four African Regional Assemblies, the number of declared believers in that continent rose to well over fifteen thousand, seven thousand having been added in the past year. In the Pacific region, over two hundred new centers were established between Ridván, 1959 and the Ridván period of 1960. In the region of Southeast Asia the number of declared believers had by Ridván 1960, reached a total of seven thousand five hundred, more than one thousand new believers having entered the Faith alone during the past year.

In Latin America in addition to the remarkable feat of establishing all the local assemblies required in the Plan, the rapid spread of the Faith amongst the Indians of South America rivalled the progress recorded in the African continent and the islands of the Pacific. In Bolivia, a seven-fold increase in the number of Indian believers had occurred in the past twelve months, bringing the total to over the one thousand mark, representing almost one hundred different localities.

It was also reported that since the inception of the World Crusade contact had been established with more than sixty different Indian tribes throughout the Americas.

Message to Annual Bahá'í Conventions, 1961

In this message the Hands in the Holy Land were able to report that as a result of the continuing dispersion of pioneers and the winning of fresh recruits to the ranks of the Faith, the number of localities where Bahá'ís reside throughout the world had risen to the truly impressive level of nearly six thousand five hundred, a gain of no less than four thousand centers since the inception of the World Crusade in 1953.

This and other victories achieved since the Ridván period a year earlier, the Hands stated, bore eloquent testimony to the devotion and sacrifice with which the friends in every past of the globe had striven to fulfill the beloved Guardian's cherished hopes and high expectations.

It was pointed out that the rate of increase in Bahá'í centers occurring in the Indian Subcontinent, Latin America, the Pacific area and the continent of Africa, were particularly noteworthy. Since the announcement made by Shoghi Effendi in his Ridván message of 1957, the number of centers in the Indian Subcontinent had almost doubled; in Latin America, the gain was even more striking — from approximately one hundred and thirty to almost three hundred and sixty --
a remarkable achievement in so short a space of time, and one which contributed significantly to the fulfilment of the goal of a National Assembly in every republic of Central and South America. Throughout the Pacific region an increase of more than three hundred centers occurred in this four-year period. The total of more than one thousand five hundred centers reported for Africa reflected the addition of nearly one thousand localities since 1957, when the Guardian had so proudly announced in his last Ridván message that the total had at that time reached a level of more than five hundred and fifty.

The Hands in the Holy Land were also able to report that the total number of Local Spiritual Assemblies, the foundation upon which the entire Bahá’í administrative structure rests, had reached a level of nearly one thousand eight hundred and fifty, an increase of three hundred and eighty-five over the number reported in the 1960 message. It was stated that a further substantial increase would occur on April 21, 1961, the fruit of the stupendous efforts exerted in all continents of the globe to fulfill both the original and the supplementary goals of the Ten Year Plan. By Ridván, 1961, two hundred and sixty-five of these local bodies had become incorporated.

The goal of translating the literature of the Faith into the indigenous languages of the territories included in the Ten Year Plan had, in most cases been accomplished, and the supplemental achievements in this important field had exceeded all expectations. All the goals for translation had been fulfilled in the languages specified for Europe and the Americas, and nearly all those for Africa. Only ten in Asia remained to be completed.

This 1961 message also reported that the eighth year of the World Crusade had witnessed an unprecedented movement of pioneers from both Persia and America into the goal cities of Europe, paralleling and indeed surpassing that which had occurred in Latin America in the months preceding the great victory won in that region in Ridván, 1960. This great effort, the first of its kind to join the two foremost communities of the Bahá’í world in an international undertaking of such transcendent importance had, through the operation of the Joint Deputization Fund and the settlement of pioneers, assured the formation of the requisite number of Local Assemblies specified as the objectives of the homefront campaigns in the goal countries of the European Continent. Achievement of these homefront goals required the quadrupling of the number of Local Assemblies existing at the beginning of the Crusade — the highest objective set by the Guardian for any homefront in the Bahá’í world community.

This message also announced that the evolution of the World Center of the Faith would enter another stage during the Ridván period of 1951, when the International Bahá’í Council, the forerunner of the Universal House of Justice, would be transformed into an elected body.

While pointing out that the brilliant plans and daring campaigns initiated by the Guardian had borne fruit during the eighth year of the World Crusade, in a manner and to a degree which the staunchest believer would never have dreamed possible, the Hands in the Holy Land warned the friends that the crowning reward of so much labor and sacrifice would elude their grasp if the remaining objectives of the Ten Year Plan were not achieved and the prizes already won were not properly safeguarded during the two remaining years of the Crusade. Particular emphasis was placed upon the consolidation of the various homefronts, and primarily upon the formation of the number of Local Spiritual Assemblies specified by the beloved Guardian for each one of them, since these local bodies constitute the bedrock upon which rest the National Assemblies, the pillars which would, at the end of the Crusade, sustain the weight of the Universal House of Justice. Attention was called to the emphasis on this task foreseen by Shoghi Effendi in the later stages of the Ten Year Plan when he stated that, “The Crusade must, as it approaches its conclusion, pave the way for the laying, on an unassailable foundation, of the structural basis of an Administrative Order whose fabric must, in the course of successive Crusades, be laboriously erected throughout the entire globe.”

In conclusion the immediate and most pressing tasks confronting the entire Bahá’í
Hands of the Cause

world were enumerated as: (1) the consolidation of the homefronts; (2) expansion of the process of mass conversion; and (3) the completion of the Mother Temple of Europe.

Message to Annual Bahá’í Conventions, 1962

In this final Ridván message from the Hands in the Holy Land preceding the establishment of the Universal House of Justice it was announced that at the eve of the inauguration of the final year of the Crusade, the number of localities throughout the world where Bahá’ís reside had reached a total of more than seven thousand five hundred, an increase of five thousand centers since the inception of the Ten Year Plan in 1953, more than one thousand of these having been added during the ninth year of the Crusade.

Evidences of that expansion of the process of mass conversion called for by the Guardian in his last message were reflected in the 1962 message. The ninth year of the Plan had witnessed further striking progress in mass conversion in such widely dispersed regions as India, Latin America, the Pacific area, and Africa. The significant victories in these areas, it was pointed out, undoubtedly reflected the operation of those spiritual forces which both ‘Abdu’l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi had promised would in the not distant future bring about a wave of new enrollments such as had not occurred since the early heroic days of the Faith.

"India, one of the first countries in the world to receive the light of a newly-born Revelation, has, during the past year, witnessed a tide of mass conversion not only wholly unprecedented in that country but without parallel anywhere in the entire world during the last one hundred years of Bahá’í history. Since Ridván 1961 well over thirteen thousand new believers have come into the Faith as a result of the mass teaching campaign carried out in the villages of India by the members of what was previously a relatively small national community.

"In Latin America, the area where such an outstanding victory was achieved last year by the formation of no less than twenty-one new pillars of the Universal House of Justice, the work of the Faith is progressing in all fields, under the aegis of these new national bodies, and rapid progress is being made in consolidating the communities within its borders and in carrying the Faith to the Indians, ‘the indigenous population of America’ mentioned by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in the Tablets of the Divine Plan, who are entering the Cause in great numbers. No less than sixty-two different Indian tribes are now represented in the Bahá’i communities of North, Central and South America, nearly four times the number mentioned by Shoghi Effendi five years ago in his Ridván message of 1937.

"The Bolivian community which a year ago had already fired the imagination of the Bahá’í world by the extraordinary progress made in attracting new adherents from the ranks of the Indian population, now has nearly four thousand believers, a gain of more than twenty-five hundred since last Ridván. Latest reports indicate that as many as sixty Local Assemblies may be formed this year. Already these original inhabitants of Bolivia are arising to carry the flame of the Faith to neighboring republics; recently, as a result of the devoted efforts of these pioneers, the rising tide of new enrollments amongst the descendants of an ancient American civilization has been extended to Peru and also to Chile where, during the last two months, nearly two hundred Indians have entered the Faith, representing the first conversions on such a scale in that country.

"In Panama, where nearly three hundred Indian believers have been enrolled in recent months, the number of Assemblies will be doubled this year. In Mexico and Costa Rica, the past year has witnessed in the former a doubling of the number of believers comprising the national community, while the latter, as a result of a new wave of teaching activity on the part of its native believers, anticipates tripling this Ridván the number of Local Assemblies existing a year ago.

"Throughout the Pacific region the Cause continues to gain adherents at an ever accelerated pace. In Southeast Asia the number of believers has more than doubled in the past two years and now stands at the impressive total of fifteen thousand five hundred, nearly seven thousand of whom have been enrolled during the last six months. In the entire Pacific area, the diverse races and peoples comprising the Bahá’í communities in that part of the globe have established the Faith in over
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one hundred new localities during the past twelve months, including, for the first time, the northern island of the Mentawai group, one of the most important links in that chain of islands which was the first territory in the Pacific to witness a mass movement into the Faith, a development which brought such great joy to the beloved Guardian in the closing years of his life.

"The steadfast consolidation and rapid expansion taking place in Africa has brought the number of followers of Bahá'u'lláh in that continent to nearly thirty thousand, a gain of almost ten thousand believers since Ríddán a year ago. The most spectacular increases have occurred in the region of Central and East Africa, but substantial gains have also been recorded in the areas under the jurisdiction of the three other Regional National Assemblies; more than six hundred Local Spiritual Assemblies are now established throughout the length and breadth of that continent and its neighbouring islands, a total far exceeding that of any other major area in the Bahá'í world; three hundred and twenty-seven African tribes are now represented in the Bahá'í community, more than forty having been added during the past year. Africa has indeed fulfilled the high hopes and confident expectations of the Guardian when, in his message to the first Intercontinental Conference in Kampala, he alluded to the expansion even then beginning to take place there as a 'multiplication designed ultimately to bring to a proper equipoise the diverse ethnic elements comprised within the highly diversified ward-embracing Bahá'í fellowship.'"

At the threshold of the final year of the World Crusade, the Hands reminded the friends that:

"The body of the Bahá'ís throughout the world, the instruments through whom this latest phase in the Master Plan of 'Abdu'l-Bahá alone can be accomplished, have opportunities now, in the remaining months of the World Crusade, which can never be theirs again, which no group of people will ever have in future decades and centuries."

Soon after the close of the Rídván period of 1962, the Hands in the Holy Land were able to share with the friends highly encouraging news of further victories won in many parts of the world. The text of this announcement, conveyed by cable an May 11, 1962, is quoted below:

JOYFULLY SHARE NEWS RECEIVED RÍDDÁN PERIOD OUTSTANDING ADDITIONAL VICTORIES WON THROUGHOUT BÁHÁ'Í WORLD EVIDENCE DEVOTION CONSECRATION DETERMINATION BELIEVERS EAST WEST CROWN BELOVED GUARDIAN'S CRUSADE UNFAдин GLORY STOP VITAL HOMEFRONT GOALS UNITED STATES CANADA BRITISH ISLES ATTAINED OR EXCEEDED THROUGH FORMATION MORE THAN THREE HUNDRED LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES

AMERICAN BÁHÁ'Í COMMUNITY SIXTY-ONE DOMINION OF CANADA AND FORTY-EIGHT BRITISH ISLES STOP SINGLE ADDITIONAL ASSEMBLY NEEDED FULFILL GOAL HOMEFRONT FOR MANY STOP ASSEMBLIES NOW ESTABLISHED CAPITAL CITIES ALL AUSTRALIAN STATES STOP RAPIDLY SPREADING CONFLAGRATION MASS CONVERSION REFLECTED FORMATION ONE HUNDRED TEN NEW LOCAL ASSEMBLIES INDIA TOTAL NOW FIVE TIMES NUMBER REQUIRED TO MEET CRUSADE GOAL STOP UNPRECEDENTED INCREASE REPORTED SOUTHEAST ASIA AFRICA LATIN AMERICA STOP TWENTY-FOUR NEW ASSEMBLIES PHILIPPINES WHERE TOTAL BELIEVERS NOW EXCEED ONE THOUSAND STOP SIXTEEN NEW ASSEMBLIES FORMED VIETNAM BRINGING TOTAL FORTY STOP CENTRAL EAST AFRICA REPORTS SIX HUNDRED SIXTY LOCAL ASSEMBLIES TWENTY-SIX THOUSAND BÁHÁ'ÍS INCLUDING OVER SIX THOUSAND CONGO WHICH SENT TWELVE DELEGATES CONVENTION INCLUDING FIRST PIGMY DELEGATE BÁHÁ'Í HISTORY STOP SIXTY-TWO LOCAL ASSEMBLIES FORMED BOLIVIA FOAL POINT MASS CONVERSION LATIN AMERICA STOP TWO HUNDRED NEW INDIAN BELIEVERS RECENTLY ENROLLED CHILE STOP NICARAGUA PANAMA RESPECTIVELY REPORT TRIPLING QUADRUPLING BELIEVERS LASS YEAR WITH INDIAN ENROLLMENTS NUMBERING SEVERAL HUNDREDS URGING ALL NATIONAL BODIES SEIZE OPPORTUNITY FORM ADDITIONAL LOCAL ASSEMBLIES ANY TIME PRESENT YEAR INSURE STILL GREATER INCREASE AVOID SUPPORTERS GROUPS ASSEMBLIES ER TE RMINATION SACRED GLOBAL PLAN ENTRUSTED BELOVED GUARDIAN COMMUNITY MOST GREAT NAME.

Thus the Bahá'í community was swept toward the Most Great Jubilee of 1963 on a rising tide of victories bearing eloquent tribute to the spiritual power released by the Guardian of the Faith in his Ten Year Global Plan. Speaking with the voice of divine authority, the Guardian had conferred
upon the followers of Bahá'u'lláh a capacity for accomplishment far beyond the understanding of those unaware of the almighty power of Bahá'u'lláh which Bowed through him.

THE INTERCONTINENTAL CONFERENCES OF 1958

The last poignant message from the Guardian to the Bahá'ís of the world, announcing the appointment of eight additional Hands of the Cause, also called for the convocation of a series of five Intercontinental Conferences to be held in 1958, marking the midway point of the World Crusade, He seated:

"The following five Hands, who, in their capacity as members of the International Bahá'í Council, are closely associated with the rise and development of the institutions of the Faith at its World Center, have been chosen to act as my special representatives at this second series of Intercontinental Conferences: Amatu'l-Bahá Rúhíyyih, accompanied by Lutfu'lláh Hákim, member of the International Council, at the Kampa-la Conference; Mason Remey, at the Sydney Conference; Ugo Giachery, at the Chicago Conference; Amelia Collins, at the Frankfurt Conference; and Leroy Johns, at the Djakarta Conference."

The Hands in the Holy Land, cognizant of the vital function Shoghi Effendi visualized for these conferences, mindful of the need to comfort the friends and inspire them to arise and achieve the still unfinished tasks of the Ten Year Plan, addressed a separate message to each of the five conferences. Because of the historic importance of these gatherings, a few significant passages from the message to each conference are quoted below:

The Intercontinental Conference in Kampala, Uganda, January, 1958

"In the shadow of the unexpected and soul-shattering sorrow which has so recently stricken the followers of Bahá'u'lláh through the passing of our much-loved Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, comes the opening of the first of the momentous conferences planned by Him to take place in the five continents of the globe. "With what joy our hearts looked forward to this day when we should be gathering together to render thanks to Bahá'u'lláh for His blessings during the last five years — years which have witnessed the most phenomenal progress in the expansion of His Faith since the Declaration of the Báb, to exalt His station and to praise the manifold evidences of His mysterious power. How our hearts hastened ahead of as to this spot where we knew the first of these mighty conferences would be convened and with what anticipation we looked forward to receiving the message which we knew our beloved Guardian would send to us on this occasion. "It is with sadness and deep humility that the Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land address to you these words. The ways of God have never been the ways of men. One thing we know, however, with profound assurance, and that is that no calamity has ever befallen this Faith that has not presaged a mighty victory. They martyred the Báb, Bahá'u'lláh was raised up. They persecuted and exiled Bahá'u'lláh, 'Abdu'l-Bahá carried the banner of His Faith to the very heart of the western world, to which He journeyed in His old age, and to which He gave some of the finest fruits of His mind. After the ascension of the beloved Master, the believers, bereft of their Father and their Refuge, found in Shoghi Effendi a mighty tree beneath whose boughs they took refuge, and which protected them for thirty-six years. "At this turning-point in history, which the beloved Guardian repeatedly pointed out to us would be fraught with calamity, we have received a blow, the nature of which we never anticipated. We have every right to believe, however, that even such a blow as this will be the signal for a far greater expansion of our glorious Faith, and that the sacrifice of his precious life has endowed the Cause of God with a new strength to face the future, to surmount all tests, to lay more quickly and firmly than ever before the foundations of the Kingdom of Heaven on earth, that Kingdom prophesied since the days of Adam, and promised to men by their Heavenly Father."
"Although but five months have elapsed since the passing of our beloved Guardian shook the Bahá'í world and caused turmoil in the hearts of the followers of Bahá'u'lláh, the power of this supreme Faith to survive so grievous a blow is now clearly manifest. A new spirit of determination, dedication and resolve can be seen throughout the entire world Bahá'í community. Deprived of him who was our Guardian, our guide and our true brother, we nevertheless feel his presence constantly in the smooth workings of the mighty Order he erected, according to the design of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, and in the writings, messages and letters he left us, and above all, in the unfoldment of the Ten Year Crusade so carefully planned, so untiringly promulgated and so energetically prosecuted through the intermediary of not only the Hands of the Cause and the Regional and National Assemblies, as well as the Auxiliary Boards and Local Assemblies, but above all, through the vast and consecrated army of believers the world over. Our grief at the passing of the beloved Guardian remains fresh in our hearts, but with it is mixed joy for his sake that he no longer has to suffer the trials and sorrows inseparable from the promulgation of the Word of God to a humanity that is rapidly losing touch with spiritual reality and being drained of the vital force of faith, and that he no longer must bear the weight of work which rested so crushing on him for over a third of a century.

"As we now survey the vast field of his accomplishments in the light of our great loss, we begin to realize what this one being, inspired by God, driven by forces beyond our understanding, accomplished in so brief a time. A staggering task now faces us. The Hands of the Cause in the Holy Land, however, have been amazed at the strong evidence of a new maturity amongst the believers and their firm and irrevocable determination to carry on to complete fulfilment the work of their dearly-loved Shoghi Effendi. There is no doubt in our minds or in the minds of any of the Chief Stewards of the embryonic World Commonwealth of Bahá'u'lláh, that this can be done as long as we all work together in a closely co-ordinated pattern following the design he set for us, keeping the life-blood flowing into Haifa, the great heart and permanent spiritual and administrative center of the Faith as he designated it, and out of it again on a world scale in the form of news, statistics and advice."

"Upon the occasion of the convening of this second Intercontinental Conference in Chicago, our hearts and our thoughts inevitably go back to the first great conference which was held here in 1953 during the opening of the World Crusade under the direct aegis of our beloved Guardian. His messages, his cables, his words of loving reassurance, the news he sent us from Haifa at that time, the sense of his overpowering presence -- all are fresh today in our memories, and our hearts overflow with love for him and with longing for his physical presence in this world. None of us, however, can doubt that during the six months since his sudden passing the evidences of the divine protection promised to this Holy Faith of God have been overpowering. The structure Shoghi Effendi built on the firm foundations laid in the Writings of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá, has withstood the earthquake of his passing and its attendant circumstances; the seamless robe of this greatest of all Revelations has not been torn; the administrative institutions so carefully reared by him, nascent though they still are, have rallied to the support of the World Center, the heart and hub of the Faith, and have demonstrated, not only to the believers but to the observant and curious public, as well as to our enemies, that this Cause is firmly knit together, universal in its operations, united in one purpose and one great loyalty which nothing can destroy. We see in all this the living, breathing spirit of Shoghi Effendi, his protection and his love, which will never leave us."

"The five mighty Intercontinental Conferences announced in the last message to the Bahá'í world from our beloved Guardian, we see now as providential rallying-points during this difficult year of sorrow and separation. The midway point of this mighty Crusade the Guardian conceived and set in motion has been characterized not only by extraordinary victories won, but by the falling of a wholly unexpected blow, brought about through the mysterious operations of the Divine Will, which no man dare question and no human mind
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The Intercontinental Conference in Frankfurt, Germany, July, 1958

"More than nine months have passed since that heartbreaking day when, according to the inscrutable decree of God, our most beloved and precious Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, passed to the realms On High. Though our sorrow is still fresh in our hearts we cannot but marvel, as we witness the vast number of friends gathered at the opening of this fourth great Intercontinental Conference being held in the very heart of the European Continent: at the protection vouchsafed this holy Faith by the Almighty; at the tender wisdom which inspired our Guardian to provide us, daring the first year of cruel and bitter separation, with these five great rallying-points; at his forethought when be urged the believers to make every effort to attend them; and at the vigilance which moved him, so shortly before his passing and in his last great message to the Bahá'í world, to reinforce the Institution of the Hands of the Faith through the appointment of eight more of these Chief Stewards of Bahá'u'lláh's embryonic World Commonwealth." This designation, never before applied to them by him, appears to have been calculated to enable them, with the loving support of the National Assemblies and the believers, to carry the Cause of God forward through this exceedingly difficult and stormy strait in the history of mankind to the calmer waters which lie ahead as the World Order of Bahá'u'lláh begins to take shape and the administrative bodies of the Faith multiply and gain in stature and experience.

"The work of Bahá'u'lláh lies before us to be completed. No o generations will do this; a thousand years at least are required to carry out and mature the specific provisions of His Dispensation. But to each man his opportunity, to each generation its tasks. Shoghi Effendi has laid down for us in clear and unmistakable terms our next five years' work. To the degree to which we scrupulously adhere to this plan, obey his words, comprehend the implications of his perfect design, to that degree only will our affairs prosper, our work attract the blessings from On High, and the foundation of the World Crusade be solidly and lastingly laid."

The Intercontinental Conference in Djakarta — Singapore, September, 1958

(This last of the series of five conferences was scheduled to be held in Djakarta, Indonesia, but owing to unforeseen circumstances was transferred to Singapore.)

"As the last historic conference marking the midway point of the Crusade opens, our thoughts and our hearts turn with a great wave of mingled emotions to our beloved Guardian — and beyond and above him to Bahá'u'lláh, the Supreme Manifestation, the Glory of the Father, the Eternal Beauty of God revealed in all its splendour to man in this age. "It is nearly a year since the historic October message of 1957 was released to the Bahá'í world by our Guardian. We cannot but look back upon this year with feelings of awe and wonder, in spite of the great calamity which overtook us, our hearts are moved in profound thanksgiving to Bahá'u'lláh. Swiftly following upon the plans for the celebration of the halfway point of the Ten Year Plan came the paralyzing shock of the sudden passing of our beloved Shoghi Effendi, our guide and leader, our appointed protector and Guardian. Added to our grief and consternation was a sense of bafflement at the ways of God — but only for a short time. East and West the followers of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh demonstrated how deep was their belief in Him, and how well His Guardian had built the foundations of His Divine Order in the hearts of His servants. Chartered through their great sorrow, purified through their great love, the believers arose as one man to support unitedly the Institution of the Hands carefully erected by the Guardian during the last decade of his life and strongly reinforced by him just before his passing. This profound unity manifest amongst the Hands of the Cause themselves, and amongst all the widely-scattered Bahá'í communities throughout the world, immediately attracted the protection and blessings of Bahá'u'lláh."
"The first of these five historic conferences held in Africa less than three months after the passing of the Guardian, witnessed a great release of spiritual power in that continent so dear to his heart. This was swiftly followed by the equally successful Australian, American and European Conferences. An unprecedented number of believers gathered on these occasions, and large numbers of pioneers volunteered for service with a dedication reminiscent of that great wave of enthusiasm and consecration which in 1953 carried the pioneers to all corners of the earth, and in one brief year opened nearly all the virgin territories — a feat which was the source of immense pride to the beloved Guardian.

"The conferences held to date this year have also witnessed, pursuant with the expressed hope of the beloved Guardian, the raising of nearly three-quarters of a million dollars for the construction of the three Mother Temples of Africa, Europe and Australia, and the attainment of the other goals of the Ten Year Plan.

"Had not Bahá'u'lláh overshadowed the followers of His Cause with His infinite love and bounty, at this time of grief and profound tests, had not Shoghi Effendi's own spirit remained with us, guiding and protecting us, we would not be able in this last historic conference called for during this year by the Guardian, to look back over the past eleven months of victory and say, 'Praise be to Thee, O God, for the outpourings of Thy Mercy and Bounty and Thine infinite protection.'"

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NEW NATIONAL ASSEMBLIES CALLED FOR IN THE TEN YEAR PLAN, 1958—1962

At the time of the passing of the Guardian in November, 1957, a total of twenty-six National and Regional Assemblies had been established throughout the world, thirteen new ones having come into existence in the Ridván period of 1957.

The provisions of the Ten Year Plan called for the establishment by the end of the Crusade, in 1963, of fifty-eight national and regional governing bodies. Therefore the Hands of the Cause, in the discharge of their stewardship of the Faith, faced the task of establishing on a sound foundation an additional thirty-two national bodies in a period of little more than five years. The accomplishment of this goal was completed by Ridván, 1962, within a span of little more than four years after the passing of Shoghi Effendi. This undoubtedly was one of the most significant victories of the second half of the World Crusade, as it made possible the establishment of the Universal House of Justice on a firm foundation of representative National Assemblies in every continent and in the islands of the Pacific.

The first new national body to be reared after the passing of the Guardian was that of France, which was established in Ridván, 1958. The election of this National Assembly, in the European country where the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh was first established, brought the total number of National and Regional Assemblies to thrice nine at the midpoint of the World Crusade.

In their first Ridván message to the Bahá'í World in 1958, the Hands in the Holy Land announced that three additional National Assemblies were to be formed in Ridván, 1959 in Burma, Turkey and Austria, and one Regional, that of the South Pacific. It had been discovered by the Hands in the Holy Land that the Guardian himself had made notes indicating that these four Assemblies were to be elected in Ridván, 1959. The establishment of these national and regional bodies at that time brought the total of these forerunners and future pillars of the Universal House of Justice to thirty-one at the end of the sixth year of the Plan.

As noted in another section, the Hands of the Cause in their message from the Conclave of October–November, 1959 called for the election in Ridván, 1961 of the twenty-one National Spiritual Assemblies throughout Latin America which had been specified by the Guardian as goals of the Ten Year Plan. These twenty-one were to replace the four Regional Assemblies which had been elected in Ridván, 1957. This decision was based on reports from the Hands working and traveling in that area indicating that all of the Local Spiritual Assemblies called for in the Plan, namely, in Afghanistan and the Near East.
**HANDS OF THE CAUSE**

**As anticipated, the entire number of Local Spiritual Assemblies specified by the Guardian as the necessary foundation for the future independent National Assemblies of Latin America were elected in Ridván, 1960, and a year later in Ridván, 1961, all twenty-one of the National Assemblies called for in the Plan in Latin America were established. The countries in which this great victory was attained are listed below:**

- Argentina
- Bolivia
- Brazil
- Chile
- Colombia
- Costa Rica
- Cuba
- Dominican Republic
- Ecuador
- El Salvador
- Guatemala
- Haiti
- Honduras
- Jamaica
- Mexico
- Nicaragua
- Panama
- Paraguay
- Peru
- Uruguay
- Venezuela

With the addition of the above National Assemblies, the total number of such bodies in existence at Ridván, 1961, the close of the eighth year of the Plan, was forty-eight, exactly quadrupling the number at the beginning of the Crusade in Ridván, 1953.

**There** remained in order to complete the structure of National Assemblies specified in the Plan, the task of bringing into existence the National Assemblies to be established in each of the ten goal countries of Europe and in Finland. As announced in the message From the Conclave of the Hands in October—November, 1959, the election of these bodies was to take place in Ridván, 1962, just one year before the termination of the World Crusade. It had been announced in this same message that the National Assembly of Ceylon, also an objective of the Plan, would be established at the same time, making a total of twelve national bodies to be elected in Ridván, 1962.

It was recognized by the body of the Hands that the task of establishing the eleven independent National Assemblies in the European Continent constituted a tremendous challenge and a task of the utmost difficulty of accomplishment, since in these European countries the number of Local Spiritual Assemblies existing at the beginning of the Crusade had to be quadrupled in order to achieve the homefront goals in those countries.

By Ridván, 1961, the Hands in the Holy Land were able to share with the Bahá'ís of the world the joyous news that through the operation of the Joint Depurization Fund and the settlement of pioneers, as well as the enrollment of new believers, the formation of the requisite number of Local Assemblies specified by the beloved Guardian as objectives of the homefront campaigns in the goal countries of Europe was assured. The Hands pointed out: that this glorious victory represented a significant milestone in that "fate-laden" process set in motion by the Guardian in 1946 when he made the initiation of systematic Leaching activity on the European Continent a primary objective of the second Seven Year Plan launched in that year. In calling for pioneers to inaugurate the "Spiritual Conquest of the Old World" he looked forward to this time when, "in the years to come" a host of Bahá'u'lláh's standard-bearers would spiritually raise up the sorely ravaged continent of Europe. This confident hope became a reality in Ridván, 1961, when as the fruit of the labors of this host of pioneers, the foundations for eleven future pillars of the Universal House of Justice were laid, paving the way for the election of these National Assemblies the following year.

In Ridván, 1962, independent National Spiritual Assemblies were elected in the ten original goal countries of Europe, and in Finland. The eleven European countries where the formation of these Assemblies took place in 1962 were:

- Belgium
- Denmark
- Finland
- Holland
- Italy
- Luxembourg
These eleven national bodies replaced the four Regional Assemblies previously existing and, with the addition of the National Assembly of Ceylon — formed in the same Ridván period — brought the number of National and Regional Assemblies throughout the Baha’i world to a total of fifty-six at the end of the ninth year of the World Crusade, thereby permitting the members of these Assemblies to participate in the sacred process of the election of the Universal House of Justice a year later, on April 21, 1963.

Thus the Hands of the Cause of God, in the discharge of their stewardship, brought the beloved Guardian’s Crusade to a triumphant conclusion, and with thankful hearts were able to provide, in the way specified in the Baha’i Sacred Writings, for the establishment of that institution through which divine guidance would once again be vouchsafed to mankind.

During those fate-Padin years between the passing of Shoghi Effendi and the election of the Universal House of Justice, the Hands followed, with undeviating firmness and self-discipline, the specific instructions and general policies laid down by him, refusing to attempt to legislate or in any way to encroach upon the prerogatives of that Supreme Administrative Body for the establishment of which they were laboring so diligently. In this way the purity of the Faith and the integrity of its institutions were safeguarded and assured.

The first message from the Universal House of Justice, read to the assembled friends at the Great Jubilee in London, paid tribute to the Hands of the Cause and their discharge of their sacred responsibilities in these words:

“The psalms of joy and gratitude, of love and adoration which we now raise to the throne of Baha’u’llah would be inadequate, and the celebrations of this Most Great Jubilee in which, as promised by our beloved Guardian, we are now engaged would be marred were no tribute paid at this time to the Hands of the Cause of God. For they share the victory with their beloved commander, lie who raised them up and appointed them. They kept the ship on its course and brought it safe to port. The Universal House of Justice, with pride and love, recalls on this supreme occasion its profound admiration for the heroic work which they have accomplished. We do not wish to dwell on the appalling dangers which faced the infant Cause when it was suddenly deprived of our beloved Shoghi Effendi, but rather to acknowledge with all the love and gratitude of our hearts the reality of the sacrifice, the labor, the self-discipline, the superb stewardship of the Hands of the Cause of God.”
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THE INTERNATIONAL BAHÁ'Í COUNCIL

The formation of the International Bahá'í Council was announced by the Guardian of the Cause of God in his cable of January 9, 1951, and was hailed by him as the "...greatest event shedding lustre second epoch Formative Age Bahá'í Dispensation potentially unsurpassed any enterprise undertaken since inception Administrative Order Faith morrow 'Abdu'l-Bahá's Ascension..."

Shortly after its appointment the Council's membership was enlarged by the Guardian to comprise "Amatu'l-Bahá Rúhiyyih, chosen liaison between me Council. Hands Cause Mason Remey, Amelia Collins, Ugo Giachery, Leroy Ioas, President. Vice-President, Member at Large, Secretary-General respectively, Jessie Revell, Ethel Revell, Lotfu'lláh Hakím, Treasurer, Western, Eastern Assistant Secretaries." On May 4, 1955, the membership was raised to nine through the appointment of Sylvia Ioas.

The services of the members were far-ranging and are reflected in many sections of the international survey of Bahá'í activities which appears on pp. 245–310 of this volume. Perhaps the highest mission entrusted to them, bringing imperishable honour to the Council, was the beloved Guardian's appointment of five members to be his special representatives at the nine Intercontinental Conferences held in 1953 and 1958.

In a letter to the American Bahá'í Community dated July 19, 1956, Shoghi Effendi recorded for posterity the achievements of the international Bahá'í Council up to that time, in a tribute to their "stupendous work" for the "expansion and consolidation of the international institutions of the Faith... The erection of the International Archives in the close neighbourhood of the Báb's holy Sepulchre; the extension of the international Bahá'í endowments on the slopes of Mount Carmel; the formation of several Israel Branches of Bahá'í National Spiritual Assemblies; the embellishment of the precincts of the resting-places of both the Báb and Bahá'u'lláh; the purchase of the site of the first Mástiqu'i-Adhkar of the Holy Land; the preparation of the designs for the International Bahá'í Archives on Mount Carmel, and of the Mother Temples of Persia and of Africa; the inauguration of the preliminary steps for the eventual construction of Bahá'u'lláh's Holy Sepulchre; the measures adopted, with the assistance of various officials of the State of Israel, for the eviction of the Covenant-breakers from the immediate precincts of the Shrine of Bahá'u'lláh and the elimination of any influence they still exercise, after the lapse of over sixty years, in the close vicinity of that Most Holy Spot—in these, as well as in other various subsidiary activities, constantly increasing in number as well as in diversity at the spiritual and administrative Centre of the Bahá'í world, have the members of the little band, assiduously labouring under the shadow of the Holy Shrines, and befittingly representing the American Bahá'í Community, conspicuously participated, and through their dedicated services, added fresh lustre to the annals of the Community to which they belong."

Following the passing of Shoghi Effendi on November 4, 1957 the International Bahá'í Council continued to perform its duties at the World Centre of the Faith under the direction of the Hands of the Cause residing in the Holy Land, in accordance with the proclamation issued in the body of the Hands of the Cause from their meeting in Bahji: "As to the International Bahá'í Council, appointed by the Guardian and heralded in his communications to the Bahá'í world, that body will in the course of time finally fulfill its purpose through the formation of the Universal House of Justice, that supreme body upon which infallibility, as the Master's Testament assures us, is divinely conferred: 'The source of all good and freed from all error.' The main work of the Council has been to act as the Guardian's representative in matters involving the Israeli government and its courts of law."

In their message to the Bahá'í world dated
San Salvador, El Salvador, purchased October 1955.

Cuidad Trujillo, Dominican Republic, purchased February 1956.

Lisbon Portugal, purchased June 1957.

Helsingfors, Finland, purchased October 1955.
November 4, 1959, the Hands of the Cause announced: "...a another milestone in Bahá’í history will be reached with the election of the International Bahá’í Council during Ridván 1961. The embryonic institution established and so highly extolled by the beloved Guardian will thus enter its final stage preceding the election of the Universal House of Justice. The members of all the National and Regional Spiritual Assemblies of the Bahá’í world, duly constituted in Ridván 1960, will take part in a postal ballot to elect nine members to the International Council.

This International Bahá’í Council is to work under the direction and supervision of the Hands of the Cause residing in the Holy Land, serve a two-year term of office, and cease to exist upon the occasion of the election of the Universal House of Justice. All the Bahá’ís of the world, men and women alike, are eligible for election. As the Chief Stewards of the Faith are wholly occupied with specific tasks assigned them by the beloved Guardian and perforce assumed since his passing, they should not be considered for election to this Council. Two of the functions originally allotted to the Council by the beloved Guardian, namely, to forge links with the authorities of the State in which the World Centre is situated, and to conduct negotiations related to matters of personal status with civil authorities, will still be discharged; and to them are added the following: To assist the Hands of the Cause in the care of the properties at the World Centre, and in the establishment of the Universal House of Justice; and in any other functions which the Hands may assign from time to time.

"We wish to assure the believers that every effort will be made to establish a Bahá’í Court in the Holy Land prior to the date set for this election. We should, however, bear in mind that the Guardian himself clearly indicated that this goal, due to the strong trend towards the secularization of religious courts in this part of the world, might not be achieved."

Just before Ridván 1960, Charles Mason Remey, hitherto the President of the Council, attempted to usurp the Guardianship of the Cause of God. The International Bahá’í Council immediately rejected Mr. Remey’s claim, recording this action in a letter dated May 13, 1960 to the Hands of the Cause, the Chief Stewards of Bahá’u’lláh’s embryonic World Commonwealth.


Inviting believers join ardent prayers historic step may release spiritual impetus assist attainment goals sacred plan so dear heart beloved Guardian."

Following the first meeting of the new Council in June 1961, the following officers were announced: 'Ali Nakhjavání, President; Sylvia Ioas, Vice-President; Charles Wolcott, Secretary-General; Jessie Revell, Treasurer; and Ian Semple, Assistant Secretary. Borrah Kavelin was designated Member-at-Large.

The account of that first meeting, as well as important news from the World Centre of the Faith and around the world were published in the seven issues of a Newsletter which the Council produced at the request of the Hands of the Cause. The following excerpts cover the most outstanding events which occurred at the World Centre during the period 1961 to 1963.

Newsletter dated July 29, 1961
"The days of our first meetings as an elected body were a moving and intensely interesting experience for the members of the International Bahá’í Council, whether they had been serving here for many years, or were newly arrived.

"On Sunday, the 25th of June, the Council joined the Hands of the Cause in the Home of 'Abdu'l-Bahá and drove with them to Bahji, where after deeply moving moments of prayer and supplication in the Shrine of Bahá’u’lláh, a joint meeting was held in the hall of the Mansion. Here the Hands conveyed to the Council the terms of reference with which it was to start its work, reiterating what they announced in 1959 from the annual gathering of the Hands in the Mansion of Bahá’u’lláh, that two of the functions originally allotted to the Council by the beloved Guardian, namely, ‘to forge links with’ and"
Members of the First Elected International Bahá'í Council,
June 25, 1961

Left to right, Mrs. Sylvia Ioas, Mr. Charles Wolcott, Miss Jessie Revell, Miss Ethel Revell, Mr. Ian Semple, Mr. Borrah Kavelin, Dr. Luftullah Hakim, Mr. 'Alí Nakhjavání, and Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh.

'Conduct negotiations related to matters of personal status with the civil authorities here in the Holy Land, would continue to be discharged. To these were added duties involving the legal and financial protection and management of various properties at the World Centre; assisting the Hands in preparation for holding the World Congress and electing the Universal House of Justice, both events which will take place in 1963; the issuing of a Bahá'í News Letter from the World Centre; arrangements regarding guiding at the Shrine of the Bab and supervision of various other local matters.

'The room provided for the meetings of the Council is the circular room in the Western Pilgrim House where the beloved Guardian used to dine with the pilgrims. The main room off it, through which he used to leave, has been equipped as an office. In this place, hallowed in the memories of so many believers who had the bounty of meeting Shoghi Effendi, the Council met for eight days. From time to time we went to the Master's House for a meeting with the Hands, or would go out to inspect properties, or consult insurance agents and so forth as we considered in detail the work before us. The volume of work at the World Centre is prodigious, and it is the ardent desire of the International Council to render every help it can to the Hands of the Cause, whose already voluminous mail has increased since the formation of the twenty-one new National Spiritual Assemblies last Ridván, and will no doubt continue to increase as the victories of the Crusade are won...'

News Letter dated September 30, 1961

'*... Here in the Holy Land it was found possible during July to resume the work of furnishing and equipping the new Archives Building. Led and inspired by the indefatigable energy of Amatu'l-Bahá Rúhíyyih Khánum a band of the believers resident here began the task of moving cabinets, lining them with beautiful cloths, stencilling them with exquisite Japanese designs, and all the other multitude of little details that are required to ensure that a befitting setting is prepared for...
the infinitely precious objects which were preserved here. During the progress of the work the revered Hand, Mr. Hasan Balyuzi, came from England to assist Rúhíyyih Khánum with the preliminary arrangement of the Archives themselves. All about us we worked on various objects recalling with ineffable poignancy the lives and sufferings of the Central Figures of our Faith and those holy souls who served them with such devotion: a portion of the blood-stained shirt of the Bab; locks of the flowing black hair of Bahá'u'lláh lovingly preserved by the Greatest Holy Leaf; the sword of Múllá Husayn; and such uniquely precious documents as the original Tablets to the Letters of the Living, and Tablets in Bahá'u'lláh's own hand addressed to the Most Great Branch.

"As the work progressed and the various cabinets, pictures and ornaments were assembled and arranged in the breathtakingly beautiful Archives Building, we were struck again and again by the manner in which each article preserved or bought by the beloved Guardian for this room seemed to fit into its own special place, as if he could have had the whole finished effect in mind when he was gathering them. It is with humble gratitude to him that we can see at last the fulfilment of that vision which he had from the outset of the Crusade; and for the first time, this winter, and always thereafter, the pilgrims will thus be able to view the sacred Archives in the glorious setting which Shoghi Effendi had designed and destined for them."

News Letter dated December 30, 1961

"... At the World Centre the newly-elected members of the International Baha'I Council have been presented by the Hands of the Cause residing in the Holy Land to the President of Israel and Mrs. Ben Zvi. They recalled their visit to His Eminence Shoghi Effendi and his showing them the Shrines and Gardens on Mount Carmel. The President also mentioned that in 1909 or 1910 they had had the honour of meeting 'Abdu'l-Bahá in Bahji and He had told them many things about the Faith. At the close of the audience the President extended his good wishes and greetings to the Bahá'í's throughout the world. A most cordial friendly spirit prevailed throughout the entire interview."

"... Reports received of the visit of Amatu'l-Bahá Rúhíyyih Khánum on her way to dedicate the Mother Temple of the Antipodes, have been most encouraging. Accompanied by Miss Jessie Revell, the Treasurer of the International Bahá'í Council, she visited Burma, Malaya, Thailand and Vietnam. Owing to illness, she was not able to proceed as planned to New Zealand, but Miss Revell valiantly carried on alone, and bore the brunt of the heavy program that had been arranged for the week's stay in that country; she spoke in Auckland, Hamilton and Wellington, met and consulted with the friends from many local areas as well as attended with the National Assembly a reception given by the Mayor of Wellington; and was able to meet with the Maoris of Rotoroa and Kihikihi who received her most warmly. Favourable publicity appeared in nine different newspapers..."

News Letter dated April 5, 1962

"... The preparations for the World Congress to be held in London are now well under way. The Congress Arrangements Committee met at the end of January and the most urgent decisions have been communicated to the National Spiritual Assemblies. The holding of the Congress was announced to the world at large through a press conference held in Haifa on Monday, 5th March, and increasing interest in this event is being shown in many quarters. Some fifteen reporters attended the conference, and the press release was communicated to all the major international wire services. Since then we have been receiving a series of articles which have been appearing in newspapers throughout this country. The news was also broadcast.

"In the Holy Land, the passing of the dearly loved friend and Cause Amelia Collins was a great loss to the World Centre of the Faith. For many years she had been in continual pain, but in spite of this she had continued to serve the Faith with an indomitable courage which was a challenge and inspiration to her fellow-servants in the Cause of God.

"In our last News Letter we mentioned the visit of the International Council to the President of the State. In a series of visits to Jerusalem some of the Hands introduced the President and Secretary-General of the Council to a number of officials of the State,
and the Council is now continuing with these courtesy visits. In response to invitations given on such visits, the Minister of the Interior and the Minister of Justice both visited the Shrine of the Báb during February. We have also received a visit from a delegation of prominent parliamentarians of the recently-formed African Republic of Niger, accompanied by the acting Ambassador of the Côte d'Ivoire; these being part of the continual stream of visitors to the Shrine.

"On the 14th February the Council gave a reception in the Western Pilgrim House to over 150 of the prominent citizens of Haifa.

"In these ways the cordial relations between the World Centre of the Faith and the State in which it is situated, which were so assiduously built up in the lifetime of the beloved Guardian, and developed subsequently by the Hands in the Holy Land, are being continuously fostered..."


"... On 28th June, an historic event of singular importance took place in Haifa when President Tubman of Liberia visited the Shrine of the Báb. This is the second official visit of the head of a sovereign state, the first having been that of President Ben Zvi of Israel during the Lifetime of Shoghi Effendi. It is surely much more than mere coincidence that the first head of a sovereign state harnessed to visit the Holy Shrines should be President not only of an African republic but of the first black African republic of that continent. President Tubman was received by Amatu'l-Bahá Rúhíyyih Khánum, Mr. Ferraby, Mr. Puritan and Mr. Haney on behalf of the Hands of the Cause, and Mr. Wolcott and Miss Jessie Revell representing the International Council. This event must have given great joy to the heart of our beloved Guardian, who had laboured so painstakingly to win for the Faith the recognition it merits, and which was denied its long-suffering Founder, with such baneful results for the present generations of mankind.

"Another distinguished visitor was Mr. Olaf Telefsen, the first resident Ambassador from Norway, who visited the Shrine in March, accompanied by Mrs. Telefsen and the Norwegian Honorary Consul. On another
occasion the Cultural Attachés of all the Embassies in Israel visited the Shrine..."

News Letter dated September 17, 1962

"... We have just experienced a most happy and significant occasion at the World Centre. Mr. Apollo Milton Obote, Prime Minister of Uganda, accompanied by his Personal Secretary, Mr. Paul M. Nsibiwa and the Director of Public Relations of the Israeli Foreign Ministry, visited the Shrine of the Báb on Wednesday, 5th September, and then had luncheon with the Hands and members of the International Bahá’í Council in the House of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.

"Not long before, on 21st August, Sir Barnet Janner, a Member of the British House of Commons and Chairman of the Jewish Board of Guardians in Britain, also visited the Shrine and stayed for refreshments and a very cordial hour’s conversation with the Hands and members of the International Bahá’í Council.

"On Tuesday, 11th September the President and Secretary-General of the International Council visited Jerusalem to officially inform the Director of the Prime Minister's Office of the forthcoming International Convention. The arrangements for this are now well in hand, and those National Assemblies which have not yet informed the Council of their expected attendance are urged to do so as soon as possible..."
BAHÁ'Í SHRINE AND ARCHIVES DOMINATE THE CITY OF HAIFA

The immortal classic style of Greek architecture was chosen by Shoghi Effendi for the Archives Building whose general proportions are a copy of the famous Parthenon in Athens.
THE major criterion of beauty is proportion. The sense of this was one of Shoghi Effendi's strongest characteristics, apparent in all the work he achieved throughout his thirty-six years of Guardianship. Whether in the relationship of certain guiding fundamental concepts formulated in the teachings of the Baha'i Faith, which he elaborated and built up into the present-day Administrative Order, or in the monuments and buildings he erected, or in the distinguished and highly original gardens he himself laid out, or in the interior arrangement of the various Holy Places at the World Centre, this unfailing instinct of the proper relationship of one thing to another, the balance that delights the mind and eye, is constantly revealed.

Inspired by the words of Baha'u'llah in His Tablet of Carmel, which he interpreted as having not only a spiritual but also a material significance, Shoghi Effendi conceived the idea of a monumental administrative centre on Mt. Carmel. When the eldest daughter of Baha'u'llah, she who had been designated by Him as "a leaf that hath sprung from this pre-existent Root", was interred in 1932 not far from the Shrine of the Bab, the Guardian devoted himself to the beautification of her resting-place. Remembering how often she had expressed the wish to be buried near her mother, he decided to bring her mother and brother, who had been laid to rest outside the city walls of Akka, to be reunited with her on Mt. Carmel and accordingly, in 1939, the remains of these two holy souls were exhumed and transferred to Haifa. It was then that the Guardian indicated to the Baha'i world that this "consecrated Spot" was destined to become "the focal centre of Baha'i Administrative Institutions at the World Centre", the powerful spiritual nucleus around which a series of impressive buildings would be erected. What was in fact a cemetery became, in keeping with the profound Baha'i conviction of the immortality of the soul of man, an enchanting garden, filled with an atmosphere of life, of love and of sanctity. These graves of the close relatives of Abdu'l-Baha were designated by Shoghi Effendi as "blessed shrines" and constituted henceforth a place of pilgrimage for the faithful. Here those who, after His beloved eldest Son and Successor, were nearest to Baha'u'llah in spirit and dearest to Him in kin, are entombed. First and foremost comes Baha'i Khânum, His eldest daughter, upon whom, We declared, He had conferred "a station such as none other woman hath surpassed in His Court" and to whom He tenderly wrote "how sweet to gaze upon thy face" and of whose love for her Father 'Abdu'l-Baha had testified that "moth-like she circled in adoration round the undying flame of the Divine Candle, her spirit ablated and her heart consumed by the fire of His love . . ." and whom He more than once addressed as "My sister and beloved of My soul!"

Not far from the Greatest Holy Leaf rests Mihdi, the Purest Branch, the martyred son of Baha'u'llah, of whom He wrote at the time of his death: "I have, O My Lord, offered up to which Thou hast given Me, that Thy servants may be quickened and all who dwell on earth be united"; who, He declared, was "the trust of God and His treasure in this Land"; and whose shadow is indeed mighty, for of him his Father says: "Great is thy blessedness and the blessedness of them that hold fast unto the hem of thy outspread robe . . ." And last, beneath a twin monument marking her grave and beside her son, she of whom the prophet Isaiah wrote: "For thy Maker is thy husband; the Lord of hosts is his name; and thy Redeemer the Holy One of Israel; the God of the whole earth shall He be called"; and whom Bahá'u'lláh Himself assured, in a tablet addressed to her that "He hath made thee to be His companion in
THE HEART OF THE WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE CENTRE OF THE BAHÁ’Í FAITH

The graves of the sister, mother and brother of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá constitute the spiritual nucleus of this centre. These beautiful Greek-inspired marble monuments lie just below the arc in front of the Archives, shown in the picture below.

THE GREAT ARC STRETCHING FROM EAST TO WEST

The design of the World Administrative Centre of the Bahá’í Faith is clearly shown in this picture; on the extreme left is the International Archives Building; laid out in front of it the semi-circular garden around which future administrative buildings will cluster. Because of the trees the monuments cannot be seen in this picture.
PIVOTAL POINT OF THE ARC

On the left are the monuments marking the graves of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's mother, sister and brother (not shown). On the long path, right side, are two palm trees which mark the beginning of the path which bisects the garden inside the arc from north to south.

VIEW OF THE ARC

A path shaped like a bow encloses the beautiful gardens immediately in front of the International Archives Building. Between the rows of pompon shaped shrubs is the bisecting path. This photograph was taken from the roof of the building, looking east.
The Mountain Before the Archives Was Built

Beyond the large gate leading to the Shrine of the Bahá'í is one of Haifa's main roads. Two houses, demolished by Shoghi Effendi, are shown on the far side of it.

every one of His worlds ... so long as His empire shall endure."

Upon each of the graves of these holy souls Shoghi Effendi erected, in white Carrara marble, circular pillared and domed monuments, representing a Roman-renaissance adaptation in style of their prototype, the Famous monument to Lysicrates which was built in Athens over two thousand years ago. Above them, on the steep incline of the mountain, he laid out a handsome, broad, sweeping arc, more open in curve than a semi-circle, beyond which would be erected the future international administrative buildings of a World Faith. Waving thus envisaged a major architectural scheme, he followed his own fixed policy of commencing with the easiest and most feasible part of his plan first. In other words, although he contemplated a series of capacious buildings abutting on his arc, a building for the institution of the Guardianship, one for the Universal House of Justice, one for the Hands of the Cause, a library, and others, he decided to commence with a suitable edifice to house the collection of sacred and historic relics and documents collected at the World Centre and at that time preserved in two separate places. He had two particular reasons for commencing with the International Archives Building: first a suitable place to exhibit and store them was needed, and second a building of this
nature would be not only impressive and a great asset to the World Centre but would also be easier and cheaper to construct than would be, by their nature, the other contemplated buildings. Beyond these apparent reasons, no contemplative Baha'i can doubt that there was a hidden significance as well, in view of the great changes the passing of Shoghi Effendi has brought about.

Shoghi Effendi, in addition to his innate and keen response to beauty, and particularly to proportion, was a great admirer of certain styles of architecture, first and foremost the Greek. We loved the Parthenon, the Temple of Athens erected on the Acropolis in Athens—perhaps, in its prime, the single most beautiful building ever built—and when the time came to order a design for his International Archives, he instructed Mr. Charles Mason Remy, a licencié of the École des Beaux Arts in Paris, to copy the proportions of the Parthenon, with two clear exceptions in style: the capitals were to be of the Ionic and not the Doric order, and above the main entrance, in the tympanum, there was to be a sunburst with the Greatest Name. Typical of all Shoghi Effendi’s departures from traditional inhibitions, this somewhat Louis XIV sunburst, with the stylized Persian calligraphy in the centre of the sun, looks not only majestic but highly appropriate.

It was in the winter of 1952 that the
TYMPANUM OF THE EAST FACADE OF THE ARCHIVES BUILDING

The golden Greatest Name on the green central ground of the sunburst is surrounded by carved stone rays.
Guardian instructed Mr. RemeY to make the design. He also furnished him with a photograph of a model of the Parthenon, which was to serve as a pattern for his building. At the Pilgrim House table, when Shoghi Effendi came to dinner, many evenings were taken up by the study of the drawings Mr. RemeY would bring down and pin to the garden door of the dining room. Shoghi Effendi would half turn in his chair and study them. Then point out things he wanted changed: a little higher there, a little thinner here, change this, change that. Invariably his sure eye brought the building into more perfect proportion. Although he preferred the Corinthian order to all others, he wished to have a change in the capitals of the columns of the Archives Building. As the capitals of the monuments chosen by him to mark the resting-places of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's family are Corinthian in style, and the capitals of the Shrine columns, although not pure Corinthian, are strongly reminiscent of the Corinthian order in silhouette, he chose the beautiful Ionic order for his new building. The Archives columns are a copy of the noblest columns in this style ever erected, those of the temple of Athena Nike. When the drawings for the outside of the building were satisfactory, its length of over thirty metres having been specified by Shoghi Effendi himself, who had carefully studied the position it would occupy on the mountain side and had laid out the outline of its size in situ, the design for the inside was studied. There was no ambiguity in the mind of the Guardian about what he wanted. He was delighted with the vast stained-glass window at the back of the building, accepted the coldly formal, classic door frames and lintels, and the severe window trims, but said he wanted two narrow balconies running down the length of the building and, what is more, wanted two wooden railings on these; definitely, his choice was for bellied balusters, very Renaissance in form. Suggestions that, drawing from Greek motifs in a more severe style, he choose a railing in keeping with the rest of the building, fell on deaf ears. Shoghi Effendi knew what he wanted. A fine example of balustrade from an English mansion had been found in the architectural library of Mr. W. S. Maxwell (which proved equally useful in seeking inspiration from the Greek period) depicting a reproduction of the one designed by the famous Italian architect, Palladio, for the villa "La Rotonda", near Vicenza, and this was chosen as the model for the balconies. A stone balustrade was out of the question, owing to weight and the fact that the balconies were free standing and bad to support not only a row of cabinets to house exhibits, but a number of people at the same time. Over and over those who might be termed experts were frustrated in their views by the "rightness" of Shoghi Effendi's uninhibited taste. But more of this subject later.

Two things the Guardian refused to do: increase the size of the building or diminish the size of its exhibition hall. This posed the problem of access to the balconies, which was ingeniously overcome by creating a small vestibule at the entrance, allowing for two almost spiral staircases, one on either side, which were reached by a door on the main Boor, and one on the balcony, immediately above it, with a small room, acting as a bridge from balcony to balcony, over the ceiling of the vestibule. In this way the full sweep of the single-room Archives was not interrupted nor the eye disturbed by functional problems; the main entrance door, as seen from the interior, with its massive carved stone lintel, was thus flanked by two narrow, superimposed doors on either side giving access to the balcony. The appearance of all four walls—the rear one with its immense window, flanked by Ionic pilasters; the two side ones with their balconies; and the front one with five doors and a narrow oblong window opening into the passage above the vestibule—thus remained monumental throughout.

While the order for the stone work of the International Archives Building was being executed in Italy, Shoghi Effendi was busy doing what, to his co-workers here, was unheard of: he was preparing the entire site of the building, on three sides, with gardens, paths, borders, hedges, trees and flower beds, exactly as if the building were already erected. He informed Mr. Ioas, who had been made responsible for overseeing its erection, that he would have to build the Archives coming in from the back, inserting it, one might almost say, in an oblong, all planted and completed, on three sides, with less than eight metres leeway (circa twenty-four feet) on each side to carry on the work!
THE BAHÁ'Í WORLD

TWO VIEWS OF THE NEW GARDENS ON MOUNT CARMEL

The straight path from east to west shown in the picture above forms the base of the arc which curves from the left up the side of the mountain and joins the path in front of the Archives. It has the shape of a bow. Below: the gardens higher up the mountain are reminiscent of a paisley design with swirls and curved paths embroidering the immense lawns. All were laid out by Shoghi Effendi himself.
The originality of the Guardian's mind never ceased to stun and fascinate those who had the privilege of working for him, in however humble a capacity. There was already a usable, easily accessible dirt path with access from the main highway, which would enable materials to be brought in from the front; using it would have been the easiest, logical way to carry on building operations. It would also have meant that the surrounding gardens could not be platted until the building was completed, leaving as in most construction work, a big new building with a flat, dirty surrounding on which it would take at least two years for any landscape gardening to grow and make a showing. The Guardian's way, the beautiful Greek building seemed to drop into an already clean and mature setting, the trees and plants looking at home, with no bareness or incongruity to indicate it had not stood there for years.

To properly understand the construction of this truly unique museum one must review a little of the past. When Shoghi Effendi announced to the Baha'i world, on the one hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of the Bab, in 1944, that a model for the superstructure of the Bab's Sepulchre had been unveiled, Palestine was approaching the end of the British Mandate. By the time all drawings had been completed sufficiently to place the order for a building heavily ornamented with carved stone-work, we were on the eve of not only the British leaving Palestine, but also of the war between the Arabs and the Jews which is now known as the War of Independence. Enquiries here made it plain that no contractor in the country was in a position to guarantee he could either deliver the stone—the quarries were near the border—or procure the workers to carve it at any foreseeable date. Because of this, the entire building was ordered in Italy. Every stone was cut, carved, assembled at the workshops to be sure the fit was perfect, numbered, and shipped to Israel for erection. As the International Archives Building was equally ornate, and the Guardian wished to
REAR VIEW OF THE INTERNATIONAL ARCHIVES BUILDING
Note the sharp drop towards the north, necessitating a high retaining wall, and the flight of steps leading to the back of the building.

FACADE OF THE INTERNATIONAL ARCHIVES
The path leading from the arc to the steps of the Archives. Note the charming effect of the two pairs of white marble vases placed at the foot of the staircase.
build it of the same stone, he repeated the past procedure and ordered the work done in Italy. In addition to being assured of having the same quality in the execution of the work, Shoghi Effendi would also be able to have Dr. Giachery supervise the work in Italy, as he had already done in the case of the Shrine of the Báb, and it would still cost less, and be far more perfect, than if he tried to place the order in Israel. On this basis arrangements were made with the Israeli authorities to permit the import of this second building—for that is really what the project mounted to.

As early as 1952, on the eve of the launching of the Guardian's Ten Year Plan of Teaching and Consolidation, which later became known as the "World Crusade", he announced to the Bábís, on October 5th, that one of the World Centre's goals would be the "construction of the International Bahá'í Archives in the neighbourhood of the Báb's Sepulchre." He later explained that this major undertaking, which cost over a quarter of a million dollars, would "serve as the permanent and befitting repository for the priceless and numerous relics associated with the Twin Founders of the Faith, with the Perfect Exemplar of its teachings and with its heroes, saints and martyrs.

There were many obstacles in the way, not the least of which was the purchase of a plot of land, small but in a key position, from a Covenant-breaker who was insisting on an exorbitant price. Shoghi Effendi wrote that "the truculence, greed and obstinacy" of this person had "raised, during more than thirty years, an almost insurmountable obstacle to the acquisition of this area" of a little less than half an acre. Thanks to the skilful negotiations carried out successfully on Shoghi Effendi's behalf by Mr. Ioas, this plot was at last purchased and the way was open to develop the site of the Archives Building.

Meanwhile the approved design for the Archives was officially unveiled, at the instance of the Guardian, at the fourth and last of those Intercontinental Conferences which took place during the Holy Year, October 1952 — October 1953, commemorating the hundredth anniversary of the mystic revelation of His Mission to Bahá'u'lláh as He lay in chains in the Siyáh-Chál, the subterranean dungeon of Tihrián.

In contrast to the days immediately following the end of the World War, the staff of the beloved Guardian in the Holy Land was now far more adequate than at any previous stage in his ministry. With the formation of the International Bahá'í Council, he was in a better position to embark on this major enterprise. The President of the International Bahá'í Council, the Hand of the Cause, Charles Mason Remey, was an architect trained in the old school, where strong emphasis was placed on the classics; the Secretary-General, Mr. Leroy C. Ioas, likewise a Hand of the Cause, was a capable and vigorous business man, able to oversee the work, meet with government and municipal authorities, and make all arrangements locally: Ugo Giachery, also a Hand of the Cause, Member-at-Large of that same Council, an Italian himself, residing in Italy, had already shown his flair for this type of work by overseeing the Italian end of the construction of the Shrine of the Báb. All these factors enabled Shoghi Effendi to proceed with speed and with the assurance that much of the load of such a large undertaking would rest on the capable shoulders of his co-workers. A local architect, Mr. S. Rosoff, was employed, and contracts were let for the excavation, and later for the reinforced concrete and other work carried on in Israel. At Naw-Rúz, 1955, the Guardian was able to "joyfully announce" to the Bahá'í world "the commencement of the excavation for the foundation of the International Archives heralding the rise of the first edifice destined to inaugurate the establishment of the seat of the World Bahá'í Administrative Order in the Holy Land." From then on the work went ahead rapidly.

In contemplating the great arc which stretches, roughly from east to west on the side of Mt. Carmel, and lies like the periphery of a fan, about the rim of which the Administrative Centre will cluster, one must bear in mind the fact that the topography of the mountain involves different grades at different points. When Shoghi Effendi was deciding where the exact location of the Archives Building should be in relation to the arc, the main highway, and other future buildings, he began at first to place it higher up the mountain. By the time he had visualized its position, with poles put up at the corners
ENTRANCE TO THE ARCHIVES

The monumental doors leading into the building.
STAINED-GLASS WINDOW AT THE REAR OF THE ARCHIVES BUILDING

The giant stained-glass window of 65 panels, with a repetitive design in red, amber and blue colours, set in the back wall. The window is almost as high as the columns shown on page 418.
BUILDING THE ARCHIVES

Note the finished landscape treatment.
THE ARCHIVES TAKES SHAPE

Although only eight of the columns of the main façade were in position in January 1956, the building was already approached by a finished landscape treatment as shown in the above photograph.

and white earth or string marking the outlines of the building, first in one place and then another, he ended up considerably lower on the arc and nearer the main highway than he originally contemplated. As the Archives stands today, it repeats the effect so often seen in the original Greek temples—including the Parthenon—of being perched on an acropolis (i.e. high rock), with the flank of its northern foundation wall exposed to a height of over three metres and the dignified, wide marble staircase drawing the eye up to the forest of columns before the main door. The echo of the original Greek concept is breathtaking and fascinating, including the row of two pairs of white marble vases placed on the narrow platform before the commencement of the fifteen wide steps leading up to the podium, a treatment purely Greek in feeling, and arrived at, I am convinced, instinctively by Shoghi Effendi and not through previous knowledge. When one stands to the east and sees the early-morning light glancing along the gilded rays of the sunburst on the tympanum and catches the flash of the golden Greatest Name monogram blazoned on the green mosaic sun in the centre of a nineteen-pointed star, one marvels anew at that perfect sense of proportion, that innate flair for beauty, which so strongly characterized every undertaking of a man who was born a prisoner in 'Akká, visited the West for the first time at twenty-three, had little contact with art and no formal training at all in its forms. When one recalls that this building and its gardens were realized through the instrumentality of ignorant, untrained "gardener", an Italian chauffeur who carried out the instruction of his employer standing directing him, an ex-railway executive, a doctor of chemistry and an old man who, though an architect, had had little experience in such undertakings, one bows one's head before the inborn genius and determination of the Guardian.

The Archives Building stands 12 metres high and is 14 metres wide and 32 metres long, has 50 columns and 2 pilasters over 7 metres high and is built throughout of a marble known as Chiampo Paglierino, a very pale beige in colour. This is the same stone, from the Chiampo quarries between Vicenza and Verona, of which the Shrine of the Bab is built. The order for this work was placed with
WORK IN CHIAMPO, ITALY ON THE
INTERNATIONAL BAHÁ'Í ARCHIVES BUILDING

Left: turning of one of the 150 monolithic drum sections of the 50 columns of the building. Below left: the great drums, now fluted, receive their final polishing. When the three sections of each column are superimposed the flutes match perfectly. Below right: the first completed Ionic column, copied from the famous temple of Athena Nike, is erected in the Chiampo workshop to check the perfect fit of the component parts. Top right: antefixes of the tympanum being crated for shipment to Haifa. Note on the bottom of each its own number to facilitate erection in situ.
the well-known firm of Industria dei Marmi Vicentini and cost one hundred and fifteen thousand dollars. On January 10, 1955, Dr. Giachery, on behalf of Shoghi Effendi, signed the contract. It is of interest to note that in order to fill the order for the nearly one thousand metric tons of marble required for the Archives, three times as much stone had to be quarried. There are at least ten different colours and twice as many shades of marble in the Chiampo beds, and perfect colour match required a vast amount of stone to choose from and no small skill in judging the blocks which were to be dressed and carved in the firm's workshops.

Andrea Rocca, Professor Emeritus of the Beaux Arts Academy of Carrara, who had already acted as the supervising architect for the work on the Shrine of the Bab that had been carried out in Italy, now took over the same function once again—a happy arrangement, as all concerned had complete confidence in his skill and devoted interest in this unique work of ordering a building in one country and shipping it for erection to another. It was he who, under the constant supervision of Dr. Giachery, made all the full-scale drawings of the Archives, all the working drawings, and personally supervised all the details involved in the execution of the stonework. A group of carvers, not only well-trained in the classics, but with a life-long association with the execution of marble work in Italy, he was ideally suited for his task. Each portion of the building required its own general plan and a section drawing showing, according to number, where each component part would fit in; these details themselves had to be drawn full-scale and plans passed down the line from Prof. Rocca to engineers, foremen, head carver, assistant carvers, workers and specialists for execution. Whenever a section was completed, it was assembled in toto at the plant to make sure the fit was perfect, a number, corresponding to a number on a working drawing for erection in Haifa, was stencilled on each piece of separate stone, and then carefully crated and shipped to Israel. All possibility of confusion and error was thus eliminated at the beginning. It was not long before Mr. Rosoff in Haifa informed Mr. Toas that there was really no work at all for an architect in erecting the building on Mt. Carmel; an engineer in his firm continued to supervise the reinforced concrete work on the site. Mr. Rosoff, however, retaining a friendly interest in the work up to the end.

The most difficult part of the building, requiring the most skill in execution, and in erection on the building site, was the fifty giant fluted columns. Although monoliths would have been more perfect, the weight and difficulties involved in transportation made these out of the question, and each column is composed of three drums of stone, each weighing about two metric tons. The twenty-four grooves, constituting the delicate, ridged fluting of the columns, had to be perfectly matched so that no joints would show when they were placed one on the other—a feat carried out to perfection by the expert Italian workmen. The first shipment of over one hundred tons of stones arrived in Trieste packed in eight railroad cars, and sailed from there for Haifa on the S. S. Nakhson on August 12, 1955, seven months after the signing of the contract. More than 800 tons of stone were to follow during a period of a year and a half.

Shoghi Effendi, with his characteristic drive and enthusiasm, followed through every detail of his building himself. The question of the roof, with over two hundred and seventy carved stone antefixes picked out in silhouette against its base, was one that required careful thought; it was huge and would be a conspicuous feature of the building as it could be seen from above, from the top and slopes of the mountain, and there would be 500 square metres of it! Shoghi Effendi said he wanted it to be green, the lovely green of verdigris on copper, and he wanted it like the original fluted Greek roof in appearance. The same firm, in Utrecht, Holland, which had made the golden tiles for the dome of the Bab's Shrine was engaged to produce the more than 7,000 ridged tiles required for the roof, at a cost of over fifteen thousand dollars. It took this firm almost eight months, experimenting with colours and material, to produce the proper shade of green copper oxide, samples of which were first sent to Shoghi Effendi for his choice and approval. The tiles alone weighed over 45 tons and had to be specially crated to ensure their safe delivery in the Holy Land. With that engaging confidence which was so typical of the Guardian's relationship to the body.
TILES FROM HOLLAND AND STONE FROM ITALY

Above: green glazed tiles for the roof of the International Archives Building displayed on the roof of the factory in Holland which manufactured them.

Below: case of cut stone going by rail from Vicenza to Trieste, thence by ship to Haifa, 1955. The initials S. E. are the Italian abbreviation for “His Eminence” and indicated Shoghi Effendi; port of destination, contents and progressive number of each case is stamped on it. The entire stone work of the Archives Building was sent in this manner.
PRECISION OF ITALIAN CRAFTSMEN REFLECTED IN INTERNATIONAL ARCHIVES BUILDING

Above: part of outer wall showing blind windows and real windows above them laid out in the Chiampo workshop to test joints for accuracy prior to shipment in the beginning of 1956.

Below: section of the oak balustrade for the balcony shown in the workshop in Pistoia, Italy, in the spring of 1957.
of the believers in Bahá’u’lláh’s Cause. and which so completely won our hearts, he kept the Bahá’í world posted, through a series of cables and messages, on the progress of this great undertaking. In April, 1957, he was able to inform us that the exterior of the International Archives Building was completed and the roof in place, "the whole contributing to an unprecedented degree, through its colourfulness, its classic style and graceful proportions, and in conjunction with the stately, golden-crowned Mausoleum rising beyond it, to the unfolding glory of the central institutions of a World Faith nesting in the heart of God’s holy mountain."

There is one, monumental, double door of bronze giving access to the building and faced with oak on the inside. It weighs almost two tons and is studded, in each of its ten square panels with a large gilded rosette in relief, about a foot in diameter. It was executed by a well-known Italian foundry in Fisioja where the wooden balustrades of the balconies were also made. The twelve side windows of the Archives, set high in the walls, at the balcony level so as to admit light and at the same time not spoil the exterior impression of smooth, unbroken walls (Greek temples had no side windows), as well as the grill in the room over the vestibule, which faces inside, and the interior main door of glass set in a thin metal frame, were made by the same firm in Sarzana that executed the iron railings of the Bab’s Shrine. Opposite the main entrance, in the rear wall, is an immense stained-glass window comprising sixty-five square panels. It was commissioned in Palermo, Sicily and executed by a distinguished artist, formerly a professor at the local Beaux Arts College. The colours of the glass in this beautiful window are indigo blue, amber and ruby, set in a geometrical design. it is protected on the outside by a wrought iron grill which follows the same outline as the leading that holds the glass panels in position.

There is a large basement in the Archives, reached by a descending continuation of the balcony staircases, which reflects once more the judgment of the Guardian, who never economized on permanent and essential components of his buildings but always economized when he could. Finding that the south, or higher side of the mountain under the foundation, was solid bedrock, he insisted that this be left and not blasted out to form a uniform depth in the basement. One therefore sees a great stone shoulder jutting up from the floor in one half of the basement, where the reinforced concrete columns supporting the main floor of the building are shorter than those resting on the level floor to the north.

It was difficult to find the shade of green tiles which Shoghi Effendi desired for the flooring of the Archives—an almost pure pale emerald in colour. A terrazzo tile was ordered in Italy, but owing to some fault in the curing, these, after being carefully laid over the 310 square metres of floor space, bleached out through the formation of a white salt deposit on top. Finally, after a long search, rubber tiles of a suitable colour were approved by him and ordered in England; they were placed in position after his passing. He himself chose the model for the six large crystal chandeliers which hang in a row from the centre of the ceiling. They were manufactured in Prague, have thirty-six Lights and about two thousand component parts—drops, prisms, and beads.

It is not within the purview of an article of this nature to go into endless details. Although the problems which arose in connection with the construction of the Archives were many, taxing the strength and ingenuity of Mr. Ioas in the Holy Land and Dr. Giachery in Italy, often to the limit; although there were many hitches in the work; although the beloved Guardian did not live to return to Haifa to himself complete the interior of his beautiful building and supervise the final arrangement of the cabinets and ornaments he had chosen for its decoration and had shipped home, waiting for his arrival—nevertheless we can say, as we go to visit this sacred religious museum, that here is his work in all its perfection, here is the mirror of his taste, the perfect reflection of his love for the Founders of our Faith, the balance in values, spiritual and material, that characterized everything he wrote, everything he created, his thought and his character.

Mary times Shoghi Effendi said: "I will always sacrifice utility to beauty." We would do well to deeply ponder this statement.

There is, I firmly believe, a relationship between this policy of Shoghi Effendi and a
SHOGHI EFFENDI'S TRANSFORMATION OF MOUNT CARMEL

The large stone building on the left stands almost exactly where the new Archives Building has been erected. It was demolished by the Guardian and the barren mountain became a beautiful garden.

Looking north-west one sees the arc in the foreground. Future administrative buildings of the Bahá’í World Centre will cluster about this path and face the sea. Note the roof of the Archives Building nearing completion, 1957.
deep truth revealed in all God's creation, but particularly emphasized in this Dispensation of Bahá'u'lláh. That truth is that beauty is a precious reality of this world and in the realms of the spirit.

In a world which twentieth century man, confused, fearful of the future, experiencing the greatest changes the human race as a whole has ever faced, is making increasingly ugly, the value, the reality of beauty is being lost. And yet we are told in the Writings of Bahá'u'lláh that beauty is an attribute of God. One of the titles of Bahá'u'lláh was the "Blessed Beauty", another the "Ancient Beauty". He was the One "Whose ravishing beauty hath delighted the eye of God." He was, indeed, as is written in His prayers, the beauty of God Himself revealed in this world when humanity has come of age, when a world civilization and a world culture lie before the race of men on this planet. He, Bahá'u'lláh, was that Beauty of God so overpoweringly manifest in this world that it was "a beauty before which as soon as it revealed itself the kingdom of beauty bowed down in worship, magnifying it in ringing toiles ...". The "kingdom of beauty", a principle in God's creation! Over and over the metaphor of beauty is used in the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh. It is one of the attributes of God Himself: "... illumine our eyes, O my Lord, with the effulgence of Thy beauty".

"... deal Thou with Thy servants and with all that were created by Thee as we beseech Thy beauty". "Let my food, O my Lord, be Thy beauty". "... all hearts may mirror Thy beauty." The martyrs "hastened to the scene of their death in their longing to gaze on Thy beauty;" "the beauty of Thy radiant countenance"; "Thy wondrous beauty". Bahá'u'lláh testifies that He "was at no time, in His love for Thy beauty, hindered from shedding the fragrance of His light." And, most significantly, He prays: "... open the eyes of Thy people that they may recognize in this revelation the manifestation of ... the dawning of the lights of Thy countenance and Thy beauty."

We will never understand the Guardian of the Bahá'í Faith, nor, indeed, that Faith itself, until we ponder the significance of such words as these. In a world growing more materialistic every hour, which dotes on utility on the one hand and worships forms divorced from the balance and symmetry found in nature on the other, we need to take hold of this concept of beauty, in all its manifestations, which is set like a precious gem in our teachings, and let it inspire and guide us as we seek to create the World Order of Bahá'u'lláh.

When Shoghi Effendi was asked why he had chosen the Greek style of architecture for the buildings of the World Administrative Centre of the Faith, he replied very simply: because it was beautiful and had withstood the test of time and had remained beautiful for over two thousand years.

No landscape gardener would have tolerated the grades he did in order to achieve the general effect of uninterrupted lines that he created with his steep paths which, straight or in sweeping curves, weave a pattern of unique charm and grace on the slope of the mountain: no architect, left to himself—ridden with modern worship of convenience—would have seized upon the circumscribed interior of the building and forced the stairs, the balconies, the vestibule, to give way and make place for the breath-taking sight that greets one's eyes as one enters the door; no interior decorator would have dared to put a wooden renaissance-style banister on two small balconies in a Greek-style interior and then fill the room with Japanese and Chinese furniture!

But come, let us visit the Archives! We leave the arc and enter, on the right, a small wrought-iron gate painted green. Going, with a little difficulty up a steep and narrow path of crushed red tiles (it is not heaven that has the broad highways leading to it) between two high rows of cypress trees, we pause at the top of the steps to look back. Haifa, the great blue sweep of the bay, the Plain of 'Akká—the Emek Zebuhan of olden days—the mountains of Lebanon, little ships in the harbour 'Abdu'l-Bahá prophesied so long ago would be built—it all stretches out in front of us, one of the most beautiful sights in the world. Before us are the white marble monuments of the wife, the son and the daughter of Bahá'u'lláh, tucked like small love-temples in the groves of dark cypress; a path stretches straight away in front, a line between the two ends of the arc, laid like a bow on our right; trimmed bushes make a double row of pompons going up the centre of this green-
Relics of Bahá'u'lláh, the Báb and 'Abdu'l-Bahá are housed in the three pairs of cabinets standing away from the wall, back to back.

lawned space, whilst gates, vases of lead and white marble, and symmetrical eight-pointed star-shaped flower beds embellish the prospect; and up at the right, above the arc, the garden sweeps up the mountain in swirls like the gourd motif on a paisley shawl. Flanking the wide stairs are two high iron lamp standards with a flame-shaped glass on top---so perfect in style for the position they occupy that one wonders by what miracle they were ever found second-hand. We pass through the grove of ten mighty columns conveying as they thrust towards the ceiling of the pronaos an indescribable sense of strength and dignity, and one half of the bronze door swings gently open to admit us into a very small vestibule. In front of us is the inner glass door. As this in its turn swings open, we catch our breath at sight of the giant stained-glass window at the end of the building—a deep, rich, blazing panel of subdued colours, filling the hall with a blue light. The green tiles, the immense deep blue Chinese rug in the centre (purchased by the Guardian himself); the large multicoloured Persian carpets before it; and beyond it the twin eighteenth century console tables with their gilded legs placed back to back and forming one large square table in the centre, their green marble tops surmounted by a
Chinese cloisonne incense burner; the sows of Japanese gold lacquer and Chinese black carved teak wood cabinets flanking both walls; the twelveJoy cabinets with their stencilled green glass doors, set back to back and forming three groups on either side, standing free from the walls in the centre space; the accents of red from carved Chinese cinnabar lacquer vases and ornaments; the beautifully illuminated Tablets, with their brilliant green mats and gilded, ornate frames; the vases, candelabra, photographs, dag - raph and bibelots; the bronze-gilt electric wall brackets; the overhanging balconies running down each wall with their cabinets and ornaments and mere framed and illuminated Tablets on the walls—all glows with an inexpressible sense of warmth and beauty and peace. Suddenly the six crystal chandeliers hanging from the ceiling blaze up and the room is transfigured. From the sense of having stepped into some fairy cavern, sleeping in the heart of a dream, we become aware of the fact we are in a unique museum whose charm is greatly enhanced by its complete originality.

Many times Shoghi Effendi received gratuitous advice about how exhibits were preserved and displayed in museums: cases with glass tops and draw curtains you look down into, glass wall cabinets, this method
Above: view of the left side of the main hall and balcony. The cabinet in front of the large window at the back houses the portraits of Bahá'u'lláh.

Below: right side of the same hall.
and that. He went serenely on his way, purchasing, mostly second-hand, at prices that would surprise many people in business as decorators, where he found them and how he found them, objets d’art, with no desire to possess period pieces or collectors’ items, no prejudices against any period or style, with an eye to the gracefulness and decorative qualities of the object, thus achieving the maximum effect with the maximum economy. There is no doubt that if a professional were to go over the Bahá’í properties, including the Archives, and jot down what he thought they had cost, and were able to compare this with what they did cost, he would be astounded.

When Shoghi Effendi was asked what he planned to do about buying furniture for the balconies, he said he was going to use the furnishings from the building which we used to call the “New Archives”. These consisted of what had been, in the late 1940’s, modern furniture purchased locally and designed for home use: small cabinets, roomy wardrobes, etc. They were made, in more or less agreeable shapes, of veneer. Knowing them, and what he had purchased far the main floor, it was hard to see how a cohesive ensemble could be achieved. But it has been. The overall effect is beautiful and satisfying.

Having many times heard Shoghi Effendi describe where and how he planned to place
the furniture and many objects which we had purchased together, I was able, between the completion of the building inside as well as out—in Riḍván, 1958, and the fall of 1961, when the first pilgrims visited the new Archives—to furnish it and arrange the exhibits in a befitting manner, imitating, as closely as I could, the style of the beloved Guardian in the other places he had decorated.

A word should be said about the history of the Archives at the World Centre as we have it today. The material has been collected entirely by Shoghi Effendi. It was not until 1932-33 that pilgrims visiting Haifa saw more than the photograph of Baha'u'llah, the miniature portrait of Him, in three poses, painted at the time He was in Baghíjhd, and the only existing portrait of the Bab, likewise in miniature, from the early days of His ministry. It was the Guardian, with his gift for collating and organizing Baha'i historical material, who painstakingly collected, during a period of over thirty years, Tablets, personal relics and historical objects related to the Bab, Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Bahá, the Greatest Holy Leaf, the Purest Branch, and other distinguished figures of the Heroic Age of our Faith. Priceless mementos, letters, manuscripts, personal belongings were carefully gathered by him and meticulously preserved. He would accept no object as genuine unless it had been vouched for, its provenance known.
its relationship identified. To him we owe the wealth of this international material, its uniqueness in the history of religions, its sacred content. When the three rooms adjoining the Báb's Shrine and constituting the first International Archives were overflowing, he turned a small house near the residence of the Greatest Holy Leaf, into an additional Archives Building, with two small exhibition halls and a central corridor where other material was displayed. This was called, for convenience's sake, the "new" or "minor" archives, while the other was identified as the "old" or "major" archives. Since his passing only a few things have been added to this collection. Indeed, the material at the World Centre is now so rich and varied it is difficult to see what could, with the exception of written material, still be added that would not duplicate many times over what is already in Haifa. Perhaps this is why Shoghi Effendi increasingly laid emphasis on the value of building up national archives, particularly in Persia.

For those who have not had the experience of visiting the International Archives, it might be of interest to give a brief résumé of some of the material enshrined in this unique religious museum. In addition to the portraits of the Báb and Bahá'u'lláh, there are intensely personal mementos: the dried blood of Bahá'u'lláh, preserved by His daughter, the Greatest Holy Leaf on those occasions when, following an immemorial eastern custom, his blood was let, often in the spring, as a prophylactic measure; the dust of the Bab procured from the casket in which His remains were preserved for sixty lunar years after His martyrdom in Tabriz and prior to their entombment in His Shrine on Mt. Carmel; locks of the hair of Bahá'u'lláh, littirai collected by Bahá'íyih Khánum, hair by hair from His brush and comb, and lovingly arranged in serpentine curls that convey a sense of power and vitality hard to understand but very red to the beholder. Some of the beautiful embroidered tajís of Bahá'u'lláh, a high, round form of head-chess with a flat top, red, cream or green in colour, about which the snowy turban of finest lawn was wound, are displayed. A more pointed headgear of old paisley, worn by the Báb; nightcaps, as well as many "arakchin", worn by Bahá'u'lláh under His taf, a small loose skull cap, worked with the needle on white cotton, so finely that one wonders what eyes could ever see to make stitches so infinitesimal into a web of pattern, are likewise exhibited. The robes and abas (cloaks) of the Báb, Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá; shoes, shirts, stockings, prayer beads, signet rings of all three may also be seen. Pen cases and pens—the strong dark brown reed pens which were used in Persia by men of education to exercise the highest of all arts in the Orient, penmanship—have been preserved for posterity. One recalls the words of Bahá'u'lláh "the shrill of the Supreme Pen" as it revealed His world-shaking Revelation. And, indeed, those pens, on the smooth hand-made mulberry paper that was often used, emit a shrill sound when certain pressures are exerted. Here one may see the kágkúl of Bahá'u'lláh, the carved mendicant's bowl slung on chain, which He carried in the mountains of Sulaymán-Seraj during His self-imposed years of exile in the wilderness, living the life of a darvíjgh and thinking His own thoughts during a period of soul-searching and retirement. Here is the prayer mat of the Báb, a piece of fine Qalamkar (coloured block printing on cotton) on which He prostrated Himself in worship; here the copper bowls and wooden clogs and the towels used by Bahá'u'lláh in the bath. His large framed marriage certificate dated 1251 A.H. (1835) may be marvelled over and the infinitely precious series of illuminated Tablets in His own hand be gazed upon; a letter to His wife Navváb, the Master's mother, a letter in which He addresses 'Abdu'l-Bahá as "O Thou who art the apple of Mine eye!": letters to His beloved daughter Bahá'íyih; the infinitely precious original manuscript of some of the Hidden Words in His own hand; the Persian Bayán dictated by the Báb when He was held prisoner in the forbidding fortress of Mák-Kút, to His amanuensis Shíyáhd Husayn; as well as the original Tablets addressed to the Letters of the Living in the infinitely fine writing of the Báb Himself, and the one to Bahá'u'lláh. "He Whom God will make manifest". To these and other treasures of a like nature are added many similar relics associated with 'Abdu'l-Bahá; letters addressed to His sister and mother, personal belongings, His binoculars, His travelling bags, His dictionary in Arabic-Persian-English with
RELICS OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH

Left: in centre is a tāj with white turban in position, on upper shelf a dervish’s tāj and kāshkul (mendicant’s bowl) used by Bahá’u’lláh. Pen cases, slippers and other things used by Him are also shown. Right: locks of hair, tājes, pen cases, reed pens, prayer beads and other articles belonging to Bahá’u’lláh.

RELICS OF THE BÁB

Hair, head-dress, prayer beads, cup and saucer and other articles belonging to the Báb.

RELICS OF ‘ABDU’L-BAHÁ

Prayer beads, turban, caps worn under turban, comb, shoes and other articles belonging to ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.
SOME RELICS OF 'ABDU'l-BAHÁ

Hair, prayer beads, pen cases, seals and fan are amongst the many relics of the Master preserved in the Archives.

OBJECTS OF HISTORICAL INTEREST

Amongst the many sacred relics preserved in the Archives are articles which stir moving memories in the Bahá'ís: plaster from Máh-Kút where the Báb was imprisoned, a cannon ball from the fortress of Shaykh Ṭabarsi, the sword of Míllá Ḥusayn.
notes in His own hand on where the accent was to be placed on the English words.

Precious stuffs, gold brocades from Persia, India, and Japan, velvets and colourful silks, have been used to form the background and floor covering of the exhibition cabinets, conveying a joyful sense of hue and a richness of texture that enhances the everyday nature of the articles displayed—so sacred, so touching, so full of history in their associations.

A cabinet has been devoted to the things of the Greatest Holy Leaf: head scarfs, clothes, boxes, slippers, combs, dresses—all the touching little things that remain of one infinitely loved and which convey a sense of nearness to a personality worthy of emulation and all our devotion. Here are the few things we possess of her saintly mother, perhaps the most moving, a brocaded box she succeeded in preserving during her long years of exile and imprisonment, and which had come with her from her native land, where she had been born to affluence and comfort, long, long ago.

Another cabinet contains the relics of Navvá’s son, the Purest Branch, including the blood-stained garments cut away from his body after he had fallen through the roof of the “Most Great Prison.” We remember he died of those wounds, and that his Father, from the depths of a sorely-tried heart, raised His voice to the God that possessed Him so completely and cried out, “At this very moment My son is being washed before My face, after Our having sacrificed him in the Most Great Prison. Thereat have the dwellers of the Abhá Tabernacle wept with a great weeping...” A little pile of pebbles is preserved in this cabinet. What could they be? They belonged to this young Mindí, little more than a child; he had liked their feel, we imagine.

Passing on down the balcony of the Archives we see the sword of Mullá Husayn, the Bábú’l-Báf, the hero of Shaykh Tabarsi, and the simple little turquoise ring of the holy Qúddús; here is a little miniature portrait of the Vázir, Bahá’ú’lláh’s father, with a very long beard, which, it is said Fath-’Ali Sháh ordered him to cut shorter or pay a fine, as it offered competition to the royal one. Mirzá Buzurg paid the fine and kept his beard as God made it. What is that? A cannon ball, from the ruins of Shaykh Tabarsi, where the Bahá, besieged by the soldiers of the government, starved and were reduced to eating their own shoe leather. What memories throng into this Archives Building! An invisible host seems to stand above and behind us and look down on the bloodthirsty deeds of man, the sublime arts of the martyrs and saints, the jetsam and flotsam left by the thundering waters of Divine Revelation that beat so heavily on the shore of this world of ours during the last century.

And then we come to the last addition, the new one, the one that should not have been added so soon, the cabinet in which have been placed some of the things of the Guardian, Shoghi Effendi. There is his last picture, not the majesty here depicted, but the ineffable sweetness, at the end of a road too long and a burden too heavy. Here are his gloves; what small hands he had! hands, the Greatest Holy Leaf said, as she would take them in hers, like her Father’s, just like Bahá’ú’lláh’s, intensely intellectual, full of suffering, sensitive. And there are his coloured pencils, so many, and his compass. What did lie do with those? They were in his room in London when he died—maps, drawings of his gardens—all these he used them for—a watch, ties, clothes, photographs in leather frames of his beloved Shrine and Gardens... the great builder passed into history. He who was so self-effacing. We stand and look at his personal belongings—it does not seem right. But what can one do; he belongs to everyone now. We love him and want to try and catch a glimpse of what kind of man it was who held the destiny of Bahá’ú’lláh’s Faith in his hands for thirty-six years and shaped it so well, with such strength, at such a burning point of personal sacrifice, made it all so clear to us, made it all so beautiful.
Precious souvenirs of Shoghi Effendi have been added to the Archives. Above them are shown some of the books he wrote, translated or edited.
XI

THE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
OF ‘ABDU’L-BAHÁ’S VISIT TO THE WEST

The visit of the Centre of the Covenant to Europe and America will come to be recognized as the greatest single event in the entire history of the Western Hemisphere. The celebrations of the 50th anniversary of this unique and portentous occasion were fittingly carried out by the Bahá’ís in all those countries which ‘Abdu’l-Bahá visited.

In Switzerland a public reception was held in the same Hotel de la Paix, Geneva, where ‘Abdu’l-Bahá had stayed, and His very words on that occasion were recalled. Public figures and notables attended and were presented with a handously produced brochure about the Faith. At the Summer School held later in Bex-les-bains one whole day was devoted to the anniversary, when photographs of the Master, the record of His voice, and films of Him were shown.

In France, the commemoration was “a great occasion at the Hotel Lutetia in Paris. Invitation cards, large public posters as well as published extracts of the words revealed by the Master when He was in Paris, were printed. For this occasion the book Paris Talks (Causeries d’Abdu’l-Bahá à Paris) was printed and distributed for the first time that very evening, as a living testimony. A Souvenir Album was compiled, containing various photos of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, certain signatures, extracts and photos of the evening. The photo of the Master under the Eiffel Tower was likewise printed and distributed that very evening, among friends as well as believers.”

The celebrations in Germany opened on the 4th of April, 1963 with a festive evening in Eslingen. This was followed, on April 7th, by a special celebration in Gustav-Seigle-Haus, Stuttgart, and the opening of a Bahá’í Exhibition in the same place. This Exhibition remained open until the 14th of April, after which it was taken to various Bahá’í communities throughout the country. A special brochure entitled “Vor Fünfzig Jahren” as well as a special edition of “Bahá’í Briefe” entirely devoted to the Master’s visit, were published. In seven issues of “Bahá’í Nachrichten”, from 2nd of March to 8th of September: there appeared the report of the historic event as it had originally been published by Frau Alice Schwarz in “Sonne der Wahrheit.”

Throughout Britain celebrations were held in those places which had been visited by the Master in 1913 such as Edinburgh, Oxford, Liverpool, Bristol. The national commemoration of His arrival in 1911 was held on September 8th, 1961 in the theatre of the Kensington Central Library and was preceded by a banquet to which were invited a number of notables who had either met ‘Abdu’l-Bahá or were connected with those places where He made His first public appearances and speeches in the West.

The Canadian Bahá’ís celebrated the six day visit of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá to Montreal, with a full programme of public and private meetings, receptions and a banquet, a picnic for children, radio and television interviews, fireside meetings and a Bahá’í Feast, while the Canadian Shrine (formerly the Maxwell home) was open every day in the afternoons and evenings. These events took place in the various locations associated with the Master’s visit, such as the Windsor Hotel, the Church of the Messiah, Mount Royal.

The main event of the commemoration in the United States of America took place in the Bahá’í House of Worship at Wilmette, Illinois on April 28, 1962. This was supported by meetings and services throughout the country, and particularly in those places which ‘Abdu’l-Bahá had visited or where He had given an address. The National Spiritual Assembly made available a wide selection of imitations, posters, mailing pieces and other items to help the Bahá’ís in calling the attention of their fellow countrymen to the historic occasion.
The authentic account of this great missionary journey, written by 'Abdu'l-Bahá's eldest grandson, Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Báb's Faith, occupies Chapter XIX of Shoghi Effendi's book God Passes By. It is reproduced here.

'ABDU'L-BAHÁ'S TRAVELS IN EUROPE AND AMERICA

The establishment of the Faith of Bahá'u'lláh in the Western Hemisphere—the most outstanding achievement that will forever be associated with 'Abdu'l-Bahá's ministry—had, as observed in the preceding pages, set in motion such tremendous forces, and been productive of such far-reaching results, as to warrant the active and personal participation of the Center of the Covenant Himself in those epoch-making activities which His Western disciples had, through the propelling power of that Covenant, boldly initiated and were vigorously prosecuting.

The crisis which the blindness and perversity of the Covenant-breakers had precipitated, and which, for several years, had so tragically interfered with the execution of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's purpose, was now providentially resolved. An unsurmountable barrier had been suddenly lifted from His path, His fetters were unlocked, and God's avenging wrath had taken the chains from His neck and placed them upon that of 'Abdu'l-Hamíd, His royal adversary and the dupe of His most implacable enemy. The sacred remains of the Báb, entrusted to His hands by His departed Father, had, moreover, with immense difficulty been transferred from their hiding-place in far-off Tihrván to the Holy Land, and deposited ceremoniously and reverently by Him in the bosom of Mt. Carmel.

'Abdu'l-Bahá was at this time broken in health. He suffered from several maladies brought on by the strains and stresses of a tragic life spent almost wholly in exile and imprisonment. He was on the threshold of three-score years and ten. Yet as soon as He was released from His forty-year long captivity, as soon as He had laid the Báb's body in a safe and permanent resting-place, and His mind was free of grievous anxieties connected with the execution of that priceless Trust, He arose with sublime courage, confidence and resolution to consecrate what little strength remained to Him, in the evening of His life, to a service of such heroic proportions that no parallel to it is to be found in the annals of the first Bahá'í century.

Indeed His three years of travel, first to Egypt, then to Europe and later to America, mask, if we would correctly appraise their historic importance, a turning point of the utmost significance in the history of the century. For the first time since the inception of the Faith, sixty-six years previously, its Head and supreme Representative burst asunder the shackles which had throughout the ministries of both the Báb and Bahá'u'lláh so grievously fettered its freedom. Though repressive measures still continued to circumscribe the activities of the vast majority of its adherents in the land of its birth, its recognized Leader was now vouchsafed a freedom of action which, with the exception of a brief interval in the course of the War of 1914-18, He was to continue to enjoy to the end of His life, and which has never since been withdrawn from its institutions at its world center.

So momentous a change in the fortunes of the Faith was the signal for such an outburst of activity on His part as to dazzle and amaze His followers in East and West with admiration and wonder, and exercise an imperishable influence on the course of its future history. He Who, in His own words, had entered prison as a youth and left it an old man, Who never in His life had faced a public audience, had attended no school, had never moved in Western circles, and was unfamiliar with Western customs and language, had arisen not only to proclaim from pulpit and platform, in some of the chief capitals of Europe and in the leading cities of the North American continent, the distinctive verities enshrined in His Father's Faith, but to demonstrate as well the Divine origin of the Prophets gone before Him, and to disclose the nature of the tie binding them to that Faith.

Inflexibly resolved to undertake this ar-
duous voyage, at whatever cost to His strength, at whatever risk to His life. He, quietly and without any previous warning, on a September afternoon, of the year 1910, the year following that which witnessed the downfall of Sultán ‘Abdu’l-Ḥamíd and the formal entombment of the Báb’s remains on Mt. Carmel, sailed for Egypt, sojourning for about a month in Port Said, and from thence embarked with the intention of proceeding to Europe, only to discover that the condition of His health necessitated His landing again at Alexandria and postponing His voyage. Fixing His residence in Ramleh, a suburb of Alexandria, and later visiting Zaytún and Cairo, He, on August 11 of the ensuing year, sailed with a party of four, on the S. S. Corsica, for Marseilles, and proceeded, after a brief stop at Thonon-les-Bains, to London, where He arrived on September 4, 1911. After a visit of about a month, He went to Paris, where He stayed for a period of nine weeks, returning to Egypt in December, 1911. Again taking up His residence in Ramleh, where He passed the winter, He embarked, on His second journey to the West, on the steamship Cedric, on March 25, 1912, sailing via Naples direct to New York where He arrived on April 11. After a prolonged tour of eight months’ duration, which carried Him from coast to coast, and in the course of which He visited Washington, Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Monclair, Boston, Worcester, Brooklyn, Farmwood, Milford, Philadelphia, West Englewood, Jersey City, Cambridge, Medford, Morristown, Dublin, Green Acre, Montreal, Malden, Buffalo, Kenosha, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Omaha, Lincoln, Denver, Glenwood Springs, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Oakland, Palo Alto, Berkeley, Pasadena, Los Angeles, Sacramento, Cincinnati, and Baltimore. He sailed, on the S. S. Celtic, on December 5, from New York for Liverpool; and landing there He proceeded by train to London. Later He visited Oxford, Edinburgh and Bristol, and thence returning to London, left for Paris on January 21, 1913. On March 30 He traveled to Stuttgart, and from there proceeded, on April 9, to Budapest, visited Vienna nine days later, returned to Stuttgart on April 25, and to Paris on May first, where He remained until June 12, sailing the following day, on the S. S. Himalaya from Marseilles bound for Egypt, arriving in Port Said four days later, where after short visits to Ismá‘ílyyih and Abúqír, and a prolonged stay in Ramleh. He returned to Haifa, concluding His historic journeys on December 5, 1913.

It was in the course of these epoch-making journeys and before large and representative audiences, at times exceeding a thousand people, that ‘Abdu’l-Bahá expounded, with brilliant simplicity, with persuasiveness and force, and for the first time in His ministry, those basic and distinguishing principles of His Father’s Faith, which together with the laws and ordinances revealed in the Kitáb-i-Aqdas constitute the bed-rock of God’s latest Revelation to mankind. The Independent search after truth, unfettered by superstition or tradition; the oneness of the entire human race, the pivotal principle and fundamental doctrine of the Faith; the basic unity of all religions; the condemnation of all forms of prejudice, whether religious, racial, class or national; the harmony which must exist between religion and science; the equality of men and women, the two wings on which the bird of human-kind is able to soar; the introduction of compulsory education; the adoption of a universal auxiliary language; the abolition of the extremes of wealth and poverty; the institution of a world tribunal for the adjudication of disputes between nations; the exaltation of work, performed in the spirit of service, to the rank of worship; the glorification of justice as the ruling principle in human society; and of religion as a bulwark for the protection of all peoples and nations; and the establishment of a permanent and universal peace as the supreme goal of all mankind—these stand out as the essential elements of that Divine polity which He proclaimed to leaders of public thought as well as to the masses at large in the course of these missionary journeys. The exposition of these vitalizing truths of the Faith of Bahá’u’lláh, which He characterized as the “spirit of the age,” He supplemented with grave and reiterated warnings of an impending conflagration which, if the statesmen of the world should fail to avert, would set ablaze the entire continent of Europe. He, moreover, predicted, in the course of these travels, the radical changes which would take place in that continent, foreshadowed the movement of the decentralization of political power which would inevitably be set in motion, alluded to the
troubles that would overtake Turkey, anticipated the persecution of the Jews on the European continent, and categorically asserted that the "sun of the unity of mankind would be hoisted, that the tabernacle of universal peace would be raised and the world become another world."

During these travels 'Abdu'l-Bahá displayed a vitality, a courage, a single-mindedness, a consecration to the task He had set Himself to achieve that excited the wonder and admiration of those who had the privilege of observing at close hand His daily acts. Indifferent to the sights and curiosities which habitually invite the attention of travelers and which the members of His entourage often wished Him to visit; careless alike of His comfort and His health; expending every ounce of His energy day after day from dawn till late at night; consistently refusing any gifts or contributions towards the expenses of His travels; unfailing in His solicitude for the sick, the sorrowful and the down-trodden: uncompromising in His championship of the under-privileged races and classes: bountiful as the rain in His generosity to the poor; contemptuous of the attacks launched against Him by vigilant and fanatical exponents of orthodoxy and sectarianism: marvelous in His frankness while demonstrating, from platform and pulpit, the prophetic Mission of Jesus Christ to the Jews, of the Divine origin of Islam in churches and synagogues, or the truth of Divine Revelation and the necessity of religion to materialists, atheists or agnostics; unequivocal in His glorification of Bab’u’lláh at all times and within the sanctuaries of diverse sects and denominations; adamant in His refusal, on several occasions, to curry the favor of people of title and wealth both in England and in the United States; and last but not least, incomparable in the spontaneity, the genuineness and warmth of His sympathy and loving-kindness shown to friend and
stranger alike, believer and unbeliever, rich and poor, high and low, whom He met, either intimately or casually, whether on board ship, or whilst pacing the streets, in parks or public squares, at receptions or banquets, in slums or mansions, is the gatherings of His followers or the assemblage of the learned. He, the incarnation of every Bahá'í virtue and the embodiment of every Bahá'í ideal, continued for three crowded years to trumpet to a world sunk in materialism and already in the shadow of war, the healing, the God-given truths enshrined in His Father's Revelation.

In the course of His several visits to Egypt He had more than one interview with the Khedive, 'Abbas Hilmi Pághá II, was introduced to Lord Kitchener, met the Mufti, Sháykh Muhammad Bakhít, as well as the Khedive's Imam, Sháykh Muhammad Rashíd, and associated with several ulamás, págás, Persian notables, members of the Turkish Parliament, editors of leading newspapers in Cairo and Alexandria, and other leaders and representatives of well-known institutions, both religious and secular.

Whilst He sojourned in England the house placed at His disposal in Cadogan Gardens became a veritable mecca to all sorts and conditions of men, thronging to visit the Prisoner of 'Akká Who had chosen their great city as the first scene of His labors in the West. "O, these pilgrims, these guests, these visitors!" thus bears witness His devoted hostess during the time He spent in London, "Remembering those days, our ears are filled with the sound of their footsteps — as they came from every country in the world. Every day, all day long, a constant stream, an interminable procession! Ministers and missionaries, oriental scholars and occult students, practical men of affairs and mystics, Anglicans, Catholics, and Ne-normals, Theosophists and Hindus, Christian Scientists and doctors of medicine, Muslims, Buddhists and Zoroastrians. There also called: politicians, Salvation
Army soldiers, and other workers for human good, women suffragists, journalists, writers, poets and healers, dressmakers and great ladies, artists and artisans, poor workless people and prosperous merchants, members of the dramatic and musical world, these all came: and none were too lowly, nor too great, to receive the sympathetic consideration of this holy Messenger, Who was ever giving His life for others' good."

'Abdu'l-Bahá's first public appearance before a western audience sufficiently enough took place in a Christian house of worship, when, on September 10, 1911, He addressed an overflowing congregation from the pulpit of the City Temple. Introduced by the Pastor, the Reverend R. J. Campbell, He, in simple and moving language, and with vibrant voice, proclaimed the unity of God, affirmed the fundamental oneness of religion, and announced that the hour of the unity of the sons of men, of all races, religions and classes had struck. On another occasion, on September 17, at the request of the Venerable Archdeacon Wilberforce, He addressed the congregation of St. John the Divine, at Westminster, after evening service, choosing as His theme the transcendental greatness of the Godhead, as affirmed and elucidated by Bahá'u'lláh in the Kitáb-i-Íqán. "The Archdeacon," wrote a contemporary, "had the Bishop's chair placed for his Guest on the chancel steps, and, standing beside Him, read the translation of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's address himself. The congregation was profoundly moved, and, following the Archdeacon's example, knelt to receive the blessing of the Servant of God—who stood with extended arms—His wonderful voice rising and falling in the silence with the power of His invocation."

At the invitation of the Lord Mayor of London He breakfasted with him at the Mansion House; addressed the Theosophical Society at their headquarters, at the express request of their President, and also a Meeting of the Higher Thought center in London; was invited by a deputation from the Brahmo-Somaj Society to deliver a lecture under their auspices; visited and delivered an address on world unity at the Mosque at Woking, at the invitation of the Muslim Community of Great Britain, and was entertained by Persian princes, noblemen, ex-ministers and members of the Persian Legation in London. He stayed as a guest in Dr. T. K. Cheyne's home in Oxford, and He delivered an address to "a large and deeply interested audience," highly academic in character, at Manchester College in that city, and presided over by Dr. Eslin Carpenter. He also spoke from the pulpit of a Congregational Church in the East End of London, in response to the request of its Pastor; addressed gatherings in Carfax Hall and Westminster Hall, the latter under the chairmanship of Sir Thomas Berkeley, and witnessed a performance of "Eager Heart," a Christmas mystery play at the Church House, Westminster, the first dramatic performance He ever beheld, and which in its graphic depiction of the life and sufferings of Jesus Christ moved Him to tears. In the Hall of the Passmore Edwards' Settlement, in Tavistock Place, He spoke to an audience of about four hundred and sixty representative people, presided over by Prof. Michael Sadler, called on a number of working men of that Settlement, who were on holiday at Vanners', in Byfleet, some twenty miles out of London, and paid a second visit there, meeting on that occasion people of every condition who had specially gathered to see Him, among whom were "the clergy of several denominations, a headmaster of a boys' public school, a member of Parliament, a doctor, a famous political writer, the vice-chancellor of a university, several journalists, a well-known poet, and a magistrate from London." He will long be remembered," wrote a chronicler of His visit to England, describing that occasion, "as He sat in the bow window in the afternoon sunshine. His arm round a very ragged but very happy little boy who had come to ask 'Abdu'l-Bahá for sixpence for his money box and for his invalid mother, whilst round Him in the room were gathered men and women discussing Education, Socialism, the first Reform Bill, and the relation of submarines and wireless telegraphy to the new era on which man is entering."

Among those who called on Him during the memorable days He spent in England and Scotland were the Reverend Archdeacon Wilberforce, the Reverend R. J. Campbell, the Reverend Rhonddda Williams, the Reverend Roland Corbet, Lord Lamington, Sir Richard and Lady Stapley, Sir Michael Sadler, the Jalálu'd-Dawlih, son of the Zílú's-Saláh, Sir
Ameer Ali, the late Maharaja of Jalawar, who paid Him many visits and gave an elaborate dinner and reception in His honor, the Maharaja of Rajputana, the Ranee of Sara
dak, Princess Karadjia, Baroness Barnetkov, Lady Wemyss and her sister, Lady Glenconnor, Lady Agnew, Miss Constance Maid, Prof. E. G. Browne, Prof. Patrick Geddes, Np.
Albert Dawson, editor of the Christian Commonwealth, Mr. David Graham Pole, Mrs. Annie Besant, Mrs. Paakhurst, and Mr. Stead, who had long and earnest conversations with Him. “Very numerous,” His hostess, describing the impression produced on those who were accorded by Him the privilege of a private audience, has written, “were these applicants for so unique an experience, how unique only those knew when in the presence of the Master, and we could partly divine, as we saw the look on their faces as they emerged—a look as though blended of awe, of marveling, and of a certain calm joy. Sometimes we were conscious of reluctance in them to come forth into the outer world, as though they would hold fast to their beatitude, lest the return of things of earth should wrest it from them.” “A profound impression,” the aforementioned chronicler has recorded, summing up the results produced by that memorable visit, “remained in the minds and memories of all sorts and conditions of men and women... Very greatly was ‘Abdu’l-
Baha’s sojourn in London appreciated: very greatly His departure regretted. He left behind Him many, many friends. His love had kindled love. His heart had opened to the West, and the Western heart had closed around this patriarchal presence from the East. His words had in them something that appealed not only to their immediate hearers, but to men and women generally.”

His visits to Paris, where for a time He occupied an apartment in the Avenue de Camoens, were marked by a warmth of welcome no less remarkable than the reception accorded Him by His friends and followers in London. “During the Paris visit,” that same devoted English hostess, Lady Blomfield, who had followed Him to that city, has testified, “as it had been in London, daily happenings took on the atmosphere of spiritual events... Every morning, according to His custom, the Master expounded the principles of the teaching of Bahá’u’lláh to those who gathered round Him, the learned and the unlearned, eager and respectful. They were of all nationalities and creeds, from the East and from the West, including Theosophists, agnostics, materialists, spiritualists, Christian Scientists, social reformers, Hindus, Sufis, Muslims, Buddhists, Zoroastrians and many others.”

And again: “Interview followed interview. Church dignitaries of various branches of the Christian Tree came, some earnestly desirous of finding new aspects of the Truth... Others there who stopped their ears, lest they should hear and understand.”

Persian princes, noblemen and ex-ministers, among them the Zillu’s-Sultán, the Persian Minister, the Turkish Ambassador in Paris, Rashid Páshi, an ex-Vali of Beirus, Turkish págáhs and ex-ministers, and Viscount Arawaka, Japanese Ambassador to the Court of Spain, were among those who had the privilege of attaining His presence. Gatherings of Esperantists and Theosophists, students of the Faculty of Theology and large audiences at l’Alliance Spiritualiste were addressed by Him; at a Mission Hall, in a very poor quarter of the city. He addressed a congregation at the invitation of the Pastor, whilst in numerous meetings of His followers those already familiar with His teachings were privileged to hear from His lips detailed and frequent expositions of certain aspects of His Father’s Faith.

In Stuttgart, where He made a brief but never-to-be-forgotten stay, and to which He traveled in spite of ill-health in order to establish personal contact with the members of the community of His enthusiastic and dearly beloved German friends, Re, apart from attending the gatherings of His devoted followers, bestowed His abundant blessings on the members of the Youth group, gathered at Esslingen, and addressed, at the invitation of Professor Christale, President of the Esperantists of Europe, a large meeting of Esperantists at their club. He, moreover, visited Bad Mergenthal, in Württemberg, where a few years later (1915) a monument was erected in memory of His visit by one of His grateful disciples. “The humility, love and devotion of the German believers,” wrote an eye-witness, “rejoiced the heart of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, and they received His blessings and His words of encouraging counsel in complete submissiveness... Friends came from far and near to
sea the Master. There was a constant flow of visitors at the Hotel Marquart. There ‘Abdu’l-Bahá received them with such love and graciousness that they became radiant with joy and happiness.”

In Vienna, where He stayed a few days, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá addressed a gathering of Theosophists in that city, whilst in Budapest He granted an interview to the President of the University, met on a number of occasions the famous Orientalist Prof. Arminius Vambery, addressed the Theosophical Society, and was visited by the President of the Turnánt, and representatives of the Turkish Societies: army officers, several members of Parliament, and a deputation of Young Turks, led by Prof. Julius Germanus, who accorded Him a hearty welcome to the city. “During this time,” is the written testimony of Dr. Rusztem Vambery, “His (‘Abdu’l-Bahá) room in the Dunapalota Hotel became a veritable mecca for all those whom the mysticism of the East and the wisdom of its Master attracted into its magic circle. Among His visitors were Count Albert Apponyi, Prelate Alexander Giesswein, Professor Ignatius Goldziher, the Orientalist of world-wide renown, Professor Robert A. Nadler, the famous Budapest painter, and leader of the Hungarian Theosophical Society.”

It was reserved, however, for the North American continent to witness the most astonishing manifestation of the boundless vitality ‘Abdu’l-Bahá exhibited in the course of these journeys. The remarkable progress achieved by the organized community of His followers in the United States and Canada, the marked receptivity of the American public to His Message, as well as His consciousness of the high destiny awaiting the people of that continent, fully warranted the expenditure of time and energy which He devoted to this most important phase of His travels. A visit which entailed a journey of over five thousand miles, which lasted from April to December, which carried Him from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast and back, which elicited discourses of such number as to fill no less than three volumes, was to mark the climax of those journeys, and was fully justified by the far-reaching results which He well knew such labors on His part would produce. "This long voyage," He told His assembled followers on the occasion of His first meeting with them...
in New York, "will prove how great is My love for you. There were many troubles and vicissitudes, but in the thought of meeting you, all these things vanished and were forgotten."

The character of the acts He performed Why demonstrated the importance He attached to that visit. The laying, with His own hands, of the dedication stone of the Magnificently-Adored, by the shore of Lake Michigan, in the vicinity of Chicago, on the recently purchased property, and in the presence of a representative gathering of Bahá'ís from East and West; the dynamic affirmation by Him of the implications of the Covenant instituted by Bahá'u'lláh, following the reading of the newly translated Tablet of the Branch, in a general assembly of His followers in New York, designated henceforth as the "City of the Covenant"; the moving ceremony in Inglewood, California, marking His special pilgrimage to the grave of Thornton Chase, the "first American believer," and indeed the first to embrace the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh in the Western world; the symbolic Feast He Himself offered to a large gathering of His disciples assembled in the open air, and in the green setting of a June day at West Englewood, in New Jersey: the blessing He bestowed on the Open Forum at Green Acre, in Maine, on the banks of the Piscataqua River, where many of His followers had gathered, and which was to evolve into one of the first Bahá'í summer schools of the Western Hemisphere and be recognized as one of the earliest endowments established in the American continent; His address to an audience of several hundred attending the last session of the newly-founded Bahá'í Temple Unity held in Chicago; and, last but not least, the exemplary act He performed by uniting in wedlock two of His followers of different nationalities, one of the white, the other of the Negro race—these must rank among the outstanding functions associated with His visit to the community of the American believers, functions designed to pave the way for the erection of their central House of Worship, to fortify them against the tests they were soon to endure, to cement their unity, and to bless the beginnings of that Administrative Order which they were soon to initiate and champion.

No less remarkable were `Abdu'l-Bahá's public activities in the course of His associa-
tion with the multitude of people with whom He came in contact during His tour across a continent. A full account of these diversified activities which crowded His days during no less than eight months, would be beyond the scope of this survey. Suffice it to say that in the city of New York alone He delivered public addresses in, and made formal visits to, no less than fifty-five different places, Peace societies, Christian and Jewish congregations, colleges and universities, welfare and charitable organizations, members of ethical cults, New Thought centers, metaphysical groups, Women's clubs, scientific associations, gatherings of Esperantists, Theosophists, Mormons, and agnostics, institutions for the advancement of the colored people, representatives of the Syrian, the Armenian, the Greek, the Chinese, and Japanese communities—all were brought into contact with His dynamic presence, and were privileged to hear from His lips His Father's Message. Nor was the press either in its editorial comment or in the publication of reports of His lectures, slow to appreciate the breadth of His vision or the character of His summons.

His discourse at the Peace Conferences at Lake Mohonk; His addresses to large gatherings at Columbia, Howard and New York Universities; His participation in the fourth annual conference of the National Association for the Advancement of the Colored People; His fearless assertion of the truth of the prophetic Missions of both Jesus Christ and Mubarakmad in Temple Emmanuel, a Jewish synagogue in San Francisco, where no less than two thousand people were gathered; His illuminating discourse before an audience of eighteen hundred students and one hundred and eighty teachers and professors at Leland Stanford University; His memorable visit to the Bowery Mission in the slums of New York; the brilliant reception given in His honor in Washington, at which many outstanding figures in the social life of the capital were presented to Him—these stand out as the highlights of the unforgettable Mission He undertook in the service of His Father's Cause. Secretaries of State, Ambassadors, Congressmen, distinguished rabbis and churchmen, and other people of eminence attained His presence, among whom were such figures as Dr. D. S. Jordan, President of Leland Stanford University, Prof. Jackson of Columbia University, Prof. Jack of Oxford University, Rabbi Stephen Wise of New York, Dr. Martin A. Meyer, Rabbi Joseph L. Levy, Rabbi Abram Simon, Alexander Graham Bell, Rabindra Nath Tagore, Hon. Franklin K. Lane, Mrs. William Jennings Bryan, Andrew Carnegie, Hon. Franklin MacVeagh, Secretary of the United States Treasury, Lee McClung, Mr. Roosevelt, Admiral Wain Wright, Admiral Peary, the British, Dutch and Swiss Ministers in Washington, Yusuf Djhá Pashá, the Turkish Ambassador In that city, Thomas Seaton, Hon. William Sizer and Prince Muhammad-'Ali of Egypt, the Khedive's brother.

"When 'Abdu'l-Bahá visited this country for the first time in 1912," a commentator on His American travels has written, "He found a large and sympathetic audience waiting to greet Him personally and to receive from His own lips His loving and spiritual message... Beyond the words spoken there was something indescribable in His personality that impressed profoundly all who came into His presence. The dome-like head, the patriarchal beard, the eyes that seemed to have looked beyond the reach of time and sense, the soft yet clearly penetrating voice, the transcendent humility, the never failing love—but above all, the sense of power mingled with gentleness that invested His whole being with a rare majesty of spiritual exaltation that both set Him apart, and yet that brought Him near to the lowest soul—it was all this, and much more that can never be defined, that have left with His many... friends, memories that are ineffaceable and unspeakably precious."

A survey, however inadequate of the varied and immense activities of 'Abdu'l-Bahá in His tour of Europe and America cannot leave without mention some of the strange incidents that would often accompany personal contact with Him. The bold determination of a certain indomitable youth who, fearing 'Abdu'l-Bahá would not be able to visit the Western states, and unable himself to pay for a train journey to New England, had traveled all the way from Minneapolis to Maine lying on the rods between the wheels of a train; the transformation effected in the life of the son of a country rector in England, who, in his misery and poverty, had resolved, whilst walking along the banks of the Thames, to
put an end to His existence, and who, at the sight of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's photograph displayed in a shop window, had inquired about Him, hurried to His residence, and been so revived by His words of cheer and comfort as to abandon all thought of self-destruction; the extraordinary experience of a woman whose little girl, as the result of a dream she had had, insisted that Jesus Christ was in the world, and who, at the sight of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's picture exposed in the window of a magazine store, had instantly identified it as that of the Jesus Christ of her dream—an act which impelled her mother, after reading that 'Abdu'l-Bahá was in Paris, to take the next boat for Europe and hasten to attain His presence; the decision of the editor of a journal printed in Japan to break his journey to Tokyo at Constantinople, and travel to London for "the joy of spending one evening in His presence"; the touching scene when 'Abdu'l-Bahá, receiving, from the hands of a Persian friend, recently arrived in London from Isfahán, a cotton handkerchief containing a piece of dry black bread and a shrivelled apple—the offering of a poor Bahá'í workman in that city—opened it before His assembled guests, and, leaving His luncheon untouched, broke pieces off that bread, and partaking Himself of it shared it with those who were present—these are but a few of a host of incidents that shed a revealing light on some personal aspects of His memorable journeys.

Nor can certain scenes revolving around that majestic and patriarchal Figure, as He moved through the cities of Europe and America, be ever effaced from memory. The remarkable interview at which 'Abdu'l-Bahá, while placing lovingly His hand on the head of Archdeacon Wilberforce, answered his many questions, whilst that distinguished churchman sat on a low chair by His side; the still more remarkable scene when that same Archdeacon, after having knelt with His entire congregation to receive His benediction at St. John's the Divine, passed down the aisle to the vestry hand in hand with His Guest, whilst a hymn was being sung by the entire assembly standing; the sight of Jalálu'd-Dawlih, fallen prostrate at His feet, profuse in his apologies and imploring His forgiveness for his past iniquities; the enthusiastic reception accorded Him at Leland Stanford University when, before the gaze of well nigh two thousand professors and students, He discoursed on some of the noblest truths underlying His message to the West: the touching spectacle at Bowery Mission when four hundred of the poor of New York filed past Rim, each receiving a piece of silver from His blessed hands; the acclamation of a Syrian woman in Boston who, pushing aside the crowd that had gathered around Him, flung herself at His feet, exclaiming, "I confess that in Thee I have recognized the Spirit of God and Jesus Christ Himself!"; the no less fervent tribute paid Him by two admiring Arabs who, as He was leaving that city fox Dublin, N. H., cast themselves before Rim, and, sobbing aloud, avowed that He was God's own Messenger to mankind; the vast congregation of two thousand Jews assembled in a synagogue in San Francisco, intently listening to His discourse as He demonstrated the validity of the claims advanced by both Jesus Christ and Muhammad; the gathering He addressed one night in Montreal, at which, in the course of His speech, His turban fell from His head, so carried away was He by the theme He was expounding; the boisterous crowd in a very poor quarter of Paris, who, awed by His presence, reverently and silently made way for Him as He passed through their midst, while returning from a Mission Hall whose congregation He had been addressing; the characteristic gesture of a Zoroastrian physician who, arriving in breathless haste on the morning of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's departure from London to bid Him farewell, anointed with fragrant oil first His head and His breast, and then, touching the hands of all present, placed round His neck and shoulders a garland of rosebuds and lilies; the crowd of visitors arriving soon after dawn, patiently waiting on the doorsteps of His house in Cadogan Gardens until the door would be opened for their admittance; His majestic figure as He paced with a vigorous step the platform, or stood with hands upraised to pronounce the benediction, in church and synagogue alike, and before vast audiences of reverent listeners; the unsolicited mark of respect shown Him by distinguished society women in London, who would spontaneously curtsy when ushered into His presence; the poignant sight when He stooped low to the grave of His beloved
disciple, Thornton Chase, in Inglewood Cemetery, and kissed his tombstone, an example which all those present hastened to follow; the distinguished gathering of Christians, Jews and Muslims, men and women and representative of both the East and the West, assembled to hear His discourse on world unity in the mosque at Woking—such scenes as these, even in the cold record of the printed page, must still have much of their original impressiveness and power.

Who knows what thoughts flooded the heart of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá as He found Himself the central figure of such memorable scenes as these? Who knows what thoughts were uppermost in His mind as He sat at breakfast beside the Lord Mayor of London, or was received with extraordinary deference by the Khedive himself in his palace, or as He listened to the cries of “Alláhi’-Abd” and to the hymns of thanksgiving and praise that would herald His approach to the numerous and brilliant assemblies of His enthusiastic followers and friends organized in so many cities of the American continent? Who knows what memories stirred within Him as He stood before the thundering waters of Niagara, breathing the free air of a far distant land, or gazed, in the course of a brief and much-needed rest, upon the green woods and countryside in Glenwood Springs, or moved with a retinue of Oriental believers along the paths of the Trocadero gardens in Paris, or walked alone in the evening beside the majestic Hudson on Riverside Drive in New York, or as He paced the terrace of the Hotel du Parc at Thônou-les-Bains, overlooking the Lake of Geneva, or as He watched from Serpentine Bridge in London the pearly chain of lights beneath the trees stretching as far as the eye could see? Memories of the sorrows, the poverty, the overhanging doom of His earlier years; memories of His mother who sold her gold buttons to provide Rim, His brother and His sister with sustenance, and who was forced, in her darkest hours, to place a handful of dry flour in the palm of His hand to appease His hunger; of His own childhood when pursued and derided by a mob of ruffians in the streets of ‘Akká; of the damp and gloomy room, formerly a morgue, which He occupied in the barracks of ‘Akká, and of His imprisonment in the dungeon of that city—memories such as these must surely have thronged His mind. Thoughts, too, must have visited Him of the Bahá’í’s captivity in the mountain fastnesses of Ædîrîh, when at night time He was refused even a lamp, and of His cruel and tragic execution when hundreds of bullets riddled His youthful breast. Above all, His thoughts must have centered on Bahá’u’lláh, Whom He loved so passionately and Whose trials He had witnessed and had shared from His boyhood. The vermin-infested Sîyáh-Chál of ‘Akká; the bastinado inflicted upon Him in ‘Aznal; the humble fare which filled His káshkál while He lived for two years the life of a dervish in the mountains of Kurdistan; the days in Baghíl when He did not even
possess a change of linen, and when His followers subsisted on a handful of dates; His confinement behind the prison-walls of ’Akká, when for nine years even the sight of verdure was denied Him; and the public humiliation to which He was subjected at government headquarters in that city—pictures from the tragic past such as these must have many a time overpowered Him with feelings of mingled gratitude and sorrow, as He witnessed the many marks of respect, of esteem, and honor now shown Him and the Faith which He represented. “O Bahá’u’lláh! What hast Thou done?” He, as reported by the chronicler of His travels, was heard to exclaim one evening as He was being swiftly driven to fulfill His third engagement of the day in Washington, “O Bahá’u’lláh! May my life be sacrificed for Thee! O Bahá’u’lláh! May my soul be offered up for Thy sake! How full were Thy days with trials and tribulations! How severe the ordeals Thou didst endure! How solid the foundation Thou hast finally laid, and how glorious the banner Thou didst hoist!”’ One day, as He was strolling,” that same chronicler has testified, “He called to remembrance the days of the Blessed Beauty, referring with sadness to His sojourn in Sulaymáníyyíh, to His loneliness and to the wrongs inflicted upon Him. Though He had often recounted that episode, that day He was so overcome with emotion that He sobbed aloud in His grief. . . All His attendants wept with Him, and were plunged into sorrow as they heard the tale of the woeful trials endured by the Ancient Beauty, and witnessed the tenderness of heart manifested by His Son.”

A most significant scene in a century-old drama had been enacted. A glorious chapter in the history of the first Bahá’í century had been written. Seeds of undreamt-of potentialities had, with the hand of the Center of the Covenant Himself, been sown in some of the fertile fields of the Western world. Never in the entire range of religious history had any Figure of comparable stature arisen to perform a labor of such magnitude and imperishable worth. Forces were unleashed through those fateful journeys which even now, at a distance of well nigh thirty-five years, we are unable to measure or comprehend. Already a Queen, inspired by the powerful arguments adduced by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in the course of His addresses in support of the Divinity of Muhammad, has proclaimed her faith, and borne public testimony to the Divine origin of the Prophet of Islam. Already a President of the United States, imbuing some of the principles so clearly enunciated by Him in His discourses, has incorporated them in a Peace Program which stands out as the boldest and noblest proposal yet made for the well-being and security of mankind. And already, alas! a world which proved deaf to His warnings and refused to heed His summons has plunged itself into two global wars of unprecedented severity, the repercussions of which none as yet can even dimly visualize.
THE KNIGHTS OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH*

ADimiralty Islands
Violet Hoehnke
VII 1954

Albania

Aleutian Islands
Jenabe and Elaine Caldwell
VII 1953
Elinore Putney
V 1954

Andaman Islands
K. Foxdar
XI 1953

Andorra
William Danjon
X 1953

Anticosti Island
Mary Zabolotny
IV 1956

Ashanti Protectorate
Benedict Ebalta
IV 1954

Azores
Richard and Lois Nolen
X 1953

Bahama Islands
Gerald and Gail Curwin
X 1953

Maurice and Ethel Holmes
X 1953

Andrew and Nina Matthiesen
I 1954

Baranof Island
Helen Robinson
X 1953

Gail Avery
II 1954

Grace Bahovec

Basutoland
Frederick and Elizabeth Laws
X 1953

BechuanaLand
John and Audrey Robarts
Patrick Robarts
II 1954

Bhutan
Shápúr Rawjáñí
VI 1954

Ardísír Furúdí
VI 1954

British Cameroons
Enoch Olinga
X 1953

British Guiana
Malcolm King
X 1953

British Honduras
Cora Oliver
IX 1953

Shirley Warde
X 1953

* As listed on the Guardian’s scroll and supplemented by later information.
Knight of Bahá’u’lláh Pouva Murday, Chagos Archipelago, Indian Ocean.

BRITISH TOGOLAND
Edward Tabe
IV 1954
Albert Buaplah
IV 1954

BRUNEI
Harry Clark
II 1954
Charles Duncan
II 1954
John Fozdar
IV 1954

CANARY ISLANDS
Gertrude Eisenberg
IX 1953
George and Marguerite True
X 1953
Shawqi Rawhání
VI 1954

CAPE BRETON ISLAND
Frederick and Jean Allen
X 1953
Irving and Grace Geary
X 1953

CAPE VERDE ISLANDS
Howard and Joanne Menking
I 1954

CAROLINE ISLANDS
Virginia Breaks
I 1954

CHAGOS ARCHIPELAGO
Pouva Murday
V 1957

CHANNEL ISLANDS
Dži’u’lláh Asgharzadéh
IX 1953
Evelyn Baxter
IX 1953

CHILOÉ ISLAND
Zunilda de Palacios
X 1953
Louise Groger
VI 1954

COCOS ISLAND
Frank Wyss
VI 1955

COMORO ISLANDS
Mihríbán Suhayl
1954

COOK ISLANDS
Edith Danielson
X 1953
Dulcie Dive
I 1954

CRETE
Rolf Haug
X 1953

CYPRUS
'Abbás and Samira Vakil
VIII 1953 and XI 1953
Hugh McKinley
IX 1953
Violet McKinley
IX 1953
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Knight of Bahá'u'lláh Eskil Ljungberg, Faroe Islands.

DAMAN
Ghulán 'Ali Kurlawala
VI 1953

DIU ISLAND
Kaykhusraw Dabámbedi
XII 1953
Bahá'íyah Rawhání
XII 1953
Gulnár Aftábi
XII 1953

DUTCH GUIANA
Robert and Elinor Wolff
X 1953

DUTCH NEW GUINEA
Elly Becking
X 1953

DUTCH WEST INDIES
Matthew Bullock
XI 1953
John and Marjorie Kellberg
IV 1954

ESTONIA

FALKLAND ISLANDS
John Leonard
II 1454

FAROE ISLANDS
Eskil Ljungberg
V X 1953

FINNO-KARELIA

FRANKLIN
Jameson and Gale Bond
IX 1953

FRENCH CAMEROONS
Samuel Njiki
IV 1954
Mehrangiz Munsif
IV 1954

FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA
Max Kenyerezi
X 1953

FRENCH GUIANA
Eberhard Friedland
X 1953

FRENCH SOMALILAND
Fred Schechter
VIII 1953
Mr. and Mrs. Šabri Elijz
V 1954

FRENCH TOGOLAND
David Tanyi
IV 1954
Mavis Nymon
V 1954
Vivian Wesson
V 1954

Knights of Bahá'u'lláh Jameson and Gale Bond, Franklin, North-West Territory, Canada.
FRENCH WEST AFRICA
Labib Isfahání
XI 1953
Habib Isfahání
IV 1954
FRISIAN ISLANDS
Elsa Grossmann
IX 1953
Gertrud Ankersmit
X 1953
Ursula von Brunn
X 1953
GALÁPAGOS ISLANDS
Gayle Woolson
IV 1954
Haig Kevorkian
V 1954

GAMBIA
Faribuz Rúżbihán
II 1954
GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS
Ray and Elena Fernie
III 1954
GOA
Rawshān Āftrábi
VII 1953
Firúzíh Yiqánígü
VII 1953
GRAND MANAN ISLAND
Doris Richardson
IX 1953

KAZAKHSTAN
Bahá'ís mentioned in Shoghi Effendi's Rídvan message 1956 but no names

GREECE
Amin and Sheila Banání
VIII 1953
Dwight and Carole Allen
IX 1953
HADRÍMAWUT
Adib Baghíládí
XII 1953
Husayn Iqaládí
II 1954
HAINAN ISLAND
John Z. T. Chang
HEBRIDES ISLANDS
Geraldine Craney
X 1953
ITALIAN SOMALILAND
Suhayl Samandári
III 1953
Mihií and Ursula Samandári
XI 1953
JUAN FERNÁNDEZ ISLANDS
Salvador and Adela Tormo
X 1953
KARIKAL
Sálika Kirmání
VIII 1953
Shuqín Núršu'l
VIII 1953

Knight of Bahá'u'lláh Elsa Grossmann, Frisian Islands, on the right.
(With her is the first Frisian islander Bahá'í.)

Knight of Bahá'u'lláh Haig Kevorkian, Galápagos Islands, Pacific Ocean (shown standing).
Knight of Bahá'u'lláh Munir Vakil, Kuria-Muria Islands, Indian Ocean.

LABRADOR
Bruce Matthews
IV 1954
Howard Gilliland
IV 1954

LATVIA

LEEWARD ISLANDS
Benjamin and Gladys Weeden
X 1953
Earle Render
X 1953
David Schreiber
II 1954
Charles and Mary Dayton
II 1954

LIECHTENSTEIN
Amír Hushmand Manújíhíri
VIII 1953

LITHUANIA

LOFOTEN ISLANDS
Mildred Clark
VIII 1953
Loyce Lawrence
VIII 1953

LOYALTY ISLANDS
Daniel Haumont
X 1955

MACAO ISLAND
Frances Heller
X 1953
Carl and Loretta Scherer
XII 1953

MADEIRA ISLANDS
Ada Schott
Elizabeth Hopper
Sara Keny
Ella Duffield
IX 1953

MAGDALEN ISLANDS
Kathleen Weston
IX 1953
Kay Zinky
IV 1954
Knights of Bahá'u'lláh Ada Schott and Elizabeth Hopper, Madeira Islands.

MENTAWAI ISLANDS
Raḥmatu'lláh and Írán Muhájiř
II 1954

MIQUELON ISLAND AND ST. PIERRE ISLAND
Alexandra Pawlowska
X 1953

MOLDAVIA

MONACO
Nellie French
IX 1953
'Azizu'lláh and Shámsí Navídí
II 1954
Olivia Kelsey
III 1954
Florence Ulrich
III 1954

MONGOLIA

MOROCCO (INTERNATIONAL ZONE)
Manúqáhir Ḥızáří
IX 1953
Hurmuz Zindih
IX 1953
Elsie Austin
X 1953
Muḥammad-'Ali Jaláli
X 1953
Ḥusayn and Nuṣrat Ardikáni
XI 1953
'Alí Akbar and Sháyístih Ráfí
XI 1953
'Abbás Ráfí
XI 1953
Richard and Evelyn Walters
IV 1954
Richard and Mary L. Suhm
IV 1954

NEW HEBRIDES ISLANDS
Bertha Dobkins
X 1453

NICOBAR ISLANDS
Jeanne Frankel
Margaret Bates
VII 1957

MAHÉ
Lionel Peraji
X 1953
Qudratu'lláh Rawḥání
III 1954
Khuḍáraḥm Muzhání
III 1954

MALTA
Una Townshend
X 1953
Olga Mills
XI 1953
John Mitchell
VII 1954

MARGARITA ISLAND
Katharine Meyer
X 1953

MARIANA ISLANDS
Robert Powers Jr.
IV 1954
Cynthia Olson
V 1954

MARQUESAS ISLANDS
Greta Jankko
III 1954

MARSHALL ISLANDS
Marcia Atwater
VIII 1954

MAURITIUS
Otilie Rhein
XI 1953

MOLDAVIA
NORTHERN TERRITORIES
PROTECTORATE
Julius Edwards
IX 1953
Martin Mango
IV 1954

ORKNEY ISLANDS
Charles Dunning
X 1953

PONDICHERRY
Sa'id and Shawkat Nahvi
VII 1953 and V 1954
Shiyyam Behari Lal
VIII 1953

PORTUGUESE GUINEA
José and Hilda Xavier Rodrigues
IX 1953

Knights of Bahá'u'lláh Kámil 'Abbás, Seychelles Islands.
(On the left is the first Seychelles Bahá'í.)

PORTUGUESE TIMOR
Harold and Florence Fitzner
VI 1954
José Marques
VII 1954

QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS
Edythe MacArthur
VIII 1953

RéUNION ISLAND
Opal Jensen
X 1953
Leland Jensen
III 1954

RHODES
Elizabeth Bevan
I 1954

RIO DE ORO
Arnín Batzáh
X 1953

RUANDA-URUNDI
Rex and Mary Collison
V 1953
Dunduzu Chisiza
VI 1953

RUMANIA

SAKHALIN ISLAND

SAMOA ISLANDS
Lilian Wyss
I 1954

SAN MARINO
Tabandih Paymán
XI 1953
Suhráb Paymán
IV 1954

SARDINIA
Marie Ciocca
X 1953

SEYCHELLES
Kámil 'Abbás
XI 1953
'Abdu'l-Rahmán

SHETLAND ISLANDS
Brigitte Hasselblatt
IX 1953

SICILY
Emma Rice
X 1953
Stanley and Florence Bagley
X 1953

SIKKIM
Udáí Narain Singh
VIII 1953

SOCIETY ISLANDS
Gretta Lamprill
X 1953
Glad Parke
X 1953
SOCOTRA ISLAND
Kamáli Sarvástání
III 1955

SOLOMON ISLANDS
Alvin and Gertrude Blum
III 1954

SOUTHERN RHODESIA
‘Izzatu’lláh Zahrá’í
VI 1953
Claire Gung
X 1953
Kenneth and Roberta Christian
I 1954
Joan Powis
II 1954
‘Aynu’d-dín and Táhirih ‘Alá’í

SOUTH WEST AFRICA
Ted Cardell
X 1953

SPANISH GUINEA
Elise Schreiber
V 1954

SPANISH MOROCCO
Fawzi Zaynu’d-Abídín and family
X 1953
Luella McKay
X 1953
John and Earleta Fleming
X 1953
Alyce Janssen
X 1953

SPANISH SAHARA
Muhammad Muṣṭafá Sulaymání
X 1953

ST. HELENA ISLANDS
Elizabeth Stamp
V 1954

ST. THOMAS ISLAND
Elise Schreiber
II 1954

SPITZBERGEN
Paul Adams
VI 1958

SWAZILAND
Bula Mott Stewart
John and Valera Allen
IV 1954

TADZHIKISTAN
Bahá’ís mentioned by
Shoghi Effendi in Ridván message
1957 but no names

TIBET
Udai Narain Singh
Spring 1956

TONGA ISLANDS
Stanley Bolton Jr.
I 1954
Dudley and Elsa Blakely
VII 1954
TUAMOTU ARCHIPELAGO
Jean Sevin
I 1954

UKRAINE

UZBEKISTAN
Bahá’ís mentioned in Shoghi Effendi’s message Ridván 1956 but no names

WHITE RUSSIA

WINDWARD ISLANDS
Esther Evans
X 1953
Lillian Middlemast
X 1953

YUKON
R., Ted and Joan Anderson
IX 1953

Addendum:
GULF ISLANDS
Clifford and Catherine Huxtable
Mexican Bahá'í Teaching Conference held in San Miguel, Aliende, 1958.
THE COMPLETION OF
THE BAHÁ’Í WORLD CRUSADE
1953—1963

A. SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS UNDER THE TEN YEAR INTERNATIONAL BAHÁ’Í TEACHING AND CONSOLIDATION PLAN

1. Adoption of preliminary measures for the construction of Bahá’u’lláh’s Sepulchre in the Holy Land through the purification and embellishment of the Haram-i-Aqdas by Shoghi Effendi.

2. The number of countries within the pale of the Faith has been more than doubled through the opening of:

- 43 in the Asiatic Continent
- 37 in the African Continent
- 21 in the European Continent
- 30 in the American Continent

3. The number of languages into which Bahá’í literature has been translated and printed has been more than tripled through the addition of:

- 90 languages in the Asiatic Continent
- 82 in the African Continent
- 11 in the European Continent
- 37 in the American Continent

4. The number of Mashriqu’l-Adhkárs has been more than doubled through the completion of:

- The first Bahá’í Temple in Africa
- The first Bahá’í Temple in Australasia
- The superstructure of the first Bahá’í Temple in Europe

5. Acquisition of the site for the future Mashriqu’l-Adhkár on Mt. Carmel.


7. The original goal of purchasing eleven sites for future Temples has been more that quadrupled through the acquisition of:

- 23 in the American Continent
- 5 in the African Continent
- 9 in the Asiatic Continent
- 8 in the European Continent
- 1 in Australasia

8. Development of the Institution of the Hands of the Cause through additional appointments, through characterizing them “the Chief Stewards of Bahá’u’lláh’s embryonic World Commonwealth”, and through the appointment of Auxiliary Boards for teaching and protection of the Faith.


11. Preliminary measures have been undertaken for the ultimate construction of the tomb of the wife of the Báb in Shiráz.

12. Reburial of the father of Bahá’u’lláh in the vicinity of the Most Great House.

13. Purchase of the site of the Siháh-Chá’s in Tíhrán, and the Fortress of Çíhíríq.

14. National Spiritual Assemblies have been more than quadrupled through the formation of:

- 22 in the American Continent
- 13 in the European Continent
- 8 in the Asiatic Continent
- 3 in the African Continent
- 1 in Australasia

15. Seven-fold increase in the number of National Hazíratu’l-Quds;

- 22 in the American Continent
- 14 in the European Continent
- 9 in the Asiatic Continent
- 3 in the African Continent
- 1 in Australasia

16. National constitutions have been framed and national Bahá’í endowments established by all the National Assemblies constituted during the Ten Year Plan.
17. The number of incorporated National Spiritual Assemblies has been more than quadrupled through the addition of:
   20 in the American Continent
   7 in the European Continent
   5 in the Asiatic Continent
   1 in the African Continent
   1 in Australasia

18. Seven new Baha’i Publishing Trusts have been established:
   3 in the American Continent
   2 in the Asiatic Continent
   1 in the African Continent
   1 in the European Continent

19. Participation by the women of Persia in the membership of National and Local Assemblies.

20. Establishment of seven Israel Branches of National Spiritual Assemblies:

B. COUNTRIES OPENED TO THE FAITH OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH

PERIOD OF THE BÁB’S DISPENSATION (1844—1853)

1. Iráq

2. Persia

PERIOD OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH’S MINISTRY (1853—1892)

3. Ádhirbáyján

4. Armenia

5. Burma

6. Egypt

7. Georgia

8. Índia

9. Israel

10. Lebanon

11. Pakistan

12. Sudán

PERIOD OF ‘ABDU’L-BAHÁ’S MINISTRY (1892—1921)

16. Australia

17. Austria

18. Brazil

19. Canada

20. China

21. France

22. Germany

23. Great Britain

24. Hawaiian Islands

25. Hijáz

26. Holland

27. Hungary

28. Italy

29. Japan

30. Jordan

31. Russian S.F.S.R.

32. South Africa

33. Switzerland

34. Tunisia

35. United States of America

PERIOD FROM ‘ABDU’L-BAHÁ’S ASCENSION (1921—1953)

36. Abyssinia

37. Aden Protectorate

38. Afghanistan

39. Abyssá

40. Alaska

41. Algeria

42. Angola

43. Argentina

44. Australian

45. Bahrayn Island

46. Bálághistán

47. Belgian Congo

48. Belgium

49. Bermuda

50. Bismarck Archipelago

51. Bolivia

52. Borneo

53. British Somaliland

54. Bulgaria

55. Ceylon
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>Peru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Philippine Is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>Sarawak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>Mackenzie</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>Siam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>Malaya</td>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji Is.</td>
<td>Martinique</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Tanganyika</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formosa</td>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Morocco</td>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>Trucial Sheikh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Coast</td>
<td>New Caledonia</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenland</td>
<td>Newfoundland</td>
<td>'Ummán</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houduras</td>
<td>Northern Rhodesia</td>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Zanzibar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo-China</td>
<td>Nyasaland</td>
<td>Zululand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Panama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Period of the Ten Year Plan (1955–1965)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aleutian Is.</td>
<td>Comoro Is.</td>
<td>Goa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andaman Is.</td>
<td>Cook Is.</td>
<td>Grand Manan I.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>Corisco I.</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticosti I.</td>
<td>Crete</td>
<td>Gulf I.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashanti Protectorate</td>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>Hadramaut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azores</td>
<td>Daman</td>
<td>Hainan I.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahama Is.</td>
<td>Dia I.</td>
<td>Hebrides Is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balearic Is.</td>
<td>Dutch Guiana</td>
<td>Italian Somaliland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baranof I.</td>
<td>Dutch New Guinea</td>
<td>Juan Fernandez Is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basutoland</td>
<td>Dutch West Indies</td>
<td>Karikal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bechuanaland</td>
<td>Easter I.</td>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td>Falkland Is.</td>
<td>Keewatin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Cameroons</td>
<td>Faroe Is.</td>
<td>Key West</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Guiana</td>
<td>Fernando Po I.</td>
<td>Kirgizia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Honduras</td>
<td>Franklin</td>
<td>Kodiak I.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Togoland</td>
<td>French Cameroons</td>
<td>Kuria-Muria Is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Labrador</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>French Africa</td>
<td>Laccadive Is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canary Is.</td>
<td>French Guiana</td>
<td>Laos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton I.</td>
<td>French Somaliland</td>
<td>Leeward Is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Verde Is.</td>
<td>French Togoland</td>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Is.</td>
<td>French West Africa</td>
<td>Lofoten Is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chagos Archipelago</td>
<td>Frisian Is.</td>
<td>Loyalty Is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Is.</td>
<td>Galápagos Is.</td>
<td>Macao I.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiloé I.</td>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>Madeira Is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### C. APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF LOCALITIES WHERE BAHÁ'ÍS RESIDE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Number of Localities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North East Asia</td>
<td>Over 80 localities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pacific Islands</td>
<td>Over 130 localities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Antipodes</td>
<td>Over 160 localities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Over 660 localities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East Asia</td>
<td>Over 740 localities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>Over 950 localities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Middle East</td>
<td>Over 1,390 localities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>Over 1,980 localities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Indian Subcontinent</td>
<td>Over 2,220 localities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Over 2,900 localities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### D. LANGUAGES INTO WHICH BAHÁ'Í LITERATURE HAS BEEN TRANSLATED

(_Listed according to Continents)

#### I. ASIA: 127

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aboor Miri</td>
<td>Batak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanus</td>
<td>Bengali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aminidun</td>
<td>Binandere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>Bismarck Arch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areare</td>
<td>Black Thai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenian</td>
<td>Brahui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assamese</td>
<td>Bugis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assyrian</td>
<td>Bugotu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atjeli</td>
<td>Burmese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balinese</td>
<td>Burut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balochi</td>
<td>Cambodian (Kmer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balit</td>
<td>Cebuano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanarese</td>
<td>Maori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen</td>
<td>Mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmiri</td>
<td>Marquesas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konkani</td>
<td>Marwari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>Mantsaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurdish</td>
<td>Manandaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kusaie</td>
<td>Modern Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwara'ae Mwala</td>
<td>Mordoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladakhri</td>
<td>Murut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Dayak</td>
<td>Nalik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laditan</td>
<td>Nepalese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lango</td>
<td>Newari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepcha</td>
<td>Nias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifu</td>
<td>Nicobarese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madurese</td>
<td>Niuean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>Oriya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malayalam</td>
<td>Ossete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malwi</td>
<td>Palawan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipuri</td>
<td>Pali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manus</td>
<td>Persian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petats</td>
<td>Pidgin English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poonapean</td>
<td>Poonapean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponerhouden</td>
<td>Ponerhouden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjabi</td>
<td>Pushu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajasthani</td>
<td>Rajasthani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rarotongan Maori</td>
<td>Rarotongan Maori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rennalese</td>
<td>Rennalese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotuman</td>
<td>Rotuman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roviana</td>
<td>Roviana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saracen</td>
<td>Saracen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senoi</td>
<td>Senoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shans</td>
<td>Shans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese (Thai)</td>
<td>Siamese (Thai)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinchi</td>
<td>Sinchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinhalese</td>
<td>Sinhalese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Is. Pidgin</td>
<td>Solomon Is. Pidgin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundanese</td>
<td>Sundanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagalog</td>
<td>Tagalog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahitian</td>
<td>Tahitian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taloda</td>
<td>Taloda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>Tamil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapanuly</td>
<td>Tapanuly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatar</td>
<td>Tatar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telugu</td>
<td>Telugu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumut</td>
<td>Tumut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tho</td>
<td>Tho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tikopian</td>
<td>Tikopian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timorese</td>
<td>Timorese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolaid</td>
<td>Tolaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toradja</td>
<td>Toradja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torau</td>
<td>Torau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trukese</td>
<td>Trukese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urdu</td>
<td>Urdu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Africa: 94

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accra (Ga)</td>
<td>Kabwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acholi</td>
<td>Kabyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adamwe</td>
<td>Kakwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afrikaans</td>
<td>Kambo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahir</td>
<td>Karamojong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animaric (Abyssinian)</td>
<td>Kibembe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ateso</td>
<td>Kikuyu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>Kimbundu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bravanese</td>
<td>Kisii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chihenga</td>
<td>Kongo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinyanja (Nyanja)</td>
<td>Kpelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuana</td>
<td>Kuanyama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagbane</td>
<td>Kumam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douala</td>
<td>Lacunde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efo</td>
<td>Lendu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewe</td>
<td>Lingala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fon</td>
<td>Liambi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girimuna</td>
<td>Lozi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grobo</td>
<td>Luba-Kasai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hausa</td>
<td>Luba-Katanga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Igbo</td>
<td>Lubukoso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jieang (Dinka)</td>
<td>Luganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolof (Wolof)</td>
<td>Lugbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabras</td>
<td>Lugwere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukonjo</td>
<td>Lukonjo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumasaba</td>
<td>Lumasaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunda</td>
<td>Lunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunyole</td>
<td>Lunyole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansamia</td>
<td>Lansamia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lwo</td>
<td>Lwo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madi</td>
<td>Madi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madinka</td>
<td>Madinka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malagasy</td>
<td>Malagasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masago</td>
<td>Masago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbundu</td>
<td>Mbundu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mende</td>
<td>Mende</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moro</td>
<td>Moro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nandi</td>
<td>Nandi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nubian</td>
<td>Nubian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedi</td>
<td>Pedi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronga</td>
<td>Ronga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runyankole-Rukiga</td>
<td>Runyankole-Rukiga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runyarwanda</td>
<td>Runyarwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runyoruto-Rutoro</td>
<td>Runyoruto-Rutoro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sango</td>
<td>Sango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebei</td>
<td>Sebei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesetho (Suto)</td>
<td>Sesetho (Suto)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shangaan</td>
<td>Shangaan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shilka</td>
<td>Shilka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shilkuk</td>
<td>Shilkuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shhonga</td>
<td>Shhonga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shih</td>
<td>Shih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shona</td>
<td>Shona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somali</td>
<td>Somali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukuma</td>
<td>Sukuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sussu</td>
<td>Sussu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swahili</td>
<td>Swahili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swazi</td>
<td>Swazi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahta</td>
<td>Tahta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tigre</td>
<td>Tigre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tigrigna</td>
<td>Tigrigna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiriki</td>
<td>Tiriki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twi</td>
<td>Twi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urumbo</td>
<td>Urumbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uvambo</td>
<td>Uvambo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xosa (Xhosa)</td>
<td>Xosa (Xhosa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao</td>
<td>Yao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoruba</td>
<td>Yoruba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
<td>Zulu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Europe: 42

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albanian</td>
<td>Croatian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basque</td>
<td>Czech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgarian</td>
<td>Danish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esperanto</td>
<td>Estonian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnish</td>
<td>Erse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE BAHÁ’Í WORLD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flemish</td>
<td>Latvian</td>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>Slovak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>Lithuanian</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaelic</td>
<td>Luxembourgish</td>
<td>Romanian</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>Maltese</td>
<td>Romankisch</td>
<td>Syrijiäni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>Perm (Zlryen)</td>
<td>Serbian</td>
<td>Welsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icelandic</td>
<td>Piedmontese</td>
<td>Yiddish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. THE AMERICAS: 37

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aleut</td>
<td>Guaymi</td>
<td>Maui</td>
<td>Oneida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aymará</td>
<td>Haitian Creole</td>
<td>Mayan</td>
<td>Pocomchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackfoot</td>
<td>Iroquois</td>
<td>Maya-Quichet</td>
<td>Quorani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cakchiquel</td>
<td>Kanjobai</td>
<td>Miskito</td>
<td>Quechchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carib (Moreno)</td>
<td>Kobuk Eskimo</td>
<td>Mohawk</td>
<td>Quechua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>Kuna</td>
<td>Nahuatl</td>
<td>Rama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eskimo</td>
<td>Lowland Maya</td>
<td>Navajo</td>
<td>Septultec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guahibo</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Negre</td>
<td>Sumo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarani</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Ojibway</td>
<td>Yanguic Cualli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nahuatl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. RACES REPRESENTED IN THE BAHÁ’Í WORLD COMMUNITY

1. Ainu          25. Estonian   49. Mentawaiian
2. Aleut         26. Filipino   50. Micronesian
3. Amnatnee      27. Finnish    51. Navajo
5. Armenian      29. German     53. Persian
7. Aztec         31. Hamitic    55. Polynesian
10. Basque       34. Icelandic  58. Red Indian
13. Bulgarian    37. Italian    61. Scottish
16. Celebese     40. Khmer      64. Sumatran
17. Cham         41. Korean     65. Sundanese
18. Chinese      42. Kurdish    66. Thai
19. Czech        43. Laotian    67. Turkish
20. Dravidian    44. Lapp       68. Ukrainian
21. Dutch        45. Malagasy   69. Welsh
22. Dayak        46. Maori      70. Yugoslav
23. English      47. Mayan      71. Zuñi
24. Eskimo       48. Melanesian |
F. AFRICAN TRIBES REPRESENTED IN THE BAHÁ'Í FAITH

| 1. Abakisa       | 52. Barombi       | 103. Duruma       |
| 3. Abalsoso      | 54. Bassa         | 105. Efyo         |
| 9. Adere         | 60. Bechuana      | 111. Ebooneyaka    |
| 10. Afemai       | 61. Belle         | 112. Ewe          |
| 13. Akim         | 64. Bena          | 115. Fulla        |
| 17. Amhara       | 68. Ben Wazit     | 119. Ganda        |
| 18. Anda          | 69. Berber        | 120. Gauch        |
| 19. Anecho       | 70. Bette         | 121. Gbandi       |
| 23. Anoohi        | 74. Bokundu       | 125. Gisu         |
| 27. Awuna         | 78. Borena        | 129. Gowa         |
| 31. Baftum        | 82. Bushman       | 133. Guragie      |
| 33. Bakalobolo    | 84. Bwall         | 135. Gweru        |
| 34. Bakgatha      | 85. Bwamba        | 136. Hamasien     |
| 35. Bakhala       | 86. Calabar       | 137. Haya         |
| 37. Bali          | 88. Chagga        | 139. Henga        |
| 38. Balondo       | 89. Chewa         | 140. Hlangwe      |
| 39. Balong        | 90. Chikunda      | 141. Hlubi        |
| 40. Bamangwato    | 91. Chishinga     | 142. Holoholo     |
| 41. Bambara       | 92. Chacho        | 143. Ibihio (Efik)|
| 42. Bambele       | 93. Chonyi        | 144. Ibo          |
| 43. Bamboe        | 94. Chopi         | 145. Idachho      |
| 44. Bana          | 95. Congo         | 146. Igbo         |
| 45. Banen         | 96. Dagonba       | 147. Jaw          |
| 46. Bangala       | 97. Danda         | 148. Ha           |
| 47. Bangante      | 98. Dande         | 149. Inhambane    |
| 49. Bangwa        | 100. Digo         | 151. Jie          |
| 50. Bangwa        | 101. Dinka        | 152. Jolla        |
158. Kakiva 212. Lungu 266. Nyole
159. Kakwa 213. two 267. Nyore
162. Kanbe 216. Mandinka 270. Obang
166. Keaka 220. Manyore 274. Pangwa
167. Kenyi 221. Marachi 275. Pare
169. Khayo 223. Massai 277. Peebo
175. Kitosh 229. Mdau 283. Ronga
182. Kuanyama 236. Mudau 290. Sekondi
185. Kumam 239. Mwamoriango 293. Shangaan
189. Laba 243. Ngala 297. Siega
190. Labukok 244. Ngolle-Datange 298. Soga
192. Lado 246. Ngoni 300. Scenge
193. Lago 247. Ngulu 301. Soni
196. Lambia 250. Nhembane 304. Sukuma
197. Lango 251. Nkambie 305. Swaka
200. Lenge 254. Nuer 308. Tachoni
201. Lenje 255. Nyakyusa 309. Tahta
203. Ijaw 257. Nyambo 311. Tasama
204. Logo 258. Nyamwezi 312. Tembo
205. Loma 259. Nyanga 313. Temeneli
207. Lozi 261. Nyaruanda 315. Tigre
**G. INDIAN TRIBES OF THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE REPRESENTED IN THE BAHÁ’Í FAITH**

1. Apache (U.S.A.)
2. Apurimac (Bolivia)
3. Arequipa (Peru)
4. Assiniboine (Canada)
5. Athabaskan (Alaska)
6. Ayamará (Bolivia)
7. Aztec (Mexico)
8. Blackfoot (Canada)
9. Boruca (Costa Rica)
10. Carib, also known as Morenos (Honduras)
11. Cachiha (Guatemala)
12. Cayambe (Ecuador)
13. Cerroboló (Panama)
14. Cherokee (U.S.A.)
15. Chetco (U.S.A.)
16. Chippewa (U.S.A.)
17. Chocó (U.S.A.)
18. Choctaw (U.S.A.)
19. Chulpa (Bolivia)
20. Cora (Mexico)
21. Cree (Canada)
22. Cree (U.S.A.)
23. Cuna (Nicaragua)
24. Delaware (U.S.A.)
25. Dogrib (Canada)
26. Guajibo (Venezuela)
27. Guajiro (Colombia)
28. Guarani (Brazil)
29. Guaymi (Panama)
30. Haida (Alaska)
31. Hesquiat (U.S.A.)
32. Hopi (U.S.A.)
33. Huamani (Bolivia)
34. Imbabura (Ecuador)
35. Inca (Quechua) (Peru)
36. Itariri (Brazil)
37. Kiriri (Brazil)
38. Kuna (San Blas Is., Panama)
39. Kutchin (Canada)
40. Makah (U.S.A.)
41. Mam (Guatemala)
42. Maya (Mexico)
43. Maya Quiché (Guatemala)
44. Miškito (Nicaragua)
45. Missisquoi (Canada)
46. Mohican (U.S.A.)
47. Mohawk (Canada)
48. Náhuatl (Mexico)
49. Navajo (U.S.A.)
50. Nêz Percé (U.S.A.)
51. Nisqually (U.S.A.)
52. Ojibway (Canada)
53. Omaha (U.S.A.)
54. Oneida (U.S.A.)
55. Otomí (Mexico)
56. Paiute (U.S.A.)
57. Papago (U.S.A.)
58. Pelican (U.S.A.)
59. Pocomchi (Bolivia)
60. Quechua (Guatemala)
61. Quechua (Bolivia)
62. Quiché (Guatemala)
63. Ramacay (Nicaragua)
64. Saulteaux (Canada)
65. Shoshone (U.S.A.)
66. Sioux (U.S.A.)
67. Squamish (Canada)
68. Stony (Canada)
69. Sumo (Nicaragua)
70. Talamanca (Costa Rica)
71. Taos Pueblo (U.S.A.)
72. Terraba (Costa Rica)
73. Téslin
74. Thlingit (Alaska)
75. Tingit (Canada)
76. Tootoootnay (Alaska)
77. Ts'inshian (Alaska)
78. Tupy (Brazil)
79. Uru (Bolivia)
80. Washo (U.S.A.)
81. Yakima (U.S.A.)
82. Zárate (Venezuela)
83. Zuni (U.S.A.)
I. NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country or Region</th>
<th>Incorporated Date</th>
<th>Location Temple or Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>Anchorage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabian Peninsula</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Buenos Aires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Sydney*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Rio de Janeiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rangoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Toronto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and East Africa</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>Kampala, Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceylon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td></td>
<td>Santiago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Bogotá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>San José</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Santo Domingo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Quito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>San Salvador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Frankfurt*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Guatemala City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Port-au-Prince</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Tegucigalpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Iráq</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bagdad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kingston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Auckland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td></td>
<td>Managua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North East Africa</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Cairo, Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North East Asia</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>Tokyo, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tunis, Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Oslo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Karachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Panama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Asunción</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thrás</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Lima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South and West Africa</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Johannesburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East Asia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Djakarta, Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific islands</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Suva, Fiji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
<td>Madrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stockholm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Bern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td></td>
<td>Istanbul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Wilmette*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td></td>
<td>Montevideo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Caracas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the above National Spiritual Assemblies have acquired Hazratu’l-Quds and Endowments.

* Indicates Temple constructed. Sites for future Bahá’í Temples have also been acquired in Haifa, Israel; Bābd, Libya and Medînat, Morocco.
### J. TERRITORIES REPRESENTED BY THE REGIONAL NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES

#### ARABIA
- Aden Protectorate
- Hijaz
- Kuwait
- Arabia Saudita
- Tracia Sheikh
- Yemen

- Bahrayn I.
- Qatif
- Bahrayn

- Belgian Congo
- Congo-Brazzaville
- Congo

- Comoro Is.
- Comoros

- French Equatorial Africa
- Reunion
- Ascension

- Abyssinia
- Eritrea
- Etiopía

- British Somaliland
- Somaliland
- British Somaliland

- Egypt
- Egypt

- Formosa
- Japan

- Hong Kong
- Korea

#### CENTRAL & EAST AFRICA
- Congo
- Congo
- Congo-Kongo
- Congo-Brazzaville
- Congo

- Comoro Is.
- Comoros

- French Equatorial Africa
- Reunion
- Ascension

- Abyssinia
- Eritrea
- Etiopía

- British Somaliland
- Somaliland
- British Somaliland

- Egypt
- Egypt

- Formosa
- Japan

- Hong Kong
- Korea

#### NORTH EAST AFRICA
- Ethiopia
- Etiopía
- Sudán

- British Somaliland
- Somaliland
- British Somaliland

- Egypt
- Egypt

- Formosa
- Japan

- Hong Kong
- Korea

#### NORTH EAST ASIA
- Formosa
- Japan

- Hong Kong
- Korea

#### NORTH WEST AFRICA
- French West Africa
- Guiné
- Senegal
- Mauritania
- Mali
- Gambia
- Gold Coast
- Liberia
- Madeira
- Morocco (Int'l Zone)
- Nigeria
- Northern Territories

- Portugal
- Guinea-Bissau
- Senegal
- City of Porto
- Cape Verde Is.
- Cape Verde

- British Cameroons
- Cameroon
- British Cameroon

- British Togoland
- Togoló
- Togoló

- Canary Is.
- Canaria
- Canaria

- Cape Verde Is.
- Cape Verde
- Cape Verde

- French Cameroons
- Camerún
- Camerún

- French Morocco
- Marocco
- Marocco

- French Togoland
- Togoló
- Togoló

#### SOUTH & WEST AFRICA
- Mozambique
- Mozambique
- Mozambique

- Basutoland
- Botsuana
- Botsuana

- Bechuanaland
- Botsuana
- Botsuana

- Northern Rhodesia
- Rhodesia
- Rhodesia

- Nyasaland
- Malawi
- Malawi

- Réunion I.
- Réunion
- Réunion

- Southern Rhodesia
- Zimbabwe
- Zimbabwe

- South-West Africa
- Southwest
- Southwest

- South Africa
- South Africa
- South Africa

- St. Helena
- St. Helena
- St. Helena

- Swaziland
- Swaziland
- Swaziland

- Union of South Africa
- Union of South Africa
- Union of South Africa

- Zululand
- Zululand
- Zululand

#### SOUTH EAST ASIA
- Laos
- Laos
- Laos

- Malaya
- Malasia
- Malasia

- Mentawai Is.
- Mentawai
- Mentawai

- Philippine Is.
- Filipinas
- Filipinas

- Portuguese Timor
- Timor-Leste
- Timor-Leste

- Sarawak
- Sarawak
- Sarawak

- South China Sea
- China
- China

- Thailand
- Tailândia
- Tailândia

- Vietnam
- Vietnã
- Vietnã

#### SOUTH PACIFIC ISLANDS
- Marshall Is.
- Marshall
- Marshall

- New Caledonia
- Nueva Caledonia
- Nueva Caledonia

- New Hebrides Is.
- Islas de las Nuevas Hébridas
- Islas de las Nuevas Hébridas

- Samoa Is.
- Samoa
- Samoa

*Names of territories are those at the time of the formation of the National Spiritual Assemblies.*
## K. INCORPORATED LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES

### ABYSSINIA
1. Addis Ababa

### ALASKA
1. Anchorage
2. Fairbanks
3. Juneau
4. Ketchikan
5. Spenard
6. Tanana Valley

### ARGENTINA
1. Buenos Aires

### AUSTRALIA
1. Adelaide
2. Brisbane
3. Burnside
4. Canberra
5. Darwin
6. Enfield
7. Gawler
8. Ipswich
9. Mitcham
10. Murray Bridge
11. Payneham
12. Perth
13. Port Adelaide
14. Renmark
15. Salisbury
16. Sydney
17. Wollongong
18. Woodville
19. Unley

### BALUCHISTAN
1. Mastung
2. Quetta

### BELGIUM
1. Brussels

### BERMUDA
1. Hamilton

### BOLIVIA
1. Cochabamba
2. La Paz

### BRAZIL
1. Bahia
2. Campinas
3. Curitiba
4. Niteroi
5. Porto Alegre
6. Rio de Janeiro
7. São Caetano
8. São Paulo

### BRITISH CAMEROONS
1. Victoria

### BRITISH ISLES
1. Belfast
2. Brighton
3. Bristol
4. Cambridge
5. Cardiff
6. Cheadle
7. Edinburgh
8. Leeds
9. Leicester
10. Liverpool
11. London
12. Manchester
13. Norwich
14. Oxford
15. Peterborough
16. Pontypridd
17. Reading
18. Romford
19. Torquay

### BRITISH GUIANA
1. Georgetown

### BRUNEI
1. Brunei Town
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BURMA</strong></td>
<td>Daidanaw</td>
<td>Mandalay</td>
<td>Rangoon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CANADA</strong></td>
<td>Calgary</td>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>North York</td>
<td>St. Catharines</td>
<td>Saltfleet</td>
<td>Vernon</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
<td>Regina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEYLON</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHILE</strong></td>
<td>Quilpué</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLOMBIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COSTA RICA</strong></td>
<td>Escazu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CUBA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CYPRUS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOMINICAN REPUBLIC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Santo Domingo (Ciudad Trujillo)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECUADOR</strong></td>
<td>Cuenca</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EL SALVADOR</strong></td>
<td>Quito</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ERITREA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIJI</strong></td>
<td>Suva</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FINLAND</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>City 1</td>
<td>City 2</td>
<td>City 3</td>
<td>City 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert &amp; Ellice Islands</td>
<td>1. Tinarabu Village</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>5. Tegucigalpa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Tela</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>1. Djakarta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>1. Kingston</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1. Tokyo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>1. Nairobi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laos</td>
<td>1. Vientiane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>1. Monrovia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1. Luxembourg Ville</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>5. Singapore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana Islands</td>
<td>1. Guam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MAURITIUS
1. Beau Bassin/Rose Hill
2. Port Louis

MENTAWAI ISLANDS
1. Simatalu (Saibi)

MEXICO
1. Aguascalientes
2. Esquintla
3. Guadalajara
4. Guerrero
5. Mexico City
6. Monterrey
7. Ocotlán
8. Puebla San Rafael

MENTAWAI ISLANDS
2. Simatalu (Hulu)
3. Sipaiipadjet

MEXICO
9. San Miguel
10. Santiago
11. Tepic

NEW ZEALAND
1. Auckland
2. Devonport
3. Hamilton
4. Wellington

NICARAGUA
1. Managua

NORTHERN RHODESIA
1. Chibuluma
2. Chingola
3. Fisenge
4. Kitwe
5. Luanshya
6. Mukutuna

NORWAY
1. Oslo

NYASALAND
1. Blantyre

PAKISTÁN
1. Abbottabad
2. Chittagong
3. Dacca
4. Hyderabad
5. Karachi
6. Lahore
7. Montgomery
8. Nawabsbha
9. Rawalpindi
10. Sialkot
11. Sukkur
12. Tando Adam

PANAMA
1. Colón
2. Canal Zone, So. Dist.
3. David
4. Panama

PARAGUAY
1. Asunción

PERU
1. Arequipa
2. Cajamarca
3. Callao
4. Chiclayo
5. Huancayo
6. Lima
7. Pampa Cruz
8. Quillhuay

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
1. Manila
2. Solano

SAMOA
1. Apia
2. Pago Pago
SARAWAK
1. Kuching
2. Kuching

SEYCHELLES
1. Port Victoria

SOUTHERN RHODESIA
1. Salisbury

SUDAN
1. Khartoum North

SWITZERLAND
1. Basel
2. Bern
4. Neuchâtel
6. Vevey
7. Zürich

TANGANYKA
1. Dar-es-Salaam
2. Tanga

TONGA
1. Mu'a
2. Nuku'alofa

UGANDA
1. Aciisa
2. Akarukei
3. Awiri
4. Dusai
5. Kalapata
6. Kampala
7. Morukokume
8. Opot

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
1. Albuquerque, New Mexico
2. Alhambra, California
3. Ann Arbor, Michigan
4. Atlanta, Georgia
5. Augusta, Georgia
6. Austin, Texas
7. Baltimore, Maryland
8. Berkeley, California
9. Beverly, Massachusetts
10. Beverly Hills, California
12. Birmingham, Alabama
13. Boise, Idaho
14. Boston, Massachusetts
15. Brookfield, Wisconsin
16. Broward County, Florida
17. Buffalo, New York
18. Burbank, California
19. Cedar Rapids, Iowa
20. Chicago, Illinois
21. Cincinnati, Ohio
22. Cleveland, Ohio
23. Cleveland Heights, Ohio
24. Columbus, Ohio
25. Compton, California
26. Dallas, Texas
27. Davenport, Iowa
28. Dayton, Ohio
29. Decatur, Georgia
30. De Kalb County, Georgia
31. Denver, Colorado
32. Detroit, Michigan
33. District of Columbia
34. Eliot, Maine
35. Elmhurst, Illinois
36. Eugene, Oregon
37. Evanston, Illinois
38. Flagstaff, Arizona
39. Flint, Michigan
40. Fort Wayne, Indiana
41. Fresno, California
42. Glendale, California
43. Grand Rapids, Michigan
44. Greensboro, North Carolina
45. Greenville, South Carolina
46. Greenwich, Connecticut
47. Hamburg Township, New York
48. Helena, Montana
49. Honolulu, Hawaii
50. Houston, Texas
51. Indianapolis, Indiana
52. Jackson, Mississippi
53. Jamestown, New York
54. Jersey City, New Jersey
55. Kansas City, Missouri
56. Kenosha, Wisconsin
57. Kirkland, Washington
58. Las Vegas, Nevada
59. Lima, Ohio
60. Long Beach, California
61. Los Angeles, California
62. Madison, Wisconsin
63. Maui, Hawaii
64. Maywood, Illinois
65. Memphis, Tennessee
66. Miami, Florida
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>City, State/Province</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>Milwaukee, Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>Minneapolis, Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>Muskegon, Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>Nashville, Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>North Dade County, Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>North King County Commissioner's Distr., Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>Oak Park, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>Oakland, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>Palo Alto, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>Pasadena, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>Peoria, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>Phoenix, Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>Pomona, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.</td>
<td>Portland, Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.</td>
<td>Quincy, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td>Racine, Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td>Reno, Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td>Riverside, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.</td>
<td>Rochester, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.</td>
<td>Sacramento, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.</td>
<td>Salt Lake City, Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.</td>
<td>San Antonio, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.</td>
<td>San Diego, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.</td>
<td>San Francisco, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.</td>
<td>San Jose, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.</td>
<td>San Juan, Puerto Rico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.</td>
<td>Santa Monica, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.</td>
<td>Seattle, Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98.</td>
<td>South Bend, Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.</td>
<td>Spokane, Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.</td>
<td>Springfield, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101.</td>
<td>St. Louis, Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102.</td>
<td>St. Paul, Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103.</td>
<td>Teaneck, New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104.</td>
<td>Tucson, Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105.</td>
<td>Urbana, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106.</td>
<td>Waterloo, Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107.</td>
<td>Wauwatosa, Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108.</td>
<td>West Chester, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109.</td>
<td>West Hollywood, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110.</td>
<td>Wilmette, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111.</td>
<td>Wilmington, Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112.</td>
<td>Winnetka, Illinois</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**URUGUAY**

1. Montevideo

**VIETNAM**

1. Saigon

**VENEZUELA**

1. Caracas
2. Sucre

**YUKON**

1. Whitehorse

### L. PLACES IN WHICH BÁHÁ'Í PUBLISHING TRUSTS HAVE BEEN FOUNDED

1. **Buenos Aires, Argentina**
2. **Rio de Janeiro, Brazil**
3. **London, British Isles**
4. **Frankfurt, Germany**
5. **New Delhi, India**
6. **Téhrán, Persia**
7. **Kampala, Uganda**
8. **Wilmette, United States**

### M. BÁHÁ'Í SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTES

Bolivia, Cochabamba National Training School for Indian Baha'i Instructors
Ecuador, Lita Indian Institute
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Abalang Island, Tuarabu Primary School
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Tabiteuea Island, Eita Primary School
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Tabiteuea Island, Ulirca Primary School
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Tabiteuea Island, Taku Primary School
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Tababuea Island, Tababuea Primary School
Guatemala, Chíchicastenango Indian Institute
Guatemala, Quezaltenango Indian Institute and Clinic
India, Perchapan Primary & Secondary School
India, Indore Teaching Institute for Training Baha'i Instructors
COMPLETION OF THE BAHA'J WORLD CRUSADE

Mentawai Islands, Tailelelo Primary School
Mentawai Islands, Silak Oinan Hilir Primary School
Mentawai Islands, Silak Oinan Hulu Primary School
Mentawai Islands, Sirereikey Hulu Primary School
Mentawai Islands, Sirereikey Muggai Primary School
Mentawai Islands, Sirereikey Tenggah Primary School
Mentawai Islands, Sipaipadjet Hulu Primary School
Mentawai Islands, Saibi Hulu Primary School
Mentawai Islands, Sagalube Primary School
Mentawai Islands, Saviluz Primary School
New Hebrides, Port Vila, Nur Primary and Secondary School
Swaziland, Primary School
Uganda, Tilling, Louis Gregory Bahá'í Memorial Primary School
Uganda, Dusai, Louis Gregory Bahá'í Memorial Primary School
Central Vietnam, Phuoc Long Primary School
Central Vietnam, Nha-be Primary School
Central Vietnam, Trung Giang Primary School

N. COUNTRIES, STATES, PROVINCES AND CITIES
WHERE BAHA'J MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES
ARB RECOGNIZED

1. Alaska
2. Australia, South Australia
3. Brazil, Porto Alegre
4. Brazil, Rio Grande do Sui
5. Canada, Alberta
6. Canada, British Columbia
7. Canada, Manitoba
8. Canada, Ontario
9. Canada, Saskatchewan
10. Canada, Yukon
11. Eritrea
12. Ethiopia
13. Gilbert & Ellice Is., Tarawa
14. Haiti
15. Hawaii
16. India, Bombay State
17. Indonesia, Djakarta
18. Iraq
19. Israel
20. Kuwait
21. Liberia, Monrovia
22. New Zealand
23. Panama
24. Panama, Canal Zone, So., Dist.
25. San Marino
26. Southern Rhodesia, Salisbury
27. Spain
28. Súdán
29. Thailand, Bangkok
30. U.S.A., Alabama
31. U.S.A., Arizona
32. U.S.A., California
33. U.S.A., Colorado
34. U.S.A., Delaware
35. U.S.A., District of Columbia
36. U.S.A., Georgia
37. U.S.A., Idaho
38. U.S.A., Illinois
39. U.S.A., Indiana
40. U.S.A., Iowa
41. U.S.A., Louisiana
42. U.S.A., Maine
43. U.S.A., Maryland
44. U.S.A., Massachusetts
45. U.S.A., Michigan
46. U.S.A., Minnesota
47. U.S.A., Mississippi
48. U.S.A., Montana
49. U.S.A., Nevada
50. U.S.A., New Jersey
51. U.S.A., New Mexico
52. U.S.A., New York
53. U.S.A., Ohio
54. U.S.A., Oregon
55. U.S.A., Pennsylvania
56. U.S.A., South Carolina
57. U.S.A., Tennessee
58. U.S.A., Texas
60. U.S.A., Wisconsin
61. Vietnam
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O. COUNTRIES, STATES, PROVINCES AND CITIES WHERE BÁHÁ’Í HOLY DAYS ARE RECOGNIZED

1. Alaska, Anchorage
2. Alaska, Anchorage Recording District
3. Alaska, Fairbanks
4. Alaska, Juneau
5. Alaska, Matanuska Valley
6. Alaska, Tanana Valley
7. Australia, Brisbane, Queensland
8. Australia, Largs Bay
9. Australia, Port Adelaide
10. Australia, South Australia
11. Australia, Victoria State
12. British Isles
13. Canada, Ontario
14. Eritrea, Asmara
15. Ethiopia, Addis Ababa
16. Haiti
17. India, Ahmedabad
18. India, Sholapur
19. Israel
20. Japan
21. Kenya
22. Liberia, Monrovia
23. New Zealand
24. Panama
25. Panama, Canal Zone, Southern District
26. Samoa, Apia
27. Sudan, Khartoum
28. Sumatra, Sigi, Atjeh
29. Tanganyika
30. Uganda
31. Uganda Prisons
32. U.S.A., Arizona (1 District)
33. U.S.A., California (16 Districts)
34. U.S.A., Colorado (2 Districts)
35. U.S.A., Connecticut (1 District)
36. U.S.A., Delaware (1 District)
37. U.S.A., District of Columbia
38. U.S.A., Florida (3 Districts)
40. U.S.A., Indiana (3 Districts)
41. U.S.A., Iowa (2 Districts)
42. U.S.A., Louisiana
43. U.S.A., Maryland (2 Districts)
44. U.S.A., Massachusetts (2 Districts)
45. U.S.A., Michigan (6 Districts)
46. U.S.A., Minnesota (1 District)
47. U.S.A., Missouri (1 District)
48. U.S.A., Montana (1 District)
49. U.S.A., Nevada (1 District)
50. U.S.A., New Jersey (5 Districts)
51. U.S.A., New York (1 District)
52. U.S.A., North Dakota (1 District)
53. U.S.A., Ohio (5 Districts)
54. U.S.A., Oregon (3 Districts)
55. U.S.A., Rhode Island
56. U.S.A., South Dakota (1 District)
57. U.S.A., Tennessee (1 District)
58. U.S.A., Texas (3 Districts)
59. U.S.A., Utah (1 District)
60. U.S.A., Washington (3 Districts)
61. U.S.A., Wisconsin (6 Districts)
PART TWO
I

THE WORLD ORDER OF

BAHÁ’U’LLÁH

1. PRESENT-DAY ADMINISTRATION OF
THE BAHÁ’Í FAITH

THE FORMATION OF AN ORGANIC RELIGIOUS
COMMUNITY

By Horace Holley

In accepting the message of Bahá’u’lláh, every Bahá’í has opened his mind and heart to the dominion of certain fundamental truths. These truths be recognizes as divine in origin, beyond human capacity to produce. In the realm of spirit he attests that these truths are revealed evidences of a higher reality than man. They are to the soul what natural law is to physical body of animal or plant. Therefore the believer today, as in the Dispensation of Christ or Moses, enters into the condition of faith as a status of relationship to God and not of satisfaction to his own Limited human and personal will or awareness. His faith exists as his participation in a heavenly world. It is the essence of his responsibility and not a temporary compromise effected between his conscience or reason and the meaning of truth, society, virtue, or life.

The Bahá’í accepts a quality of existence, a level of being which has been created above the control of his own active power. Because on that plane the truth exists that mankind is one, part of his acceptance of the message of Bahá’u’lláh is capacity to see that truth as existing, as a heavenly reality to be confirmed on earth. Because likewise on that higher level the inmost being of Moses, Christ, Muhammad, the Báb, and Bahá’u’lláh is one being, part of the believer’s acceptance of the Bahá’í message is capacity to realize the eternal continuance of that oneness, so that thereafter never will he again think of those holy and majestic Prophets according to the separateness of their bodies, their countries and their times.

The Bahá’í, moreover, recognizes that the realm of truth is inexhaustible, the creator of truth God Himself. Hence the Bahá’í can identify truth as the eternal flow of life itself in a channel that deepens and broadens as man’s capacity for truth enlarges from age to age. For him, that definition of truth which regards truth as tiny fragments of experience, to be taken up and laid down, as a shopper handling gems on a counter, to buy if one gem happens to please or seems becoming—such a definition measures man’s own knowledge, or interest, or loyalty, but truth is a living unity which no man can condition. It is the sun in the heavens of spiritual reality, while self-will denies its dominion because self-will is the shadow of a cloud.

There are times for the revelation of a larger area of the indivisible truth to mankind. The Manifestation of God signals the times and He is the revelation. When He appears on earth He moves and speaks with the power of all truth, known and unknown, revealed in the past, revealed in Him, or to be revealed in the future. That realm of heavenly reality is
brought again in its power and universality to knock at the closed door of human experience, a divine guest whose entrance will bless the household eternally, or a divine punishment when debarred and forbidden and condemned.

Bahá'u'lláh reveals that area of divine truth which underlies all human association. He enlarges man's capacity to receive truth in the realm of experience where all men have condemned themselves to social chaos by ignorance of truth and readiness to substitute the implacable will of races, classes, nations and creeds for the pure spiritual radiance beneficiently shining for all. Spiritual reality today has become the principle of human unity, the law for the nations, the devotion to mankind on which the future civilization can alone repose. As long as men cling to truth as definition, past experience, aspects of self-will, so long must this dire period of chaos continue when the separate fragments of humanity employ life not to unite but to struggle and destroy.

In the world of time, Bahá'u'lláh has created capacity for union and world civilization. His Dispensation is historically new and unique. In the spiritual world it is nothing else than the ancient and timeless reality of Moses, Jesus and Muhammad disclosed to the race in a stage of added growth and development so that men can take a larger measure of Man which always existed.

Like the man of faith in former ages, the Bahá'í has been given sacred truths to cherish in his heart as lamps for darkness and medicines for healing, convictions of immortality and evidences of divine love. But in addition to these gifts, the Bahá'í has that bestowal which only the Promised One of all ages could bring: nearness to a process of creation which opens a door of entrance into a world of purified and regenerated human relations. The final element in his recognition of the message of Bahá'u'lláh is that Bahá'u'lláh came to found a civilization of unity, progress and peace.

"O Children of Men! Know ye not why We created you all from the same dust? That no one should exalt himself over the other. Ponder at all times how ye were created. Since We have created you all from one same substance it is incumbent on you to be even as one soul, to walk with the same feet, eat with the same mouth and dwell in the same land, that from your inmost being, by your deeds and actions, the signs of oneness and the essence of detachment may be made manifest. Such is My counsel to you. O concourse of light! Heed ye this counsel that ye may obtain the fruit of holiness from the tree of wondrous glory."

Thus He describes the law of survival revealed for the world today, mystical only in that He addressed these particular words to our deepest inner understanding. Their import is not confined to any subjective realm. The motive and the realization He invokes has become the whole truth of sociology in this era.

Or, as we find its expression in another passage: "All men have been created to carry forward an ever-advancing civilization." And the truth reappears in still another Farm: "How vast is the tabernacle of the Cause of God! It hath overshadowed all the peoples and kindreds of the earth, and will, ere long, gather together the whole of mankind beneath its shelter."

The encompassing reach of the Cause of God in each cycle means the particular aspect of experience for which men are held responsible. Not until our day could there be the creation of the principle of moral cause and effect in terms of mankind itself, in terms of the unifiable world.

The mission of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, following Bahá'u'lláh's ascension in 1892, was to raise up a community of believers through whom collectively He might demonstrate the operation of the law of unity. 'Abdu'l-Bahá's mission became fulfilled historically in the experience of the Bahá'ís of North America. In them He developed the administrative order, the organic society, which exemplifies the pattern of justice and order Bahá'u'lláh had creatively ordained. By His wisdom, His tenderness, His justice and His complete consecration to Bahá'u'lláh, 'Abdu'l-Bahá conveyed to this body of Bahá'ís a sense of partnership in the process of divine creation: that it is for men to re-create, as civilization, a human and earthly replica of the heavenly order existing in the divine will.

The Bahá'í administrative order has been described by the Guardian of the Faith as the pattern of the world order to be gradually attained as the Faith spreads throughout all
countries. Its authority is Bahá’u’lláh, its sources the teachings He revealed in writing, with the interpretation and amplification made by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.

The first conveyance of authority by Bahá’u’lláh was to His eldest son. By this conveyance the integrity of the teachings was safeguarded, and the power of action implicit in all true faith directed into channels of unity for the development of the Cause in its universal aspects. No prior Dispensation has ever raised up an instrument like ‘Abdu’l-Bahá through whom the spirit and purpose of the Founder could continue to flow out in its wholeness and purity until His purpose had been achieved. The faith of the Bahá’í thus remains untainted by those elements of self-will which in previous ages have translated revealed truth into creeds, rites and institutions of human origin and limited aim. Those who enter the Bahá’í community subdue themselves and their personal interests to its sovereign standard, for they are unable to alter the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh and exploit its teachings or its community for their own advantage.

‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s life exemplified the working of the one spirit and the one truth sustaining the body of believers throughout the world. He was the light connecting the sun of truth with the earth, the radiance enabling all Bahá’ís to realize that truth penetrates human affairs, illuminates human problems, transcends conventional barriers, changes the climate of life from cold to warm. He infused Himself so completely into the hearts of the Bahá’ís that they associated the administrative institutions of the Faith with His trusted and cherished methods of service, so that the contact between their society and their religion has remained continuous and unimpaired.

The second conveyance of authority made by Bahá’u’lláh was to the institution He termed “House of Justice”——“The Lord hath ordained that in every city a House of Justice be established wherein shall gather counsellors to the number of Bahá [i.e., nine] ... It behooveth them to be the trusted ones of the Merciful among men and to regard themselves as the guardians appointed of God for all that dwell on earth. It is incumbent upon them to take counsel together and to have regard for the interests of the servants of
God, for His sake, even as they regard their own interests, and to choose that which is meet and seemly. . . ." "Those souls who arise to serve the Cause sincerely to please God will be inspired by the divine, invisible inspirations. It is incumbent upon all [i.e., all believers] to obey . . . Administrative affairs are all in charge of the House of Justice; but acts of worship must be observed according as they are revealed in the Book."

The House of Justice is limited in its legislative capacity to matters not covered by the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh Himself:—"It is incumbent upon the Trustees of the House of Justice to take counsel together regarding such laws as have not been expressly revealed in the Book." A high aim is defined for this central administrative organ of the Faith:—"The men of the House of Justice of God must, night and day, gaze toward that which hath been revealed from the horizon of the Supreme Pen for the training of the servants, for the upbuilding of countries, for the protection of men and for the preservation of human honor."

In creating this institution for His community, Bahá'u'lláh made it clear that His Dispensation rests upon continuity of divine purpose, and associates human beings directly with the operation of His law. The House of Justice, an elective body, transforms society into an organism reflecting spiritual life. By the just direction of affairs this Faith replaces the institution of the professional clergy developed in all previous Dispensations.

By 1921, when 'Abdu'l-Bahá laid down His earthly mission, the American Bahá'í community had been extended to scores of cities and acquired power to undertake tasks of considerable magnitude, but the administrative order remained incomplete. His Will and Testament inaugurated a new era in the Faith, a further conveyance of authority and a clear exposition of the nature of the elective institutions which the Bahá'ís were called upon to form. In Shoghi Effendi, His grandson, 'Abdu'l-Bahá established the function of Guardianship with sole power to interpret the teachings and with authority to carry out the provisions of the Will.

From the Will these excerpts are cited:

"After the passing away of this wronged one, it is incumbent upon . . . the loved ones of the Abhá Beauty [i.e., Bahá'u'lláh]
to turn unto Siqghi Effendi—the youthful branch branched from the two hallowed and sacred Lotetrees [i.e., descended from both the Bab and Baha'u'llah]... as he is the sign of God, the chosen branch, the guardian of the Cause of God... unto whom... His loved ones must turn. He is the expounder of the words of God and after him will succeed the first-born of his lineal descendants.

"The sacred and youthful branch, the guardian of the Cause of God, as well as the Universal House of Justice, to be universally elected and established, are both under the care and protection of the Abba Beauty. ... Whatev... they decide is of God. ... The mighty stronghold shall remain impregnable and safe through obedience to him who is the guardian of the Cause of God. ... No doubt every vainglorious one that purposely disension and discord will not openly declare his evil purposes, nay rather, even as impure gold would he seize upon divers measures and various pretenses that he may separate the gathering of the people of Baha."

"Wherefore, O my loving friends! Consort with all the peoples, kindreds and religions of the world with the utmost truthfulness, uprightness, faithfulness, kindliness, good-will and friendliness; that all the world of being may be filled with the holy ecstasy of the grace of Baha."

"O ye beloved of the Lord! Strive with all your heart to shield the Cause of God from the onslaught of the insincere, for souls such as these cause the straight to become crooked and all benevolent efforts to produce contrary results. ... To none is given the right to put forth his own opinion or express his particular convictions. All must seek guidance and turn unto the Center of the Cause and the House of Justice."

In each local civil community, whether city, township or county, the Bahais annually elect nine members to their Local Spiritual Assembly. In America the Bahais of each State join in election of delegates by proportionate representation and these delegates, to the full number of one hundred and seventy-one, constitute the Annual Convention which elects the members of the National Spiritual Assembly. These national bodies, in turn, will join in the election of the International House of Justice, when the world Bahai community is sufficiently developed.1

The inter-relationship of all these administrative bodies provides the world spirit of the Faith with the agencies required for the maintenance of a constitutional society balancing the rights of the individual with the paramount principle of unity preserving the whole structure of the Cause. The Baha'i as an individual accepts guidance for his conduct and doctrinal beliefs, for not otherwise can he contribute his share to the general unity which is God's supreme blessing to the world today. This general unity is the believer's moral environment, his social universe, his psychic health and his goal of effort transcending any personal aim. In the Baha'i order, the individual is the musical note, but the teachings revealed by Baha'u'llah are the symphony in which the note finds its real fulfillment; the person attains value by recognizing that truth transcends his capacity and includes him in a relationship which 'Abdu'l-Baha said endowed the part with the quality of the whole. To receive, we give. In comparison to this divine creation, the traditional claims of individual conscience, of personal judgment, of private freedom, seem nothing more than empty assertions advanced in opposition to the divine will. It cannot be sufficiently emphasized that the Baha'i's relationship to this new spiritual society is an expression of faith, and faith alone raises personality out of the pit of self-will and moral isolation into which so much of the world has fallen.

There can be no organic society, in fact, without social truth and social law embracing the individual members and evoking a loyalty both voluntary and complete. The political and economic groups which the individual enters with reservations are not true societies but temporary combinations of restless personalities, met in a truce which can not endure. Baha'u'llah has for ever solved the artificial dilemma which confuses and betrays the ardent upholder of individual freedom by His categorical statement that human freedom consists in obedience to God's law. The freedom revolving around self-will He declares "must, in the end, lead to sedition, whose flames none can quench. ... Know ye that the embodiment of liberty and its symbol is the animal. ... True liberty consists in

1 Elected April 21, 1963
man's submission unto My commandments, little as ye know it."

The Guardian, applying the terms of the Will and Testament to an evolving order, has given the present generation of Bahá'ís a thorough understanding of Bahá'í institutions and administrative principles. Rising to its vastly increased responsibility resulting from the loss of the beloved Master, 'Abdu'l-Bahá, the Bahá'í community itself has intensified its efforts until in America alone the number of believers has been more than quadrupled since 1921. It has been their destiny to perfect the local and national Bahá'í institutions as models for the believers in other lands. Within the scope of a single lifetime, the American Bahá'í community has developed from a small local group to a national unit of a world society, passing through the successive stages by which a civilization achieves its pristine pattern and severs itself from the anarchy and confusion of the past.

In Shoghi Effendi's letters addressed to this Bahá'í community, we have the statement of the form of the administrative order, its function and purpose, its scope and activity, as well as its significance, which unites the thoughts and inspires the actions of all believers today.

From these letters are selected a number of passages presenting fundamental aspects of the world order initiated by Bahá'u'lláh.

1. On its nature and scope—

"I cannot refrain from appealing to them who stand identified with the Faith to disregard the prevailing notions and the fleeting fashions of the day, and to realize as never before that the exploded theories and the tottering institutions of present-day civilization must needs appear in sharp contrast with those God-given institutions which are destined to arise upon their ruin. . . ."

"For Bahá'u'lláh . . . has not only imbued mankind with a new and regenerating Spirit, He has not merely enunciated certain universal principles, or propounded a particular philosophy, however potent, sound and universal these may be. In addition to these He, as well as 'Abdu'l-Bahá after Him, has, unlike the Dispensations of the past, clearly and specifically laid down a set of Laws, established definite institutions, and provided for the essentials of a Divine Economy. These are destined to be a pattern for future society, a supreme instrument for the establishment of the Most Great Peace, and the one agency for the unification of the world, and the proclamation of the reign of righteousness and justice upon the earth. . . ."

"Unlike the Dispensation of Christ, unlike the Dispensation of Muhammad, unlike all the Dispensations of the past, the apostles of Bahá'u'lláh in every land, wherever they labor and toil, have before them in clear, in unequivocal and emphatic language, all the laws, the regulations, the principles, the institutions, the guidance, they require for the prosecution and consummation of their task. . . . Therein lies the distinguishing feature of the Bahá'í Revelation. Therein lies the strength of the unity of the Faith, of the validity of a Revelation that claims: not to destroy or belittle previous Revelations, but to connect, unify, and fulfill them. . . ."

"Feeble though our Faith may now appear in the eyes of men, who either denounce it as an offshoot of Islam, or contemptuously ignore it as one more of those obscure sects that abound in the West, this priceless gem of Divine Revelation, now still in its embryonic state, shall evolve within the shell of His law, and shall forge ahead, undivided and unimpaired, till it embraces the whole of mankind. Only those who have already recognized the supreme station of Bahá'u'lláh, only those whose hearts have been touched by His love, and have become familiar with the potency of His spirit, can adequately appreciate the value of this Divine Economy—His inestimable gift to mankind. . . ."

"This Administrative Order . . . will, as its component parts, its organic institutions, begin to function with efficiency and vigor, assert its claim and demonstrate its capacity to be regarded not only as the nucleus but the very pattern of the New World Order destined to embrace in the fullness of time the whole of mankind. . . ."

"Alone of all the Revelations gone before it this Faith has . . . succeeded in raising a structure which the bewildered followers of bankrupt and broken creeds might well approach and critically examine, and seek, ere it is too late, the invulnerable security of its world-embracing shelter. . . ."

"To what else if not to the power and
majesty which this Administrative Order—the rudiments of the future all-enfolding Bahá’í Commonwealth—is destined to manifest, can these utterances of Bahá’u’lláh allude: ‘The world’s equilibrium hath been upset through the vibrating influence of this most great, this new World Order. Mankind’s ordered life hath been revolutionized through the agency of this unique, this wondrous System—the like of which mortal eyes have never witnessed.’”

2. On its local and national institutions:—
“A perusal of some of the words of Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá on the duties and functions of the Spiritual Assemblies in every land (later to be designated as the local Houses of Justice), emphatically reveals the sacredness of their nature, the wide scope of their activity, and the grave responsibility which rests upon them.

“Addressing the members of the Spiritual Assembly in Chicago, the Master reveals the following:—“Whenever ye enter the council-chamber, recite this prayer with a heart throbbing with the love of God and a tongue purified from all but His remembrance, that the All-powerful may graciously aid you to achieve supreme victory:—‘O God, my God! We are servants of Thine that have turned with devotion to Thy Holy Face, that have detached ourselves from all beside Thee in this glorious Day. We have gathered in this Spiritual Assembly, united in our views and thoughts, with our purposes harmonized to melt Thy Word amidst mankind. O Lord, our God! Make us the signs of Thy Divine Guidance, the Standards of Thy exalted Faith amongst men, servants to Thy mighty Covenant. O Thou our Lord Most High. manifestations of Thy Divine Unity in Thine Abhá Kingdom, and resplendent stars shining upon all regions! Lord! Aid us to become seas surging with the billows of Thy wondrous Grace, streams flowing from Thy all-glorious Heights, goodly fruits upon the Tree of Thy heavenly Cause, trees waving through the breezes of Thy Bounty in Thy celestial Vineyard. O God? Make our souls dependent upon the Verses of Thy Divine Unity, our hearts cheered with the outpourings of Thy Grace, that we may unite even as the waves of one sea and become merged together as the rays of Thine effulgent Light; that our thoughts, our views, our feelings may become as one reality, manifesting the spirit of union throughout the world. Thou art the Gracious, the Bountiful, the Bestower, the Almighty, the Merciful, the Compassionate.””

“In the Most Holy Book is revealed:—
“The Lord hath ordained that in every city a House of Justice be established wherein shall gather counsellors to the number of Bahá, and should it exceed this number it does not matter. It behooveth them to be the trusted ones of the Merciful among men and to regard themselves as the guardians appointed of God for all that dwell on earth. It is incumbent upon them to take counsel together and to have regard for the interests of the servants of God, for His sake, even as they regard their own interests, and to
choose that which is meet and seemly. Thus hath the Lord your God commanded you. Beware lest ye put away that which is clearly revealed in His Tablet. Fear God, O ye that perceive! 

"Furthermore, 'Abdu'l-Bahá reveals the following:—"It is incumbent upon every one not to take any step without consulting the Spiritual Assembly, and they must assuredly obey with heart and soul its bidding and be submissive unto it, that things may be properly ordered and well arranged. Otherwise every person will act independently and after his own judgment, will follow his own desire, and do harm to the Cause."

"The prime requisites for them that take counsel together are purity of motive, radiance of spirit, detachment from all else save God, attraction to His Divine Fragrances, humility and lowliness amongst His loved ones, patience and long-suffering in difficulties and servitude to His exalted Threshold. Should they be graciously aided to acquire these attributes, victory from the unseen Kingdom of Bahá shall be vouchsafed to them. In this day, Assemblies of consultation are of the greatest importance and a vital necessity. Obedience unto them is essential and obligatory. The members thereof must take counsel together in such wise that no occasion for ill-feeling or discord may arise. This can be attained when every member expresseth with absolute freedom his own opinion and setteth forth his argument. Should any one oppose, he must on no account feel hurt for not until matters are fully discussed can the right way be revealed. The shining spark of truth cometh forth only after the clash of differing opinions. If after discussion, a decision be carried unanimously, well and good; but if, the Lord forbid, differences of opinion should arise, a majority of voices must prevail."

"Enumerating the obligations incumbent upon the members of consulting councils, the Beloved reveals the following:—The first condition is absolute love and harmony amongst the members of the Assembly. They must be wholly free from estrangement and must manifest to themselves the Unity of God, for they are the waves of one sea, the drops..."
of one river, the stars of one heaven, the rays of one sun, the trees of one orchard, the flowers of one garden. Should harmony of thought and absolute unity be non-existent, that gathering shall be dispersed and that Assembly be brought to naught. The second condition:—

They must when coming together turn their faces to the Kingdom on high and ask aid from the Realm of Glory. They must then proceed with the utmost devotion, courtesy, dignity, care and moderation to express their views. They must in every matter: search out the truth and not insist upon their own opinion, for stubbornness and persistence in one’s views will lead ultimately to discord and wrangling and the truth will remain hidden. The honored members must with all freedom express their own thoughts, and it is in no wise permissible for one to belittle the thought of another, nay, he must with moderation set forth the truth, and should differences of opinion arise a majority of voices must prevail, and all must obey and submit to the majority. It is again not permitted that any one of the honored members abject to or censure, whether in or out of the meeting, any decision arrived at previously, though that decision he not right, for such criticism would prevent any decision from being enforced. In short, whatsoever thing is arranged in harmony and with love and purity of motive, its result is light, and should the least trace of estrangement prevail the result shall be darkness upon darkness, ... If this be so regarded, that Assembly shall be of God, but otherwise it shall lead to coolness and alienation that proceed from the Evil One. Discussions must all be confined to spiritual matters that pertain to the training of souls, the instruction of children, the relief of the poor, the help of the feeble throughout all classes in the world, kindness to all peoples, the diffusion of the fragrances of God and the exaltation of His Holy Word. Should they endeavor to fulfill these conditions the Grace of the Holy Spirit shall be vouchsafed unto them, and that Assembly shall become the center of the Divine blessings, the hosts of Divine confirmation shall come to their aid, and they shall day by day receive a new effusion of Spirit.

“So great is the importance and so supreme is the authority of these Assemblies that once ‘Abdu’l-Bahá after having Himself and in His own handwriting corrected the translation made into Arabic of the Iḥrāqāt (the Splendors) by Sheikh Faraj, a Kurdish friend from Cairo, directed him in a Tablet to submit the above-named translation to the Spiritual Assembly of Cairo, that he may seek from them before publication their approval and consent. These are His very words in that Tablet:—His honor, Sheikh Faraj‘ulláh, has here rendered into Arabic with greatest care the Iḥrāqāt and yet I have told him that he must submit his version to the Spiritual Assembly of Egypt, and I have conditioned its publication upon the approval of the above-named Assembly. This is so that things may be arranged in an orderly manner, for should it not be so any one may translate a certain Tablet and print and circulate it on his own account. Even a non-believer might undertake such work, and thus cause confusion and disorder. If it be conditioned, however, upon the approval of the Spiritual Assembly, a translation prepared, printed and circulated by a non-believer will have no recognition whatever.

“This is indeed a clear indication of the Master’s express desire that nothing whatever should be given to the public by any individual among the friends, unless fully considered and approved by the Spiritual Assembly in his locality; and if this (as is undoubtedly the case) is a matter that pertains to the general interest of the Cause in that land, then it is incumbent upon the Spiritual Assembly to submit it to the consideration and approval of the national body representing all the variolas Local Assemblies. Not only with regard to publication, but all matters without any exception whatsoever, regarding the interests of the Cause in that locality, individually or collectively, should be referred exclusively to the Spiritual Assembly in that locality, which shall decide upon it, unless it be a matter of national interest, in which case it shall be referred to the national body. With this national body also will rest the decision whether a given question is of local or national interest. (By national affairs is not meant matters that are political in their character, for the friends of God the world over are strictly forbidden to meddle with political affairs in any way whatever, but rather things that affect the spiritual activities of the body of the friends in that land.)
"Full harmony, however, as well as cooperation among the various Local Assemblies and the members themselves, and particularly between each Assembly and the national body, is of the utmost importance. For upon it depends the unity of the Cause of God, the solidarity of the friends, the full, speedy and efficient working of the spiritual activities of His loved ones.

"Large issues in such spiritual activities that affect the Cause in general in that land, such as the management of the Star of the West and any periodical which the National Body may decide to be a Baha'i organ, the matter of publication, of reprinting Baha'i literature and its distribution among the various Assemblies, the means whereby the teaching campaign may be stimulated and maintained, the work of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkár, the racial question in relation to the Cause, the matter of receiving Orientals and association with them, the care and maintenance of the precious film exhibiting a phase of the Master's sojourn in the United States of America as well as the original matrix and the records of His voice, and various other national spiritual activities, far from being under the exclusive jurisdiction of any Local Assembly or group of Friends, must each be minutely and fully directed by a special board, elected by the National Body, constituted as a committee thereof, responsible to it and upon which the National Body shall exercise constant and general supervision.

"Regarding the establishment of 'National Assemblies,' it is of vital importance that in every country where the conditions are favorable and the number of the friends has grown and reached a considerable size, such as America, Great Britain and Germany, a 'National Spiritual Assembly' be immediately established, representative of the friends throughout that country.

"Its immediate purpose is to stimulate, unify and co-ordinate by frequent personal consultations, the manifold activities of the friends as well as the Local Assemblies; and by keeping in close and constant touch with the Holy Land, initiate measures, and direct in general the affairs of the Cause in that country.

"It serves also another purpose, no less essential than the first, as in the course of time it shall evolve into the National House of Justice (referred to in 'Abdu'l-Baha's Will as the 'secondary House of Justice'), which according to the explicit text of the Testament will have, in conjunction with the other National Assemblies throughout the Baha'I world, to elect directly the members of the International House of Justice, that Supreme Council which will guide, organize and unify the affairs of the Movement throughout the world.

"It is expressly recorded in 'Abdu'l-Baha's Writings that these National Assemblies must be indirectly elected by the friends; that is, the friends in every country must elect a certain number of delegates, who in their turn will elect from among all the friends in that country the members of the National Spiritual Assembly. III such countries, therefore, as America, Great Britain and Germany, a fixed number of secondary electors must first be decided upon... The friends then in every locality where the number of adult declared believers exceeds nine must directly elect its quota of secondary electors assigned to it in direct proportion to its numerical strength. These secondary electors will then, either through correspondence, or preferably by gathering together, and first deliberating upon the affairs of the Cause throughout their country (as the delegates to the Convention), elect from among all the friends in that country nine who will be the members of the National Spiritual Assembly.

"This National Spiritual Assembly, which, pending the establishment of the Universal House of Justice, will have to be re-elected once a year, obviously assumes grave responsibilities, for it has to exercise full authority over all the Local Assemblies in its province, and will have to direct the activities of the friends, guard vigilantly the Cause of God, and control and supervise the affairs of the Movement in general.

"Vital issues affecting the interests of the Cause in that country such as the matter of translation and publication, the Mashriqu'I-Adhkár, the Teaching Work, and other similar matters that stand distinct from strictly local affairs, must be under the full jurisdiction of the National Assembly.

"It will have to refer each of these questions, even as the Local Assemblies, to a special Committee, to be elected by the members of
the National Spiritual Assembly, from among all the friends in that country, which will bear to it the same relation as the local committees bear to their respective Local Assemblies.

"With it, too, rests the decision whether a certain point at issue is strictly local in its nature, and should be reserved for the consideration and decision of the Local Assembly, or whether it should fall under its own province and be regarded as a matter which ought to receive its special attention. The National Spiritual Assembly will also decide upon such matters which in its opinion should be referred to the Holy Land for consultation and decision.

"With these Assemblies, local as well as national, harmoniously, vigorously, and efficiently functioning throughout the Bahá’í world, the only means for the establishment of the Supreme House of Justice will have been secured. And when this Supreme Body will have been properly established, it will have to consider afresh the whole situation, and lay down the principle which shall direct, so long as it deems advisable, the affairs of the Cause...."

"The need for the centralization of authority in the National Spiritual Assembly, and the concentration of power in the various Local Assemblies, is made manifest when we reflect that the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh is still in its age of tender growth and in a stage of transition; when we remember that the full implications and the exact significance of the Master’s world-wide instructions, as laid down in His Will, are as yet not fully grasped, and the whole Movement has not sufficiently crystallized in the eyes of the world.

"It is our primary task to keep the most vigilant eye on the manner and character of its growth, to combat effectively the forces of separation and of sectarian tendencies, lest the Spirit of the Cause be obscured, its unity be threatened, its Teachings suffer corruption; lest extreme orthodoxy on one hand, and irresponsible freedom on the other, cause it to deviate from that Straight Path which alone can lead it to success...."

"Hitherto the National Convention has been primarily called together for the consideration of the various circumstances attending the election of the National Spiritual..."
Assembly, I feel, however, that in view of the expansion and the growing importance of the administrative sphere of the Cause, the general sentiments and tendencies prevailing among the friends, and the signs of increasing interdependence among the National Spiritual Assemblies throughout the world, the assembled accredited representatives of the American believers should exercise not only the vital and responsible right of electing the National Assembly, but should also fulfill the functions of an enlightened, consultative and co-operative body that will enrich the experience, enhance the prestige, support the authority, and assist the deliberations of the National Spiritual Assembly. It is my firm conviction that it is the bounden duty, in the interest of the Cause we all love and serve, of the members of the incoming National Assembly, once elected by the delegates at Convention time, to seek and have the utmost regard, individually as well as collectively, for the advice, the considered opinion and the true sentiments of the assembled delegates. Banishing every vestige of secrecy, of undue reticence, of dictatorial aloofness, from their midst, they should radiantly and abundantly unfold to the eyes of the delegates, by whom they are elected, their plans, their hopes, and their cares. They should familiarize the delegates with the various matters that will have to be considered in the current year, and calmly and conscientiously study and weigh the opinions and judgments of the delegates. The newly elected National Assembly, during the few days when the Convention is in session and after the dispersal of the delegates, should seek ways and means to cultivate understanding, facilitate and maintain the exchange of views, deepen confidence, and vindicate by every tangible evidence their one desire to serve and advance the common wed. Not infrequently, nay oftentimes, the most lowly, untutored and inexperienced among the friends will, by the sheer inspiring force of selfless and ardent devotion, contribute a distinct and memorable share to a highly involved discussion in any given Assembly. Great must be the regard paid by those whom the delegates call upon to serve in high position to this all-important though inconspicuous manifestation of the revealing
"The National Spiritual Assembly, however, in view of the unavoidable limitations imposed upon the convening of frequent and long-standing sessions of the Convention, will have to retain in its hands the final decision on all matters that affect the interests of the Cause in America, such as the right to decide whether any Local Assembly is functioning in accordance with the principles laid down for the conduct and advancement of the Cause. It is my earnest prayer that they will utilize their highly responsible position, not only for the wise and efficient conduct of the affairs of the Cause, but also for the extension and deepening of the spirit of cordiality and wholehearted and mutual support in their cooperation with the body of their co-workers throughout the land. The seating of delegates to the Convention, i.e., the right to decide upon the validity of the credentials of the delegates at a given Convention, is vested in the outgoing National Assembly, and the right to decide who has the voting privilege is also ultimately placed in the hands of the National Spiritual Assembly, whether when a Local Spiritual Assembly is being for the first time formed in a given locality, or when differences arise between a new applicant and an already established Local Assembly. While the Convention is in session and the accredited delegates have already elected from among the believers throughout the country the members of the National Spiritual Assembly for the current year, it is of infinite value and a supreme necessity that as far as possible all matters requiring immediate decision should be fully and publicly considered, and an endeavor be made to obtain after mature deliberation, unanimity in vital decisions. Indeed, it has ever been the cherished desire of our Master, 'Abdu'l-Bahá, that the friends in their councils, local as well as national, should by their candor, their honesty of purpose, their singleness of mind, and the thoroughness of their discussions, achieve unanimity in all things. Should this in certain cases prove impracticable the verdict of the majority should prevail, to which decision the minority..."
must under all circumstances, gladly, spontaneously and continually, submit.

"Nothing short of the all-encompassing, all-pervading power of His Guidance and Love can enable this newly-enfolded order to gather strength and flourish amid the storm and stress of a turbulent age, and in the fullness of time vindicate its high claim to be universally recognized as the one Haven of abiding felicity and peace."

3. On its international institutions:

"It should be stated, at the very outset, in clear and unambiguous language, that these twin institutions of the Administrative Order of Bahá'u'lláh should be regarded as divine in origin, essential in their functions and complementary in their aim and purpose. Their common, their fundamental object is to insure the continuity of that divinely-appointed authority which flows from the Source of our Faith, to safeguard the unity of its followers and to maintain the integrity and flexibility of its teachings. Acting in conjunction with each other these two inseparable institutions administer its affairs, coordinate its activities, promote its interests, execute its laws and defend its subsidiary institutions. Severely, each operates within a clearly defined sphere of jurisdiction; each is equipped with its own attendant institutions— instruments designed for the effective discharge of its particular responsibilities and duties. Each exercises, within the limitations imposed upon it, its powers, its authority, its rights and prerogatives. These are neither contradictory, nor detract in the slightest degree from the position which each of these institutions occupies. Ear from being incompatible or mutually destructive, they supplement each other's authority and functions, and are permanently and fundamentally united in their aims.

"It is incumbent upon the members of the House of Justice, Bahá'u'lláh, on the other hand, declares in the Eighth Leaf of the Exalted Paradise, 'to take counsel together regarding those things which have not outwardly been revealed in the Book, and to enforce that which is agreeable to them. God will verily inspire them with whatsoever
He willth, and He verily is the Provider, the Omniscient. 'Unto the Most Holy Book' (the Kitáb-i-Aqdas), 'Abdu'l-Bahá states in His Will, 'every one must turn, and all that is not expressly recorded therein must be referred to the Universal House of Justice, That which this body, whether unanimously or by a majority doth carry, that is verily the truth and the purpose of God Himself. Whoso doth deviate therefrom is verily of them that love discord, hath shown forth malice, and turned away from the Lord of the Covenant.'

"Not only does 'Abdu'l-Bahá confirm in His Will Bahá'u'lláh's above-quoted statement, but invests this body with the additional right and power to abrogate, according to the exigencies of time, its own enactments, as well as those of a preceding House of Justice. 'Inasmuch as the House of Justice,' is His explicit statement in His Will, 'bath power to enact laws that are not expressly recorded in the Book and bear upon daily transactions, so also it hath power to repeal the same ... This it can do because these laws form no part of the divine explicit text.'

"Referring to both the Guardian and the Universal House of Justice we read these emphatic wards: The sacred and youthful Branch, the Guardian of the Cause of God, as well as the Universal House of Justice to be universally elected and established, are bath under the care and protection of the Abhá Beauty, under the shelter and unerring guidance of the Exalted One (the Báb) (may my life be offered up for them both). Whatsoever they decide is of God.'

"From these statements it is made indubitably clear and evident that the Guardian of the Faith has been made the Interpreter of the Word and that the Universal House of Justice has been invested with the function of legislating on matters not expressly revealed in the teachings. The interpretation of the Guardian, functioning within his own sphere, is as authoritative and binding as the enactments of the International House of Justice, whose exclusive sight and prerogative is to pronounce upon and deliver the final judgment on such laws and ordinances as Bahá'u'lláh has not expressly revealed. Neither can, nor will ever, infringe upon the sacred and prescribed domain of the other. Neither will seek to curtail the specific and undoubtedly authority with which both have been divinely invested. ..."
First National Convention of the Bahá'ís of Ecuador, Quito, April 1961, attended by Hand of the Cause Ḥasan Balyuzi.


National Convention of the Bahá’ís of Haiti, Port-au-Prince, April 1962.
"Let no one, while this System is still in its infancy, misconceive its character, belittle its significance or misrepresent its purpose. The bedrock on which this Administrative Order is founded is God's immutable Purpose for mankind in this day. The Source from which it derives its inspiration is no less than Bahá'u'lláh Himself. Its shield and defender are the embattled hosts of the Abhá Kingdom. Its seed is the blood of no less than twenty thousand martyrs who have offered up their lives that it may be born and flourish. The axis round which its institutions revolve are the authentic provisions of the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahá. Its guiding principles are the truths which He Who is the unerring Interpreter of the teachings of our Faith has so clearly enunciated in His public addresses throughout the West. The laws that govern its operation and limit its functions are those which have been expressly ordained in the Kitáb-i-Aqdas. The seat round which its spiritual, its humanitarian and administrative activities will cluster are the Mashriqu'l-Aqdas and its Dependencies. The pillars that sustain its authority and buttress its structure are the twin institutions of the Guardianship and of the Universal House of Justice. The central, the underlying aim which animates it is the establishment of the New World Order as adumbrated by Bahá'u'lláh. The methods it employs, the standard it inculcates, incline it to neither East nor West, neither Jew nor Gentile, neither rich nor poor, neither white nor colored. Its watchword is the unification of the human race; its standard the 'Most Great Peace'; its consummation the advent of that golden millennium — the Day when the kingdoms of this world shall have become the Kingdom of God Himself, the Kingdom of Bahá'u'lláh."
National Convention of the Baha'is of Jamaica, Kingston, April 1962.

Second National Convention of the Baha'is of Mexico, Mexico City, April 1962.
THE INSTITUTION OF THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

By Horace Holley

The sacred Writings of the Baha'i Faith create organic institutions having a membership elected by the Baha'i community. Baha'u'llah called these institutions into being; their establishment, definition, training and development came later, in the ministry of 'Abdu'l-Baha and in that of the Guardian appointed in 'Abdu'l-Baha's Testament.

Since the passing of 'Abdu'l-Baha in 1921, the formation of Local Spiritual Assemblies has multiplied in East and West, and the institution of the National Spiritual Assembly has become firmly established. Concerning this national administrative body Shoghi Effendi has provided clear information and direction. Its purpose, its power, its responsibility and its functions and duties are definitely prescribed.

"Its immediate purpose is to stimulate, unify and co-ordinate by frequent personal consultations the manifold activities of the friends [believers] as well as the Local Assemblies; and by keeping in close and constant touch with the Holy Land [Baha'i World Center], initiate measures, and direct in general the affairs of the Cause in that country.

"It serves also another purpose, no less essential than the first ... in conjunction with the other National Assemblies throughout the Baha'i world, to elect directly the members of the International House of Justice, that Supreme Council that will guide, organize and unify the affairs of the [Faith] throughout the world.

"... it has to exercise full authority over all the Local Assemblies in its province, and will have to direct the activities of the friends, guard vigilantly the Cause of God, and control and supervise the affairs of the [Faith] in general.

"Vital issues, affecting the interests of the Cause in that country ... that stand distinct from strictly local affairs, must be under the full jurisdiction of the National Assembly. It will have to refer each of these questions ... to a special Committee, to be elected by the members of the National Spiritual Assembly, from among all the friends in that country ...

"With it, too, rests the decision whether a certain point at issue is strictly local in its nature ... or whether it should fall under its own province and be regarded as a matter which ought to receive its special attention."1

"The need for the centralization of authority in the National Spiritual Assembly, and the concentration of power in the various Local Assemblies, is ... manifest."2

"The authority of the National Spiritual Assembly is undivided and unchallengeable in all matters pertaining to the administration of the Faith [throughout its country]."3

The individual Baha'i has spiritual citizenship in a world community of believers acting through local, national and international bodies. There is no division of interest or conflict of authority among these institutions, for ever since the ascension of Baha'u'llah in 1892 His Faith has possessed infallible guidance by virtue of His Covenant, which specifically provides it. The action of a Baha'i administrative body, therefore, while rationally determined by constitutional principles, operates in a spiritual realm revealed by the Manifestation of God and maintained free from political pressure and the influence of materialism. Apart from the appointed Interpreter, no Baha'i has individual authority. Decisions are confined to the sphere of action and are made by a body of nine persons.

The advice and direction clarifying the nature and operation of a National Spiritual Assembly have been compiled by the American Baha'is from letters written them by Shoghi Effendi.4

2 Ibid., p. 43.
4 Baha'i Administration: Declaration of Trust and By-Laws of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States.
During the ministry of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, after He had approved the petition submitted to Him by the American Bahá'ís expressing their desire to construct a House of Worship, these Bahá'ís formed a national body known as Bahá'í Temple Unity, incorporated for the purpose of gathering funds and co-ordinating plans to erect the Temple in Wilmette. This body, though national in scope and elected by delegates representing the various local Bahá'í communities, was not a National Spiritual Assembly. It is interesting to note that in Bahá'í Temple Unity the American Bahá'ís established a body reflecting their own national historical experience. The local communities preceded the national body in time and each exercised an independent authority in the conduct of its own affairs.

When their representatives agreed to form a national Bahá'í body with full jurisdiction over Temple matters, they transferred to it powers which vested final decision not in its directors but in the Annual Convention. The vital distinction between Temple Unity and the National Spiritual Assembly when later established lay in this field of ultimate authority. The National Spiritual Assembly possessed original authority, powers and functions of its own. It came into existence through election of its nine members at a National Convention but constituted a continuing authority derived from the Bahá'í Teachings and not conferred by any action of the believers, whether as local communities or as delegates. This authority emerged supreme in relation to Bahá'í matters within the national community but subject to the higher authority of the Guardian and also of the future International House of Justice.

Within its own realm the National Spiritual Assembly is an institution created by the Teachings of the Faith independent of the Bahá'ís who elect its members and of the Bahá'ís composing its membership. In no way does this institution reflect either the political or the ecclesiastical influences of its environment, whether in America, Europe or the East. This fact has paramount importance. On the one hand it reveals the existence of an organic religious society; on the other hand it demonstrates the freedom of this new community from the legalisms and devices acting within every human institution.

While the transition from Bahá'í Temple Unity to National Spiritual Assembly in North America emphasizes certain principles inherent in Bahá'í institutions, the formation of a National Spiritual Assembly in a new area represents more profoundly the creation of a new type of society. Every national Bahá'í community has gone through some evolution reflecting its historical background before its National Spiritual Assembly was established.

The functions of a National Spiritual Assembly are manifold: the publication of Bahá'í literature; national teaching plans; supervision of local communities; encouragement and direction of all the Bahá'ís in their service to the Faith; and representation of the Bahá'ís in relation to the civil authorities. Each national body prepares and adopts its own constitution, formulated on the basis of the model approved by the Guardian of the Bahá'í Faith. All the National Spiritual Assemblies collectively, under the title of The Bahá'í International Community, constitute an international non-governmental organization whose delegates are accredited by United Nations for attendance and participation in its regional conferences.

Through the institution of the National Spiritual Assembly, Bahá'ís are enabled to carry out plans of considerable magnitude, collaborate with Bahá'ís of all other lands in matters of international interest, maintain common standards of administrative principle, and take advantage, in the appointment of committees, of particular talents and aptitudes possessed by individual believers. The National Spiritual Assembly stands as one of the pillars supporting the Bahá'í world community. Participation in national Bahá'í activities serves to insulate the individual Bahá'í from infection by the psychic ills which afflict modern society as result of its lack of faith and spiritual direction. Within the shelter of this emerging order the storms of partisanship cannot engulf the soul.
I. THE ANNUAL BAHÁ'Í CONVENTION

A SUMMARY of the constitutional basis of the Convention has been made by the National Spiritual Assembly and approved by the Guardian ...

II. CONVENTION CALL

The National Spiritual Assembly determines the date, duration and place of the Annual Convention and provides for such meetings in connection with the Convention as it may feel are desirable.

III. CONVENTION PROCEDURE

The Twenty-sixth Annual Convention [of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada], held in 1934, voted a recommendation calling upon the National Spiritual Assembly to supply a parliamentary procedure for the conduct of the Annual Convention, and the present material has been prepared to meet the need indicated by that recommendation.

Order of Business
Prayer and devotional readings, provided by the outgoing National Spiritual Assembly.
Opening of the Convention by Presiding Officer of the National Spiritual Assembly.
Roll call of delegates by the Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly.
Election by secret ballot of Convention Chairman and Secretary. The Convention Officers are to be elected by the assembled delegates from among the entire number of delegates who are present at the Convention.
Annual Report of National Spiritual Assembly.
Convention message to the Guardian of the Faith.
Annual Committee Reports: These are to be considered as part of the Report of the National Spiritual Assembly. They are whenever possible published in Bahá'í News in advance of the Convention date, for the information of the delegates.

Subjects for Consultation: Any delegate may, before the Convention convenes, recommend to the National Assembly such topics as he deems of sufficient importance to be included in the Convention agenda; and the National Spiritual Assembly, from the list of topics received from delegates, and also suggested by its own knowledge and experience, is to prepare an agenda or order of business as its recommendation to the Convention.

This agenda may include, as part of the National Assembly's Annual Report, the presentation of special subjects by well qualified members, committee representatives or non-Bahá'í experts whose exposition is necessary or desirable for the information of the delegates.

On motion duly made, seconded and voted, any such subject may be omitted, and also on motion duly made, seconded and voted, any other subject may be proposed for special consultation.

Annual Election: The election of members of the National Spiritual Assembly is to take place approximately midway during the Convention sessions, so as to enable the delegates to consult with both the outgoing and incoming Assemblies, in accordance with the Guardian's expressed desire.

Conduct of Business
Every deliberative body, to fulfill its functions, must conduct its deliberations in accordance with some established rules of order. The parliamentary procedure here set forth for the Convention is based upon the procedure already adopted for meetings of Local Assemblies and communities. It accordingly extends to sessions of the Annual Convention the same procedure under which
the delegates, in their other Baha’i activities, are accustomed to conduct discussion and consultation.

The purpose of consultation at the Annual Convention is threefold: to arrive at full and complete knowledge of the current conditions, problems and possibilities of the Faith in America; to give to the incoming National Assembly the benefit of the collective wisdom, guidance and constructive suggestions of the assembled delegates; and to contribute to the unity, in spirit and in action, of the entire American Baha’i community.

The freedom of each and every delegate to take part in discussion and to initiate motions is untrammeled save as the undue activity of one delegate might hamper the rights of the other delegates. Any necessary limitation to be placed upon individual discussion shall be determined by the Chairman in the absence of any specific motion duly voted by the delegates themselves.

It shall be the duty of the Chairman to encourage general consultation and make possible the active participation of the greatest possible number of delegates.

The Chairman has the same power and responsibility for discussion and voting upon motions as other delegates. Members of the outgoing and incoming National Assembly who are not delegates may participate in the consultation but not vote.

A resolution, or motion, is not subject to discussion or vote until duly made and seconded. It is preferable to have each resolution clear and complete in itself, but when an amendment is duly made and seconded, the Chairman shall call for a vote on the amendment first and then on the motion. An amendment must be relevant to, and not contravene, the subject matter of the motion.

The Chairman shall call for votes by oral expression of ayes and nays, but where the result of the vote is doubtful by a show of hands or a rising vote, a majority vote determines.

Discussion of any matter may be terminated by motion duly made, seconded and voted, calling upon the Chairman to bring the matter to an immediate vote or proceed to other business.

The transactions of the Convention shall be recorded by the Secretary, and when certified by the Convention officers shall be given to the National Spiritual Assembly.

**Annual Election**

The electors in the Annual Election shall consist of those delegates included in the Roll Call prepared by the National Spiritual Assembly.

Ballots and tellers’ report forms shall be provided by the National Assembly.

The election shall be conducted by the Convention, but delegates unable to attend the Convention shall have the right to vote by mail.

The Chairman shall appoint three tellers, chosen from among the assembled delegates.

The electoral method shall be as follows:

1. The Convention Secretary shall call the roll of delegates, whereupon each delegate, in turn, shall place his or her ballot in a ballot box; and as the names are called ballots received by mail shall be placed in the ballot box by the Secretary of the National Assembly.

2. The ballot box shall then be handed to the tellers, who shall retire from the Convention Hall to determine the result of the election.

3. The result of the election is to be reported by the tellers, and the tellers’ report is to be approved by the Convention.

4. The ballots, together with the tellers’ report, certified by all the tellers, are to be given the National Spiritual Assembly for preservation.

**IV. The Convention Record**

The permanent record of each successive Annual Convention shall consist of the following:—(1) Convention Call as issued by the National Spiritual Assembly, including list of participating Baha’i Communities; (2) list of accredited delegates; (3) Annual Reports of the National Spiritual Assembly and of its Committees; (4) Messages sent to and received from the Guardian; (5) Resolutions and other transactions of the assembled delegates; (6) the result of the Annual Election.
First National Convention of the Bahá'ís of the Republic of Panama, Panama City, April 1961, attended by Hand of the Cause Díkru'lláh Khádem.

THE WORLD ORDER OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH

LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY*

The Institution and Its Significance

The institution of the Spiritual Assembly was created by Bahá’u’lláh and is an integral part of His Revelation, together with the teachings, principles, supplications, truth, and laws written in the Books and Tablets. It is the foundation stone of the new World Order, the establishment of which is the essential aim of the Baha’i Faith. Through the loyalty of the believers who assist in the unfoldment of its latent attributes and powers, divine guidance and reinforcement is promised, and the forces of unity, justice, affection and fellowship are made to prevail over the negative elements which prey upon and destroy the civilization of an unbelieving age.

...To it (Local Assembly) all local matters pertaining to the Cause must be directly and immediately referred for full consultation and decision. The importance, nay the absolute necessity of these Local Assemblies is manifest when we realize that in the days to come they will evolve into the local House of Justice, and at present provide the firm Foundation on which the structure of the Master’s Will is to be reared in future.”
B.A., p. 37.

In order to avoid division and disruption, that the Cause may not fall a prey to conflicting interpretations, and lose thereby its purity and pristine vigor, that its affairs may be conducted with efficiency and promptness, it is necessary that every one should conscientiously take an active part in the election of these Assemblies, abide by their decisions, enforce their decree, and co-operate with them wholeheartedly in their task of stimulating the growth of the Movement throughout all regions. The members of these Assemblies, on their part, must disregard utterly their own likes and dislikes, their personal interests and inclinations, and concentrate their minds upon those measures that will conduce to the welfare and happiness of the Baha’i Community and promote the common weal.”
B.A., p. 41.

Formation of a Local Spiritual Assembly

When the requisite conditions exist, the local group of Bahá’ís is obligated to establish an Assembly. It is not an optional matter.

The requisite conditions are simple. They include the following:

1. There must be nine or more adult Bahá’ís in good standing resident in the community.

2. These Bahá’ís are to be declared and recognized believers, all meeting qualifications of faith laid down by the Guardian. If one or more members of the group are such newly-confirmed Bahá’ís that they are not yet recorded as believers by the National Spiritual Assembly, these new believers are to take a full part in the formation of the Assembly, subject to later determination of their Bahá’í status.

3. Each Local Assembly has a definite area of jurisdiction. In most cases the area is that of the civil boundaries of an incorporated village, town or city. An Assembly may also be formed by nine or more Bahá’ís who reside in the same township or county or unincorporated village.

Where the area of jurisdiction is a township, there must be nine or more adult Bahá’ís resident therein outside the limits of any incorporated town or city in the township, as each Bahá’í civil area must be separate and distinct from other areas where an Assembly might later be formed.

Where the area of jurisdiction is a county, the county itself must be small enough to permit all the believers to meet regularly. The county unit constitutes a Bahá’í area of jurisdiction only when in it there are nine or more Bahá’ís who have access to no smaller civil area such as township or permanent electoral district. Postal areas and school districts do not represent areas of jurisdiction for Bahá’í Assemblies.

* From “The Bahá’í Community”
4. At the present time there is only one date when Local Assemblies can be formed—April 21 of any year. As the Bahá'í calendar consists of days which begin and end at sunset rather than midnight, the time to form an Assembly is after sunset on April 20 and before sunset on April 21.

5. Where there are more than nine adult Bahá'ís, they form an Assembly by electing the nine members of the Spiritual Assembly. Where there are exactly nine adult Bahá'ís, they establish an Assembly by joint declaration, and all nine members must participate. The National Spiritual Assembly provides different types of report forms for these two methods, and the group should apply for the proper form in advance.

(For further information refer to the following section on "The Annual Election and Organization.")

The Annual Election and Organization

"These Local Spiritual Assemblies will have to be elected directly by the friends, and every declared believer of 27 years and above, far from standing aloof and assuming an indifferent or independent attitude, should regard it his sacred duty to take part conscientiously and diligently, in the election, the consolidation and the efficient working of his own Local Assembly." B.A., p. 39.

"Fending its (the Universal House of Justice) establishment, and to insure uniformity throughout the East and throughout the West, all Local Assemblies will have to be re-elected once a year, during the first day of Ridván, and the result of polling, if possible, be declared on that day." B.A., p. 41.

The annual meeting on April 21, called for the election of the Spiritual Assembly, provides the occasion for the presentation of annual reports by the Assembly and by all its committees.

The chairman of the outgoing Assembly presides at this meeting.

The order of business includes:

- Reading of the call of the meeting
- Reading of appropriate Bahá'í passages bearing upon the subject of the election
- Appointment of tellers
- Distribution of ballots
- Prayers for the spiritual guidance of the voters
The election by secret ballot
Presentation of annual reports
Tellers' report of the election
Approval of the tellers' report

Assembly members are elected by plurality vote. The believers receiving the nine highest votes on the first ballot are elected, unless two or more are tied for ninth place. In case of a tie, a second ballot is cast by those present, and on this ballot the voter is to write the name of one of those who are tied in the first ballot.

Contrary to the ways of the world, Bahá'í elections are approached in a spirit of prayer without preliminary electioneering or nominating of candidates. Before the ballots are cast, prayers should be read and all participating ask for guidance in selecting those best fitted to serve. In this regard the Guardian wrote:

"... Let us recall His explicit and often-repeated assurances that every Assembly elected in that rarefied atmosphere of selflessness and detachment is, in truth, appointed of God, that its verdict is truly inspired, that one and all should submit to its decision unreservedly and with cheerful gladness." B.A., p. 65.

"... the elector ... is called upon to vote for none but those whom prayer and reflection have inspired him to uphold. Moreover, the practice of nomination, so detrimental to the atmosphere of a silent and prayerful election, is viewed with mistrust ... Should this simple system (based on plurality) be provisionally adopted, it would safeguard the spiritual principle of the unfettered freedom of the voter, who will thus preserve intact the sanctity of the choice he first made..." B.A., p. 136.

"The newly elected Assembly is called together by the believer who received the highest number of votes, or in case two or more members have received the same said highest number of votes, then by the member selected by lot from among those members; and this member shall preside until the permanent chairman is chosen." By-Laws of a L.S.A., Art. VIII.

It is preferable to have the election of the officers of the Assembly immediately following the annual election or formation by joint declaration; however, all nine members of the Assembly must be given opportunity to vote for the officers. In rare instances a meeting for the election of officers cannot be called because of inability on the part of one or more members to attend. In such cases, the best procedure is to elect or appoint immediately a temporary chairman and secretary to serve until such time as all members of the Assembly can be present to vote in person.

Permanent officers are elected by secret ballot and by majority rather than by plurality vote. (Plurality is the largest number; majority is the number greater than half, which, in this case, is at least five out of the nine.) When an Assembly is organized, it is to report its formation and election of officers to the National Spiritual Assembly, together with whatever relevant facts may be necessary for recognition of the Assembly.

Dissolution of a Local Spiritual Assembly

Once elected or formed by joint declaration, an Assembly continues to exist until the next annual election or until the National Spiritual Assembly acts to declare the Assembly dissolved. This decision is not to be made by the members of the Local Assembly itself nor by any regional or national committee.

If the number of adult Bahá'ís in the community becomes less than nine, or other conditions arise which make it impossible for the Local Assembly to function, the facts should be reported to the National Assembly for final determination of the status of the Assembly.

Authority and Functions

The Local Spiritual Assemblies are "invested with an authority rendering them unanswerable for their acts and decisions to those who elect them; solemnly pledged to follow, under all conditions, the dictates of the 'Most Great Justice' that can alone usher in the reign of the 'Most Great Peace' which Bahá'u'lláh has proclaimed and must ultimately establish; charged with the responsibility of promoting at all times the best interests of the communities within their jurisdiction, of familiarizing them with their plans and activities and of inviting them to offer any recommendations they might wish to make; cognizant of their no less vital task of demonstrating, through association with all liberal and humanitarian..."
movements, the universality and comprehensiveness of their Faith; dissociated entirely from all sectarian organizations, whether religious or secular; assisted by committees annually appointed by, and directly responsible to, them, to each of which a particular branch of Baha’i activity is assigned for study and action; supported by local funds to which all believers voluntarily contribute. . . .” G.P.B., p. 331.

The various functions of the Local Spiritual Assembly, and its nature as a constitutional body, are duly set forth in Article VII of the By-Laws of the National Spiritual Assembly, and more definitely defined in the By-Laws of a Local Spiritual Assembly approved by the National Spiritual Assembly as recommended by the Guardian. Each Local Spiritual Assembly of the United States, whether or not legally incorporated, is to function, according to those By-Laws, and all members of the local Baha’i community shall be guided and controlled by their provisions.

An essential function of Local Spiritual Assemblies is to act as intermediaries between the local communities and the National Spiritual Assembly. The Local Assembly is, therefore, the proper medium through which local Baha’i communities can communicate with the body of their national representatives.

Appointment of Committees

In the appointment of committees, only those committees needed to carry out the activities of the community are necessary. Such committees are appointed by the Assembly from among the entire membership of the community, have specific functions to perform, and are responsible to the Assembly who will exercise constant and general supervision upon their work. Before making appointments, it is usually beneficial to discuss the special abilities, aptitudes and personal wishes of the members under consideration in relation to the tasks which are to be performed by the committees.

Meetings

A meeting of the Spiritual Assembly is valid only when it has been duly called, that is, when each and every member has been informed of the time and place. The general practice is for the Assembly to decide upon some regular time and place for its meeting throughout the Baha’i year, and this decision when recorded in the minutes is sufficient notice to the members. When the regular schedule cannot be followed, or the need arises for a special meeting, the secretary, on request by the chairman, or, in his absence or incapacity, of the vice-chairman, or of any three members of the Assembly, should send due notice to all the members.

The procedure for the calling of the Annual Meeting is outlined in Article XI of the By-Laws of a Local Spiritual Assembly.

Prime Requisites

“The prime requisites for them that take counsel together are purity of motive, radiance of spirit, detachment from all else save God, attraction to His Divine Fragrances, humility and lowliness amongst His loved ones, patience and long-suffering in difficulties and servitude to His exalted Threshold. Should they be graciously aided to acquire these attributes, victory from the unseen Kingdom of Baha shall be vouchsafed to them. In this day, assemblies of consultation are of the greatest importance and a vital necessity. Obedience unto them is essential and obligatory.” B.A., p. 21.

“The first condition is absolute love and harmony amongst the members of the Assembly. They must be wholly free from estrangement and must manifest in themselves the Unity of God, for they are the waves of one sea, the drops of one river, the stars of one heaven, the rays of one sun, the trees of one orchard, the flowers of one garden. Should harmony of thought and absolute unity be non-existent, that gathering shall be dispersed and that Assembly be brought to naught.

“The second condition:—They must when coming together turn their faces to the Kingdom on High and ask aid from the Realm of Glory. They must then proceed with the utmost devotion, courtesy, dignity, care and moderation to express their views. They must in every matter search out the truth and not insist upon their own opinion, for stubbornness and persistence in one’s views will lead ultimately to discord and wrangling and the truth will remain hidden. The honored members must with all freedom express their

First National Convention of the Bahá’ís of Venezuela.
own thoughts, and it is in no wise permissible for one to belittle the thought of another, nay, he must with moderation set forth the truth, and should differences of opinion arise a majority of voices must prevail, and all must obey and submit to the majority. It is again not permitted that any one of the honored members object to or censure, whether in or out of the meeting, any decision arrived at previously, though that decision be not right, for such criticism would prevent any decision from being enforced.

"In short, whatsoever thing is arranged in harmony and with love and purity of motive, its result is light, and should the least trace of estrangement prevail the result shall be darkness upon darkness... If this be so regarded, that assembly shall be of God, but otherwise it shall lead to coolness and alienation that proceed from the Evil One... Should they endeavor to fulfill these conditions the Grace of the Holy Spirit shall be vouchsafed unto them, and that assembly shall become the center of the Divine blessings, the hosts of Divine confirmation shall come to their aid, and they shall day by day receive a new effusion of spirit." B.A., pp. 22–23.

Recommended Agenda and Procedure

Since order is an important characteristic of the Baha'i World Faith, Baha'is should conduct their business in an orderly manner.

The following agenda is suggested for meetings of the Local Spiritual Assembly:

- Prayer
- Reading and approval of minutes of previous meeting
- Report of Secretary (or Corresponding Secretary) including correspondence of interest and concern to the body of the believers, and any and all recommendations duly adopted by the community at the last Nineteen Day Feast
- Report of Treasurer
- Report of Committees
- Unfinished business
- New business, including conferences with members of the community and with applicants for enrollment as members of the community
- Closing prayer

A Spiritual Assembly, in maintaining its three-fold function of a body given (within the limits of its jurisdiction) an executive,
a legislative and a judicial capacity, is charged with responsibilities for initiating action and making decisions. Its meetings, therefore, revolve around various definite matters which require deliberation and collective decision, and it is incumbent upon the members, one and all, to address themselves to the chairman on the subject under discussion and not introduce matters irrelevant to the subject.

Bahá’í principles of consultation and majority rule are requisite characteristics in Bahá’í Administration, and represent radical departures from the generally accepted rules of parliamentary procedure (based on Roberts Rules of Order) used in this country. In Bahá’í Assembly action, the chairman takes part in the discussion, and a majority decision becomes unanimous and binding upon all. There is no minority opinion in Bahá’í Administration; the decision of the majority is the decision of all. Every subject or problem before an Assembly is most efficiently handled when the following process is observed:

First, ascertainment and agreement upon the facts;
Second, agreement upon the spiritual or administrative principle which is involved;
Third, full and frank discussion of the matter, leading up to the offering of a resolution; and,
Fourth, voting upon the resolution.

A resolution, or motion, is not subject to discussion or vote until duly made and seconded. It is preferable to have each resolution clear and complete in itself, but when an amendment is duly made and seconded, the chairman shall call for a vote on the amendment first and then on the original motion. An amendment must be relevant to, and not contravene, the subject matter of the motion. Only one motion should be considered at a time. The procedure for handling motions is:
1. Statement of motion
2. Second
3. Discussion of the motion
4. Voting
5. Announcement of the result of the voting.
Amendments are to be voted on before the main motion. Motions can be amended only once, by one of the following actions: adding, striking out, inserting, striking out and inserting, substituting, dividing.

An action may be agreed upon by the
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Assembly without going through the formality of making a motion and voting upon it; however, if the agreement is not unanimous the question must be put to a vote.

The chairman, or other presiding officer, has the same right and responsibility as other members of the Assembly for discussing and voting upon all matters being considered by the Assembly.

Discussion of any subject before the Assembly may be terminated by a motion duly made, seconded and voted, calling upon the chairman to put the matter to a vote or to proceed to the next matter on the agenda. The purpose of this procedure is to prevent any member or members from unnecessarily prolonging the discussion beyond the point, at which full opportunity has been given all members to express their views.

A motion to adjourn is always in order and has priority over all other motions except the motion to fix the time of the next meeting. The motion to adjourn is not debatable and cannot be amended. It requires a majority vote. Before voting, however, the presiding officer should point out items of unfinished business on the agenda, so that the members will know whether to vote for or against adjournment at that moment.

A motion may be withdrawn by the mover, provided no one objects, and before a vote has been taken.

When the Assembly has taken action upon any matter, the action is binding upon all members, whether present or absent from the meeting at which the action was taken. Individual views and opinions must be subordinated to the will of the Assembly when a decision has been made. A Spiritual Assembly is an administrative unit, as it is a spiritual unit, and therefore no distinction between "majority" and "minority" groups or factions can be recognized. Each member must give undivided loyalty to the institution to which he or she has been elected.

Any action taken by the Assembly can be reconsidered at a later meeting, on motion duly made, seconded and carried. This reconsideration, according to the result of the consultation, may lead to a revision or the annulment of the prior action. If a majority is unwilling to reconsider the prior action, further discussion of the matter by any member is improper.

Vacancies on Assembly

The Assembly has a responsibility in filling a vacancy caused by the inability of any member to attend the meetings. "It is only too obvious that unless a member can attend regularly the meetings of his Local Assembly, it would be impossible for him to discharge the duties incumbent upon him, and to fulfill his responsibilities as a representative of the community. Membership in a Local Spiritual Assembly carries with it, indeed, the obligation and capacity to remain in close touch with local Baha'i activities, and ability to attend regularly the sessions of the Assembly," Letter from Shoghi Effendi, Feb. 16, 1935.

When a vacancy on an Assembly involves also one of its officers, the Assembly vacancy is filled in the usual manner by election at a special meeting of the local Baha'i community, after which the entire Assembly elects the new officer.

Minutes and Files

The Spiritual Assembly, as a permanent body, is responsible for maintaining all minutes of its meetings, important records and correspondence, and financial records throughout its existence as a Baha'i institution. Each officer, therefore, on completing his or her term of office, shall turn over to the Assembly all records and files pertaining to the business of the Assembly. A permanent record of minutes is of special importance and necessity when an Assembly is incorporated, because situations could arise which would make it necessary to produce the minutes for inspection by state authorities.

Other items which would be of historical interest in the future should be kept in the local archives.

It is vitally important that each Local Spiritual Assembly maintain a complete file of Baha'i News and the U.S. Supplement for reference on various directives regarding laws and procedures, teaching suggestions, and other pertinent information. It should also maintain and keep up to date a file of all special instructions and statements from the National Spiritual Assembly dealing with matters of permanent value.

Minutes are the permanent official record of the meeting taken by a secretary. If the
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community is large and the Assembly handles a great amount of business, a recording secretary may be elected to record the minutes. The minutes should include all essential details, such as the election of the Assembly and its officers at the beginning of each year, by-elections for filling vacancies on the Assembly occurring during the year, attendance of all members at its meetings, new enrollments and transfers, marriages, and deaths.

All carried motions are recorded in the minutes. The minutes should be written in such a way as to provide sufficient background to understand the reason for the motions and decision, but the entire discussion does not need to be recorded. It is not necessary to record names of individuals making and seconding motions or making comments during the discussion. Names are of importance, however, when the minutes record reports given on special assignments or situations, or when assignments are given to particular individuals.

If a decision is adopted by common consent without the formality of a motion, even this decision should be clearly stated by the chairman and recorded in the minutes so that there is no question as to what action was agreed upon by the group.

Correspondence should be listed in the minutes. Copies of important outgoing correspondence, in addition to the incoming letters, should be kept for the files.

Record should be made in the minutes of consultation with individuals meeting with the Assembly, whether requested by the individual or the Assembly.

Minutes should be written or typed legibly. They should be corrected and approved by the Assembly before they become a matter of permanent record.

Records of Nineteen-Day Feasts need include only the recommendations made by the community to be presented to the Local Spiritual Assembly, with the background necessary for understanding them.

Minutes of Assembly meetings are not read at the Nineteen-Day Feasts; only the actions taken by the Assembly which concern the community affairs are reported at Feasts. The judgment of what should be shared at the Feasts belongs to the Local Spiritual Assembly.

Legal Incorporation

Local Assemblies having fifteen or more active adult believers in the community are authorized to effect legal incorporation.

To do so the matter should be presented at a Nineteen-Day Feast and a recommendation adapted which expresses the desire of the community that the Spiritual Assembly be legally incorporated.

The Bahá’í World volumes reproduce many local Certificates of Incorporation which supply models for consideration by the Assembly’s attorney. What is incorporated is the Spiritual Assembly, not the entire community. The community is associated with the instrument through the annual election of the Local Assembly and the Spiritual Assembly’s authority to enroll new believers and determine the membership list.

The Articles of Incorporation are to make proper reference to the Central Figures of the Faith and to the National Spiritual Assembly. If necessary, the National Assembly’s request will provide an example of how this is to be done.

Before the Incorporation papers are recorded, a copy is to be sent to the National Spiritual Assembly for final approval. After recording, three photostatic copies of the recorded Articles are to be sent to the National Spiritual Assembly, together with a photograph of the nine Assembly members.

Incorporation must be preserved in accordance with the manner prescribed by state law.

THE NINETEEN-DAY FEAST

The institution of the Nineteen-Day Feast provides the recognized and regular occasion for general consultation on the part of the community, and for consultation between the Spiritual Assembly and the members of the community. The conduct of the period of consultation at Nineteen-Day Feasts is a vital function of each Spiritual Assembly.

From words of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, "The Nineteen-Day Feast was inaugurated by the Báb and ratified by Bahá’u’lláh, in His Holy Book, the Aqdas, so that people may gather together and outwardly show fellowship and love, that the Divine mysteries may be disclosed. The object is concord, that through this fellowship hearts may become perfectly united, and reciprocity and mutual help-
fulness be established. Because the members of the world of humanity are unable to exist without being banded together, co-operation and helpfulness is the basis of human society. Without the realization of these two great principles no great movement is pressed forward.” B.W., Vol. XII, p. 298.

The Nineteen-Day Feast has been described by the Guardian as the foundation of the World Order of Bahá’u’lláh. It is to be conducted according to the following program: the first part, entirely spiritual in character, is devoted to the reading of Bahá’í Prayers and selections from the Bahá’í Sacred Writings; the second part consists of general consultation on the affairs of the Cause; the third part is the material feast and social meeting of all the believers, and should maintain the spiritual nature of the Feast.

In selecting the readings for the devotional part of the Feast the friends may be guided by the latest instructions printed in Bahá’í News quoting the following excerpt from a letter to a believer from the Guardian through his assistant secretary dated April 27, 1956: “The Writings of the Báb and Bahá’u’lláh can certainly be read any time at any place; likewise the Writings of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá are read freely during the spiritual part of the Feast. The Guardian has instructed that during the spiritual part of the Feast, his own writings should not be read. In other words, during the spiritual part of the Feast, readings should be confined to the Writings of the Báb, Bahá’u’lláh and to a lesser extent, of the Master; but during that part of the Feast the Guardian’s writings should not be read. During the period of administrative discussion of the Feast, then the Guardian’s writings may be read. Of course, during the administrative part of the Feast there can be no objection to the reading of the Writings of the Báb, Bahá’u’lláh or ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.” Bahá’í News, Jan., 1959.

Bahá’ís should regard this Feast as the very heart of their spiritual activity, their participation in the mystery of the Holy Utterance, their steadfast unity one with another in a universality raised high above the limitations of race, class, nationality, sect, and personality, and their privilege of contributing to the power of the Cause in the realm of collective action.

**Attendance**

Only members of the Bahá’í community and visiting Bahá’ís from other localities may attend these meetings. Young people between fifteen and twenty-one years of age, who have declared their acceptance of the qualifications of membership in the Faith are considered as members although they are referred to as Bahá’í youth. Children up to age fifteen, of Bahá’í parents, may also attend the Nineteen-Day Feasts.

Regular attendance at the Nineteen-Day Feast is incumbent upon every Bahá’í, illness or absence from the city being the only justification for absence. Believers are expected to arrange their personal affairs so as to enable them to observe the Bahá’í calendar.

**Order of Business for the Consultation Period**

The chairman or other appointed representative of the Spiritual Assembly presides during the period of consultation.

The Spiritual Assembly reports to the community whatever communications have been received from the World Center and the National Spiritual Assembly, as well as other correspondence of concern to all believers of the community. This does not necessarily mean that all communications must be read in full at the Feast.

A matter of vital importance at this meeting is consideration of national and international Bahá’í affairs, in strengthening the capacity of the community to co-operate in promotion of the larger Bahá’í interests and to deepen the understanding of all believers concerning the relation of the local community to the Bahá’í World Community.

The Assembly likewise reports its own activities and plans, including committee appointments that may have been made since the last Feast, the financial report, arrangements made for public meetings, and in general share with the community all matters that concern the Faith. These reports are to be followed by general consultation.

Provision is to be made for reports from committees, with discussion of each report. The meeting is to be open for suggestions and recommendations from individual believers to the Local Spiritual Assembly on any matter affecting the Cause. Such recommendations must be adopted by majority vote of
the community members present before constituting a resolution to be considered by the Local Spiritual Assembly.

Through this means individual Bahá'ís find in the Nineteen-Day Feast the channel through which to make suggestions and recommendations to the National Spiritual Assembly. These recommendations are offered first to the local community, and when adopted by the community come before the Local Assembly, which then may in its discretion forward the recommendations to the National Spiritual Assembly accompanied by its own considered view.

Upon each member of the community lies the obligation to make his or her utmost contribution to the consultation, the ideal being a gathering of Bahá'ís inspired with one spirit and concentrating upon the one aim to further the interests of the Faith.

Bahá'í visitors attending a Feast do not take part in the consultation of the community unless invited to do so.

The secretary of the Assembly records each resolution adopted by the community, as well as the various suggestions advanced during the meeting, in order to report these to the Spiritual Assembly for its consideration. Whatever action the Assembly takes is to be reported at a later Nineteen-Day Feast.

It should be borne in mind that the consultation period of the Nineteen-Day Feast is not the time for the Local Spiritual Assembly to consult and make decisions.

Matters of a personal nature should be brought to the Spiritual Assembly and not to the community at the Nineteen-Day Feast. Concerning the attitude with which believers should come to these Feasts, the Master has said, "You must free yourselves from everything that is in your hearts, before you enter."

CONSULTATION

"In this Cause, consultation is of vital importance; but spiritual conference and not the mere voicing of personal views is intended, ... Antagonism and contradiction are unfortunate and always destructive of truth, ... The purpose is to emphasize the statement that consultation must have for its
object the investigation of truth. He who expresses an opinion should not voice it as correct and right but set it forth as a contribution to the consensus of opinion; for the light of reality becomes apparent when two opinions coincide. . .” P.U.P., pp. 68–59.

"The principle of consultation, which constitutes one of the basic laws of the Administration, should be applied to all Bahá’í activities which affect the collective interests of the Faith for it is through co-operation and continued exchange of thoughts and views that the Cause can best safeguard and foster its interests. Individual initiative, personal ability and resourcefulness, though indispensable, are, unless supported and enriched by the collective experience and wisdom of the group, utterly incapable of achieving such a tremendous task." Shoghi Effendi, Bahá’í News, Nov. 1933.

"Shoghi Effendi firmly believes that consultation must be maintained between the NSA and the entire body of the believers, and that such consultation, while the Convention is not in session, can best be maintained through the agency of the Local Assemblies, one of whose essential functions is to act as intermediaries between the local communities and their national representatives. The main purpose of the Nineteen-Day Feasts is to enable individual believers to offer any suggestions to the Local Assembly which in its turn will pass it to the NSA. The Local Assembly is, therefore, the proper medium through which local Bahá’í communities can communicate with the body of the national representatives." Letter on behalf of Shoghi Effendi, Nov. 18, 1933.

"Let us also remember that at the very root of the Cause lies the principle of the undoubted right of the individual to self-expression, his freedom to declare his conscience and set forth his views . . .

"Let us also bear in mind that the keynote of the Cause of God is not dictatorial authority but humble fellowship, not arbitrary power, but the spirit of frank and loving consultation. Nothing short of the spirit of a true Bahá’í can hope to reconcile the principles of mercy and justice, of freedom and
submission, of the sanctity of the right of the individual and of self-surrender, of vigilance, discretion and prudence on the one hand, and fellowship, candor, and courage on the other.” B.A., pp. 63–64.

DECISIONS AND APPEALS
At this crucial stage in the history of our Faith it seems advisable to emphasize to each Local Assembly an important principle of administration which has been too frequently overlooked. This principle establishes the National Assembly as the court of appeal from decisions of Local Assemblies when protested by one or more members of the community as unjust or as not conforming to the actual facts.

A court of appeal is not responsible for determining the facts but only for reviewing the local decision based upon the facts assembled by the Local Assembly itself. On receiving an appeal the National Spiritual Assembly will send a copy of it to the Local Assembly and request its opinion. When this is received the case will be studied in the light of the facts presented to the National Assembly and a final decision made. The National Assembly can decide only upon the facts presented to it: therefore, when a matter is submitted to it, all obtainable facts, together with supporting documentary evidence should be included. The National Assembly's decision, whether approving or disapproving the original decision of the Local Assembly, will be communicated to both the Local Assembly and to the person or persons who made the appeal.

This procedure is in accordance with both the national and local By-Laws.

Any complaint received by the National Assembly from a member or members of a Local community who have not first submitted their complaint to the Local Assembly will be returned to those making the protest, with copy of the letter being sent to the Local Assembly for its information. In such a case the Local Assembly is to call the person or persons in for consultation and act upon the complaint.

An essential function of the Local Spiritual Assembly is the maintenance of unity and devotion among the believers. As "Trustees of the Merciful" the Spiritual Assembly must be selfless and impartial, considerate of the rights of the individual, but firm and steadfast in upholding the vital truths of the Revelation and obedience to its institutions. Therefore, they must discriminate between situations...
which are transient and trivial and those which threaten to disrupt the community. A distinction is to be made between personalities who cause disturbances because they lack grounding in the basic Teachings and attitudes of the Bahá’í life, and those who deliberately cause trouble because in their hearts they do not accept the principle of authority as vested in the Manifestation, or in the institutions of the Bahá’í World Community.

The Local Assembly is responsible for dealing with all local problems, but can call upon the National Spiritual Assembly for advice if necessary.

The National Assembly, in any case involving two or more local communities, however, acts directly and deals with the problems as the court of original jurisdiction, since no Local Assembly has authority outside its own civil area.

"The authority of the NSA is undivided and unchallengeable in all matters pertaining to the administration of the Faith throughout the United States, . . . therefore, the obedience of individual Bahá’ís, delegates, groups and Assemblies to that authority is imperative and should be wholehearted and unqualified. He is convinced that the unreserved acceptance and complete application of this vital provision of the Administration is essential to the maintenance of the highest degree of unity among the believers, and is indispensable to the effective working of the administrative machinery of the Faith in every country.”


THE BAHÁ’Í FUND

“As the progress and execution of spiritual activities is dependent and conditioned upon material means, it is of absolute necessity that immediately after the establishment of Locals as well as National Spiritual Assemblies, a Bahá’í Fund be established, to be placed under the exclusive control of the Spiritual Assembly. All donations and contributions should be offered to the treasurer of the Assembly, far the express purpose of promoting the interests of the Cause, throughout that locality or country. It is the sacred obligation of every conscientious and faithful servant of Bahá’u’lláh who desires to see His Cause advance, to contribute freely and generously for the increase of that Fund. The members of the Spiritual Assembly will at their own discretion expend it to promote the Teaching Campaign, to help the needy, to establish educational Bahá’í institutions, to extend in every way possible their sphere of service. I cherish the hope that all the friends,
realizing the necessity of this measure will bestir themselves and contribute, however modestly at first, towards the speedy establishment and the increase of that Fund. ...” B.G., pp. 41-42.

“We must be like the fountain or spring that is continually emptying itself of all that it has and is continually being refilled from an invisible source. To be continually giving out for the good of one fellow undeterred by the fear of poverty and reliant on the unfailing bounty of the Source of all wealth and all good—this is the secret of right living.” Shoghi Effendi, Bahá’í News, Sept. 1926.

“As the activities of the American Bahá’í community expand, and its worldwide prestige correspondingly increases, the institution of the National Fund, the bedrock on which all other institutions must necessarily rest and be established, acquires added importance, and should be increasingly supported by the entire body of the believers, both in their individual capacities, and through their collective efforts, whether organized as groups or as Local Assemblies. The supply of funds, in support of the National Treasury, constitutes, at the present time, the lifeblood of these nascent institutions you are laboring to erect. Its importance cannot, surely, be over-estimated. Untold blessings shall no doubt crown every effort directed to that end.” M.A., p. 5.

“In connection with the institution of the National Fund... I feel urged to remind you of the necessity of ever bearing in mind the cardinal principle that all contributions to the Fund are to be purely and strictly voluntary in character. ...” B.A., p. 101.

“Moreover, we should, I feel, regard it as an axiom and guiding principle of Bahá’í administration that in the conduct of every specific Bahá’í activity, as different from undertakings of a humanitarian, philanthropic, or charitable character, which may in future be conducted under Bahá’í auspices, only those who have already identified themselves with the Faith and are regarded as its avowed and unreserved supporters should be invited to join and collaborate.” B.A., p. 182.

A statement from the National Treasurer is included in an issue of the Bahá’í News each year, setting out the various funds—international, national, and local—with instructions for making contributions to each of them.
THE WORLD ORDER OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH

THE NON-POLITICAL CHARACTER OF THE BAHÁ’Í FAITH

The Bahá’í principles clearly define and explain the non-political character of the Faith, and serve as a guide for conduct in the relations of Bahá’ís with one another, with their fellow men, and in their relations with different departments of the civil government. A brief summary of excerpts from the Bahá’í Writings will show how non-participation in political affairs is one of the basic axioms of Bahá’í action.

The keynote to this theme may be found in the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh. He has stated:

"That one is indeed a man who, today, dedicateth himself to the service of the entire human race. The Great Being saith: Blessed and happy is he that ariseth to promote the best interests of the peoples and kindreds of the earth. In another passage He hath proclaimed: It is not for him to pride himself who loveth his own country, but rather for him who loveth the whole world. The earth is but one country, and mankind its citizens."1

"Sow not the seeds of discord among men, and refrain from contending with your neighbor... Open, O people, the city of the human heart with the key of your utterance...

"That which beseemeth you is the love of God, and the love of Him Who is the Manifestation of His Essence, and the observance of whatsoever We chooseth to prescribe unto you, did ye but know it.

"Say: Let truthfulness and courtesy be your adorning. Suffer not yourselves to be deprived of the robe of forbearance and justice, that the sweet savors of holiness may be wafted from your hearts upon all created things. Say: Beware, O people of Bahá, lest ye walk in the ways of them whose words differ from their deeds. Strive that ye may be enabled to manifest to the peoples of the earth the signs of God, and to mirror forth His commandments. Let your acts be a guide unto all mankind, for the professions of most men, be they high or low, differ from their conduct. It is through your deeds that ye can distinguish yourselves from others. Through them the brightness of your light can be shed upon the whole earth..."2

The aim of the Faith is to produce the reality of virtue in souls and evolve institutions capable of dealing with social matters justly, in the light of the revealed truths. This is entirely distinct from the province filled by partisan civil institutions.

‘Gbdu’l-Bahá counseled the Bahá’ís from the early beginnings of the American Bahá’í community not to discuss political affairs:3

"... All conferences (i.e., all consultation and discussion) must be regarding the matters of benefit, both as a whole and individually, such as the guarding of all in all cases, their protection and preservation, the improvement of character, the training of children, etc.

"If any person wishes to speak of government affairs, or to interfere with the order of government, the others must not combine with him because the Cause of God is withdrawn entirely, from political affairs; the political realm pertains only to the Rulers of those matters; it has nothing to do with the souls who are exerting their utmost energy to harmonizing affairs, helping character and inciting (the people) to strive for perfection. Therefore no soul is allowed to interfere with (political) matters, but only in that which is commanded.”

With the development of a world-wide administrative structure within the Bahá’í Faith, institutions have been set up in national and local areas which assure the unity and integrity of the Faith. In unfolding these administrative institutions Shoghi Efendi has reiterated the importance of the non-political character of the Bahá’í teachings in a letter written March 21, 1932, to the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada:4

"I feel it, therefore, incumbent upon me to stress, now that the time is ripe, the importance of an instruction which, at the

1 Gleanings from the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh, p. 250
2 Ibid., pp. 303-305.
4 World Order of Bahá’u’lláh, pp. 53-56.
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present stage of the evolution of our Faith, should be increasingly emphasized, irrespective of its application to the East or to the West. And this principle is no other than that which involves the non-participation by the adherents of the Faith of Baha’u’llah, whether in their individual capacities or collectively as Local or National Assemblies, in any form of activity that might be interpreted, either directly or indirectly, as an interference in the political affairs of any particular government. Whether it be in the publications which they initiate and supervise; or in their official and public deliberations; or in the posts they occupy and the services they render; or in the communications they address to their fellow-disciples; or in their dealings with men of eminence and authority; or in their affiliations with kindred societies and organizations, it is, I am firmly convinced, their first and sacred obligation to abstain from any word or deed that might be construed as a violation of this vital principle. Theirs is the duty to demonstrate, on one hand, their unqualified loyalty and obedience to whatever is the considered judgment of their respective governments.

"Let them refrain from associating themselves, whether by word or by deed, with the political pursuits of their respective nations, with the policies of their governments and the schemes and programs of parties and factions. In such controversies they should assign no blame, take no side, further no design, and identify themselves with no system prejudicial to the best interests of that worldwide Fellowship which it is their aim to guard and foster. Let them beware lest they allow themselves to become the fools of unscrupulous politicians, or to be entrapped by the treacherous devices of the plotters and the perfidious among their countrymen. Let them so shape their lives and regulate their conduct that no charge of secrecy, of fraud, of bribery or of intimidation may, however ill-founded, be brought against them. Let them rise above all particularism and partisanship, above the vain disputes, the petty calculations, the transient passions that agitate the face, and engage the attention, of a changing world. It is their duty to strive to distinguish, as clearly as they possibly can, and if needed with the aid of their elected representatives, such posts and functions as are either diplomatic or
political from those that are purely administrative in character, and which under no circumstances are affected by the changes and chances that political activities and party government, in every land, must necessarily involve. Let them affirm their unyielding determination to stand, firmly and unreservedly, for the way of Baha'u'llah, to avoid the entanglements and bickerings inseparable from the pursuits of the politician, and to become worthy agencies of that Divine Polity which incarnates God's immutable Purpose for all men.

"It should be made unmistakably clear that such an attitude implies neither the slightest indifference to the cause and interests of their own country, nor involves any insubordination on their part to the authority of recognized and established governments. Nor does it constitute a repudiation of their sacred obligation to promote, in the most effective manner, the best interests of their government and people. It indicates the desire cherished by every true and loyal follower of Baha'u'llah to serve, in an unselfish, unostentatious and patriotic fashion, the highest interests of the country to which he belongs, and in a way that would entail no departure from the high standards of integrity and truthfulness associated with the teachings of his Faith.

"As the number of the Baha'i communities in various parts of the world multiplies and their power, as a social force, becomes increasingly apparent, they will no doubt find themselves increasingly subjected to the pressure which men of authority and influence, in the political domain, will exercise in the hope of obtaining the support they require for the advancement of their aims. These communities will, moreover, feel a growing need of the good-will and the assistance of their respective governments in their efforts to widen the scope, and to consolidate the foundations, of the institutions committed to their charge. Let them beware lest, in their eagerness to further the aims of their beloved Cause, they should be led unwittingly to bargain with their Faith, to compromise with their essential principles, or to sacrifice, in return for any material advantage which their institutions may derive, the integrity of their spiritual ideals. Let them proclaim that in whatever country they reside, and however advanced their institutions, or profound their
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desire to enforce the laws, and apply the principles, enunciated by Bahá'u'lláh, they will, unhesitatingly, subordinate the operation of such laws and the application of such principles to the requirements and legal enactments of their respective governments. Theirs is not the purpose, while endeavoring to conduct and perfect the administrative affairs of their Faith, to violate, under any circumstances, the provisions of their country's constitution, much less to allow the machinery of their administration to supersede the government of their respective countries.

"It should also be borne in mind that the very extension of the activities in which we are engaged, and the variety of the communities which labor under divers forms of government, so essentially different in their standards, policies, and methods, make it absolutely essential for all those who are the declared members of any one of these communities to avoid any action that might, by arousing the suspicion or exciting the antagonism of any one government, involve their brethren in fresh persecutions or complicate the nature of their task. How else, might I ask, could such a far-flung Faith, which transcends political and social boundaries, which includes within its pale so great a variety of races and nations, which will have to rely increasingly, as it forges ahead, on the god-will and support of the diversified and contending governments of the earth—how else could such a Faith succeed in preserving its unity, in safeguarding its interests, and in ensuring the steady and peaceful development of its institutions?

"Such an attitude, however, is not dictated by considerations of selfish expediency, but is actuated, first and foremost, by the broad principle that the followers of Bahá'u'lláh will, under no circumstances, suffer them-
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selves to be involved, whether as individuals or in their collective capacities, in matters that would entail the slightest departure from the fundamental verities and ideals of their Faith. Neither the charges which the uninformed and the malicious may be led to bring against them, nor the allurements of honors and rewards, will ever induce them to surrender their trust or to deviate from their path. Let their words proclaim, and their conduct testify, that they who follow Bahá'uí, in whatever land they reside, are actuated by no selfish ambition, that they neither thirst for power, nor mind any wave of unpopularity, of distrust or criticism, which a strict adherence to their standards might provoke."

And again: "The Bahá'í Faith as it forges ahead throughout the western world and particularly in lands where the political machinery is corrupt and political passions and prejudices are dominant among the masses, should increasingly assert and demonstrate the fact that it is non-political in character, that it stands above party, that it is neither apathetic to national interests nor opposed to any party or faction, and that it seeks through administrative channels, rather than through diplomatic and political posts to establish, beyond the shadow of a doubt, the capacity, the sane patriotism, the integrity and highmindedness of its avowed adherents. This is the general and vital principle; it is for the National representatives to apply it with fidelity and vigor."  

These instructions raised the question whether Bahá'ís should vote in any public election. A Tablet revealed by 'Abdu'l-Bahá to Mr. Thornton Chase was sent to the Guardian, and the following reply was received, dated January 26, 1933:

"The Guardian fully recognizes the authenticity and controlling influence of this instruction from 'Abdu'l-Bahá upon the question. He, however, feels under the responsibility of stating that the attitude taken by the Master (that is, that American citizens are in duty bound to vote in public elections) implies certain reservations. He, therefore, lays it upon the individual conscience to see that in following the Master's instructions no Bahá'í vote for an officer nor Bahá'í participa-

---

5 Bahá'í News, December, 1932.  
6 Ibid., April, 1933.  
7 Ibid., January, 1934.  
8 World Order of Bahá'u'lláh, pp. 197-198.
"The Faith of Bahá'u'lláh has assimilated, by virtue of its creative, its regulative and ennobling energies, the varied races, nationalities, creeds and classes that have sought its shadow, and have pledged unswerving fealty to its cause. It has changed the hearts of its adherents, burned away their prejudices, stilled their passions, exalted their conceptions, ennobled their motives, co-ordinated their efforts, and transformed their outlook. While preserving their patriotism and safeguarding their lesser loyalties, it has made them lovers of mankind, and the determined upholders of its best and truest interests. While maintaining intact their belief in the Divine origin of their respective religions, it has enabled them to visualize the underlying purpose of these religions, to discover their merits, to recognize their sequence, their interdependence, their wholeness and unity and to acknowledge the bond that vitally links them to itself. This universal, this transcending love which the followers of the Bahá'í Faith feel for their fellow-men, of whatever race, creed, class or nation, is neither mysterious nor can it be said to have been artificially stimulated. It is both spontaneous and genuine. They whose hearts are warmed by the energizing influence of God's creative love cherish His creatures for His sake, and recognize in every human face a sign of His reflected glory.

"Of such men and women it may be truly said that to them 'every foreign land is a fatherland, and every fatherland a foreign land.' For their citizenship, it must be remembered, is in the Kingdom of Bahá'u'lláh. Though willing to share to the utmost the temporal benefits and the fleeting joys which this earthly life can confer, though eager to participate in whatever activity that conduces to the richness, the happiness and peace of that life, they can, at no time, forget that it constitutes no more than a transient, a very brief stage of their existence, that they who live it are but pilgrims and wayfarers whose goal is the Celestial City, and whose home the Country of never-failing joy and brightness.

"Though loyal to their respective governments, though profoundly interested in anything that affects their security and welfare, though anxious to share in whatever promotes their best interests, the Faith with which the followers of Bahá'u'lláh stand identified is one which they firmly believe God has raised high above the storms, the divisions, and controversies of the political arena. Their Faith they conceive to be essentially non-political, supra-national in character, rigidly non-partisan, and entirely dissociated from nationalistic ambitions, pursuits, and purposes. Such a Faith knows no division of class or of party. It subordinates, without hesitation or equivocation, every particularistic interest, be it personal, regional, or national to the paramount interests of humanity, firmly convinced that in a world of interdependent peoples and nations the advantage of the part is best to be reached by the advantage of the whole, and that no abiding benefit can be conferred upon the component parts if the general interests of the entity itself are ignored or neglected."

The unity of Bahá'í action throughout the world is further emphasized in a letter from Shoghi Effendi to the Bahá'ís of Vienna, written in 1947 through his secretary, in which he said in part:"

"We Bahá'ís are one the world over; we are seeking to build up a new world order, divine in origin. How can we do this if every Bahá'í is a member of a different political party—some of them diametrically opposite to each other? Where is our unity then? We would be divided because of politics, against ourselves and this is the opposite of our purpose. Obviously if one Bahá'í in Austria is given freedom to choose a political party and join it, however good its aims may be, another Bahá'í in Japan or America, or India, has the right to do the same thing and he might belong to a party the very opposite in principle to that which the Austrian Bahá'í belongs to. Where would be the unity of the Faith then? These two spiritual brothers would be working against each other because of their political affiliations (as the Christians of Europe have been doing in so many fratricidal wars). The best way for a Bahá'í to serve his country and the world is to work for the establishment of Bahá'u'lláh's World Order, which will gradually unite all men and do away with divisive political systems and religious creeds."

In the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahá the Bahá'ís are instructed to "obey and be the well-wishers of the governments of the land, regard disloyalty unto a just king as
disloyalty to God Himself and wishing evil to the government a transgression of the Cause of God." In explanation of this statement the Guardian wrote, in a letter dated July 3, 1948:

"Regarding your question about politics and the Master's Will: the attitude of the Bahá'ís must be twofold, complete obedience to the government of the country they reside in, and no interference whatsoever in political matters or questions. What the Master's statement really means is obedience to a duly constituted government, whatever that government may be in form. We are not the ones, as individual Bahá'ís, to judge our government as just or unjust—for each believer would be sure to hold a different viewpoint, and within our own Bahá'í fold a hotbed of dissension would spring up and destroy our unity. We must build up our Bahá'í system, and leave the faulty systems of the world to go their way. We cannot change them through becoming involved in them; on the contrary, they will destroy us."

Another application of this principle concerns the right, propriety or usefulness of exerting Bahá'í influence for the enactment of legislative measures reflecting more or less the purpose of some Bahá'í principle or teaching. For example, should a Bahá'í community, local or national, lend the name of the Bahá'í Faith to support legislation which seeks to abolish race and religious discrimination in matters of industrial employment, or intervene when measures concerning military training of youth are before a legislature?

The National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States has stated that, "as a general policy subject to the Guardian's specific direction in special cases,

10 Bahá'í Administration (1945 ed.), p. 4.
12 Bahá'u'lláh World, vol. 10, p. 278.
First National Convention of the Baha'is of Switzerland, Bern, April 1962, attended by Hand of the Cause Ugo Glauberg.
LOYALTY TO GOVERNMENT

Statement Prepared by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States & America

When a great social crisis sweeps through a civilization, moral values become impaired. In the crisis of our own time, members of the Bahá'í Faith go on record as firmly upholding the principle of loyalty to government.

More than eighty years ago Bahá'u'lláh, the Founder of the Bahá'í Faith, set forth this cardinal principle: "In every country or government where any of this community reside, they must behave toward that government with faithfulness, trustfulness, and..."
truthfulness."

Loyalty to government, in the Bahá'í view, is an essential spiritual and social principle. "We must obey and be the well-wishers of the government of the land..." "The essence of the Bahá'í spirit is that in order to establish a better social order and economic condition, there must be allegiance to the laws and principles of government."

This allegiance is part of the strong emphasis on integrity of character found in the Bahá'í teaching. "Let integrity and uprightness distinguish all thine acts. " "Beautify your tongues, O people, with truthfulness, and adorn your souls with the ornament of honesty. Beware, O people, that ye deal not treacherously with any one. Be ye the trustees of God amongst His creatures, and the emblems of His generosity amidst His people."

Without integrity of character in its citizens and without loyalty to government, a nation will find itself torn asunder and unable to function as an organic society. Not only do the Bahá'í teachings obligate members to be loyal to their government—they also specifically forbid them from taking any part in subversive political and social movements.

BAHÁ'ÍS AND MILITARY SERVICE:

THE BAHÁ'Í VIEW OF PACIFISM

In a letter published in Bahá'í News, January, 1938, Shoghi Effendi, the Guardian of the Bahá'í Faith wrote through his secretary:

"With reference to the absolute pacifists or conscientious objectors to war; their attitude, judged from the Bahá'í standpoint, is quite anti-social and due to its exaltation of the individual conscience leads inevitably to disorder and chaos in society. Extreme pacifists are thus very close to anarchists, in the sense that both of these groups lay an undue emphasis on the rights and merits of the individual. The Bahá'í conception of social life is essentially based on the subordination of the individual will to that of society. It neither suppresses the individual nor does it exalt him to the point of making him an anti-social creature, a menace to society. As in everything, it follows the 'golden mean.' The only way society can function is for the minority to follow the will of the majority.

"The other main objection to the conscientious objectors is that their method of establishing peace is too negative. Fine co-operation is too passive a philosophy to become an effective way for social reconstruction. Their refusal to bear arms can never establish peace. There should first be a spiritual revitalization which nothing, except the Cause of God, can effectively bring to every man's heart."

THE BAHÁ'Í POSITION ON MILITARY SERVICE

(A Public Statement issued by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States)

In view of the increasing importance of a clear understanding of the details of the Bahá'í position on military service, the National Bahá'í Assembly presents the following statement of general principles for the information and guidance of the members of the Bahá'í Community in the United States and others who may have an interest in the Bahá'í viewpoint.

The Bahá'í teachings require that followers of the Faith obey the laws of the government under which they live, and this requirement includes the obligation for military service which rests upon all citizens. However, Bahá'ís are also required to apply for noncombatant service whenever the opportunity to do so is legally provided by their government on the basis of religious training and belief.
While the religious convictions of Baha'is require them to seek whatever exemption from combatant duty may be granted by their government on the grounds of religious belief, they definitely are not pacifists in the sense of refusal to co-operate with and obey the laws of an established government. Thus Baha'is do not, on the grounds of religious conviction, seek to abandon their obligation as citizens in time of war or national emergency. Neither do they attempt to avoid the dangers and hardships which are inevitable in time of war, and to which all citizens of military age are liable.

Thus Baha'is who are citizens of the United States are able to reconcile their fundamental spiritual convictions and their civil obligations as citizens by applying for noncombatant service under the existing Selective Service law and regulations. The members of the Baha'i Faith make no reservations in claiming that they are fully obedient to all provisions of the laws of their country, including the constitutional right of the Federal government to raise armies and conscript citizens for military service.

**SUMMARY OF THE GUARDIAN'S INSTRUCTIONS ON THE OBLIGATION OF BAHAI'S IN CONNECTION WITH MILITARY SERVICE**

During World War II the Baha'i position on military training and service, and the obligation of individual Baha'is to apply for and maintain a noncombatant status when this is possible under the laws of their country, were outlined specifically in a series of instructions and bulletins issued by the National Assembly.

Since 1943, two items on this subject have been published in Baha'i News; one in the October, 1946 issue (pp. 9-10), and the other in the September, 1948 issue (p. 6). Both of these articles quoted the Guardian's instruction contained in a letter to the National Assembly dated July 20, 1946, written in reply to a question as to whether the existence of the United Nations in its present form should change the attitude of Baha'is toward military duties which might require the taking of human life. The Guardian's answer to this question is again quoted below:

"As there is neither an International Police Force nor any immediate prospect of one coming into being, the Baha'is should continue to apply, under all circumstances, for exemption from any military duties that necessitate the taking of life. There is no justification for any change of attitude on our part at the present time."

These words indicate that the Guardian still feels that a Baha'i cannot voluntarily enter any form of combatant military duty, and must seek exemption from such service if this is possible under the laws of his country.

The instruction given in the July 20, 1946 letter was confirmed once again in a cable received from the Guardian by the National Assembly on January 17, 1951.

The Guardian, in these and earlier communications, has made it clear that it is obligatory, and not an optional matter, for all Baha'is to apply for and maintain a noncombatant status if this is possible under the law. When such a law exists, as is the case in the United States, Baha'is cannot voluntarily enlist in any branch of the armed forces where they would be subject to orders to engage in the taking of human life.
A NEW BAHÁ'Í CENTRE IS OPENED IN KENYA

Some of the attendants walked over fifty miles to be present when this local Ḥazíratu'l-Quds was dedicated in Malava Market, South Kabras, Kenya, in 1962.
2. DOCUMENTATION OF THE BAHÁ’Í ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER

“...And now as I look into the future, I hope to see the friends at all times, in every land, and of every shade of thought and character, voluntarily and joyously rallying round their local and in particular their national centers of activity, upholding and promoting their interests with complete unanimity and contentment, with perfect understanding, genuine enthusiasm, and sustained vigor. This indeed is the one joy and yearning of my life, for it is the fountainhead from which all future blessings will flow, the broad foundation upon which the security of the Divine Edifice must ultimately rest.”—SHOGHI EFFEJDI.

FOREWORD

THE 1926–27 National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada completed a task which, while pertaining to the outer and more material aspects of the Cause, nevertheless has a special significance for its spirit and inward sacred purpose. This task consisted in creating a legal form which gives proper substance and substantial character to the administrative processes embodied in the Bahá’í Teachings. The form adopted was that known as a Voluntary Trust, a species of corporation recognized under the common law and possessing a long and interesting history. The famous Covenant adopted by the Pilgrim Fathers on the Mayflower, the first legal document in American history, is of the same nature as the Declaration of Trust voted by the National Spiritual Assembly. This Declaration of Trust, with its attendant By-Laws, is published for the information of the Bahá’ís of the world. Careful examination of the Declaration and its By-Laws will reveal the fact that this document contains no arbitrary elements nor features new to the Bahá’í Cause. On the contrary, it represents a most conscientious effort to reflect those very administrative principles and elements already set forth in the letters of the Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, and already determining the methods and relationships of Bahá’í collective association. The provision both in the Declaration and in the By-Laws for amendments in the future will permit the National Spiritual Assembly to adopt this document to such new administrative elements or principles as the Guardian may at any time give forth. The Declaration, in fact, is nothing more or less than a legal parallel of those moral and spiritual laws of unity inherent in the fullness of the Bahá’í Revelation and making it the fulfillment of the ideal of Religion in the social as well as spiritual realm. Because, in the Bahá’í Faith this perfect correspondence exists between spiritual and social laws, the Bahá’ís believe that administrative success is identical with moral success; and that nothing less than the true Bahá’í spirit of devotion and sacrifice can inspire with effective power the world-wide body of unity, revealed by Bahá’u’lláh.

Horace Holley

* Bahá’í Administration (1945 ed.), p. 67.
Certificate of Declaration of Trust of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United States.
DECLARATION OF TRUST

By the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'í's of the United States and Canada

We, Allen B. McDaniel of Washington, D.C., Horace Holley of New York City, N.Y., Carl Scheffler of Evanston, Ill., Roy C. Wilhelm of West Englewood, N.J., Florence Morton of Worcester, Mass., Amelia Collins of Princeton, Mass., Ali-Kuli Khan of New York City, N.Y., Mountfort Mills of New York City, N.Y., and Siegfried Schopflocher of Montreal, Quebec, Canada, duly chosen by the representatives of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada at the Annual Meeting held at San Francisco, Calif., on April 29, April 30, May 1, and May 2, 1926, to be the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'í's of the United States and Canada, with full power to establish a Trust as hereinafter set forth, hereby declare that from this date the powers, responsibilities, rights, privileges and obligations reposed in said National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'í's of the United States and Canada by Bahá'u'lláh, Founder of the Bahá'í Faith, by 'Abdu'l-Bahá, its interpreter and Exemplar, and by Shoghi Effendi, its Guardian, shall be exercised, administered and carried on by the above-named National Spiritual Assembly and their duly qualified successors under this Declaration of Trust.

The National Spiritual Assembly in adopting this form of association, union and fellowship, and in selecting for itself the designation of Trustees of the Bahá'í's of the United States and Canada, does so as the administrative body of a religious community which has had continuous existence and responsibility for over eighteen years, in consequence of these activities the National Spiritual Assembly is called upon to administer such ever-increasing diversity and volume of affairs and properties for the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, that we, its members, now feel it both desirable and necessary to give our collective functions more definite legal form. This action is taken in complete unanimity and with full recognition of the sacred relationship thereby created. We acknowledge in behalf of ourselves and our successors in this Trust the exalted religious standard established by Bahá'u'lláh for Bahá'í administrative bodies in the utterance: "Be ye Trustees of the Merciful One among men"; and seek the help of God and His guidance in order to fulfill that exhortation.

April 4, 1927.

RESOLUTION BY THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'IS OF THE UNITED STATES

WHEREAS the first Annual Convention of the Bahá'ís of Canada, on April 24, 1948 duly elected the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Canada; and

WHEREAS the fortieth Annual Convention of the Bahá'ís of the United States on April 3, 1948 duly elected the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States; and

WHEREAS said Conventions were duly authorized by the Guardian of the Bahá'í Faith and empowered by the Bahá'í administrative principles to elect their respective National Spiritual Assemblies; and

WHEREAS in consequence of the foregoing it is now necessary to amend the Declaration of Trust and By-Laws hereinafter described:

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States that from the date of its election, April 30, 1948, said Assembly shall henceforth exercise within the United States, its territories and dependencies, all the functions and powers formerly vested in the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, as successor body thereto, and hold title to and possession of all funds,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Declaration of Trust by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada as adapted at New York, N.Y., on April 4, 1927, other than the Preamble thereto, and its By-Laws as from time to time amended be and the same hereby are amended by substituting the name “National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States” for the name “National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada” wherever the same appears therein, and by deleting the words “and Canada” wherever such words now appear in said Declaration of Trust and By-Laws; that said By-Laws be further amended by deleting the word “Provinces” and the word “Province” wherever the same appear and by substituting for the word “Province” in Section 2 of Article VIII the words “Territory or Federal District”; so that said Declaration of Trust and By-Laws shall henceforth be the Declaration of Trust and By-Laws of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States.

DOROTHY K. BAKER, Chairman
PAUL E. HANLEY, Vice-Chairman
HORACE HOLLEY, Secretary
EDNA M. TRUE, Recording Secretary
PHILLIP G. SPRAGUE, Treasurer.
ELISI AUSTIN
WM. KENNETH CHRISTIAN
AMELIA E. COLLINS
LERAY IOAS

ARTICLE I

The name of said Trust shall be the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States.

ARTICLE II

Sharing the ideals and assisting the efforts of our fellow Bahá'ís to establish, uphold and promote the spiritual, educational and humanitarian teachings of human brotherhood, radiant faith, exalted character and selfless love revealed in the lives and utterances of all the Prophets and Messengers of God, Founders of the world's revealed religions—and given renewed creative energy and universal application to the conditions of this age in the life and utterances of Bahá'u'lláh—we declare the purposes and objects of this Trust to be to administer the affairs of the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh for the benefit of the Bahá'ís of the United States according to the principles of Bahá'í affiliation and administration created and established by Bahá'u'lláh, defined and explained by 'Abdu'l-Bahá, and amplified and applied by Shoghi Effendi and his duly constituted successor and successors under the provisions of the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahá.

These purposes are to be realized by means of devotional meetings; by public meetings and conferences of an educational, humanitarian and spiritual character; by the publication of books, magazines and newspapers; by the construction of temples of universal worship and of other institutions and edifices for humanitarian service; by supervising, unifying, promoting and generally administering the activities of the Bahá'ís of the United States in the fulfillment of their religious offices, duties and ideals; and by any other means appropriate to these ends, or any of them.

Other purposes and objects of this Trust are:

a. The right to enter into, make, perform and carry out contracts of every sort and kind for the furtherance of the objects of this Trust with any person, firm, association, corporation, private, public or municipal or body politic, or any state, territory or colony thereof, or any foreign government; and in this connection, and in all transactions under the terms of this Trust, to do any and all things which a co-partnership or natural person could do or exercise, and which now or hereafter may be authorized by law.
b. To hold and be named as beneficiary under any trust established by law or otherwise or under any will or other testamentary instrument in connection with any gift, devise, or bequest in which a trust or trusts is or are established in any part of the world as well as in the United States; to receive gifts, devises or bequests of money or other property.

c. All and whatsoever the several purposes and objects set forth in the written utterances of Bahá'ílláh, 'Abdu'l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi, under which certain jurisdiction, powers and rights are granted to National Spiritual Assemblies.

d. Generally to do all things and acts which in the judgment of said Trustees, i.e., the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States, are necessary, proper and advantageous to promote the complete and successful administration of this Trust.

**ARTICLE III**

SECTION 1. All persons, firms, corporations and associations extending credit to, contracting with or having any claim against the Trustees, i.e., the National Spiritual Assembly, and the members thereof, of any character whatsoever, whether legal or equitable and whether arising out of contract or tort, shall look solely to the funds of the Trust and to the property of the Trust estate for payment or indemnity, or for the payment of any debt, damage, judgment or decree or any money that may otherwise become due or payable from the Trustees, so that neither the Trustees nor any of them, nor any of their officers or agents appointed by them hereunder, nor any beneficiary or beneficiaries herein named shall be personally liable therefor.

SECTION 2. Every note, bond, proposal, obligation or contract in writing or other agreement or instrument made or given under this Trust shall be explicitly executed by the National Spiritual Assembly, as Trustees by their duly authorized officers or agents.

**ARTICLE IV**

The Trustees, i.e., the National Spiritual Assembly, shall adopt for the conduct of the affairs entrusted to them under this Declaration of Trust, such by-laws, rules of procedure or regulations as are required to define and carry on its own administrative functions and those of the several local and other elements composing the body of the Bahá'ís of the United States, not inconsistent with the terms of this instrument and all in accordance with the explicit instructions given us to date by Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh, which instructions are already known to the Bahá'ís of the United States and accepted by them in the government and practice of their religious affairs.

**ARTICLE V**

The central office of this Trust shall be located in the Village of Wilmette, State of Illinois, United States of America, the site of the Bahá'í House of Worship.

**ARTICLE VI**

The seat of this Trust shall be circular in form, bearing the following description: National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States. Declaration of Trust, 1927.

**ARTICLE VII**

This Declaration of Trust may be amended by majority vote of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States at any special meeting duly called for that purpose, provided that at least thirty (30) days prior to the date fixed for said meeting a copy of the proposed amendment or amendments is mailed to each member of the Assembly by the Secretary.
BY-LAWS OF THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

ARTICLE I

The National Spiritual Assembly, in the fulfillment of its sacred duties under this Trust, shall have exclusive jurisdiction and authority over all the activities and affairs of the Baha'i Cause throughout the United States, including paramount authority in the administration of this Trust. It shall endeavor to stimulate, unify and coordinate the manifold activities of the local Spiritual Assemblies (hereinafter defined) and of individual Baha'i's in the United States and by all possible means assist them to promote the oneness of mankind. It shall be charged with the recognition of such local Assemblies, the scrutiny of all membership rolls, the calling of the Annual Meeting or special meetings and the seating of delegates to the Annual Meeting and their apportionment among the various electoral districts. It shall appoint all national Baha'i committees and shall supervise the publication and distribution of Baha'i literature, the reviewing of all writings pertaining to the Baha'i Cause, the construction and administration of the Mashriq-i-Ashikar and its accessory activities, and the collection and disbursement of all funds for the carrying on of this Trust. It shall decide whether any matter lies within its own jurisdiction or within the jurisdiction of any local Spiritual Assembly. It shall, in such cases as it considers suitable and necessary, entertain appeals from the decisions of local Spiritual Assemblies and shall have the right of final decision in all cases where the qualification of an individual or group for continued voting rights and membership in the Baha'i body is in question. It shall furthermore represent the Baha'i's of the United States in all their cooperative and spiritual activities with the Baha'i's of other lands, and shall constitute the sole electoral body of the United States in the formation of the Universal House of Justice provided for in the Sacred Writings of the Baha'i Cause. Above all, the National Spiritual Assembly shall ever seek to attain that station of unity in devotion to the Revelation of Baha'u'llah which will attract the confirmations of the Holy Spirit and enable the Assembly to serve the founding of the Most Great Peace. In all its deliberation and action the National Assembly shall have constantly before it as Divine guide and standard the utterance of Baha'u'llah:

"N be hooveth them (i.e., Spiritual Assemblies) to be the trusted ones of the Merciful among men and to consider themselves as the guardians appointed of God for all that dwell on earth. It is incumbent upon them to take counsel together and to have regard for the interests of the servants of God, for His sake, even as they regard their own interests, and to choose that which is meet and seemly."

ARTICLE II

The Baha'i's of the United States, for whose benefit this Trust is maintained, shall consist of all persons resident in the several States, Territories or Federal Districts of the United States who are accepted by the National Spiritual Assembly as fulfilling the requirements of membership in the Baha'i Community under the following qualifications set forth by the Guardian of the Faith:

a. Full recognition of the station of the Bab as Forerunner, of Baha'u'llah as Author and of Abdu'l-Baha as True Exemplar of the Baha'i religion; unreserved acceptance of, and submission to whatsoever has been revealed by their Pen; loyal and steadfast adherence to every clause of Abdu'l-Baha's sacred Will; and close association with the spirit as well as the form of Baha'i Administration throughout the world.

b. Attainment of the age of 21 years.

c. Declaration of faith, to, and enrollment by, the local Spiritual Assembly if resident in the area of jurisdiction of any local Assembly recognized by the National Spiritual Assembly.

d. Declaration of faith to the National Spiritual Assembly on the membership form provided for those residing outside any such area of focal Baha'i jurisdiction.
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ARTICLE III

The National Assembly shall consist of nine members chosen from among the Baha'is of the United States, who shall be elected by the said Baha'is in manner hereinafter provided, and who shall continue in office for the period of one year, or until their successors shall be elected.

ARTICLE IV

The officers of the National Spiritual Assembly shall consist of a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer, and such other officers as may be found necessary for the proper conduct of its affairs. The officers shall be elected by a majority vote of the Assembly taken by secret ballot.

ARTICLE V

The first meeting of a newly-elected National Assembly shall be called by the member elected to membership by the highest number of votes or, in case two or more members have received the same said highest number of votes, then by the member selected by lot from among those members; and this member shall preside until the permanent Chairman shall be chosen. All subsequent meetings shall be called by the Secretary of the Assembly at the request of the Chairman or, in his absence or incapacity, of the Vice-Chairman or of any three members of the Assembly; provided, however, that the Annual Meeting of the Assembly shall be held at a time and place to be fixed by a majority vote of the Assembly, as hereinafter provided.

ARTICLE VI

Five members of the National Assembly present at a meeting shall constitute a quorum, and a majority vote of those present and constituting a quorum shall be sufficient for the conduct of business, except as otherwise provided in these By-Laws, and with due regard to the principle of unity and cordial fellowship involved in the institution of a Spiritual Assembly. The transactions and decisions of the National Assembly shall be recorded at each meeting by the Secretary, who shall supply copies of the minutes to the Assembly members after each meeting, and preserve the minutes in the official records of the Assembly.

ARTICLE VII

Whenever in any locality of the United States, be it municipality, township or county, the number of Baha'is resident therein recognized by the National Spiritual Assembly exceeds nine, these may on April 21st of any year convene and elect by plurality vote a local administrative body of nine members, to be known as the Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of that community. Every such Spiritual Assembly shall be elected annually thereafter upon each successive 21st day of April. The members shall hold office for the term of one year and until their successors are elected and qualified.

When, however, the number of Bahá'ís in any authorized civil area is exactly nine, these may on April 21st of any year, or in successive years, constitute themselves the local Spiritual Assembly by joint declaration. Upon the recording of such declaration by the Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly, said body of nine shall become established with the rights, privileges and duties of a local Spiritual Assembly as set forth in this instrument.

SECTION 1. Each newly-elected local Spiritual Assembly shall at once proceed in the manner indicated in Articles IV and V of these By-Laws to the election of its officers, who shall consist of a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer, and such other officers as the Assembly finds necessary for the conduct of its business and the fulfillment of its spiritual duties. Immediately thereafter the Secretary chosen shall transmit to the Secretary of the National Assembly the names of the members of the newly-elected Assembly and a list of its officers.
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SECTION 2. The general powers and duties of a local Spiritual Assembly shall be as set forth in the writings of Bahá'u'lláh, 'Abdu'l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi.

SECTION 3. Among its more specific duties, a local Spiritual Assembly shall have full jurisdiction of all Bahá'í activities and affairs within the local community, subject, however, to the exclusive and paramount authority of the National Spiritual Assembly as defined herein.

SECTION 4. Vacancies in the membership of a local Spiritual Assembly shall be filled by election at a special meeting of the local Bahá'í community duly called for that purpose by the Assembly. In the event that the number of vacancies exceeds four, making a quorum of the local Assembly impossible, the election shall be held under the supervision of the National Spiritual Assembly.

SECTION 5. The business of the local Assembly shall be conducted in like manner as provided for the deliberations of the National Assembly in Article VI above.

SECTION 6. The local Assembly shall pass upon and approve the qualifications of each member of the Bahá'í community before such members shall be admitted to voting membership; but where an individual is dissatisfied with the ruling of the local Spiritual Assembly upon his Bahá'í qualifications, such individual may appeal from the ruling to the National Assembly, which shall thereupon take jurisdiction of and finally decide the case.

SECTION 7. On or before the 1st day of November of each year the Secretary of each local Assembly shall send to the Secretary of the National Assembly a duly certified list of the voting members of the local Bahá'í community for the information and approval of the National Assembly.

SECTION 8. All matters arising within a local Bahá'í community which are of purely local interest and do not affect the national interests of the Cause shall be under the jurisdiction of the Spiritual Assembly of that locality; but decision whether a particular matter involves the interest and welfare of the national Bahá'í body shall rest with the National Spiritual Assembly.

SECTION 9. Any member of a local Bahá'í community may appeal from a decision of his Spiritual Assembly to the National Assembly, which shall determine whether it shall take jurisdiction of the matter or leave it to the local Spiritual Assembly for reconsideration. In the event that the National Assembly assumes jurisdiction of the matter, its findings shall be final.

SECTION 10. Where any dissension exists within a local Bahá'í community of such character that it cannot be remedied by the efforts of the local Spiritual Assembly, this condition shall be referred by the Spiritual Assembly for consideration to the National Spiritual Assembly, whose action in the matter shall be final.

SECTION 11. All questions arising between two or more local Spiritual Assemblies, or between members of different Bahá'í communities, shall be submitted in the first instance to the National Assembly, which shall have original and final jurisdiction in all such matters.

SECTION 12. The sphere of jurisdiction of a local Spiritual Assembly, with respect to residential qualification of membership, and voting rights of a believer in any Bahá'í community, shall be the locality included within the civil limits of the municipality, township or county.

All differences of opinion concerning the sphere of jurisdiction of any local Spiritual Assembly or concerning the affiliation of any Bahá'í community or group of Bahá'ís in the United States shall be referred to the National Spiritual Assembly, whose decision in the matter shall be final.

ARTICLE VIII

The members of the National Spiritual Assembly shall be elected at an annual meeting to be known as the National Convention of the Bahá'ís of the United States. This Convention shall be held at a time and place to be fixed by the National Assembly. The National
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Convention shall be composed jointly of representatives chosen by the Bahá’ís of each State, Territory or Federal District under the principle of proportionate representation, and the members of the National Spiritual Assembly.

Notice of the annual meeting shall be given by the National Assembly sixty days in advance in the Convention Call which sets forth the number of delegates assigned to the various electoral units in proportion to the number of Bahá’ís resident in each such unit, to a total number of one hundred seventy-one delegates for the Bahá’ís of the United States.

SECTION 1. All delegates to the Convention shall be elected by plurality vote. Bahá’ís who for illness or other unavoidable reasons are unable to be present at the election in person shall have the right to transmit their ballots to the meeting by mail. The meeting held in each State, Territory or Federal District for the election of delegates shall be called by the National Spiritual Assembly and conducted by the Bahá’ís present under whatever procedure may be uniformly laid down by said body. Immediately after the meeting a certified report of the election containing the name and address of each delegate shall be transmitted to the National Spiritual Assembly.

SECTION 2. All delegates to be seated at the Convention must be recognized Bahá’ís and residents of the State, Territory or Federal District represented by them.

SECTION 3. The rights and privileges of a delegate may not be assigned nor may they be exercised by proxy.

SECTION 4. The recognition and seating of delegates to the National Convention shall be vested in the National Spiritual Assembly.

SECTION 5. Delegates unable to be present in person at the Convention shall have the right to transmit their ballots for election of the members of the National Assembly under whatever procedure is adopted by the National body.

SECTION 6. If in any year the National Spiritual Assembly shall consider that it is impracticable or unwise to assemble together the delegates to the National Convention, the said Assembly shall provide ways and means by which the annual election and the other essential business of the Convention may be conducted by mail.

SECTION 7. The presiding officer of the National Spiritual Assembly present at the Convention shall call together the delegates, who after roll call shall proceed to the permanent organization of the meeting, electing by ballot a chairman, a secretary and such other officers as are necessary for the proper conduct of the business of the Convention.

SECTION 8. The principal business of the annual meeting shall be consultation on Bahá’í activities, plans and policies, and the election of the nine members of the National Spiritual Assembly. Members of the National Assembly, whether or not elected delegates, may take a full part in the consultation and discussion but only delegates may participate in the election of Convention officers or in the annual election of the members of the national body. All action by the delegates, other than the organization of the Convention, the transmission of messages to the Guardian and the election of the National Assembly, shall constitute advice and recommendation for consideration by the said Assembly. Final decision on all matters concerning the affairs of the Bahá’í Faith in the United States being vested solely in that body.

SECTION 9. The general order of business to be taken up at the Annual Convention shall be prepared by the National Spiritual Assembly in the form of an agenda, but any matter pertaining to the Bahá’í Faith introduced by any of the delegates may upon motion and vote be taken up as part of the Convention deliberations.

SECTION 10. The election of the members of the National Spiritual Assembly shall be by plurality vote of the delegates recognized by the outgoing National Spiritual Assembly, i.e., the members elected shall be the nine persons receiving the greatest number of votes on the first
ballot cast by delegates present at the Convention and delegates whose ballot has been transmitted to the Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly by mail. In case, by reason of a tie vote or votes, the full membership is not determined on the first ballot, then one or more additional ballots shall be taken on the persons tied until all nine members are elected.

Section 11. All official business transacted at the National Convention shall be recorded and preserved in the records of the National Assembly.

Section 12. Vacancies in the membership of the National Spiritual Assembly shall be filled by a plurality vote of the delegates composing the Convention which elected the Assembly, the ballot to be taken by correspondence or in any other manner decided upon by the National Spiritual Assembly.

Article IX

Where the National Spiritual Assembly has been given in these By-Laws exclusive and final jurisdiction, and paramount executive authority, in all matters pertaining to the activities and affairs of the Bahá’í Cause in the United States, it is understood that any decision made or action taken upon such matters shall be subject in every instance to ultimate review and approval by the Guardian of the Cause or the Universal House of Justice.

Article X

Whatever functions and powers are not specifically attributed to local Spiritual Assemblies in these By-Laws shall be considered vested in the National Spiritual Assembly, which body is authorized to delegate such discretionary functions and powers as it deems necessary and advisable to the local Spiritual Assembly within its jurisdiction.

Article XI

In order to preserve the spiritual character and purpose of Bahá’í elections, the practice of nominations or any other electoral method detrimental to a silent and prayerful election shall not prevail, so that each elector may vote for none but those whom prayer and reflection have inspired him to uphold.

Among the most outstanding and sacred duties incumbent upon those who have been called upon to initiate, direct and coordinate the affairs of the Cause as members of local or national Spiritual Assemblies are:—

To win by every means in their power the confidence and affection of those whom it is their privilege to serve; to investigate and acquaint themselves with the considered views, the prevailing sentiments and the personal convictions of those whose welfare it is their solemn obligation to promote; to purge their deliberations and the general conduct of their affairs of self contained aloofness, the suspicion of secrecy, the stifling atmosphere of dictatorial assertiveness and of every word and deed that may savor of partiality, self-centeredness and prejudice; and while retaining the sacred right of final decision in their hands, to invite discussion, ventilate grievances, welcome advice, and foster the sense of inter-dependence and co-partnership, of understanding and mutual confidence between themselves and all other Bahá’ís.

Article XII

These By-Laws may be amended by majority vote of the National Spiritual Assembly at any of its regular or special meetings, provided that at least fourteen days prior to the date fixed for the said meeting a copy of the proposed amendment or amendments is mailed to each member of the Assembly by the Secretary.

Note: The foregoing By-Laws include all amendments adopted by the National Assembly to July 16, 1949.
Certificate of Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Brazil.
Document stating that the Attorney-General of Honduras has approved the statutes of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Honduras which has been registered as a Legal Body (text of Document follows on pp. 557-564).
EL INFRASCRITO Sub-Secretario de Estado en los Despachos de Gobernación y Justicia, CERTIFICA: la resolución que literalmente dice: "PRESTIDENCIA DE LA REPÚBLICA.—Tegucigalpa, D.C. catorce de Noviembre de mil novecientos sesenta y uno.— VISTA: la solicitud presentada al Supremo Poder Ejecutivo por medio de la Secretaría de Estado en los Despachos de Gobernación, Justicia y Seguridad-Pública, con fecha primero de noviembre del año en curso por el Abogado Miguel Villamil Luna de generales conocidas, actuando en nombre de la Asociación denominada "ASAMBLEA ESPiritUAL NACIONAL DE LOS BAHÁ’ÍS DE HONDURAS", con domicilio en esta ciudad Capital como lo acredita con la Carta-Poder adjunta, para solicitar la aprobación de los Estatutos.— RESULTA: que el peticionario acompañó a su solicitud los documentos siguientes: a) Certificación de la Carta-Poder, autorizada por la Secretaría de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional de los Bahá’ís de Honduras, Shirley Ross, la que debidamente autenticada por el Abogado y Notario J. A. Rodríguez Ulloa, a favor del Abogado Miguel Villamil Luna.— b) Certificación del Acta No I celebrada por la Asamblea religiosa antes mencionada con fecha 29 de octubre del presente año, y c) Certificación de los Estatutos de la Sociedad Cultural y Espiritual de la "ASAMBLEA ESPiritUAL NACIONAL DE LOS BAHÁ’ÍS DE HONDURAS."— RESULTA: que a las diligencias se les dio el trámite legal correspondiente, oyeendo previamente el dictamen del Procurador General de la República, quien dictaminó en sentido favorable.— CONSIDERANDO: que la personalidad jurídica y aprobación de los Estatutos de la "ASAMBLEA ESPiritUAL NACIONAL DE LOS BAHÁ’ÍS DE HONDURAS": no contiene disposiciones contrarias a las leyes establecidas en el país, a la moral y a las buenas costumbres, por consiguiente es procedente acceder a lo solicitado. — POR TANTO: El Presidente de la República en uso de las facultades que le da la Ley, RESUELVE: Reconocer la Personalidad Jurídica y la aprobación de los Estatutos de la "ASAMBLEA ESPiritUAL NACIONAL DE LOS BAHÁ’ÍS DE HONDURAS", con sede en la ciudad de Tegucigalpa, D.C., aprobándoles sin modificación alguna, así: ASAMBLEA ESPiritUAL NACIONAL DE LOS BAHÁ’ÍS DE HONDURAS.

CAPITULO I. NOMBRE, DEFINICIÓN, DURACIÓN Y CAPITAL DE LA INSTITUCIÓN.

Artículo 1°.—La Asociación se denominará, "ASAMBLEA ESPiritUAL NACIONAL DE LOS BAHÁ’ÍS DE HONDURAS".— La Asamblea Espiritual Nacional de los Bahá’ís de Honduras es una institución de la Fe Bahá’í establecida en el texto de las Escrituras de Bahá’u’lláh, el Fundador, escrita en las Escrituras de ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, el Intérprete de la religión de Bahá’u’lláh, y autorizada por Shoghi Effendi, el Guardian de la Fe Bahá’í; quien fue nombrado en la voluntad y Testamento de ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.— La Asamblea Nacional es un cuerpo religioso de carácter internacional que actúa en obediencia a las leyes y autoridades civiles de los países bajo su jurisdicción.

Artículo 2°.—Los propósitos de la Asamblea Nacional son:

a) Promover los ideales espirituales, éticos y humanitarios de la hermandad y cooperación humanas establecidos en las Escrituras Sagradas Bahá’ís.

b) Administrar los asuntos de la Fe Bahá’í para el beneficio y administración creados y establecidos por Bahá’u’lláh, definidos y expicados por ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, y ampliados por Shoghi Effendi, y su sucesor y sucesores debidamente constituidos bajo las disposiciones de la Voluntad y Testamento de ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.

Artículo 3°.—El término de duración de esta Institución es perpetuo.

Artículo 4°.—El capital de la Institución estará formado por las contribuciones voluntarias de los Bahá’ís de Honduras.
CAPITULO II. DIRECCION

Artículo 5°.—La Asamblea Espiritual Nacional se constituye con nueve miembros elegidos entre los Bahá'ís de Honduras, quienes serán elegidos por dichos Bahá'ís en la forma dispuesta más adelante y continuarán en el ejercicio de sus funciones por el periodo de un año, o hasta que sus sucesores sean elegidos.

Artículo 6°.—Los oficiales de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional serán Coordinador, Vice-Coordinador, el Secretario y el Tesorero, y cualquier otro que la Asamblea estime necesario designar para el buen desempeño de sus funciones. Los oficiales serán elegidos por mayoría de votos de todos los miembros de la Asamblea, en votación secreta.

Artículo 7°.—La autoridad de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional emana del mayor número de votos de los miembros, y esta autoridad, bajo ninguna circunstancia, podrá surgir de alguno de los miembros, a menos que, por mayoría de votos de la Asamblea, se le haya otorgado autoridad a la persona.

Artículo 8°.—La primera reunión de la nuevamente elegida Asamblea Espiritual Nacional será convocada por el miembro que salió electo con el mayor número de votos, y en caso de que dos o más miembros hayan recibido el mismo número de votos, entonces será el miembro seleccionado a la suerte. Este miembro presidirá la reunión hasta que se elija el Coordinador. Todas las siguientes reuniones serán convocadas por el Secretario de la Asamblea mediante autorización del Coordinador, o, en su ausencia o incapacidad, por el Vice-Coordinador, o por cualesquiera de tres de los restantes miembros de la Asamblea; siempre que, sin embargo, la reunión Anual de la Asamblea se efectuará en el tiempo y lugar fijado por la mayoría de votos de la Asamblea, según lo dispuesto más adelante.

Artículo 9°.—Habrá cómputo para las reuniones con la concurrencia de (5) cinco miembros de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional. La mayoría de votos de los presentes y que constituyen cómputo serán suficientes para diligenciar los asuntos, salvo por disposición contraria expresa en esta Constitución, y debida consideración al principio de unidad y cordial fraternidad que entraña la institución de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional. Las transacciones y decisiones de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional serán registradas en cada reunión por el Secretario, quien suministrará copias de las Actas a los miembros de la Asamblea después de cada reunión, y preservará las actas en los archivos oficiales de la Asamblea.

CAPITULO III. MEDIOS PARA REALIZAR LOS PROPÓSITOS

Artículo 10.—Los propósitos de la Institución se realizarán por medio de reuniones devocionales, por reuniones y conferencias públicas de carácter educacional, humanitario y espiritual; por la publicación de libros, revistas y periódicos; por la construcción de casas de Adoración y otras instituciones y edificios de servicio humanitario; por la dirección, unificación, fomento y administración en general de las actividades Bahá'ís en Honduras y en el desempeño de sus funciones, deberes e ideales religiosos; y por cualquier otro medio apropiado a estos fines, o a cualquiera de ellos.

CAPITULO IV. DEBERES, PODERES Y FUNCIONES

Artículo 11.—La Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, en el cumplimiento de sus deberes sagrados, bajo esta Constitución, tendrá jurisdicción y autoridad exclusiva sobre todas las actividades y asuntos de la Fe Bahá'yí, a través de Centro América, y la autoridad suprema en la administración de esta Constitución.

Artículo 12.—Tendrá el deber de estimular, unificar y coordinar las múltiples actividades de las Asambleas Espirituales Locales (definidas más adelante) y de los Bahá'ís de Honduras y par todos los medios posibles, ayudarles a promover la unidad del género humano.

Artículo 13.—Tendrá a su cargo el reconocimiento de las Asambleas Espirituales Locales, el estudio de sus listas de miembros, la convocatoria de la Convención Anual o a reuniones especiales, el reconocimiento de los delegados a la Convención Anual y la decisión del número de delegados a que tienen derecho las comunidades Bahá'ís.
Artículo 14.—Nombrará todos los Comités Bahá'ís Nacionales y dirigirá la publicación y distribución de la literatura Bahá'ís, la revisión de todos los escritos que conciernan a la Fe Bahá'í, la construcción y administración de Casas Bahá'ís de Adoración y sus actividades accesorias, y la colecta y gastos de todos los fondos de la institución.

Artículo 15.—Decidirá si un asunto dado está dentro de su propia jurisdicción o dentro de la Jurisdicción de una Asamblea Espiritual Local.

Artículo 16.—En los casos en que la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional lo considere conveniente y necesario, ella estudiará las apelaciones de las decisiones de las Asambleas Espirituales Locales, y tendrá el derecho de dictar la decisión final en todos los casos en que esté en duda la condición de un individuo o grupo, de continuar con su derecho al voto o su calidad de miembro en la comunidad Bahá'í.

Artículo 17.—Representará a los Bahá'ís de Honduras en todas las actividades cooperativas y espirituales con los Bahá'ís de otros países.

Artículo 18.—Será el único cuerpo electoral de los Bahá'ís de su jurisdicción, en la formación de la Casa Universal de Justicia estipulada en las Escrituras Sagradas de la Fe Bahá'í.

Artículo 19.—Sobre todo, la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional se esforzará, siempre por lograr un estado de unidad en la devoción a la Revelación de Bahá'u'lláh que atraerá las confirmaciones del Espíritu Santo y capacidad para servir en el establecimiento de la más grande Paz.

Artículo 20.—Entre los deberes más sobresalientes y sagrados que incumbe a aquellos que han sido llamados a iniciar, dirigir y coordinar los asuntos de la Fe como miembros de Asambleas Espirituales son:

1) Ganar por todos los medios a su alcance, la confianza y afecto de aquellos a quienes tienen el privilegio de servir.

2) Investigar y familiarizarse con los puntos de vista, los sentimientos prevalentes y experiencias personales de aquellos cuyo bienestar es su solemne obligación fomentar.

3) Purificar sus deliberaciones y el desempeño general de sus asuntos de toda actitud de egoísmo y de secreto, de la atmósfera sofocante de imposición dictatorial y de toda palabra y hecho que demuestre parcialidad, egocentrismo y prejuicios.

4) Aunque retienen en sus manos el derecho sagrado de la decisión final, deben invitar a la discusión, ventilar las quejas, recibir consejos, fomentar el sentido de inter-dependencia y de fraternidad, de comprensión entre ellos y los demás Bahá'ís.

Artículo 21.—En todas las deliberaciones y acciones, la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional tendrá constantemente ante ella como guía y normas Divinas la siguiente expresión de Bahá'u'lláh: “Les corresponde ser los fideicomisarios del Misericordioso entre los hombres y considerarse como los guardianes nombrados por Dios para todos los que moran en la Tierra. Les incumbe deliberar juntos y tomar en consideración los intereses de los siervos de Dios, por El, como si fueran sus propios intereses, y escoger lo que sea conveniente y correcto.”

Artículo 22.—La Asamblea Espiritual tendrá el poder de ejecutar todos o cualquiera de los varios propósitos y objetivos establecidos en las Escrituras de Bahá'u'lláh, 'Abdu'l-Bahá y Shoghi Effendi, que otorgan a las Asambleas Espirituales Nacionales alguna jurisdicción, poderes y derechos.

Artículo 23.—La Asamblea Espiritual Nacional tendrá el poder de hacer en general todas las cosas y acciones que, a su juicio, sean necesarias, apropiadas y benefícas para promover la administración completa y con éxito de esta Constitución.

CAPITULO V. DERECHOS DE NEGOCIACIÓN

Artículo 24.—La Asamblea Espiritual Nacional tendrá el derecho de celebrar contratos de toda índole en persecución de los propósitos de esta Constitución con cualquier persona, firma, asociación, Corporación, Privadas, Públicas o Municipales, o cualquier Estado, Territorio o Colonia, o cualquier Gobierno Extranjero; y hará cualquiera o todas las cosas que una persona natural o jurídica pueda hacer o ejercer, y que están autorizadas por la Ley.

Artículo 25.—Podrá ser nombrada beneficiaria de cualquier fideicomiso establecido por la ley o de otro modo, o en testamento o en instrumento público o privado; aceptar donaciones,
legados, recibir dinero u otras propiedades, sean muebles o inmuebles, en cualquier parte del mundo, y de Honduras, en particular.

Artículo 26.—La Asamblea Espiritual Nacional tiene el poder para autorizar a cualquier Asamblea Espiritual Local existente dentro de su área de jurisdicción para adquirir y mantener propiedades como agentes de esta Asamblea y para actuar en su nombre bajo cualesquiera condiciones señaladas a la Asamblea Espiritual Local por esta Institución, por escrito.

Artículo 27.—Todas las personas, firmas, corporaciones y asociaciones que concedan crédito, hagan contratos o tengan algún reclamo contra la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, de cualquier carácter que sea, originado en un contrato o cuasi-contrato, presentará su reclamo a la Institución para el pago o indemnización, y que si los miembros de la Institución, ni sus Oficiales o agentes nombrados por ellos, ni ningún beneficiario o beneficiarios nombrados en este documento, serán personalmente deudores.

Artículo 28.—Todo vale, bien, propuesta, obligación o contrato por escrito u otro acuerdo o instrumento hecho o dado bajo esta Constitución, será ejecutado estrictamente por la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, por medio de sus oficiales o agentes debidamente autorizados, en nombre de la Asamblea.

CAPÍTULO VI. CALIDAD DE MIEMBRO EN LA COMUNIDAD BAHÁ’I

Artículo 29.—Los Bahá’ís de Honduras, para cuyo beneficio se ha establecido esta Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, serán todas las personas residentes en Honduras que hayan cumplido, a satisfacción de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, los requisitos exigidos para tener la calidad de miembros en la Comunidad Bahá’í de acuerdo con las siguientes normas expuestas por el Guardián de la Fe Bahá’í:

a) Pleno reconocimiento de la posición del Báb como Precursor, de Bahá’u'lláh como Autor y de ‘Abdu’l-Bahá como el verdadero ejemplar de la Religión Bahá’í; aceptación sin reservas y conformidad contando lo que ha sido escrito por ellos; adherencia firme y firme a cada una de las cláusulas de la sagrada voluntad y Testamento de ‘Abdu’l-Bahá; y asociación estrecha con el espíritu tanto como con la forma de la Administración Bahá’í a través del mundo.

b) Haber cumplido 21 años.

c) Haber hecho una declaración de fe a la Asamblea Local, y haberse inscrito en ella, si es residente en el área de jurisdicción de cualquier Asamblea Local reconocida por la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional.

d) Haber hecho una declaración de fe a la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional bajo cualesquiera condiciones determinadas por ella, por aquellos que residen fuera del área de jurisdicción de una Asamblea Local.

CAPÍTULO VII. ASAMBLEAS ESPIRITUALES LOCALES

Artículo 30.—Cuando en una localidad de Honduras, sea ciudad, pueblo o aldea, el número de Bahá’ís residentes reconocidos por la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional exceda de nueve, éstos elegirán el día 21 de Abril, por pluralidad de votos, un cuerpo Administrativo Local de nueve personas, conocido como la Asamblea Espiritual Local de los Bahá’ís de esa Comunidad. Cada Asamblea Espiritual Local será elegida anualmente en lo sucesivo, el 21 de Abril. Los miembros durarán en sus puestos por un año, o hasta la elección de sus sucesores.

Artículo 31.—Cuando el número de Bahá’ís en cualquier área civil autorizada sea exactamente de nueve, éstos el día 21 de abril, se constituirán en Asamblea Espiritual Local por declaración mancomún. Al registrar esta declaración, el Secretario de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, dicho cuerpo de nueve será establecido con los derechos, privilegios y deberes de una Asamblea Espiritual Local, según lo expuesto en esta Constitución.

Artículo 32.—Tanto las Asambleas Espirituales Locales como los grupos Bahá’ís y creyentes aislados en Honduras están bajo la jurisdicción administrativa de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional.
Artículo 33.—Los derechos, privilegios y deberes de una Asamblea Espiritual Local son:

Sección 1.—Cada Asamblea Espiritual Local nuevamente elegida procederá inmediatamente en la manera indicada en los Arts. 6 y 8 de esta Constitución a elegir sus oficiales, o sea, un Coordinador un Vice-Coordinador, un Secretario y un Tesorero, y cualesquiera otros oficiales que la Asamblea estime necesario para el ejercicio de sus funciones y el cumplimiento de sus deberes espirituales. Inmediatamente después el Secretario elegido transmitirá al Secretario de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional los nombres de los miembros de la nuevamente elegida Asamblea Local y una lista de sus Oficiales.

Sección 2.—Los poderes y deberes en general de una Asamblea Espiritual Local serán según lo establecido en las Escrituras de Bahá'u'lláh, 'Abdu'l-Bahá y Shoghi Effendi.

Sección 3.—Entre sus deberes específicos, una Asamblea Espiritual Local tendrá jurisdicción plena sobre todas las actividades y asuntos Bahá'ís dentro de la Comunidad Local sujeta, sin embargo, a la autoridad superior de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, según lo expuesto en esta Constitución.

Sección 4.—Las vacantes en una Asamblea Espiritual Local se llenarán por elección de una reunión especial de la Comunidad Bahá'í Local debidamente convocada por la Asamblea para este propósito, pero en el evento de que el número de vacantes exceda de cuatro, haciendo imposible el quorum de la Asamblea Local, la elección se efectuará bajo la dirección de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional.

Sección 5.—Los asuntos de la Asamblea Espiritual Local se efectuarán en la misma forma dispuesta para las deliberaciones de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional en el Artículo 9.

Sección 6.—La Asamblea Local estudiará y aprobará las condiciones de cada persona antes de admitirla como miembro votante; pero en los casos en que un aspirante este insatisfecho con la decisión de la Asamblea Espiritual Local sobre sus condiciones de miembros Bahá'ís, aquel podrá apelar de la decisión a la Asamblea Nacional, la cual tomará jurisdicción del caso y dara la decisión final.

Sección 7.—El primero (1) de Noviembre de cada año o antes de esta fecha, el Secretario de cada Asamblea Local enviará al Secretario de la Asamblea Nacional una lista debidamente certificada de los miembros votantes de la Comunidad Bahá'í Local para información y aprobación de la Asamblea Nacional.

Sección 8.—Todos los asuntos que se presenten dentro de una comunidad Bahá'í Local, que sean puramente de interés local y no afecten los intereses Nacionales de la Fe, estarán bajo la jurisdicción principal de la Asamblea Espiritual Local de esa Localidad; pero la decisión de si un asunto particular concierne al interés y bienestar del cuerpo Bahá'í Nacional o no, la hará la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional.

Sección 9.—Cualquier miembro de una Comunidad Bahá'í Local puede apelar de una decisión de su Asamblea Local a la Asamblea Nacional, la cual determinará si toma la jurisdicción del asunto o la deja para reconsideración de la Asamblea Local. En el caso de que la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional asuma jurisdicción sobre el asunto su determinación será definitiva.

Sección 10.—Cuando ocurra alguna disensión dentro de una Comunidad Local Bahá'í de carácter tal, que no puede ser mediada por los esfuerzos de la Asamblea Espiritual Local, ésta presentará la situación a la consideración de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, cuya acción en el asunto será definitiva.

Sección 11.—Todos los asuntos que se presenten entre dos o más Asambleas Espirituales Locales, o entre miembros de diferentes Comunidades Bahá'ís, serán sometidos, desde el principio, a la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, la cual tendrá jurisdicción original y final en todos los asuntos de esta índole.

Sección 12.—La esfera de jurisdicción de una Asamblea Espiritual Local con respecto a los requisitos de residencia y derecho al voto de un miembro en cualquier comunidad Bahá'í, será el territorio incluido dentro de los límites civiles de la ciudad, pueblo o aldea.

Cuando hubiere diferencia de opinión respecto a la esfera de jurisdicción de cualquier Asamblea Espiritual Local o que concierne a la afiliación de cualquier Bahá'í grupo de Bahá'ís en
Honduras, será sometida a la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, cuya decisión sobre el asunto es definitiva.

Artículo 34.—Las funciones y poderes no atribuidos específicamente a las Asambleas Espirituales Locales en esta Constitución, se considerarán de competencia de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, la cual está autorizada para delegar tales funciones y los poderes que estime necesario y aconsejable, a las Asambleas Espirituales Locales dentro de su jurisdicción.

CAPÍTULO VIII. LA CONVENCIÓN ANUAL

Artículo 35.—Los miembros de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional serán elegidos en una reunión anual que se llamará la convención de los Bahá'ís de Honduras. Esta Convención se llevará a cabo en la fecha y lugar determinados por la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional. La convención será compuesta de los delegados elegidos por los Bahá'ís de las unidades electorales que sean definidas por la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional, de acuerdo con el principio de representación proporcional, y de los miembros de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional.

Artículo 36.—La Asamblea Espiritual Nacional notificará a los miembros de la Comunidad Bahá'í de la Convención con debida anticipación y les informará del número de delegados asignados a las distintas unidades electorales.

Sección 1.—Todos los Delegados a la Convención serán elegidos por pluralidad de votos. Los delegados quienes, por enfermedad u otros motivos inevitables no podrán asistir personalmente a la elección, tendrán el derecho de transmitir sus boletas por correo. La reunión celebrada por cada unidad electoral para elegir los delegados será convocada por la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional y dirigida por los Bahá'ís presentes, de acuerdo con cualquier procedimiento uniforme que dicho cuerpo haya establecido. Inmediatamente después de la reunión, se transmitirá a la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional un informe certificado de la elección avisando el nombre y dirección de cada delegado.

Sección 2°.—Todos los delegados reconocidos en la Convención tendrán que ser Bahá'ís reconocidos y residentes del área de jurisdicción de las unidades electorales que representan.

Sección 3°.—Los derechos y privilegios de un delegado no podrán ser asignados a otra persona ni podrán ser ejercidos mediante apoderado.

Sección 4°.—El reconocimiento de los Delegados a la Convención anual estará a cargo de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional.

Sección 5°.—Sien cualquier año, la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional lo considere imposible e inconveniente reunir la Convención, dicha Asamblea dispondrá entonces de la manera mediante la cual se pueda efectuar la elección y los otros asuntos esenciales de la Convención por correspondencia.

Sección 6°.—El oficial que presidirá la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional presente en la Convención abrirá la sesión, y después de que se haya pasado lista de los delegados, éstos procederán a efectuar la organización permanente de la reunión, eligiendo un Coordinador, un Secretario y cualquier otro oficial que se estime necesario para el adecuado desempeño de las deliberaciones de la Convención.

Sección 7°.—La función principal de la reunión anual será la consulta sobre actividades, planes y métodos Bahá'ís, y la elección de los nuevos miembros de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional. Los miembros de la Asamblea Nacional, sean o no delegados elegidos, podrán participar plenamente en la consulta y discusión, pero solamente los delegados podrán votar en la elección para los oficiales de la Convención y para los miembros de la Asamblea Nacional. Toda acción de los delegados que no sea la organización de la Convención, el envío de mensajes al Guardián y la elección de la Asamblea Nacional, constituirán meramente consejos y recomendaciones para la consideración de dicha Asamblea en cuyo poder está la decisión final de todos los asuntos que se relacionan con los asuntos de la Fe Bahá'í en Honduras.

Sección 8.—El orden del día general de los asuntos que se tratarán en la Convención será preparado por la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional en forma de una agenda, pero cualquier asunto relacionado con la Fe Bahá'í que introduzca un delegado, puede formar parte de las deliberaciones de la Convención, al ser debidamente propuesto.
Sección g.—La elección de los miembros de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional será por la pluralidad de votos de los delegados reconocidos por la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional saliente, o sea, que los miembros elegidos serán las nueve personas que reciban el mayor número de votos en la primera votación efectuada por los delegados presentes en la Convención y los que transmitieron sus votos al Secretario de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional por correo. En caso de que, por razones, de empate de votos o voto el total de miembros no hubiera quedado determinado en la primera votación, entonces los delegados presentes elegirán entre los empatados hasta completar los nueve miembros.

Sección 10.—Todas las deliberaciones oficiales de la Convención serán registradas y guardadas en los archivos de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional.

Sección 11.—Las vacantes de la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional se llenarán por la pluralidad de votos de los delegados que constituyeron la Convención y eligieron la Asamblea. La votación se efectuará por correspondencia o de cualquier otra manera que decida la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional.

Artículo 37.—Con el fin de defender el carácter y propósitos espirituales de las elecciones Bahá'ís, no se permitirá la práctica de proponer candidatos ni cualquier otro método electoral distinto a una elección silenciosa y reverencial, para que cada elector pueda votar sólo por aquellos que le han inspirado la oración y la reflexión.

Artículo 38.—Se podrán establecer Asambleas Espirituales Locales en las distintas ciudades, pueblos o aldeas de Honduras, de acuerdo con las instrucciones del Guardián de la Fe Bahá'í, y en este caso cualquier nueva Asamblea Espiritual Local que se forme, tendrá en ese lugar, plena autoridad y jurisdicción sobre las actividades Bahá'í a los lugares correspondientes.

Artículo 39.—En los casos en que esta Constitución otorga a la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional la jurisdicción exclusiva y final y suprema autoridad ejecutiva en todo lo que se relaciona con las actividades y asuntos de la Fe Bahá'í en Honduras, se entiende que cualquier decisión o acción que se tome por la Asamblea Espiritual Nacional sobre tales asuntos quedará sujeta en todo caso, a la revisión última y aprobación del Guardián de la Fe Bahá'í o de la Casa Universal de Justicia.

Artículo 40.—Todas las disposiciones de esta Constitución rigen para todos los Bahá'ís de Honduras, con la excepción de aquellas que se determinen que no estuviere de acuerdo con las leyes de Honduras.

Artículo 43.—La Asamblea Espiritual Nacional podrá modificar los estatutos de esta Constitución por mayoría de votos de sus miembros en cualquier reunión ordinaria o extraordinaria, siempre que una copia de la enmienda propuesta haya sido enviada por el Secretario a todos los miembros de la Asamblea por lo menos 30 días antes de dicha reunión.

RAMON VILLEDAS MORALES. —SELLO. —RAMON VALLADARES h. —EL SECRETARIO DE ESTADO EN LOS DESPACHOS DE GOBERNACION, JUSTICIA Y SEGURIDAD PUBLICA.

Extendida en la ciudad de Tegucigalpa, D.C. a los veintisiete días del mes de Noviembre de mil novecientos sesenta y uno.

VIRGILIO JOYA MONCADA
Certificate of Registration of Society
ACT XXI OF 1860.

KAR. No. 747 OF 19

I hereby certify that THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
BHA'IS OF PAKISTAN,

has this day been registered under the Societies Registration Act, XXI of 1860.

Given under my hand at KARACHI

this TWENTY-EIGHTH day of MAY

One thousand nine hundred and FIFTY-EIGHT.

(M. E. J. LLE
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies
KARACHI.

J. S. C. 36.
T. P. Kch—9-12-1259.

Certificate of Registration of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Pakistan.
Territory of Alaska

Department of Finance
Juneau

Certificate of Incorporation

I, John A. McKenzie, Director of Finance of the Territory of Alaska, do hereby certify that on the 25th day of September, 1957, the

National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Alaska
filed in this office its articles of incorporation as a non-profit corporation organized under the laws of the Territory of Alaska.

In testamony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal at Juneau, the Capital, this 25th day of September, 1957.

John A. McKenzie
Director of Finance

Certificate of Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Alaska.
Certificate of Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of North East Africa.
Certificate of Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Norway.
Certificate of Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the Republic of Panama (continued on next two pages).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 1</th>
<th>Column 2</th>
<th>Column 3</th>
<th>Column 4</th>
<th>Column 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item A</td>
<td>Item B</td>
<td>Item C</td>
<td>Item D</td>
<td>Item E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item F</td>
<td>Item G</td>
<td>Item H</td>
<td>Item I</td>
<td>Item J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item K</td>
<td>Item L</td>
<td>Item M</td>
<td>Item N</td>
<td>Item O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item P</td>
<td>Item Q</td>
<td>Item R</td>
<td>Item S</td>
<td>Item T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item U</td>
<td>Item V</td>
<td>Item W</td>
<td>Item X</td>
<td>Item Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Z</td>
<td>Item AA</td>
<td>Item AB</td>
<td>Item AC</td>
<td>Item AD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Certificate of Incorporation

I hereby certify that the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Southern Rhodesia, incorporated legally under title of National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Rhodesia, was incorporated under the Companies Act, 1954, and that the Company is Limited.

Given under my hand and Seal at Salisbury, the 19th day of March, 1954.

Registrar of Companies.
Certificate of Incorporation of the Regional Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the South Pacific.
Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Venezuela.
Assemblée spirituelle nationale des Bahá'ís de Belgique,
à Bruxelles.

Constituée par acte sous serment privé le 27 janvier 1956, publié
aux annexes du Moniteur belge du 4 février 1956, page 177, sous
le no 482, modifiée le 4 juin 1962 (annexes du Moniteur belge du
21 juin 1962, page 1072, sous le no 3003)

MODIFICATION AUX STATUTS.

Assemblée générale extraordinaire des associés,
tenue à Bruxelles, rue Stanney, 54, le 1er juillet 1962.

1° L'assemblée enregistre la démission des membres suivants :
Roger Swinnen, Suzanne de Koninck, Freddy Nys, Yvette Honoré,
Karl Teulet.

2° Enregistre l'admission de nouveaux membres : Louis Henu-
zet, Shoghi Ghadimi, Robert Flubas, Hassan Kamran, Fernand
Gillain.

3° L'association confie la signature sociale pour la correspon-
dance à Mme L. Nys, secrétaire.

4° L'association autorise la réception des fonds et le paiement
de ses dépenses sous la seule signature du trésorier M. A. De
Courvreur.

Signature des membres du conseil

L. Nys,
secrétaire.

A. De Couvreur,
trésorier.

Louis Henuzet,
président.

Fernand Gillain,
vice-président.

(35...)
Aviso de Incorporación
ASAMBLEA ESPIRITUAL NACIONAL DE LOS BÁHÁ’ÍS DE LA REPÚBLICA DOMINICANA

Para general conocimiento se hace saber por este medio, en cumplimiento del Artículo 13 de la Ley 260, de fecha 26 de julio de 1960, que los accionistas que no deseen por objeto un beneficio pecuniario, lo harán.

El 21 de febrero de 1982, y por Decreto No. 1952, el Honorable Señor Presidente de la República y del Consejo de Estado, concedió el beneficio de la incorporación a la ASAMBLEA ESPIRITUAL NACIONAL DE LOS BÁHÁ’ÍS DE LA REPÚBLICA DOMINICANA, con domicilio en Santo Domingo, Distrito Nacional.

Los fines de la Asociación son establecer, orientar y promover las actividades espirituales, religiosas, científicas, y humanitarias de la religión bahá’í, con la finalidad de fomentar el amor y el respeto mutuo, como también la unión en las obras y labores de todos y cada uno de los creyentes. La asociación de las religiones multiformes en la base de la reforma moral, la renovación cultural, con el propósito de la aplicación universal de las verdades eternas de las confesiones religiosas existentes y en particular de los creyentes de la religión bahá’í.

Para el logro de los fines de la Asociación, el Presidente y el Vicepresidente de la Asociación, electos por sufragio universal secreto y sin el poder de las reuniones de la República Dominicana, de acuerdo a los principios propios de la asamblea y administrarán, garantizando la eficacia y la cobertura de la Asociación de los creyentes bahá’ís de la República Dominicana.

Los órganos de la Asociación son el Presidente, el Vicepresidente, el Secretario y el Tesorero, quienes durarán un año, y se renuevan en una reunión anual que se llamará Congreso de los creyentes de la Asociación, para elegir los cargos de la Secretaría, el Tesoro y la Asociación de los creyentes bahá’ís de la República Dominicana.

El Presidente es el funcionario que según los estatutos de la Asociación es jefe de los tres órganos de la Asociación.

La duración de la Asociación es indefinida.

En fecha 21 del mes de Abril de 1982, fueron depositadas en el Archivo de la Asociación, copias de los estatutos del Presidente y del Consejo de la Asociación, en la Secretaría de la Asociación, para su custodia, ubicada en la ciudad de Santo Domingo, Distrito Nacional, de la Asociación, para su custodia, ubicada en la ciudad de Santo Domingo, Distrito Nacional.


Colegio Gómez Cerna.
Buenos Aires, Leipzig, Pittaluga & Herrera.

Notice of the Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the Dominican Republic.
Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Bolivia by Resolution Suprema No. 119603.
Certificate of Registration as a Corporate Body
under
The Trustees (Incorporation) Ordinance, Cap. 126,

1. The Honourable Charles Herbert Hartwell Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Deputy
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Uganda Protectorate in exercise of the powers
conferred on me by Section 2 of the above-mentioned Ordinance Do Hereby Grant
in the trustee or trustees for the time being of the body or association known as
"The Registered Trustees of the Baha'is of Central and East Africa"
(hereinafter called "the association") a certificate of registration as a corporate body
with effect from the eighth day of June 1957 under the name
"THE REGISTERED TRUSTEES OF " The National Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of Central and East Africa"

2. This certificate is liable to cancellation should the objects or the rules of
the association as set out in the instrument hereto be changed without the previous
consent in writing of the Governor or should the association at any time permit or
condone any divergence from or breach of such objects and rules.

3. No land or any interest in land shall be acquired or held by the corporate
body without such consent as aforesaid.

Given at Entebbe under my hand and the Public Seal this 1st day of June 1957.

[Signature]

Deputy Governor.

Certificate of Registration as a Corporate Body of the National Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of Central and East Africa.
Notice of the Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the Republic of Colombia.

Assemblée Spéciale Nationale des BAHÁ'ÍS du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg.
Association sans but lucratif.

Lieu de réunion:
1. Monsieur [nom redacteur]
2. [adresse]

Art. 1. L'Assemblée Spéciale Nationale des BAHÁ'ÍS du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg est créée à Luxembourg.

Art. 2. Le but de l'Assemblée Spéciale Nationale est de promouvoir les intérêts de l'association et de s'assurer du respect de ses statuts et de ses instructions administratives.

Art. 3. La durée de l'Assemblée est de trois ans.

Art. 4. L'Assemblée est composée de tous les membres de l'association.

Art. 5. Les membres de l'Assemblée sont élus pour trois ans.


Art. 7. Chaque membre de l'Assemblée est tenu de se prononcer sur les travaux de l'association et de s'assurer du respect de ses statuts et de ses instructions administratives.

Art. 8. Tout membre de l'Assemblée a le droit de se prononcer et de prendre des décisions lors des réunions de l'Assemblée.

Art. 9. L'Assemblée est tenue de prendre des décisions lors des réunions de l'Assemblée et de respecter ses statuts et ses instructions administratives.

Art. 10. L'Assemblée est tenue de prendre des décisions lors des réunions de l'Assemblée et de respecter ses statuts et ses instructions administratives.

Art. 11. L'Assemblée est tenue de prendre des décisions lors des réunions de l'Assemblée et de respecter ses statuts et ses instructions administratives.

Art. 12. L'Assemblée est tenue de prendre des décisions lors des réunions de l'Assemblée et de respecter ses statuts et ses instructions administratives.

[Signature]

Extract from Notice of Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Luxembourg.
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HANDELSDEREGISTER DES AMTSEZIRKS BERN

AUSZUG

Datum: 15. Mai 1955

Veranlagungen: Keine

Zweckverwaltungen: Keine

Letzte Verleihung: Im Schweizerischen Handelsregister Nr. 315 von 29. Juli 1955, Seite 2144

Bemerkungen:

Seite: 583

Certificate of Registration of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Switzerland.
Certificate of Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of New Zealand.
Beroep op forme A.

dd. 9 april 1963.

No. 96, 24,779.

' s-Gravenhage, 1

Aan het bestuur van ondervolmelde Stichting.

Hierbij heb ik de eer U mede te delen, dat de stichting:

"Stichting Nationale Geestelijke Raad van de Bahá'ís van Nederland"

gesteld te 's-Gravenhage op 17 april 1963 in het Openbaar Centraal Stichtingenregister is ingeschreven.

De Minister van Justitie,

Namens de Minister,
Het Hoofd van het Bureau Stichtingen.

PUBL. 95/639

Letter from the Ministry of Justice, The Hague, stating that the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bábís of the Netherlands has been registered as a Foundation.
Executive Order stating that the Attorney General of Ecuador has approved the By-Laws of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Ecuador and authorized its official registration.
Notice of Incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha’is of El Salvador.
NOTARIA NUM. 53

LIC. HERIBERTO A. ROMAN

First page of legal document certifying the Registration of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Mexico.
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BY-LAWS OF A LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

ARTICLE I

The Trustees, i.e., the Spiritual Assembly, recognize that this action has been taken in full unanimity and agreement. They acknowledge for themselves and on behalf of their successors the sacred meaning and universal purpose of the Bahá’í Faith, the teachings and principles of which fulfill the divine promise of all former revealed religions.

ARTICLE II

In administering the affairs of the Bahá’í Religion under this Corporation for the benefit of the Bahá’ís of... in accordance with the religious teachings and administrative principles of this Faith, the Spiritual Assembly shall act in conformity with the function of a local Spiritual Assembly as defined in the By-Laws adopted by the National Spiritual Assembly and published by that body for the information and guidance of Bahá’ís throughout the United States.

ARTICLE III

The Spiritual Assembly, in the fulfillment of its obligations and responsibilities under this Corporation, shall have exclusive jurisdiction and authority over all the local activities and affairs of the Bahá’í community of... including paramount authority in the administration of this Corporation. It shall be responsible for maintaining the integrity and accuracy of all Bahá’í teaching, whether written or oral, undertaken throughout the local community. It shall make available the published literature of the Faith. It shall represent the community in its relations to the National Spiritual Assembly, in its relation to the Guardian of the Bahá’í Faith, to other local Bahá’í communities, and to the general public in... It shall be charged with the recognition of all applicants requesting membership in the local Bahá’í community. It shall report to the National Spiritual Assembly any facts concerning a member or members of the community which indicate either abandonment of membership in the community or inability to qualify as a believer, for decision by the National Spiritual Assembly, in which body is vested sole authority to pass upon the qualifications of an enrolled Bahá’í and if necessary to deprive him or her of membership rights. It shall call the meetings of the community, including the Bahá’í Anniversaries and Feasts, the Meetings of consultation, and the annual meeting at which the members of the Assembly are elected. It shall appoint and supervise all committees of the Bahá’í community. It shall collect and disburse all funds intended for the maintenance of this Corporation. It shall have full and complete custody of the headquarters or meeting place of the Bahá’í community. It shall have exclusive authority to conduct Bahá’í marriage ceremonies and issue Bahá’í marriage certificates within the area of its jurisdiction. It shall report to the National Spiritual Assembly annually, or when requested, the membership roll of the Bahá’í community, for the information and approval of the national Bahá’í body. The Spiritual Assembly, however, shall recognize the authority and right of the National Spiritual Assembly to declare at any time what activities and affairs of the Bahá’í community of... are national in scope and hence subject to the jurisdiction of the National Bahá’í body. It shall likewise recognize the right of any member of the community to appeal to the National Spiritual Assembly for review and decision of any matter in which the previous decision of the local Spiritual Assembly is felt by the member to be contrary to the explicit teachings of the Bahá’í Faith or apposed to its interests. It shall, on the other hand, have the authority and right to appeal from the decision of the National Assembly to the Guardian of the Bahá’í Faith for review and final decision of any matter related to the Faith in...
The Spiritual Assembly, in administering this Corporation, shall ever bear in mind the ideals upheld in the Sacred Writings of the Bahá’í Faith respecting the relationship of a Spiritual Assembly to its Bahá’í community, respecting the relations of Bahá’ís to one another in the community, and the relationships of Bahá’ís to all non-Bahá’ís, without prejudice of race, creed, or nationality. The Assembly shall therefore above all recognize its sacred duty to maintain full and complete unity throughout the Bahá’í community, to relieve and comfort the sick and distressed, to assist the poor and destitute, to protect the orphans, the crippled and the aged, to educate the children of Bahá’ís according to the highest religious and intellectual standards, to compose differences and disagreements among members of the community, to promulgate the principles of Divine Civilization revealed by Bahá’u’lláh, and to promote in every way possible the Bahá’í aim of the oneness of mankind. It shall faithfully and devotedly uphold the general Bahá’í activities and affairs initiated and sustained by the National Spiritual Assembly. It shall cooperate wholeheartedly with other local Spiritual Assemblies throughout the United States in all matters declared by the National Spiritual Assembly to be of general Bahá’í importance and concern. It shall rigorously abstain from any action or influence direct or indirect, that savors of intervention on the part of a Bahá’í body in matters of public politics and civil jurisdiction. It shall encourage intercourse between the Bahá’í community of ... and other recognized Bahá’í communities, issuing letters of introduction to Bahá’ís traveling from ... and passing upon letters of introduction issued by other Bahá’í Assemblies. It shall regard its authors as a means of rendering service to Bahá’ís and non-Bahá’ís and not as a source of arbitrary power. While retaining the sacred right of final decision in all matters pertaining to the Bahá’í community, the Spiritual Assembly shall ever seek the advice and consultation of all members of the community, keep the community informed of all its affairs and invite full and free discussion on the part of the community of all matters affecting the Faith.

**Article V**

The Bahá’ís of ... for whose benefit this Corporation has been established, shall consist of all persons resident in ... who are recognized by the Spiritual Assembly as having fulfilled the requirements of voting membership in this local Bahá’í community. To become a voting member of this Bahá’í community a person shall

a. Be a resident of ... as defined by the area of jurisdiction of the Spiritual Assembly, as provided hereinafter in this Instrument.

b. Have attained the age of 21 years.

c. Have established to the satisfaction of the Spiritual Assembly, subject to the approval of the National Spiritual Assembly, that he (or she) possesses the qualifications of Bahá’í Faith and practice required under the following standard: Full recognition of the Station of the Fore-runner (the Bab), the Author (Bahá’u’lláh), and ‘Abdul-Bahá the Exemplar of the Bahá’í religion; unreserved acceptance of, and submission to, whatsoever has been revealed by Them; loyal and steadfast adherence to every clause of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s sacred Will and Testament, and close association with the spirit as well as the form of Bahá’í administration throughout the world.

**Article VI**

The Spiritual Assembly shall consist of nine Trustees chosen from among the Bahá’ís of ..., who shall be elected by these Bahá’ís in a manner hereinafter provided and who shall continue in office for the period of one year, or until their successors shall be elected.
ARTICLE VII

The officers of the Spiritual Assembly shall consist of a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer, and such other officers as may be found necessary for the proper conduct of its affairs. The officers shall be elected by a majority vote of the entire membership of the Assembly taken by secret ballot.

ARTICLE VIII

The first meeting of a newly-elected Assembly shall be called by the member elected to membership by the highest number of votes or, in case two or more members have received the same said highest number of votes, then by the member selected by lot from among those members; and this member shall preside until a permanent Chairman shall be chosen. All subsequent meetings shall be called by the Secretary of the Assembly at the request of the Chairman or, in his absence or incapacity, of the Vice-Chairman, or of any three members of the Assembly; provided however, that the Annual Meeting of the Assembly shall be held on April 21, in accordance with the administrative principles recognized by all Bahá’í Assemblies.

SECTION 1. Five members of the Assembly present at a meeting shall constitute a quorum, and a majority vote of those present and constituting a quorum shall be sufficient for the conduct of business, except as otherwise provided in these By-Laws, and with due regard to the principle of unity and cordial fellowship involved in the institution of a Spiritual Assembly. The transactions and decisions of the Assembly shall be recorded at each meeting by the Secretary, who shall have the minutes adopted and approved by the Assembly, and preserve them in the official records of the Assembly.

SECTION 2. Vacancies in the membership of the Spiritual Assembly shall be filled by election at a special meeting of the local Bahá’í community duly called for that purpose by the Assembly. In the event that the number of vacancies exceeds four, making a quorum of the Spiritual Assembly impossible, the election shall be under the supervision of the National Spiritual Assembly.

ARTICLE IX

The sphere of jurisdiction of the Spiritual Assembly, with respect to residential qualification of membership, and voting rights of a believer in the Bahá’í community, shall be the locality included within the civil limits of . . .

ARTICLE X

SECTION 1. If in the event that any decision of the Assembly is unacceptable to any member or members of the community, the Assembly shall after endeavoring to compose the difference of opinion invite the said member or members to make appeal to the national Bahá’í body and notify that body of the condition of the matter and the readiness of the Assembly to become party to the appeal.

SECTION 2. In the same manner, if any difference arises between the Assembly and another local Assembly, or Assemblies, in the United States, the Assembly shall report the matter to the national Bahá’í body and inform that body of its readiness to make joint appeal together with the other Assembly or Assemblies.

SECTION 3. If, however, the result of such appeal is unsatisfactory to the Spiritual Assembly, or the Assembly at any time has reason to believe that actions of the National Spiritual Assembly are affecting adversely the welfare and unity of the Bahá’í community . . ., it shall, after seeking to compose its difference of opinion with the national body in direct consultation, have the right to appeal to the Guardian of the Faith.

SECTION 4. The Assembly shall likewise have the right to make complaint to the National Spiritual Assembly in the event that matters of local Bahá’í concern and influence are referred to the national body by a member or members of the local community without previous opportunity for action by the local Assembly.
ARTICLE XI

The Annual Meeting of the Corporation at which its Trustees shall be elected shall be held on April 21, at an hour and place to be fixed by the Assembly, which shall give not less than fifteen days' notice of the meeting to all members of the local Bahá'í community.

Section 1. The Assembly shall accept those votes transmitted to the Assembly before the election by members who by reason of sickness or other unavoidable reason are unable to be present at the election in person.

Section 2. The election of members to the Spiritual Assembly shall be by plurality vote.

Section 3. All voting members of the local Bahá'í community are eligible for election as members of the Spiritual Assembly.

Section 4. The Assembly shall prepare an agenda for the Annual Meeting in which shall be included reports of the activities of the Assembly since its election, a financial statement showing all income and expenditure of its fund, reports of its committees and presentation of any other matters pertaining to the affairs of the Bahá'í community. The Assembly, both preceding and following the annual election, shall invite discussion and welcome suggestions from the community, in order that its plans may reflect the community mind and heart.

Section 5. The result of the election shall be reported by the Spiritual Assembly to the National Assembly.

ARTICLE XII

In addition to the Annual Meeting, the Assembly shall arrange for regular meetings of the Bahá'í community throughout the year at intervals of nineteen days, in accordance with the calendar incorporated in the teachings of the Bahá'í Faith.

ARTICLE XIII

The seal of the Corporation shall be circular in form, bearing the following description: The Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of . . . , Corporate Seal.

ARTICLE XIV

These By-Laws may only be amended by majority action of the National Spiritual Assembly, which, in making amendments, does so for the By-Laws of all local Assemblies throughout the United States.

Note: With amendments adopted by the National Spiritual Assembly in July 12, 1979.